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PREFACE

The Arkansas Gazette has long been considered the prime source for information on the social, cultural, and political affairs of the people of the state of Arkansas. I have prepared this index with the hope that it will be valuable for students, historians, and other researchers who wish to follow the progress of Arkansas and her people as chronicled by the Arkansas Gazette.

Members of the Library faculty and staff of Tomlinson Library have been most helpful to me in the indexing project throughout the year. Mr William A. Vaughn, librarian, has generously provided all needed materials and has always been encouraging. Mrs Virginia Grant has been responsible for typing the daily entries and for the finished manuscript. All of the staff have my thanks for spotting errors in the card file and bringing them to my attention; they are responsible for none of the errors which may be in the finished index.
CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO PREVIOUS VOLUMES

Users of the Arkansas Gazette Index are invited to call to our attention errors found in the indexes so corrections can be listed in the next volume.

1979

Page vi  Change TEL Electric Laws Institute to Election Laws Institute

Page 109  Change heading of 2nd column from OPPORTUNITY to ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

Page 212  PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS AND OTHER RECREATION AREAS
           Change F25,4E:1 to F25,4B:1
ABBREVIATIONS

Note: This is a list of standard abbreviations used in the current indexes of the Arkansas Gazette Index. A listing here does not necessarily indicate that it has been used in this volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Alcoholics Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAPE</td>
<td>Arkansas Assn of Professional Educators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAUP</td>
<td>American Association of University Professors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd/Div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abst</td>
<td>abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acad</td>
<td>academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acctg</td>
<td>accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accts</td>
<td>accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACLU</td>
<td>American Civil Liberties Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORN</td>
<td>Arkansas Community Organizations for Reform Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR</td>
<td>Arkansas Consumer Research ad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad</td>
<td>advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>Americans for Democratic Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adm</td>
<td>administer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admr</td>
<td>administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEA</td>
<td>Arkansas Education Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFDC</td>
<td>Aid to Families with Dependent Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFL-CIO</td>
<td>American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSCME</td>
<td>American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFT</td>
<td>American Federation of Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agr</td>
<td>agricultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHC</td>
<td>Arkansas Highway Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHTD</td>
<td>Arkansas Highway and Transportation Dept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>Ark Intercollegiate Conf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALC</td>
<td>Arkansas Legislative Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amdt</td>
<td>amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPI</td>
<td>Associated Milk Producers, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMT</td>
<td>amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anniv</td>
<td>anniversary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOGC</td>
<td>Arkansas Oklahoma Gas Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ap</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP&amp;L</td>
<td>Arkansas Power and Light Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td>Arkansas Press Assn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APEA</td>
<td>Ark Public Employees Assn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appt</td>
<td>appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appptd</td>
<td>appointed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appptg</td>
<td>appointing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appts</td>
<td>appoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ark La</td>
<td>Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ark-Mo</td>
<td>Arkansas-Missouri Power Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assoc</td>
<td>associate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATU</td>
<td>Arkansas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atty</td>
<td>attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVM</td>
<td>Automatic Voting Machines Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWISA</td>
<td>Arkansas Women's Intercollegiate Sports Assn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bapt</td>
<td>Baptist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bd</td>
<td>board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blog</td>
<td>biographical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bldg</td>
<td>building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bur</td>
<td>bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C of C</td>
<td>Chamber of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAHSA</td>
<td>Central Ark Health Systems Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>Central Arkansas Transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cath</td>
<td>Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDBG</td>
<td>Community Development Block Grant Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CETA</td>
<td>Comprehensive Employment and Training Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch</td>
<td>church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>champ</td>
<td>champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chem</td>
<td>chemical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chmn</td>
<td>chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chairmen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ/HSIC</td>
<td>Criminal Justice and Highway Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co</td>
<td>company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coll</td>
<td>college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com</td>
<td>committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comm</td>
<td>commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comr</td>
<td>commissioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cond</td>
<td>condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conf</td>
<td>conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confs</td>
<td>conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cong</td>
<td>Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congsol</td>
<td>Congressional Consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>const</td>
<td>constitutional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv</td>
<td>convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corp</td>
<td>corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ct</td>
<td>court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTA</td>
<td>Classroom Teachers Assn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>Drug Enforcement Adm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>Democrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop</td>
<td>development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHE</td>
<td>Department of Higher Educ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dir</td>
<td>director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirct</td>
<td>directorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>div</td>
<td>division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>econ</td>
<td>economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed</td>
<td>edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edc</td>
<td>educated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elec</td>
<td>electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA</td>
<td>Economic Development Adm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>educ</td>
<td>education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elec</td>
<td>electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Emergency Medical Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOA</td>
<td>Economic Opportunity Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSC</td>
<td>Episcopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA</td>
<td>Equal Rights Amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERDA</td>
<td>Energy Research and Development Adm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESD</td>
<td>Employment Security Div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>Extrasensory perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>estab</td>
<td>establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exam</td>
<td>examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FABCIO</td>
<td>First Arkansas Bankstock Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>US Food and Drug Adm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn</td>
<td>foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEC</td>
<td>Federal Election Comm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fed</td>
<td>federal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fedct</td>
<td>federated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fedctn</td>
<td>federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOI</td>
<td>Freedom of Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAG</td>
<td>Family, Life, America, God (Orgn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC</td>
<td>Federal Power Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRB</td>
<td>Federal Reserve Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>Federal Trade Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>Full-time-equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G&amp;F</td>
<td>Game and Fish Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geol</td>
<td>geological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geolgy</td>
<td>geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOP</td>
<td>Republican Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gov</td>
<td>governor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>govt</td>
<td>government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grad</td>
<td>graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gradtn</td>
<td>graduation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>governntl</td>
<td>governmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBE</td>
<td>Health, Education, and Welfare Dept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hon</td>
<td>honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honrbl</td>
<td>honorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honr</td>
<td>honorary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honord</td>
<td>honored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honorng</td>
<td>honoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honors</td>
<td>honors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hosp</td>
<td>hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>House of Representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hs</td>
<td>high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSU</td>
<td>Henderson State Univ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUD</td>
<td>US Housing and Urban Development Dept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hwy</td>
<td>highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAF</td>
<td>International Assn of Firefighters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>International Business Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILGWU</td>
<td>International Ladies Garment Workers Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ind</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indus</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ins</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inst</td>
<td>Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insts</td>
<td>Institutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>Interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intvw</td>
<td>Interviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intl</td>
<td>International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inv</td>
<td>Invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREC</td>
<td>Industrial Research and Extension Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>Internal Revenue Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEC</td>
<td>Information Systems Executive Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>Insurance Services Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWWA</td>
<td>International Wood Workers of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ja</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBU</td>
<td>John Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Je</td>
<td>June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Justice of the Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR</td>
<td>Joint Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jy</td>
<td>July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAA</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Assistance Adm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legis</td>
<td>legislative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJJAC</td>
<td>Legislative Joint Audit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJBC</td>
<td>Legislative Joint Budget Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lr</td>
<td>letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Little Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRRAFB</td>
<td>Little Rock Air Force Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luth</td>
<td>Lutheran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>math</td>
<td>mathematical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdse</td>
<td>merchandise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mech</td>
<td>mechanical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>med</td>
<td>medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>met</td>
<td>metropolitan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meth</td>
<td>Methodist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACT</td>
<td>Pulaski Assn of Classroom Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Production Credit Assn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCBs</td>
<td>Polychlorinated biphenyls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pol</td>
<td>political</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pres</td>
<td>president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presb</td>
<td>Presbyterian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof</td>
<td>professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pros</td>
<td>prosecuting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ps</td>
<td>public school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptl</td>
<td>patrolman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUD</td>
<td>Planned Unit Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qr</td>
<td>quarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qrly</td>
<td>quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rd</td>
<td>road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recd</td>
<td>received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regis</td>
<td>register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rehab</td>
<td>rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repr</td>
<td>representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rept</td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reptd</td>
<td>reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reptg</td>
<td>reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reps</td>
<td>reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repub</td>
<td>Republican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rev</td>
<td>review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revd</td>
<td>reviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revg</td>
<td>reviewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Railroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Savings and Loan Assn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;L</td>
<td>Southern Arkansas Univ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAU</td>
<td>Senate Bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBA</td>
<td>Small Business Adm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBS</td>
<td>State Building Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN</td>
<td>Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec</td>
<td>section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secy</td>
<td>secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sem</td>
<td>seminary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sen</td>
<td>senate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ser</td>
<td>sermon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soc</td>
<td>social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SREB</td>
<td>Southern Regional Education Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>Social and Rehabilitative Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup</td>
<td>supreme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEPCO</td>
<td>Southwestern Electric Power Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASC</td>
<td>Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Tuberculosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>technical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temp</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theol</td>
<td>theological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tourn</td>
<td>tournament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treas</td>
<td>treasurer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>University of Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAF.</td>
<td>Univ of Ark (Fayetteville)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UALR</td>
<td>Univ of Ark (Little Rock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAM</td>
<td>Univ of Ark (Monticello)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAMSC</td>
<td>Univ of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAPB</td>
<td>Univ of Ark (Pine Bluff)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAW</td>
<td>United Auto Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCA</td>
<td>Univ of Central Ark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univs</td>
<td>universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA</td>
<td>United States Dept of Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Veterans Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo-tech</td>
<td>Vocational-technical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vp</td>
<td>vice president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YWCA</td>
<td>Young Women's Christian Assn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yr</td>
<td>year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOW TO USE THE ARKANSAS GAZETTE INDEX

The Arkansas Gazette Index consists of brief summarizing statements of the news of Arkansas as it was published in the final edition of the Arkansas Gazette. Only those articles dealing with Arkansas people, places and events are considered for inclusion. Materials not considered useful for future reference are omitted. Routine articles reporting on sports, social events and business activities are omitted.

HEADINGS: Subject headings (entries) are the main type of entry and are used whenever possible. Names of prominent persons and of organizations are used as entries, but most names are cross-referenced to subjects.

Arrangement of Entries: All main subject headings (entries) are arranged alphabetically, word-by-word. (Old Washington comes before Oldham in this arrangement). Inverted headings are arranged alphabetically without regard to their inversion. Punctuation is disregarded in arranging entries. Abbreviated entries are alphabetized as if they were words, and are not filed at the beginning of the letter. (PCBs is filed after Payne and before Pea Ridge). Names of organizations are inverted so entry is under key word in name if it is indicative of the subject of the organization. (Arkansas Medical Society is entered Medical Society, Arkansas). Names of firms and institutions are not inverted.

SUBDIVISIONS: Entries are subdivided when to do so would simplify their location or when the number of entries under a heading would be unusually long. Main subheadings are arranged in alphabetical order and are underlined. Secondary subheadings may be used when entries under the main subheading are unduly long, or when closely related materials can be grouped. Secondary subheadings are indicated by use of dashes (--) before the entry. Material too general for subdivision is placed before the subdivisions.

ENTRIES: Most articles are assigned only one subject heading, with cross references used to lead from related subjects included. (A statement by the governor on the subject of education would be entered under Education, and a cross-reference made from the name of the governor). Summaries or descriptive phrases are kept as short as possible, and are not intended to indicate that the only material in the article is that described in the summary. Length of the summary should not be taken as an indication of the length of the article. All entries under headings and subheadings appear in chronological order except for those where alphabetical arrangement would aid in location.

LOCATION SYMBOLS: Each summary is followed by the date, section, page and column number where the article appeared in the final edition of the Arkansas Gazette. (S20,2C:3 indicates that the article was published on September 20, page 2, of section C in column 3).

CROSS-REFERENCES: All cross-references are arranged in alphabetical order. Cross-references from the main subject entry follow the general summaries (if there are no general summaries, cross-references are
listed directly under the main entry). Cross references may be listed under subheadings and always follow the summaries. Cross references may be made to an entry without using the full subject entry. (For example: a reference may be made from Teachers, Public School to Education without spelling out Education and Schools. Likewise, the cross-reference may lead to a subheading without so specifying if the subhead would be obvious. Under Education and Schools is found the subhead, Teachers). When it is impractical to list names of persons or organizations in the summaries, cross-references may be made from the name to the subject entry. In such references, the date of the article is included as part of the cross-reference. When references are made to subjects found in the general summaries preceding subheadings, the word (gen) may be used to indicate that the article is not under a subhead, e.g. (Children see also Medicine (gen).

A cross reference from a person's name to a subject does not indicate if the named person is directly involved or is merely commenting on the topic. In all cases, the article should be read for clarification of this point.
ABBOTT LABORATORIES

Fred Allen of Little Rock, files race bias suit against Abbott

ABORTION

About 1,000 anti-abortion marchers hold rally at State Capitol

Arkansas abortion law ruled invalid by 3-member federal ct

ACCIDENTS AND SAFETY

One man killed, three injured when sewer line ditch caves in at Hot Springs site

See also

Airplanes
Atomic Energy
Car Pools
Chemistry and Chemicals
Expositions--Arkansas State Fair
Hunting-Accidents
Missiles
Railroads
Roads and Traffic
Ships and Shipping

... Drownings. Three persons drowned in boat accident near Fort Smith

Four Little Rock residents drowned in fishing boat accident My20,

... Body of Chad Anglin found Ap17, 6A:4

... Dale Massingill drowned in Lake Greeson Je25,10A:3

... Two swimmers drowned following leap from top of St Francis River bridge near Marianna

... Mrs Diane Duncan drowned in White River at Locust Grove Jy5,10A:8

... Youth drowned in Lake Maumelle Jy25,12A:6

... Body of young man found in Lee Creek near Van Buren Jy29,5A:1

... Swimmer's body found in Beaver Lake Jy29,8A:5

... Youth drowned in pond near Heber Springs Jy30,13A:8

... Teen-ager drowned while fishing in Lake Chicot Ag9,16A:6

... Swimmer drowned in Greers Ferry Lake Agl2,7A:4

... Huffman youth drowned in Mississippi River Agl4,14A:5

... Girl drowned in borrow pit near Arkansas City Agl4,14A:6

... Scuba diver drowned in Lake Ouachita Agl8,3A:1

... Camden youth drowned in Ouachita River Ag22,17A:5

... Swimmer drowned in pond at Mabelvale Ag25,5A:6

... Swimmer drowned in Ouachita River at Louann Ag25,8A:8

... Worker drowned at fish pond Ag29,9A:1

... Apparent drowning of Danny J. Powell in Greers Ferry Lake was a hoax Ag29,10A:5

... Youth drowned in bauxite pit Ag31,18A:1

... Victim found in Horseshoe Lake S2,12A:6

... Fisherman drowned in White River 022,11A:2

... Herschell J. Bennett drowned in canal at Nuclear One plant 025,4A:2

... Fisherman drowned in Lake Conway Dl6,6A:8

... Fountaingleau Nursing Home

... US Armament-Army Corps of Engineers

... Electric Light and Power. DeWitt farmer, Sidney Julius Wegert, electrocuted when metal pole touches power line Je29,4A:1

... James Lynn Land electrocuted by faulty drill at Ward Industries plant at Conway Jy3,6A:1

... Three youths electrocuted in Greers Ferry accident Jy6,4A:6

... Two men killed when CB antenna touches wires Jy7,3A:1

... Youth killed by fallen power line after auto accident Jy20,18A:7

... Paragould man killed while working on compressor Jy24,16A:5

... Dover man killed in water well accident S2,3A:5

... Man electrocuted by extension cord S7,6A:4

... Falls. One teenager killed, another injured in fall from bluff south of Clarksville at recreation area Ap6,10A:6

... Lawrence Wayne
Donnell awarded $1.7 million for injuries suffered when his lineman's safety belt strap failed Ag8,10A:1
Girl injured when she fell from amusement ride at Van Buren County fair Ag16,3A:4
Pine Bluff student dies in fall from bridge 019,12A:3
Poisoning and Poisons
See also Arkansas Children's Colony-Alexander
ACCOUNTING AND ACCOUNTANTS
List of persons who passed CPA exam
ACME BRICK CO
Third facility opened at Malvern is most modern in world N14,5C:2
ACORN (ORGN)
See Arkansas Community Organization for Reform Now
ACT 9 OF 1960 (ARK)
ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
--McCarroll, Earl Jr: Former Arkansan makes it to Broadway F29, 7B:1
--Neame, Christopher: British actor visits friends at LR Ja4,1B:1
--Steenbergen, Mary: Arkansas native wins best supporting actress award of New York Film Critics Circle D31,2A:5
ADAMS, JOHN
See also Book Reviews
ADKISSON, RICHARD B.
See also Ark-Elections--Supreme Court
ADOPTIONS
Gov Bill Clinton signs act clarifying law allowing cts to consent to adoption if it is found that a home is unfit F7,10A:5
Arkansas Supreme Ct lifts Injunction of Pope Circuit Ct that barred Social Services Div from taking custody of foster child whose foster parents sought to adopt it Ap8,4A:7
Arkansas Court of Appeals rules neighbors who took care of Russell Dudgeon most of his life can adopt him despite father's objection 02,9A:1
See also Courts (Local)-Family Courts (Proposed)
Marschewski (James) Family
Sanford (Jon) Family
ADULT EDUCATION
See Education-Adult
ADVERTISING
Article on free-lance advertising specialist Libby Strawn of Little Rock Mr26,8C:4
Addy Awards winners announced Ap16,6C:7
Mrs Bessie Coffelt defends legality of sign by highway advertising her antique shop at Jacksonville Ap27,4A:6
Little Rock sign ordinance starts new phase; controversy expected My11,10A:1
Sales soaring for radio stations Jy6,5E:3
Article on billboards as an art form and a science 020,1B:2
See also Ark-Economic Conditions
Ark-Elections--Advertising
Beverages
Johnson, Trimble and Co
Legal Profession
Public Utilities
Television-Cable TV--Little Rock
AERONAUTICS
See also Aviation Hall of Fame, Ark
AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES AND SCIENCES
Lack of skilled labor hurts Industry in Ark; Falcon Jet is example F20,6C:4
Training programs are begun to attract and keep aviation industry F21,6C:4
Kenneth J. Hiegel spearheads drive with University of Central Ark to train skilled workers for aviation INDUS; funding would come through the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act F22,5C:4
Aircraft skills program gets $1 million grant to train low income or handicapped persons for skilled labor in aviation INDUS Mr13,7A:2
Aviation technology course to be taught at Little Rock by University of Central Arkansas Je29,6A:6
Article on aviation mechanics training program taught by University of Central Ark
AEROSPACE INDUS

AFGHANISTAN
The G. Harvey Benham family recalls their four years spent in Afghanistan.

See also Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
AFROAMERICANS
See Blacks

AGED
Senator David Pryor holds hearing on needs of aged for Medicare aid for mental health aid to aged Ap5,10A:1
Consumer needs of the elderly is concern of Pulaski County Council on Aging Ap28,1B:5
Jeannie Lamb studies factors affecting passage from middle age to older years Ol6,1B:2
See also
Ark-Elections--Governor
Blanton, Rebecca Sue Clark
Camp Robinson
Democratic Party
Elderhostel
Frauds and Swindling
Longevity
Public Utilities
Welfare
Writing and Writers

AGING, PULASKI COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGED
See Aged

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
Legislative panel endorses end to sales tax on farm machinery;
Governor-elect Frank White concerned about $8.2 million revenue loss N22,4A:6

AGRICULTURAL MOVEMENT, AMERICAN
See also Agriculture

AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Senator David Pryor calls for hearing on aid to farmers who may be hurt by curtailment in grain sales to Russia Ja8,9A:1
Arkansas chapter of American Agricultural Movement demands compensation for loss in grain sales Ja8,9A:1
Riceland Foods board of directors urges Pres Carter to protect American farmers Ja9,3A:1
Arkansas Congressional offices are feeling effect of American Agriculture Movement lobby Ja13,7A:1
Senator

David Pryor supports grain embargo on Russia Ja15,6A:7
Farmers meet with Sen Bumpers, voice opposition to use of food as foreign policy weapon
Ja16,4A:4
Agriculture Dept officials tell Ark farmers Pres Carter wants to spread embargo impact Ja19,7A:1
Bill Alexander says farmers must not carry full burden of response to Russia Ja25,7A:1
State Sen delays action on proposal that would prevent an agricultural plant or other facility from being declared a nuisance if it has been in operation a year Ja25,13A:1
Article on Jim Dupree, a Weldon farmer, who promotes American Agriculture Movement F5,1B:2
Members of American Agriculture Movement to join Washington motorcade; use of alcohol as fuel discussed F13,8A:1
Lobbying group of farmers hears pessimistic rept from Ark Congressional Delegation F22,6A:1
David Pryor and Dale Bumpers talk with farmers at US Capitol F24,10A:1
Gov Clinton urges US Dept of Agriculture to adopt policies to stop decline of the small farm Ap30,13A:1
Arkansas farm exports climb 9 pct for fiscal yr Je24,5C:4
Bill Rule develops firm to perform aerial photography to study crop problem through infrared system Je29,5E:3
Issuance of tax-exempt bonds by state for agr loans opposed by 5 members of Governor's Advisory Committee to the state Economic Development Dept Jyl0,5A:1
Drought causes $12 million loss to farmers in White County Jyl1,2A:4
Agricultural losses from heat wave in Ark put at $450 million; Gov Clinton to declare entire state a disaster area Jyl7,1A:7
Tour of state's heat-damaged fields made by SBA Director A. Vernon Weaver and Gov Bill Clinton Jy23,1A:3
Losses put at $615 million Jy23,1A:3
Agricultural losses from drouth pass $700 million in Ark Agl6,4A:1
Article on high toll exacted by drouth S28,1F:5
Selected statistics on agr in Ark during 1978 03,10C:1
Farmers gather to hear explanation of
disaster loans, call program same old political rhetoric 08,10A:1 Gov Bill Clinton asks federal Farmers Home Adm to provide low-interest loan subsidies for assistance to farmers hurt by drouth 09,6C:6 Agriculture Secretary Bob S. Bergland visits Ark at request of Sen Dale Bumpers; Bergland calls agr losses an 'unmitigated disaster' 011,1A:3 Article explores agr losses from drouth 019,5E:3 Farm areas may need 2 or 3 yrs of belt-tightening to overcome effects of drouth 026,12E:3

See also
Alcohol as Fuel
Ark-Economic Conditions
Delta Rice Mill
Elms Planting Co
Environment
Irrigation
Rice
Soybeans
Sunbelt Elevator and Export Co
Tomatoes
Water Pollution
Wetlands
Winrock International

... Labor

See also
Forgereins:
Head Start Project
AIKIDO
Article on martial art classes taught at Little Rock 010,1B:1

AIR POLLUTION
EPA approves Ark clean air plan Fl, 4A:2 Three pollution episodes noted in study of Buffalo River area; acid rain recorded Ap28,3A:1 Paper Indus in Ark seeks changes in rules proposed for sulphur compounds emissions My1,5C:7 Jacksonville editor comments on air pollution in the Ozarks My4,3E:2 Map shows spread of acid rain that has now reached Ark My4, 4E:5 Gazette comments on pollution in Buffalo River area My5,12A:1 Study shows that coal ash and smoke from coal-fired Flint Creek Power Plant lower than state or federal limits My16,7C:7 Organization formed to study acid rain in Ark Ag20,8C:1 Little Rock had 3 days during summer when air was considered unhealthful 010,8A:4

See also
Atomic Energy
Chemistry and Chemicals
Energy Systems Co (ENSCO)
Oil (Petroleum)

AIRLINES
Service for El Dorado, Camden, Fayetteville, Fort Smith, Harrison, Hot Springs, Jonesboro and Texarkana guaranteed by CAB through 1988 Ja12, 7A:1 Scheduled Skyways to offer expanded schedule Jy30,5C:5 Royal American Airlines begins commuter flights out of Little Rock N13,7C:3

See also
Central Flying Service
Rio Airlines

AIRPLANES
Accidents and Safety. Pilot killed in crash near Witts Springs In Searcy Co Mr5,10A:6 Peterson Industries President Tom Edmiston killed in plane crash near Decatur Mr22,9A:3 Kansas pilot killed in crash at mtn east of Mena Ap27,2A:2 Two killed in Mountain Home crash My28,4A:4 Plane crash kills 2 near Jonesboro Ag11, 3A:1 Airman ejected from military plane over Grant County lands safely S14,1A:2 Airman triggered ejection device; thought plane crashing S15, 1A:5 Four men killed in crash of single-engine plane south of Hot Springs S30,1A:3 Plane broke up before crash 01,7A:1 Two light planes collide over airstrip near Lonoke 04, 3A:1

AIRPORTS
Fayetteville. Facilities modernized and enlarged Ag24,5E:6

Northwest Arkansas Regional (Proposed). Regional airport plans dropped by Springdale and Fayetteville Mr7,9A:1

ALAMO CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Federal judge refuses to dismiss lawsuit by US Labor Dept alleging
Foundations illegally withhold wages from members

The Foundation asks dismissal of US Labor Dept suit against it

Ruling delayed in 2 suits

US Labor Dept wins right to see Fdn records

ALCOHOL AS FUEL

Plan for tax advantage to users of alcohol motor fuels may be shelved because of revenue loss to state roads

Sen David Pryor upset by plan of oil firms to restrict use of credit card for purchases of gasohol

Arkansas farmers to join motorcade to Washington to promote use of grain to produce fuels

Fordyce ed comments on law that exempted gasohol from all taxes

Gov Clinton urges use of gasohol

State Rep Lloyd R. George of Danville, will produce alcohol for his farm equipment from corn, will use methane produced from manure to fire still

Plant designed to produce gasohol opening soon at Van Buren

Farmers hear discussion on making and use of alcohol fuel

Conway ed sees alcohol fuel as promising for farmers

Bill Alexander sponsors bill in Cong to create new asst Secy of Agriculture to be in charge of alcohol fuels program

Bumpers and David Pryor seek tax incentives for use of alcohol fuels on farms

Gov Bill Clinton dedicates $3 million alcohol plant at Van Buren

Chemical engineer tells group at Drydock Center at Kensett helps those who are ready to help themselves

Congressman Alexander exercises regularly by jogging and swimming

Defends Arkansans against charge of being hicks

Alexander likely to remain in same committee posts when House organizes
deputy majority whip, the 4th-ranking leadership post among House Dems 09, 1A:4 Alexander goes to Egypt to study US Embassy security D17,12A:3

See also
Agriculture and Agr Products
Alcohol as Fuel
Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)---Dist 2
Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)
Ark-Politics and Government
Cache River
Cuba
Milk
Missiles
News and News Media
Oil (Petroleum)
Olympic Games (1980)-Summer
Rice
Universal Fuels Products, Inc
US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam
US-Finances--Budget
US Armament (gen)
US Armament-Draft
Water
ALIENS
See Foreigners in Ark

ALLEN, BEN
See also
Ark-Legislature--Legislative Committees (Sen)
University of Arkansas

ALLEN, DeWAYNE
See also Inventions

ALLEN ENGINEERING CO
See also Inventions

ALLEN TRANSFORMER CO

Fine of $100,000 sought against Fort Smith firm for alleged mishandling of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) F9,7A:1 Firm appeals to Ark Congressional Delegation to introduce legs to enable co to avoid $100,000 fine sought by EPA F19,5A:1

ALLIED TELEPHONE CO

Judy Gill files race bias suit against firm D13,13A:3

See also Telephones

ALLISON, BOBBY GENE
See also Inventions

Laborers Union of North America, Intl

ALMA
See also Commercial Bank (Alma)
Council rejects plea of Jess P. Odom to save financially-troubled park. A plan to relocate park at Ozark discussed. Central Ark Investment group may buy park section of Dogpatch; Newton County Quorum Ct expresses interest in bond proposal. Johnson County may pass bonds for park to locate there. Odom's Patch out of picture. Sale of park to Ozarks Family Entertainment approved; sale assures existence at location. Proposed tourism bonds to be issued by Newton County to be of little benefit to Jess P. Odom, who has lost $3.5 million on park. Plans for sale of park terminated; Odom may keep park, or may look for other buyers. Union Planters Bank of Memphis seeks takeover of park. Dogpatch USA, Inc files for bankruptcy; major creditors listed. Bank trying to sell park.

---Magic Springs: Texas family sues for $800,000 for damages allegedly suffered in 1979 accident.

ANTHONY, BERRY FRANKLIN JR
Gazette discusses Anthony's joining Democratic Conservative Forum, which threatens to vote with Republicans. Representative Beryl Anthony says Democratic Party is a sick patient, but will recover; role in forming Democratic Conservative Caucus defended.

ANTHONY, BERRY FRANKLIN SR
See also Ark-Elections--Governor

ANTHONY, JOHN ED
See also Horse Racing

ANTHONY TIMBERLANDS, INC
Firm to close permanently its Benton plant; over 100 employees affected.

ANTIQUES
Article on antique shop run by Carl and Mary Schroeder on New Benton Highway.

ANTI TRUST ACTIONS AND LAWS
See also MIlk

APPARITIONS
---Gurdon Light: Article on mysterious light on old railroad tracks and the ghost stories surrounding it.

---Vanishing Hitchhikers: State Police receive 2 reports about a hitchhiker who disappears from moving cars after talking about Jesus Christ.

See also Turkey Trot
century Jy28,2A:5 Disappearing hitchhiker reported on Little Rock-Pine Bluff road many years ago Ag13, 1B:2
APPAREL
Article on flammability of Underoos clothing for children F26,1B:2
Special features on spring fashions Mr9,Sec G Article on antique clothing business of Cheryl Slicker of Little Rock Je5,1B:2 Magnolia native, Van-Martin Rowe, is successful designer of men's clothing Jy6,8D:1
ARAB SCAM OPERATION
See US-Congress (gen)
ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Work of Chris Burrow helps reveal history in Ark 120 centuries ago Ja7, 1B:2 Army Engineers delay project in Mississippi County for archeological work at sites where Indians lived 8,000 B.C. Mr20,8A:1 Mississippi River Valley's rich earth reveals much of early Indian life; archeologists seek to know more about everyday life of these people Jy1,4B:1 Skeletal remains found near Cotton Plant possibly are Indians Jy18,12A:5
See also Parks--Toltec Mounds
ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTS
Little Rock architects Charles Witsell and Don Evans specialize in restoring older bldgs Mr20,1D:1 Landscape talents of Jim Culbertson, Dick Atchison and Don Bailey combined to form Creative Landscape, Inc My22, 1D:1 Photographs of homes of ordinary citizens to grace walls of First Federal S&L Bldg at Little Rock Jy23, 4B:1 Article on Deitrich Neyland, well-known Ark architect and his love for painting Ag26,1B:2 Article on personal houses of Little Rock architects Ag28,1D:1 Houses, firms in Ark join the solar bandwagon 023,1D:1 Home of Dr and Mrs Howard Barnard at Little Rock is example of solar technology N1,1B:1 Design and materials equal energy efficiency in use of solar technology N8,1B:3 Merv Ewalt's house at Cabot heats and cools itself through use of solar power N15,1B:3 Article on solar home at Indian Hills (North Little Rock) built by Winrock Homes 027,1B:1 See also
Prisons and Prisoners (gen)
Solar Energy
Thorncrown Chapel
ARCHIVES AND RECORDS
See also
Colleges-Libraries
University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus)
Also see geog heads
AREA PLANNING AND RENEWAL
Study finds general public is receptive to land use planning Ja27, 10E:1 Community Development Block Grant plans deficient, 10 cities in Ark told F26,1A:4 Civic work awards go to 29 cities in Arkansas Community Development Program S10,5C:2 Clark County towns of Arkadelphia, Gurdon and Amity receive awards for joint effort in developing Indus park S10, 5C:2
See also
Little Rock
Little Rock Metropolitan Area
Newport
North Little Rock
Sherwood
Transit Systems
ARGENTA DRUG CO (NORTH LITTLE ROCK)
Article on oldest operating drug store in state F21,1B:2
ARKADELPHELIA
New industrial park attracts attention of firms in foreign countries Ja27,5E:1 New census sought after figures show decline in count since 1970 Jy10,9A:1 Effort made to restore 2 landmark bldgs S7,6E:1
See also
Arkco Machine Products
Education-Arkadelphia
Fires-Arkadelphia
Munsingwear, Inc
Siplast, Inc
ARKANSAN
Magazine to cease publication 08, 9A:1 Magazine files bankruptcy petition 024,9A:3
Arkansas 1960

Arkansas

Abstractors Board of Examiners.
Gov Clinton names Maurice J. Day
Ja25,11A:4

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council.
Gov Clinton appts Des Agnes Eckert
to Council F2,2A:5

Alcoholic Beverage Control Board.
Gov Clinton reappts Jim Walters to
Bd Ja31,5A:4 Ed H. House of Camden,
will not be reappointed, aide to
Governor-elect Frank D. White says
D31,7A:8

Alcoholic Beverage Control Div.
Enforcement Div helped reduce deaths
on roads by increased monitoring of
liquor outlets; statistics on Div activity
Ja12,4A:6 Estate of Douglas H. Elkins files $500,000 claim
against state Alcoholic Beverage Con­
trol Div alleging its failure to po­
lice Amvets Club No 10 at Fayette­
ville contributed to death after
fight Jy2,10A:3 Panel of Legislative
Council recommends merger of
licensing and enforcement divisions
D5,13A:1

See also

Liquor

Ouachita County

... Archeological Survey. Four re­
search assistants to be lost in funds
cutback Jy11,8A:6

Architects Board. Gov Bill Clinton
reappts Robert E. Mobley My23,4A:5

Archives and Records. Counties may
sell tapes of voter registration
lists, Attorney General's Office
rules Fl6,3A:1 Court records dating
from 1808 discovered in Arkansas Su­
preme Court clerk's office Ag7,10A:3

Arkansas-Oklahoma River Compact
Comm. Gov Clinton names Si­
Sister Pierre Vorster to Comm Mr13,4A:4

Arts and Humanities Office Ad­
visory Council. Gov Clinton appts
Marcia Lewis to Council F12,5C:8 Gov
Clinton appts Wendall Griffin to
Council F27,5A:2 Gov Bill Clinton
names Nancy Llewellyn to Council S27,
8A:4 James T. Whitehead apptd S30,
9A:2

Attorney General. Legislative
Joint Audit Com gives up on effort to
get explanation from Bill Clinton of
expenditures while he was Attorney
Gen Ja16,8A:4 Pine Bluff Commercial
highly critical of Bill Clinton's re­
fusal to explain expenditures and
staff pay while he was in AG office
F3,3E:3 Seven on staff of Clark re­
signing F20,2A:2 Legislative panel
sends lr to Steve Clark expressing
concern over his use of private
lawyers S12,4A:7 William D. Gaddy
named deputy atty gen In charge of
Medicaid Fraud Div D2,6C:5 Steve
Clark wants to reduce number of
lawyers working for state, place them
all under Attorney General's office
D10,10A:2

See also Clark, Steve

Bank Department

See also Banks and Banking

Banking Board. Gov Clinton names
William C. Lyon to Bd Ja9,7A:4 At­
torney Gen Steve Clark says he cannot
say whether any bd member Is serving
illegally Ja12,4A:7 James H. Atkins
does not plan to resign Ja16,10A:2
James H. Atkins serving on Bd im­
properly, Attty Gen Steve Clark rules
Mr11,1A:4 Clark backs off from
opinion; state records conflict over
appt of Atkins Mr12,1A:2 Clark says
he did not 'back down' from opinion
Mr13,5A:6

Barber Examiners Bd. Barbers face
higher license fees or merger with
Board of Cosmetology Ap29,7C:1
Legislative Council hears rept on
savings if Barber and Cosmetology
Boards merge S30,9A:7

Blind and Visually Impaired, Office
of, Human Services Dept. Federal Ct
awards $90,000 to race and sex bias
victims at state agency Mr25,5C:7

Boundaries. Article on dispute be­
tween Ark and Tennessee over Islands
In Mississippi River near Osceola
N30,1E:1

Building Services Council. Jack
Morgan named to Council Jy24,9A:2
Mary Maler apptd Ag6,11A:4 Gov Bill
Clinton names Joe Woodson to panel
S27,8A:4
Burial Association Board. Gov Clinton appoints Pete Sims Jr to Bd F7,4A:4 Gov Clinton appts Robert G. Wasson to Bd F12,5C:8 Frank Swilling reapptd F27,5A:2 Gov Bill Clinton appoints Lynda Heath Bryant to Bd; Lyn McEven reapptd D31,6A:1

Capital and Capitol. Article on work of Capitol groundskeeper Mickey Stephens and his work F7,1D:1 Legislative panel refuses use of Capitol room by TV station and by UALR My9,9A:5 Gov Bill Clinton vetoes bill to refurbish House and Senate chambers My9,12A:1 Legislators want better police security around Capitol complex Ag22,12A:7 Article on educational exhibits housed at Capitol Bldg N7,1B:5

Child Care Facility Review Bd. Gov Clinton reappoints Lloyd Schuh Jr to Bd Ag22,6A:1

Claims Commission. Governor Bill Clinton appoints Jesse Kearney to Comm D31,6A:1

See also Ark-Suits and Claims Coal Mine Examining Bd. Governor Clinton appnts Sondra McKelvey to Bd F2,2A:5 Gov Clinton apppts Bill E. McClellan and Marshall Mothersbrough to Bd F12,5C:8 J. H. Rice reappted Mr22,10A:4 Lyndell Blazo reapptd Mr30,28A:8 Lewis Grill appptd to Bd Jy24,9A:2

Collection Agencies Board. Gov Clinton appnts Karl Strickland to Bd Ja25,11A:4

Commerce Dept. Legislative Council panel selects Commerce Dept as its first target in study of need for revision of 1971 reorganization of state govt O10,9A:4 Panel members divided on splitting up Dept 014,4A:3

See also Wildlife Sanctoraries Computer Services Dept. See also Ark-Contracts

Constitution. Kay C. Goss article on the constitutional process Ja13,1E:2 Recent use of state constitutional conventions Ja20,1E:3 Political background of revision attempts from 1968 to 1978 Ja27,1E:1

Poll shows 70 pct in Ark have open mind on new charter F2,1A:4 Article gives backdrop for planning a charter F3,1E:4 Article reviews Arkansas conventions F10,1E:1 Walter Nunn article explores reasons why new charter needed F17,1E:2 Politics, Issues, delegate behavior F24,1E:4 Analysis of characteristics of delegates who wrote proposed charter Mr2,1E:1 Proposed const would make few changes in executive branch Mr9,1E:3 Comparing functions of legislative article Mr16,1E:1 Judicial article Task Force reaches no recommendations for conv Mr23,17A:1 Arkansas Education Assn panel urges rejection of new charter unless changes made in educ provisions Mr23,1BA:3 Judicial article discussed Mr23,1E:2 Provisions on local govt Mr30,1E:1 Finance and taxation changes in proposed charter Ap6,1E:1 Dr Robert A. Leflar addresses concerns about proposed charter listed by Arkansas Education Assn Ap9,5A:1 General provisions of the charter Ap13,1E:3 Arkansas Education Assn alters proposal, will oppose only 2 charter provisions Ap14,2A:7 Jim Guy Tucker says interest rates should not be set by constitution Ap17,6C:1 Citizens Rights panel debates wording Ap20,10A:1 Ratification and separate submission Ap20,1E:4 Proposals discussed by committees My18,1BA:1 Constitutional Conv plan to have state Supreme Court justices elected by districts attacked Je13,22A:1 Charter proposals to be reworked in 15-day session of Constitutional Conv Je15,1A:4 Gazette opposes proposal in new charter that would require election of all members of the Legislature from single dists Je16,10A:1 Convention reconvenes; panel reaffirms proposal to allow Legls to raise or lower interest rates; other committees act on proposals Je17,1A:2 Gazette explains how proposed requirement in new state charter for two thirds vote in Legls to raise
taxes actually works against average taxpayer Je17,12A:1 Panels agree on
a property tax system that allows
Legis to set different assessment
ratios for different types of property;
panel votes for appt of Court of
Appeals members; other actions of
panels listed Je18,1A:5 Poll shows
only 7 pct know of existence of
Constitutional Conv Je19,1A:4 Panels
make proposal for division of circuit
courts to handle family matters and for
reduction in Legis vote to approve
appropriations Je19,1A:6 Panel
trying to keep State Board of Edu-
cation in charter despite vote to de-
lete it Je19,4A:7 Convention
approves provision for recall of
county, city officials Je20,1A:2
Panel approves 7-member Highway Comm
Je20,5A:1 Committees disagree on
clean environment statement and on
recall of elected officials; panels
complete revisions to provisions on
usury, property taxation, right to
information and other issues Je21,
1A:2 Committee proposes to drop
property tax, use sales tax to make
up funds loss Je21,3A:1 Convention
adopts 6 final revisions Je21,3A:1
Move to delete clause on hazardous
landfill fails on tie vote Je21,4A:4
Usury law change among proposals
filed at deadline Je22,10A:1 Con-
stitutional Conv looking for a constitu-
ency Je23,1E:4 Editorials on pro-
sals now before Conv Je22,3E:3
Convention approves plan for Gov to
appt Court of Appeals and Supreme
Court judges Je24,1A:6 Delegates de-
feat proposal to change Highway Comm
Je24,3A:1 Gazette attacks proposal
to end property taxes as a charter
for the rich Je24,6A:1 Convention
votes single-member dists for Legis
Je25,1A:4 Right to a clean and
healthful environment and right to
information about govt added to docu-
ment Je25,1A:5 Straw vote shows Conv
favors allowing voters to vote on
separate parts of document Je26,1A:6
Convention adopts property tax plan
with variable rates Je26,1A:8 Con-
vention rewords provision on clean
environment and on recall of local
officials Je26,4A:5 Gazette sees po-
tential problem with provisions on
single district Legis, environment
and freedom of information Je26,12A:1
Convention adopts plan for Legis to
set interest limits; changes mind
about giving voters a choice Je27,
1A:8 Equal protection clause voted;
Convention deletes section on state
Board of Education and section on
veto by area residents of hazardous
landfills Je27,3A:4 Choice on method
of selecting Supreme Court justice,
Appeals Court members to be offered
voters Je28,9A:1 Article explores
merits of appointing Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals judges Je29,1E:4
Gazette calls proposed system of fi-
ancing local govt a mixture of re-
form and regression Je29,2E:1 Editors
comment on proposals on judges and on
freedom of Information Je29,3E:1 Con-
vention adopts charter to be placed
on November ballot Jyl,1A:6 Gov Bill
Clinton tells delegates he supports
document Jyl,1A:6 Summary of major
provisions of proposed charter Jyl,
7A:7 Gazette takes cautious look at
new charter, reserves judgment Jy2,
16A:1 State AFL-CIO may fight ballot
form which allows vote only for 1980
constitution or for keeping 1874
charter Jy4,6A:1 Editors assess
chances of proposed charter Jy6,3E:3
Article takes In-depth look at
freedom of information and the press
provisions Jy6,4E:1 Suit filed to
block vote on charter; illegal ballot
title alleged Jy8,9A:1 Controversy
over ballot title grows; John F.
Wells files suit; J. Bill Becker sees
deceit Jyl3,1E:1 Editorials critical of
new document Jyl3,3E:1 Two edi-
tors favor change to appt of Judges
Jyl3,3E:1 Editors continue dis-
cussion of proposed charter Jy20,3E:3
Backers of charter meet, plan effort
to win vote Jy28,2A:2 Support of
proposed Amdt 59 and the proposed
charter urged by Gov Bill Clinton and John E. Miller Jy30,13A:1 Ballot title causes reservations, but judge Bruce T. Bullion issues no ruling Arg6,3A:6 Text of proposed constitution of 1980 Ag11,Supp Study of proposed property tax system shows taxes on utilities and common carriers would decrease, while taxes on rural, commercial and industrial property increases; average statewide reductions listed; Jefferson and Pope Counties would have huge increases Ag16,8A:1 Editorials on proposed charter Ag17,3E:4 Judge Bullion hears more argument on ballot title Ag19,5A:4 Gazette editorial says rejt by Assessment Co-ordination Div provides little information on taxation under proposed charter Ag20,20A:1 Chancellor Bruce T. Bullion strikes down ballot title Ag22,1A:5 AFL-CIO officials sue to keep proposal on usury off ballot Ag22,4A:1 Common Cause endorses document Ag24,10A:7 Arkansas Bar Assn Council endorses charter Ag24,13A:1 Arkansas Poll shows plurality of voters favor new charter Ag29,25A:1 Arkansas Poll shows voters favor 10 pct interest limit unless two-thirds of Legislature vote to raise it; property tax amendment also favored Ag31,3E:1 Editors comment on vetoing of ballot title Ag31,3E:3 Proposed charter is not acceptable, J. Bill Becker declares S3,4A:1 Ballot title, name ruled proper for usury proposal S13,4A:1 Charter title for ballot ruled invalid; voters must have clear choice of 'yes' or 'no' on new charter S13,5A:1 Federal trucking law prohibits taxing property at higher rate than other industrial or commercial property; law places cloud over tax provisions of proposed charter and of Amdt 59 S17,1A:5 Provision in federal trucking law may protect proposed tax plans in charter and amdt S16,4A:1 Amendment 59 backers told education needed for approval S18,4A:6 Democratic Party platform panel backs charter and Amends 59 and 60 S19,1A:2 Arkansas Bar Assn endorses new charter S21,5A:1 Arkansas Association of Professional Educators backs new charter S24,8A:1 Arkansas Poll shows 50 pct of voters undecided on charter vote S25,15A:3 Local Government Institute compares property tax rates under different proposed charter and Amdt 59 S27,4A:1 Arkansas Poll shows Amdt 59 gains supporters as 70 pct of voters favor proposed S28,3E:1 Legislative Council gets rejt on increased costs new charter would bring S30,9A:7 New charter should not affect cost of govt, Dr Robert A. Leflar says 01,8A:6 County Judges Assn backs charter 04,4A:3 Group called Committee to Fight Interest Gouging and Higher Taxes (FIght) organized to oppose new charter 05,3A:1 Arkansas Education Assn urges defeat of proposed charter and Amdt 59 07,6A:7 Discussion on usury reveals consumer side once wanted compromise 08,6A:1 Committee for Fair Arkansas Interest Rates (FAIR) is hard at work making survey to guide strategy 010,1A:2 Arkansas Education Assn stand on Amdt 59 draws criticism from Robert Harvey 010,11A:4 Editorials comment on issues 012,3E:3 Cost of new charter provisions in first year will be at least $35 million, Arkansas Legislative Council told; report to be sent to all rural newspapers 016,1A:3 Coalition composed of Arkansas Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), Arkansas Consumer Research and the Arkansas State AFL-CIO oppose Amdt 59, argue it is a tax loophole 016,14A:6 Gazette endorses adoption of new charter 016,20A:1 Black leaders endorse charter 017,9A:1 Attorney Denver Thornton says fears of cost increases unfounded 017,9A:1 Former state Supreme Ct Justice Conley Byrd details his opposition 018,7A:7 Thomas C. McRae says ALC rejt on cost is misleading, does not consider savings effected 018,9A:4 Gazette analyzes ALC opposition
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018,18A:1 More taxes predicted if new charter adopted 019,4A:1 Article suggests politics behind Legislative Council opposition 019,1E:4 Dardanelle paper endorses new charter 019,3E:1 House Speaker John E. Miller says foes of Amdt 59 are in error on its effects 022,6A:1 Gazette ed discusses the case against Amdt 022,20A:1 Common Cause lists reasons to vote for new charter 023,6A:2 J. Bill Becker predicts tax inequity If Amdt 59 passes 024,6A:3 Proposed charter endorsed by all members of Congressional Delegation except John Paul Hammerschmidt, who could not be reached to find out if he wanted to be listed 026,4A:1 Editors comment on proposed charter 026,3E:5 Searcy paper endorses Amdt 59 026,3E:6 J. Bill Becker criticizes proposed charter, amrts 027,4A:4 Gazette urges passage of Amdt 60 to allow removal of 10 pct interest ceiling 031,22A:1 Game and Fish Comm autonomy could be threatened by new charter, atty says N1,4A:4 New charter would save $61.8 million, backer says N2,4A:1 Summary of debate over proposed charter N2,5A:1 Question of Interest limits appears twice on ballot; summary of debate on proposals N2,6A:1 Voters face difficult task in interpreting Amdt 59 N2,16A:1 List of prominent groups for and against Amdt 59 N2,16A:1 Editors discuss pros and cons of proposed charter and amnds N2,3E:1 Passage of new charter and Amdt 60 in jeopardy, Arkansas Poll shows N2,3E:5 North Little Rock Mayor William F. Laman and Little Rock Mayor Webster Hubbell endorse new charter N3,4A:1 Voters approve Amdt 59 N5,1A:2 Proposed charter losing in vote; campaign for adoption reviewed N5,1A:2 Proposed Amdt 60 on interest ceiling defeated N5,2A:2 Proposed new charter easily defeated; Amdt 60 defeated; Initiated Act No.1 defeated; Amdt 59 passes N6,8A:1 Gazette comments on failure of issues on ballot N8,14A:1 Certified vote shows 462,210 against and 276,257 for N25,3A:4 Amendment 59 recd 649,307 votes for and 152,629 against; Amdt 60 received 416,155 against and 327,172 for N25,3A:4 Contractor's Licensing Board. Gov Clinton appts George M. Rozzell Jr to Bd F12,5C:8 Gov Bill Clinton names Sam Clark to Bd D31,6A:1 Contracts. State suspends 15 firms, including one partially owned by James T. Dyke, for failure to comply with contracts Ja3,6A:7 Audit to be made of purchases of continuous multipage forms during 1977, 1978 and 1979 Ja16,10A:1 Legislative panel studying the way the state purchases insurance is told that the University of Central Ark saved $41,000 by taking bids F21,5A:1 State officials seek probe of printing contracts in 1977 and 1978 Mr11,5A:3 Watkins Graphic Impressions suit challenges award of contract for envelopes to Atlantic Envelope Co Mr25,5A:4 Arkansas Tech's order for mimeograph paper was delivered by Democrat Printing for double the estimated cost; price reduced through negotiations Mr25,5A:7 Virginia computer services firm called SDC Integrated Services sues Social Services Div and Peggy O'Neal, director of state Purchasing Div, because it did not get contract although it was apparent low bidder Mr26,1A:4 Motorola Communications to take back radios whose late delivery forced State Police to lose matching funds Mr26,3A:6 State seeks dismissal of suit by SDC Mr29,4A:4 Chancellor Lee Munson dismisses SDC complaint on computer work on Medicaid claims Ap10,3A:3 Blue Cross and Blue Shield sues state Employers Insurance Advisory Committee; suit seeks award of contract for handling ins claims of state employees My3,11A:6 Legislative panel votes to end $750,000 contract with Seltman, Cobb, and Bryants to provide services for Computer Services Dept My9,6A:1 State purchasing div starts new policy
on tabulation of bids My14,4A:7
Mrs Julia Hughes Jones, a candidate
for state Auditor, calls on Gov
Clinton to release results of State
Police probe of state printing con­
tracts in 1977-79 My14,6A:1 State
Repr E. C. Benton objects to new bid
opening policy My15,5A:4 Legislative
panel advises deferring of action on
$750,000 contract for state Computer
Services Dept My16,5A:1 Gov Clinton
says printing probe will not be
finished before primary vote My22,
4A:7 Communications Study Com Chmn
Knox Nelson refuses to allow Computer
Services Dept employees to speak in
opposition to renewal of contract
My23,1A:4 International, Inc of
Dallas, selected to handle Ins claims
of state employees My30,4A:5 Cost of
contract for Computer Services Dept
reduced to $500,000 in effort to win
approval My31,5A:4 Four firms again
present proposals for handling Medi­
caid payments My31,8B:1 Pine Bluff
paper critical of performance of
Knox Nelson, Max Howell and Bill
Walsmsley in panel refusal to hear
employees Jel,3E:1 SDC files com­
plaint alleging wrongful disclosure
of previous bids allowed Blue Cross
to file low bid on Medicaid payments
Je4,5A:1 Purchase Div plans for
contracts for consultant services
discussed Jel1,6A:2 State Senator
Nick Wilson attacks plan for bids on
consultant services, calls some
Purchasing Div staff incompetent;
Peggy O'Neal surprised by attack,
says other legislators asked her to
make changes Jel2,1A:2 Legislative
Council decides to ratify whatever
decision is made by subcommittee on
computer contract Jel4,1A:3 Blue
Cross wins Medicaid pact on 2nd
bidding Jel7,5A:1 Legislative panel
approves cuts in consultant contracts
for Computer Services Dept Jel9,8A:1
State Police study of printing con­
tracts finds some inconsistencies,
but nothing illegal Jy9,13A:1 Vendors
tell Peggy O'Neal their concerns on
proposed rules Jy9,13A:1 Printing
probe ends Jy10,8A:6 SDC drops suit
on Medicaid bid Jy29,11A:2 Game and
Fish Comm exempt from new purchasing
law except for purchases of printing,
stationery and office supplies Ag7,
4A:1 Court voids 2 parts of 1979
purchasing law D2,7A:5 Chancellor
Bruce T. Bullion files decree, stays
effect to avoid overload on
Purchasing Office during appeal D13,
3A:5 Proposed bill would establish
a risk mgmt office for state In­
surance D19,5A:1
See also Ark-Public Bldgs
Corrections Board. Gov Clinton
appts Woodson D. Walker to Bd Ja31,
5A:4
Corrections Department
See also
Ark-Finances--Budget
Police and Law Enforcement
Prisons-Ark State Penitentiary
...
Cosmetology Board. James Jones re­
appointed Ag6,11A:4 Geneva Miller
and Barbara Adams reappointed Ag22,
6A:1
See also Ark-Barber Examiners Bd
Crime Commission. Board votes to
confer title of Colonel on its execu­
tive director, Sam Tatom Jall,6A:3
Cutback in LEAA funds could spell end
to Comm My29,1B:5
See also Police and Law
Enforcement
Crime Commission Supervisory Board.
Gov Clinton appts Joe N. Peacock to
Bd Ja10,4A:7
Crime Laboratory. Senate approves
move of State Crime Lab and Medical
Examiner's Office to new Public
Safety Bldg Ja22,1A:2 Gov Clinton
names Steve Nawojczyk to head Crime
Lab Mr15,4A:1 Workings of various depts explained My25,1F:2 Increased
caseload creates need for more funds
My25,1F:5 Dr Malak recalls some
interesting cases My26,1B:2 Print
examiners are experts My27,1B:2
Handwriting experts are part of staff
My28,1B:5 Chemist analyzes drug
scene My29,1B:2
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See also Prisons-Saline Co Jail Departments and Agencies. Legislative Council panel endorses 18 rules changes proposed by agencies Jy19,2A:5

--Reform and Reorganization:
Legislative study uses questionnaire to test effects of 1971 govt reorganization act Je22,5A:1 Article discusses study by Legis on plan to overhaul state govt Jy20,1E:4

See also
Ark-Alcoholic Beverage Control Div
Ark-Barber Examiners Bd
Ark-Commerce Dept
Ark-Energy Dept
Ark-Finance and Adm Dept
Ark-Higher Education Dept
Ark-Human Services Dept
Ark-Local Services Dept
Ark-Pollution Control and Ecology Dept
Ark-Public Safety Dept
Police-State Police
Sunset Laws and Legis

Descriptions and Impressions.
Article on defamation of state of Ark by H. L. Mencken 019,1F:2

Economic Conditions and Trends. State economy expected to falter in early 1980 Ja13,12E:5 Annual review of econ and Indus growth in Ark towns during 1979 Ja20,Sec G Economic Development Dept repts increase of 66 pct in 1979 in new plant and investments in Ark Ja22,4C:3 Recesson in state may be softened, magazine says Ja25,5C:7 Foreign sales of Ark products through Brussels office expected to reach $16 million by spring F5,5C:4 Financial disaster forecast for state by University of Ark Industrial Research and Extension Center Ap29,3C:7 Members of Governor's Advisory Committee to the Economic Development Commission to study proposal to use tax-free state and local revenue bonds to provide low-interest loans for purchase of agr lands and equipment My15,11A:6 State's econ resists recession My23,9C:1 Effects of recession show up in state tax summary My31,10A:4 US Agency for International Development purchased over $69 million in goods, services, and agr products in Ark last yr for overseas econ development program Je18,19A:1 State Economic Development Dept to begin listing cities that are ready for Industry Je24,5C:3 Business skeptical about plan for expensive ads planned for Fortune magazine; Gov. Bill Clinton and James T. Dyke push idea Je25,1A:8

Arkansas Poll shows concerns of Arkansans about econ conditions Jy6,3E:1 Article by Leland DuVall discusses correlation between econ depression and drouths; Pope County during depression-drought of 1930s is example Agl0,1F:2 Legislative leaders Knox Nelson, Lloyd McCuiston and John E. Miller indicate Legis will go along with conservative mood of country as reflected in gen election N7,7C:5

See also
Agriculture
Ark-Economic Development Dept
Ark-Finances--Budget
Factories
First Arkansas Development Finance Corp
Income
Penny, J C Company, Inc
Travel and Resorts
--Small Business: State Sen Jerry Jewell urges blacks to pool funds to start black-owned enterprises; SBA criticized Ja2,3A:3 Gov. Bill Clinton tells Symposium on Capital Formation that he has been rebuffed at every turn in efforts to help small businesses through investment corporations Agl9,5A:3 Arkansas Small Business Conf draws up 85 proposals to aid small business S28,8E:1

Economic Development Advisory Board. Doug Simmons apptd by Gov. BIII
Clinton S30,9A:2
Economic Development Comm. Gov
Clinton reappts William Henry
Anthony, William H. Bowen and Harold
F. Ohlendorf to Bd F23,3A:2 Some
members unhappy at role Ap18,4A:1
Economic Development Dept. Revital-
ized Brussels office guides exports of
Ark products; $16 million worth
sold F14,6C:4 James M. Alexander re-
signs as director of indus-agr div
F22,5A:5 New state publication
published by Dept duplicates name of
Republican Party paper, Arkansas Out-
look; change to be made Je29,4A:3
Brussels office director Waldemar
Eichmann believes purpose of office
is to create jobs in Ark; results
from change in emphasis noted Jyl,
5C:5 Brussels office paid for it-
self last year, rept says Ag22,7C:1
Director James Dyke to resign D5,
23A:4 Legislative Council approves
Frank D. White's budget that elimi-
nates 20 jobs D17,3A:4 Don Flanders
of Fort Smith, is top prospect to
head Dept D19,1A:2 Number of new
jobs created through Dept is down
this year D19,11A:2

See also
Bureau Technique Jean Denis
KDE
... Economic Development, Governor's
Advisory Committee on. Gov CLinton
appts Richard Mason to Com F2,2A:5
Gov Clinton names Perry Stratton, Bob
Meggs, Jean Hervey and Margaret
Davenport to Com F7,4A:4 Penny Wolfe
and Larry Levi named Mr22,10A:4
Education Board. Gov Bill Clinton
reappoints Alice Preston Mr22,10A:4
Elections
Note: Here are entered articles
on election of state legislators,
state officials, court judges, and
US Reprs and Sens. Local elections
are entered under the name of the
city or county. School elections are
under Education
... Walter Nunn discusses successful
techniques for winning election in

Ark, including advertising and
organization; 1978 campaign by Gloria
Cabe for seat in Legis is example of
success F14,1B:2 Political office
filings start March 11, end April 1;
first vote is May 27; several offices
to be filed Mr11,3A:6 Dearth of
challengers for the May election is
unusual Mr16,1E:5 Candidates total
263 for state and regional offices as
filling period ends for party pri-
maries Ap2,1A:4 List of Dems for
statewide and dist offices Ap2,6A:1
List of Republican candidates for
statewide and dist offices Ap2,6A:3
Gazette sees melancholy political
year, no discussion of state's needs
Ap4,20A:1 Democrats gather at
Russellville for traditional opening
of primary campaign Ap6,14A:6 Article
on 'cutting the fat' during
election years Ap27,1E:1 Crowds
flock to political rallies as candi-
dates use less TV ads My11,1A:4 No-
vember ballot cluttered with issues
and candidates My11,1E:5 Family,
Life, America, God (FLAG) releases
replies of several candidates to
questions by FLAG My16,5A:7 Leader-
ship Roundtable at Little Rock makes
endorsements My18,5A:1 Candidates
and name recognition My18,1E:2 Don-
nations listed in several races My22,
4A:4 Voter turnout of only 45 pct
predicted My25,1A:4 General election
in November could be Interesting
My25,1E:5 Crowds gather at State
Capitol for election night party
My28,17A:2 Voter turnout is only 40
pct My30,14A:5 Article on efforts of
Arkansas Poll to track the uncom-
mitted voter My30,23A:3 Gazette
calls for end to practice of
gathering petition signatures at
polling places Je3,12A:1 Most candi-
dates in runoff submit campaign gifts
list Je4,4A:3 Primary runoff has
turnout of only 26.5 pct Je19,6A:1
Article discusses advertising ex-
penditures by candidates in Ark pri-
maries Jy27,1E:2 Fair weather,
record turnout expected for election;
state campaigns, charter changes fill
ballot N2,1A:5 Officials expect up to 800,000 to vote today N4,1A:2 Voter turnout exceptionally heavy; some voters in line 2 hrs N5,2A:7 Election night party at State Capitol is reminiscent of earlier era in state politics N5,6A:1 Gazette comments on Republican majorities in Ark N9,2E:1 Number of votes cast sets record N25,3A:4

--Advertising: See also Ark-Elections (gen) Ark-Elections--Governor --Attorney General: Steve Clark to seek reelection Mr2,10A:3 Steve Clark discusses plans for 2nd term as he files for reelection Mr22,5A:1 Steve Clark unopposed Ap2,1A:4 --Auditor: Julia Hughes Jones to seek office Mr19,5A:7 Biographical sketch of Anderson Ap1,7A:4 James D. Anderson files Ap4,1A:4 Arkansas AFL-CIO endorses Julia Hughes Jones Ap20,1A:5 Julia Hughes Jones endorsed by United Transportation Union Ap25,11A:3 Mrs. Hughes calls for release of findings in State Police probe of state printing contracts about which her opponent, Andy Anderson, was questioned; Anderson also calls for release My14,6A:1 Summary of campaign My18,12A:1 Gov. Clinton tells Mrs. Jones printing contract study will not be finished before primary My22,4A:7 Julia Hughes Jones takes strong lead in race My28,4A:4 Mrs. Jones wins 55.7 pct of vote My29,3A:6 Unofficial returns (by county) My29,12A:8 Official election returns Jel0,7A:1 Mrs. Fisher, unopposed for office, raises $66,493 and spends $58,556 Je28,10A:1

--Chancery Courts: ---Dist 2: Henry Wilson seeks reelection to Position 3 Mr18,3A:6
---Dist 6: Arkansas Supreme Ct hears arguments in suit by Jack D. Fields over malfunction of voting machines in his 1978 race with Lee Munson for chancellor seat Ja8,10A:1 State Supreme Ct affirms dismissal of 2 lawsuits challenging Lee A. Munson's win over Jack D. Files for chancery judge in 1978 F26,1A:2
---Dist 12: Bernice L. Klzer seeks reelection to Position 2 Mr18,3A:6
---Dist 13: Henry S. Yocum Jr. seekselection Mr18,3A:6
---Dist 16: Carl B. McSpadden seeks reelection Mr20,3A:4

---Dist 2 Prosecutor: David Burnett seeks reelection Mr29,12A:1
---Dist 3 Prosecutor: Jim Stallcup seeks reelection Mr18,3A:6
---Dist 4 Prosecutor: Kim Smith files for reelection Mr22,6A:4
---Dist 5 Prosecutor: Alex Streett files for reelection Ap1,1A:4
---Dist 6 Prosecutor: Wilbur C. Bentley seeks 2nd term Mr12,3A:6
---Dist 7 Prosecutor: Daniel H. Harmon files for reelection Ap2,1A:4 Harmon withdraws from race; had no opposition My1,4A:5 Bob Alsobrook defeats Bob Frazier and Curtis Richard for post N6,6A:4
---Dist 8 Prosecutor: James Houston Gunter Jr files for 3rd term Mr27,10A:6
---Dist 9-East Prosecutor: W. H. Arnold and John H. Jackson file Ap4,1A:4
---Dist 9-West Prosecutor: Eric Bishop seeks reelection Mr29,12A:1
Mickey Buchanan files Ap1,1A:4
---Dist 10 Prosecutor: John Frank Gibson Jr seeks 2nd term Mr2,10A:3
---Dist 11 Prosecutor: Wayne Matthews files for reelection Ap1,1A:4
---Dist 12 Prosecutor: Ron Fields files for 2nd term Mr27,10A:6
---Dist 13 Prosecutor: Robert S. Laney files Mr28,4A:2
---Dist 14 Prosecutor: Gordon Webb seeks reelection Mr22,6A:4 Mr22,10A:4
---Dist 15 Prosecutor: Tom Tatum seeks reelection Mr21,7A:1
---Dist 16 Prosecutor: T. J. Hively files for reelection Mr30,8A:3
--- Dist 17 Prosecutor: Robert Edwards seeks 2nd term Mr27, 10A:6
--- Dist 18 Prosecutor: Walter G. Wright seeks reelection Mr21, 7A:1
--- Dist 19 Prosecutor: David S. Clinger files for reelection Mr26, 6A:3
--- Dist 20 Prosecutor: William Clay Brazil files for reelection Mr29, 12A:1

--- Congress (HR):
--- Dist 2: Ed Bethune lists campaign contributions Ja29, 3A:4 Gazette lists reasons it believes Ed Bethune should be defeated, suggests names of Jim Guy Tucker and Henry Hodges as suitable Dem opponent Mr16, 2E:1 Democrats may recruit opponent for Bethune Mr18, 3A:4 Little Rock Mayor Webster L. Hubbell says he may seek seat Mr21, 1A:3 Hubbell will not run Mr28, 10A:1 Searcy paper advises Dems to forget opposition for Bethune Mr30, 3E:3 Ed Bethune files for 2nd term Ap1, 1A:4 J. L. Whitten files as Dem Ap1, 1A:4 Biographical sketch of Whitten Ap1, 6A:1 James G. Reid files as Dem Ap2, 1A:4 Reid says he was not recruited by Democrats Ap2, 9A:4 Bethune lists campaign donations Ap15, 4A:7 J. R. Whitten opens his campaign; hopes hard work will lead to win Ap19, 3A:2 Arkansas AFL-CIO declines to endorse any candidate; Reid offended by calling natl health ins socialized medicine Ap20, 1A:5 Arkansas Poll shows Bethune far ahead; job rating good Ap20, 3E:5 Summary of Dem campaign for nomination My18, 7A:1 Reid leads Whitten for Dem nomination My28, 17A:1 Bethune fund rises to $73,552; Reid repts $356 Jy18, 6A:6 Reid supports most of Democratic platform, but not ERA Ag17, 9A:5 James G. Reid favors increase in size of military, opposes ERA Ag28, 4A:5 Billy R. Hubanks files as write-in candidate S25, 13A:1 Ed Bethune lists contributions O17, 17A:1 Ed Bethune easily defeats James G. Reid N5, 8A:1 N6, 7A:1 Certified election returns show Bethune got 159,148 votes to 42,278 for Reid N25, 3A:4
--- Dist 3: John Paul Hammer-schmidt files for 7th term Mr29, 12A:1 Hammerschmidt unopposed Ap2, 1A:4

--- Congress (Sen): Dale Bumpers remembers his upset of a veteran, plans to open his campaign early Ja20, 6A:1 Contributors to Bumpers campaign listed Ja29, 3A:1 Senate bid by Bill Alexander possible Mr16, 4A:7 Spokesman denies that Charles H. Murphy encourages Bill Alexander to seek seat held by Dale Bumpers; Jackson T. Stephens supports Bumpers; Stephens family has never supported Bumpers in political race Mr16, 1E:5 Benton editor says Alexander trial balloons deflated before they are launched Mr23, 3E:1 Bill Alexander files for reelection to his House seat Mr25, 5A:3 Dale Bumpers files for 2nd term Mr30, 4A:1 Ap1, 1A:4 William P. Clark files as Republican Ap2, 1A:4 Biographical sketch of Clark Ap2, 9A:2 Senator Bumpers gets $64,219 in donations Ap15, 4A:7 Arkansas Poll rates Bumpers far ahead Ap20, 3E:5 Clark challenges Bumpers to debate issues Jy23, 3A:6 Bill Clark attacks Sen Bumpers for opposing tax cut Jy5, 5A:3 Dale Bumpers says $41,311 raised in 3 mos for his campaign Jy10, 12A:4 Bill Clark repts contributions Jy16, 5A:6 Clark calls Bumpers' views socialistic Ag8, 13A:1 Poll shows Bumpers far ahead Ag13, 19A:4 Bill Clark holds press conf at National Cemetery to complain about Bumpers vote on VA budget Ag22, 4A:7 Walter T. (Mack) McCarty of Leslie, to make unofficial race for Senate seat Ag26, 7A:6 Clark press conf at cemetery
gate rebuked by ed Ag31,3E:5 Clark attacks Bumpers on windfall tax on oil S6,5A:1 About 700 persons attend fund-raising dinner as Bumpers opens campaign S7,8A:1 Clark has trouble finding issues against Bumpers S7,3E:3 Editorial on Clark appeal to oil industry for funds S9,12A:1 Editor comments on strength of Bumpers, says he may be greatest politician in state's history S11,22A:1 Bill Clark says US should expel certain Cubans S13,3A:5 Neither Bumpers nor Clark backed by state AFL-CIO S13,11A:1 Clark urges US regain control of Panama Canal 02,12A:5 Gazette endorses Bumpers for re-election O11, 20A:1 Bill Clark says he has learned 19,000 Cuban and Haitian refugees to be sent to Fort Chaffee O14,3A:4 Bill Clark lists contributions O17, 11A:1 Bill Clark attacks Dale Bumpers vote on sex educ O18,4A:1 Bumpers lists campaign gifts O18, 11A:1 Monticello paper lists some Bumpers achievements O19,3E:2 Bill Clark favors single terms for senators O21,6A:6 Bill Clark says Bumpers either lied or was duped on US military strength O22,4A:7 Bill Clark charges Dale Bumpers has no regard for right, wrong and the truth O25,8A:6 Campaign contributions listed by Bumpers and Clark O30,5A:1 Bill Clark lists 23 Bumpers votes against defense spending N1,2A:3 Bill Clark attacks Bumpers on prayer in schools and gun control N2,4A:7 Senator Dale Bumpers easily reelected N5,8A:1 Dale Bumpers defeats Bill Clark by 473,132 to 323,091; Bumpers loses in his home county of Franklin N6,7A:1 Certified election returns show Bumpers got 477,905 votes to 330,576 for Clark N25,3A:4 Dale Bumpers and Bill Clark list campaign contributions D17,20A:8

--Contested and Disputed: Harlan H. Holleman, new chmn of state Republican Party, says GOP should name a capt in each precinct to watch for election hanky-panky, adds that Democrats who ordinarily might have used such tactics were on Republican side in 1980 elections D7,1A:2 Gazette comments on Holleman view of election fraud D11,24A:1

See also
Ark-Elections--Chancery Ct---Dist 6
Ark-Elections--Legislature (HR)---Dist 3, Position 3
---Court of Appeals: Summary of races My25,14A:1

---Dist 1: Chancellor George K. Cracraft of Helena, seeks seat Mr5, 7A:1


---Dist 3: Lawson Cloning seeks post F24,5A:2 Ronald M. McCann files Ap2,1A:4 Cloning defeats McCann My28,4A:4 My29,10A:1 Official election returns in Dem primary Je10, 7A:1

---Dist 4: Donald Corbin of Lewlsville seeks seat F20,9A:3 Joseph W. Swaty seeks seat Mr9,10A:4 Corbin leads in early returns My28, 4A:4 Corbin defeats Swaty My29,10A:1 Official election returns in Dem primary Je10,7A:1

---Dist 5: Circuit Judge Melvin Mayfield announces his candidacy for post F6,6A:3

---Finances: Democratic panel sets filing fees for candidates in state Ja20,11A:1
See also
Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)---
Dist 2
Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)
--Governor: No serious opposition to reelection of Bill Clinton expected Mr16,1E:5 Monroe A.
Schwartzlose opposes Gov Bill Clinton in Dem primary Mr19,2A:3 Schwartzlose makes formal announcement Mr20,3A:7 Republicans find that law does not require candidate this yr in order to keep party alive Mr25,5A:6 Editorial on return of Schwartzlose Mr25,8A:1 Frank D. White again denies rumor that he will be GOP candidate Mr29,2A:5 Pine Bluff paper disappointed that Clinton has no significant opposition Mr30,3E:3 Clinton files for 2nd term Ap1,1A:4 Republicans Frank D. White and Marshall Chrisman file Ap1,1A:4 Clinton, White and Chrisman statements at filing ceremony Ap1,6A:1 Gov Clinton, Frank White and Marshall Chrisman discuss race Ap6,1E:1 Editorials on candidates Ap6,3E:1 Mrs Jane Wilson, Gov Clinton's appts Secy, to run his election campaign Ap12,4A:1 Pine Bluff Commercial comments on Frank White's attack on inflated state budget Ap13,3E:6 Arkansas AFL-CIO endorses Clinton in Dem primary and Chrisman in GOP Ap20,1A:5 Frank White blames Clinton for Gov growth Ap23,3A:5 Bill Clinton defends his political record Ap23,17A:1 Schwartzlose wills his Cleveland County farm to the Arkansas Sheriffs Assn Boys and Girls Ranches last year, signs paper agreeing to give it to group immediately if he is elected gov Ap25,1A:2 Clinton endorsed by United Transportation Union Ap25,11A:3

Pryor proves difficult My4,1A:4
McGehee paper comments on Schwartzlose candidacy My4,3E:1 Frank D. White critical of Clinton method of funding roads, says general revenues should be considered My8,6A:1 Gazette comments on issues My9,30A:1 Clinton-Schwartzlose campaign has lighter moments My11,1A:4 Frank White urges Fort Smith to seek federal aid, approves nuclear energy My14,2A:7 Arkansas Poll shows Clinton with 70-6 lead over Schwartzlose My14,15A:1 White and Schwartzlose repts on gifts My20,5A:7 Clinton contributors listed My21,10A:1 Summary of Chrisman-White contest for GOP nomination My25,15A:1 Gazette endorses Clinton My25,2E:1 Gov Clinton easily wins Dem nomination My28,1A:6 Frank White defeats Marshall Chrisman for GOP nomination My28,4A:3 Gov Clinton not worried by size of vote for Schwartzlose, who carried 7 counties My29,1A:6 Frank White and Delia Combs unconcerned by light vote in GOP primary, point to anti-Clinton vote in Dem primary My29,8A:1 Article discusses message voters sent Gov Clinton in vote for his opponent Jel,1E:5 Gazette comments on Clinton and White showing Jel,2E:1 Editors comment on large vote for Schwartzlose Jel,3E:1 Frank D. White urges Clinton to fire executive asst Steve Smith for not halting SAWER project; other aids attacked Jel,5A:1 Official total returns in primary Jel0,7A:1 Gazette points out that White was responsible for estab of economic development office in Belgium, now attacks Gov Clinton for state office in Washington Je22,2E:1 Frank White continues attack on SAVER project Je24,7A:3 Bill Clinton spent $74,560 in primary and Frank D. White spent $29,817; Monroe Schwartzlose spent $4,400; White and Clinton list additional contributors Je27,7A:1 Arkansas Poll shows Clinton has large lead over White Jy2,17A:3 Bill Clinton names Maurice Smith campaign Chm and Richard P. Herget campaign
Frank D. White vows to probe police agency overlap, comments on motor vehicle fee rise Jy22,3A:3
White criticizes Gov Clinton for not trimming state spending Jy23,9A:1
Pine Bluff paper critical of White's effort to exploit Cuban refugee issue Jy27,3E:1
White says Clinton failed to watch econ signals Ag12,12A:3
White says Clinton should stop waste in CETA program of the Ozark Institute Ag26,7A:1
Clinton says charges by White are untrue Ag28,4A:1
Ozark Institute Director Edd Jeffords denounces attack by White Ag30,1A:2
Bill Clinton keeps lead over Frank White in poll S3,17A:3
Column on Frank White's tactics S7,1E:3
Gazette says Gov Clinton has been grandstanding on Cuban refugees S13,16A:1
Clinton still has solid lead over White S26,23A:3
White criticizes Clinton on state budget, other matters 02,10A:1
Meat processor, Wayne Owen, asks Arkansas Meat Processors and Locker Assn members to contribute to re-election fund for Gov Bill Clinton, then cancels request because of adverse publicity 08,11A:6
Arkansas Gazette endorses Clinton for reelection 09,12A:1
Gov Clinton's refusal to forecast state revenues 'absurd' White says 010,7A:1
White attacks President Carter and Bill Clinton on Cuban situation 011,7A:1
Candidates list campaign contributions 012,10A:1
Clinton calls White's ad on Cubans a cheap shot 014,3A:4
White accuses Clinton of neglect of needs of state employees 014,4A:3
White says he gets super response from ad on Cubans 015,12A:1
White accuses Clinton of refusing to reveal feelings on tax increase 015,12A:2
Clinton has 2 to 1 lead over White, Arkansas Poll shows 015,22A:6
Clinton points to achievements as proof of ability 016,12A:1
White renewes attack on Clinton on Cuban issue 016,12A:1
Advertisement indicates former Ark Supreme Court Justice Jim Johnson supports White 016,17A:1
Frank D. White supports higher truck weight limit, would roll back motor vehicle license fees 017,1A:2
Bill Clinton calls Cuban refugee ad 'bunk that preys on fears' 017,1A:2
White releases letter from governor of Pennsylvania to Pres Carter on Cuban refugees 017,2A:5
Gazette asks exactly what Frank White thinks Clinton should have done to halt use of Camp Chaffee 017,24A:1
White says truth in ad on Cubans hurts Clinton 018,1A:6
Bill Clinton uses hour-long radio program to answer questions, many of them raised by Frank White 018,1A:6
Randall Mathis says use of Cuban issue is a low blow in campaign 018,1A:3
William H. Bowen, former employer of White, criticizes his record 019,5A:1
White responds to criticism of his work in Arkansas Industrial Development Comm, cites recession 019,5A:1
Benton paper says vote for White is a vote for ignorance 019,3E:1
Gazette end on White plan for heavier trucks 020,10A:1
Gov Clinton and Asst Transportation Secy William B. Johnston announce clearing of $15.5 million for NW Ark roads; political overtones noted 021,1A:2
Frank White critical of Clinton appointees 021,2A:4
Frank White attended school for GOP candidates to learn campaign tactics 021,5A:1
White insists he has chance to win despite polls, cites unrest over Cubans 021,5A:2
In response to questions by reporters, Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor endorse Clinton; Pryor says Frank White did good job in AIDC 022,1A:3
White pledges to improve state's vocational programs; Cubans again discussed; Clinton criticized for taking credit for plant location at Clarksville 022,1A:3
Clinton urges his supporters not to become complacent; opposition to Equal Educational Opportunity Act proposal based on cost, Gov says 022,1A:3
White clarifies his stand on Cubans 022,3A:2
John Paul Hammerschmidt calls announcement on road funds release purely political, says he revealed
release of the funds on 2 different occasions recently 022,6A:5 Clinton and White share platform at Hot Springs; White continues attack on auto tag fees and Cuban refugees; Clinton cites his accomplishments 023,1A:3 Reporters failed to note Hammerschmidt announcement of road funds 023,3A:4 Advertisement for White says Clinton and Pres Carter worked out plan to dump Cubans on Ark and that Clinton is to be rewarded by appmt to national post later 023,7A:1 Frank White considers $25 fee for all autos 023,11A:7 Common Cause complains about White statement that group called state Energy Dept worst of its kind in country 024,6A:1 Senator Dale Bumpers comes to defense of Clinton at political rally, says Governor did all he could in Cuban situation 024,7A:1 Frank White says his proposed auto fee rollback is flexible 024,7A:5 Clinton critical of White's remarks about auto fee rollback, mentions unfunded needs 025,8A:1 Frank White appeals for aid of aged and blacks at Pine Bluff; brochure says Cubans in Ark could cost jobs of Arkansans 025,8A:4 Clinton attacks White on Cuban ads, other issues 026,3A:1 Gov Clinton says he will ask Legis to change auto license fees to be geared to value of a vehicle rather than weight 026,3A:7 Beryl Anthony, Sr, father of US Repr Beryl Anthony, Jr, endorses Frank White 026,4A:2 Blacks at Little Rock offended by remarks Frank White made about low turnout of blacks for election 026,21A:1 Pine Bluff paper critical of Jim Johnson comments 026,3E:3 Springdale paper comments on William H. Bowen statement on White's ability as a businessman 026,3E:4 Clinton challenges White to stop talking car tags and Cubans, discuss valid issues 027,4A:1 Frank White says he has pursued black vote 027,4A:3 Harold Jinks charges White downgrades programs for the elderly 027,4A:7 Cuban refugee question not fully clarified, White says; comments on other issues 028,7A:1 Flat fee of $25.00 for auto license proposed by White would raise fees for 249,000 autos 028,7A:4 Gov Bill Clinton leads Frank White in polls in all Cong dists except the 3rd 028,7A:6 Gov Bill Clinton lists donations to his campaign since primary 029,4A:1 Frank White lists his campaign receipts 029,4A:1 Three Sebastian County officials praise Clinton handling of refugees 029,6A:1 White's tactics will backfire, Clinton predicts, defends car tag Increases 029,6A:3 Race may get very tough, White says 029,6A:5 Gazette comments on White's effort to create fear among blacks that Cubans will take their jobs 029,16A:1 Former governor Orval E. Faubus says race too close to call 030,5A:2 Bill Clinton stays on offensive, lists important issues 030,6A:1 US Representative Beryl Anthony Jr does not agree with his father's support of White 030,6A:2 Hillary Rodham says she was bewildered by White ads on Cubans 030,6A:5 White's plan to use general fund for roads attacked by Kaneaster Hodges Jr and higher educ leaders 030,6A:6 Frank White opposes merging of rural schools 030,7A:1 Blacks in GOP reply to critics of Frank White 030,20A:8 Gov Clinton campaigns in East, answers questions from teachers 031,7A:1 Frank White says public decided issues of campaign 031,7A:1 Mrs Beryl Anthony Jr is campaigning for Gov Clinton 031,14A:1 Governor Clinton holds 56-34 pct margin over White in Arkansas Poll 031,23A:4 Frank White visits Capitol Bldg, seeks votes of state employees N1, 4A:1 Bill Clinton says reality, not rhetoric, is top campaign issue N1, 4A:1 Gazette ed on White's effectiveness as AIDC head; table shows drop in mfg jobs during period N1, 18A:1 Bill Clinton's push for industry praised N2,3A:1 Clinton record on educ and agr defended N2, 3A:2 Frank White attracts crowd of 400 to Murray Park rally, predicts
victory N2,3A:5 Summary of Clinton campaign N2,7A:1
Editors comment on campaigns of Clinton and White N2,3E:1
Senator David Pryor, Kenneth Pat Wilson and Thomas F. (Mack) McCardy object to White's use of their names, excerpts from old letters in his ads N3,4A:1
Frank D. White appears heading for victory over Gov Bill Clinton; vote lead is 14,000; campaign reviewed N5,1A:2
Articles analyze White's smashing victory over Clinton with a total vote of 434,996 to 402,443 N6,1A:4
Gov Bill Clinton sheds tears as he formally concedes defeat N6,1A:5
Frank White calls his election a victory for the Lord, analyzes his win; Governor-elect praises Bill Clinton for service to state; plans to cut back Governor's staff, reduce number of state employers, demote state Energy Dept and close Washington office to be carried out N6,7A:3
Vote totals, by county N6,7A:6 Gazette comments on White's stunning upset N7,22A:1
David F. Miller comments on Arkansas Poll and its findings during race N9,3E:1
Editorials comment on White victory N9,3E:3
Post-election poll shows many factors would have caused White's victory N15,2A:6 Editors comment on downfall of Bill Clinton N16,3E:1
Governor Clinton discusses 4 factors that led to his defeat N21,1A:2
Gov Bill Clinton credits hostility to auto fees for his loss N23,8A:1
Certified election results show White received 435,684 votes to 403,241 for Clinton N25,3A:4
List of contributors to Clinton and White D5,6A:1
---
See also
Ozark Institute
---
Land Commissioner: John Cameron Burnett of Rogers, is candidate for Dem nomination Ja20,9A:4 Sam Jones to seek reelection F13,8A:4
Bob Scoggin enters race F24,4A:4 Mrs Sam Jones files for post Ap1,1A:4
Sam Jones says physician advised him not to seek reelection, calls John C. Burnett and Bob Scoggin a couple of vultures Ap1,6A:4
R. M. Traylor and W. J. McCuen file Ap2,1A:4
John Burnett cites inaccurate statements, wants debate My3,11A:5
Bob Scoggin rules out employment of relatives My12,6A:7
Helen Jones mistakenly charges that signs of Bob Traylor, who is backed by the AFL-CIO, does not bear union label; Traylor says charge is ridiculous and adds that Mrs Jones is half goofy anyway My14,6A:2
McCuen and Traylor outline plans for land office My15,5A:1
Mrs Jones apologizes for remark on union label My15,9A:2
Mrs Jones says some proposals of other candidates are impossible My16,5A:6
Summary of race for Dem primary My18,11A:1
Gazette sees office as worth little, endorses 3 candidates My21,20A:1
Mrs Jones and Mr McCuen in runoff My28,4A:3
Unofficial returns (by county); Mrs Jones and W. J. McCuen in runoff My29,8A:4
Gentlemen's agreement made by Burnett, Traylor and McCuen to support opponent of Mrs Jones My29,8A:4
Gazette sees little, endorses McCuen My30,22A:1
Bob Scoggin vows neutrality, questions McCuen action on work on Clark County road Je4,13A:2
Mrs Jones leads in Arkansas Poll Je6,23A:3
Gazette supports McCuen, calls Mrs Jones a stand-in for Sam Jones, who faces indictment for theft by deception Je10,10A:1
W. J. McCuen defeats Mrs Jones Je11,1A:4
Certified results of Dem preferential primary Je11,10A:7
Mrs Jones has no regrets about race, says she plans to release unfavorable information about McCuen Je12,3A:4
Certified results of runoff Je19,6A:1
Mrs Sam Jones declines to release information adverse to McCuen, says he won fair and square Jyl1,13A:1
Campaign gifts listed Jyl2,5A:1
---
Laws and Regulations: Quirk in Ark law allows independents for US press easy access to ballot Ap25,1A:4
State Attorney General Steve Clark rules law banning Communist Party candidates is invalid Jy22, 6A:6

Article on easy access to ballot for presidential candidates in Ark 05, 1:2

--Legislature: Blacks to hold 4 seats, seek 3 others Ap30,13A:2

--Legislature (HR): Summary of races for Dem primary My18,11A:1

---Dist 1 - Position 1: Doug Wood seeks reelection F6, 6A:5 F15, 10A:4 Mr26, 6A:3


---Dist 1 - Position 3: Mike Wilson seeks reelection F15, 10A:4 Mr11, 9C:3 Mike Wilson challenges petitions of Leon Griffith to run as Independent Jy3, 11A:4 Petitions of Leon Griffith lacks sufficient signatures for ballot spot Jy3, 8A:6 Leon Griffith files motion to vacate ruling that he is not eligible Jy13, 9A:1 Judge Lee A. Munson refuses to dismiss suit filed to keep Griffith off ballot Jy26, 9A:1

---Dist 2 - Position 1: Cliff H. Hoofman to seek reelection F7, 7A:1 Morgan E. Welch seeks seat Mr6, 11A:6 Hoofman's expense accounts as a legislator are Irregular, Welch says; Hoofman disagrees Ap25, 10A:3 Welch says Hoofman voted against bill to provide bus service in city of North Little Rock Mr1, 3A:1 Hoofman denies charge by Welch that he went on hunting trips with state Highway Dept and contractor officials My22, 4A:4 Hoofman defeats Welch My28, 5A:1

---Dist 2 - Position 2: Henry Osterloh seeks reelection Mr12, 7A:1 Richard Neal Vaughn files Ap2, 1A:4 Osterloh defeats Vaughn My28, 5A:1


---Dist 3 - Position 1: Grover Richardson seeks reelection F27, 8A:1

---Dist 3 - Position 2: William H. Townsend seeks 5th term Mr6, 11A:5

---Dist 3 - Position 3: Robert E. Johnston will not seek reelection F18, 6A:4 Mrs Erma Hendrix files F21, 6A:5 Gazette comments on loss of Johnston In Legls F23, 14A:1 Dr Leslie T. Rogers files F26, 5A:5 Mrs Irma Brown to seek seat Mr2, 8A:1 Glenn Nishimura seeks seat Mr31, 4A:1 Dennis L. James to seek seat, cites experience Ap1, 6A:6 Dorothy Smith Holland files Mr29, 12A:1 Dennis L. James files Ap2, 1A:4 Summary of campaign by 6 candidates My25, 16A:1 Gazette endorses Glenn Nishimura My25, 2E:1 Brown, Nishimura and Hendrix agree to vote recount My29, 1A:4 Recount turns up 100 uncounted ballots from College Station which puts Erma Fingers Hendrix into runoff and eliminates Nishimura; recount still under way My30, 1A:8 Original vote returns certified because discrepancies at College Station cannot be explained; Nishimura and Mrs Brown in runoff; Mrs Hendrix to challenge certification My31, 1A:8 Nishimura urges use of old voting machines for runoff Je2, 3A:1 Mrs Hendrix sues to have recount certified as official Je3, 11A:1 Mrs Hendrix loses effort to get on ballot Je6, 4A:1 Mrs Hendrix asks Arkansas Supreme Ct to block runoff election next week Je7, 8A:1 Gazette endorses Nishimura Je7, 14A:1 Voting disputes capture attention Je8, 6A:1 College Station Progressive League says voters denied their civil rights when some votes not counted Je8, 9A:1 State Supreme Ct refuses to halt runoff vote Je10, 1A:5 Mrs Brown wins nomination Je11, 1A:6 Mrs Hendrix asks state Supreme Ct to reconsider Je11, 12A:7 Pulaski League of Women Voters to seek Grand Jury probe of irregularities in
primary voting Je14,7A:6 Gazette sees no fraudulent intent in mystery ballots at College Station Je16,10A:1 County Grand Jury to probe voting irregularities Je17,5A:1 Mrs Hendrix contests election in court Je18,14A:8 Grand Jury questions 2 persons Je25,8A:7 Pollworkers at College Station called before jury Je26,3A:1 Interview set for 240 voters Je28,7A:1 Prosecutor Bentley interviews voters at College Station Je29,4A:1 Bentley interviewed 157 voters Je30,7A:3 Bentley has interviewed 200 College Station voters Jy4,6A:5 Music promoter Dugan King plans to run as write-in candidate Jy8,5A:4 Grand Jury finds no fraud in vote errors at College Station, but says Mrs Hendrix should have been in runoff election Ag7,1A:6 Attorney for Mrs Hendrix elated by rep't Ag8,4A:1 Mrs Hendrix to seek 2nd recount Ag17,3A:7 Mrs Hendrix asks for another primary election Ag18,8A:7 Democratic Party panel would have to approve new primary Ag19,8A:2 County Democratic panel votes not to consider petition of Mrs Hendrix Sl,10A:3 Erma Fingers Hendrix files as write-in S16,4A:1 Blacks in GOP back write-in of Mrs Erma Fingers Hendrix O24,3A:1 Irma Hunter Brown wins gen election N5,16A:1

---Dist 4 - Position 1: Gloria Cabe seeks reelection F14,3A:5 Doug Brandon files Mr25,5A:1 Doug Brandon critical of Gloria Cabe for absence during last session; Mrs Cabe says Brandon hops in and out of Legis My8,8A:1 Brandon and Cabe look less alike as campaign develops My21,5A:1 Summary of Cabe-Brandon contest My25,15A:1 Brandon posts apparent win by 14 votes; Mrs Cabe may seek recount My28,1A:3 Mrs Cabe asks, gets recount of votes My29,1A:4 Recount going slowly My30,1A:8 Recount completed, Brandon wins by 17 votes My31,1A:6

---Dist 4 - Position 2: William F. Sherman seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1

---Dist 4 - Position 3: George E. Wimberley seeks reelection F19,2A:5

---Dist 5 - Position 1: Henry Hodges seeks reelection F25,3A:1

---Dist 5 - Position 2: E. C. Benton seeks reelection Mr18,3A:6

---Dist 5 - Position 3: J. Gayle Windsor Jr seeks 10th term Mr26,6A:3 Henry G. Kessler files Mr27,10A:6 Judy Petty files as Republican Ap2,1A:4 Eligibility of H. G. Kessler challenged Ap3,8A:1 Editor reviews political career of Judy Petty, urges voters to send her back to the shadows 019,3E:3 Gazette lists reasons for electing Gayle Windsor Jr rather than Mrs Petty 023,24A:1 Summary of campaign by J. Gayle Windsor Jr and Judy Petty 026,17A:1 Mrs Petty scores upset victory over Windsor N5,2A:5

---Dist 6: Clayton Little seeks reelection Mr13,8A:1

---Dist 7: Richard L. Barclay seeks 3rd term Mr19,5A:4

---Dist 8: Preston Bynum, who served as GOP member since 1968, will not seek reelection F22,8A:4 Jerry Hinshaw files for GOP nomination Mr12,7A:1 Jonathan Dale Barnett files for GOP nomination Mr18,3A:6 Bradford Wright and Railey A. Steele file Ap1,1A:4 Railey A. Steele defeats Bradford Wright for Dem nomination; Jerry Hinshaw defeats Jonathan Dale Barnett in GOP race My29,7A:1 Republican Jerry Hinshaw defeats Railey A. Steele N5,10A:2

---Dist 9: Roylee Curry seeks reelection Mr14,8A:1

---Dist 10 - Position 1: Carl Rose seeks reelection Mr21,7A:1 Jim Werner files Mr26,6A:3 Republican Porter W. Stone files Mr29,12A:1 Sherry Price files Ap2,1A:4 Carl E. Rose faces Sherry Price in runoff My29,7A:1 Rose defeats Mrs Price in runoff Je10,13A:1 Carl E. Rose defeats Porter W. Stone N5,10A:2

---Dist 10 - Position 2: Charles W. Stewart seeks 14th term Mr19,5A:4
Donald C. Donner files Mr29,12A:1
Charles W. Stewart wins My29,7A:1
--- Dist 11: J. W. Ramsey seeks 5th term My19,5A:4
--- Dist 12: Stephen A. White files for seat held by Republican Jerry King Mr29,12A:1 King files for 2nd term Ap2,1A:4 King defeats White N5,10A:2
--- Dist 13: Edward F. Thicksten seeks reelection Mr20,3A:4 Gary R. Cottrell files Mr26,6A:3 Thicksten defeats Gary R. Cottrell My29,7A:1
--- Dist 14: Frank J. Willems files for 5th term Mr21,7A:1
--- Dist 15 - Position 1: B. G. Hendrix seeks reelection Mr25,5A:3
--- Dist 15 - Position 2: Ray Stewart files as Republican for seat vacated by Bill Stancil Mr26,6A:3 Larry Schiftner files as Dem Mr29,12A:1 Ralph Blair Jr and Patrick Wheller file Ap1,1A:4 Ralph Blair is winner My29,7A:1 Ralph Blair leads Ray Stewart in early returns in general election N5,10A:1
--- Dist 15 - Position 3: Carolyn Pollan seeks 4th term Mr25,5A:3
--- Dist 16: W. R. Rice seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1 Shelton Sargent opposes W. R. Rice Mr29,12A:1 James Wagoner, a Republican, files Mr30,8A:3 W. R. Rice wins My29,7A:1 Rice defeats James Wagoner in general election N5,10A:1
--- Dist 17: Sam J. Varner seeks seat held by Ode Maddox who seeks reelection My19,5A:4 Ode Maddox wins My29,7A:1
--- Dist 18: Bobby Tullis seeks reelection Mr13,8A:1 Ron Addington files Ap1,1A:4 Bobby Tullis wins My29,7A:1
--- Dist 19: James Brown seeks seat Mr12,7A:1 J. E. Harvey files for seat Mr14,8A:1 Gus Wingfield seeks seat Mr27,10A:6 James Roy Brown and Gus Wingfield in runoff My29,7A:1 Wingfield defeats Brown Je10,13A:1
--- Dist 20: Keith Wood seeks reelection Mr19,5A:4 Republican Jerry Hugh Garrett files Mr27,10A:6 George H. Wright Jr files Ap1,1A:4 Keith Wood elected My29,7A:1 Wood defeats Garrett in general election N5,10A:2
--- Dist 21: Charles O. Wade Jr seeks 7th term Mr21,7A:1
--- Dist 22: John D. Hill seeks seat being vacated by Earl M. Jones Jr Mr14,8A:1 Travis Dowd files Ap1,1A:4 Travis Dowd is winner My29,7A:1 Beatty wins runoff My29,1A:7
--- Dist 23: Spencer Plumly and David L. Beatty file for seat vacated by Donald L. Corbin Mr22,6A:4 Ronnie Walraven files Ap1,1A:4 Ronnie Walraven and David L. Beatty in runoff My29,1A:7
--- Dist 24: Jon S. Fitch seeks 2nd term Mr29,12A:1
--- Dist 25: Rep Hugh Ashley of Harrison, will not seek reelection F5,3A:7 Greg Wilson seeks seat Mr12,7A:1 Mrs Vita H. Saville is GOP candidate Ap1,1A:4 Wilson defeats Saville N5,10A:2
--- Dist 26: C. W. Melson seeks reelection Mr2,22A:6 Keith Lewis files as Dem candidate Mr14,8A:1 Melson defeats Lewis N5,10A:2
--- Dist 27: Manuel Allison seeks reelection Mr14,8A:1 Charles L. Ormond files Mr29,12A:1 Charles L. Ormond wins My29,7A:1
--- Dist 28: L. L. Bryan files for 8th term Mr21,7A:1
--- Dist 29: Lloyd George seeks reelection Mr14,8A:1
--- Dist 30: Larry Mahan seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1 W. H. Sanson files Mr28,4A:2 W. H. Sanson wins My29,7A:1
--- Dist 31: Bill Stephens files for 5th term Ap1,1A:4
--- Dist 32: Larry Mitchell seeks 2nd term Mr19,5A:4
--- Dist 33: H. Lacy Landers files for 10th term Mr22,6A:4
--- Dist 34: Jim Montgomery seeks 3rd term Mr26,6A:3 Montgomery defeats Dr Henry Dembinski N5,10A:2
--- Dist 35 - Position 1: Ray S. Smith Jr seeks reelection Mr13,8A:1
Kenneth Adair files Apl,1A:4 Ray S. Smith Jr wins My29,7A:1

---Dist 35 - Position 2: Bill Randall files for 6th term Mr13,8A:1

---Dist 36: Jack McCoy seeks 3rd term Mr19,5A:4 William Scrlmshire files Apl,1A:4 Jack McCoy wins My29,7A:1

---Dist 37: Robert Clark Arnold files for 3rd term Mr28,4A:2

---Dist 38: Grady P. Arrington files for 8th term Mr21,7A:1 James J. Calloway files Apl,1A:4 Grady P. Arrington wins My29,7A:1

---Dist 39: John H. Dawson seeks 2nd term Mr29,12A:1

---Dist 40: R. Leon Hardin seeks reelection Mr14,8A:1 Tom Forgery files Mr22,6A:4 Leon Hardin wins My29,7A:1

---Dist 41: Bobby G. Newman files for 7th term Mr21,7A:1

---Dist 42: Joseph K. Mahoney II files for 6th term Mr21,7A:1

---Dist 43: Republican Jim Smithson seeks 4th term Mr28,4A:2 Billy Joe Purdom is Dem candidate Apl,1A:4 Votes to be recounted in close race between Billy Joe Purdom and Jim Smithson N8,7A:2 Republican Jim Smithson reelected in recount N10,11A:1

---Dist 44: Ed Gilbert files for 3rd term Mr21,7A:1

---Dist 45: John E. Miller seeks 12th term Mr28,4A:2

---Dist 46: Tommy E. Mitchum seeks reelection Mr14,8A:1

---Dist 47: D. Patrick Ellis seeks election Mr27,10A:6 Troy L. Phillips files as Republican Ap2,1A:4 Ellis defeats Phillips N5,10A:2

---Dist 48: James E. Harris files for 8th term Mr21,7A:1

---Dist 49: John Paul Capps seeks reelection Mr20,3A:4

---Dist 50: William F. Foster seeks 11th term Mr22,6A:4

---Dist 51: Phil Petray files for seat Mr15,6B:1 Frank Adams is 2nd Dem to file Mr19,5A:4 J. Michael Stuart files Mr26,6A:3 V. O. Calhoun and J. Michael Stuart in runoff My29,7A:1 Calhoun wins runoff Je10,13A:1 Calhoun defeats D. P. Young in general election N5,10A:2

---Dist 52: Bill Clark cites outpouring of public support in his decision to seek reelection; Frank Henslee also seeks seat Mr12,5A:1 Frank Henslee files Apl,1A:4 Jefferson County Dem Party hearing panel says Frank B. Henslee not eligible Ap17,3A:4 Henslee will not file suit Ap19,7A:3

---Dist 53: Dr Sturgis Miller seeks 8th term Mr26,6A:3


---Dist 55: Hubert Hankins seeks 2nd term Mr21,7A:1


---Dist 57: Bobby Hudspeth seeks seat Fl6,6B:8 Wayne Hampton seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1 Bobby Hudspeth files Ap2,1A:4 Wayne Hampton wins My29,7A:1

---Dist 58: Jimmy Don McKissack files for 8th term Mr28,4A:2

---Dist 59: George S. Briggs files Mr26,6A:3 David L. Wells seeks 2nd term Mr28,4A:2 David L. Wells wins My29,7A:1

---Dist 60: John M. Lipton files for 8th term Mr28,4A:2

---Dist 61: Bennie Ryburn Jr will not seek reelection Mr14,8A:3 Earl Willis files for seat Mr20,3A:4 Vernon Roberts files Mr22,6A:4 Vernon Roberts elected My29,7A:1

---Dist 62: N. B. Murphy seeks 11th term Mr20,8A:2

---Dist 63: Thomas G. Baker seeks 2nd term Mr28,4A:2

---Dist 64: Arlo Tyer seeks
reelection Mr18,3A:6 Johnny W. Rapert
files Mr25,5A:3 Johnny W. Rapert defeats Arlo Tyer My29,7A:1
---Dist 65: James M. Holland
seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1
---Dist 66: Mack Thompson seeks
reelection Mr14,8A:1
---Dist 67: W. H. Thompson seeks
reelection Mr14,8A:1
---Dist 68 - Position 1: Bobby G. Woods seeks reelection Mr14,8A:1
---Dist 68 - Position 2: Bobby G. Hogue seeks 2nd term Mr28,4A:2
---Dist 69: K. W. Webb seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1
---Dist 70: Albert Collier seeks reelection Mr14,8A:1 Republican Gene Ridgeway files Mr27,10A:6
---Dist 71: James L. Shaver Jr files for 14th term Mr22,6A:4
---Dist 72: Joe N. Peacock files for 4th term Mr28,4A:2
---Dist 73: Pat Flanagan seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1
---Dist 74: Shirley Meacham seeks reelection Mr13,8A:1
---Dist 75: Bob McGinnis seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1
---Dist 76: Jim Linder seeks reelection Mr18,3A:6
---Dist 77: Ernest Cunningham seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1
---Dist 78: Bain Poole files for 5th term Mr21,7A:1
---Dist 79: Geno Mazzanti seeks 4th term Mr19,5A:4
---Dist 80: Charles R. Moore seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1
---Dist 81: Walter M. Day seeks 11th term Mr21,7A:1
---Dist 82: W. R. Nicholson files for 8th term Mr21,7A:1
---Dist 83: Jim Stockley files for 5th term Mr21,7A:1
---Dist 84 - Position 1: Lloyd C. McCulflation Jr files for 11th term Mr22,6A:4
---Dist 84 - Position 2: Kent J. Rubens will vacate seat Mr5,7A:3 William H. Hundhausen Jr files Mr22,6A:4 Mrs Pat Morgan files Mr27,10A:6
---Legislature (Sen): Summary of contested races in Dem primary My18,10A:1
---Dist 3: Jerry D. Jewell seeks 5th term Mr28,4A:2
---Dist 4: Joe T. Ford seeks reelection Mr19,5A:4
---Dist 5: Ben Allen seeks reelection to Position 2 Mr12,7A:1
---Dist 9: Bill Stancill seeks seat vacated by Earnhart F28,7A:3 Jerry W. Fleming seeks seat Mr16,8A:1 Republican Travis A. Miles files Mr28,4A:2 Jerry W. Fleming defeats Bill Stancill My29,7A:1 Republican Travis Miles leads Jerry Fleming N5,10A:2
---Dist 10: W. E. Rainwater files for reelection Mr14,8A:1 C. E. Patterson files Mr25,5A:3 Rainwater wins election My29,7A:1
---Dist 13: John Lisle files for seat; Larry Douglas seeks reelection Mr15,6B:1 Benny Swindell files for Dem nomination Mr19,5A:4 Douglas faces John Lisle in runoff My29,7A:1 John Lisle defeats Larry Douglas Jell,14A:2
---Dist 15: Eugene Canada seeks reelection Mr13,8A:1 Dr John P. Hoffman runs as Independent against Bud Canada My17,7A:1 Canada defeats Hoffman N5,10A:2
---Dist 16: James R. Teague seeks reelection F23,5A:1
---Dist 17: Curtis H. Pharr files for seat held by Harold L. King Mr14,8A:1 King files for reelection Mr25,5A:3 Alvin Dwgllns seeks seat Mr28,4A:2 Harold King faces runoff with Alvin Dwgllns My29,7A:1 Dwgllns defeats King Jell,14A:2
---Dist 20: Vada Sheld seeks reelection Mr19,5A:4
---Dist 21: Stanley Russ seeks reelection Mr28,12A:8
---Dist 22: Bill Walmsley files
for 6th term Mr28,4A:2
---Dist 23: Knox Nelson seeks reelection Mr18,3A:6
---Dist 25: George Locke seeks 6th term Mr27,10A:6
---Dist 30: Loren N. Hynes to oppose Jerry Bookout Mr20,3A:4 Bookout files Ap1,1A:4 Jerry Bookout wins election My29,7A:1
---Dist 31: John F. Bearden seeks 7th term Mr21,7A:1
---Dist 33: W. K. Ingram seeks 10th term My19,5A:4
---Dist 35: Jack Gibson wins My29,7A:1

--Lieutenant Governor: Joe Purcell will not seek reelection; Bobby L. Glover to seek Dem nomination Mr12,3A:7 Winston Bryant is candidate Mr15,4A:3 Dr John W. Giller of El Dorado, is Dem candidate Mr17,3A:4 Cecil Alexander seeks Dem nomination Mr21,10A:4 Robert McIntosh to seek office Mr22,6A:5 Mr29,18A:6 Alfred L. Martin files Ap1,1A:4 James Canfield is only Republican filing Ap2,1A:4 Biographical sketch of Canfield Ap2,5A:5 Robert McIntosh pushing wheelbarrow to West Memphis to emphasize his belief in the work ethic Ap12,13A:1 Weather halts McIntosh walk at Lonoke Ap18,5A:3 Arkansas AFL-CIO endorses Winston Bryant Ap20,1A:5 Winston Bryant endorsed by United Transportation Union Ap25,11A:3 Bobby Glover promises to devote full-time to office Ap28,8A:6 Gazette comments on Glover's promise Ap30,24A:1 Candidates list gifts; Dr Giller best financed My3,9A:1 Republican James Canfield would reject expense account and State Police guard My8,11A:1 Arkansas Poll shows Cecil Alexander gaining strength My14,15A:1 Campaign contributions listed My21,10A:1 Winston Bryant accuses Cecil Alexander of being insensitive to needs of educ; Alexander points to AEA endorsement My24,6A:3 Summary of race by 6 candidates My25,14A:1 Gazette discusses each candidate, makes no endorsement My25,2E:1

Alexander and Bryant clinch spots for runoff My28,1A:4 Alexander and Bryant trade criticisms as runoff campaign starts My29,1A:4 Unofficial returns (by county) My29,12A:6 McIntosh invites Alexander and Bryant to help clean up Highland Court housing project, offers to support best worker My30,2A:4 Bryant calls Alexander liberal in taxation My30,14A:6 Alexander, Bryant fail to show for Highland Courts cleanup; McIntosh will endorse neither Jel,1A:3 Gazette endorses Alexander in runoff Jel,2E:1

John Giller backs Alexander Jel,7A:7 Bryant accuses Alexander of ducking debate Jel5,4A:5 Official election returns in Dem preferential primary Jel0,7A:1 Winston Bryant has solid lead over Cecil Alexander in incomplete returns Jel1,1A:5 Pulaski County Assessor L. E. Tedford to work for James Canfield's election Jel1,3A:6 Gazette comments on Bryant win, mentions support by such groups as labor unions and FLAG Jel2,16A:1 Certified results of runoff Jel9,6A:1 Reports filed on finances Jel28,10A:1 Cecil Alexander spent twice as much as Winston Bryant Jyl1,4A:7 James T. Canfield calls closing of alcohol fuels plant arbitrary Jyl6,5A:3 James Canfield says office he seeks should be abolished S8,3A:1 Gazette endorses Winston Bryant 025,14A:1 Winston Bryant and James Canfield have waged low-key campaign N2,7A:1 Winston Bryant is easy winner over James T. Canfield N5,1A:2 N6,6A:2 Certified election returns show Bryant got 502,637 votes to 262,865 for Canfield N25,3A:4

--Primaries: Secretary of State Paul Riviere to seek legislation moving primary dates closer to general election D6,4A:5 Change to later primary dates urged by Bill Penix to prevent defeat of Democratic candidates for gov 025,2A:4

--Reapportionment: Population gains vary; could cause changes in
reapportionment Dil,1A:3
See also
Ark-Legislature--Reapportionment
US-Congress (HR)--Reapportionment
---Secretary of State: Paul Riviere
to seek reelection Mr4,3A:8 Riviere
unopposed Ap2,1A:4
---Supreme Court: Speculation on
possible candidates for seats Ja20,
8A:1 Two Supreme Ct races appear
well-financed My4,10A:1 Arkansas
Poll shows voters undecided My5,
15A:1 Campaign contributions listed
My21,10A:1 Summary of races My25,
17A:1 Richard B. Adkisson and Eugene
Harris respond to criticism by Tom F.
Digby My25,21A:1 Campaign repts
filed Je28,10A:1
---Position 1: Richard B.
Adkisson is candidate for Chief
Justice post F17,14A:2 Eugene S.
Harris seeks chief justice seat Mr19,
5A:5 Judge Tom F. Digby enters race
Mr30,7A:4 Ap1,1A:4 Petition drive
begins to place name of former As­
sociate Justice Jim Johnson on ballot
as an Independent My16,18A:7 Gazette
discusses candidates, says either
Digby or Harris acceptable My18,2E:1
Pine Bluff paper endorses Harris
My18,3E:4 Over half of the required
petitions for Johnson have been col­
clected My22,12A:4 Digby criticizes
Adkisson, charges abuse of power
My23,4A:1 Jim Johnson says petition
drive to enter his name as Inde­
pendent has failed, says he did not
run as Dem because of party loyalty
oath My27,7A:1 Digby says he polled
35 druggists who knew nothing about
endorsement of Adkisson by Pulaski
County Pharmacists Assn My27,7A:6
Richard B. Adkisson leads Tom F.
Digby and Eugene S. Harris My28,1A:2
Gazette comments on failure of Jim
Johnson to win ballot spot My28,18A:1
Cartoon shows Johnson returning to
Old Guard Rest Home My28,18A:3
Richard B. Adkisson and Eugene S.
Harris in runoff My29,1A:6 Election
returns (by county) My29,12A:1 Digby
declines to endorse either candidate
My30,13A:5 Harris urges Adkisson to
answer issues Je1,7A:1 Gazette en­
dorses Harris in runoff Je1,2E:1
Conflicts block TV meeting; Jim
Johnson calls Adkisson a juvenile,
adult and judicial delinquent Je6,
13A:1 Gazette ed on Adkisson refusal
to release rating Je6,22A:1 Adkisson
leads in Arkansas Poll Je6,23A:3
Summary of runoff campaign Je8,1A:4
Official election returns In Dem
preferential primary Je10,7A:1
Richard Adkisson defeats Eugene S.
Harris Je11,1A:8 Gazette comments on
Adkisson win Je12,16A:1 Certified
results of runoff Je15,6A:1 Richard
B. Adkisson lists donations to his
campaign Jyl1,4A:6 Harris lists
campaign gifts Jyl2,5A:1
See also Pulaski County-Public
Defender
---Position 4: Robert H. Dudley
seeks seat F26,3A:4 John T. Harmon
files Ap2,1A:4 Biographical sketch
of Harmon Ap2,7A:1 Gazette endorses
Robert H. Dudley over John Harmon
My11,2E:1 Dudley ahead In election
returns My28,1A:2 Election returns
My29,1A:6 Official election returns
Je10,7A:1
---Position 6: Charles A. Brown
seek to seat Fl4,8A:4 M. Steele Hays
is candidate Mr6,11A:4 Gazette en­
dorses Steele Hays My15,14A:1 Hays
leads in early returns My28,1A:2
Election returns In race won by Hays
My29,1A:6 Official election returns
Je10,7A:1
---Treasurer: State Auditor Jimmie
Lou Fisher to seek Dem nomination
for Treasurer Fl3,2A:4 Nancy J. Hall
will not seek reelection F21,6A:7
Mrs Jimmie Lou Fisher files Mr26,6A:3
Mrs Fisher unopposed Ap2,1A:4
---Voting Requirements and Voters:
Heavy voter registration forces
printing of new forms 011,3A:4
Several prospective voters turned
away from registration office in Pu­
laski County when deadline arrives
015,1A:2 Churches In Northwest Ark
pushed registration drives 017,1A:4
Table shows number of eligible voters
in each county N4,4A:3

Emergency Services, Office of. Article on preparations to handle disasters F18,1B:2

Employment Security Advisory Council. Gov Bill Clinton appoints Mrs Hershel Gaines Jy30,11A:1

Employment Security Division. Governor-elect Frank D. White to replace Henry L. McHenry as administrator D24,1A:5

See also Labor-Employment Agencies

Energy Department. Governor-elect Frank D. White pledges to downsize the commerce Dept N6,1A:8 Budget proposed by Frank D. White would destroy effectiveness, Paul Levy lays D5,9A:1 Paul F. Levy notified that he will not be kept as director D12,14A:5

See also Ark-Elections--Governor
Arkansas Power & Light Co
Meadowcreek Project

Engineers and Land Surveyors, Board of Registration. Gov Bill Clinton names Hugh Lyon Adams Sr to bd Ag6,11A:4

Ex-Offender Placement and Training, Arkansas Community Clearinghouse for (ACCEPT). Local Services Dept agency has found jobs for over 350 ex-inmates S7,1F:1

Finance and Administration Dept. Federal Judge Richard S. Arnold rules that James Sanders, a black former bookkeeper for the Dept can represent all black employees in racial bias suit against Finance and Adm Dept Ja24,6A:1 Gov Clinton releases $1,581,000 for development of data processing programs F13,4A:1 Director R. L. Qualls resigns, takes FABCO position Jy4,12A:1 William D. Gaddy expected to be named director Jy27,8A:7 William D. Gaddy named Dept director by Gov Bill Clinton Agl,6A:1 Top officials of Dept tell legislators they see no advantage in split of Dept into separate agencies N12,6A:1

See also Ark-Purchasing Office
Ark-Revenue Division

Finances and Budgets

---Budget: Legislative Council studies plan for use of windfall funds collected by change to monthly payment of taxes by firm; plan differs from Gov Clinton's proposal; fund of $8 million would be set up as loan fund to help local govs pay for court-ordered reappraisal Ja4,1A:2 State's projections on tax revenue loss because of consolidated income tax for corporations may be in error; Gov Clinton orders reanalysis Ja4,5A:1 Gov Clinton and ALC closer to accord on use of windfall funds; proposals listed Ja5,7A:1 Senate approves Clinton plan for use of windfall funds Ja23,1A:2 House approves Clinton plan (SB38) for use of windfall revenue; plans outlined; Gov Clinton signs bill Ja24,4A:1 Gov Clinton signs bill allocating use of windfall funds Ja25,1A:4 Tax collections increase 20 pct during January; officials comment Ja30,3A:1 Gov Clinton signs bill to allow cities and counties to use $2 million of funds earmarked for roads Ja31,9A:2 Tax collections rise by 24 pct in January Fl,6A:4 Gov Clinton releases $20.4 million for state projects F13,4A:1 Panel of economists stick with predicted drop in revenues F16,6A:3 Collection exceeds tax projections in February; officials still wary Mr1,1A:3 March revenues exceed projections Ap1,3A:1 Article discusses problem of 'cutting the fat' in election yr Ap27,1E:1 Revenue collections for 10 months 18.8 pct above last year's total; change in collection procedure make comparison difficult My1,4A:1 State Sen Nick Wilson complains that counties with officials on Local Services Advisory Council get more
money from State Local Services Dept  
My22,6A:4 Tax collections show effect of recession My31,10A:4  
Gov Bill Clinton tells agency heads to base budgets on essentials Je14,13A:1  
Gov Bill Clinton releases $2.9 million more for 11 capital improvement projects Je25,9A:1  
State's net revenue for fiscal year will exceed estimate Je28,4A:5 Agencies have drawn $30.6 million of special needs funds Jy3,5A:6  
Clinton admin projects 12.5% increase in net general revenues during 1980-81 fiscal yr Jy3,5A:7  
Gov Bill Clinton allows 4 agencies to exceed restrictions limiting expenditures Jy11,6A:7  
Year-end balance for state is $12.4 million, Gov Bill Clinton tells joint meeting of his cabinet and the Legislative Council; revenue projections for current yr also given Jy16,3A:1  
Several programs that recd 'special needs' funding reported surplus at end of yr; $7.8 million turned back to Treasury Jy17,2A:3  
Revenues to be $34 million below current estimates, Governor's Council of Economic Advisers says Jy23,12A:1  
Gov Bill Clinton trims funds outlook for revenues by 3.7 pct; program cuts, job layoffs possible Jy31,1A:8  
Report on July revenues shows only slight increase Ag1,5A:1  
Editors comment on revenue shortfall Ag10,3E:3  
Counties seek part of severance tax on timber Ag12,7A:5  
August revenues decline from last year Ag30,4A:1  
Revenues recd by the State Treasury in the last fiscal year exceed $2 billion; up 210 pct from 10 yrs ago S11,11A:2  
Legislative Joint Budget Com orders study on methods used to project state revenues S18,11A:5  
Governor's Council of Economic Advisers decide not to change revenue forecast for this biennium S19,8A:1  
Collections total $85.5 million in September O1,4A:6  
Article on state's difficult budget session coming up O5,1E:2  
Gov Bill Clinton tells Legislative Council he cannot yet make official forecast of income for next 2 yrs; tentative figure of $136.3 million in next yr is too high, Council feels O7,1A:2  
Legislative Council votes budget plan for 13 small agencies O8,12A:6  
Gazette discusses budget's real message on finances and needs O8,20A:1  
Detailed list on state cost given to Ark Legislative Council O9,4A:8  
Legislative Council approves Gov Bill Clinton's requests on 18 small agencies O9,8A:1  
Legislative Council approves budgets of 4 more agencies O10,10A:4  
Legislative Council to defer hearings on most agencies until after fall elections O14,5A:1  
Rep Carolyn Pollan urges ALC to stay in session, work on educ funding so voters will know what to expect O15,10A:1  
Legislative Council recesses budget hearings O16,2A:3  
State General Revenue collections for October up .04 pct N1,11A:6  
Governor-elect Frank D. White appears briefly before Legislative Council; salaries for state employees and teachers will be his top priority, group told N6,1A:6  
Governor-elect Frank D. White says he would not be afraid of a tax increase if he thought it would be good for the state N9,4A:1  
Economic advisers lower forecast of state revenue collections for next biennium to 12 pct each yr N11,1A:2  
Senator Bill Walsmsley says conservative vote by the people could spell trouble for Frank White's programs N12,8A:1  
William D. Gaddy declines to cut revenue projection for rest of this fiscal yr N13,5A:1  
Staff of Governor-elect Frank White proposes that budgets of most state agencies for the next 2 yrs be set at continuing levels minus 5 pct; exceptions will be made for education and probably for higher educ; plan is effort to provide salary increases N15,1A:8  
White makes first budget proposals to ALC, includes some fund-shifting N18,6A:1  
Legislative Council follows White's request, raises Public
Service Comm budget and on 6 other agencies N19,14A:1 Gazette discusses problem White will encounter in trimming budgets N19,22A:1 Governor-elect White tells Legislative Council he expects govt to do more with less, talks about salary increases; legislators seem receptive N20,1A:5 Legislative Council adopts budgets for departments of Higher Education, Labor and Game and Fish Comm N20,3A:1 Governor-elect Frank White does not favor $3 million budget for scholarship program of Higher Educ Dept; Legislative Council concerned about possible fraud N20,3A:1 Increased tax on cigarettes, use of dog track revenues to finance state Health Dept programs, urged by Board of Health N21,1A:2 Correction Dept prepares budget that doubles current appropriation N21,9A:1 Governor-elect Frank White concerned about $8.2 million revenue loss should tax exemption be granted on farm machinery N22,4A:6 College budgets proposed by Governor-elect White shock presidents; programs would be cut back; some schools would receive no increase in funds N25,1A:2 State Senator Clarence Bell suggests White's budget for colleges favors those in counties where he received heavy vote N25,1A:4 University of Ark president and chancellors present needs to Legls Council; Fayetteville campus may be forced to restrict admissions, could lose accreditation for professional schools under proposed budget N26,1A:2 Arkansas Tech Univ President Kenneth Kersh sees no evidence of regionalism in White's budget N26,2A:5 Tax rept for November is so dismal that legislators talk about further cuts in spending this fiscal yr N27,1A:3 Arkansas State Univ and the state's community colleges continue criticism on White's budget N27,2A:7 White's budget proposals for colleges similar to David Pryor's approach N27,30A:1 Uncertainty of White's adm keep legislators cautious in making decisions N30,8A:1 Governor-elect Frank D. White displeased with Health Dept presentation N30,1E:2 Education budget presented by White calls for over-all increase of 8.4 pct; salary raise request for teachers cut in half; Education Dept Director Don Roberts warns that some dists may have to reduce length of term; White's proposal reduces budgets of Arkansas Educational Television Network and the Deaf School, Blind School and state Library get slight increases; sharpest cut in budget made in funds for educ of the handicapped D2,1A:2 Governor-elect Frank White names management team made up of Medical Society members to advise him on Health Dept budget D2,1A:3 Vocational educ funding considered by ALC before White presents his plans; Blind School Supt Max Woolly says White's budget will force dismissal of 2 teachers, a librarian and fewer purchases of books; Tom Hicks say budget cut for Deaf School will require elimination of 8 teachers, a librarian, a nurse, laundry worker and some houseparents; State Library may reduce bookmobile service; Educational TV network may be closed part-time D3,4A:1 Editorial on grim times ahead for public schools notes that Governor-elect Frank White cannot be blamed for state of affairs D3,18A:1 State Sen Clarence Bell preparing bill to raise sales tax by 1 pct; Governor-elect Frank White opposes plan D4,1A:3 Rural health program is a nonessential program that can be cut from Health Dept budget, Dr Charles Wilkins, a member of White's advisory team, says D4,1A:4 Error in bookkeeping leads to miscalculation on revenue growth D4,10A:1 Several state boards and commissions propose fee increases D4,15A:4 Energy Dept budget of Frank White would destroy effectiveness of Dept, Paul Levy says D5,9A:1 President Jefferson Farris says budget proposed by Frank White would be
catastrophic to Univ of Central Ark D5,13A:1 Sales tax would be vetoed, Frank White says; governor-elect does not think effects of his budget cuts would be as dramatic as ALC has been told D6,1A:2 Austerity memo by Gov Bill Clinton calls for curtailment of all nonessential purchases indefinitely; current budgets from Allotment A may have to be cut to 85 pct; Purchasing Office to report any agency violating policy D6,3A:2

Trimming prison budget will be difficult task D7,1A:4 Much of income from revenue growth has already been budgeted by Governor-elect White D7,6A:1 Article says real fight has not started on budget cutting D7,1E:1

Editorial on budget proposals of Frank White D7,3E:3 Senator Jerry Bookout expects sales tax increase D8,2A:5 Agencies have requested $274.8 million for capital outlay D9,6A:7 Frank D. White's prison budget increase of 38 pct is not enough, prison officials say D10,1A:7 Frank D. White proposes $6 million less for Public Safety Dept D10,7A:1 Human Services budget of Frank D. White is $51 million below Dept request D10,11A:6 Budget presented for Governor's office D11,4A:1 White's staff decides at last minute not to present Health Dept budget yet D11,9A:4 White's budget for higher educ included pay raises; ALC surprised D11,12A:1 Human Services Dept budget presented by White is adopted by ALC D11,19A:1 Budgets for Parks Div delayed when John E. Miller discovers cuts are to come from Ozark Folk Center D12,5A:2 Prison officials tell ALC why they need the full $50 million requested D12,10A:1 Editorials on Bell's proposed sales tax bill and no-tax promises of Frank D. White D14,3E:1 Frank D. White says he is not afraid to raise taxes when needed, would support tax on alcohol and tobacco D15,3A:1

Frank D. White recommends slight budget increase for Health Dept D16,1A:6 Highway Dept calls for 10 pct pay raises of 10 pct D16,4A:3 Legislative Council approves $1,275,494 for White's office budget D16,4A:4 State employee pay plan for average increase of 10 pct submitted by Frank D. White and approved by Legislative Council D17,1A:2 Legislative Council approves budget for higher educ presented by Frank D. White D17,1A:2 Legislative Council concurs with Frank D. White's plan for no increase in aid to cities, counties D17,3A:1 Legislative Council approves Frank D. White's budget that eliminates 20 jobs in Economic Development Dept D17,3A:4 State Senator Jerry Bookout is target of letter-writing campaign in opposition to sales tax increase D17,6A:4 Legislative panel proposes average salary increase of 17 pct for State Police D18,1A:5 North Arkansas Community Coll to end programs at Mountain Home and Rogers if funding not increased D18,12A:8 Real Estate Comm budget runs into trouble D18,11C:2 Real test of Frank White's budget cuts to come later; effects of some cuts listed D21,22A:1 Article on Governor-elect Frank D. White's plan to meet human needs In salary raises D21,1E:2 Editorial discusses Frank D. White's antitax mood D21,3E:4 Preston Bynum says new Republican adm can deliver same services for less money D22,3A:1

Senator Clarence Bell to offer bill raising sales tax to 4 pct D23,2A:3 Legislative panel supports pay plan giving preferential treatment to pay plan for top employees of state Highway and Transportation Dept D23,6A:1 Low budget proposals may close some schools early, AEA director says D23,6A:2 Automobile license fee rollback bill proposed by Frank D. White will reduce income by $12 million; White has no plans to make up difference D24,1A:8 Legislative panel favors funding for Ozark Folk Center and Mid America Center D24,2A:7 Gazette comments on "human
ARKANSAS - Finances--Budgets

needs" and budgets for pay increases for govt employees D29,8A:1 Tax collections for December show increase; fears of budget cuts ease D31,1A:2 Gazette opposes Clarence Bell proposal for sales tax increase for 2 yr period D31,12A:1

See also
Ark-Health Dept
Ark-Mental Retardation Developmental Disabilities Service
Ark-Parks and Tourism Dept
Colleges-Finances
Education--Finances
Roads-Finances
Taxation
--Debt: Proposed Senate bill would release Ark from $286,751 debt for money on deposit in 1836 after the Bank of the United States was abolished S20,12A:2

--Federal Aid: Washington Office of governor notes cuts in US programs for Ark F17,11A:1 Unapproved grant use upset Legislative Joint Budget Com Mr21,3A:1 Federal aid to Ark state and local govts totalled $846.8 million in 1979-80 fiscal yr Ap19,11B:1 Arkansas receives $1.19 from US govt for every $1 paid in taxes Ag23,4A:3

--Government Bonds and Other Investments: Gov Clinton signs bill giving Bd of Finance more flexibility in setting interest rates on state funds F5,4A:1 State seeks interest rates higher than 10 pct for its investments F26,5C:3 State Senator Nick Wilson admits he arranged through Labor Dept Director Charles Daniels to have $50,000 in state funds deposited in a Pocahontas bank in which Wilson owns stock; conflict of interest denied D3,1A:4 Nick Wilson's tactics evoke admiration from his senate colleagues D4,16A:1 Gazette comments on Nick Wilson action, says state Board of Finance should invest all funds D7,2E:1 Conway paper critical of Nick Wilson influence on bank deposit of state funds D7,3E:5

ARKANSAS - Gifted

Fire Extinguisher and Installers Board. Vernon McTeer appd by Gov Bill Clinton Ag22,6A:1

Fire Prevention Comm. Gov Bill Clinton names 8 members to new panel Jy26,11A:1


See also Firemen

Game and Fish Comm. Open letter to Gov Bill Clinton and the G&FC charges recent Comm actions have been political; drastic action threatened Ja20,10B:1 Carl Hunter named asst director Ja23,5A:5 Commission acts on several items Ja23,14C:5 Summary of actions taken F27,14C:5 Lloyd Morris named chief of Enforcement Div Mr16,6B:1 Commission to ask Legislature to look for funds for land purchase Jc18,4C:1 N. C. (Casey) Jones of Pine Bluff, named to Comm Jy2,3A:7 Legislative Council adopts budget N20,3A:1 Legislators grumble about free lifetime hunting and fishing licenses given to state Highway Dept director and comm members by Game and Fish Comm N22,8A:2 Gazette comments on free licenses handed out by G&FC N28,26A:1

See also
Ark-Constitution
Ark-Contracts
Ark-Finances--Budgets
Beavers
Books
Cache River
Hunting and Trapping
Police and Law Enforcement
White River
Wildlife Sanctuaries

Geological Commission. Gov Clinton reappts C. S. Williams to Comm F2,2A:5

Gifted and Talented Advisory Council. John R. Stipe and
David Douglas apptd by Gov Bill Clinton Ag22, 6A:1

Government Employees and Officials. Arkansas State Employees Assn takes aim at bureaucracy, seeks efficiency in govt; high turnover rate concerns ASEA Ap3, 1B:2 Gov Bill Clinton will place lid on hiring and will present plan to cut number of state jobs Ap8, 1A:2 Gov Clinton orders agencies not to increase employees; a total of 35,295 are now on payroll, with 45,997 authorized; order applies only to agencies under his control, but Clinton to seek cooperation of Highway Dept and the colleges and universities Ap9, 8A:1 List shows jobs authorized, filled and vacant in each agency Ap9, 8A:1 Payroll figures for several agencies show increases in employees since June 1, 1978 Ap9, 8A:1 Gazette says hiring lid has become custom of all Ark governors Ap12, 18A:1 Editorial on hiring lid Ap20, 3E:4 Comparison of staffs of Governors Clinton and Pryor is difficult My4, 1A:4 Gov Bill Clinton fires Ted Newman from state govt post after failure of Special Alternative Wood Energy Resources program My10, 6A:1 Arkansas State Employees Association passes resolutions on pay scale, job classification, use of state and personal cars and health ins Je8, 4A:6 Speech by GOP candidate Frank D. White attacking Gov Clinton received enthusiastically by group Je8, 5A:1 Article discusses possible confrontation by legislative and executive branches over control of personnel and pay plan S14, 1E:1 State jobs increased 73 pct in 10 years S19, 5A:5 Governor-elect Frank D. White pledges to reduce number of employees by 1,000 to 1,500 N6, 1A:8

See also Colleges-Scholarships, Fellowships and Student Loans Liability for Accidents Welfare White, Frank D -Aides and Employees

See also Ethics in Office: American Civil Liberties Union files suit on behalf of employees alleging Code of Ethics law violates US Constitution; many plaintiffs are members of college faculties Ja30, 1A:1 Federal Judge William R. Overton orders Secy of State Pual Riviere not to enforce portions of the Code of Ethics law for 10 days Ja31, 6A:4 Top state officials file code of ethics forms Fl11A:4 Federal judge tells challengers of law to take case to state cts F7, 6A:1 State employees take challenge of ethics law to Chancery Ct Fl4, 2A:4 Chancellor Thomas Glaze rules Secy of State Pual Riviere misinterpreted Code of Ethics law; judge orders statements destroyed Fl6, 3A:7

See also Ark-Legislature--Ethics in Office--Expense Accounts: Arkansas State Employees Assn seek increase in reimbursement for use of personal cars F22, 7A:1 Legislative Joint Audit Com asks Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley to take action against Mrs Delores J. Martin, former acting director of the state Office on Aging; expense reimbursement for conf in Calif is basis of complaint F23, 5A:1

See also Ark-Labor Dept--Holidays and Special Occasions: Gov Bill Clinton says employees may observe birthday of Dr Martin Luther King Jr in lieu of personal birthday if they wish Ja12, 9A:4

--Insurance: Arkansas has cheapest state employee health insurance rate Fl7, 5E:7 Legislative Council agrees to increase state share of premium for health ins Je14, 3A:5

See also Medicine-Health Ins--Pensions and Retirement: Public Employee Retirement System Bd votes to allow employees who returned to state service to buy into non-contributory plan Mr25, 5C:6 Arkansas Public Employee Retirement System takes $240,000 loss in bond sale My2, 8C:8

See also Commercial Natl Bank (LR)
--Wages and Hours: Legislative panel delays bill giving raise in salary to the state budget director and the administrator of the CETA program Ja23,4A:4. Morale of state employees sagging because some positions have been upgraded for pay purposes, Legis panel told Mr20,9A:1. Survey by Arkansas State Employees Assn compares salaries with those of federal and private employees Ap3,1B:2. Gov Clinton does not like rigid pay grade plan, will seek to change it Ap8,1A:2. Statement by Gov Clinton that he will work with Arkansas State Employees Assn on new pay plan angers American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees union. Ap10,6C:4. Gov Clinton assures AFSCME he wants labor orgn included in discussion about changes in pay plan Ap30,13A:1. Gov Clinton working to tighten pay system, increase raises My5,3A:1. Legislative panel approves pay raise for tax auditors and their supervisors after report on turnover. My15,11A:1. About 40 mail handlers in state Revenue Div upset over wages My16,6A:5. Gov Clinton discusses pay plan grievances with State Employees Assn members Je10,6A:3. Legislative Personnel Com will not consider any more special raises until next yr. Je13,11A:1. Gov Bill Clinton meets with AFSCME reps, agrees their pay proposals have merit Je21,6A:3. Legislative Personnel Com approves higher starting salaries for a number of state employees Jy14,3A:4. Aides to Gov Bill Clinton study proposed pay increases for state employees O4,4A:1. Governor-elect Frank D. White tells Legislative Council his top priority is salaries of state employees and teachers N6,1A:6. Legislative panel working on proposed new state job classification plan N17,4A:4. Highway Dept calls for 10 pct pay raises D16,4A:3. Pay plan of Frank D. White for average pay increase of 10 pct is adopted by Legislative Council D17,1A:2. Pay plan to restore equity between 26 job grades D17,3A:5.
Gov Bill Clinton names Bill Parette to Bd D31,6A:1
Health Coordinating Council, Statewide. Gov Bill Clinton names Dr Margaret Beasley to Bd D30,9A:1
Health Dept. Budget reduction forces layoff of 30 employees; 12 positions to be unfilled and meat inspection transfer to federal govt Agl, 1A:2 Meat packers ask state not to transfer inspections to federal program; Dr Robert W. Young says tax money saved by federal program Ag5, 4A:1 Article discusses political controversy stirred up by meat inspection program Agl0,1E:5 State to continue meat inspection if funds approved Ag13,10A:1 Pine Bluff paper critical of Clinton backdown on meat inspection Ag17,3E:6 Gov Clinton's 1978 campaign promise to packers puts him on spot to find funds Ag19,5A:4 Gazette says Gov Clinton should not back down on meat inspection program Ag21,14A:1 Editorial calls for meat-packers to pay inspection fees Ag24, 3E:4 Increased tax on cigarettes, use of dog track revenues to finance programs urged by Board of Health N21,1A:2 Governor-elect Frank D. White displeased with Dept budget presentation N30,1E:2 Frank White names management team made up of Medical Society members to advise him on Dept budget D2,1A:3 Rural health program can be cut from budget, member of White's advisory team says D4,1A:4 White's staff withhold budget, says proposed cuts may be too deep D11,9A:4 Legislative Council adopts White's proposal for 2 pct increase in funding, including continuation of rural health development program; Council appts panel to study home health care program which White rejected D16,1A:6
See also
Atomic Energy
Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic
Nursing and Nurses
Poisoning and Poisons

Health Planning and Development Agency. Director Michael J. Cleary resigns at request of Gov Bill Clinton Ag12,3A:5 Gov Bill Clinton names Stephen F. Foti director Myl6, 18A:1 Effort made to correct problems so full federal funds can be recd Ag20,4A:6
Hearing Aid Dispensers Board. Gov Clinton reappoints Ruel S. Sams to Bd Ja29,4A:3
Higher Education Bd. Mary Fay Black reappointed by Gov Bill Clinton Ag22,6A:1 Gov Bill Clinton names Dr Clifton Roaf to 10-yr term D31,6A:1
Higher Education Dept. Salary increase for Dept director recommended by Bd Jyl9,4A:1 Legislative Council adopts budget N20,3A:1 Legislative Council delays motion by Senator Clarence Bell to abolish Dept D17, 1A:2
See also Arkansas Plan, Inc
Highway and Transportation Dept. No Intentional wrongdoing found in probe of sales of scrap metal by employees at Russellville; funds were used for entertainment and will be repaid Ja10,9A:3 David L. Moore resigns as Dist 8 engineer, in part because of recent investigation Ja17, 5A:3 US Circuit Court rules Arkansas Highway and Transportation Dept does not have to withhold dues for union members Ag28,10A:6 Director Henry Gray reorganizes Dept N7,7A:3 Legislative panel supports pay plan giving preferential treatment to top employees of Dept D23,6A:1
See also
Ark-Elections--Legislature (HR)---Dist 2, Position 1
Ark-Government Employees--Wages
Ark-Highway Police

Highway Commission. Governor-elect Frank D. White faces geographical problem in making appt N29,3A:1 White advised to name at-large commissioner D6,5A:1 Attorney General Steve Clark says appmts must be made
from old Cong dists D23,6A:6 Preston Bynum advises Frank White to abide by Steve Clark's opinion on districts D25,8A:4 Frank D. White may test restriction on naming appointees D30, 5A:1

Highway Police, Highway and Transportation Dept. No duplication found of duties of Highway Police Ag6,8A:6

History
See also
Archeology and Anthropology
Arkansas Territorial Restoration

History Commission. Gov Bill Clinton names Earle Johnson to Comm Mr22,10A:4 Article describes new quarters of Arkansas History Comm My4,2F:1 Milburn Payne charges History Comm and Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints conspired to keep him from doing microfilming in Ark S6,12A:1 Former state Senator Robert Harvey named to panel S27,8A:4

Housing Developing Agency. Gov Clinton appts Mort Hardwick Jr to Bd Ja31,5A:4 Governor-elect Frank D. White wants Mark Hendrickson to remain as head of Agency D24,2A:2

See also Housing--Finance
Human Resources Comm. Gov Bill Clinton reappoints Dorothy Rappoport and Vanette Johnson Ag22,6A:1 Some legislators trying to kill panel D18, 13A:1 Panel wants to meet with Governor-elect Frank D. White D21, 15A:7

Human Services Dept. Public hearing held on proposed allocation of Title XX funds of some $33,320,000 for services to the poor Mr6,10C:1 Director Gall S. Huecker intends to hold 10 pct of Title XX money because of uncertainties in federal budget Ap30,10A:1 Bills that would vastly change Dept orgn given to Legls panel Je27,11A:1 Staff distributes proposal that all coms of the Dept's 5 major divisions be required to report to Director Gall Huecker any discussions with state legislators;

Mrs Huecker says statement not drafted properly Je28,1A:4 Attorney General Steve Clark hires law firm to assist In race bias suit Jy11,4A:1 Use of private law firm to assist State Attorney General in defense against racial bias suit brings complaint from NAACP Jy30,5A:6 Steve Clark defends use of private firm Ag6, 8A:7 Rosie Irene Caple files suit alleging she lost her job at Benton Services Center because she is black Ag12,3A:3 Seven division directors oppose reorganization plan Ag13,11A:1 Article on efforts by legislators to dismantle Dept Ag17,1E:5 Legislative panel gets 4 plans favoring abolition of Dept Ag21,8A:1 Legislative panel recommends creation of an Office of Management Services to handle adm work and make repts to the Legislature O2,3A:7 Budget presented by Frank D. White Is adopted by ALC; cuts In staff and programs listed D11,19A:1 Raymond L. Scott, an aide to Senator David Pryor, chosen by Frank D. White to head Dept D12,1A:3

See also
Ark-Blind and Visually Impaired,
Office of
Ark-Mental Health Services Div
Ark-Mental Retardation
Ark-Rehabilitation Services Div
Ark-Social Services Div
Ark-Youth Services Div
Arkansas Children's Colony-Conway

Industrial Development Commission,
Ark
See also Ark-Elections--Governor
Inhalation Therapy Examining Com.
Gov Clinton names Dr Paul Means to Com Ja25,11A:4 Ross Payne named to Comm S30,9A:2

Insurance Dept
See also Insurance
Justice Building Commission. Gov Clinton reappoints Mrs Sue Parks to Comm Ja25,11A:4 Gov Bill Clinton reappoints Billy Bingham Ag22,6A:1

Labor Board. Don Flanders apptd to Bd by Gov Bill Clinton S9,8A:6
Labor Department. Agency moves to old St Vincent Infirmary Bldg Jy8, 9A:3 Legislative Council adopts budget N20,3A:1 Advances for travel suspended pending audit of agency's use of the money; Director Charles Daniels comments D11,6A:6 Daniels to leave Dept next mo D18,6A:1 Gov Bill Clinton calls Daniels resignation right D21,4A:3.

Legislature. State Supreme Ct says it does not have power to order Legls to end its recessed state;3 justices say Constitution may have been violated and that action taken by extended session may be illegal; John F. Wells brought suit Ja1,1A:4 House Speaker John E. Miller and Senate Pres Pro Tem Knox Nelson defend extension of session; Gov Bill Clinton suggests parties ask state Supreme Ct for clarification Ja3,1A:2 Attorney Gen Steve Clark asks Supreme Ct to clarify opinion, erase Issue of legality Ja5,10A:7 Gazette discusses practice and consequences of Legls convening almost at will in extended sessions Ja7,8A:1 State Supreme Ct refuses to clarify ruling Ja8,6A:7 Gazette comments on Ct refusal to clarify ruling Ja8,16A:1 John F. Wells files suit claiming 3 constitutional amts proposed by Legls are not valid because extension of Legls session was illegal F22,4A:1 Chancellor Tom Glaze rules 3 amts were legally adopted in extended session, orders them placed on ballot Ap2,1A:5 State Supreme Ct hears arguments in suit filed by John F. Wells seeking to invalidate 3 proposed constitutional amts My6,7A:1 Article examines issue of single-member dists in Legislature Jy24,18:2 Legislators seek ways to reduce duplication of effort by legislative panels S9,4A:3 House plans to install computer for writing and amending bills S12,7A:4 Arkansas ranks 39th in cost of operating Legislature O8,13A:7.

Also see subjects of legislation
--Aides and Employees: Small staff will be used during special session Ap10,2A:8
--Ethics In Office: Bank business leads Interests of Legislators as shown on ethics forms F1,6A:3 Conflict of interest issue highlighted by fight of Sen Joe Ford against Gov Bill Clinton's bills on utility regulation; 17 of 34 in Sen have banking interests Ap18,13A:7.

Legislative Committees and Organization:
--Legislative Council: Article on work of Marcus Halbrook as executive secy to the Legislative Council and director of Bureau of Legislative Research My25,1F:4
--Legislative Committees and Organization (HR): Seniority drawing held for new reps D2,7A:6
--Legislative Committees and Organization (Sen): Senate organizes, elects Ben Allen President Pro Tem D15,3A:4.

Members: State Senator Milt Earnhart will not seek reelection Ja29,6A:6 Gazette comments on Milt Earnhart decision not to seek re-election F7,12A:1 Cartoon of Earnhart being welcomed at Old Guard Rest Home F10,2E:3.

See also Nelson, Knox
Stancil, Bill
Tyer, Arlo

---Privileges of Members: Editor suggests change in law that bars arrest of legislators and legislative employees during sessions and for 15 days before and after session; recent case of alleged reckless driving cited Ja20,3E:4

See also Smithson, Jimmy

---Reapportionment: Census report shows Legislature must be reapportioned Dl4,8A:1

---Sessions: Legislature reconvenes with plea from Gov Bill Clinton that action be confined to constitutional amdts on property tax and usury Ja8,1A:2 House Rules Com asks that unauthorized persons be kept out of chamber Ja10,7A:2 House bars unauthorized persons from chamber Ja11,4A:8 Gov Clinton has about 65 items on agenda for special session Ja17,6A:1 Work of extended session finished, Legls recesses again until December 31; one minute after recess, General Assembly opens special session called by Gov Clinton Ja18,1A:2 Joint Budget Com acts on several bills, but not on tax windfall Ja18,4A:1 Emergency loan fund for financially ailing counties among 71 items in special session Ja19,4A:4 Summary of proceedings Ja19,1A:5 Gazette comments on merits of amdts passed in recent session Ja20,2E:1 Editors comment on issues in the extended session Ja20,3E:3 Summary of proceedings Ja22,1A:2 Ja22,3A:3 Ja24,4A:1 Ja24,4A:7 Legislature completes special session Ja25,1A:2 Summary of proceedings Ja25,1A:2 Gov Clinton signs 40 bills, vetoes one, leaves 20 pending Ja26,1A:4 Gazette calls for special session to consider legislation on public utility collection of higher rates without PSC approval, teacher pay and property taxes F3,2E:1 Gov Clinton will not call session to deal with utility rates F20,1A:2 State Sen Robert Harvey intervene In suit challenging validity of extended session Mr5,3A:4 Gov Clinton may convene Legls within 2 weeks to deal with assessments of utilities Mr13,1A:2 Editorial points to special sessions as proof that annual meeting is needed Mr23,3E:3 Special session likely April 15, Gov Clinton says Ap3,1A:6 Gov Bill Clinton releases list of proposed subjects for special session Ap5,1A:4 Gazette comments on light agenda, points to other needs Ap8,8A:1 Gov Clinton issues call for special session on Public Service Comm and tax collections Ap11,1A:2 Gazette comments on items in call Ap13,2E:1 Five proposals added to agenda Ap15,1A:5 Session opens Ap16,1A:3 Gov Clinton tells Legls purpose of session is to protect the economy Ap16,3A:1 Summary of bills passed in special session Ap19,1A:4 Special session ends Ap19,1A:8 Gazette calls 2nd Extraordinary Session another one to forget Ap20,2E:1 Arkansas Supreme Ct rules Legls violated state Constitution by merely recessing in April 1979 and reconvening its regular session in January 1980; ruling says 2 proposed amdts considered for first time at extended session are invalid; amdts reconsidered at extended session is legal; effect of ruling is that only matters to be considered after a recess are those already pending at regular session; ruling came in suit filed by John Wells Jc3,1A:4 Gazette comments on ct ruling on recessed sessions Jc4,16A:1 Article discusses constraints of the Constitution Jc8,1E:6

---Wages and Hours: Weekly payroll for salaries alone is $73,000 Ja8,6A:6

Library Board. Gov Bill Clinton appts Harriet Jasma to Bd Dl6,6A:7 Gov Clinton names George Westmoreland to Bd 019,12A:4


Livestock and Poultry Comm. Gov
ARKANSAS

1980

ARKANSAS

Livestock

Clinton appts Devoe Bollinger to Comm F7,4A:4

Loan Board, Student Advisory. Gov Bill Clinton reappoints Sam Howell to Bd Ja29,4A:3 Gov Clinton reappoints Alvin Huffman III to Bd F2,2A:5 Dr Dan West reappointed Ag22,6A:1

Local Government

Note: See geog heads for individual cities and counties

Garland Circuit Ct combines suits testing powers of Quorum Cts Ja8,6A:1

Contracts: Ten counties sidestep laws on bidding with lease plan F15, 8A:1 Three county judges defend lease-buy contracts; Prosecutor Tom Tatum contends practice is illegal, will file suit Jell,15A:1 Louis R. Spilka Indicted on charges of public servant bribery in sales to Benton, Jackson, Saline and Poinsett Counties Je20,1A:6 Attorneys In Fulton and Sharp County case disagree on effect decision will have on federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations law; RICO counts were filed against other county judges Ag9,7A:1 Louis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates 4 current and 13 former county judges in public servant bribery case; Spilka pleads guilty to one count, which may mean he has agreed to testify at future trials Ag19,1A:8 Legislative panel asks for legal opinion on practice of renting equipment then buying it as used Items Ag22,12A:1 State Senator W. E. Rainwater asks law change so small towns can buy from firms owned by aldermen Ag22,12A:2 Salesman J. S. Rose Indicted in bribery of county judges in Benton, St Francis and Saline Counties Ag27,10A:5 Louis Robert (Joe) Spilka gets 15-mo prison term, $5,000 fine S5,1A:6 Morton Neal Center sentenced in Alabama for participation in a 5-state kickback scheme, ordered to repay funds to Stuttgart, Springdale, and Tuckerman; Lonoke street supt, Melvin Murphy listed among targets of bribery attempts 02,1A:2 Melvin Murphy says he was never approached about a bribe 03,4A:5 Bribery probe that started in Ark spreads to 8 other states 012, 3A:1 State vendors aware of bribes to agencies, Jonesboro paper reports 012,3A:1 President of County Judges Assn tells Legislature proposed restrictions on purchase of leased equipment will cripple judges 017, 8A:7

See also

Ashley County
Benton County
Clay County
Conway County
Craighead County
Crawford County
Fulton County
Greene County
Hempstead County
Hot Spring County
Jackson County
Lafayette County
Logan County
Nevada County
Ouachita County
Poinsett County
Pope County
Pulaski County
Saline County
Sevier County
Sharp County

Elections: Gov Bill Clinton signs legs to allow cities changing form of govt to hold a special election Ja26,1A:4 Unofficial results of balloting for county officials In Dem primary outside Pulaski My29,6A:6 Election results outside Pulaski County Jell,14A:1 Complete, unofficial returns for all runoffs outside Pulaski County Jel2, 8A:1

Also see names of cities and counties

Finances and Budgets:

Note: Articles on finances and budgets of individual counties and cities are under geog heads

...
to permit local sales tax in lieu of property tax F15,8A:4 Gazette opposes talk about approval of local sales tax My4,2E:1 State Repr Bobby Tuills calls for local sales tax for cities and counties Ag22,7A:4 Editorial on uphill fight facing cities in their quest for more funds from the Legls N30,3E:4 Gazette urges Legls to say no to request of cities for power to levy sales tax after local elections D5,26A:1 Legislative Council agrees to Frank D. White’s plan for no increase in state aid to cities, counties; local officials vow to fight in Legls session D17,3A:1

---Government Employees & Officials: When county officials are in conflict, the prosecuting attorney may represent either party or both, Attorney General rules Ja8,5A:1

---Pensions and Retirement: Proposal made to reduce cost of pension fund of local police and firemen F20,3A:6 Study group recommends pension plan improvements for firemen and policemen Jyl1,6A:1 Task Force on Local Govt Pensions agrees on plan for firemen and policemen Ag1,17A:1 Increases in benefits voted in 1979 are inadequately funded for Teacher Retirement System and Public Employees Retirement System Ag6,3A:1 Task Force recommends new fund sources, two plans for police and firemen Ag8,6A:1 Retirement benefit law for 2 former Poinsett County officials called unconstitutional legis because name of county is mentioned S5,16A:7 Editorial on special legislation for officials S7,2E:1 Task Force hears reservations on its proposals for improving soundness of local police and fire pension plans N25,9A:4

Local Services Dept. Action deferred on audits of Dept and 3 divisions Mr14,10A:1 Director B. J. McCoy suggests Dept be abolished Jel1,4A:1 House Speaker John Miller says Dept should be abolished or new director hired Jel2,12A:1 Officials bar legislative staff member from meeting; several legislators angry; B. J. McCoy suspects setup Ag21,8A:4 Ken Coon named by Frank White to direct Dept D7,1A:4 Move under way among legislators to transfer grant-awarding function to other agencies; plan would dismantle Dept D31,3A:1

See also
Ark-Finances--Budget
Comprehensive Employment...
Ozark Institute
Water

...Long Term Care Facility Board. Gov BILL Clinton reappoints Juanita Hickey Ag22,6A:1 Dr Robert Watson named to Bd S27,8A:4 Massage Board. Martha McChristy reappointed by Gov BILL Clinton Ag22,6A:1 Medical Board. Gov Clinton reappts John F. Guenther to Bd F12,5C:8 Gov BILL Clinton names Dr Bascom P. Raney to 8-yr term D31,6A:1

See also
Medical Physicains
Nursing and Nurses

...Medical Examiner Office. Senate approves move of office to new Public Safety Bldg Ja22,1A:2 Medical Examiner Fahmy A. Malik explains policies on autopsies, exhumation Mr13,12A:1 Robert S. Bohannon, who was fired as field asst in state Medical Examiner’s Office, seeks $12,000 for 1,376 hrs of accumulated overtime Ag28,8A:1

See also Prisons-Arkansas State Medical Services Advisory Council, Emergency. Gov Clinton names 6 to Council F14,2A:7

Mental Health Services Div, Human Services Dept. State Senate asks State Hospital Bd to reconsider decision to pay full salary to Acting Commr James P. Hamilton Ja10,6A:1 State Hosp Bd backs $51,000 salary for Hamilton Ja18,14A:8 Dr James L. Thomas is new state mental health comr Je6,5A:1 Records show 4
psychiatrists who came to work for Div in 1978 and 1979 were placed on payroll before work began D13,4A:4
Mental Retardation Bd. Gov Clinton names Albert Ray to Bd F23,3A:2
Mental Retardation-Developmental Disabilities Service, Human Services Dept. Reorganization of MR-DDS agency would have 5 regional offices, Dr Joseph P. Cozzolino says Mr17,3A:1
Budget request is $50.8 million S21,8A:4
Director Joseph Cozzolino tells Legislative Council he wants to reorganize Division, estab system of regional directors 07,8A:3
Merit System Council. Cheri Shelby apptd by Gov Clinton Mr30,28A:8
Gov Clinton names Mark Grobmyer to Council O30,9A:1
Mississippi River Parkway Comm. Gov Bill Clinton names Paul Benham to Comm Ag6,11A:4
Gov Clinton names Claude Jenkins to Comm D30,9A:1
Gov Clinton appts Alveretta Gwinn Lynch to Comm Ja31,5A:4
Motor Vehicle Comm. Gov Clinton appts Larry Bradford to panel F27,5A:2
Museum and Cultural Comm. Despite objections of Sen Joe Ray, legislative panel votes for continued existence of panel which is down to 1 member; Sunset review law was cause of evaluation F15,6A:6
New members apptd by Gov Clinton are Greer Lile, Ann Basore, Dan Holley, Alroy Puckett, Pat Parker, and Ginger Norcross Mr13,4A:4
Natural and Cultural Heritage Dept Advisory Com. Gov Clinton reappoints William Harrison III; new appointees are Mrs Wade Van Hook, Mildred Rubens, Mary Virginia Ferguson and Mary Ellen Lackey Mr13,4A:4
Natural Heritage Comm. Gary Tucker apptd to Comm by Gov Clinton F23,3A:2
John B. Whited apptd to Bd Mr2,4A:2
See also Wilderness Areas
Nursing Board. Governor Bill Clinton appoints Marie Noll, Doris Ferguson, Sandra Welsner and Sherry Grimes to Bd D16,7A:3
See also Nursing and Nurses
Occupational Therapy Examining Com. Sarah Gephardt and Davonne Wyrick named to panel Mr30,28A:8
Oil and Brine Museum Board. Frank M. Bray apptd by Gov Bill Clinton Ag22,6A:1
K. F. Long Sr and Hutton Nobles reappointed Ag22,6A:1
Oil and Gas Comm. Gov Clinton appts Spence Leamons to Comm F23,3A:2
Pardons and Parole Bd. Gov Bill Clinton names Mrs Vtg H Moers to Bd Mr2,4A:2
Mike Gibson named to Board by Gov Bill Clinton D19,12A:4
Parks and Tourism Dept. Sunset review panel of Legislature votes to keep Great River Road Div F15,6A:6
State Regional Park Supervisor Don Ross issues memo on pressure to cut costs by laying off summer employees, increasing hours of full-time employees; controversy develops Ag26,5A:1
Parks Dept to seek $21,622,401 in Capital Improvements funds from Legislature S19,11A:4
See also Travel and Resorts
Parks, Recreation and Travel Comm. Gov Clinton names Danette Watkins to Comm F12,5C:8
See also
Parks and Playgrounds (gen)
White River
Pharmacy Board. Dr Walter J. Morrison apptd by Gov Bill Clinton Jy24,9A:2
Plant Board. Gov Clinton appts Robert Keenan to Bd F2,2A:5
Richard Watson apptd by Gov Clinton F23,3A:2
Sherman Cullum apptd F27,5A:2
Jack Whitmore of DeWitt, named to state Plant Bd by Gov Bill Clinton Jy3,6A:6
Robert Keenan Jr reappointed Jy30,11A:1
Gov Bill Clinton reappoints Jim Young D31,6A:1
Podiatry Board. Governor Bill Clinton names Pauline Lay to Bd D10,9A:2
Police Commission, State. James
Daniel of Marshall replaces J. E.
Dunlap Jr on Comm; Dr James Mashburn
reapptd F20,4A:1
See also Ark-Public Safety Dept
Politics and Govt. Searcy ed re­
views top races in Ark in 1980 Ja6, 3E:3 Pine Bluff Commercial makes its
Orval Awards to Bill Clinton and
other state leaders Ja6,3E:5 Gov
Clinton's management advisory council
studies ways to improve state's money
and resource mgmt My22,13A:3 Article
discusses Republican chances in No­
overmber Jy20,1E:1 Gazette discusses
1980 voting patterns and the task
ahead for Democrats in 1982 N25,8A:1
Bill Alexander meeting with Dem Party
in his dist to discuss shortcomings
that led to Republican gains N28,4A:4
See also
Ark-Elections
Ark-Legislature
Clinton, William J.
Conservatism, Political
Presidential Election of 1980
White, Frank D.

... Pollution Control and Ecology Comm.
Staff ordered to devise procedures to
govern timing of public comments to
matters before the agency S27,10A:4
Director Jarrell E. Southall leaving
agency 014,3A:6
See also
Cache River
Coal
Water Pollution

... Pollution Control and Ecology Dept.
Reorganization of Dept to centralize
mgmt resources Jy27,10A:1 Head­
quartes full, agency wants new one
S27,10A:5 Governor-elect Frank D.
White asks Jarrell E. Southall to re­
main as director N12,8A:1 Sources
say Adlene Harrison, regional
administrator of the federal Environ­
mental Protection Agency, blocks
$750,000 in funds for sewer grants
because she wants Jarrell Southall
ousted as head of Pollution Control
Dept D18,1A:3 Adlene Harrison says
she will not allow Pollution Control
to administer grants program because
agency has been mismanaged; Mrs
Harrison accuses state Repr Preston
Bynum of a dirty doublecross D19,1A:3

Pollution and Vital Statistics.
Total population estimate is
2,180,000 Mr5,15A:1 Estimates place
population at over 2 million, a 13.7
pct increase since 1970 F19,68:1
State population estimated to be 2.2
million Je28,7A:5 Population counts
of 25 South Ark counties released;
counts for cities in region also
listed N1,7A:1 Figures released for
41 counties and 12 cities in Ark N22,
8A:6 Preliminary rept shows popu­
lation at 2,279,417; figures listed
for several counties and for each
Cong dist D9,1A:3 Table shows count
for 1980, 1970, gain or loss totals
and pct of gain or loss for all
counties and for 43 largest cities
011,2A:3

Prairie Grove Battlefield Park Comm
Civil War Roundtable pres Joseph
Ballard objects to appmt of Com­
mision members from Prairie Grove to
run park F9,12A:3 Gov Clinton de­
fends his appts, may name historian
later or expand Comm F12,9C:1 Dr
James J. Hudson apptd to Comm Ag22,
6A:1

Psychological Examiners Bd. Gov
Clinton names Dr Bettye Mason to Bd
Mr2,4A:2 Dr Dan Donahue apptd Mr13,
4A:4

Public Building Services Council.
Council acts on several projects
Ja26,4A:3

Public Buildings and Offices.
Legislative Council endorses Tonge
leases for buildings rented by state
Mr22,7A:3 Offices of Pollution Con­
trol agency called roach-infested
slum Je28,4A:1 Planning authorized
for converting former International
Graphics bldg to state use Ag23,9A:1 Funds sought to renovate the former
International Graphics Bldg for state
use N15,4A:5 Building to house state
regulatory and licensing agencies may
be constructed on Capitol Mall N15, 4A:5
--Capitol Bldg:
  See Ark-Capital and Capitol
--Capitol Hill Bldg: Proposal made that bldg be used for legislators' offices Ag22,11A:6 Use of bldg draws interest of legislators S6,5A:1
--Old St Vincent's Infirmary:
  State Labor Dept moves to bldg Jy8, 9A:3

Public Property
--Motor Vehicles: Panel releases figures on fleet of vehicles owned by state Ja15,9A:2 Gov Bill Clinton re- 
vises State's policy on motor vehicles; compacts to be purchased Mr8, 10A:5 Gov Clinton's policy on full 
size car puts State Police in a spot Mr11,2A:6 Editor praises state govt policy on use of large cars Mr16,3E:5
State Police to keep cars longer Ap24,10A:6 State buying smaller and fewer automobiles My16,3A:1

Public Safety Dept. Dispute over lines of authority between Dept, the State Police Div and the State Police 
Comm leads to resignation of W. J. Brothers as Commission chmn; Brothers accuses Dept Director Tommy Robinson 
of trying to tear State Police apart; Brothers praises Col Doug Harp in friction with Robinson Ja15,9A:7
Morrilton paper critical of adm of Tommy Robinson's use of unmarked State Police cars and of creation of 
white collar crime unit Ja20,3E:5 Tommy Robinson to resign as Director to seek election as Pulaski Co 
Sheriff Ap1,6A:7 Sam Tatome may be new director Je4,6A:1 Sam Tatome 
named by Gov Bill Clinton as director Jy1,5A:1 Sam Tatome transfers special 
investigative unit and governor's security unit back to State Police 
Jy10,10A:6 Subcommitee of Legislative Council recommends abolishing Dept, making its 10 subdivisions 
independent agencies; Governor-elect Frank White favors proposal D5,13A:1
Frank D. White reveals plans for dismantling of Dept D10,7A:1
See also 
Colleges-Police and Security Disasters
Organized Crime, Regional Information Center
--Arkansas State Police:
  See Police-State Police
--Crime Laboratory:
  See Ark-Crime Laboratory

Public Service Comm. John C. Pickett plans to resign soon Ja16, 1A:3 Commrs Robert C. Downie and Dr John C. Pickett blame each other for delays in SW Bell decision that cost ratepayers $7.4 million; Downie says he holds Pickett in utter contempt; Pickett says Downie is a professional failure F7,1A:4 Downie and Pickett not speaking while rate case waited over 7 mos F8,1A:2 Gov Clinton, others will not discuss dispute; Clinton aide Frank Newell may replace Pickett F8,2A:4 Gov Clinton silent on his power to oust officials F9, 1A:5 State Repr Bobby Glover wants probe of PSC F9,3A:1

Arkansas State Employees Assn says It not ifieed then-Governor David Pryor about clash between Pickett and 
Downie over personnel Ap3,18:2 Performance of Nathan M. Norton Jr at
PSC draws mixed reactions Ap6,5A:1
Legislators critical of PSC promotion of 2 employees Ap13,2A:5
Former Comm Dr John C. Pickett gets bill for books, use of computer time Je28,1A:3
Dr Pickett sends check for $63.21, disputes remainder of $5,000 bill
Jy11,6A:1
Public Service Comm drops effort to collect bills from Dr John C. Pickett S9,2A:2
Presidents of AP&L, Ark La and Southwestern Bell say they are happy with current Comm, will not ask Gov White to make changes D3,5A:1
See also
Ark-Finances--Budgets
Electric Light
Public Utilities
Taxation--Real Estate and Other Property

Public School Employees Insurance Advisory Committee. Don Elliott apptd by Gov Bill Clinton Ag22,6A:1
Purchasing Office, Finance and Adm Dept. Peggy O’Neal defends record of her office, cites $1.6 million savings Jy13,1A:4
Edward J. Erxleben selected by Governor-elect Frank D. White to head agency D6,3A:7
Racing Commission. Gov Clinton re-appts Woody Futrell to Comm Ja29,4A:3
Real Estate Comm. State Repr Dave E. Roberts says Comm oversteps its purpose by funding real estate chairs at 3 universities, making unannounced inspections and requiring continuing education for brokers and salesmen D18, 11C:2
See Real Estate--Agents
Red River Compact Comm. Gov Clinton names Phil Alfords to Comm Mr13,4A:5
Robert J. Jones apptd by Gov Bill Clinton D10,9A:2
Rehabilitation Board, Community Based. Gov Bill Clinton names John H. Robinson to Bd S27,8A:4
Rehabilitation Services Div, Human Services Dept. HEW Civil Rights Office begins probe of bias charges brought by NAACP against the Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center Ja31, 4A:1
Survey of clients of state

Rehabilitation Services Div on effectiveness of services Mr30,3A:1
Suit contends Hot Springs Center violated free speech rights of 2 employees by placing adverse comments in their files; $400,000 sought My31, 8B:2
George Laster, 16, files suit alleging he was dismissed from Center as punishment for exercise of free speech Jy25,11A:1
See also Ark-Blind and Visually Impaired, Office of

Revenue Building Comm. John Shields and C. R. Ledbetter apptd by Gov Bill Clinton Ag22,6A:1
Revenue Division, Finance and Adm Dept. $17 million in missing real estate tax stamps believed destroyed; probe shows many real estate deeds do not bear stamps Je27,7A:6
Charles Ragland apptd director by Gov Bill Clinton Ag1,6A:1
Sanitarians Board. Gov Clinton appts William A. Teer to Bd Ja25, 11A:4
Floyd McDonald apptd Ag22,6A:1
Savings and Loan Association Board.
Gov Clinton appts George McClure Jr to Bd Ja29,4A:3
Science and Technology Council. Sunset review panel of Legls votes to abolish Council F15,6A:6
Secretary of State. Only 184 names checked by Secretary of State Paul Riviere before certifying usury amd for fall ballot Jy9,1A:8
Riviere says sampling method used to save time and money Jy10,13A:7
Gazette critical of sampling technique Jy10,13A:7
Paul Riviere orders office to manually verify names on petitions Jy11,1A:5
Half of petitions by Arkansas Education Assn have been checked; 42 helpers hired Jy15,4A:1
Office cannot make deadline on counting names on AEA petition Jy19, 3A:1
Paul Riviere orders office to manually verify names on petitions Jy11,1A:5
Half of petitions by Arkansas Education Assn have been checked; 42 helpers hired Jy15,4A:1
Editors comment on counting petition names Jy19, 3A:1
Equal Educational Opportunity proposal signatures certified Jy24,5A:6
Editor critical of plan to use random sample to verify names on ballots Ag3,3E:6
See also Art
Securities Dept. Securities Commr Harvey L. Bell to resign Ag27,4A:4
Harvey Bell takes stock of his work at age 37; progress of Securities
Dept noted S18,18:4

Social Services Div, Human Services
Dept. Commissioner Barrett Toan de-
clines offer of Governor-elect Frank
D. White to remain in office; new
Comr will probably be Len Blaylock
D12,14A:7 Len Blaylock joins gover-
nor's staff, will not be named com-
D24,2A:2
See also
Adoptions
Ark-Contracts
Children-Abuse--Guyton
Paid Prescriptions
Welfare

Social Work Registration, Board of.
Gov Bill Clinton appts Colleen Loftis
and Diana Hughes Mr22,10A:4 Gov
Clinton appts Elwood Crafton Ap3,8A:3
Soll and Water Conservation Comm.
$500,000 released for Water Develop-
ment Fund Fl3,4A:1
See also White River
Soll Classifiers, Board of Regis-
tration for Professional. Gov
Clinton appts Dr Aubrey W. Tennille
to Bd Ja25,11A:4

Soybean Promotion Board. Gov
Clinton appts Vernon Scott to Bd
Ja31,5A:4 Hays Sullivan Sr named to
Bd Jy24,9A:2 Nick Rose apptd to
panel Jy24,9A:2 R. E. Short Jr re-
appointed Ag6,11A:4

Speech Pathology and Audiology,
Board of Examiners. Gov Clinton
names Betty Horton to Bd Mr13,4A:4
Fred Beggs apptd Ag6,11A:4 Dr Bill
Champlin apptd Ag22,6A:1
Spinal Cord Commission
See also Spinal Cord
State Hospital Bd. Gov Clinton re-
appts Darrell Williams Mr6,7A:2
Suits and Claims Against Govt.
Claims Comm acts on several claims
Ag1,14A:5
See also
Ark-Alcoholic Beverage Control Div

Ark-Medical Examiner Office
Arkansas Children's Colony
Children-Abuse--Guyton
Law Enforcement Training Academy
Police-Star City
Police-State Police
Prisons-Arkansas State
Prisons-Youth Services Center
(Wrightsville)
Suits and Claims by Government
See also Paid Prescriptions, Inc
Transportation Commission
See also Trucks and Trucking
Industry
Veterans Affairs Task Force.
Charles H. Phillips named to group
by Gov Bill Clinton D10,9A:2
Veterinary Medical Examiners Bd.
Gov Clinton appts Dr W. E. Bates
Mr13,4A:4
War Decoration Commission. Sunset
review panel of Legislature votes to
abolish Comm F15,6A:6
War Memorial Stadium Comm. Gov
Bill Clinton names Chris Burrow to
Comm Mr30,28A:8
Water Well Construction, Committee
on. Gov Bill Clinton names M. E.
McDonald to panel Mr22,10A:4

Waterways Commission. Gov Bill
Clinton reappoints L. E. Gilliland to
Comm Mr22,10A:4 Gov Clinton appts
Lloyd Platt to Comm D30,9A:1
Workers Compensation Comm. Allyn
Tatum may resign so Burl C. Roten-
berry can be apptd; Tatum would then
be named to another term D4,20A:7
Rotenberry named chmn; Tatum apptd to
6-yr term D6,10A:6
See also Workers Compensation In-
surance
Youth Services Board. Gov Bill
Clinton reappoints Mrs Cleon Dozzell
Mr22,10A:4

Youth Services Center. Board tours
Alexander unit, commends staff on Im-
provements in facilities; Steed Joyce
criticizes approach used by Legis-
lature Jy18,12A:4 State Senator Max
Howell 'appalled' by comments of
Joyce Jy19,4A:6 Consultant hired to
evaluate problems with employees at
ARKANSAS YOUTH SERVICES

Alexander Ag7,14A:8 Board fires
Alexander Supt Kent Peto Ag22,7A:5
Richard Burch named supt 010,9A:4
Youth Services Division, Human
Services Dept. Commissioner Dick
Powell resigns Ag23,8A:5 Fiscal
forecast for Div is gloomy 010,9A:4
See also Prisons-Youth Services
Center
ARKANSAS ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION
See also
Athletics-Interscholastic
ARKANSAS BAPTIST COLLEGE
See also Colleges (gen)
ARKANSAS BEST FREIGHT SYSTEM
Damages of more than $250,000
awarded to 82 Ark truckers after ABF
made improper change of operation
overturned by US Circuit Court of Ap­
peals; court finds no conspiracy be­
tween firm and Teamsters Union Ag26,
3A:1
ARKANSAS BOOK COMPANY
Wilford H. Harris, 67, files suit
alleging he was fired because of age
Je28,7A:4
ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S COLONY
Teacher shortage expected to de­
velop at Children's Colony because
higher salaries paid in public
schools Ja27,9A:5 Name may be
changed to human development centers
Mr17,3A:1
Alexander Unit. Patient acci­
dentally served cleaning fluid in­
stead of soft drink Agl7,3A:7 Supt
Sam DeMarco resigns Ag19,7A:7
Arkadelphia Unit. Mike McCreight
named Supt 014,4A:6
Booneville Unit. Volunteers led
by Merritt Wentz of Fort Smith, cre­
ate recreation field for residents
Jy4,7A:1
Conway Unit. Issuance of checks
for $3,000 to former CETA worker at
Arkansas Children's Colony at Conway
prompts probe F9,6A:6 Mrs Connie
McMillen charged with forging over
$3,000 in paychecks F20,9A:4 Superin­
tendent Richard G. Kenney fired by Dr
Charles Cozzolino; problems cited
Apl7,6A:1 Dr Richard Kenney disputes
allegations Apl8,1A:2 State contends
no fraudulent concealment occurred in
death of Charles W. Fitzgerald at
Conway Unit of Children Colony;
parents of Fitzgerald seek $1.45
million Apl8,6A:1 Dr Kenney sues for
$1 million, seeks reinstatement Apl4,
7A:1 Attorneys for Dr Kenney sit in
on MR-DOS bd meeting; firing not dis­
cussed; Kenney files ct motion asking
that position not be filled until
suit is settled My18,3A:4 Kitchen
workers protest hot conditions My17,
7A:1 Federal Judge William R.
Overton rules Dr Kenney was fired
legally My29,14A:7 Bob Clark, a 12­
year employee of Conway Unit, named
Supt of the facility Je27,11A:1
Former employee of Conway Unit of
Arkansas Children's Colony testifies
she saw Hubert Lee Patrick beat the
head of Charles W. Fitzgerald, a
Colony resident, against a brick wall;
testimony came in $1.45 million
wrongful death claim against the
State Human Services Dept S25,6A:1
Witness says Fitzgerald did not hit
head S26,5A:1 Firing of Dr Richard
Kenney ruled proper by federal ct 018,
11A:3 Claims Commission awards
$20,000 to family of David Drone, who
was 8 when he drowned at Children's
Colony at Conway 029,10A:1 A
$1,450,000 wrongful death claim filed
by parents of Charles Fitzgerald Jr
against Colony is denied by state
Claims Comm N25,3A:1 Christina
Cavender Stephenson, 14, a student at
the Colony, has been missing 3 days
D10,9A:2 Missing girl found safe at
Hot Springs D11,13A:1
See also Ark-Suits and Claims
ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
1979 saw marked growth of facili­
ties Ja20,10G:4 Mabee Foundation
offers $200,000 matching grant Jy9,
6A:6 Building expansion goal ex­
ceeded N19,8A:4 Hospital gaining
status, pediatrics chief UAMSC as­
ts N19,18B:4
ARKANSAS COLLEGE
See also
Colleges-Gifts
Elderhostel
ARKANSAS COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS FOR
REFORM NOW (ACORN)
See also
Ark-Constiution
Democratic Party
Electric Light
Health Care (Rural), National Conf
on
Medicine-Hospitals
Missouri Pacific Hospital
Presidential Election of 1980-Dem
ARKANSAS COUNTY
See also Prisons-Arkansas County
ARKANSAS DELTA DEVELOPMENT, INC
Industry-seeking orgn set up to
help Phillips County attract facto­
ries Ag3,5E:1 Multimillion-dollar
slackwater harbor at Helena seen as
foundation for area's growth Ag10,
5E:1
ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT
See Little Rock, Arkansas
Democrat
ARKANSAS DIVERSIFIED INSURANCE CO
See Blue Cross and Blue Shield
ARKANSAS EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
NETWORK (AETN)
See also
Television-Noncommercial
ARKANSAS ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORP
See also Electric Light
ARKANSAS ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES INC
Firm renews search for manager Ja6,
12A:1 Carl S. Whillock changes mind,
accepts position Ja8,1A:3 Whillock
says he has a lot to learn about
AECI Jall,9A:2
See also Oswald, Harry L.
ARKANSAS GAZETTE
See Little Rock, Arkansas Gazette
ARKANSAS INTERCOLLEGIATE CONFERENCE
See also Athletics-College
ARKANSAS LOUISIANA GAS CO
Firm showed increasing growth
during past year; increased reserves
is goal Ja20,6G:5 Sheffield Nelson
says no service will be cut off
during February for non-payment of
bills; firm also will refund any
money it collects under bond and
later disallowed by PSC F2,9A:1

Lockesburg city officials say they
will not be fall guys in takeover of
gas firm by Ark La F8,5A:2 Offer to
take over 9 gas systems in SW Ark
expires; Ark La says it will not renew
offer Ap1,6A:1 Income gains credited
to increases in volume sales and
higher commercial rates Ap26,5B:7
Feud between president Sheffield
Nelson and former president W. R.
Stephens breaks into open with lr
from Stephens on Nelson's pay and
Nelson's strongly worded reply citing
Stephens actions My16,1A:4 Firm
acquires interest in over 1 million
leased acres in North Dakota for gas
exploration Jy25,6A:1 Gas systems
for 9 towns in SW Ark, Including Mena
and DeQueen, acquired by Ark La S6,
1A:4 Sheffield Nelson and 20 other
top officers are eligible to receive
millions of dollars from stock option
plan; payments have been charged as
an expense that could be passed along
to ratepayers D6,1A:5 Stockholders,
not customers, to pay for options top
officials have received D23,4C:1
See also
Ark-Public Service Comm
Electric Light and Power
Fires-Newport
Public Utilities
ARKANSAS MISSOURI POWER CO
See also Arkansas Power and
Light Co
ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE
See Atomic Energy
ARKANSAS OUTLOOK (PUBLICATION)
See also Ark-Economic Develop
Dept
ARKANSAS PLAN, INC
Legislative Joint Auditing Com pro-
tests grant of $109,000 to Arkansas
Plan to administer student talent
search; Mrs Ida Moose Is director of
firm Ag8,1A:2 Application for grant
contained misleading statements, Gary
Chamberlain, asst director of the
state Dept of Higher Education says
Ag9,12A:3 Legislative Joint Auditing
Com may give information to US
Justice Dept Ag9,12A:4 Payment to
Arkansas Plan withheld Ag30,9A:5
Federal Education Dept notifies Legislative Joint Auditing Com it finds no cause to deny grant to Arkansas Plan, Inc N15,7A:7 Corporation files bankruptcy petition; lists debts to colleges and vocational schools D13,2A:2
ARKANSAS POST NATIONAL MEMORIAL
See Parks (gen)--Arkansas Post
ARKANSAS POWER AND LIGHT CO
Income drops by 4 pct Ap10,6C:3 Firm short of cash; construction bills unpaid Ap17,1A:3 AP&L seeks tax refund on alleged overpayment of state sales and use taxes Ap19,3A:4 Four workers seriously wounded in explosion at White Bluff plant Je18,9A:1 Dr Herman B. Smith Jr, chancellor of UAPB, named a director of AP&L Je20,5C:7 Article explores serious financial plight of AP&L Jy6,1A:4
Mac Norton, Chairman of the PSC, wants state to take a second look at need for coal-fired plant at Newark Jy7,1A:2 AP&L points to high price of oil as justification for coal-fired plants Jy8,1A:2 Completion schedule of Grand Gulf nuclear power plant In Mississippi to affect AP&L's future Jy9,1A:3 Manipulation of net income during construction no longer ignored by investors Jy10,1A:4
Merger of Arkansas Missouri Power Co with AP&L approved by Missouri Public Service Comm Jy11,7C:6 AP&L agrees to give up its share of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Power station Jy23,1A:6 Money problems prompt AP&L to sell 25 pct of its share of Independence coal-fired plant to Mississippi Power and Light Jy26,1A:5 Article by staff of Ark Energy Dept discusses effects on state electricity users brought on by corporate ties of Arkansas Power and Light and Middle South Utilities; Grand Gulf nuclear power plant is example Ag31,1E:1 President Jerry L. Maulden leads AP&L to recognize value of liberal arts educ for its employees Ag31,5E:5 Landowners sue AP&L for land taken for site of Independence power plant at Newark, seek $9.34 million S3,8A:3
Editorial on plan by Middle South Utilities to pass on part of cost of Grand Gulf to Ark ratepayers S7,3E:2 Financial status of firm deteriorating; ability to pay bills 'touch-and-go' S18,1A:2
Merger of Missouri Power and Light with AP&L approved by state PSC 015,4A:4 Ability to pay bills hinges on Nuclear One operation, AP&L says 029,8A:6 Farris Neal Wright of North Little Rock, faces charge of attempted extortion of funds from Arkansas Power and Light Co N12,20A:8
Farris Neal Wright of North Little Rock charged with attempt to extort $50,000 N13,10A:4 Firm sold, leased back assets to raise cash N20,9C:1 Firm to sell bonds at record 16.125 pct rate D17,12A:1 AP&L seeks approval of sale of 25 pct of Newark coal-fired plant D19,7A:1 Mississippi Power and Light Co may buy 25 pct of Independence power station D20,4A:7
See also
Ark-Public Service Comm
Atomic Energy
Coal
Electric Light and Power
Energy and Power
Gas (Fuel)
Tornadoes Ap8
ARKANSAS RECYCLE CORP
See also Waste Materials
ARKANSAS RIVER
Shipment of commodities on river dropped 13 pct in 1979 Ja17,7C:3
Boatemen reserve judgment on span of East Belt bridge at Little Rock Mr2,1A:4 Study urges expansion of Pine Bluff port Mr15,13A:1 Tonnage on river tops record Ap19,7B:3 Environmentalists and state officials push for study of use of river for municipal and industrial use My9,15A:1 Gazette discusses proposed study My12,2E:1 Navigation markers moved to help barges under East Belt bridge at Little Rock My25,8A:1 Clarksville bridge dedication spurs controversy Je14,5A:1 Local sponsors withdraw
from Clarksville bridge dedication
Je15,4A:4 Clarksville bridge to open
without dedication, Highway Dept Di-
tector Henry Gray says Je19,8A:2
Barge tonnage up 15 pct Jy20,6E:4
Tonnage shows increase S19,8A:4
Governors Bill Clinton of Ark and
George Nigh of Okla, tour waterway
S27,12B:I Dr Louise Kraemer, pro-
fessor of Zoology at the University
of Ark, discusses her findings on
zoological changes in river since
channelization 016,3B:1 Traffic up
on river D20,10C:1
See also
Electric Light and Power
Irrigation
Parks (gen)--Arkansas River
Ships and Shipping
Waste Materials
Water
Water Pollution
...
Conway, Port of. Souter Con-
struction Co receives permit to build
slackwater harbor on Cadron Creek
near Conway 026,12E:4
ARKANSAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
Race F. Drake apptd to Board by Gov
Bill Clinton Jyl,3A:3 Governor-elect
Frank White requests small budget in-
crease D2,1A:2 Superintendent Max
Wooly says budget cuts to eliminate
2 teachers, a librarian and buy
fewer Braille books D3,4A:1
ARKANSAS SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
Deaf teacher, William Eckstein, al-
leges bias by school Ja17,5A:5 Panel
finds no evidence of recent sexual
misconduct at Deaf School; parents
not satisfied F23,4A:1 Instructor
William F. Eckstein charges school
biased against deaf Ap23,9A:6
Governor-elect Frank White proposes
reduced budget for school D2,1A:2
Superintendent Tom Hicks says budget
cuts will eliminate 8 teachers, a
librarian, a nurse, laundry worker
and some houseparents D3,4A:1
ARKANSAS (SHIP)
Senator Dale Bumpers speaks on
military strength at commissioning of
missile cruiser "Arkansas" 019,1A:3
Over 300 from Ark attend ceremony at
Norfolk 019,1A:3
ARKANSAS STATE BANKCORPORATION, INC
(CLARKSVILLE)
Bank holding firm approved Mr28,
8C:4
ARKANSAS STATE HOSPITAL
Gov Bill Clinton signs legis to
add 37 registered nurses Ja26,1A:4
Gov Clinton signs bill allowing Hosp
to charge when patient can pay; act
prohibits denial of service to those
who cannot pay F5,4A:1 Death of
patient Donald Ray Dale at Benton
Unit of the state hospital may have
been caused by restraint strap Ap10,
7A:1 Death of Donald Ray Dale at
Benton was accident, State Police say
Ap15,2A:7 Hospital sets rules for
admission of juveniles Jy18,5A:1
Deficiencies at State Hospital are
being corrected S12,4A:1 Hospital to
ask Legislature for $15 million for
bllds, improvements 024,9A:4
ARKANSAS STATE LIBRARY
Budget of Governor-elect Frank
White allows only slight increase D2,
1A:2 Bookmobile services may be cut
back D3,4A:1
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY (JONESBORO)
President Carl S. Whillock changes
mind again; will leave to head Co-
operative Ja8,1A:3 Eugene W. Smith,
Dean of the Graduate School, named
acting pres Ja10,6A:6 Gazette ed on
loss of Whillock Ja10,18A:1 McGehee
ed examines reasons for Whillock's
resignation Ja13,3E:2 Presidential
screening panel named Ja16,7A:1 New
programs and services added in 1979
Ja20,7G:3 Gov Bill Clinton reappts
Richard Herget to Bd of Trustees
Ja25,11A:4 Ray Thornton may be
candidate for presidency; Dr G.
Robert Ross mentioned Ja25,12A:5
Searcy ed thinks Thornton would be
fine choice for Pres F3,3E:6
Seventy-five candidates seek presi-
dent post Mr21,10A:3 Presidential
candidate 11st down to 3; Ray
Thornton on 11st Ap12,1A:2 Benton
and Dumas papers explain why
Thornton would be excellent choice for pres Ap20,3E:2 Ray Thornton says he is finished with politics, wants career in educ My11,7 Ray
Thornton named president; ASU faculty, students praise appmt, some criticize process My10,9A:1 Gazette analyzes
Thornton appmt My13,8A:1 Thornton seeks new ways to accomplish goals; stronger faculty salaries, improved athletic facilities mentioned My26, 5A:6 Mid South Center for Oral
History recording history of ASU for publication in 1984 Ag28,4B:5 Small Business Development Center estab at Jonesboro to advise on mgt problems 017,7C:2
See also
Arkansas State Univ Museum
Basketball-College
Colleges (gen)
Colleges-Budgets
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Enrollment (gen)
Colleges-Fees and Costs
Colleges-Gifts
Colleges-Wages
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
Museum has been guided for 21 years by Dr and Mrs Eugene B. Wittlake Mr11,1B:2 Museum moving into Learning Resources Center Mr11,1B:6
ARKANSAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Gov Bill Clinton reappts Dean Hudson to Bd of Trustees F23,3A:2
See also
Ark-Contracts
Basketball-College
Colleges-Awards and Honors
Colleges-Accreditation
Colleges-Budgets
Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Enrollment
Colleges-Fees and Costs
Track and Field-College
ARKANSAS TERRITORIAL RESTORATION
The Store at Restoration offers selected crafts, but has outgrown its quarters F29,1B:1 Directors seek history behind furnishings S11,10:1
ARKANSAS TRAVELLER THEATER
See Theater-Hardy
ARKANSAS TRAVELLERS (BASEBALL TEAM)
See Baseball-Minor Leagues
ARKANSAS TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM
Sketch of bldg at Booneville used for treatment of tuberculosis Mr30, 15F:5
ARKANSAS VETERANS HOME
Sen Pryor dedicates home for veterans at Little Rock 018,6A:2
ARKANSAS WESTERN GAS CO
See also Gas (Fuel)
ARKCO MACHINE PRODUCTS
Arkadelphia family lives in offices at front of their firm F28,1D:1
ARKOMA BASIN
See Gas (Fuel)
ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT
Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor disagree with plan by Carter to push SALT II this yr Mr13,15A:6
ARNOLD, RICHARD S.
See also Courts (US)-Circuit
ARREST PROCEDURES
See Search and Seizure
ART
Tranquil nature of art in 1970s expected to continue in 1980s Jal, 1B:3 Rendering of nude men in exhibit at State Capitol is removed by office of Secretary of State Paul Riviere Ja3,1A:4 Gazette ed on removal of nude from exhibit at Capitol Ja4,16A:1 Doyle Hall removes his nude from glass exhibit at Capitol Ja6,8A:1 Stephanie Starnes Ir discusses lack of facilities for shows In Ark Jal3,2E:3 Gallery of Indian art at Siloam Springs attracts crowds Jal8,1B:1 Self-taught artist Warren Criswell paints realistically Ja24, 1B:5 Article on Henry Moore sculpture, Standing Figure, Knife Edge at Little Rock F3,2F:1 Article on political aspects of ban on certain art exhibition at the State Capitol; Secy of State Paul Riviere comments F11,1B:2 Sculptures of metal displayed on mall at Little Rock bring various reactions Mr3,2F:1 University of Central Ark art
Instructor Tim Morris, uses walls for his easel. Mr3,1B:2 Fred Stewart of Kensett, is self-taught artist who specializes in lettering, wood carving and scenery painting Mr27, 1B:6 Artist Julie McCullough now "paints" with yarn Ap23,8B:1 State native George Dombeck says art scene growing up in Arkansas My2,1B:5 Jim McFadden of Yellville, specializes in wax sculpture Jell,4B:1 Paperclip art Jel5,2F:1 Article on Mallie Vena McNish, a Conway portrait painter Jy6,7E:1 Muralist David Rose paints on outside of Little Rock bldgs Ag5, 1B:2 Artist Rebecca Rogers Witsell and 2 apprentices design banners for Woodruff School Ag28,1B:2 Artist Thomas Wilson employs 2 mentally retarded apprentices with success S10, 4B:3 Artists donate works for nuclear-powered ship, The Arkansas S14,3D:1 Delta Exhibition opens, winners announced 010,1B:1 Evan Lindquist, a member of the Arkansas State Univ faculty, has gained national attention as an engraver-printmaker 015,1B:2 Merton Nall, a resident of the Union Rescue Mission at Little Rock, decorates items donated O27,1B:2 Carolyn Kinder of Stuttgart, gets into the print business through her shop N23,1F:5 History of Brinkley preserved in series of paintings D15,1B:2

See also Ceramic Parks (gen)--Village Creek

ARTIFICIAL BODY PARTS

See Prothesis

ARTS AND CRAFTS SEMINAR, OZARK

Article on Ozark Arts and Crafts Seminar at War Eagle Je26,1B:6

ARTS AND SCIENCES CLUB

New social and recreational club being formed by Albert R. Wright, a social psychologist N27,1B:6

ARTS CENTER, ARKANSAS

Center plans to construct 3,000 sq ft gallery in memory of Winthrop Rockefeller F6,10A: $225,000 released by Gov Clinton for Center Fl3, 4A:1 Testimony begins in trial of suit by Marguerite Turner against Arkansas Arts Center alleging use of her book as basis for a ballet, "Legend of Petit Jean" Mr6,5A:1 Mrs Turner awarded $1,250 in copyright infringement suit Mr7,12A:3 Grant of $449,790 recd from National Endowment for the Arts Je28,7A:3 US Circuit Ct rules no racial bias in firing of Deloris Martin Ag22,13A:1 Center raises $455,000; bids to be taken for building gallery N22,9A:1

See also Motion Pictures

ARTS CENTER, SOUTH ARKANSAS

Showing of fine art is first-class endeavor for Center at El Dorado S14, 20:1

ARTS COUNCIL, ARKANSAS

Council awards grants My4,25A:1

ARTS, GRAND PRAIRIE FESTIVAL OF Tradition continues at Stuttgart arts fair S19,1B:1

ARVAC, INC

See also Medicine

ASBESTOS

State Health Dept analyzing asbestos in school bldgs F20,1B:2

Asbestos found in samples from some schools Je7,11A:2

ASHDOWN

See also Education-Ashdown

ASHLEY COUNTY

Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former County Judge W. T. Higginbotham in bribery scheme Ag19, 1A:8 Higginbotham pleads guilty Ag22, 12A:6 W. T. Higginbotham gets 90 days, fine, 2 yrs probation S9,4A:1 General election returns N6,5A:1

See also Prisons-Ashley County Wildlife Sanctuaries

ASSAULTS AND DISORDERLY CONDUCT

See also Cuba-Refugees Families-Violence Police-Lonoke County Police-Pulaski County Shootings

--Herndon, Orlando Charles: Witness in court is target of knife thrown by Herndon in courtroom of Judge Jack Holt Sr; attempted murder
charge filed S25,1A:4
--Savage, John: Croset man abducted, beaten, tied up and tarred; motive not known Ap24,5A:6

ASSESSMENTS, PROPERTY
See Taxation-Real Estate
ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT OF ARKANSAS
See also Bribery

ATHLETES
See also Feet

ATHLETICS AND SPORTS
See also Baseball
Basketball
Football
Olympic Games
Racquetball
Swimming
Tennis
Track and Field

College. Eagle Democrat wonders how many scholarship athletes graduate from coll and find jobs related to coll work F10,3E:2 Arkansas Gazette sues for access to Arkansas Intercollegiate Conf records of payments and loans to athletes Ap8,2A:3

Petition for records on aid to athletes in AIC turned down because private schools not included My24,3A:2 Testimony heard In suit seeking opening of AIC records on financial aid to athletics O30,17A:1 Records of AIC scholarships not open to public, ct rules N4,2A:7 Dr T. Michael Elliott, Director of the Higher Education Dept, questions athletic deficits N24,3A:5 Gazette appeals decision on AIC scholarships N29,3A:3

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Article on end to University of Ark sports network and takeover by Mutual Radio O28,1C:2 Coaches profit from summer athletic camps held In University facilities, legislators told; practice defended D13,10A:4

--University of Ark (Little Rock): School becomes member of Trans America Conf Ja12,1B:3 Trans America Conf votes to allow UALR to compete for basketball title next yr Mr20,1C:3 Board of Trustees deletes request for basketball arena at UALR; discusses deficits in athletic programs Je14,6A:1

--University of Central Ark: AIC group to decide what penalty to invoke in case of illegal subsidization of an athlete voluntarily repd by UCA Ag29,3C:4 School will forfeit I football scholarship as penalty Ag30,4B:6

Halls of Fame
--Arkansas Hall of Fame: Article on 1980 honoree Joseph Floyd Vaughan Ja6,3B:2 Biographical sketch of Buster Brannon, 1980 Inductee Into Arkansas Hall of Fame Ja27,1B:1 Biographical sketch of Curtis King, a 1980 Inductee Into Ark Hall of Fame Ja29,1C:4 Biographical sketch of Barry Switzer, 1980 Inductee F3,1B:5 Curtis King savors every moment at banquet F10,1B:1 New inductees to be Jim Mooty, Wayne Harrls, Sam Hindsman, Don Kessinger and Cliff Shaw D21,1B:1

Interscholastic. Schools consider change in sports schedules and conferences to reduce travel costs Ap27,1B:1 Fort Smith Christian School files suit alleging that Arkansas Activities Assn requirement that members be state-accredited is a violation of rights of church D10,2C:7

See also Education-South Conway Dist

--Little Rock Public Schools: School Bd to study setting higher scholastic standards for athletes F28,1A:4 Critics denounce plan for higher academic standards; Bd tables proposal; survey shows that 367 boys (337 of them black) and 122 girls (114 of them black) would be disqualified F29,1A:2 Gazette supports higher standards for Little Rock athletes Mr3,10A:1 School Bd member Peter Sherrill mentions shock in black community should academic standards be raised Mr4,6A:7 Board hears some support voiced for grade
plan for athletes Mr15,5A:2 Gazette comments on grade points and athletics Mr24,10A:1 Board adopts higher academic standards for extracurricular activities Ap25,6A:1 Gazette's 1980 Athletes of the Year Jel,18:1

ATKINS INSURANCE CO
See also Little Rock-Buildings

ATKINS PICKLE CO
See also Cucumbers

ATLANTIC MONTHLY
William Whitworth, a former Arkansan, named editor-in-chief S24,11A:1

ATOMIC ENERGY AND POWER
United Mine Workers Bd of Dist 21 votes to help Dogwood Alliance with petition drive to get antinuclear power issue on ballot Ja3,5A:1 Funding bill for safety measures at Arkansas Nuclear One sent to Legislature for study Ja5,4A:3 Nuclear Regulatory Commission assigns 3rd inspector to Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) Ja6,3A:8 Arkansas Nuclear One fails to meet deadline for safety measures Ja7,2A:7 Mine Workers drop support of Dogwood Alliance Ja10,9A:2 Cracks in turbine delay start of Unit One of Nuclear One Ja15,4A:4 Yell County cancels its emergency plan for Nuclear One; another plan to be prepared Ja16,8A:1 State Sen passes bill requiring AP&L to pay for state office to monitor nuclear plant Ja22,1A:2 Gov Clinton kills plan for state to have on-site inspector at Nuclear One Ja22,3A:2 Senate votes funding for state office of Nuclear Planning and Response Ja23,4A:1 House approves bill for Nuclear Planning Team Ja24,4A:1 Legislature passes bill to allow state to bill AP&L for cost of operating monitor office Ja25,1A:2 Gov Clinton signs legislation on nuclear response team Ja26,1A:4 Unit Two of Nuclear One shut down as valves cause loss of pressure Ja31,5A:2 Unit One of Nuclear One to stay on reduced power for a year F3,5A:4 Gov Clinton signs bill authorizing creation of a state Nuclear Response Office at Russellville F7,10A:5 Drill tests Pope Co plan to handle atomic accident F8,8A:1 Evacuation plan to be sent to residents in area of Nuclear One F9,6A:1 Gov Bill Clinton supports NRC proposal to shut down any nuclear power plant lacking adequate emergency plans F26,5A:1 Cracks found in 10 A-plants; AP&L has removed defective parts Mr11,9A:1 Unit One at Nuclear One shut down by leak Mr11,9A:4 Second unit at Nuclear One produces commercial power Mr26,9A:6 Survey by Arkansas Gazette shows most area residents accept Nuclear One as neighbor Mr28,1A:4 Accident at Three Mile Island prompted changes at Nuclear One Mr28,11A:7 Reactors like Unit One at Nuclear One are accident prone Mr28,11A:7 AP&L to build $7.7 million facility as emergency base for Nuclear One Mr29,5A:6 Atomic protesters gather at Russellville Mr30,2A:5 Survivor of Nagasaki calls for end to atomic power Mr31,4A:3 Dardanelle paper comments on nuclear power Ap6,3E:4 Unit One of Nuclear One shut down; unit to be modified Ap22,4A:3 Dogwood Alliance to attend antinuclear rally at Washington Ap24,5A:2 Two suits name firms supplying parts for Unit 2 of Arkansas Nuclear One Ap26,5B:8 Nuclear One radioactive emissions in 1st quarter require NRC report My1,3A:6 Dogwood Alliance opposes relaxation of radioactive gas emissions standards for Nuclear One My3,14A:7 Radioactive water spills at Nuclear One; reactor shut down; no danger to public, AP&L says My11,1A:8 Russellville area residents express concern, but little fear in accident My12,1A:6 Cleanup operations to begin today; AP&L says system stable My12,1A:8 Protest at state Capitol draws 50 My12,2A:6 Release of radioactive gas to begin at Nuclear One; water from flooded unit being drained out My13,1A:2 Nuclear One accident serious enough to get alert status My13,1A:2 Gazette comments on Nuclear One accident
Small amount of radioactive gas leaked from storage tank at Nuclear One My14,1A:6 Release of radioactive gas begins despite order by Arkansas Health Dept for 48 hr delay; AP&L says it is answerable only to Nuclear Regulatory Comm; Gov Bill Clinton also sought delay My14,1A:8 Gov Clinton says AP&L should have waited to release gas My14,3A:3 New antinuclear energy group forms at Little Rock led by Dr Arlo Kahn My14,1B:1 Senators Bumpers and Pryor critical of AP&L action in venting gas from plant My15,1A:4 State officials concede they have no authority to halt release of gas, but criticize AP&L for ignoring State Health Dept request; Gov Bill Clinton critical of AP&L actions My15,1A:6 AP&L says there was no reason to delay release of gas My15,3A:3 Dogwood Alliance leader Pam Barickman filed lawsuit against release of gas My15,3A:4 Gazette critical of AP&L’s decision to ignore state officials My15,1A:1 Employees of AP&L to clean up plant in effort to save money My16,1A:5 Environmental Protection Agency confirms AP&L data on amount of radioactivity in gas My16,4A:3 Last of gas vented; testing satisfies state My16,4A:7 State probably could gain some control over release of gases at Nuclear One My17,1A:8 AP&L reports dose of radiation less than forecast My18,5A:1 Editors comment on release of gas at Nuclear One My18,3E:1 Accord sought with AP&L to give state a voice in operation of Nuclear One My21,1A:4 Gazette comments on call for state law on Nuclear One safety My22,20A:1 Four persons arrested at Little Rock found to have sophisticated surveillance equipment, $8,900 in cash, information about weapons and a diary that referred to operation at Nuke; hostile statements made about Arkansas Nuclear One; suspects list address as farm near Mena, say they are members of a ‘Survivlists’ group; all are released My24,1A:2 More editorial comment on accident at Nuclear One My25,3E:3 Seals replaced at Nuclear One; restarting planned My26,4A:1 AP&L presents views on spill controversy with newspaper insert My30,11A:2 Local officials overreacted to accident at Nuclear One, James Canfield says My30,11A:4 Suit filed in federal ct seeks halt to operation of Nuclear One until plan for emergencies is completed and funded; plaintiffs listed My31,3A:1 Dogwood Alliance begins statewide petition drive for vote in November on law giving state more control over Nuclear One Jel,3A:4 Arkansas Poll shows Arkansans think release of gas at Nuclear One should have been delayed; majority feel nuclear power is needed Jel,3E:1 Gazette reporter interviews member of Survivalists group, told ‘Nuke’ refers to nuclear war Jel0,1A:4 AP&L requests dismissal of suit to close plant Jel1,8A:3 Nuclear Regulatory Comm requests dismissal of suit against Nuclear One Jel4,14A:5 Hearings begin in US Court at Little Rock on suit to shut down Unit One of Nuclear One; Dr Robert W. Young testifies that he no longer believes the state has authority to interfere in operation Jel8,12A:1 Federal Judge Richard S. Arnold dismisses suit seeking closing of Nuclear One; rejects all claims by plaintiffs, cites lack of jurisdiction Jel9,10A:1 Arkansas Power and Light releases study on cost of producing power at Nuclear One with nuclear energy and costs had coal or oil been used Jel9,10A:4 Transmission lines fail at a time when Nuclear One was providing half of all the energy being used in Ark; both units shut down Jel9,3A:1 Seal leak shuts Unit 2 at Nuclear One; repairs and startup to take a week Jel9,1A:2 Dogwood Alliance spokesman attacks econ report on use of nuclear power Jel9,12A:4 Unit 2 of Nuclear One to be restarted Jy2,10A:6 Residents of...
area of nuclear plants covered by insurance; AP&L pays premium of 3 million each yr Jy3,18:5 Dardanelle paper questions accuracy of AP&L repts on Nuclear One Jy6,3E:5 Sixty incidents at Nuclear One mentioned in Nader rept were results of tests, AP&L says Jy14,3A:1 Leak closes Unit One at Nuclear One for repairs Jy17, 1A:5 Radioactive gas vented at Nuclear One; misread data prompts false alarm Jy18,2A:3 Controversy over venting gas at Nuclear One spurs US Senate passage of proposal by David Pryor that health and safety concerns of states be considered Ag1,8A:4 AP&L to buy $200,000 worth of radios for law enforcement agencies around Nuclear One Ag12,4A:1 Dogwood Alliance plans to file suit contending that states should control emissions from nuclear plants S3,2A:4 Water problem shuts down Unit 2 of Nuclear One S5,4A:2 Leak shuts down Nuclear One S6,4A:6 Small amount of radioactive gas released at Nuclear One when valve was released S7,3A:1 Nuclear Planning and Response Office unhappy with delay in notice on venting gas S10,6A:6 Asian clans invasion of water lines caused reactor shutdown at Nuclear One S13,6A:3 Dardanelle ed on release of radioactive gas S14,3E:6 Asian clans found in second unit of Nuclear One S17,12A:7 Both units of Nuclear One to be back on line next week S27, 10A:4 Both units of Nuclear One back in service 01,12A:5 Worker's slip on oil closes Unit One of Nuclear One for 5 hrs 08,5A:3 AP&L awards funds 7-yr study on Improved use of nuclear fuel; study could save customers $2 million annually 09,6C:4 Officials to test response to accident at Nuclear One 012,9A:1 Practice drill held at Nuclear One 016,2A:4 Arkansas Power & Light Co faces fine by Nuclear Regulatory Comm for failure to meet employee training requirements at Nuclear One 021,1A:2 Anti-nuclear demonstrators disrupt dinner and show for AP&L employees and their families at Little Rock by turning off power and padlocking box 029,14A:7 Emissions exceed levels set by NRC at Nuclear One N5,14A:1 Emergency warning system at Nuclear One praised N8,5A:1 Editorial on need for state control of radioactive gas emissions from Nuclear One N16,3E:4 Nuclear One monitoring agreement signed by state and AP&L N21,7A:5 Report on safety at Nuclear One sent to Nuclear Regulatory Comm D2,5C:1 Both units of Nuclear One shut down; one back in operation D10,10A:6 ATOMIC WEAPONS

See also Missiles

AUGUSTA

See also Education-Augusta News and News Media

AUTHORS

See Writing and Writers

AUTISTIC CHILDREN, ARKANSAS ASSOCIATION FOR

See also Education--Handicapped

AUTISM

See also Education (gen)--Handicapped

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS

See also Credit

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS

Association opens its first state headquarters Mr23,5E:6

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE AND LIABILITY

See also Insurance (gen)

AUTOMOBILE RACING

Article describes mud racing at Dumas Track Ap25,1B:1

AUTOMOBILES

Unlawful salvage operation hard on legitimate dealers, encourages auto theft Jl5,4C:1 Senator Dale Bumpers attacks US auto makers' request for restraints on foreign auto imports, points out that imports save fuel Mr20,13A:6 Senator Bumpers wants probe of requirement by auto makers that dealers sell big cars Mr27,4A:1 Don Bridge of Jonesboro, collects and restores MG cars N11,6B:1

58
See also
Ark-Public Property--Motor Vehicles
Car Pools
General Motors Corp
Razorback Automobile
Waste Materials

... Accidents and Safety
See Roads--Accidents

Drivers Licensing, Training and Tests. Two UA students arrested, charged with forgery in making of false driver's licenses Mr4,3A:2

Registration, Licenses and Fees. Saline County Judge charges Pulaski County gets some turnback funds belonging to his county because of zip codes on auto registration fees My20, 7A:7 County code numbers used on vehicle registration cards, not zip codes, official says My21,10A:1 Gov Bill Clinton to seek auto and pickup truck fees based on value instead of wt My21,10A:7 Bobby L. Glover proposes that auto license fees be placed in schedule of proposed new constitution Je6,7C:4 Codes used on auto registration have been wrong for several years, state Revenue Div says Je15,9A:1 Effects of error on turnbacks for counties not known Je18, 5A:1 Saline County Judge Wayne Bishop not satisfied with plan to correct turnback list error; wants change now Je24,5C:1 New system for renewal of motor vehicle registration goes into effect Je26,6A:1 State Highway Comm opposes rollback of vehicle tag fees N7,1A:6 Road fund would lose $5.3 million a year if a flat $25 license fee is adopted N21, 3A:7 Bill in Legis would reward police for arresting owners of unlicensed cars N28,22A:6 Bill in House would reduce license fees D11, 6A:1 Bill filed to reduce title transfer fee to $5.00 D13,6A:3 Third bill filed in House would roll fees back to level before 1979 law increased them D16,3A:5 Another bill filed on auto fee rollback D18,11A:1 Fifth bill filed to change fees D19, 12A:5 Rep Jim Linder asks Arkansas State Police Comm to support his proposal to end vehicle inspection D20, 4A:4 Bill introduced to reduce title fee D20,5A:5 Repr Ed Thicksten's bill would reduce title fee to $4 D20,5A:5 Senator Ben Allen says Senate Revenue and Taxation Committee sponsored White's bill because people want a fee reduction D25,1A:2

See also Ark-Elections--Governor

AUTOPOSIES
See also Ark-Medical Examiner Office

AVIATION HALL OF FAME, ARK
Inductees are James S. McDonnell, Louise Thaden, J. Carroll Cone, Charles M. Taylor and Nathan Gordon D12,6A:3 Article on Inductee Nathan Gordon N2,1F:2 Biographical sketch of Charles M. Taylor N3,1B:2 Article on Inductee Louise McPhetridge Thaden N4,1B:4 Article on Inductee J. Carol Cone N5,1B:2 Biographical sketch of the late James S. McDonnell, a Hall of Fame Inductee N6,1B:4 AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ARKANSAS Society organized, hopes to create an Arkansas Aviation Hall of Fame F15,11A:2 Group promotes history of aviation in Ark Je1,1F:2

BABY SITTERS
Eagle Agency at Little Rock seeks to offer dependable baby-sitters Jy31, 4C:4 Exam given baby-sitters measures readiness to handle 25 situations Jy31,20:1 BACTERIAL SHOCK
See Septic Shock BACTERMIC SHOCK
See Septic Shock

BAHA'I
Membership in religious group growing in Ark Jy31,1B:2 Dr Alan L. Ward, a leader in Little Rock Baha'i community, discusses faith and his German Baptist background Jy31,1B:4

BAIL
See Crime and Criminals
BANKS AND BANKING

BAILEY, GLEN
See also Murders--Bailey

BAILY, SAM
See Moral Majority

BALDWIN, PAUL A.
See also Craighead County

BANK OF CABOT
Caller says bomb placed at bank, demands $20,000; suspect arrested
F26,3A:7 Jimmy David Swain charged in incident F27,8A:1

BANKOF CAVE CITY
Eagle Street celebrates 60 years with bank Ap27,5E:4

BANK OF CHERRY VALLEY
Three masked gunmen rob bank Mr15,4A:4

BANK OF DARDANELLE
Two female employees allege bias in employees practices Ap17,7C:8

BANK OF MANSFIELD
$14,987 taken in robbery; suspect arrested Ja19,7A:6 Robbers take large amount of cash Jy4,6A:4

BANK OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
Arkansas Court of Appeals upholds ruling that contract between Bank of Montgomery County and Mr and Mrs John Yeargan may be corrected to show 8 pct interest rather than 4 pct recorded Mr6,11A:1

BANK OF NEW EDINBURG
Bank has prospered since purchase by William C. Lyon Ja23,4C:1

BANK ROBBERIES
See also
Bank of Cabot
Bank of Cherry Valley
Bank of Mansfield
Commercial Bank and Trust Co (Monticello)
First National Bank (Little Rock)
Lawrence County Bank
McGehee Bank
Peoples Bank (Russellville)
Union Bank of Bryant
Union National Bank

BANKHEAD, ANNIE MAE
Road at College Station named in honor of Mrs Bankhead 09,3A:3

BANKRUPTCIES
See also
Amusement Parks--Dogpatch USA

Arkansas
Cox Cotton Co
Horseshoe Bend
Kempner's
Tantrific Sun, Inc

BANKS, A. A.
See also Mississippi County

BANKS AND BANKING
State Banking Bd approves issuance of 30-month certificates Ja4,4A:7
Bank customers face a multitude of options as Little Rock banks compete for accounts F18,18B:2 Gazette discusses new Omnibus Banking Bill signed by Pres Carter and its effects on Ark Ap18,20A:1 Edward H. Penick discusses banking problems and the expanding role of savings and loan companies 57,5E:1 Competition between banks at Sheridan spills over into politics 05,5E:5 State Banking Board allows state banks to offer interest on checking accounts D4,9C:1 Law to be sought allowing banks to expand into any county by purchase or merger with banks D19,12A:7

See also
Ark-Finances--Government Bonds and Other Investments
Arkansas State Bankcorporation
Bank of Cave City
Bank of Dardanelle
Bank of Mansfield
Bank of Montgomery County
Bank of New Edinberg
Commercial Bank and Trust Co (Monticello)
Commercial Bank of Alma
Commercial Bankstock, Inc
Commercial Natl Bank (Little Rock) Credit
Farmers and Merchants Bank (Marianna)
Federal Reserve Bank
Financial General Bankshares
First American National Bank
First Arkansas Bankstock Corp
First National Bank (Fort Smith)
First National Bank (Little Rock)
First National Bank (Mena)
First National Bank (Phillips Co)
National Bank of Arkansas
Twin City Bank
Union of Arkansas Corp
Union Natl Bank
Worthen Bank and Trust Co
BAPTIST CHURCH
See also
Baptist State Convention, Arkansas Religion

... Lepanto
--First Baptist Ch: Share of William and Ili a Webb estate is $110,960 Ja24,6A:4

Little Rock
--First Baptist: Pastor John Wright says church surveying need for private school, mentions humanism and complaints that LR schools are becoming too black Ja16,8A:4 Dr Wright says his views misrepresented in article on proposed school; FBC has black members and will open school to all Ja18,2A:6 Unsigned letters oppose idea of school Ja23,18A:3 Letters on private schools and Christian goals Ja27,2E:3 Letter opposes plan for school Ja30,18A:5 Gazette discusses private schools in context of effects upon public schools F3,2E:1 Church will not open private school this year F19,3A:4
--Geyer Springs First Baptist: New sanctuary completed Jy26,6A:6
--Liberty Hills: Former pastor John M. Miles ordered by ct to move from parsonage Jy16,12A:8 Rev Benjamin Craft Jr named pastor Ja19,6A:6

--New Hebron: Dispute erupts over plan to move to new location S23,3A:4
--Second Baptist:
See also Housing-Little Rock
Mariana. Arkansas Ct of Appeals upholds ruling that members legally declared pulpit vacant Ap17,9A:3

North Little Rock
--Amboy Baptist Ch: Pastor Arnold Teel retiring after 29 yrs Mr27,5B:1
--Levy Baptist Church:
See also Deafness and the Deaf
BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER (LITTLE ROCK)
Total of $1.1 million pledged for expansion program F28,4A:3 Refinancing bond issue cost $11.1 million, CAHSA says Ap2,3A:1 Baptist Medical Center challenges CAHSA figures, defends refinancing Ap3,6A:1 Plans to build 'shell' as 10th and 11th floors for future expansion is opposed by staff of Central Ark Health Systems Agency My1,10A:6 Plans for shell approved by CAHSA panel My2,16A:1 Shell plan approved by CAHSA My9,19A:1 Hospitals in system celebrating 60th anniversary N19,18A:1

BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION, ARKANSAS
Rev R. H. Dorris named interim executive secretary-treasurer; Dr Charles H. Ashcraft has retired Ap2,9A:3 Dr Huber L. Drumwright Jr. named executive secretary-treasurer My31,6A:4 Convention Bd approves record budget of $3.3 million Ag30,6A:4 Over 1,500 Baptists gather for annual session; no messengers challenged N19,14A:6 Convention adopts 6 proposals, resolves 2 doctrinal issues by defining alien immersion and open communion; group also approves policy that challenge to messengers be presented in writing 30 days before conv N20,6A:1 Resolutions adopted favoring church-state separation and opposing gambling and liquor at any state park N21,13A:1

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
Article on Dr Tom J. Logue, who has directed work in Ark for 25 yrs Ag12,6B:1

BAR ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS
See also
Ark-Constitution
Courts (Ark)
Courts (Ark)-Circuit Cts
Courts (Ark)-Court of Appeals
Courts (Ark)-Supreme Ct
Courts (Ark)-Federal Dist
BARM, JIM F.
See also Education-Havana

BARITE
Hearing scheduled by EPA on Milchem, Inc barite mine F5,5C:3 Speakers endorse environmental plan for Milchem, Inc barite mine at Fancy Hill, which will discharge water into south fork of Caddo River Mr19,8C:1 Milchem, Inc permit delayed by state;
project may be scrapped Ap27,5A:1
Impact statement on Milchem, Inc.
barlite plant says Caddo River to receive some pollution Jy29,3C:4

BARLING

See also
Cuba
Flies
BARRETT, JOE CLIFFORD

Much honored lawyer dies; Mr. Barrett helped compile uniform laws 09,10A:6
BARTLEY, ANNE

See also Ark-Governor (Office of)--Washington

BASEBALL

Sports writer Don Threm has collection of some 30,000 baseball cards Ag21,4B:1

College

--John Brown Univ: Golden Eagles win Dist 17 championship My11,3B:1
Eagles defeat Shorter (Ga) Coll My22,4C:1 Eagles win NAIA Area 5 title, to play in NAIA world series My27,1C:7 John Brown eliminated in tour My30,1C:4
--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Razorbacks defeat Texas In Southwest Conf final round My20,1C:5 Texas defeats Ark In tour final; Arkansas to enter NCAA Midwest Regional as at-large team My21,1C:4 Missouri defeats Ark In winners bracket My24,1B:6

Minor Leagues. Ray Winder legacy and the Arkansas Travellers Ap27,1F:2

BASKETBALL

Gobbletrotters play for fun and for charity N24,6B:1

Amateur Athletic Union. Russellville defeats Iowa In opening game of National Amateur Athletic Union Junior Olympics tour at Conway; Little Rock defeats Lubbock, Texas Je19,1C:1 Little Rock defeats Washington; Russellville loses to Louisiana Je20,1C:1 Little Rock loses to Colorado Je22,1B:5 Tennessee defeats Colorado for title; Little Rock Carder Buick Is 3rd Je23,4C:1

Awards, Decorations and Honors

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Scott Hastings and U. S. Reed named All-Southwest Conf players F27,1C:6

Coaches and Managers

See also Basketball-College

College

--Arkansas State Univ: Women's team selected as at-large entry in regional playoff F28,3C:7
--Arkansas Tech: Girls basketball becoming national power; credit given to ATU commitment, not federal regulations Ja24,1C:1 Girls team wins AWISA Conf championship and district playoff F24,3B:2 Golden Suns seeded no 1 in regional playoff F20,3C:7 Golden Suns defeat Oklahoma Christian, 64-46 Mr7,8C:5 Golden Suns win Southwest Regional to advance to 2nd round of national tour Mr9,9B:3 California Polytechnic defeats Tech In 2nd round of natl tour Mr16,1B:1 Sherry Raney named All-American Ap18,1C:1
--Garland County Community Coll: Lakerettes lose to Cloud County In 1st round of natl tour Mr12,2C:5
--Henderson State Univ: Charles R. Reese, head basketball coach at Henderson State killed In auto accident Mr21,1C:7 Jerry Kirksey named coach Ap1,2C:6
--Hendrix: Warriors win AIC title F26,3C:2
--Southern Ark Univ: Coach W. T. Watson resigns, is replaced by Monroe Ingram Ap5,1B:1
--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Razorbacks lose to Texas A&M In SW Conf tour finals Mr2,1B:1 Razorbacks invited to NCAA playoff tour Mr3,1C:6 Kansas State defeats UA, 71-53 Mr7,4C:1 Dallas franchise of NBA to contact Eddie Sutton about coaching job Mr14,1C:1 Sutton says he is staying at Ark Mr22,1B:1 Editorial critical of Gov Bill Clinton for going on recruiting trip with UA basketball coach Eddie Sutton Mr23,3E:2 Dwain Roark will not be joining Sutton's staff Je21,1B:6 Coach
Eddie Sutton accuses Arkansas Democrat of harassment of incoming freshman, Ricky Norton Jr26,1B:3

--University of Ark at Little Rock; Johnny Greenwood will not be rehired as asst coach Ap8,1C:7

--University of Central Ark: Bears defeat University of Ark at Pine Bluff for right to represent Ark at NAIA tourn in Kansas City Mr5,1C:5
Bears defeat Augsburg in NAIA tourn Mr11,1C:6 Bears defeat Rockhurst, move to quarterfinals Mr13,1C:6 Bears lose to top-seeded Alabama State Mr14,1C:5

--Westark Community Coll: Lions advance to National Junior Coll Athletic Assn Tournament Mr12,2C:4
Westark bows to Baltimore in opening round of natl tourn; moves to losers bracket Mr20,1C:1 Westark loses to Westchester in 1st game of loser's bracket Mr21,1C:1

Interscholastic. Winners of state tournaments Mr9,1B:2 Recap of scores in state tournaments during week Mr9, 8B:1
Girls All-Star game won by North team Je8,3B:2

--Clarksville: Girls win overall state title Mr16,1B:1

BASNET, RANDY
See also Murders--Basnet

BATES, CHESTER E.
Mrs Linda Bates, wife of NLR alderman Chester Bates, arrested after officers called to house D6,5A:3
See also North Little Rock--Elections--Mayor

BATES, DAISY L.
Honorary degree awarded by Philander Smith Coll Fl,10A:1

BATES, LUCIOUS CHRISTOPHER
Civil rights leader dies at age 69 Ag24,1A:3 Article on death of L. C. Bates reviews struggle for civil rights for blacks in Ark Ag24,1A:3
Gazette praises work of Bates Ag26, 10A:1 Memorial services include eulogy by Ernest Green, one of 'Little Rock Nine,' letter from Pres Jimmy Carter read; Rev Jesse Jackson speaks Ag28,6A:1 Article on Bates as a champion of civil rights 019,1E:2

BATESVILLE
Construction of AP&L power plant at Newark makes impact on Batesville economy Ja20,17G:2 Local people curious about album of pictures made by H. L. Miller around 1900 016,1D:1
See also Eastman Kodak Co Fires General Tire and Rubber Co

BATS
Dormitory at Philander Smith Coll Invaded Ap2,4A:2

BATTERED SPOUSES
See Families-Violence

BATTERERS ANONYMOUS
See also Families and Family Life-Violence

BAUXITE, ARK
See also Courts (Local)--Municipal Police-Bauxite

BAVARIAN QUARTZ CO
West German firm begins mining quartz at Jessleville Ag22,12A:6

BAXTER, BILLIE J.
See also Teeth and Dentistry

BAXTER COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1

BAXTER, ROBERT H.
See also Teeth and Dentistry

BAYOU BARTHOLOMEW
See also Rivers

BAYOU DES ARC
See also Dams (gen)

BAYOU METO
See also Water Pollution-Sewage

BEAR CREEK LAKE
See Parks (gen)--Bear Creek

BEARDEN
Former city clerk Freida Griffis
ordered to repay $15,000 after pleading guilty to theft of city funds F6,10A:3

BEARS

Hunting season set for next year Mr11,2C:6 Hunter's interest growing in bear season; article discusses rules Mr16,6B:1 Mountain View man threatens to kill bear he suspects as killer of his cattle My13,5A:1 Sportsmen receive rules for bear hunt Je17,2C:7 Bears causing some problems in Ozark Mountains 026,4B:4 Article on bear hunt in Franklin Co which included Game and Fish Commission Director Steve Wilson D26,1B:1

BEAUMONT, WILLIAM E. JR

See also Central Arkansas Transit Policy Bd Manpower Consortium, Central Ark Also see various subheads under entry, Pulaski County

BEAUTY CONTESTS

--Miss America: Article on use of professionals to prepare Lencola Sullivan for Miss America pageant Ag31,1D:1 Miss Sullivan wins preliminary swimsuit competition S6,11A:1 Photograph S6,11A:5 Miss Sullivan is 4th runner-up S7,1A:3 Photograph S7,3A:4

--Miss Arkansas: Lencola Sullivan, a black, wins Miss Arkansas title Jy13,3A:4 Miss Sullivan hopes to lead to TV career Jy15,5A:2

BEAUTY SHOPS

Article on skin care salons in Ark S28,1D:1

BEAVER LAKE

See Lakes-Beaver

BEAVER, WILSON A.

See also Carroll County

BEAVERS

Saline County hires trapper to try to halt beaver problem Ja25,11A:2 Farmers criticize Game and Fish Comm for lack of action on beaver control Mr27,4A:1 Clinic held to show how to control beavers Ap6,6B:1 Game and Fish Comm agrees to declare war on beavers over staff opposition Ap22,7A:6 Plan developed for beaver control My29,7C:8

BECKER, J. BILL

See also Ark-Constitution Credit

Presidential Election of 1980

BEDCO, INC

Bedco owner says his firm to honor Yellow Pages advertising directory which a former owner allegedly abandoned N16,6A:1

BEEBE

See also Education-Beebe Fires-Beebe Waste Materials and Sewage

BEER AND BREWING INDUSTRY

State and federal agency to probe possible violations of Ark law on trade inducements Jn11,6A:4 See also Coors (Adolph) Co Liquor

BEHAVIOR, HUMAN

See Psychology

BEI-ELECTRONICS

Rosetta Carruth files suit alleging her firing was based upon race Ja3,3A:6

BELL, CLARENCE

See also Ark-Finances--Budgets

BELL, HARVEY L.

See also Ark-Securities Dept

BELL, RICHARD

See also US-Agriculture Dept

BELLA VISTA VILLAGE

Growth continued in 1979 Ja20,4G:1

BENAFIELD, J. W. (BUDDY)

See also Ward Industries, Inc

BENTLEY, WILBUR C.

See also Courts (Ark)--Circuit Cts--Dist 6 Pulaski County-Contracts Pulaski County-County Judge Pulaski County-Finances--Budgets Pulaski County-Govt Employees--Ethics

BENTON

Petitions for vote on electric rate
Increase meet goal Ja5,4A:5 Special election to be held on rate increase Ja9,3A:3 Two men charged in connection with electric rate petitions F1,4A:2 Charles Briggs and Mick Richards plead innocent to charges of false swearing on petitions F6,5A:5 AP&L surprises Benton with another rate increase Mr9,7A:1 Residents to vote on proposed electric rate increase Mr23,15A:1 Voters approve AP&L rate structure Mr26,3A:1 AP&L wants debt payments of $50,000 per mo Ap3,5A:1 Saline County Grand Jury indicts no one in probe of petitions Ap9,11A:1 AP&L wants $50,000 per month payment with 9% interest on debt and current payments Ap10,6C:1 AP&L pay plan rejected Ap15,7A:7 City offers to pay AP&L at rate of $20,000 per mo Ap19,3A:1 Prosecutor Dan Harmon requests probe into allegations that City Bd of Directors violated state Freedom of Information Act Ap22,4A:1 Benton Courier sues City Board of Directors in alleged violation of FOI Act Ap25,7A:5 Benton paper comments on FOI Ap27,3E:5 AP&L plans action against city if agreement not reached Ap20,15A:1 Utility officials and board wants insurance as protection in lawsuits My3,14A:6 Water main extended half a mile by private contractor; city officials upset My4,8A:6 City officials face June trial on FOI lawsuit My6,7A:3 Benton accepts plan to pay AP&L My7,8C:3 City discovers it is barred by state law from paying interest on debt; AP&L plans to keep the $47,000 paid My9,2A:2 Benton drops charges in petition case My9,10A:6 Benton Courier discusses temporary order barring officials from FOI violations My11,3E:6 AP&L accepts Benton plan for bill payment My30,11A:1 City says its census figures too low; count shows 17,121 residents Jy3,6A:4 City Board of Directors and Police Chief to discuss policy of allowing police cars to be driven by off-duty officers Jy3,8A:1 City directors declared in violation of FOI law Jy8,11A:8 Fifty employees of Utilities Dept call in sick after City Board rejects pay increase 08,5A:1 Workers back on job 010,11A:1 Difference of opinion over status of city finances fuels wage dispute 012,9A:1 City pays $285,948 debt to AP&L N25,6C:2 See also Aluminia Ceramics Co Anthony Timberlands, Inc Firemen-Benton Flooding Television-Cable TV--Benton Waste Materials and Sewage Water Benton County Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilkia implicates former County Judge Ralph Bolain in bribery scheme Agl9,1A:8 General election returns N6,5A:1 See also Police-Benton County Benton, E. C. See also Ark-Contracts Bentonville See also Police-Bentonville Bereaved Parents of Central Arkansas See also Death Bereavement See Death Bergen Bruns Wig Corp See also Paid Prescriptions, Inc Bergland, Bob See also Agriculture Berryville See also Education-Berryville Water Best, Ken See also Pulaski County Elections--County Sheriff Bethune, Edwin Gazette gives example of bethunery from statement on fiscal policies Ja5,12A:1 Bethune, works for control of federal loan guarantees Ja27,9A:1 Article says Bethune has become a partisan in GOP politics Mr2,1E:4 Gazette comments on Republicanism of Bethune Mr4,10A:1 Cartoon shows Bethune pinning on GOP badge as he
departs Little Rock airport Mr7,16A:3
Comments on federal spending and in­
flation Mr18,7A:1 Critical of effort by Cong to raise salaries of members,
calls adjournment a blessing D17,
2A:6

See also
Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)---
Dist 2
Chemical Warfare
Housing (gen)--Finance
Missiles
Oil (Petroleum)
Presidential Election of 1980
Scholarships--Close Up
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
US-Congress (gen)
US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam
Operation
US-Congress (HR)
US-Suits and Claims by Govt
US Armament (gen)
US Armament-Draft
White County
White River
BEVERAGES
Pepsi uses plane to write sky-
message ads in its battle with Coca-
Cola 014,1B:6

BIBLE
See also
Education (gen)-Religious Practices
Education-Mountain View
BIG CREEK (CRITTENDEN COUNTY)
Army Engineers resume channel work
on project that was suspended in
1979 for archeological exploration
My21,5A:1

BILHEIMER, LINDA
See also Medicine (gen)

BILTWELL CO
Race bias suit filed against firm
Ja4,6A:3

BIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
Little Rock students getting In
touch with their own body rhythms in
program called "Operation Heartbeat"
N5,1B:2

BIRD FEEDERS
Article on conversion of unused gas
lights to bird feeders Mr6,1D:1

BIRD HOUSES
Article on bluebird houses built by

Sam Slagle for Pinnacle State Park
and other areas 023,1B:2

BIRDS
Birds killed at Paragould pet shop
because Newcastle disease suspected
S18,9A:1

See also Wildlife Sanctuaries
--Blackbirds: Birds gone from
Searcy Ja22,4A:7
--Cedar Waxwings: Flock of about
10,000 descends on Metrocenter Mall
at Little Rock F21,1A:4

--Ducks:
See also Hunting
--Eagles: Two Scranton men in­
dicted on charge of possession of a
bald eagle Jy4,3A0:4 Jane R. Gulley
criticizes courts for light sentences
in cases of disturbing or killing
bald eagles S4,8A:2
--Wood Duck:
See also Hunting

BIRTH CONTROL
See also Medicine-Malpractice

BIRTH DEFECTS
Legislative panel endorses proposed
program to count birth defects, mis­
carriages in Ark S19,10A:6
See also Chemistry and Chemicals

BLACKBIRDS

See Birds

BLACKS
See also Families

BLACKS (IN ARKANSAS)

Black leaders to hold 2-day conf to
define problems and ways they can af­
fect public policy Mr4,7A:3 Vernon
E. Jordon tells conf of blacks at
Little Rock that balanced budget
means cut in social programs; others
address conf Mr14,1A:6 Muslim leader
tells black conf that blacks need
spiritual renewal Mr15,6A:1 Con­
ference passes several resolutions
Mr15,6A:5 Effort to Improve re­
lations between blacks and whites at
Little Rock is target of meet of
Interfaith Denominational Roundtable
Ap20,1A:2 Arkansas blacks made less
civil rights progress In 1970s,
William (Sonny) Walker says; cites
statistics Ag25,5A:4 Rev Jesse
Jackson, director of PUSH, urges
Little Rock blacks to utilize power of dollar, advocates boycott of opponents; Gov Bill Clinton hosts reception for Jackson at Trapnell Hall Ag28,6A:1 Rally at Little Rock addressed by Rev Jesse Jackson Ag29,3A:1 Rev Jesse Jackson addresses students at Little Rock Central High, urges self-improvement Ag29,3A:7 John W. Walker says blacks must stand up for their rights S22,4A:7 Little Rock Urban League Director Howard Lane critical of ad used by Governor-elect Frank D. White depicting black Cubans rioting and lounging about Fort Chaffee Dl1,12A:5 Interview with W. Harold Flowers discloses glimpses of civil rights struggle D30,18:4

See also
Ark-Constitution
Ark-Elections--Governor
Ark-Elections--Legislature (gen)
Ark-Economic Conditions--Small

Business
Athletics--Interscholastic--Little Rock
Bankhead, Annie Mae
Bates, Daisy L.
Bates, Lucious Christopher
Brinkley
Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Enrollment
Colored People, National Assn for the Advancement of
Democratic Party
Education--Little Rock--Gifted
Education--Little Rock--Student
Activities
Education--North Little Rock--Enrollment
Education--Pulaski County Dist
Fayetteville--Real Estate
Jacksonville
Jones, Edith Irby
Juris and Jury Duty
King, Martin Luther Jr
Liggins, Daisy
Little Rock--City Manager
Little Rock, Southern Mediator
Mackey (William) Family
McIntosh, Robert R.
Morris Booker Memorial Coll

Police--Little Rock
Police--Star City
Presidential Election of 1980
Pulaski County-Election Comm
Rankin Town
Reagan, Ronald
Sex Crimes
Television--Cable TV--Little Rock
Television--Stations--Little Rock
Timex Corp
Urban League, Little Rock

... Discrimination. Wiley A. Branton traces civil rights fight in Ark for college audience at Batesville Mr25,18:2
Also see entry, Discrimination, and its cross-references

BLAIRE, JAMES D.
See also Democratic Party

BLANCHARD SPRINGS CAVERN
Eons-old beauty displayed in caverns My4,6G:5

BLANTON, REBECCA SUE CLARK
Article on Mrs Branton, age 110, of Gurdon F4,48:1

BLIND BUILDING (LITTLE ROCK)
See Little Rock-Buildings

BLAYLOCK, LEN
See also
Ark-Social Services Div
White, Frank D.--Aides
White, Frank D.--Appointments

BLIND
See Blindness and the Blind

BLIND, ARKANSAS ENTERPRISES FOR THE
See also Blindness

BLINDNESS AND THE BLIND
Kenneth Wilson of Arkadelphia, runs successful piano and organ firm despite his blindness Ja29,4B:1 Blind help taxpayers and themselves in IRS work F26,18:2 Jonesboro resident regains sight through implant of "telescope" composed of artificial cornea and lens Mr6,4B:1 Blindness no handicap for bond broker Dick Freeling N9,5E:1 Article on effort of Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind
to rehabilitate Anthony Green, who has spent a life deprived of love
D21,1F:2
BLINDNESS, NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE
PREVENTION OF
Article on work of eye care orgn in
Ark My5,1B:4
BLOOD
Blood cell separators available at two blood centers in Ark Jy8,1B:2
Willie Ford has sold $6,500 worth of plasma Ag31,1F:2
See also
Fluosol
Kidneys
BLUCKER, ROBERT O.
See also Iran
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
Arkansas Diversified Insurance Co, a subsidiary of Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, cannot sell group life ins, state Supreme Ct rules F20,9A:5
Linda Williams alleges racial bias in her dismissal My1,6A:4
See also
Medicine (gen)
Medicine-Costs
BLUE LAWS
See Sunday Observance
BLUE MOUNTAIN
See also Tornadoes Ap9
BLUE MOUNTAIN LAKE
See Parks (gen)--Blue Mountain
BLYTHEVILLE
See also
Columbia Ribbon and Carbon Mfg
Prisons-Blytheville
BOARDING HOUSES
Boarding home regulations are revised F27,4A:6
BOBO, DONNY
See also Colleges-Crimes
BODY, HUMAN
Cabot school begins physical educ program designed to correct confused
domnence, sidedness or laterality
Mr12,8B:1
See also
Biology and Biochemistry
Blood
Heart
Intestines
Muscles
Skin
Spinal Cord
BODY LANGUAGE
See Language-Nonverbal
BODY RHYTHMS
See Biology and Biochemistry
BOHANON, WAYNE
See also Hempstead County
BOLAIN, RALPH
See also Benton County
BOMBS AND BOMB PLOTS
Richard G. Boney arrested, charged with making bomb threats at Little
Rock Je17,4A:5 Powerful homemade bomb found under steps of home in Saline County Jy10,13A:7
See also Education-Helena
BONDS, GOVERNMENT
See Government Bonds
BONNER, CARL
See also Courts (Ark)-Circuit Courts---Dist 19
BOOK REVIEWS
--Adams, John: I Walk Toward the Sound of My Days F10,4F:1
--Bradley, Matt: Arkansas, Its Land and People 019,6F:1
--Brown, Dee: Creek Mary's Blood Mr23,5F:1
--Butler, Jack: West of Hollywood, Poems from a Hermitage N2,8F:1
--di Donato, Georgia: Woman of Justice My4,4F:1
--Hall, B. Clarence: Keepers of the Feast Ag31,3F:1
--Harvell, Roger: Take That and That and That D7,4F:1
--Huckaby, Elizabeth: Crisis at Central High 026,1F:2
--Jackson, Donald Dale: Gold Dust Je15,4F:1
--Jacoway, Elizabeth: Yankee Missionaries in the South Ag17,4F:1
--Lynes, Marlbeth: Visits With Ozark Country Women Ja20,6F:6
--Morris, Jim: Sheriff of Purgatory Ap3,3F:3
--Morrison, Susan: Arkansas Wildlife N30,5F:1
--Rafferty, Hilton D.: The Ozarks; Land and Life My11,6F:1
--Thanet, Octave: By the Cypress Swamp; the Arkansas Stories of Octave
BOOK REVIEWS 1980

BRANNON, BUSTER

Thanet Je22, 8F:1
BOOks AND LITERATURE

Article on reading interests in religion as revealed by book sales at Little Rock Ja23, 1B:4 Dr Elizabeth Jacoway, a member of the history faculty at UALR, authors book entitled Yankee Missionaries in the South Fl8, 2B:4 Marion Prather Hays publishes collection of her speeches Mr30, 4F:1 Arkansas Game and Fish Comm approves pay-back grant for Susan Morrison to publish book on Ark wildlife Ap27, 4B:3 Fairy tales may instill prejudice in children My22, 1D:4 John P. Gill publishes book on Ark courthouses Je4, 2A:3 Orval E. Faubus preparing book on earlier years of his career Je6, 15A:7 Book tells achievements of 100 Ark women Jy16, 5A:4 Book by Bob Lancaster has Arkansas setting, will be released next yr Jy27, 11F:4 Lou Holtz writes book called The Kitchen Quarterback Agl3, 1B:2 Dr L. Lynn Hogue edits text on public health and the law Agl7, 5F:1 Sherrod Anderson authors book on astronomy Agl7, 5F:1 Biographies of all Arkansas governors to be included in new book, The Governors of Arkansas, 1836-1979 S16, 2B:1 John Gill family worked 16 years to produce book, On the Courthouse Square In Arkansas S18, 1D:1 Coach Lou Holtz attempts to halt publication of biography N20, 3C:3 Argument continues over publication of "Lou Holtz In Hog Heaven" N21, 5C:3 Lou Holtz issued summons over breach of contract suit D27, 1C:3

See also Textbooks
Writing and Writers
BOONE COUNTY

General election returns N6, 5A:1
BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL (HARRISON)
US Health and Human Services Dept to probe patient care at hosp My18, 3A:3 Hospital official seeks action against TV program "20-20" for filming in hosp operating room Jel8, 8A:7 Court refuses to halt firing of pathologist, Dr Donald Kreutzer Je20, 12A:1 Criminal trespass charge filed against film crew Je21, 12A:5 Accreditation revoked, appeal planned Ag7, 10A:1 Hospital receives severe reprimand on its patient care Agl6, 3A:1 Television cameraman fined $100 S25, 12A:8 Dr Kreutzer loses ruling in battle with hospital N25, 5A:6
BOONE COUNTY TELEPHONE CO
$666,763 lawsuit filed over 1979 blast at Boone County Telephone Co Ja9, 10C:1 Two more suits filed Ja10, 3A:2
BOONEVILLE

See also Tornadoes Ap9
BORDEN'S INC
See also Milk
BORG-WARNER ACCEPTANCE CORP
Owners of Woody's Camper Sales at Little Rock files $5 million suit against Borg-Warner alleging it has charged Woody's usurious rates for years F13, 13A:6 Suit settled out of court O2, 4A:4
BOSWELL, TED
See also Presidential Election of 1980-Dem
BOWEN, WILLIAM H.
See also Ark-Elections--Governor
BOYCOTTS
See also Coors Brewing Co
Education-Helena
BRADLEY COUNTY
See also Foreigners In Ark
BRADLEY, MATT
See also Book Reviews
BRAMMER, LLOYD
See also Laborers Union of North America
BRANDON FURNITURE CO
Editoral on application of Brandon Furniture for Act 9 (1960) bond issue to finance new store and warehouse N30, 2E:1
BRANDON, JIM
See also Presidential Election of 1980
BRANNON, BUSTER
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame--Ark Hall of Fame
BRANSCUM, HERBY
See also Democratic Party
BRANTON, WILEY A.
Addresses Law School graduates at Little Rock My19,3A:6 Howard University Law Dean receives award from Ark NAACP Je5,13A:2
See also Blacks (In Ark)- Discrimination
BRAZILIANS IN ARKANSAS
Death of Robert Long, of Lonoke, forces his widow, Avani Long, to leave country because she lacks citizenship Ag16,10A:5 US Senator David Pryor and 2 state legislators urge Mrs Long to remain, seek alternatives Ag17,4A:3 Mrs Long to meet with Immigration officials Ag18, 3A:3 Immigration official to recommend Mrs Long to be allowed to stay Ag19,5A:7
BREZINSKI, ZBIGNIEW
National security adviser to Pres Carter speaks at Little Rock, says US embargo hurts Russia Mr4,3A:2
BRIBERY
At least 3 Arkansans, including a state legislator, are being probed by FBI in alleged bribery involving insurance contracts F10,1A:2 Arkansas Congressional Delegation surprised to learn Ark citizens may be involved in organized crime probe F10,5A:4 Report says Ark legislator took no money F15,7A:1 Association Management of Arkansas, a lobbying firm owned by Frank Henslee, communicated with firm set up at Los Angeles by FBI as cover for bribery-labor sting operation; Henslee not available for comment Fl6,2A:7 Henslee can't talk about letter, says it was for a client Fl8,8A:1 Name of Frank B. Henslee again mentioned in Brilab probe Ag13,10A:6
See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts Freeman (Jay) Co Greene County Ouachita County Pope County US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam Operation
VIP Foods, Inc
BRICK AND TILE
See also North Little Rock-Area Planning
BRIDGES
Photo of majestic suspension bridge across White River in Carroll County Jal3,2F:1
See also Arkansas River Little Maumelle River Ouachita River
BRILAB
See Bribery
BRINKLEY
Three former Brinkley waterworks employees file suit alleging bias behind their firing Je28,6A:6
See also Art
First Natl Bank (Brinkley)
BRITTTENUM, JON
See also Taxation-Tax Evasion and Disputed Returns
BROTHERS, W. J.
See also Ark-Public Safety Dept
BROWN AND ROOT, INC
Firm uses mostly Arkansas labor in building power plants at Newark and Redfield F10,5E:1 Peggy Neal Nichols files suit alleging she was prevented from doing her job properly, then fired because she is female Je30,5A:3
BROWN, DEE
See also Book Review Writing and Writers
BROWN, MARION C.
See also Hunt (J.B.) Co BROYLES, FRANK
See also Colleges-Buildings--University of Ark (Fayetteville) Hotels-Little Rock BRUTALITY AND HARASSMENT ALLEGATIONS
See also Police-Little Rock Police-Pulaski County
BRYANT
See also Union Bank of Bryant BRYANT, WINSTON
See also Ark-Elections-- Lieutenant Gov
to continue to work for causes he believes in N13,1A:5 Bumpers apparently will lose seat on Appropriations Com; seat on Finance Com sought N13,3A:6 Senator Bumpers sets the record straight on statements he made about busing and other matters N18,10A:3 Senator Bumpers to keep seat on Appropriations Committee, but will lose seat on Defense Subcommittee D3,1A:2 Editor sees many protestors returning to Bumpers position D21,3E:6

See also
Agriculture
Alcohol As Fuel
Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)
Ark-Elections--Governor
Arkansas (Ships)
Arms Control
Atomic Energy
Automobiles
Chemical Warfare
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific RR
Coal
Credit
Cuba
Education (gen)--Equal Educ
Electric Light and Power
L'Anguille River
News and News Media
Oil (Petroleum)
Olympic Games (1980)
Oswald, Harry Lee
Postal Service
Poultry
Presidential Election of 1980 (gen)
Presidential Election of 1980-
Democratic
Reagan, Ronald
Recreation and Park Assn, Natl
Red River
Roads-Finance
Taxation
Transit Systems
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam
Operation
US-Farmers Home Adm
US-Federal Reserve System
US-Finance-Budgets
US-Interior Dept
US-Suits and Claims By Govt
US Armament (gen)
US Armament-Draft
BUNCH (JOEL N.) FAMILY
Bunch store at Kingston has been a tradition for a century Jy21,68:1
BUNTON, DAN
See also Games
BUNCH, RICHARD
See also Ark-Youth Services Center
BUREAU TECHNIQUE JEAN DENIS
Belgian firm selects Clarksville as site for heat exchanger plant to employ 50 persons; Brussels office of Arkansas Economic Develop Dept given credit Mr21,10A:1
BUREAUCRATIC ENTANGLEMENT AND PAPERWORK
Article on use of meaningless words and acronyms by govt officials Mr30,4E:1
See also Labor-Unemployment
BURGLARIES
See Robberies
BURKETT, DON
See also Little Rock-Elections--City Board
BURNETT, JOHN CAMERON
See also Ark-Elections--Land Comr
BURNS PARK
See Parks-North Little Rock
BUSINESSES
See also Ward Industries
BUSH, GEORGE
See also Presidential Election of 1980--Republican World War II
BUSH, JEB
See also Presidential Election of 1980
BUSINESS FAILURES
See Bankruptcies
BUSING FOR INTEGRATION
See Education (gen)--Equal Educ
BUSSEY, CHARLES
See also Little Rock-City Board of Directors Little Rock-City Manager Manpower Consortium, Central Ark Television--Cable TV--Little Rock
BUTLER, JACK
See also Book Reviews
BUTT, THOMAS F.
See also Courts (Ark)--Chancery Court--Dist 4
BUYING AND BUYERS
See Ark-Contracts Ark-Local Govt--Contracts
BYNUM, PRESTON
See also Ark-Pollution Control and Ecology Dept
White, Frank D.-Aides
BYRD, CONLEY
See also Ark-Constitution
BYRNE, CLARENCE F.
See also Scholarships--American Press Assn
CABE, GLORIA
See also Ark-Elections (gen)
CABLE TV
See Television
CABOT
Police chief C. D. Johnson fired; plans to file suit Jy18,14A:3
See also Bank of Cabot Education-Cabot Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
CACHE RIVER
US Fish and Wildlife Service plans to estab natl waterfowl refuge along river; channelization plans of Army Engineers would be altered My2,1A:5 Nearly 9,000 acres in basin cleared; 1978 study shows; environmentalists say rept refutes contentions of Bill Alexander and Hays Sullivan that massive clearing continues; Kaneaster Hodges comments My1,9A:1 State Game and Fish Comm adopts statement supporting wildlife refuge, does not change opposition to channelization My13,1C:6 Monroe and Woodruff Counties would gain funds If land taken for refuge My20,7A:6 Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology Comm endorses refuge idea My24,5A:1 Gazette discusses wildlife plan
CACHE RIVER
1980
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Je2,10A:1 Unsigned lr sent to landowners uses misleading statements about refuge plans. Je12,7A:1 Plan to study wildlife refuge proposal draws strong support at Brinkley meeting. Je13,5A:1 Board of Directors of Cache River-Bayou DeView Improvement withdraws its support; project is dead. Je13,6A:1 Gazette comments on shift in plans. Je16,10A:1 Farmers told by US Fish and Wildlife Service that govt has no plans to condemn their land. Je19,7A:1 Excessive water from Cache River killing hardwoods in Dagmar Wildlife Management Area. N27, 33A:1 Environmental impact statement on preserving Cache River bottomlands to be prepared by US Fish and Wildlife Service. DI1,4A:1

CADDIE RIVER
See also Barite
CADRON CREEK
See also Arkansas River
Rivers
CALDWELL, BETTYE M.
See also Families
CALHOUN COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1
CAMDEN
See also Vought Corp
CAMMACK, KATE GAINES BROADUS
See also Colleges-Gifts--University of Ark
CAMP MEETINGS
See Methodist Church
CAMP ROBINSON
Study panel proposes Camp Robinson use for recreation, with emphasis on the elderly and handicapped. Ap24,5A:1
CAMPBELL, GEORGE A. JR
See also Patriotism
CAMP AND CAMPING
Camp Ouachita no longer used by Girl Scouts; Forest Service to develop day-use camp on site. Mr12,18B:2 New camping regulations go into effect at state parks. Mr16,6B:4
CANTON, JAMES
See also Ark-Elections--Lieutenant Gov

Canoes and Canoeing
See also Mulberry River
Parks (gen)--Withrow Spring
CANTEX INDUSTRIES
Fourteen employees charge they were fired at Magnolia plant for union activities. Mr19,16A:1
CAPITAL FORMATION, SYMPOSIUM ON
See also Ark-Economic Conditions
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
See also Murders--Basnet
MURDERS--Bolin
MURDERS--Easley
MURDERS--Fields
MURDERS--Ritchie
CAPITAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSN
(LITTLE ROCK)
See also
Credit
First Federal Savings and Loan
Assn (Pine Bluff)
CAPITOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS (ARK)
See Ark-Capitol and Capitol
CAPITOL HILL BUILDING
See Ark-Public Bldgs
CAR POOLS
Liability in case of accident is
concern of firms leasing vans for
workers My8,7A:5 Employers who lease
vans to employees to take groups to
and from work would be liable for
injuries under workers compensation
laws; bill to be drafted to remove
problem My2,8C:1 About 450 state em-
ployees ride vans each day My9,6A:3
CARDEN'S BOTTOM
Article on decline of Yell County
farm community 019,2F:1
CARDER, MAC
See also Liquor
CARDIOVASCULAR AILMENTS
See Heart
CAREER GUIDANCE
See Education (gen)--Vocational
CARGO CARRIERS, INC
Pine Bluff plan to expand, add 100
jobs My1,4C:1
CARP
See Fish--Carp
CARRIAGES
See Stagecoaches
CARRIER CORPORATION
Firm to build factory at Maumelle
Ja24,4C:3
CARROLL COUNTY
Prosecuting Atty David Clinger
files suit seeking ouster of Sheriff
Jerry J. Colvin Ja15,7A:6 Sheriff
Colvin charges suit based on politics
My22,7A:1 Legal action still planned
despite defeat of Sheriff Colvin in
primary election My31,5A:3 Sheriff
Jerry J. Colvin to resign Jy2,9A:7

Article on early settler Wilson A.
Beaver and his cabin that was torn
down to make way for park area Ag6, 
3B:1 Judge rules defective ballot
title to prevent vote on closing of
courthouse at Eureka Springs S17, 
11A:6 General election returns N6, 
5A:1 Two leave jobs as Carroll Co
deputy sheriffs as polygraph testing
done in effort to end allegation and
rumors about Dept N22,4A:1 Letter
from Jessie D. Colvin notes that com-
plaints against Sheriff Colvin have
been dismissed D10,18A:4 Former Co
Deputy Sheriff C. W. Eldred changes
plea to guilty in perjury case, placed
on probation D18,7A:1
CARTOONS AND CARTOONING
See also
Ark-Legislature--Members
Bethune, Edwin
Clinton, William J.
CASTERO, LAURA PARKER
See also Writing
CASTLEBERRY, ROBERT STEVE
See also Police-Pulaski County
CATHCART, ROBERT JR
See also Missing Persons
CATHARINE (LAKE) STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Catherine
CATHOLIC CHURCH
See Roman Cath Ch
CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL (LITTLE ROCK)
School celebrating 50 yrs of
service; hist of school reviewed
Apl6,18:2 Razorback coach Lou Holtz
addresses celebration dinner Apl7, 
8A:4
CATTLE
Bill filed in Legis would require
that all calves be vaccinated against
Brucellosis D17,3A:3
CAVE CITY
See also Bank of Cave City
CAVES AND CAVERNS
See also
Blanchard Springs Cavern
CCX
Conway computer firm formerly
called Demographics, Inc, specializes
in managing and maintaining mailing
lists Ap6,5E:1
CEDAR WAXWINGS
See Birds
CEDARSTONE PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
North Little Rock facility provides psychiatric services for private patients D31,1B:5
CEDARVILLE
See also Education-Cedarville
CEMETORIES
Vandalism in White County cemeteries prompts officials to seek ordinance to bar unauthorized persons from cemeteries at night F12,7A:7
Cleburne County Judge Dan Verser concerned about neglected cemetery composed of graves relocated when Greers Ferry Lake was formed F17,8A:1
Tommy H. Russell of North Little Rock, arrested on felony theft by deception charge; Russell accused of not purchasing tombstones for which he rec'd money Mr4,3A:4 Judge rules Cemetery Bd did not have authority to order Memorial Gardens at North Little Rock to deposit $5,450 in fund for maintenance Je8,10A:1
Washington, State Police and park officials puzzled by hole dug by grave in cemetery where slaves and former slaves were buried D18,5A:1
CENSORSHIP
See also
Education (gen)--Libraries
Education-Berryville 
Television-Noncommercial
CENTER TOOL AND MOLD CO
Canadian firm to open plant at McCrory; 60 employees to be hired D13,7C:4
CENTRAL ARKANSAS LIBRARY SYSTEM
Librarian Rosemary Martin discusses reading habits of Little Rock patrons, comments on problems in meeting patron needs F17,1F:2
CENTRAL ARKANSAS TRANSIT (CAT)
See Transit Systems-Little Rock
CENTRAL ARKANSAS TRANSIT POLICY BOARD
Pulaski County Judge William E. Beaumont and other Policy Bd members discuss and act on matters in apparent violation of the Freedom of Information Act (FOI) My1,1A:4 Board proves FOI can be ineffective law My4,5A:1
CENTRAL BAPTIST COLLEGE
Reunion held by former students of college when it was a school for women Je2,1B:2
CENTRAL FLYING SERVICE
Firm celebrates 40th yr of business Ja20,7G:1 Little Rock firm enjoys surge in charter flights; fleet now totals 45 planes 016,6C:2
CERAMICS AND POTTERY
Article on Meredith Boswell of Fayetteville, whose work is sold through exclusive NY shops Ja31,1D:1
CHAIN LETTERS
Kevin Lefler of Stuttgart given probation, fined in chain letter scheme F20,5A:7 Mr & Mrs Jim Tom Sullivan fined $5,000 for operation of chain letter Mr14,10A:6
CHALLENGE, INC
State goes to court to stop new method used to sell self-motivation ideas Ag13,11A:6 Court Injunction issued against Challenge, Inc Ag30, 9A:3
CHAPLAINS
See Valmac Industries
CHARITY
See Philanthropy
CHARLES LAKE STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Charles
CHECK-KITTING
See Checks and Checking Accts
CHECKS AND CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Rogers businessman Charles Decker and his secretary, Linda Bradford, charged in check-kitting scheme My1, 11A:1 The 1943 state law that says it is a crime to pass a hot check on an out-of-state bank is probably unconstitutional, Attorney Gen Steve Clark says; Clark urges that no out-of-state checks be accepted D30,1A:6
CHEEK, JAMES RICHARD
See also US-Foreign Service
CHEERLEADING
See also
Colleges-Student Activities--University of Ark (Fayetteville)
CHEMICAL WARFARE

Pine Bluff Arsenal could become site of nerve gas production. Area residents hear explanation of Arsenal plans to dismantle obsolete rockets containing nerve agent. US House approves funds for new nerve gas production facility at Pine Bluff Arsenal. Senators Pryor and Bumpers do not expect quick Senate action on House-passed bill authorizing construction of a $22.2 million facility at the Pine Bluff Arsenal to produce nerve gas. Senators David Pryor and Dale Bumpers impressed with statements of opponent of nerve gas weapons.

Medical researcher from New York tells Vertac workers and medical personnel from Central Ark area that dioxin should be banned; repts of tests of Vertac workers.

Final results of 2,4,5-T tests at Vertac may be a year away. Senators Pryor and Dale Bumpers feel the statement of opponent of nerve gas weapons.

Ed Bethune (Rep, Ark) breaks with Arkansas delegation, leads fight against nerve gas production; House passes funding bill. Beryl Anthony (Dem, Ark) speaks for bill.

Senator David Pryor opposes production of nerve gas as a waste of funds. Gazette comments on Pryor opposition.

Gazette comments on nerve gas weapons. Pryor fears defense hysteria may carry vote for nerve gas facility. Senate ignores plea of Bumpers and Pryor for delay, passes nerve gas facility bill. Senator Pryor loses effort to block funds; President Carter expected to sign bill.


Gazette comments on nerve gas weapons. Pryor fears defense hysteria may carry vote for nerve gas facility. Senate ignores plea of Bumpers and Pryor for delay, passes nerve gas facility bill.


Gazette comments on nerve gas weapons. Pryor fears defense hysteria may carry vote for nerve gas facility. Senate ignores plea of Bumpers and Pryor for delay, passes nerve gas facility bill. Senator Pryor opposes production of nerve gas as a waste of funds.

Gazette comments on nerve gas weapons. Pryor fears defense hysteria may carry vote for nerve gas facility. Senate ignores plea of Bumpers and Pryor for delay, passes nerve gas facility bill. Senator Pryor opposes production of nerve gas as a waste of funds.

Gazette comments on nerve gas weapons. Pryor fears defense hysteria may carry vote for nerve gas facility. Senate ignores plea of Bumpers and Pryor for delay, passes nerve gas facility bill. Senator Pryor opposes production of nerve gas as a waste of funds.
effort to clean dioxin Ap29,3A:1 Dr Morris F. Crammer Jr testifies in court that level of dioxin discharged by Vertac is a chronic hazard Ap30, 6A:1 Experts offer conflicting testimony on level of safety of dioxin; Vertac case continues My1,10A:4 Ruling to come next week on Vertac's dioxin plans, EPA call for injunction My2,6A:1 Agency still finding dioxin in Bayou Meto fish My7,9A:1 Several state agencies, EPA reach consensus on sampling changes My7, 9A:1 Highest recorded level of dioxin found in Jacksonville park lake My8,1A:4 Correction on amount of dioxin found in Bayou Meto sample My9,2A:4 Fishing banned at Jacksonville lake My9,7A:1 Gazette comments on dioxin in Jacksonville lake My10,18A:1 Judge Henry Woods orders Vertac to carry out projects to curtail spread of dioxin My13,5A:1 Vertac pleased with ruling My13,5A:4 No dioxin found in soil samples from Jacksonville ballfields My14,6A:6 Chlorine gas leaking from railroad tank car injures 10, forces 2,500 to flee at Magnolia Jct,1A:2 Magnolia residents return after gas capped Jct7, 6A:6 Vertac complying with safety orders Jyl2,8A:4 Vertac proposal to treat wastes rejected by EPA Jyl5, 10C:1 Two men ask for $4 million in damages they allege they suffered in 1969 when sprayed by chemicals from military aircraft near Augusta Jyl6, 11A:3 Vertac and OSHA reach agreement; charges that Vertac was willful in safety violations to be dropped, fine to be paid Jyl7,1A:2 Sult by Arzo and Velda Cupit seeks $6.1 million from Vertac, Inc, of Jacksonville; suit alleges Arzo Cupit contracted leukemia because of contact with chemical 2,4,5-T Ag21,10A:5 Vertac asks federal court jurisdiction of suit filed by Cupit S3,8A:4 National Center for Disease Control investigating case of testicular cancer in 3 men who played football at Heber Springs on site near herbicide 2,4,5-T S4,3A:2 Article on possible dangers to households in use of chlordane in termite control S4, 1B:1 Compromise order asks Vertac to build wall for waste pond S27,9A:7 Tests reveal dramatic rise in phenols at Vertac wells N27,8A:1 Vertac Chemical Corp seeks to move 2,000 drums of waste herbicide to dump in Louisiana D2,1A:2 Toxic chemical used to treat wood products spreads to water supplies near plant D17, 14A:1

See also
Allen Transformer Co
Dow Chemical Corp
Energy Systems Co
Forests and Forestry
Missiles
Railroads-Accidents
Waste Materials
Water Pollution

CHEROKEE VILLAGE
Growth continued in 1979 Ja20,4G:1

CHERRY, EDWARD
See also US-Farmers Home Adm

CHERRY VALLEY
See also Bank of Cherry Valley

CHI OMEGA GREEK THEATER
See Colleges-Buildings--University of Ark (Fayetteville) CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND AND PACIFIC RAILROAD CO

Fired employee files suit alleging he was fired because he is black Ja4, 7A:3 Cotton Belt bids on Rock Island tracks from Memphis to Fordyce Ja30, 7A:1 Arkansas Senators seek delay in end of service F1,1A:3 Time extension refused; line to shut down in March; Ark service will suffer F2, 1A:6 Gov Bill Clinton tells Pres Carter communities need railroad F7, 5C:1 Senators Bumpers and Pryor ask Sen panel for continued subsidies of Rock Island F21,1A:3 End of service delayed F23,6A:5 Gov Bill Clinton urges US to buy tracks if needed to keep route going F23,6A:6 Rock Island loss would do great harm to Stuttgart rice and grain growers F24,3E:4 US Sen votes funds to help
Rock Island Mr7,9C:3 Several industries in western Ark will have no rail service after this week when Rock Island goes out of business; Arkansas Kraft Paper Co at Morrilton and Wolverine Toy Co at Booneville would be affected severely Mr22,1A:4 After 120 yrs of operation in Ark, Rock Island is closing; morale of employees low Mr23,1A:2 Cotton Belt takes over lines from Memphis to Little Rock and South Ark Mr24,4A:1 Change dramatic as Cotton Belt takes over part of Rock Island facilities Mr25,5A:1 Industries near El Dorado hurt by loss of Rock Island Line Ap4, 5A:4 Study urges state to buy Rock Island track between Memphis and Oklahoma, lease it to operators Jy9, 9A:1 Shippers must make commitment before Ark will buy Rock Island Lines Ag7,4A:6 Consultant recommends state acquire Rock Island Lines S5,1A:4 Arkansas to apply for loan to buy parts of Rock Island S6,8A:1 Rock Island may seek $100 million for Ark track D5,5A:1 John W. Corbett tells Legislative panel that lack of rail service will cripple econ of West Ark D13,9A:4

CHICOT LAKE
See Lakes-Chicot

CHICOT LAKE STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Chicot Lake

CHILD ABUSE
See Children-Abuse

CHILD CUSTODY
See Children-Custody

CHILD LABOR
See Labor-Child Labor

CHILDREN AND YOUTH
Gov Clinton signs bill to allow juvenile judges to order mental health treatment or surgery and order parents to pay bills Ja31,9A:2 Arkansas Supreme Ct upholds doctrine that parent figure cannot be sued for negligence because of injury to child Mr11,6A:1 Proposed constitutional amendment restructuring the juvenile court system invalidated by state Supreme Ct because it was first introduced in an extended session of the Legis Ja3,1A:4

See also
Adoptions
Apparel
Baby Sitters
Books and Literature
Cuba-Refugees
Day Care Centers for Children
Families
Furniture
Handicapped
Mitchell (Elizabeth) Children's Center
Television and Radio (gen)
Youth Home, Inc

... Abuse
See also
Mansions--Atwood
Mansions--Haley
Mansions--Jackson
Mansions--Mear
Mansions--Presson
Mansions--Stinyard
--Foster, Patricia: Mrs Rachel Foster of Van Buren charged in beating of her daughter, Patricia Agl5,15A:2
--Grady Family: Dale and Norma Grady say they have been harassed by state Social Services Div over call alleging child abuse Ja17,6A:7
--Guyton, Shonna: Witnesses testify that children placed in foster home operated by Lizzie Nash at Osceola were malnourished and home was cold; claim filed against state Social Services Div alleges negligence in placing children Ja31,9A:1 Mrs Lizzie Nash testifies she did not mistreat children Fl,3A:4 Claims Comm awards $12,000 to estate of Shonna Guyton Mr26,6A:6
--Roberson: Judge Lowber Hendricks sentences Clifton Roberson to 20-yr prison term for hitting his 8-month-old son, leaving him blinded and brain damaged Ap19,13A:6

Care (Institutional)
See also
Tilles (Rosalee) Orphans Home

78
Crime and Criminals. Mr. & Mrs. Wiltburn Murchison of Fort Smith help teens over rough spots by offering them a home and guidance. Article on work of Helpers in Probation program of Little Rock Municipal Ct. Western Arkansas Restitution Program studies effects of allowing offenders to work and repay costs and damages to victims rather than serve a sentence. Judge Randall L. Williams rules circuit cts do not have jurisdiction over criminal cases when defendants are younger than 18. Author of juvenile code says there was no intent to remove criminal cases from circuit cts. Attorney for Dana Aundra Molden seeks transfer of murder charge to juvenile ct where charge would have to be reduced to delinquency; juvenile code ruling by Judge Randall L. Williams cited. Judge Lowber Hendrix to deny request by Molden for transfer of case; ramifications of ruling by Judge Williams discussed. Judge Lowber Hendrix refuses request to transfer murder trial of Dana Aundra Molden, 16, to juvenile ct. Arkansas Supreme Ct rules juveniles aged 15 or older may be tried in municipal or circuit cts. Juveniles in Hempstead County tried before advisory jury of their peers. Attorney General Steve Clark rules juvenile ct records cannot be destroyed and names of offenders cannot be obliterated when records are expunged. Court of trial for juveniles can be determined by prosecuting atty. Arkansas Supreme Ct rules. Little Rock school officials alert parents, students to child-molesting case. Five chiropractors challenge state laws regulating them.

Murders--Matthews
Murders--McGulre
Murders--Sanders
Murders--Sargent
Murders--Stinyard
Prisons-Youth Services Center

Custody. Eight "sheet people" arrested at Little Rock after they refuse to turn over 2 children to authorities; complaint concerned child believed to be in need of medical attention. Sheet people enter innocent pleas in court. Sheet people released until trial can be held; split develops in group. Municipal Judge David L. Hale refuses to dismiss charges against 7 of 8 sheet people; charges dropped against Peggy Griswold, who was hospitalized with mental breakdown. Judge Hale finds 7 sheet people guilty of interfering with govt operations; group acquitted of charge of endangering child. Carol Ann Burcham, a former member of the sheet people cult, asks return of her daughter from custody of father, Richard Giaocetti of Little Rock.

---Jones, Mrs. Barbara Sue
Jones sentenced to 3-yr term for taking her son to Oklahoma after custody had been awarded to child's father. Labor

See Labor-Youth

CHIROPRACTIC AND CHIROPRACTORS
Five chiropractors challenge state laws regulating them.

CHLORDANE
See also Chemistry

CHOOKASIAN, LILI
See also Opera

CHRISMAN, MARSHALL
See also Ark-Elections--Governor

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Pine Bluff

---First Christian Church: Article on clown troupe in worship service

See also Christian Civic Foundation, ARK

See also Liquor
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Group uses prayerful study for daily healing S25,1B:5
CHRISTIANS AND JEWS, NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF

Dr Ben N. Saltzman to receive Brotherhood Award of Arkansas Council My1,1B:2

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS AND ORNAMENTS

Roxanne Daniel of Camden, has made a large collection of needlepoint Christmas tree ornaments that depict events in the life of her family O25, IB:1

CHRIST'S FELLOWSHIP CHURCH (MAGNOLIA)

New nondenominational church organized by former members and pastor of Asbury Meth Ch F15,12A:1

CHRYSLER CORPORATION

Twin City Bank of North Little Rock holds up federal loans to Chrysler Je20,1A:4 Twin City Bank agrees to US aid for Chrysler Je21,1A:3

CHURCH AND STATE, AMERICANS UNITED FOR SEPARATION OF

See also Religion and Churches

CHURCH AND STATE RELATIONS

See Religion and Churches

CHURCH, NORRIS

See also Mailer, Norman

CHURCH OF CHRIST

David Tune of Jacksonville plans to sail to China coast to continue work as a Church of Christ missionary Jy22,1B:2

CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

See also Religion and Churches

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

See Mormons

CHURCHES

See Religion and Churches

COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, ARKANSAS

See also Families

CITIZENS GROUP PARTY

See also

Presidential Election of 1980

CIVIL AIR PATROL

Patrol remains ready to assist during emergencies S23,1B:2

CIVIL DEFENSE

Interest in Civil Defense fallout shelters revive; preparedness discussed Mr3,1F:5

CIVIL LIBERTIES AND RIGHTS

See Freedom and Human Rights

CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, AMERICAN

See also

Ark-Government Employees--Ethics
Curfew Laws
Education (gen)--Vocational
Education-Mountain View
Good Shepherd Ecumenical Retirement Center
Women-Discrimination

CIVIL RIGHTS

See Freedom and Human Rights

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS

Arkansas chapter of CCC alumni formed; members recall lean yrs Ja7, 3A:2

CLAMS

See Fish and Other Marine Life

CLARENDON

See also Police-Clarendon

CLARK, BILL R.

See also Craighead County

CLARK, BOB

See also Arkansas Children's Colony-Conway Unit

CLARK COUNTY

County Democratic Conv seats Mrs Anne E. Pless who had withdrawn as an elector for the Communist Party Je15, 10A:2 General election returns N6, 5A:1

See also

Liquor
Prisons (gen)
Prisons-Clark County

CLARK, JERRELL

See also Ark-Public Service Comm

CLARK, RAMSEY

See also Iran

CLARK, STEVE

See also

Ark-Banking Bd
Ark-Elections--Attorney Gen
Capital Punishment
Courts (Ark)
Cuba-Refugees
Electric Light
Public Utilities
Telephone...
CLARK, WILLIAM P.
See also
Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)
CLARKSVILLE
See also
Arkansas State Bankorporation
Bureau Technique Jean Denis
Education-Clarksville
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
CLAY COUNTY
Road Dept owes $165,000, has no legal way to pay debt Ap18,9A:6
Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spiika implicates former County Judge Boyce McLeskey in bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8
General election returns N6,5A:1
Former County Judge Boyce McLeskey pleads guilty to accepting bribes in county purchasing D16,1A:2
CLEARCUTTING
See Forests and Forestry
CLEBURNE COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1
See also Music
CLEBUREN COUNTY HOSPITAL
County approves 30,000 to pay doctors from Little Rock to staff emergency room during weekends Mr7,6A:7
Three-year-old controversy tied to decline in patient use Ag10,6A:1
CLERGY
See Religion and Churches
CLEVELAND COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1
CLIFF PECK CHEVROLET CO
See also General Motors Corp
CLINTON, WILLIAM J.
Pine Bluff Commercial gives Gov Clinton several Orval Awards for actions reminiscent of Orval E, Faubus Ja6,3E:5
Former Conway Co Sheriff Marlin Hawkins says Clinton more interested in running for natl office than meeting needs of people Ja9,3A:6
Gov Clinton says Hawkins missed 4 appts, must be getting old and forgetful Ja10,6A:2
Marlin Hawkins says he made illegal contributions to Clinton in his 3 political races; Clinton says not true Jn,3A:6
Editor of Fordyce paper critical of Gov and his staff for allowing law to pass inadvertently exempting all gasohol from taxation Ja13,3E:1
Governor tells Legls burden on them to generate support for proposed constitutional amdts on usury and property taxes Ja18,1A:2
still gets support for Democratic chmn D7,7A:1 Clinton considering National Democratic Party post D12A:1 Reconsidering candidacy for party post D14,9A:1 Moral Majority is dangerous, comes close to church-state violation, Gov Clinton says; Jim Johnson mentioned as example of people who say they are religious but are opponents of civil rights D21, 1A:2 Clinton's name submitted to Hendrix College presidential search panel D30,3A:1

See also:
Agriculture and Agr Products Ark-Attorney General
Ark-Economic Conditions Ark-Elections--Governor
Ark-Finances--Budgets Ark-Game and Fish Comm
Ark-Government Employees (gen) Ark-Government Employees--Wages
Ark-Governor (Office of)--
Washington, D.C. Ark-Labor Dept
Ark-Legislature--Sessions Ark-Public Service Comm
Arkansas River Atomic Energy
Basketball-Colleges--University of Ark (Fayetteville)
Blacks (in Ark) Capital Punishment
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific RR Colleges-Fees
Columbia Ribbon and Carbon Mfg Co Courts
Cuba Democratic Party
Education (gen) --Curricula
Education (gen) --Equal Educ
Education (gen) --Finances
Education (gen) --Libraries
Education (gen) --Teachers---
Salarles
Energy and Power
Forests and Forestry-Fires
Freedom of Information
Gas (Fuel)
Guards
Health Care (Rural), National Conf Horse Racing

Iran
King, Martin Luther Jr
Labor-Unemployment
Legal Profession
Moral Majority
Murders--Basnet
Nursing Homes
Police-State Police
Poultry
Presidential Election of 1980-Dem
Prisons-Ark State Penitentiary--

Work Release
Public Utilities
Roads-Finances
Solar Energy
Taxation-Income
Taxation-Real Estate
Trucks and Trucking Industry
Waste Materials
Weather
Welfare
White, Frank D.

Aides and Employees. Lobbyists for Gov during Legs session are Thomas F. McLarty, Joe H. Smreker, Maurice Smith, Chris Burrow, Allen Bird and James B. McDougal Ja9,4A:5 Article on workings of Clinton cabinet F24,1E:1 Governor denies charge by Frank White that he increased staff size Ap2,5A:7 Deanette Nixon Garretson, a member of Gov Clinton's office staff arrested on fugitive warrant from Florida My17,5A:1 Frank D. White, GOP nominee for Gov, attacks Steve Smith, calls for his dismissal; Peggy O'Neal and others criticized Je8,5A:1

--Barker, John F: Press Secretary to resign Je10,3A:4
--Berry, Guy M: Named admr assistant Jy2,4A:3
--Danner, John: Top aide confirms he and his wife, Nancy Pietrafesa, are leaving state govt; repts says some pressure made on Danner Mr25, 1A:3 Danner named to 3rd ranking job in new US Education Dept; Gov Clinton says there was no pressure for resignation Mr26,1A:4 Arkadelphia paper critical of salary paid Danner and
his wife Mr29, 3E:4

--McDonald, Julie W: Named liaison with Ozarks Regional Comm My22, 4A:4

--Moore, Dorothy P: Former Desha County sheriff hired as receptionist Jy2, 4A:3

--Smith, Steve: Smith to leave next month to become president of Bank of Kingston 016, 12A:1

--Scanlon, Kevin: Scanlon named aide to Steve Smith Ja22, 2C:5

Appointments and Executive Changes.

Governor-elect Frank D. White will not challenge appmts except for those who are paid for service D6, 1A:2

See also

Ark-Abstractors Bd of Examiners
Ark-Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council
Ark-Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd
Ark-Architects Board
Ark-Arkansas/Oklahoma River Compact Council
Ark-Arts and Humanities Council
Ark-Arts and Humanities Office Advisory Council
Ark-Banking Bd
Ark-Building Services Council
Ark-Burial Association Bd
Ark-Child Care Facilities Review Bd
Ark-Claims Commission
Ark-Coal Mine Examining Bd
Ark-Collection Agencies Bd
Ark-Contractor's Licensing Bd
Ark-Correction Bd
Ark-Cosmetology Board
Ark-Crime Comm Supervisory Bd
Ark-Crime Laboratory
Ark-Criminal Detention Facilities Board
Ark-Economic Development Advisory Board
Ark-Economic Development Comm
Ark-Economic Development, Governor's Advisory Comm
Ark-Education Bd
Ark-Elections-Governor
Ark-Engineers and Land Surveyors
Ark-Employment Security Advisory Council
Ark-Fire Extinguisher and Installers Board
Ark-Fire Prevention Comm
Ark-Forestry Comm
Ark-Game and Fish Comm
Ark-Geological Comm
Ark-Gifted and Talented Advisory Council
Ark-Health Advisory Comm
Ark-Health Board
Ark-Health Coordinating Council
Ark-Health Planning and Development Agency
Ark-Hearing Aid Dispensers Bd
Ark-Higher Education Bd
Ark-History Comm
Ark-Housing Development Agency
Ark-Human Resources Comm
Ark-Inhalation Therapy Examining Com
Ark-Justice Building Comm
Ark-Labor Board
Ark-Landscape Architects Advisory Board
Ark-Law Enforcement Standards Comm
Ark-Library Board
Ark-Liquefied Petroleum Gas Bd
Ark-Livestock and Poultry Comm
Ark-Loan Bd, Student Advisory
Ark-Long Term Care Facility Bd
Ark-Massage Board
Ark-Medical Bd
Ark-Medical Services Advisory Council, Emergency
Ark-Mental Retardation Bd
Ark-Merit System Council
Ark-Mississippi River Parkway Comm
Ark-Mobile Home Standards Comm
Ark-Motor Vehicle Comm
Ark-Museum and Cultural Comm
Ark-Natural and Cultural Heritage Comm
Ark-Nursing Board
Ark-Occupational Therapy Examining Com
Ark-Oil and Brine Museum Bd
Ark-Oil and Gas Comm
Ark-Pardons and Parole Bd
Ark-Parks, Recreation and Travel Comm
Ark-Pharmacy Bd
Ark-Plant Bd
Ark-Podiatry Board
Ark-Police Comm
Ark-Prairie Grove Battlefield Park Comm
Ark-Psychological Examiners Bd
Ark-Public Safety Dept
Ark-Public School Employees Insurance Advisory Com
Ark-Public Service Comm
Ark-Racing Comm
Ark-Red River Compact Comm
Ark-Revenue Building Comm
Ark-Sanitarians Bd
Ark-Savings and Loan Assn Bd
Ark-Social Work Registration, Bd of
Ark-Soil Classifiers, Board of
Ark-Soybean Promotion Bd
Ark-Speech Pathology and Audiology, Board of Examiners
Ark-State Hospital Bd
Ark-Veterans Affairs Task Force
Ark-Veterinary Medical Examiners Bd
Ark-War Memorial Stadium Comm
Ark-Water Well Construction, Com on
Ark-Waterways Comm
Ark-Youth Services Bd
Arkansas School for the Blind
Arkansas State Univ
Arkansas Tech Univ
Courts (Ark)-Chancery Cts---Dist 6
Courts (Ark)-Circuit Cts---Dist 6
Education Board, Southern Regional
Education Commission of the States
Families, White House Conference on
Hempstead County
Henderson State Univ
Law Enforcement Training Academy Bd
Southern Arkansas University
University of Ark
University of Central Arkansas

Cartoons. Cartoon of Marlin Hawkins reaction to Clinton's statement that he is old and forgetful. Ja15,10A:3
Hawkins rides back to Old Guard Rest Home on tricycle. Ja25, 18A:3

Law and Legislation. Governor Clinton pleased, scores 12 of 13 on items in call Ap9,1A:4
--Bills Signed: Governor signs 40 bills, leaves 20 pending. Ja26,1A:4
Gov Bill Clinton signs 9 bills covering bulk of General Assembly's special session. My9,12A:1

See also
Adoptions
Ark-Finances--Budgets
Ark-Finances--Govt Bonds
Ark-Local Govt--Elections
Arkansas State Hosp
Atomic Energy
Children and Youth
Colleges (gen)--Scholarships
Courts (Ark)
Education--Finances
Energy and Power
Expositions and Fairs
Medicine-Ambulance and Other
Emergency Services
Mid America Museum
Nursing and Nurses
Public Utilities
St Francis Levee Dist
Taxation-Real Estate
University of Ark (Fayetteville)
--Bills Vetoed:
See also
Ark-Capital and Capitol
Taxation-Real Estate
Water

Marriage and Family. Governor Clinton and his wife, Hillary Rodham, become parents of baby girl named Chelsea. F29,1A:2
Photo of family. Mr5,1A:1

Messages to Legislature. Text of address to reconvened session. Ja8, 7A:1
Text of message to special session. Ja18,10A:1

Security, Personal
See also Ark-Governors--Security
CLOCKS
See Watches and Clocks

CLONINGER, LAWSON
See also Ark-Elections--Court of Appeals--Dist 3

CLOTHING
See Apparel

CLUBS (SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL)
See Organizations, Societies and Clubs

COAL
Energy Transportation System, Inc
COAL

seeks 2 major changes in proposal to transport coal from Wyoming to AP&L power plant at Redfield Ja7,5A:1 Article explains handling of coal at White Bluff Plant of AP&L Ja20,17G:2 Legal barriers to coal slurry pipeline are falling Ja25,10A:1 System Fuels signs contract for Shell Oil Co to supply lignite for 30 yrs to a proposed power plant near Hampton; plant construction to be delayed Mr5,12C:1 Market blamed for decrease in mining in Ark rather than govt policies Ap1,4A:1 Senator Dale Bumpers critical of plan for increased use of coal Ap4,8A:6 Senator Dale Bumpers introduces bill to aid coal pipelines My7,3A:7 Carter administration favors coal pipeline as cost-saver My21,6A:1 Senator Dale Bumpers says pipeline would cut power cost My31,11A:7 Poor econ conditions delays need for AP&L lignite-fired power plant Jyl,3A:1 Pollution Control Comm releases Garland Coal Co from responsibility for filling acid pond near Clarksville Jy26,5A:4 Grant recd to help operators of small coal mines prepare permit requests Ag5,4C:1 US Interior Dept says Wyoming owns water rights, will go along with that state's approval of coal slurry pipeline N16,8A:1 Pipeline will end at barge loading facility in Desha Co D4,11A:1

See also
Air Pollution
Energy and Power
Fires (gen)
Gas (Fuel)
COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Employees at Little Rock plant vote to oust Teamsters union Jl9,6A:3
COE, JOE
See also Jackson County
COFFELT, BESSIE
See also Advertising
COLEMAN DAIRY
See also Milk
COLEMAN, SAM W.
One of state's best-known football coaches dies 029,4C:6

COLLECTION AGENCIES
Mrs Geneva York Bemel wins $4,000 verdict in Circuit Ct in suit alleging harassment from collection agency 024,8A:4

COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS
See also Colleges-Gifts

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Arkansas State Univ proposes to establish a branch at Newport Mr14,4A:6 Student newspaper questions wisdom of establishing Newport branch Mr29,3E:5 Governor's Conference on Independent Higher Education hears report on private cols as worthwhile alternative to public schools Ap26,9A:4 Feasibility study to be made of formation of consortium by Shorter College, Philander Smith College and Arkansas Baptist College Jyl1,7A:1

See also
Arkansas State Univ (Jonesboro)
Arkansas Tech Univ
Central Baptist Coll
East Arkansas Community Coll
Education (gen)--Vocational Educ
Educational Consortium, Joint
Garland County Community Coll
Henderson State Univ
Hendrix Coll
Ouachita Baptist Univ
Philander Smith Coll
Shorter College
Southern Arkansas Univ
University of Ark
University of Ark (Fayetteville)
University of Ark (Little Rock)
University of Ark (Medical Sciences)
University of Ark (Monticello)
University of Ark (Pine Bluff)
University of Central Ark

Accreditation
See also Nursing and Nurses
--Arkansas Tech Univ: Medical Records Adm program wins 5-yr accreditation Jy31,14A:8
--Harding University: School receives accreditation from National League for Nursing My4,13A:7
--University of Ark (Little Rock): Council of Graduate Schools of the US
accepts UALR as member F7,5A:5

--University of Ark (Monticello): Five-year unconditional approval received from North Central Agl7,2A:8

Administrators

See Colleges-Teachers

Awards and Honors

--Arkansas Tech Univ: Hall of Fame Inductees at ATU are Robert Hays Williams, Melvern Watson, and Wilson Matthews; Sam Hindsman to receive Distinguished Service Award S14,5A:2

--Hendrix College: Several awards to outstanding faculty made F23,5A:1 Distinguished Alumni Awards go to Dr Matt Ellis, Thomas G. Wilson and H. Barry Bailey Ap11,7A:3

--Univ of Ark (Fayetteville): Wiley Branton and Hiller Williams to be honored Ap13,8A:4

Budgets and Finances. Dr Michael Elliott lists priorities for allocation of capital improvements as libraries, instructional equipment, and renovation projects at UAPB and UAM F2,9A:1 State to change funding formula for off-campus courses My25, 6A:6 Schools see 39 pct funding rise; Dr T. Michael Elliott says requests cannot be fully funded, favors budgets which can be expected to gain support Jy16,12A:1 Dr Elliott explains his statement about high budget requests, says he told schools to be aggressive Jy19,4A:1 Officials say hiring, academic programs jeopardized by cutback in state revenues Jy31,1A:6 State aid of $200.8 million recommended by Higher Education Dept over protests of school presidents Ag20,1A:2 Budget of $202.4 million approved by Higher Education Bd Ag21,4A:1 Highlights of budget formally adopted by Board 02, 4A:1 Fund cuts force changes at schools 029,9A:5 Budget proposals of Governor-elect Frank D. White shock presidents; programs would be cut back; some schools would receive no increase in funds N25,1A:2 State Senator Clarence Bell suggests White's budget favors colleges in areas where he received heavy vote N25,1A:4

Arkansas Tech Univ President Kenneth Kersh sees no evidence of regionalism in White's budget N26,2A:5 White's budget proposals for colleges similar to David Pryor's approach N27,30A:1

Editorials on budget proposals of Frank White D7,3E:3 Pay raises are included in budget presented by White; ALC surprised by news D11,12A:1

Chancellors of University of Ark system discuss ramifications of budgets O13,10A:1 High tenure in UA system hampers rapid cutbacks 014, 11A:6 Legislative Council approves budget submitted by Frank D. White, defeats effort to gain additional funds for Henderson State and East Arkansas Community Coll by taking funds from other schools D17,1A:2

See also

Athletics-College

Colleges-Buildings and Other Facilities

Colleges-Enrollment

Colleges-Fees

--Arkansas State Univ: Trustees approve pay raises Mr15,11A:5 Trustees approve budget request of $52.4 million for Jonesboro and Beebe campuses Je21,5A:1 About $2 million trimmed from budget Ag15,9A:1

Spokesmen criticize budget proposed by Governor-elect Frank White N27,2A:7

--Arkansas Tech Univ: State revenue shortfall forces $223,000 budget cut Ag24,11A:1 President Kenneth Kersh calls DHE recommended funding of only $524,630 for 1981-83 capital improvements "totally unacceptable" S19,12C:4

--Henderson State Univ: College courses at Mena to be cut out if Governor-elect Frank White's budget stands N25,1A:2

--University of Ark: Trustees vote budget increase of 10.7 pct, emphasize pay increases, library holdings Ap26,6A:6 Board seeks budget of $148 million for its campuses and other components Je14,1A:6 $55,000 saved on air fares last year by
University of Arkansas Jyl6,12A:6
Budgets pared at all campuses Ag9,10A:1 Dr Martin says quality of educ to fall if budget reduced $20,10A:4

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Proposed budget cut is $1,200,000 for 1981 Ag9,10A:1 Dr James E. Martin warns that enrollment at Fayetteville may have to be limited if financial problems persist S5,5A:2 Admissions may be curtailed, accreditation of some programs could be endangered under budget proposed by Governor-elect Frank White, President Martin says N26,1A:2

--University of Ark (Little Rock): Legislature has historically granted UALR smaller percentages of its requested funds than other campuses in UA system Jyl7,4A:1 Proposed budget cut for 1981 is $500,000 Ag9,10A:1

--University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): Proposed budget cut for 1981 is $1,000,000 Ag9,10A:1

--University of Ark (Monticello): Proposed budget cut for 1981 is $165,000 Ag9,10A:1 Proposed budget allows only $29,000 more in state aid than currently recd D13,10A:1

See also Football-College

--University of Ark (Pine Bluff): Proposed budget cut for 1981 is $265,000 Ag9,10A:1

See also Football-College

--University of Central Ark: Board adopts budget of $19,453,655 Je19,7A:3

Buildings and Other Facilities. Gov Bill Clinton releases more funds for capital improvements projects Je25,9A:1 Priority list for capital expenditures adopted by state Board of Higher Education 02,4A:1

--Arkansas State Univ (Jonesboro): $5.17 million released for construction of communications bldg F13,4A:1 Legislature to be asked to fund basketball arena 026,18A:4

--Garland County CC: Two bldgs in danger of collapse Ag29,8A:6 Architect and contractor deny buildings weak S4,8A:1 State architect says bldgs are structurally sound S10,11A:6

--Philander Smith Coll: President Grant S. Shockley outlines bldg program 025,9A:2

--Southern Arkansas University (El Dorado): Letter complains about neglect of bldg needs for new school 013,14A:3 Letter reminds El Dorado that building facilities is responsibility of local area 021,10A:3

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): $4.25 million released for renovation of Old Main F13,4A:1 History of Chi Omega Greek Theater reviewed; sorority to gather for ceremony marking 50th birthday of the structure Je10,18:2 North End Zone Facility at Razorback Stadium to be named for Frank Broyles S20,10A:1 Board of Trustees awards contract for $14 million for Health, Phys Educ and Recreation bldg; contract for completion of Arkansas Union; contract for Indoor tennis and track center; Board also voted to let bids on administrative Services Bldg and on a biomass research bldg N15,5A:1 Board of Trustees agrees to lobby hard for funds to renovate engineering school bldg, which President Martin lists as top priority D13,10A:1 State Rep Lloyd George blocks approval of tennis facility plan D18,12A:5

--University of Ark (Little Rock): Expansion of UALR Into Oak Forest criticized by residents F12,4A:6 Logic of UALR rules on public use of facilities elusive to outsiders Mr11,2B:1 Little Rock Planning Comm asks UALR to change growth plans Into Oak Forest Ap9,9A:1 Chancellor Ross says UALR can do little in repairs of Oak Forest houses My7,11A:1 UALR to begin repairs of Oak Forest houses My23,5A:3 Oak Forest land use plan approved by Planning Comm and UALR Ag13,4A:1 Board of Trustees agrees to lobby hard for funds for engineering technology bldg D13,10A:1

--University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): Board approves
COLLEGES AND UNIV
--Buildings
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plans for parking deck F9,4A:4 Name changed to University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences N15,5A:1

--University of Ark (Monticello): $4.5 million released for con-
struction of student services bldg F13,4A:1 Contract awarded for $5.53
million Student Activities Bldg N15,5A:1

--University of Ark (Pine Bluff): $1 million released for renova-
tion of Woodward Hall F13,4A:1 Contract awarded for $7.75 million
Physical Educ and Recreation bldg N15,5A:1 Board of Trustees agrees to
lobby hard for funds to renovate Caldwell Hall D13,10A:1

--University of Central Ark: Funds released for renovation of field
house F13,4A:1

Community Colleges. Request for
community coll In Bentonville-Rogers
area deferred Jy19,4A:1 Legislative
panel recommends a community coll at
Mena; Higher Education Dept Director
Michael Elliott will recommend school
only as part of strategy of con-
solidating community colleges and voc-
cational schools N19,4A:1 Gazette
says Mena should have a college after
the state properly funds existing
schools N24,10A:1 Bill filed in
Legis would increase Interest rate to
10 pct for bonds sold to finance coll
improvements D19,12A:5

Crimes and Criminals
--Arkansas State Univ: State Bd
of Higher Educ approves bachelor In
sacred music Ap19,10A:7 Board of
Higher Education defers request for
master of fine arts program until
weaknesses In undergraduate program
are corrected Jy19,4A:1

Curricula
See also Nursing and Nurses
--Arkansas State Univ: State Bd
of Higher Educ approves bachelor In
sacred music Ap19,10A:7 Board of
Higher Education defers request for
master of fine arts program until
weaknesses In undergraduate program
are corrected Jy19,4A:1

--Arkansas Tech Univ: Degree
program In hotel-motel mgmt approved
by Higher Education Bd Jy19,4A:1
Associate degree in mining and miners-
tals technology approved by Higher
Education Bd 02,4A:1 Unique program
allows concentration in poultry
business and agriculture finance N11,
6C:3 Arkansas Mining Institute will
be eliminated If Governor-elect Frank
D. White's budget proposal stands
N25,1A:2 Dr Kenneth Kersh says
Mining and Mineral Institute will not
be dropped D21,5A:1

--Southern Ark Univ: State Bd of
Higher Educ approves master degree In
secondary educ In reading Ap19,10A:7

better than they were; plaintiff ad-
mits she once had sexual relations
with Bobo at an apt bldg where they
both lived F13,10A:1 Bobby Duckworth
testifies woman invited herself to
dorm; names of Danny Walters, Gary
Stiggers and Ozzie Riley come up in
testimony F14,8A:1 Bobo and Forrest
testify about Incident; case goes to
jury F15,4A:1 Bobo and Forrest ac-
quitted of rape charges F16,1A:2
Correction on testimony of Forrest
F16,2A:3 Randy Wessinger, a football
player at UA-F charged with theft of
pizza Ap2,2C:1 Razorback football
player Darryl Bowles gets 2-yr term
in Tenn for theft Ap29,1C:1 Bowles
sentence reduced to 90 days My2,1C:3
Anthony Bruce Cullum, a UAF student
charged with attempt to commit murder
in shooting of Instructor Heimer
Peter Blesel at home My13,7A:4
Coach Lou Holtz expresses sur-
prise at Bowles' guilty plea My15,1C:1
Darryl Bowles to be released from
penal farm this week Jy24,1C:7

See also Nursing and Nurses

--Arkansas State Univ: State Bd
of Higher Educ approves bachelor In
sacred music Ap19,10A:7 Board of
Higher Education defers request for
master of fine arts program until
weaknesses In undergraduate program
are corrected Jy19,4A:1

--Arkansas Tech Univ: Degree
program In hotel-motel mgmt approved
by Higher Education Bd Jy19,4A:1
Associate degree in mining and miners-
tals technology approved by Higher
Education Bd 02,4A:1 Unique program
allows concentration in poultry
business and agriculture finance N11,
6C:3 Arkansas Mining Institute will
be eliminated If Governor-elect Frank
D. White's budget proposal stands
N25,1A:2 Dr Kenneth Kersh says
Mining and Mineral Institute will not
be dropped D21,5A:1

--Southern Ark Univ: State Bd of
Higher Educ approves master degree In
secondary educ In reading Ap19,10A:7
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--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Panel of UA Bd of Trustees approves changes in College of Engineering Ja20,10A:3 Winthrop Rockefeller Fdn and UA match funds to be used to assist blacks to enroll and complete engineering program Ap24,8A:4 Doctorate in adult educ approved by Higher Educ Bd 02,4A:1

--University of Ark (Little Rock): Master of Business Adm program undergoes changes to meet needs of students, Industry Mr14,7C:1 Saudia Arabia officials evaluate English as a Foreign Language program at UALR My16,11C:1 Master's degree in applied math to be offered this fall; program transferred from UA Graduate Institute of Technology Jy31,4C:1

See also US Armament-Reserves--ROTC


--University of Central Ark: Proposal made by UCA to establish a School of Technical Science 017,10A:3

See also Nursing and Nurses Discrimination. More speed in desegregation at coils urged by Dr T. Michael Elliott 025,4A:5

--Henderson State Univ: Sex bias suit filed against Univ by Howard Lee Kilby who sought position as head resident in women's dorm 08, 22A:1

--University of Ark (Little Rock): Kenneth L. Williams files suit alleging UALR is biased against blacks Jy2,9A:5

Employees

See also Colleges-Discrimination

Colleges-Teachers and Administrators

Enrollment. Arkansas Legislative Council asks that colleges in state not allow Iranians to enroll or have student orgn offices on campus My17, 2A:7 Gazette suggests colleges disregard ALC request to ban Iranian students My21,20A:1 Arkansas State Univ to heed ALC call to ban Iranians; other schools react cautiously My22,13A:6 Board at ASU must decide on Iranians, trustee says My23,9A:1 University of Arkansas Bd of Trustees to ask Attorney General about ban on Iranian students; loss of federal funds feared My31,5A:1 University of Central Arkansas Board bars further enrollment of Iranians Jy19,7A:3 Colleges cannot prevent Iranians from enrolling, state Attorney General rules Jy20,12A:7 Gazette lauds opinion allowing Iranians to enroll Jy21,14A:1 Statistics on college enrollment by blacks in Ark show increase in number of part-time students Jy27,13A:1

See also Iranians in Ark

--Arkansas Tech Univ: Board votes to limit enrollment of foreign students to no more than a dozen Ag24,11A:1

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): President James Martin warns that enrollment may be limited if money woes persist S5,5A:2 Fall enrollment rises by 415 to total of 15,604 S19,10A:5 Board of Trustees authorizes preparation of plan to limit enrollment to present figure of 15,600 D13,10A:1

--University of Ark (Little Rock): Fall enrollment rises by 404 to total of 9,686 S19,10A:5 University has 121 foreign students, including 37 Iranians S28,7A:1

--University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): Fall enrollment rises by 121 students to total 1,735 S19,10A:5

--University of Ark (Monticello): Fall enrollment rises by 360 to total of 2,031 S19,10A:5

--University of Ark (Pine Bluff): Fall enrollment rises by 266 students to total of 3,022 S19,10A:5

Equal Educational Opportunity. Black student Dana Williams files racial bias suit over denial of permission to take practice teaching
course at UALR Ja25,6A:5 State Attorney General rules state universities must not ask applicants for admission if they are handicapped, but may make inquiries later and bar students if they would lower a program's standards. Je7,10A:3 Officials say schools lost ground in desegregation, cite statistics on enrollment and retention of blacks. Jy31,8A:1 Regional meeting of delegates from 14 states ends in discord over presence of Civil Rights Office personnel. Agl,14A:3

Federal Aid
--Garland County: $93,000 grant from US Education Office recd for program for disadvantaged. Ag9,16A:5

--Southern Arkansas Univ: Grant of $381,000 recd from federal Education Dept for program develop. Jy31,5A:2

Fees and Costs. Funds for higher educ dropping, Dr G. Robert Ross says; House defeated bill to give $2.5 million of windfall revenues to coi ls. Ja24,5A:4 Tuition Increase of 20 pct urged by Higher Education Dept. Ag20,1A:2 Tuition Increase recom-mended by Higher Education; suggested fee schedule. Ag21,4A:1 Editorial on proposed tuition increases. Ag24,2E:1 Dr G. Robert Ross says coi ls lose 4 pct enrollment for each $100 increase in fees. S24,5A:2 Gov Bill Clinton tells presidents he is undecided on tuition increase. S25,8A:4 Higher tuition charges would put state 3rd among southern states as pct of state per capita income. S30,4A:3 Petition drive starts at University of Ark at Little Rock against increase. 03,8A:6 Students meet with officials, discuss tuition. 018,9A:1

--Arkansas State Univ: Room and board fees raised. Ap1,5A:4 Board Pres Ben McGee critical of tuition rise, does not expect ASU to adopt 20 pct increase. S1,10A:5

--Arkansas Tech Univ: Room and board fees to rise by $100 per sem-ester. Ap19,6A:4

--Southern Ark Univ: Room, board fees increased. Ap13,7A:1

--University of Ark: Increase in tuition may be needed, Dr James E. Martin says S17,12A:1

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Tuition 2nd lowest in region. S29,4A:2

--University of Central Ark: Fee increase approved. Ap10,10A:4

Gifts. Private funding drops at colleges in Ark; totals for 5 top private coi ls in state listed. Je7,8A:4

--Arkansas College: Drive begins to collect $10 million by 1989 for endowment and facilities. O23,20A:6 Gifts of $2 million and of $500,000 recd from 2 families who live in Ark. D10,1A:5 Grant of $50,000 received from Kodak. D20,10C:6

--Arkansas State Univ: Flintrol, Inc of Jonesboro pledges $10,000 for agr scholarship. Ja24,6A:5 Gifts in excess of $100,000 recd O30,14A:7 Barret Hamilton donates $26,000 for new football offices and dressing room. D16,3C:3

--Arkansas Tech Univ: Sidney E. Scisson donates $30,000 for improvements in Engineering Dept. Fl4,10C:5

--College of the Ozarks: Sam and Helen Walton donate $100,000 for endowment fund for president's salary. F23,6A:4

--Harding Univ: Business people in Searcy pledge $546,750 for expansion program. Fl6,10A:2

--Hendrix College: $10,000 gift recd from Dr John H. Wilson. Ag1,10A:8 Habee Fdn will donate $750,000 for renovation of men's dorm if coll matches funds. N1,10A:4 Gift of $10,000 received as memorial to Hudson T. Steele. D12,5A:5

--John Brown Univ: Two grants recd for Learning Resources Center. Ag17,2A:4

--Ouachita Bapt Univ: Share of William and Iilla Webb estate is $110,960. Ja24,6A:4 $380,000 donated to scholarship fund anonymously. Mr30,12A:3

--Southern Baptist Coll: Share of William and Iilla Webb estate is
COLLEGES AND UNIV 1980

---Gifts

$110,960 Ja24,6A:4

--University of Ark: Heirs of Mrs Kate Gaines Broadus Cammack file suit seeking to recover 40-acre Cammack Campus donated to the University of Ark in 1957; heirs contend agreement broken Ja11,9A:1 Cammack Campus use by UALR biology dept was authorized, but word never reached chmn Ja12, 8A:6

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Miss Lily Peter donates $201000 to the $10,000 music scholarship endowment she set up previously Ja26, 7A:6 Bd delays acceptance of $150,000 offered by Rockefeller trust F9,4A:4 Agronomy Dept at UAF receives grant of $42,065 from American Soybean Assn Mr22,10A:4 $265,600 in donations made to College of Engineering N30,8E:6

--University of Ark (Little Rock): Miss Blanche Thebom establishes $25,000 endowment at UALR library for promotion of opera Je15,4A:4 Council begins effort to attract gifts to UALR by business Jy24,6C:1 Donaghey Fdn gives $157,000 for enrichment Ag1,13A:1

--University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): Pharmacy school receives $17,100 grant from National Science Fdn F8,7A:1

--University of Ark (Pine Bluff): Grant of $90,000 received at Althelmer Fdn for completion of agr research center Mr22,10A:5

Grading of Students. Survey shows most colleges in state are going back to the basics in requiring proficiency in use of English before graduation Ja30,18B:5

--University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): Seniors at UAMSC College of Medicine score high on FLEX tests; quality faculty credited Ap24,11A:1

--University of Ark (Little Rock): Writing proficiency exam to be required at UALR Ja11,7A:1

Graduates and Graduation

---Phander Smith Coll: About 80 seniors to graduate My4,14A:3

---University of Ark (Little Rock): Degrees to be awarded to 950 candidates My16,7A:4 Survey of 1979 UALR graduates released Jy22,2B:3

---University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): 351 graduates listed My7,12A:2

---University of Central Ark: Record number of 698 degrees to be awarded My4,10A:1

Halls of Fame and Other Honors.

---Southern Arkansas University (Magnolia): Duddy Waller to be honored posthumously as distinguished graduate 015,4C:3

Libraries and Librarians. Dr Michael Elliott tells Higher Educ Bd he has recommended to Gov Clinton that coll libraries be given top priority in share of capital improvement funds F2,9A:1 $1 million released for purchases at state schools F13, 4A:1 Higher Education Dept seeks to improve libraries Ap19,10A:7

---University of Ark: Budgets emphasize increased holdings at campuses in system; UAF expects to add 30,000 holdings in next few mos Ap26,6A:6

---University of Ark (Little Rock): Papers of prominent Ark families, including the Terrys, Fletchers and Remmels go to UALR archives; Remmel material traces Republican Party in state S14,8A:1 Winthrop Rockefeller papers given to library N22,7A:1

---University of Central Ark: Increased use of Torreyson Library attributed to new style of teaching by younger faculty and emphasis by UCA adm Ja20,16G:3

Police and Security. College campus terminal link to state crime information data bank to be monitored to see if only use is to find parking violators, Tommy Robinson says Ja7, 3A:6

Religious Practices.

---University of Central Ark: State Attorney General issues opinion that UCA cannot use student fees to aid campus religious orgns My22,4A:6

Research. Ten colls in state to
participate in program aimed at stimulating scientific research. National Science Fdn selects Ark to fund 10 research projects on college campuses.

-University of Ark (Fayetteville): Dr. Jerry Havens gets $343,137 grant to study spread of gases accidentally released. Grant fosters laser use in research at University of Ark at Fayetteville.

See also Alcohol as Fuel

Scholarships, Fellowships and Student Loans. Gov Clinton signs bill increasing funds for grants-in-aid through Higher Educ Dept. State Student Loan Authority may run out of funds unless bonds sold by August. Student Loan Authority approves $3 million in bonds to finance student loans. State Student Loan Guarantee Fdn has new policy of going to court against defaulters. Governor-elect Frank D. White does not favor $3 million scholarship program of Dept of Higher Education; Legislative Council concerned about possible fraud. Bill increasing funds for grants-in-aid through Higher Educ Dept.

Compensation averages at colleges in Ark as reflected in AAUP survey; national statistics listed for comparison. Higher Education Bd makes recommendations on maximum salaries for administrators and faculty; President of University of Arkansas system could receive $75,000. Charles Hughes Ir points out real condition of salaries, says teachers seldom receive maximum approved.

See also

Ark-Government Employees--Ethics

--Philander Smith Coll: Panel of American Association of University Professors says 3 teachers were dismissed for criticism of president Walter Hazzard. Judge orders reinstatement and back pay for art instructor Ralph Odom.

American Association of University Professors censures coll over firings of teachers in 1978. Ralph Odom rehired in compliance with ct order; Judge Glaze ruled Odom was fired for shoplifting, which was not sufficient "moral misconduct" to justify firing him.

--Phillips County: Federal Judge Oren Harris rules coll violated rights of Marlon L. Hickingbottom in refusal to renew his contract in 1978; damages payment to be ordered.

--University of Ark: Board adopts policy that removes any maximum or minimum time to receive tenure.

--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Dr. Boris M. Schein, a renowned...
mathematician who fled Russia last year, joins faculty of University of Ark at Fayetteville Jel0,5A:1 Article on Dr Schein 029,8B:1

---University of Ark (Little Rock): Marxist professor Dr Grant Cooper seeks payment from UALR for 1979 pay judgment Ja15,5A:4 UALR resists order to pay Grant Cooper Ja19,5A:1 Dismissal of math teacher, Caroline Campbell, supported in ruling by Judge Richard S. Arnold F15,10A:5 Suit settled for $55,000; Dr Grant Cooper gives up claims to tenure and reinstatement Mr25,4A:3 Dr Thompson, a faculty member at UALR, has cleaned up his personal life, extends task to cleaning church and day care center Ap8,18:2 Dr Grant Cooper settled lawsuit to avoid second firing by UALR, principals say; Cooper says his love affair with communism has cooled Jel0,6A:6

---University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): Former UAMSC dean, Dr Stanley G. Mittelstaedt, loses age discrimination suit In federal ct Mr7,5A:7

---University of Ark (Monticello): Forestry alumni to honor Henry Chamberlin, who is retiring as professor at UAM My1,8B:1

---University of Ark (Pine Bluff): Dr Rachel Greer files sex discrimination suit against UAPB My14,4A:1 Raymond Russell sues In federal ct to enjoin bd from firing him because of age Ag6,11A:1 Federal Judge gets motion to force rehiring of Russell Ag19,5A:6 Federal Judge G. Thomas Eisele dismisses Russell suit to bar retirement at age 67 S12,6A:6

Teaching Methods, Alms and Objectives. Hendrix Coll professor Harold Allen uses 'alpha state' method to teach German language F5,4B:1

Wages and Hours. Higher Education Dept intends to aggressively support salary improvements Ap19,10A:7 Average salary at Ark 4-yr schools is lowest of 14 Southern states, SREB repts Je3,3A:5

---Arkansas State Univ: Faculty depressed by low salaries; ASU ranks behind Fayetteville and Little Rock campuses of University of Ark Jy9,4B:1

---University of Ark: Board approves salary increases of about 7 pct on most campuses; rate higher at UAF and UALR Ap26,6A:6

---University of Ark (Fayetteville): Pay differences between male and female employees of the Cooperative Extension Service of the University of Arkansas noted My15,11A:1 State Repr Carolyn Pollan seeks back pay for home economics agents who were paid less than agr extension agents by Co-operative Extension Service Ag21,13A:1

---University of Ark (Little Rock): Classified employees at UALR form panel to seek better pay F21,7C:8 Federal Ct rules UALR did not discriminate in pay of Mrs Mary Alice Orahood Ap17,9A:6 Greater pay raises must wait, nonacademic staff at UALR told Je25,10A:6

---University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus): Sickout planned by employees over low pay is delayed F7,10A:4 Employees and officials discuss pay scale F8,4A:1 Chancellor Harry Ward to meet with state officials and legislators about raises F14,8A:6 Dr Harry P. Ward presents pay raise request to legislative com which says overall pay cannot increase until 1981 F26,5A:1

COLOR TILE, INC
Wood tile plant opens at Melbourne Ja6,8E:3

COLORED PEOPLE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
Lynda Johnson Robb to be keynote speaker at Little Rock awards dinner My20,7A:5 Wiley Branton receives award Je15,13A:2

See also
Ark-Human Services Dept
Ark-Rehabilitation Services Div
Education-Little Rock--Student Activities
   King, Martin Luther Jr
   Police-State Police
COLUMBIA COUNTY
   See also Tornadoes
COLUMBIA RIBBON AND CARBON MFG CO, INC
   Blytheville plant closes; 350 employees out of work N20,13A:1 Firm seeks financing so plant can reopen N21,7A:2 Governor Bill Clinton criticizes sudden closing of plant N22,8A:1 Blytheville residents may face tax increase to take up construction debt under Amdt 49 bonds N25,9C:8 Workers get last pay check N27,12A:1
COMMERCIAL BANK (ALMA)
   Banking Bd denies request for Oyer branch Ja16,10A:1
COMMERCIAL BANK AND TRUST CO (MONTICELLO)
   Trial opens on charges of fraud in loan case of Thomas Boyd Kellum Sr Ap29,7A:5 Faked documents used to get $1.5 million loan to Dufold, Inc, witness says Ap30,8A:1 Documents valid, Thomas Boyd Kellum Sr testifies My1,6A:1 Kellum convicted of fraud My2,20A:4 Branch robbed of large amt of money by 3 masked men My24,7A:2 Kellum gets 4 yrs in forgery case My31,9A:1
COMMERCIAL BANKSTOCK, INC
   Commercial National Bank at Little Rock plans to form holding co Mr16, 5E:6
COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK (LITTLE ROCK)
   American Fidelity Assurance Co sues bank and Edward E. Davis alleging negligence In allowing Davis to embezzle $283,779 from Arkansas State Employees Insurance Fund My21,11A:1 See also
   Commercial Bankstock, Inc Scholarships (gen)
COMMISSION...
   Note: Names of commissions are inverted and filed under the key word in the name; commissions of govt bodies are filed under the name of the govt body creating them.
COMMITTEE...
   Note: Names of committees are inverted and filed under the key word in the name, e.g., Racism, Committee Against
COMMON CAUSE
   See also
   Ark-constitution
   Ark-Elections--Governor
   Energy and Power
COMMONER, BARRY
   See also
   Presidential Election of 1980
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
   See also Vidlark Electronics
COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA
   See also General Telephone Co
COMMUNIST PARTY USA
   Arkansas Attorney Gen Steve Clark rules law banning party candidates for ballot is invalid Jy22,6A:6
COMMUNITY ANTENNA TV
   See Television
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
   See Colleges-Community Coll
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
   See Area Planning
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1977 (CDBG)
   See also
   Area Planning and Renewal
COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT OF 1973 (CETA)
   Council seeks $10 million to employ 10,000 youths in Ark this summer F13, 4A:1 Gov Bill Clinton plans to move CETA mgmt to Employment Security Div Jel,4A:1 Legislative Joint Budget Com asks delay in plan to move CETA Jel2,12A:1 Legislative Council asks delay on transfer Jel4,1A:3 Host on special legislative panel approve transfer of CETA to ESD Jy4,13A:1 Legislative panel requests that CETA program not be transferred Ag22,11A:4 See also
   Labor-Unemployment
   Manpower Consortium, Central Ark Opportunities Industrialization Center
   Ozark Institute
COMPTON
See also Education-Compton

COMPTON, WILLIAM CLAUDE
Acquitted slaying suspect planning book on trial, time in jail F3,6A:6

COMPUTERS
See Data Processing

CONCERTS
See Music

CONE, J. CARROLL
See also Aviation Hall of Fame, Ark

CONFIDENTIALITY
See Privacy, Right of

CONGRESS (US)
See US-Congress

CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS
See Ark-Elections--Congress

CONNALLY, JOHN BOWDEN
See also Presidential Election of 1980-Republican

CONSERVATION
See also Civilian Conservation Corps
Energy and Power
Young Adult Conservation Corps

CONSERVATION COALITION, ARKANSAS
See also Water

CONSERVATISM, POLITICAL
Article says political thought takes another swing Mr23,1F:2 Article on rise of new right, whose spokesmen are now women who are angry about ERA and other issues Mr24,1B:2

Secular humanism emerges as new enemy Mr25,1B:2 Lessons in morality urged in public classrooms Mr26,1B:2 Values clarification programs in public schools attacked as humanism Mr27,1B:2

CONSORTIUMS
See Colleges (gen)
Educational Consortium, Joint (Arkadelphia)

CONSTITUTION (ARK)
See Ark-Constitution

CONSTRUCTION
See Building

CONSUMER PROTECTION
See also Public Utilities
US-Congress (Ark Delegation)

CONSUMER RESEARCH, ARKANSAS (ORGN)
Article on numerous interventions by ACR into public utility rate increase requests 026,1F:5
See also Ark-Constitution

CONTACT (ORGANIZATION)
See Crisis Intervention

CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE CO
See also Telephones

CONTRACTS
See also Bank of Montgomery County
National Leasing Corp

CONVENTIONS AND CONGRESSES
See also Parks (gen)--Petit Jean
Also see geog heads

CONWAY
City Council proposed privilege tax on businesses stirs controversy Ja20,10A:1 1979 saw industrial growth Ja20,19G:4 Election to be held on plan to raise money Ja23,3A:7

Poll of chamber of commerce shows privilege tax opposition Ja24,8A:6 Voters turn down privilege tax and a public safety fee Mr26,3A:1 Dispute between city officials and Faulkner County Taxpayers Assn escalates Ap6,9A:1 Greathouse Cabin lets history live My4,15G:4

See also Cypress Creek
Disasters
Education-Conway
Electric Light and Power
Fast (James G.) Company
Independent Living Services, Inc
Methodist Church-Conway
Nabnoltz Construction Co
Police-Conway
Sunday Observance
Valley Industries, Inc
Ward Industries, Inc

CONWAY COUNTY
Taxpayer suit filed against County Judge David Trafford and 5 JPs asking that they personally repay $135,393 the county borrowed from a bank in 1978; loan was repaid in 1979 by the county Mr5,6A:5 Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former County Judge Tom Scott in bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8 General election
returns N6,5A:1
See also
Hawkins, Marlin
Liquor
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
COOLEY, J. F.
See also Police-State Police
COON, KEN
See also Ark-Local Services Dept
COON SUPPER (GILLETTE)
See Gillette
COOPER COMMUNITIES
See also
Bella Vista Village
Cherokee Village
Hot Springs Village
COOPER, W. GRANT
See also Colleges-Teachers--UALR
COORS (ADOLPH) CO
Arkansas AFL-CIO will boycott product in Ark Ja16,8A:8 Firm announces distributorships in Ark;
Razorback coach Lou Holtz among those selected Ja19,6B:1 Lou Holtz withdraws as Investor Ja22,2A:7 Holtz decision not result of University pressure, Louis L. Ramsay says Ja23, 5A:1 Holtz refuses comment Ja24, 11A:8 Editors comment on Holtz as as investor Ja27,3E:2 Two wholesale permits granted by ABC Mr1,9A:1
Arkansas is testing site for Coors marketing plan Ag24,5E:1 Firm benefitting from new marketing concepts in Ark Ag31,5E:1
See also Alumina Ceramics, Inc
COORS PORCELAIN CO
See also Alumina Ceramics, Inc
COPYRIGHTS
See also Arts Center, Arkansas
CORBIN, DONALD
See also
Ark-Elections--Court of Appeals
CORD-CHARLOTTE SCHOOL DIST
See Education-Cord Charlotte
CORN, MARTHA VICKERS
Writer, poet, prize winner dies Jy30,14A:7
CORNING
See also
Gas (Fuel)

CORPORATIONS
Taxation
See
Taxation-Income
Taxation-Real Estate and Other Property
COSSATOT RIVER
See also Rivers
COTTON
Searcy County family has kept a bale of cotton 52 yrs Fl3,4B:4
COTTON BELT RAILROAD
Cotton Belt to end operations on Rock Island Lines' Brinkley-Little Rock-Fordyce route; Brinkley to Memphis route kept; Missouri Pacific to operate between Hazen and Little Rock My31,1A:5
COUNSELING
Article on use of hypnotherapy as a counseling tool in solving problems of smoking, overeating, poor concentration and lack of confidence N12, 1B:4
See also
Crisis Intervention
Religion and Churches
COUNTERFEITING
Secret Service seizes $1 million in counterfeit $20 bills at Benton; 3 men arrested F27,1A:2 Bogus bills found in Conway and Faulkner Counties Mr8,6A:4
See also
Prisons-Ark State--Industries
COUNTIES, ARKANSAS ASSOCIATION OF
See also Ark-Constitution
COUNTY GOVERNMENT
See
Ark-Local Govt; also see geog heads
COUNTY JUDGES, ARKANSAS ASSOCIATION OF
Officials elected at state conv Ja10,5A:4
COUPONS
See Premiums
COURTS (ARK)
Note: Court decisions and orders are entered under subjects
... Editors puzzled by Attorney Gen
Steve Clark's reaction to ruling that press cannot be barred from court hearings Ja6,3E:4 State Supreme Ct refuses to clarify its order to allow press to be present for hearings Ja8,8A:1 Panel in House gives approval to introduction of proposed constitutional amdt to restructure ct system Ja10,7A:1 Emergency fund to be proposed to help counties pay cost of operating courts when co funds are low Ja10,12A:1 Gov Clinton questions source of funds for judicial aid for counties Ja11,3A:1 House will consider ct structure Ja11,4A:8 Gazette ed sees proposed $2.5 million fund proposal as step in right direction for helping counties Ja11,16A:1 Article discusses current proposals for judicial reform Ja13,1E:5 Dumas paper comments on ct order allowing press at hearings Ja13,3E:1 Legislature completes action on proposed judicial amdt that would allow the Legls to estab the jurlsdiction and geographic venue of all the state's courts Ja17,1A:3 House of Delegates of Arkansas Bar votes to keep secret results of ratings of judges Ja20,3A:1 William E. Beaumont Jr asks Legls Joint Budget Com to help counties with ct costs Ja22,6A:4 Legislature approves $50,000 to aid counties with expense of trials Ja24,4A:7 Gov Bill Clinton signs act to require Judicial Dept to determine before assigning a special judge to a civil case that is a yr old that the lawyer is not at fault in delay Ja26,1A:4 Gov Clinton signs bill giving 10 pct pay raise to chancery, circuit and Supreme Ct judges Ja26,1A:4 Court expenses exceeded by revenues they produce, study shows F24,11A:1 Rare situation exposes flaw of plea-bargaining system Mr23,16A:1 Study recommends state pay operating costs of circuit and chancery cts Ap27,4A:1 Arkansas Judicial Council softens gag rule on rating of judges by Arkansas Bar Assn My24,4A:4 State Supreme Court Chief Justice John S. Fogleman urges end to ban on cameras in courtroom Je8,14A:1 Batesville paper discusses issues in costs of operating courts Jy27,3E:4 Backers of plan to select appellate judges by merit outline proposal 05,13A:1 Only 15 jurists have released results of Arkansas Bar Assn rating; response by lawyers tapering off 010,10A:1 Legislative panel recommends hefty salary boosts 018,6A:1 Gazette supports passage of merit plan for selecting judges for Court of Appeals and Supreme Court 026,2E:1 Voters decide to elect judges rather than use merit system N5,1A:2 Summons delivery to kin or employee is not proper, Ark Court of Appeals rules D4,15A:1 Photographing, broadcasting of trials in Ark to be allowed as experiment D9,1A:1 See also Ark-Elections--Chancery Cts Children and Youth Freedom of the Press ... Chancery Courts --Dist 3: Chancellor Robert H. Dudley releases his ratings and criticism Ag24,10A:4 --Dist 4: Chancellor John Linebarger and Jack Ray forfeit bonds on charge of interfering with Army Engineer park ranger at Beaver Lake Ja22,4A:6 Chancellor John Linebarger releases his ratings by lawyers Jy15,9A:4 Editor commends Chancellor John Linebarger's example Jy16,16A:1 Chancellor Thomas F. Butt releases his Arkansas Bar Assn rating Jy28,3A:2 --Dist 6: Chancellor Thomas A. Glaze releases his rating by lawyers 028,11A:6 Gov Bill Clinton appts David B. Bogard to Chancellor post D23,3A:3 --Dist 20: Chancellor Dan Stephens releases his ratings by lawyers S17,10A:6 Circuit Courts --Dist 2: H. P. Cash III pleads guilty to marijuana charge and charge of selling stolen property; case had led to filing of public
bribery charges against Deputy Prosecutor Henry Swift Ja26,6A:1
--Dist 3: Judge Andrew G. Ponder releases his evaluation by lawyers S4,7A:6
--Dist 4: Judge Mahlon G. Gibson releases his Arkansas Bar Assn rating Jy28,3A:2
--Dist 6: Efficiency to be sought by assigning criminal cases to Judge Lowber Hendricks and civil cases to Judge Perry V. Whitmore Ja5,7A:3
State Supreme Ct strikes down Act 629 of 1979 which empowered Circuit Judge Richard B. Atkinson to set pay of 2 ct employees; Judge William E. Beaumont Jr had sought reversal of local legislation Ja15,5A:1
Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley hires his son, William C. Bentley, as investigator, says nepotism not involved Ja17,6A:5
Lee A. Munson must repay Pulaski County only $335 state Supreme Ct rules Jy1,5A:6
Gov Bill Clinton appts Harlan A. Weber to judgeship D23,3A:3
See also
Pulaski County--Finances--Budget
--Dist 14: Judge Robert W. McCorkindale releases his rating by lawyers 013,3A:1
--Dist 15: Judge Charles H. Eddy releases his ratings Jy23,15A:1
--Dist 18 East: Conflict develops between Judge Henry M. Britt and Chancellor James M. Chesnutt with JPs over pay for ct employees Ja20,12A:1
Unofficial opinion of state Attorney General's office questions 1979 law on salaries of court employees of Dist 18-East Ag12,3A:1
--Dist 19: Judge Carl Bonner releases his Bar Assn rating 017,15A:8
--Dist 20: State Court of Appeals assails remarks of Judge George F. Hartje during trial S4,5A:1
Judge George Hartje releases his rating by lawyers S17,10A:6
Court of Appeals. Article of Judge Marion Penix F3,1F:2
Chief Judge Ernie Wright reviews and analyzes work of the ct My30,23A:1
Judge James H. Pilkington releases his rating by lawyers Jy19,5A:3
Judge David Newbern releases his ratings Jy22,6A:7
Judge Ernie Wright and Paul Jameson release ratings Jy30,15A:1
Judge Steele Hays receives high ratings from bar Ag28,6A:7
Judge Marlan F. Penix releases her rating by lawyers S17,10A:6
Judge George Howard Jr releases his Bar Assn rating 014,6A:3
Legislative panel agrees 7th judge needed on ct; proposal made that chief judge be 7th member and be elected at-large 018,6A:1
W. Harold Flowers named to fill unexpired term of Judge Howard N27,5A:2
Judges draw lots for staggered terms D17,7A:1
See also
Ark-Elections--Court of Appeals ...
Supreme Ct
Note: Decisions and orders of the ct are entered under subject ...
program designed to assist first offenders N16,1F:6

Family Courts (Proposed). Legislative panel to study proposal to set up family courts in each county with sweeping jurisdiction over divorce, adoption and juvenile crimes Je27, 11A:1

Municipal Courts. State Supreme Ct rules municipal cts have authority to handle small claims cases in disputes between residents of different counties F20,9A:7

--Bauxite: Suit in federal court alleges kangaroo court operates to raise revenue; $1.25 million sought from city officials S5,6A:1

--Benton: Judge Sam Ed Gibson under fire for handling of drunken driving cases O29,9A:1

--Hot Springs:

See also Crime and Crmlns--Ball

--Little Rock: Student study of ct says rule is guilty until proven innocent My20,8A:7 Municipal Judge Jack Holt to retire at end of this yr Je22,8A:1 Methods used raise questions 019,1A:2 Pact with prosecutor increases docket, fines O20, 1A:4 Income from small claims cases only fraction of yearly revenue O21, 3A:6

--Pulaski County: Suit challenges 1979 law that created Pulaski County Municipal Ct Ap30,9A:5

--Rogers: Municipal Judge Stephen A. Geigle resigns under pressure F9, 5A:1 Ivan Cagle pleads innocent to charge of threatening economic reprisal against Judge Geigle F11,5A:1 Cagle pleads innocent F15,6A:7 Ivan Cagle found innocent on charge of attempt to influence a public servant Mr21,14A:6

COURTS (US)

Circuit Courts (Dist 8). Chief judge-designate Donald Lay lauds nomination of Richard S. Arnold to seat on ct JAl,9A:1 Judge Richard Arnold lists net worth of $132,414 to Senate panel Ja5,4A:3 Senate panel approves nomination of Richard Arnold F20,1A:3 Richard S. Arnold confirmed by Senate F21,7A:1 Article on Judge Richard S. Arnold and his style Mr3, 1B:4 Richard S. Arnold sworn in at Little Rock before large group of judicial and political leaders Mr8, 4A:1

Federal Dist (Ark): John E. Walker again asks Judge Elsijane Trimble Roy to clarify her stand in disqualifying herself after his remark that federal judiciary is racist Ja9,7A:1 Henry Woods shows income in 1979 was $197,000 Ja9,12A:3 John Walker's comments that federal judiciary is racist prompts campaign of letters to House of Delegates of the Arkansas Bar Assn seeking condemnation of Walker and Eugene Hunt; Walker says Arkansas Bar also has history of racism Ja6,5A:1 Judge Roy refuses to alter her stand on remarks made by John Walker Ja17,1A:2 Gazette opposes bar adoption of resolution on Walker Ja17,14A:1 Former Ark Supreme Ct Justice Jim Johnson defends Walker's right to criticize federal cts Ja17,14A:3 Arkansas Bar tables action on Walker's charge of racism Ja20,1A:2 Leadership Roundtable questions fitness of Judge Roy to pass judgment on cases of blacks; Vashti O. Varnado was member of drafting com Ja22,2A:2 Robert McIntosh throws surprise party for judge Roy, wishes everyone was her kind of "racist" Ja24,4A:6 Pine Bluff paper says Arkansas Bar has taken a stand for moral impotence Ja27,3E:4 John F. Wells, a Little Rock publisher, tells Senate panel hearing on nomination of Henry Woods that Woods record tainted by highway scandals during McMath adm F8,1A:4 Senate panel approves nomination of Henry Woods F20,1A:3 Henry Woods confirmed by sen F21,7A:1 Woods names his clerks F21,7A:1 Judge Elsijane Roy disqualifies herself in racial bias suit against St Vincent because John Walker is lawyer for plaintiffs F23,6A:4 Archie
Schaffer pleased with outcome of Woods appmt episode F24,2E:3 Some leaders unaware Pres Carter had pledged to name blacks Mr2,1A:2 Henry Woods sworn in as judge Mr15, 12A:1 Article on Judge Woods and his new role Mr19,1B:2 George Howard Jr nominated for judge by Pres Carter; Howard would be first black to serve in Ark My31,10A:6 Judge G. Thomas Eisele named best judge in US Eighth Circuit in poll Je26,8A:1 Judge Paul X. Williams to seek senior status; move opens vacancy In Western Dist of Ark Je27,9A:1 Judge Henry Woods critical of attorney John W. Walker for not complying with the judge's direction for submitting legal conclusions Jy30,4A:6 Attorney John W. Walker replies to Judge Henry Woods in a critical 3-page letter that called for judge to put matter into better perspective Jy31,14A:7 Federal Judge G. Thomas Eisele disqualifies himself in race bias suit against Union National Bank because of insinuations by attorney John Walker that judge might be partial S5,1A:2 John W. Walker and P. A. Hollingsworth say disqualification by Judge Eisele leaves implication that they were petty, unprofessional; Judge denies motion for explanation for his action S9,5A:6 Republicans delay nomination of George Howard for judgeship S11,1A:5 Early nomination of George Howard Jr to federal judge post urgent, Senator David Pryor says S14,1A:5 Judge G. Thomas Eisele suggests study of merger of Eastern and Western Dists; gets opposition S16, 1A:5 Gazette comments on delay in Howard nomination S16,10A:1 Nomination of George Howard clears Sen panel S18,1A:8 George Howard Jr wins Senate approval S30,1A:3 Proposed closing of courtrooms made by US officials brings objections from Judge G. Thomas Eisele O9,1A:4 Judge William R. Overton strongly opposes idea of closing courtrooms O10,6A:1 Delegate oppose closings O11,6A:1 Article reviews achievements of Judge George Howard Jr O30,1B:4 George Howard Jr takes oath, calls event a social milestone O31,10A:1 Arkansas Bar Assn panel suggests all 7 judges test dist merger plan before it is adopted N2,20A:1 John W. Walker refuses to testify in case before Judge Elsijane Trimble Roy; Walker says Judge Trimble has conspicuous bias toward him D16,4A:4 Eastern District adopts equal opportunity plan for its employees D19,10A:1
See also Legal Profession
Supreme Court. Former law clerk Al Ten Gates of Little Rock, comments on accuracy of new book, The Brethren Ja23,1B:2
Cove Creek
See also Water Pollution
Cox Cotton Company
First Tennessee Bank gets court order halting shipment of grains from warehouses owned by Donald, George and Robert James; grain was put up as collateral for $3 million loan Ag12, 5A:1 Bankruptcy plans, 5 petitions filed by James family of Corning Ag13, 11C:1 Three firms' assets surpass debts Ag19,7A:6 Audit indicates $225,000 in sorghum may be missing Ag21,5C:2 Judge orders removal of equipment farmers placed in front of James Brothers Co elevators S13,12A:8 Action by bankruptcy ct delayed in James brothers case O28,9A:3 Tennessee bank petitions for forced liquidation for notes James firms signed N8,4A:8 Missouri files appeal to halt grain hearing D20,5A:6
Cozzolino, Charles
See also Arkansas Children's Colony-Conway
Crabtree, Henry
Federal officials transfer Henry Crabtree from Cummins Prison Farm to a federal prison F20,9A:4
See also Murders--Burch
Craighead County
Former County Judge Bill R. Clark indicted on 8 counts of accepting
bribes and kickbacks from road materials supplier, Paul A. Baldwin F22,1A:4 Clark enters innocent plea F27,3A:6 Bill Clark files for election as County Judge Ap3,6A:4 Additional allegations cited in new indictment of Clark Ap25,14A:1 Jack O’Roark testifies he gave County Judge Bill R. Clark goods and cash as kickback for purchases Jy22,9A:1 Clark testifies he never took kickbacks Jy23,6A:1 Clark found guilty of taking bribes and kickbacks Jy24,1A:8 Former County Judge Bill R. Clark gets 3-yr term, $25,000 fine O8,1A:4 General election returns N6,5A:1 CRAIGHEAD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORP Danny Faulk gets 5 yrs, fine for embezzling $67,000 My2,8A:6 CRANMER, MORRIS See also Intox Labs CRATER OF DIAMONDS STATE PARK See Parks (gen)--Crater of Diamonds
CRAWFORD COUNTY
Legislative Joint Audit Com to give findings to prosecutor; probe involves purchases by former County Judge Walter Kaylor and shortage in funds in office of former Circuit Clerk Glen Wisely My31,10A:3 Prosecutor seeks to recover purchasing records from Walter Kaylor and 2 former assistants Jy29,5A:5 Charge of felony theft of county funds placed against Mrs Juanita Rowe, former employee in office of County Judge Ag19,5A:2 Federal judge dismisses suit filed by Walter Kaylor against Prosecutor Ron Fields S24,5A:1 General election returns N6,5A:1
CRAWFORD, GERALD See also Polinsett County
CREATIVE LANDSCAPE, INC See also Architecture
CREDIT
Repr Charles O. Wade Jr expected to introduce bill in Legls to allow state legislature to set Interest rates Ja6,14A:1 Legislature begins work on proposed change in usury law Ja8,1A:2 Legislature studies proposed amdt to allow it to set Interest limit Ja9,4A:1 Legislative panel spends day listening to discussion on allowing Legls to set limit; no action taken Ja10,4A:1 Panel changes usury proposal; rate change to require two-thirds vote of the Legislature Ja12,1A:2 Arkansas automobile dealers losing 3C protection for financing because of 10 pct Interest limit Ja13,5E:1 House passes proposed amdt to allow Legislature to set Interest rate Ja15,1A:2 House roll call vote on proposed amdt on Interest rates Ja15,4A:8 Gazette ed on miscalculation on usury Ja15,10A:1 Senate toy with Interest bill, recesses before vote Ja16,4A:1 Legislature completes action on usury amdt Ja17,1A:3 Attempt to raise ceiling on Interest shifts back to constitutional convention Ja27,5A:1 Committee seeking changes will spend $200,000 Ja27,5A:2 Editors comment on Legislature’s solution to Interest rate problem Ja27,3E:1 Debtor can exempt up to $500 in unpaid wages if sued, Ark Supreme Ct rules F20,9A:7 US Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor sponsor amdt to banking bill to allow override of usury law for state-chartered financial Institutions Mr4,3A:1 Conference com in Cong agrees to override Ark usury law for Ark financial Institutions Mr6,1A:2 Special Judge Bruce T. Bullion rules Arkansas usury law is valid, does not conflict with US Constitution Mr8,1A:6 Tighter restrictions on credit cards would affect Arkansans only slightly Mr17,2A:6 Editor comments on ct ruling that usury limit is legal Mr16,3E:3 Borg-Warner files counterclaim challenging state usury law Mr22,7A:4 Banking bill passed by US House contains 3 provisions affecting usury limit Mr28,2A:3 Senate passes bill on Interest rates, sends it to Pres Mr29,1A:7 Jim Guy Tucker says
Arkansas Delegation silent, absent when usury change passed Cong N2, 14A:1 Proposal for Legis to set ceiling on interest rate goes down to defeat N5, 2A:2 Voters defeat proposed Amdt 60 to state Constitution which would have allowed Legislature to set interest limits N6, 8A:1 Article explores possibilities for consumers in wake of defeat of proposals to raise interest ceiling; federal preemptions explained N16, 5E:4 Aclln Ford contract ruled usurious; title given to Cordells N23, 8A:6 New magic falls in campaign to raise interest limit N23, 5E:2 Charles Ray discusses major effects of the failed efforts to raise interest limit N30, 5E:1 Arkansas Legislative Council urges national interest rate ceiling D4, 2A:3 Backers of plan to change usury law review defeat D7, 5E:1 Arkansas Supreme Court rules that federal Omnibus Banking Act does not pre-empt Ark Constitution's 10 pct interest ceiling on all loans; financial leaders in state of shock D23, 1A:8 Usury ruling puts lenders in confusion; rehearing or clarification to be sought, ruling could be changed when 3 new justices take seats on state Supreme Ct next mo D24, 1A:2 Dr John A. Dominick, professor of banking at University of Ark at Fayetteville, says state Supreme Ct "absolutely dead wrong" in ruling that federal law did not override limit in Ark Constitution D24, 1A:2 Gazette calls ruling a threat to Ark economy D24, 10A:1 Arkansas Supreme Court revises its usury ruling to state that it applied only to the parties and circumstances in the case; financial institutions pleased, but substance of decision is unaltered D30, 1A:8 Governor-elect Frank D. White to back repeal of Interest limit D30, 3A:4

See also
Ark-Constiutition
Bank of Montgomery County
Borg-Warner Acceptance Corp
Collection Agencies
Collection Agencies
Electric Light
Electric Light
Mastic Corp
Mastic Corp
Texarkana
Texarkana
Western Auto Store (Yellville)
Western Auto Store (Yellville)

CREDIT CARDS AND ACCOUNTS
See also Credit
CREDIT RATING AGENCIES
US Circuit Ct of Appeals reverses award to Brenda Thornton in suit against Equifax involving credit rating rep't F28,7A:2
See also

Eoff Real Estate Rental Co
CREDIT UNIONS
See also
Pulaski County Employees Credit Union
Pulaski County Employees Credit Union
Saline County Educational Federal Credit Union
Saline County Educational Federal Credit Union

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Arkansas Supreme Court changes speedy trial rule to be marked by calendar rather than terms of ct Jyl, 8A:5 United States Supreme Court upholds power of Arkansas Supreme Court to modify prison sentences Jyl,13A:3
State Attorney General's Office proposes revision of Act 93 of 1977 which requires minimum sentence for habitual offenders $17,1A:4
See also
Bank Robberies
Bank Robberies
Bribery
Bribery
Capital Punishment
Capital Punishment
Children-Crime
Children-Crime
Colleges
Colleges
Crabtree, Henry
Crabtree, Henry
Cuba-Refugees
Cuba-Refugees
Freedom of the Press
Freedom of the Press
Gambling
Gambling
Kidnapping
Kidnapping
Liquor
Liquor
MURDER
MURDER
Murrell, John A.
Murrell, John A.
Prisons and Prisoners
Prisons and Prisoners
Racketeering
Racketeering
Robberies
Robberies
Search and Seizure
Search and Seizure
Sex Crimes
Sex Crimes
Shootings
Shootings

1980

---Ball: Hearing details violations of ball bond fee limits at Jacksonville ApI6,8A:1 Former Jacksonville Police Sgt Mark Bowman testifies Police Chief John Shepherd ordered that ball bond activities not be investigated ApI7,7A:1 Hearing ends on ball fee violations at Jacksonville ApI8, 15A:6 Ball bonds and fines handling procedures changed at Hot Springs after controversy N30,7A:1

---Fair and Speedy Trial: Arkansas Supreme Ct ruling on speedy trial in circuit courts having more than one judge; ruling frees Leroy Alexander of murder conviction ApI5,1A:2 State Supreme Ct rules 4 Cummins prisoners who escaped briefly in 1977 were tried within legal time limit Ap29, 5A:1

See also

Murders-Jackson
Murders-Jackson
Poinsett County
Poinsett County


Little Rock. Major crime rate drops at LR Ja20,2A:2

North Little Rock. Crime rate up in North Little Rock Jyl9,9A:4

Sebastian County. Bizarre crime wave in south part of county puzzles officers Ja6,12A:1

CRISIS INTERVENTION
CRISIS INTERVENTION

Crisis Center cuts hours and services because grant from state office on Drug Abuse and Alcohol Prevention was blocked Ja29,4A:7

Counseling service called Contact has been denied appeal for $20,539 in funds it sought from state Office on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Ag19,9A:4 Grant allows Crisis Center of Ark to resume "help line" O7,8A:6 Leaders of Arkansas Gay Rights, Inc, criticize Contact for referring calls
CRI SIS INTERVENTION

from homosexuals to a mental health agency D27,4A:2
CRIT TENDEN COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1
See also Liquor
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
CROSS COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1
See also Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
CROSSETT
See also Georgia Pacific Corp
CROWLEY’S RIDGE STATE PARK
See Parks (gen) --Crowley’s Ridge
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
See Animals
CUBA
John Dacus of Jonesboro, Is among Americans released from prison In Cuba 014,1A:6 Arkansan John Dacus of Jonesboro, among prisoners released by Cuba 028,1A:2 John Dacus returns to Jonesboro home 029,9A:1
Refugees and Expatriates. Up to 15,000 Cuban refugees to be housed at Fort Chaffee My8,1A:8 Arkansans react coolly to plan to use Fort Chaffee My8,1A:5 Barling fears influx of Cubans My9,1A:6 Refugees to arrive at Fort Chaffee today My9,1A:8 Robert McIntosh uses coffin to show his displeasure with refugees My9,4A:6 First flight brings 128 men to Fort Chaffee, screening, checkups to be done at Chaffee; one heckler arrested My10,1A:8 Problems develop in processing Cubans as arrivals speed up My11,1A:2 Bigger influx of refugees seen at Chaffee My12,1A:2 Interviews slowed by lack of equipment My13,1A:5 Bill Alexander urges federal custody until refugees are checked My13,1A:6 Gov Bill Clinton suggests use of aircraft carrier to screen Cubans before they reach America My14,1A:7 Time needed for in-depth interviews reduced My14,2A:2 Gazette publishes poem on open door policy My14,14A:1 Four Cubans taken into protective custody at Fort Chaffee; one man stabbed My15,1A:6 Senator David Pryor asks OAS for help with refugees My16,1A:8 Tests indicate TB and syphilis in 7 Cubans My16,1A:8 Most refugees found to be very healthy My16,2A:8 Bill Alexander and John Paul Hammerschmidt tour Fort Chaffee, comment on refugee problem; Alexander backs overthrow of Fidel Castro My17,1A:4 Screening of refugees reveals a fourth of them have questionable past My18,1A:4 Article describes first day of freedom at Camp Chaffee My18,1F:1 Churches, other groups hard at work helping refugees My18,7F:3 Patrol set up to halt runaways from Fort Chaffee My20,1A:6 Some former prisoners face deportation My21,3A:1 Increasing incidents of larceny and other disturbances prompts calling of Puerto Rican National Guard to Fort Chaffee; 30 Cubans leave camp My22,13A:4 Stockade opens at Fort Chaffee as 5 Cubans leave, 3 held In vehicle theft My23,12A:1 Refugee at Chaffee arrested in 1964 hijacking My23,12A:4 Fort Chaffee closed to those not on official business My24,13A:1 Arkansas churches asked to lead in sponsors for Cubans My24,13A:1 Police officers warned about picking up refugees just because they walk off base My24,13A:1 Ku Klux Klan holds protest rally at Fort Smith against refugees; Robert McIntosh protests against Klan My25,1A:2 Cubans flee Fort Chaffee, are caught My27,5A:2 Authorities round up refugees who fled Fort Chaffee; angry Gov Clinton tells officials they have 72 hrs to tighten security, orders National Guard to area; fear of Ku Klux Klan raid may have triggered flight My28,1A:4 Local law enforcement agencies will arrest Cubans who leave base despite federal disapproval, officials warn; Army responds to request of Gov Clinton to Pres Carter by sending additional guards My29,1A:8 Crowd of local residents and relatives of refugees gather outside gate My29,2A:3 Guards halt rush of Cubans toward main gate
at Fort Chaffee; relatives question delay in processing; residents of area upset My30,1A:4 Senator Bumpers urges Pres Carter to deputize Chaffee troops My30,2A:4 Main gate at Chaffee blocked by Cubans protesting slow pace of processing My31,1A:4 Immigration Service speeds up processing at Fort Chaffee Je1,1A:6 Cuban refugees riot at Fort Chaffee; shots fired; 15 troopers injured; Gov Bill Clinton rushes to base; roads blocked in area Je2,1A:7 Residents of Barling angry Je2,1A:8 Calm returns at Fort Chaffee; injury toll stands at 62 Je3,1A:4 Gov Clinton goes to Barling to try to ease fears, promises help; Clinton says he wants the troublemakers out of the camp and out of the state Je3,1A:5 Order issued last week at White House called for use of limited force to restrain refugees, Gov Bill Clinton says; State Police praised for action as military officials stood by during riot; Bumpers, Pryor and Hammerschmidt critical of handling of situation by US officials Je3,1A:8 Gazette comments on riots Je3,12A:1 Department from camp to be speeded to 300 per day rate Je4,1A:5 Cuba’s official newspaper says refugees met with police clubs and bullets when they sought liberty at Fort Chaffee Je4,1A:5 Article on activities of weary refugees who barter with cigarettes and play games of chance Je4,1A:6 President Carter assures Bumpers and Pryor that no more Cubans will be sent to Chaffee Je4,1A:8 Gazette ed on reasonable force at Chaffee Je4,16A:1 Poll reveals attitude of state residents toward refugees Je4,17A:3 Protests by groups outside Fort Chaffee banned; base closed to families of refugees Je5,1A:3 Gov Clinton discusses breakdown that delayed order to use force Je5,1A:5 John Paul Hammerschmidt introduces resolution in Cong urging deportation of unruly Cubans Je5,2A:6 Fort Chaffee processing speeds up Je6,11A:1 Senators Bumpers and Pryor ask Pres Carter to designate Cubans as refugees so Ark can receive special assistance Je6,11A:2 Suspect in 1970 hijacking arrested at Fort Chaffee Je6,11A:2 Federal Bureau of Investigation upset by shortcuts in processing; Army cracks down on contraband in barracks Je7,1A:8 Gov Clinton visits Fort Chaffee, notes improved security, says State Police to stay Je7,2A:7 Suspects in rioting ready to be removed from Chaffee Je8,3A:1 Editorial response to events at Fort Chaffee Je8,3E:3 Fort Chaffee program is expensive; local economic benefits Je9,1A:2 Three escape from Fort Chaffee, charged with burglary at Barling Je9,1A:3 Policy changed, refugees must have full security clearance to leave Fort Chaffee Je10,1A:3 Guards say 60 implicated in riots are hard core criminals Je10,1A:3 Actions of State Police during riot subject of FBI Inquiry Je10,3A:4 Some Cubans allowed to leave without security check because of threats from relatives Je11,1A:2 Gov Bill Clinton fears more trouble at Fort Chaffee, urges speedup in processing Je13,1A:2 Senator Bumpers sends Pres Carter a telegram expressing his dismay at FBI probe of State Police; Gov Bill Clinton notifies FBI that Police acted directly under his orders, suggests any investigation start with him Je14,1A:2 Refugee shot in attempt to escape Fort Chaffee stockade Je15,4A:3 Editorials discuss problems at Fort Chaffee Je15,3E:1 Gov Bill Clinton visits Fort Chaffee, says difficulties remain Je17,8A:1 Arkansas Attorney General Steve Clark to investigate failure of federal military officials to act during riot Je18,9A:3 441 soldiers to leave Fort Chaffee Je21,1A:8 Refugee assistance plan of Carter administration calls for 75 percent compensation to localities for refugee costs Je21,1A:7 Pay plan angers John Paul Hammerschmidt and David Pryor Je21,1A:8 State delegation in Cong split by policy on resettlement; Hammerschmidt opposes giving refugee
status to Cubans Je22,6A:1 Editorial on use of State Police at Fort Chaffee Je22,3E:5 Frustrations, dreams are part of wait at Fort Chaffee Je23,1B:2 Gov Bill Clinton tells US govt $213,850 owed for refugee care Je26,1A:6 About 150 Cubans receive friendly welcome at God and Country service at Fort Smith's First Baptist Ch Je30,2A:2 Spies found at Fort Chaffee, FBI agent repts Jy7,3A:1 Homosexual refugees apart from others, Fort Chaffee official says Jy8,8A:7 Sponsors lacking for 4,000 at Chaffee Jy9,13A:6 Psychiatric clinic opens at chaffee Jy11,5A:1 Franklin County Sheriff complains about allowing cook convicted of marijuana possession to sponsor Cubans Jy16,7A:1 State Attorney Gen Steve Clark tours center Jy17,6A:5 Two Cubans at Ozark ask to be returned to center Jy17,6A:6 Metropolitan Community Church helping homosexual Cubans Jy20,8A:1 Several members of religious cult called The Way are on govt payroll at Chaffee; members witness to refugees; practice to be ordered ended Jy23,1A:5 State of Ark to get custody of 125 minors Jy23,10A:3 All workers at Chaffee warned that they will be dismissed if they try to pass religious beliefs to Cubans Jy24,1A:3 About 350 refugees have requested homosexual sponsors Jy25,9A:3 Use of Fort Chaffee for rest of 1980 requested; Gov Bill Clinton inclined to refuse, but is checking with local officials Jy26,1A:6 John Paul Hammerschmidt says he has heard that federal officials have already decided to keep Chaffee open; Gov Clinton opposes plan as does Fort Smith officials Jy29,1A:6 Controversy over possible long-term use of Chaffee continues; Senators Bumpers and Pryor displeased Jy30,5A:1 Cult member Tim Warga says he was demoted Jy31,3A:5 Military leaving 3 housing areas; some concern expressed by workers Ag1,1A:3 Some refugees seek protection from street gangs at Chaffee Ag1,1A:4 Officials near Chaffee react angrily to news that more Cubans to arrive Ag2,1A:6 Refugees from 3 other centers to be moved to Chaffee; Bill Clinton, David Pryor and Dale Bumpers comment Ag2,1A:8 Gov Clinton to discuss decision with Carter aide Ag3,1A:7 Halfway house near Fort Chaffee aids returned refugees Ag3,4A:1 Tim Warga responds to critical article on The Way workers Ag3,2E:3 Editors comment on decision to consolidate refugees at Chaffee Ag3,3E:3 Editor sees opposition of Clinton, Pryor and Bumpers as political rhetoric Ag4,14A:1 President Carter tells Gov Bill Clinton he will be consulted on security matters, affirms Chaffee to be used Ag5,1A:4 The Way members quit jobs Ag5,1A:5 Eugene Eldenberg apologizes for broken presidential promise, says Cubans due at Chaffee soon Ag6,1A:5 Congressman Hammer­ schmidt not notified on decision as promised Ag6,2A:2 Police concerned about security Ag6,2A:3 Custody issue finds 150 teen-agers in limbo Ag7,9A:1 Sponsors smooth awesome transition for Cubans Ag7,10:1 Summary of editorial comment on choice of Fort Chaffee as consolidated center Ag10,3E:1 Senator Dale Bumpers wants decision soon on what to do with unsponsor able refugees Ag15,14A:1 More editorial comment on Fort Chaffee Ag17,3E:3 Agencies pressured to find sponsors; spokesman for Catholic Conf says some refugees not ready for society Ag19,7A:1 Officials of Fort Smith area visit Washington to discuss Fort Chaffee Ag20,14A:2 State Congressional delegation, local officials talk about refugees Ag22,6A:1 78 at Fort Chaffee request return to Cuba Ag22,6A:7 Officials ask delay in arrival of more Cubans at Chaffee so better security can be prepared Ag26,1A:8 Army wants to pull most of its 1,000 men out of Fort Chaffee; John Paul Hammerschmidt writes angry letter to Pres Carter S5,1A:8 Residents report
Cubans in mountains near Jenny Lind S5, 3A:4 White House orders Army not to reduce troops S6, 1A:2 Governor Clinton gets security plan S9, 1A:6 Sociologist finds many crimes unreported at Fort Chaffee S10, 3A:1 Gov Clinton has reservations about transfer plan, will not accept troublemakers; Sen Dale Bumpers opposes bringing any more refugees to camp; John Paul Hammerschmidt to Insist on further security; David H. Pryor expresses concern S11, 1A:8 Five Cuban women报表 rapes S11, 3A:3 Demands by Gov Clinton on security had already been met before he made statement to public; Governor says he had no intention of misleading the public; Gov Clinton tries to explain failure to mention that he had already rec'd verbal assurances from White House on troublemakers; Governor says assurances were ambiguous S13, 1A:4 Bill Clark, GOP candidate for US Senate, says homosexuals and retarded Cubans should be shipped to Guantanamo and pushed through the gates S13, 3A:5 Anxieties grow as transfer to Fort Chaffee nears S14, 1A:2 Editors comment on refugees and security at Fort Chaffee S14, 3E:3 Refugee arrested on arson charge at Fort Chaffee S16, 1A:3 Federal officials respond to objections by Gov Clinton S17, 4A:1 Sebastian County Medical Society complains that Fort Chaffee not handling enough medical problems; large number of mental cases alleged S17, 4A:6 Response by US on issues called ambiguous by law enforcement officers near Fort Chaffee S18, 6A:1 Refugee arrested after razor attack on 2 other refugees at Benton S18, 6A:4 More detailed response needed on security, Gov Clinton says S19, 6A:6 Refugee sentenced to Arkansas State Prison S19, 7A:6 Gov Bill Clinton notes reservations remain on plan S21, 9A:1 Editorials on security S21, 3E:2 Fire heavily damages mess hall at Chaffee; arson suspected S22, 4A:6 Cubans to arrive this week if plan approved S24, 1A:3 Gov Bill Clinton approves plans; flights to start today S25, 1A:6 Cubans to be searched for weapons, moved under strict security S25, 3A:5 Refugees arriving at Chaffee S26, 1A:5 Arkansas Attorney General Steve Clark says arrestes of refugees for leaving fort is illegal; all can leave if they wish, opinion says S26, 1A:8 Clark says he tried to get word to Gov Clinton not to sign security agreement S26, 2A:2 More refugees arrive amid tight security S27, 1A:2 US Attorney General's Office says refugees are in custody of Immigration and Naturalization Service and cannot walk from Chaffee as Steve Clark claims; Clark's opinion shrugged off by Governor Clinton's office; John Paul Hammerschmidt says opinion like announcing last year's Cotton Bowl score S27, 1A:5 Arrival of refugees at Chaffee is like a homecoming S28, 1A:4 Flights to camp continue S28, 1A:5 More refugees arrive at Chaffee S29, 1A:3 More refugees arrive S30, 4A:1 Gov Bill Clinton outlines his interpretation of security pact S30, 4A:1 Plans for Cubans returning to Chaffee cause differences 01, 8A:1 Federal govt approves payment of bill for expenses Ark incurred during refugee riots 03, 6A:3 Arkansas State Police did no wrong during riot, US finds 04, 1A:3 Last refugees from Wisconsin arrive at Chaffee 04, 5A:1 Editorials on Steve Clark's opinion on security 05, 3E:1 Steve Clark prepares court suit to force US to clarify status of refugees 09, 4A:4 Cubans throw chairs at Chaffee officer, 8 injured in fracas 09, 4A:5 White House Chief of Staff Jack Watson says Chaffee decision was not political 010, 1A:2 President Carter statement in Florida about movement of Cubans to Ark and cooperation of Gov Clinton and the Legislature brings flurry of frustration, anger and near panic in state before White House clarification 011, 7A:2 Cubans lukewarm to English classes at Chaffee 012, 1A:4 Bill Clark, Republican candidate for
US Senate, says he has learned 19,000 more refugees to come to Chaffee 014, 3A:4 Gov Bill Clinton says political ad used by his Republican opponent is a cheap shot; ad shows Cubans in Ark 014,3A:4 Tuberculosis screening process altered to prevent spread of disease 015,1A:4 Fort Chaffee guards refuse to let Robert McIntosh set up for cooking of free meal 016,2A:3 Volunteer agencies to receive $1,000 for each Cuban they relocate 021,4A:7 Workers at Chaffee allege jobs being lost, Arkansans replaced; John Paul Hammerschmidt going to Fort Smith to check 024,7A:1 Park police to be replaced by US Marshal's Service; Hammerschmidt finds out that Washington-based personnel will replace Arkansans working in psychiatric clinic 025,1A:2 Letter from US Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti tells Steve Clark that federal, state and local police can arrest Cubans who flee from Fort Chaffee; resettled refugees are not eligible for state-federal public assistance programs 025,4A:2 Cuban shot, wounded, in escape attempt 029,6A:4 Five Cubans, officer injured in fire; arson suspected 030,14A:1 Screening of Cubans for tuberculosis inadequate, doctors asserts 027,6B:1 Twenty-one refugees transferred to Atlanta 025,1A:6 Refugees who have been cleared in mental tests are sent to Chaffee; John Paul Hammerschmidt asks White House assurance no more will be sent N8,1A:4 Article on Cuban refugee family sponsored by Ronald and Lisa Hale N8,1B:1 Officials do not expect Chaffee to be closed by the end of the year N15,1A:4 Probes find no brutality in handling of refugees N15,1A:5 Gang fights threaten peace at Chaffee N19,1A:4 Refugees left at Chaffee develop mood of resignation N21,8A:1 Crime problems at Chaffee discussed by FBI agent N25,5A:1 Media blitz prepared to counter reports of violent refugees N28,5A:4 Article discusses negative image of Chaffee and the refugees still there; FBI agent William E. Kell says there is fear and intimidation at camp N29,1A:4 Still hope to empty fort In January, official says D3,8A:1 Gov Bill Clinton asks White House to limit withdrawal of Army troops D4, 8A:1 Fifteen refugees held in security area after barracks disturbance D4,8A:1 Frank White to ask Ronald Reagan to order dispersal of refugees D5,1A:7 Army troop reductions worry security officials at Chaffee D6,1A:2 Fort Chaffee soldiers trimmed by 350 D8,3A:1 Gov Bill Clinton protests plan to use Federal Protection Service as Fort Chaffee guards D14,1A:8 Police change made despite objections of Gov Clinton D16,7A:4 Mental health contract upsets officials, threatens care at camp D20,1A:4 Federal Protection Service capable, Gov Clinton told D20,5A:3 Article on Cubans at Chaffee calls them refugees nobody wants D21,1E:5 Halfway houses are slow, but effective in resettlement D24,6A:1 Four Cubans who walked away from Chaffee may face theft charges D25,5A:1 Cubans at Chaffee eat traditional Christmas dinner, receive 7,000 greeting cards D26,3A:1 See also Ark-Elections--Governor CUCUMBERS Atkins Pickle Co Pres Carl C. Hall and 2 University of Arkansas professors credited with development of fungus-free cucumber F22,9C:3 CULTS, RELIGIOUS See Religion and Churches CUNNINGHAM, GLEN Footprint goes on Celebrity Sidewalk at Little Rock Je4,4A:4 See also Animals-Cruelty to Animals Olympic Games 1980-Summer CUPIT, ARZO See also Chemistry and Chemicals CURFEW LAWS Editorial on dropping of anti-curfew suit by ACLU F3,3E:6 See also Stuttgart
CYPRESS CREEK (CONWAY CO)
Article on reaction of families in valley who must give up homes so Army Engineers can build dam for water supply for Conway Ja6,5A:1 Judge Elsijane Roy allows Corps of Engineers to readvertise for bids on dam for Conway water supply Mr11,9C:2 Project delayed indefinitely because of funds crunch of Corps of Engineers Mr29,14A:1 Army Engineers to take bids on dam for Conway water supply My7,4A:4 Landowners ask order to block dam My29,7C:4 $7.1 million is bid to build dam My30,9A:1 US Judge Henry Woods refuses to block plan, will hear suit by landowners Je4,7A:1 Dam contract awarded Je7,6B:4 Impact statement ruled deficient, work to continue Jy3,6A:1 Opponents ask building delay for new dam Ag15,6A:4 Cost, ecology factors back site choice, Army Engineers say Ag23,10A:1 Suit against Cypress Creek dam dismissed; environmental impact acceptable 04,9A:3

DAIRIES AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
See Milk
DAMASCUS
See also Missiles
DAMS AND DIKES
Unused dam at Floyd (White County) on Bayou Des Arc is monument to buck-passing, landowners say Mr23,7A:1 Army Engineers identify 31 potential sites for hydropower in Ark; 11 un-dammed now Ag23,12A:1 Gazette calls for no more dams In Ark Ag26,10A:1 National Park Service warns Army Engineers that White River dams could harm Buffalo National River and would be illegal Ag28,7A:1 Buffalo River listed as potential site through error Sl,22A:1 Editors comment on Army Engineers list S7,3E:2 White River sites still on list; spokesman says John Welch misinterpreted water level when he objected to effect on Buffalo National River Park Si9,8A:3 Nonfederal interests to be allowed to study and install generating facilities at 9 Arkansas River dams in Ark and one at Millwood Dam O10,1A:5 Army Engineers to continue Arkansas River dam feasibility studies despite duplication O11,4A:1 Nashville plans to fight to build a generator on Arkansas River dam O11,4A:1
See also
Bayou Des Arc
Cypress Creek
Lakes and Reservoirs
Lee Creek

--Bull Shoals: Article on work by Arkansas delegation that led to inclusion of power generation as part of Bull Shoals Dam plans Ja3,4B:1
--Murray:
See also Electric Light and Power
--Norfork: Article on work by Arkansas delegation that led to inclusion of power generation as part of Norfork Dam on White River Ja3,4B:1 Army Engineers propose $60.2 million system at Norfork Dam to add 2 generating units, build small lake to re-circulate water N26,4A:1 Editorial points out some dangers in Norfork Dam plans D1,12A:1 Baxter county residents and resort operators oppose plan D12,14A:1 Gazette says extra electricity not worth trout fishing It would destroy D23,10A:1 Local opposition to pumped storage plan is strong D28,3E:6
--Shadow Lake: Repair work reducing leak at earthen dam near Jenny Lind Je21,13A:1

DANCING
Hampton residents vote to continue ban on public dancing N6,6A:4

DANIELS, CHARLES
See also
Ark-Finances--Government Bonds and Other Investments
Ark-Labor Dept
DANNER, JOHN
See also
Clinton, William J -Aides
US-Education, Department of Education

DARBY, WILLIAM O.

Museum at Fort Smith dedicated to Darby's Rangers of World War II fame My27,1B:2

DARDANELLE

See also

Bank of Dardanelle
Education-Dardanelle

DARDANELLE LAKE

See Lakes-Dardanelle

DARDANELLE LAKE STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Dardanelle

DATA PROCESSING

See also

Ark-Legislature

CCX

Colleges -Police and Security

Energy and Power

Faulkner County

DAVIS, EDWARD E.

See also Commercial National Bank (Little Rock)

DAY CARE CENTERS FOR CHILDREN

Children locked in Benton Day Care Center accidentally Ja23,13A:1 State to end payments to 135 day care centers for children of the poor because Cong has not approved release of reimbursement funds under Title XX Fl5,1A:2 Arkansas Congressional delegation requests action on funds bill Fl6,6A:1 Proposed changes in day care rules bring protests from parents Mr27,12A:6 Rules drafted on child discipline at day care centers; other changes made by Child Care Facilities Review Bd My24,7A:1

See also

Education-Little Rock--Day Care

DEAFNESS AND DEAF MUTES

Experience of Mrs Lynn Coats with her deaf daughter led to establishment of Governor's Council on Hearing Loss; article discusses deafness in Infants F26,1B:4 Businesses, deaf working together in program called Superspeech Ap8,6B:1 Cochlear Implant allows Martha Thomas to hear after 28 years of deafness Ag20,1B:4 State Office for the Deaf receives $150,000 grant to estab new program to assist deaf and hearing impaired overcome job-finding problems 010, 11A:5 Article on captioned TV shows for hearing-impaired viewers N9,1F:2 Levy Baptist Church provides ministry to the deaf D9,1B:2

See also

Arkansas School for the Deaf Education (gen)--Handicapped Education-Springdale

DEAN FOODS CO

See also Milk

DEAN, FRANK
See also Poinsett County

DEAR, WILLIAM C.
See also Missing Persons--Shinn

DEATH

Hospice of Arkansas closing office at St Vincent Infirmary because of lack of funds F15,3A:2 Organization being formed at Little Rock for parents whose children have died F27, 8B:1 Article on work of Stephen Levine who helps terminally ill persons learn to face death S8,6B:1 Widowied Persons Service helps bereaved spouses N26,1B:1 Bereaved Parents of Central Ark helps parents face loss of their children D25,1B:8

DEATH PENALTY

See Capital Punishment

DEATHS

See also

Airplanes-Accidents
Drug Addiction

Fires

Hunting-Accidents

Murders

Prisons-Ark State Penitentiary (gen)

Roads-Accidents

Weather

... Note: Not all obituaries are indexed.

... Abrams, Sybil Nash Jyl,11A:7
Almand, Frances Reeve Edmonson 04, 14A:5
Baerg, William J. Ap6,18A:7
Barnett, Joe Clifford
See Barnett, Joe Clifford
DEATHS

Batty, Bob H. Ap3,10A:7
Bowen, E. Arthur Sr Ja13,1A:2
Bransford, William H. Sr Jy7,8A:7
Brown, Russell D9,8A:7
Cantrell, Frank W. N28,22A:6
Coleman, Sam W.
   See Coleman, Sam W.
Cox, Frank Holmes Sr Ja30,16A:6
Davis, Mark M. Je10,8A:5
Day, Robert Owen Je9,8A:6
Downie, Robert C.
   See Downie, Robert C.
Edmiston, Tom Mr29,9A:3
Edwards, Basil W.
   See Edwards, Basil W.
Ellis, Clyde Taylor
   See Ellis, Clyde Taylor
Felld, Talbot Jr My13,4A:6
Finkbeln, Paul T. Sr N15,12A:7
Foster, Julian Lee Mr7,14A:8
Friday, Burrow Eloth Ag17,22A:7
Fulmer, H. Ray Mr4,6A:5
Fulmer, Silas Crume N18,8A:7
Galloway, May Wesson Mr1,12A:5
Harris, Carleton
   See Harris, Carleton
Harvill, Robert Lee Je10,8A:6
Heerwagen, William R. F4,3A:2
Henslee, Lee Jr Jy8,12A:6
Holmann, Anne Sharpe Garrett F6,1A:2
Hornor, Edward Tully Sr Jy1,11A:6
Howard, John M. 012,24A:6
Jones, James H.
   See Jones, James H.
Kellogg, Glen T. Jy20,18A:7
King, Curtis M.
   See King, Curtis M.
Kronenberg, Henry H. Mr4,6A:5
Lafarge, Ralph Jy10,4C:2
Lauck, Chester A.
   See Lauck, Chester A.
Leigh, James Gilbert Je9,8A:7
Leveck, Donald
   See Leveck, Donald
Levy, Vera E. F5,6A:6
Lewandoski, Mae Fowler 031,18A:7
Lewis, Ben Autrey Mr14,12A:6
Livingston, J. Fred Jy18,16A:6
Maestri, Mary Jyl7,10A:5
Mapes, Ruth Brown Jy1,11A:6
Martin, Roberta C. 019,24A:7
Matchett, Eldon Tillman S9,10A:7
McCulstion, Ruth Wiley Bassett 04,14A:4
McKee, George T. Mr1,12A:5
McNair, James Roger Sr Mr5,10A:5
Means, Henry B. Jr Ja16,8A:7
Milwee, Grace Tribble Ag12,10A:8
Moody, James Herbert My9,26A:7
Moore, John Owens Sr My20,8A:4
Moore, William J.
   See Moore, William J.
Moses, Max M.
   See Moses, Max M.
Newbern, Elizabeth Edna Young Mr28,16A:6
Oldham, Flintan S5,16A:6
Owen, Wayne Wray Ja22,8A:6
Pollard, Sammy Lane Lewis N13,14A:5
Powell, Terrell E. My27,10A:6
Randolph, Vance
   See Randolph, Vance
Raney, Robert W. Sr Ja28,9A:1
Rauschkolb, Eleanor J. My16,12A:6
Rice, Glenn S6,10A:6
Roberts, Russell C. Ja18,1A:4
Rodgers, Porter Sr
   See Rodgers, Porter Sr
Rodman, J. A. S6,10A:7
Shepherd, William M.
   See Shepherd, William M.
Smith, Guy D31,8A:6
Smith, Willis B. Sr N11,6A:7
Spencer, James V. Jr Ag19,10A:6
Spies, Frederic Kessler Ag5,6A:7
Spillers, Ray T. Ja15,8A:6
Spinks, Howard Elsworth Ja30,18A:6
States, John M. Ag27,18A:7
Steelman, Herman C. F12,3C:4
Stewart, Bill Dave S24,16A:6
Sykes, A. Gene Je16,8A:6
Taylor, M. J. Ja7,6A:7
Testerman, Maurice Kendall Mr14,12A:8
Thomasson, H. Lynn Ag25,8A:4
Thompson, John R. Jy20,5A:4
Thrash, Edgar 010,14A:6
Trapp, George F. F20,8A:5
Triplett, Frank Holland Ag19,10A:5
Troutt, Fred D. Jy23,14A:5
Walker, H. C. My9,26A:6
Wallar, Prentice Terry (Duddy)
   Je28,18B:8
Walton, John Fred Sr Je10,8A:7
DEATHS

Warren, Eugene Rolfe
See Warren, Eugene Rolfe
Webb, Gladys Gordon Ag28,12A:6
Whitlow, S. A. N8,20A:8
Williams, Birkett L. Ag7,14A:6
Witt, Jack Preston S9,10A:6
Wood, Prince Columbus Sr Mr28,16A:7

DEBT, CONSUMER
See Credit

DEBT, PUBLIC
See Ark-Finances--Debt

DECKER, CHARLES
See also Checks and Checking Accts

DEER
- Map shows deer density in Ark relative to environmental capacity
  Je29,4B:1
See also Hunting

DEER RUN
- Health Dept officials fear some lot buyers in Deer Run (Sharp County)
  subdivision may never be able to get water and sewer facilities
  D12,6A:1

DeGRAY STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--DeGray

DELINQUENT CHILDREN
See Children-Crime

DELA RICE MILL
- Farmers purchase stock in mill to gain more control over marketing of
  their products Fl7,5E:1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
- National Committeeman Charles D. Ward may be challenged by James B.
  Blair for position F3,1E:5 ACORN may challenge selection of delegates
  to state Dem Conv Mr9,10A:5 Party changes rules to prevent cut in size of
  county panels; about 1,500 delegates will be sent to state
  conv Mr16,12A:1 Executive Secy Douglas Wallace tells ACORN members
  he will seek to assure that county party officials follow rules Mr22,
  6A:1 Nineteen ACORN members file for positions as Pulaski Co Democratic
  Conv delegates, protest filing fee and dispute party official Mr27,10A:7
  Harold Jinks plans to form Senior Democrats Club Ap23,14A:1 Democratic
  State Committee agrees on funds to assist Dems who have opposition this
  fall Je21,4A:1 Credentials panel refuses to seat all-white delegation
  from Arkansas County because of improper voting procedure Je21,4A:1
  New election put blacks in Arkansas County delegation Je22,3A:5 State
  Dem leaders sound calls for party unity Je22,3A:6 Charles D. Ward to
  step down as national committeeman; James D. Blair expected to be
  elected; Gov Bill Clinton is close friend of Blair Jy11,6A:4 James B.
  Blair named national committeeman and Mary Shoptaw Schroeder natl
  committee woman Jy27,3A:1 Platform panel backs proposed new state
  constitution; Vice President Walter Mondale to address conv S19,1A:2
  Democratic State Committee to double membership S19,4A:6 Walter
  Mondale addresses Ark convention S20,13A:1 Party backs proposed state
  charter and amendments S20,13A:7 Gov Bill Clinton and US Sen David
  Pryor address state conv S21,8A:1 Herby Branscum, other state party
  officers reelected S21,8A:3 Beryl Anthony Jr joins conservative Dems
  in effort to pressure party leadership to move to right N23,6A:1 Democratic
  State Committee meets, hears Gov Bill Clinton address on rightness of
  the issues, advisory panel formed to help guide party effort to recapture
  govt in 2 years D14,1A:6 Only 2 blacks elected to executive committee
  D14,4A:5 Jack R. Gentry, the Lee County treasurer for 6 years, will not be
  allowed to run as a Democrat in 2 yrs because he violated his party loyalty
  oath by urging election of Republican Ronald Reagan D17,1A:2 Letters sent
  by Gentry apparently violated state law D18,4A:4 Editorial on disloyal
  Democrats D20,14A:1 See also Ark-Elections Ark-Politics and Govt
  Perry County
  Presidential Elections of 1980
  White County
DEMONSTRATIONS
See also
Atomic Energy
Cuba-Refugees

DEPARTREE CREEK (WHITE COUNTY)
Army Engineer urges order to halt pumping of Departee Creek water by farmers Ag6,10A:1 Letter drafted to order end to pumping Ag8,11A:1 Woman decides not to protest pumping Ag9, 3A:1

DEPOT CREEK (SALINE COUNTY)
See also Flooding
DEPRESSION, ECONOMIC
See Ark-Economic Conditions

DEQUEEN
See also Gas (Fuel)

DEPOT CREEK (SALINE COUNTY)
See also Flooding
DEPRESSION, ECONOMIC
See Ark-Economic Conditions

DERMOTT
City attorney says Mayor Jesse Snow misuses CDBG funds My8,12A:1 City Council tries to block apptm of new police chief My14,5A:3 Mayor Jesse Snow's effort to name police chief blocked by court My15,10A:1 Mayor Snow resigns Je4,5A:5

DES ARC LAKE
See Parks (gen)--Des Arc Lake

DESHA COUNTY
Diary of Mrs Nannie Stillwell
Jackson paints picture of housewife's dull life in area in 1890s Je30,6B:1

DESIGN, INTERIOR
See Interior Decoration

DETECTIVES, PRIVATE
See also Missing Persons--Shlnn

DEVIL'S DEN STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Devll's Den

DIAMONDS
See also
Parks--Crater of Diamonds

DIARIES
See
Jackson, Nannie Stillwell

DIAZ
See also Newport
dl DONATO, GEORGIA
See also Book Reviews

DIERKS LAKE
See Parks (gen)--Dierks Lake

DIGGS, BUFORD
See also Greene County

DILLAHUNTY, W. H.
See also Libel--Evans

DILLARD DEPARTMENT STORES
Circuit Court finds that Dillard's discriminated in pay for Mrs Peggy Meredith Je29,8A:4 Firm opens 48th store, operates in 7 states Jy26, 10A:1

DIOXIN
See Chemistry and Chemicals

DIRECTORIES
See also Bedco, Inc

DISABLED
See also Bedco, Inc

DISABILITY INSURANCE
See also
Workers Compensation Insurance

DISARMAMENT
See Arms Control

DISAPPEARANCE CASES
See also Missing Persons

DISASTERS
Public Safety Director Tommy Robinson meets with agencies to discuss plans for emergency response teams to handle disasters Ja23,5A:7

Conway installs disaster warning system N9,7A:1
See also
Ark-Emergency Services, Office of Civil Defense
Energy and Power
Missiles
Tornadoes

DISCIPLINE, SCHOOL
See Education-Student Conduct

DISCRIMINATION
See also
Abbott Laboratories
Allied Telephone Co
Ark-Finance & Adm Dept
Ark-Human Services Dept
Ark-Rehabilitation Services Div
Arkansas Book Co
Arkansas School for the Deaf
Arts Center, Arkansas
Bates, Lucious Christopher
Bel Electronics
Biltwell Co
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Books and Literature
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific RR
Col leges-Discrimination
Colleges-Equal Educ
DI S C R I M I N A T I O N

1980

D O D R I L L, LOUIS

Colleges-Student Activities--
University of Ark (Fayetteville)
Colleges-Teachers--University of
Ark (Pine Bluff)
Colleges-Wages
Courts (US)-Federal Dist
Education (gen)--Equal Educ
Education-Conway
Education-Dumas
Education-Helena
Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ
Education-Pine Bluff
Education-Pulaski County Dist--
Teachers and Admrs
Education-South Conway County
Ford Motor Credit Co
Franklin Electric Co
Georgia Pacific Corp
Good Shepherd Ecumenical Retirement
Center
Housing
International Business Machines
Little Rock-City Bd of Directors
Little Rock-Government Employees
Little Rock, Arkansas Gazette
Mental Health Center, Ozark
Regional
Missouri Pacific Railroad
National Old Line Insurance Co
North Little Rock-Government
Employees
Police-Jacksonville
Police-State Police
Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary
Pulaski County-Government Employees
Rain Fair Co
Religion and Churches
Reynolds Metals Co
Riceland Foods, Inc
Safeway Stores
Stephens, Inc
Teletype Corp
Trailways Southern Lines, Inc
United Parcel
US Armament-Reserves
Valmac Industries
Wal Mart Stores
West Helena
Westinghouse Electric Corp
Women-Discrimination
Worthen Bank & Trust Co

DISEASE
See Medicine-Disease
DIVERS
See Diving
DIVING AND DIVERS
Article on scuba diving as a sport
Je6,1B:1 Novice describes scuba
diving experience  Je6,5B:1
DIVORCE, SEPARATION AND ANNULMENTS
Chancellors get guidance from state
Supreme Ct on property rights of
couples divorced after old law struck
down but before new law took effect
Ja29,6A:1 Divorce Kit sold In Pul-
aski County ruled improper Mr23,3F:1
Divorce Service revises kit; company
remains In business My27,4B:1 State
Supreme Ct to consider case that
questions fees for indigents seeking
divorce Ap27,5A:3 State Supreme Ct
rules ct cannot deny a person right
to file divorce suit because filing
fee cannot be paid My28,13A:1 State
Court of Appeals revokes divorce of
Carl and Betty Anderson; lack of
evidence cited; Mrs Anderson testi-
plied she was not allowed to watch
TV or go to beauty parlor Jel211A:2
Suit filed at Little Rock to halt
marketing of a do-it-yourself divorce
kit Jel3,11A:3 Divorce Services,
Inc, closes office Jyl7,4A:3 Testi-
mony requirement in contested divorce
spelled out Ag28,8A:7 Arkansas Court
of Appeals rules property held prior
to passage of Act 705 of 1979 Is to
be divided equally In divorce cases
S25,9A:4 Rev Don Meredith, president
of Christian Family Life, Inc, says
divorce rate up 5 pct S29,1B:4 Court
of Appeals upholds ruling that Mr and
Mrs J. C. Hair broke property settle-
ment and separation agreement when
they continued sexual relations 030,
8A:1
See also
Courts (Local)-Family Courts
(Proposed)
Religion and Churches
Women
DODRILL, LOUIS ART
See also Libel
DOGPATCH USA

See Amusement Parks

DOGS

Mike Trimble article on thoughts while burying a dog My4,1F:2 Tests confirm 17 cases of parvovirus in Central Ark My22,7A:6

See also Gambling

DOGWOOD ALLIANCE

See

Atomic Energy

Missiles

DOLLHOUSES

Article on Russell and Hazel Purdy and their dream doll house Ja17,2D:1

DOLLS

Frances Beerstecher has 470 dolls in her collection Je25,1B:2

DOMESTIC SERVICES

Article on pride in job well done by Jessie Embry, who has been a housekeeper at Hendrix Coll for 32 yrs Ja1,3B:1

DOMINENCE (PHYSIOLOGY)

See Body, Human

DONOVAN, HERBERT ALCORN JR

See also Protestant Episcopal Ch

DOW CHEMICAL CORP

Inspectors from OSHA barred from Magnolia plant Ja17,1A:4 OSHA seeks warrant to inspect plant Ja18,5C:1

Federal judge grants OSHA limited search of Magnolia plant in check for ethylene dibromide Ap19,6A:3

DOWER RIGHTS

See Women

DOWNIE, ROBERT C.

Former Public Service Comm Chairman dead at age 63 S23,5A:1 Mr Downie suffered serious burns at Doctors Hosp shortly before his death S24,8A:3

See also Ark-Public Service Comm

DRAGONWAGON, CRESCENT

See also Writing--Dragonwagon

DREW COUNTY

General election returns N6,5A:1

See also Liquor

DROPOUTS

See

Education (gen)--Dropouts

DROUTH

See also

Agriculture

Weather

DROWNINGS

See Accidents-Drownings

DRUG ADDICTION, ABUSE AND TRAFFIC

Reginald Smith, Mountainburg's only policeman, arrested on charge of selling marijuana Ja5,3A:5 Four arrested at LR, marijuana, cocaine found Ja9,5A:4 More arrests made at LR Ja10,12A:3 Narcotics probe ends in 12 arrests at West Memphis Ja12,4A:1 State Health Dept seeks grant to set up unit to police illegal traffic in commercial drugs Ja23,12A:6 Convictions of 2 Garland Co residents on marijuana possession charge over turned because search warrant not valid Fl4,9A:1 State Supreme Ct reverses drug conviction of Marvin Dewayne Moore because police did not have warrant to search truck; 2 justices express alarm that pendu luum has swung too far in protection of rights of criminals Mr4,5A:1 Judge Elsijane Trimble Roy overrules objections of defendants to testimony of Ardell Mears in marijuana smuggling trial Ap12,12A:1 Five suspects arrested in Cleburne County in 1978 admit they smuggled 3 tons of pot My6,4A:7 Thomas and Karen Judd arrested after raid on Cleburne County farm where marijuana was grown Jl2,6A:4 Jacksonville outlaws sales of drug-related paraphernalia Je20,20A:8 Marijuana growers arrested west of Searcy Je26,9A:1 Crackdown on drug abuse in Third Judicial Dist leads to 13 notices to license holders Je27,5A:1 Suit challenges Jacksonville law banning sale of materials Je27,6A:3 Opinion by state Attorney Gen Steve Clark on Jacksonville ordinance was based on incomplete data Jy4,13A:1 Conviction of William Thomas Haynes of Harrison, overturned by state Supreme Court; search, seizure ruled illegal Jy9,7A:1 Injunction stops enforcing of
ban on paraphernalia sales at Jacksonvill, Jy19,12A:7 Phillip Wilson Bates pleads innocent to charges of dealing in cocaine Jy30, 10A:1 Store at Hot Springs files suit challenging city ban on sale of drug paraphernalia Jy31,10A:1 James Edward Washington, accused seller of cocaine, convicted; Washington identifies Phillip Wilson Bates as his supplier S10,10A:2 Phillip Wilson Bates changes plea to guilty of dealing in cocaine S12,8A:3 Yellville physician, Dr Rickey R. Carson, faces drug charges 03,19A:3 Raid at Mayflower nets about 2 lbs of cocaine 08,10A:1 Russellville youth dies of overdose 016,4A:2 Phillip Bates gets 2-yr prison term, 3-yr probation on drug charge 016,5A:1 Former Jacksonville policeman sentenced 016,13A:1 Eight marijuana plants found growing on lawn of Little Rock police station 025,1A:4 Charles C. Clowney and James L. Harvey found guilty of abduction of Almyra family, conspiracy to bring marijuana into Ark 026,15A:1 Pulaski County School Dist plan to use dog in drug search may need revision 027,3A:1 Bill prefilled in legis would define and prohibit sale of drug paraphernalia N22,3A:3 Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley calls plan to use dogs in school search ill-advised N26,6A:1 Sheriff-elect Tommy Robinson says dogs to be used despite opinion N27,5A:6 Legislation to outlaw drug paraphernalia draws opposition D3,8A:1 West Memphis raids net 20 arrests, seizure of $160,000 worth of drugs D6,1A:5 Three persons arrested at Fayetteville in state’s biggest cocaine raid also had machine gun D7,6A:4 Plans altered for use of dog to sniff out drugs in Pulaski Dist schools D21, 15A:7

See also
Gyst House
Labor-Unemployment
Liquor
Police-Jacksonville

Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary
Religion

DRUGS AND DRUG TRADE

See also Argenta Drug Co

DRUMWRIGHT, HUBER L. JR

See also
Baptist State Convention, Arkansas

DRUNKEN AND RECKLESS DRIVING
See
Courts (Local)-Municipal--Benton
Railroads-Accidents
Roads-Accidents

DUCKS
See Birds

Duckworth, Bobby
See also Colleges-Crimes--UAF

Dugger, Jim
See also Razorback Automobile

Dupree, Jim
See also Agriculture

Dutch Elm Disease

Little Rock woman uses own invention in attempt to save her tree from Dutch elm disease S10,5A:2

Dyke, James
See also
Ark-Economic Development Dept

- E -

Eagles
See Birds

Earnhart, MilT
See also Ark-Legislature--Members

Earthquakes

Survey shows 130 measurable earthquakes in Ark since first one was recorded in 1699 F25,3A:2 Article on
EARTHQUAKES

Earthquakes east of the Rockies My18, 4E:1 Sound waves used to trace New Madrid fault Ag23,12A:7 Fault area of Northeast Ark surveyed for study of earthquakes S24,4A:6

EAST ARKANSAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
President Horace E. Hartsell resigns Je3,10A:7

EAST ARKANSAS MILK CO
See also Milk

EASTMAN KODAK CO
Plans for capital expenditures include Batesville plant Ja10,4A:4

ECOLOGY
See Environment

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND TRENDS
See also
Arkadelphia
Ark-Economic Conditions

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO
See also
Ark-Economic Conditions and Trends

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY AGENCY
Pulaski County. Inspectors 1st discrepancies Mr14,7A:1

EDUCATION AND SCHOOLS
State Education Dept Director, Dr Don Roberts, hopes educ programs to continue under new governor N13,7A:1
See also
Arkansas Plan, Inc
Colleges
Head Start Project
Text Books
Vaccination

Adult Education
See also Illiteracy

--Athletics:
See Athletics

--Attendance Zones and Districts:
Arkansas Supreme Ct rules a student cannot transfer from one dist to another without approval of both dists; ruling came in Cord-Charlotte case N25,5A:8

--Awards, Demonstrations and Honors:
See also Education-Glenwood

--Consolidation and Reorganization:
Ct rules Saline Co School Bd must assign students from now-closed Rural Dale Dist to other schools in jurisdiction of Saline Bd; 8 students had been assigned to Magnet Cove In Hot Spring Co Ja4,7A:1 State Bd of Education is neutral on merger of schools Mr11,5A:6 Governor-elect Frank White says proposal to consolidate small dists is a good concept N10,2A:6 Correction says White did not say consolidation a good idea N12,2A:2

See also
Ark-Elections-Governor
Education-Lawson
Education-Little Rock--Consolidation

Education-South Conway Co Dist--Contracts:
Note: Entries here deal with purchasing contracts. Teacher and other employee contracts are under the subhead, Teachers

... See also Freeman (Jay) Co

--Crime and Criminals
See also Murders-Sanders, Mike

--Curricula: Gov Bill Clinton says state not doing its part to encourage sex educ in schools Mr22,2A:6 Blytheville paper comments on need for sex educ in schools, cites statistics Ap27,3E:6

See also
Conservation, Political
Education-Berryville
Education-Little Rock--Curricula
Education-Pulaski Co Dist--Curricula

--Dropouts:
See also Labor-Youth

--Employees, Non-Certified
See also
Education-Little Rock--Employees

--Enrollment:
See also
Education (gen)--Statistics

--Equal Educational Opportunity:
Attorney General Steve Clark approves ballot title for proposed initiated act called Arkansas Equal Educational Opportunity Act; proposal is sponsored by Arkansas Education Assn
opposed by Arkansas Rural Educators Assn Ja5,5A:1 Arkansas Education Association members asked to secure 15 names each on petition for Equal Educational Opportunity Act vote Ja13,8A:3 Article explores contention that standard tests are biased against black students Mr24,18:2 Arkansas Education Assn's proposed Equal Educ Opportunity Act is a power grab, UA professor Joseph A. Sarthory tells Arkansas Assn of Professional Educators Ap20,4A:1 Article by Grace Benton Nelson on need for standards In educ Jy10,19A:1 Razorback football coach Lou Holtz comments on academic standards In educ Jy11,1C:3 Equal Educational Opportunity proposal of AEA certified for ballot Jy24,5A:6 Gazette commends plans to improve educ in rural areas Jy27,2E:1 Arkansas Association of Education Administrators Board to oppose proposed Equal Educational Opportunity Act proposed by Arkansas Education Assn Ag7,10A:1 Editorial accuses Arkansas Assn of Educational Administrators of playing with statistics in opposing proposed act Ag10,2E:1 Arkansas Education Assn leaders say cost estimates listed by Arkansas Association of Educational Admrs were based on unrealistic and invalid assumptions Ag14,3A:6 Proposed act would cost $26 million, AEA tells legislators Ag27,5A:6 Dr James W. O'Dell, president of Arkansas Rural Education Assoc, urges his group to help defeat proposed Equal Educational Opportunity Act; Gov Bill Clinton does not support proposal S5,5A:1 Little Rock Local 4004 of the American Federation of Teachers asks labor to oppose Equal Educ Act S8,5A:3 Gazette calls Arkansas Rural Education Assn statement 'nonsense' S8,8A:1 State Education Dept Director Don R. Roberts opposes proposed act on standards; cost cited S19,1A:3 Arkansas School Boards Assn votes to oppose AEA proposal 01,5A:6 Editorials comment on proposal by AEA 012,3E:3 Fordyce paper critical of proposed act 026,3E:6 Conway paper comments 026,3E:6 Gazette endorses Equal Educational Opportunity Act 028,10A:1 Summary of campaign for Initiated Act 1 to set educ standards N2,15A:1 Initiated Act No 1 defeated N5,4A:7 Voters defeat proposed Equal Educational Opportunity Act N6,8A:1 Sam Stueart, AEA head, cites activity by school dists against Initiated Act 1 N9,9A:1 Senator Bumpers votes against Helms bill to bar US Justice Dept from going to ct to end racial discrimination by busing; Senator Pryor changes vote, supports antibusing bill N14,1A:6 Senator Dale Bumpers says antibusing proposal passed by Senate has political appeal but no substance; Bumpers opposed measure while David Pryor changed his vote to favor it N15,1A:6 Senators get calls on votes N15,1A:6 Certified election returns show Initiated Act 1 failed by vote of 396,821 to 314,105 N25,3A:4 Editorial on Bumpers and Pryor vote on busing N30,3E:2 See also Ark-Elections--Governor Education (gen)--Resources and Services Education-Dumas Education-Helena Education-Little Rock Education-South Conway County US-Congress (Arkansas Delegation) --Exchange Programs: Some foreign exchange students experience rural life in Ark F13,4B:1 --Federal Aid: Budget proposals of Pres Carter could cut federal impact aid to Ark schools F13,11A:1 See also Education-Augusta --Fees: See also Education-Malvern --Finances and Budgets: Gov Bill Clinton reportedly furloughs over AEA opposition to his plan for distributing windfall funds to schools Ja23,4A:3 Gov Bill Clinton signs act to delay requiring small school dists
to levy at least the average school tax until 1984-85 school yr Ja26,1A:4 Editorial analyzes Ark ranking among states in various categories of school spending Ja31,14A:1 Property tax revenues in many dists will be much lower because of recent change in method of assessment of utility and railroad property Fl4,1A:2 Loss to school dists from change in utility assessment calculated; Little Rock to lose $456,290 Fl5,6A:1 Gazette comments on reduction of revenue in utilities assessment change Fl6,14A:1 Gazette says urgent need is for Legis to funnel idle funds to schools, take other measures for funding F21,18A:1 School officials meet to discuss loss of revenue as result of PSC ruling on utilities F29,12A:1 School officials tell Legis panel about their concern over funds loss after PSC decision on assessment of utilities Mr5,5A:1 School dists have trouble marketing bonds because of unstable bond market Mr6,6A:3 Trial scheduled in suit over state assistance to schools; suit contends formula unfair to poor dists and to those growing rapidly Mr7,5A:3 Gazette calls for solid solution to finance problems Mr9,2E:1 Gov Clinton may call Legis into session to restore status quo of utility assessments Mr13,1A:2 Voters adopt millage increases in 33 dists, defeat rise in 31 others Mr13,7A:1 Gov Bill Clinton to ask Legis to guarantee $21 million from windfall money appropriated at January session Ap5,1A:4 Gov Bill Clinton to seek law to allow school bond rates of 10 pct until next session of Legislature Ap5,1A:4 Gov Clinton tells school officials about his plans for funds Ap9,8A:5 Proposed use of $21 million runs into opposition in com; Reprs John M. Lipton and Lloyd George want secondary vocational schools better funded Ap12,4A:1 Gov Bill Clinton tells AEA he has kept promises Ap12,14A:1 Legislation to guarantee special funding this fiscal yr hits snag in Sen Ap17,4A:3 Gov Clinton's proposal amended to oblivion by the Senate Ap18,3A:3 Senator Max Howell holds firm on funding from windfall money; measure dies in Sen Ap19,1A:6 Editorials comment on failure of Ark Senate to provide funding for schools Ap27,3E:3 Gov Bill Clinton signs law increasing interest limit on school bonds My8,8A:4 Gazette comments on new funding crisis Jy31,16A:1 Gov Bill Clinton gives group of school supts first hand rep on budget cuts Ag1,14A:1 Budget of $542.6 million adopted by State Board of Education S8,1A:5 Gazette calls proposed budget conservative S15,10A:1 Test case begins on challenge of state formula for school aid; comparison drawn between Van Buren and Russellville 028,4A:1 Federal educ official testifies state aid formula adds to finance problems 029,5A:6 Budget presented by Governor-elect Frank White calls for over-all increase of 8.4 pct; Education Dept Director Don Roberts warns that some dists may have to shorten terms; sharpest cuts made in funds for educ of the handicapped D2,1A:2 Editorials on budget proposals of Frank White D7,3E:3 Low budget proposals may force early closing of some schools, AEA director says D23,6A:2

See also
Education (gen)--Handicapped Students
Education (gen)--Statistics
Education (gen)--Teachers
Education--Little Rock
Education--North Little Rock
Roads--Finance
--Food Service:
See also
Education--Pulaski County Oist--Food
Food Contamination
--Gifted Students: Arkansans for Gifted and Talented Education (AGATE) hears explanation of Governor's School Jel5,7A:1 Article explains goals of Governor's School for gifted Jel5,12F:1 Gifted children study at
UALR summer enrichment program Ag14, 2D:1 Guidelines developed for gifted programs; Governor's School held last summer criticized by American Citizen-ship Program at Searcy N27,7A:1

See also Education--Little Rock

--Grading of Students: Arkansas students score below natl average on standardized tests Jy24,1A:4 Higher scores predicted under AEA-sponsored plan; Dr Don Roberts sees no re- lationship Jy24,14A:1 Tables show rankings by regions in Ark and pct in natl quarterly rankings; test results listed by county and school dist Jy24,14A:2 Gazette ed on poor grades in Ark educ Jy26,16A:1 Editors comment on scores of Ark students Ag3, 3E:5

See also Education--Little Rock--Grading

--Graduates and Graduation: Rings, proms and robes make school expensive for seniors S4,10D:1

See also Education--Little Rock

--Handicapped Students: Federal funds for educ of handicapped students in Ark to be $4 million less than expected Mr8,13A:1 Number of handicapped children in public schools increases 95 pct Mr21,12A:6 Special educ programs suffer from lack of funds, over-referral of students Jy31,4A:8 Ruling that Jason Bradford, an autistic child in North Little Rock public school, is enti- tled to full school day may have big impact on educ; Arkansas has 3,400 autistic persons Ag17,7A:1 Editorial on problems in educating handicapped children in local schools S7,3E:4 Rule eased to provide teachers for handicapped students S9, 4A:1 Hearing-impaired students now study in Morrilton school D10,4B:1 Arkansas Society for Autistic Children offers hope to parents of autistic children D24,1B:4

Education--Finances

Education--North Little Rock--Student Conduct

Education--Springdale

--Libraries and Librarians: Blytheville paper comments on Benovedent Book Burners Ap27,3E:6 Gov Bill Clinton tells students li- braries are vital to their success 08,11A:1

--Private and Sectarian Schools:

See also Athletics-interscholastic Baptist Church--Little Rock--First Baptist

Catholic High School

Endora Christian School, Inc

Pulaski Academy

--Religious Practices In Public Schools, Issue of: Arkansas Gazette religion editor, John Workman, dis- cusses Bible distribution by Gideons; dangers of practice listed Ja5,6A:1 Letter defends work of Gideons Ja20, 2E:3 Arkansas schools may face court suits if they attempt to introduce religion in the classroom based on recent US Supreme Ct action, ACLU spokesman says N12,8A:1

See also Education--Little Rock

Education--Mountain View

--Resources and Services Centers:

Article explores probable direction of educ in 1980s decade Ja1,1B:1 Dr Don R. Roberts supports regional agencies to deal with some educ problems Mr10,3A:1 Only 20 educators show up at Forrest City to hear presentation on proposed regional educ centers Mr19,7A:6 Educational resource center to be set up in State Education Dept to provide information to educators in Ark; Educational Re- sources Information Center microfiche collection to be purchased Ap6,13A:6 Regional service center proposal presented to Legis panel by Dr Don R. Roberts; centers would strengthen small schools, help prevent consol- dation; money now used for county supervisor offices could be used for centers if Legis abolishes such offices Jy19,4A:1 State legislators and educ officials tour Iowa regional centers 01,8A:1 Schools get C plus
Proposed plan for 16 state area education service centers unveiled by Dr Don R. Roberts; funding would come from money now used for county supervisor offices 023, IA:2 Dr Don Roberts urges support for region offices N5, 9A:1 Lack of support from school adms and Governor-elect Frank D. White has doomed proposal for service offices D9, 6A:3

--School Administration and Community Role: Dr Don Roberts says county school supervisor offices cost $1.2 million, not worth a dime to local dists Hrl O, 3A:1 Dr Roberts regrets remark on value of county supervisors Mr11, 5A:6 Results of school elections (by county) Mr13, 6A:1

See also:
Education-Little Rock
Education-North Little Rock
Education-Pulaski Co Dist

--Statistics: Summary of state Education Dept list figures on number of schools, enrollment, attendance, expenditures and teacher salaries Ja6, 3A:1

--Student Activities:
See also Education-Little Rock

--Student Conduct:
See also Education-Little Rock--Student Conduct
Education-North Little Rock--Student Conduct

--Teachers and Administrators:
See also Arkansas Children's Colony Education (gen)--Finances and Budgets

Education-Helena
Education-Little Rock--Teachers

---Certification: Physical education teachers to discuss proposed certification on different teaching levels Mr2, 22A:8 Action delayed on plan to change certification of physical education teachers Mr7, 10A:6 Bill in Legls would require new teachers to pass subject competency test N26, 6A:6
EDUCATION AND SCHOOLS

-Teachers

cuts $16.7 million from budget, calls teachers' salaries a political football Ag14,1A:4 Article on teachers' salaries as a political issue Ag24, 1E:4 Arkansas Education Assn to go to court to prevent school dists from rewriting teachers' contracts and lowering their salaries Ag26,1A:7 Threat of suits by AEA draws criticism from Arkansas Assn of Professional Educators Ag29,10A:3 Editors comment on AEA militancy on salaries Ag31,3E:3 Editorials on pay for teachers S7,3E:1 Budget proposal for 1981-82 would grant average raise of $1,220 S8,1A:5 At least 136 dists have cut teachers' pay; AEA may file suit S23,3A:3 Court suits challenging cuts in salaries will not be filed until next year, AEA says O9,3A:5 Governor-elect Frank D. White tells Legislative Council his top priority will be salaries of teachers and state employees N6,1A:6 Lawyer tells teacher that honoring their contracts is not a matter of convenience N7,10A:6 Pay may be reduced still further because of low tax collections N27,1A:3 Bill filed in Legis would revise rule that dists spend at least as much for teacher salaries as they did the previous year D19,12A:5 Article compares recommendation by Governor-elect Frank White for teacher pay to that he wants for state employees D21,1E:2 Editorial points out fallacy of promising teachers an 'average' salary increase D21,3E:5 Garbage collectors in Little Rock paid better than some Ark teachers D23,6A:2 Repr Charles R. Moore Jr suggests $17 million be taken from Revolving Fund to pay contracts not fully funded this year; Governor-elect Frank D. White not favorable D31,3A:1

See also Education-Little Rock--Teachers Education-Lonoke

---Unemployment Insurance:

Teachers not eligible for unemployment compensation just because school closed by weather N13,8A:4 Checks sent to teachers who qualified for unemployment compensation for unpaid holidays in 1977 N24,3A:6

--Teaching Methods, Aims and Objectives: Article discusses Program for Effective Teaching (PET), which is being introduced in Ark, modeled after Newport News, Va, program; system raises pupil performance level Jal4,1B:2 Montessori method used at private school for Infants and toddlers at Little Rock; plan tries to instill self-sufficiency Mr6,3B:1 Article explains Program for Effective Teaching (PET) Je16,1B:2

See also Education-Little Rock--Teaching Methods

--Transportation: School officials switch to propane fuel for school buses D20,5A:4

--Vocational Training and Guidance: Vo-tech programs severely lacking, Advisory Council says; agr and home econ stressed at expense of high technology skills F7,9A:1 Arkansas Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union charges vocational ed plans of school dists discriminate against women; Cabot school cited; funds cutoff requested Ap17,1A:5 United Technologies Corp decides not to move to Ark because company officials do not think state could provide training for employees Ag22,7C:1 Article on James A. Jones, a pioneer in Ark vocational educ Sl,1B:2 Governor Bill Clinton receives suggestions for improving vocational educ S12,8A:6 State Economic Development Comm told by heads of Education and Higher Education Depts that lack of funds hampers increased vocational and technical educ S19, 5A:1 State vocational programs lack foresight, legislative panel told 08, 12A:1 Gazette comments on need for coordination of programs 013,14A:1 Governor-elect Frank D. White says he may try to take vocational-technical program out of state Education Dept, and estab a separate comm made up of
Arkansas Vocational Assn opposes merger of vo-tech programs with colls N20,10A:1 Proposal to shift oversight of vocational educ to a new group is opposed by state Board of Education; proposed improvements at schools listed; $56 million statewide school for North Little Rock mentioned D8,4A:1 See also Aerospace Industries Ark-Elections-Governor Education-Pulaski Co Dist--Vocational Training Arkadelphia. Letter sweaters given for academic excellence 019,19A:1 Ashdown. Students at Ashdown are taught basics of nutrition through school lunch program F27,2B:5 Augusta. Irregularities and illegalities charged in school bd election Ap2,4A:6 Order upheld by US Comr of Education; school dist must repay $131,112 in Title I funds it misspent My25,11A:7 Beebe. Court suit challenges recently approved bond issue on grounds that it exceeds legal ratio D12,12A:1 Benton. Anderson Dewel Parsons seeks reinstatement as assistant supt Jy26,11A:5 Berryville. Home economics teacher reprimanded by school bd for teaching unit on sex education; group protesting also says books in school library not suitable Mr5,6A:1 About 300 persons attend Bd meeting; most favor sex educ Mr19,6A:1 Cabot. School begins physical educ program designed to correct confused dominance, sidedness or laterality Mr12,8B:1 See also Education (gen)--Vocational Clarksville Clarksville See also Basketball-Interscholastic ... Campton. School Dist seeks designation as isolated school Mr11,5A:6 Conway. Mrs Betty Fuller and the Conway School Bd settle race bias suit F29,11A:1 Cord-Charlotte. Circuit Ct upholds transfer of students from Cord-Charlotte to Newark Ja20,5A:7 Arkansas Supreme Court rules boards of both districts must approve transfer of students between dists N28,5A:8 Dardanelle. Nancy Cox charges she was not rehired because she exercised her freedom of speech S13,4A:1 Richard Johnson files suit alleging he was fired for criticism of his principal S17,10A:5 Dumas. High school closes early after tension developed following promotion of white over black for football coach F8,11A:1 Classes resume with 25 pct absent F12,5A:6 Fort Smith. Chaffin Junior High School at Fort Smith sustains heavy damage in vandalism incident Je13,7A:1 Youths told to pay school $16,968 In vandalism case; other penalties also assessed Jy12,8A:1 Glenwood. Kyla Dillard, who has completed graduation requirements in 3 yrs with straight A grades, challenges school bd policy that does not allow her to be named an honors graduate Mr26,5A:3 Board changes rule on bar of scholarships for 3-yr graduates Ap17,6A:8 Greenbrier. Four seniors kept out of graduation ceremony after publishing controversial work in school paper My14,4A:4 Havana. US Circuit Court of Appeals reverses District Ct finding that school bd was biased when it fired Supt Jim F. Barham N8,9A:2 Heber Springs. Debate develops over length of terms of contracts for administrators Ap27,6A:4 School bd
leaves policy intact on hiring admrs
My22,10A:1
Helena-West Helena District asks US Court to take jurisdiction of
suit filed in state cts to halt construction of central facility for
lower grades Ja4,5A:6 Black residents to call for school boycott unless Leroy Charles, a black teacher, is rehired and changes made in attitude toward hiring and promotion of blacks Jy25,5A:7 Black group presents list of demands, threatens boycott Ag14,4A:6 Group still plans boycott Ag15,13A:8 Board agrees to rehire Charles to avoid boycott Ag20,11A:1 Absence rate of 46% reported as boycott begins; blacks now demand end to tracking system used in class placements Ag21,6A:1 Boycott to be called off if 2 demands are met, blacks say Ag22,11A:1 Attendance rises; boycott costs about $5 per pupil per day in lost state aid Ag23,4A:3 School Board, black leaders to meet; attendance is 42%; demands listed Ag26,8A:7 Boycott of schools grows as teachers stay out, absentee rate of students climbs to 61; black leaders call for boycott of local business Ag28,1A:8 Boycott goes on as 57% of students skip school Ag29,14A:1 Groups fail to resolve boycott Ag30,4A:3 School boycott to continue Ag31,8A:2 Boycott called off; dispute resolved, black group says S2,1A:2 Blacks end boycott; concessions listed S3,4A:3 Blacks say promises broken, resume threat of business boycott S25,8A:6 'Historic wrongs' alleged as blacks begin boycott of white-owned businesses at Helena and West Helena O1,5A:1 Rav Larry Edwards found guilty of threat to bomb home of 4 black women to get them to help boycott stores; appeal planned O14,6A:1

Judsonia Despite flares between Judsonia and Central Dists over attendance of Oakdale area students S14,5A:1

Lakeside Jimmy Anderson, 21, arrested on charge of vandalizing school by driving pickup truck through glass doors, down hall; damages may exceed $30,000 S7,4A:1

Lawson Forced merger with El Dorado upheld by state Supreme Ct J06,4A:4

Little Rock Supt Paul Masem used school employees for work at his residence, will reimburse dist Je27,14A:4 Supt Paul Masem to pay $76 to Dist for work school employees did at his home Je28,1A:5

See also King, Martin Luther Jr

--Administration and Community Role: Board promotes Richard Maple to principal at Central High School despite protests by John Walker, a black Je27,14A:1

--Athletics
See Athletics

--Awards, Decorations and Honors Hall High School teacher, Catherine Hamilton, receives American Chemical Society's outstanding chemistry teacher award Ap24,18:2

--Board of Education
See subhead, School Adm

--Consolidation and Reorganization: Little Rock school officials call for study of merger of Little Rock and Pulaski County dists; Pulaski Dist votes to end talks Mr12,4A:1

--Curricula: Parents object to content of sex educ classes Ja8,13A:2 Supt Paul Masem says Dist may face a revival of a "book burning mentality" if efforts of some groups and individuals succeed; Masem cites Family Life, America, God (FLAG), Harding Univ and the National Education Program; criticism of some groups directed at drug, alcohol, sex and other value clarification programs; opponents call such programs a revulsion of humanism Ja31,1A:2 Readers respond to Dr Masem on humanism and book-burning mentality F7,12A:3

See also Conservatism, Political

--Day Care Centers: School may apply for federal funds to operate
child care program before and after school; private day care operators concerned Ap8,3A:1

--Employees, Non-Certified: Majority of bus drivers, maintenance and custodial workers join American Federation of Teachers, ask for bargaining rights My29,7C:7 School Board rejects request for bargaining rights for bus drivers, maintenance and custodial workers Agl,18A:1 School Board approves bargaining rights for bus drivers, and maintenance and custodial workers Ag29,9A:1 School Board sets guidelines for union election for some dist workers O31,19A:4 School Bd cancels agreement to allow election for union N21,15A:1 Board reverses its former approval of a union certification election; union to contest validity of board meeting N22,1A:2 Union certification vote scheduled by American Federation of Teachers despite school board vote N23,1A:2 Vote is almost unanimous for union in unrecognized vote by workers N26,6A:1 American Federation of Teachers sues school board in federal ct alleging bd violated its own policies and rights of employees D6,1A:8 School Board votes to grant workers the right to meet and confer with the Board in lieu of bargaining rights; union unhappy D11,18A:1

--Enrollment: City schools are 64 pct black S4,4A:1

--Equal Educational Opportunity: US Health, Education and Welfare Dept (HEW) apologizes for listing dist among worst offenders with number of blacks in special educ Ja9,12A:7 Attorney for dist says suit to expand dist boundaries would be futile Ja29,7A:1 Supt Paul Masem presents program and timetable to combat white flight from dist Fl,1A:5 Mrs Donna Dillahunty, a faculty member at University of Central Ark, says Masem misrepresented her remarks on books and sex educ Fl,11A:1 White flight discussed by candidates for school bd Fl3,5A:1 F24,4A:1 Version of 1957 desegregation crisis as seen by Elizabeth Huckaby to be filmed as TV movie F24,1F:4 Ministers group calls for increased support of public schools F29,10A:4 Committee forms to assist Pulaski County Dist resistance to expansion of Little Rock school boundaries F29,15A:1 Gazette comments on statement by ministers Mr1,16A:1 Gazette comments on statement of support by clergy Mr9,2E:1 Group of west Little Rock parents organize to show support for public schools Mr16,4A:1 Parents for Public Schools estab committee to fight white flight Mr19,11A:6 Article on efforts by Parents for Public Schools Mr24,1B:2 Expansion of district lines to include all of city of Little Rock could bring 50-50 racial balance, school bd told Ap3,9A:1 Church leaders open forum to discuss issues Ap11,1A:2 Gazette comments on religious group support of public schools Ap20,2E:1 Gazette comments on racial prejudice and religion and the Interfaith Denominational Roundtable Ap25,22A:1 Effort growing to recruit whites for schools; parents fear primary grades to be mostly black My2,5A:1 Greater Little Rock Religious Forum organized, pledges support for public schools My9,10A:1 Gazette comments on Forum and its role for public schools My10,18A:1 Spokesman for Parents for Public Schools predicts attempt to roll back school taxes if better racial balance is not made My13,3A:3 Supt Paul Masem predicts black-white ratio to stabilize; talks resume on expansion of school dist into Pulaski County Dist to take in largely-white suburban areas Je1,5A:1 Gazette suggests City of Little Rock return to practice of adding newly annexed property to the Little Rock School Dist Je2,10A:1 City Director Byron Morse suggests school bd quit if state law not changed to allow dist to expand with city limits Je4,1A:3
Pulaski County School Bd President Bob Moore assails remarks by city directors Je6,7A:1 Supt Paul Masem predicts stable black-white ratio, praises work by religious leaders Je3,11A:1 Dr Ruth Polk Patterson charges in federal suit that dist has violated its moratorium agreement of 1974 to desegregate all levels of the system; numerous complaints listed Jy30,1A:2 Black parents demand more black teachers, other changes Jy31,11A:1 Gazette does not believe Dr Ruth Patterson should be supervisor of English and social studies; reaction to production of play, "You Can't Take It With You," cited Jy31,16A:1 School dist denies sex, race charges in Patterson suit, says it has gone beyond requirements Ag1,1A:3 School Board names Marvin Zimmerman to position sought by Dr Patterson Ag1,18A:1 Jim Ivey makes pitch for end to white flight, discusses effect on business Ag9,8A:5 Federal judge rejects order request of Dr Patterson, will try case on its merits later Ag10,1A:4 Summary of book by Elizabeth Huckaby on 1957 desegregation crisis 026,1F:2 Supt Paul Masem presents options to stop white flight from dist D18,1A:6 School Board votes to take first steps toward filing lawsuit to remedy racial imbalance by expanding into or merging with Pulaski County Dist D19,1A:5

See also
Faubus, Orval Eugene
Hays, Brooks

--Finances and Budgets: No bids made on $5.5 million in school bonds offered; high interest rate blamed Mr6,1A:2 School Bd hopes to lure bond buyers Mr7,6A:3 District revises proposal, offers 15-yr bond issue Mr8,6A:1 School bonds get no bids for 2nd time Ap3,9A:3 Bonds sold on 3rd attempt My8,6A:4 Arkansas Taxpayers Services to fight any tax increase My9,11A:6 School Bd cuts $600,000 from budget My16,14A:5 Board approves $38.7 million budget 08,11A:7 Worsening econ situation expected 012,24A:7 Proposal made for 8-mill increase in tax; schools fear major cuts without revenue D11,1A:5 School Bd decides to seek 8-mill tax increase; financial situation described as bleak D31,1A:2

--Gifted Students: Parents criticize program as inadequate F27,3A:1 Blacks file suit to block summer program for gifted children Je4,6A:1 Injunction plea refused; program for gifted to start Je5,8A:1 John W. Walker appeals decision on program Je7,4A:1 Judge Richard S. Arnold refuses to suspend program Je8,5A:1 Sult challenging summer program for the gifted ruled moot S30,3A:6 Article on problems in developing gifted, talented program N7,10A:1 Supt Paul Masem defends plans to revise program N11,3A:3

--Grading of Students: Test scores improved My30,18A:3 Improvement in reading reported Ag8,10A:6

--Private and Sectarian Schools: Study by panel in Christ the King Parish finds 3 Catholic elementary schools spend less than half the money the public schools do; other findings listed Ja1,8A:1 See also
Baptist Church-Little Rock--First Baptist
Catholic High School
Mount St Mary's Academy
Pulaski Academy

--Religious Practices In Public Schools, Issue of: School Board questioned on ban of prayer in schools Ja8,13A:2 School Bd panel proposes ban on distribution of religious materials in schools F20,5A:1

--School Administration and Community Role: Rudolph L. Bloom is candidate for school Bd Ja9,4A:7 Dr Charles Hodge and Dr Arthur Gillum file for bd seats Jal3,9A:1 Hall High School student Robert M. David III seeks seat on bd Jal5,6A:4 Mrs Judy Green seeks bd seat Jal7,3A:4
Betty Herron files for seat Ja26, 10A:4 Candidates discuss white flight, other problems F13,5A:1 Political Actions Committee for Education (PACE), an arm of Little Rock Classroom Teachers Assn (CTA) endorses Dr Charles H. Hodge F13,5A:1 Board candidates offer views on problem of white flight F24,4A:1 Gazette endorses candidates Mr8,16A:1 Mrs Betty Herron and Dr Arthur W. Gillum win bd seats Mr12,1A:6


--Student Conduct: US judge delays ruling in request by Leola Williams for return to Hall High School after expulsion F5,7A:1 Study shows few serious discipline problems My11,6A:4 Nineteen pct of students involved in disciplinary action My31,7A:1 Federal Judge William R. Overton rules no constitutional rights violated in suspension of 2 sisters from Hall High School in gun incident Jy18,5A:1

--Teachers and Administrators: Classroom Teachers Assn rejects written understanding proposed by bd panel for higher priorities for expanded teacher educ benefits F16, 10A:1 Teams from School Bd and Classroom Teachers Assn open talks on sour note My9,6A:4 Teachers offered 5 pct pay increase; called good start My23,5A:1 School Bd votes to allow telling of Biblical stories in schools to continue; 400 attend meeting Jy6,9A:3 Lawsuit prepared by ACLU Jy17,5A:1 Letter says courts have no power to forbid free exercise of religion Jy20,2E:3 Letters on religious views Jy25,18A:3 Bible reading in public school challenged in federal ct Mr27,6A:6 Testimony on Bible story reading heard in US ct; ruling delayed Ap10,6A:1 Gazette ed on challenge of Bible reading in schools Ap18,20A:1 School Bd votes to resolve suit Ap24,5A:3 School, parents reach agreement; Bible readings end, guidelines adopted My3,11A:1 Bible stories, church songs halted Jy11,11A:6

Nemo Vista

See also Education—Handicapped

Mountain View. American Civil Liberties Union asks that Bible reading in classroom be halted Jy1,1A:6 Gazette comments on breaking of federal law by Bible reading Jy15, 10A:1 School Bd votes to allow telling of Biblical stories in schools to continue; 400 attend meeting Jy6,9A:3 Lawsuit prepared by ACLU Jy17,5A:1 Letter says courts have no power to forbid free exercise of religion Jy20,2E:3 Letters on religious views Jy25,18A:3 Bible reading in public school challenged in federal ct Mr27,6A:6 Testimony on Bible story reading heard in US ct; ruling delayed Ap10,6A:1 Gazette ed on challenge of Bible reading in schools Ap18,20A:1 School Bd votes to resolve suit Ap24, 5A:3 School, parents reach agreement; Bible readings end, guidelines adopted My3,11A:1 Bible stories, church songs halted Jy11,11A:6

See also Education—South Conway Co

Norphlet. $30,000 missing; Supt Floyd Gibson resigns Jy19,5A:6
North Little Rock

---Board of Education:

See Education-North Little Rock---School Admin
---Enrollment: 31.7 pct of students are black; racial enrollment by schools listed 024,8A:1
---Equal Educational Opportunity: Eighth US Court of Appeals upholds lower court desegregation order; faculty integration ordered D25,1A:8
---Finances and Budgets: District audit shows balance of $1,061,848; millage increase still needed, officials say Ja11,8A:5 Voters approve millage increase Mr12,1A:6 Volunteer effort credited for vote for millage increase Mr13,14A:1 Board adopts $19 million budget Jy25,10A:1
---School Administration and Community Role: S. R. Lyon seeks 4th term on school bd Ja11,8A:6 Dr L. D. Redden Jr will not seek reelection to bd Ja16,8A:3 John C. Ward files for bd seat Ja18,8A:3 Linda Woodworth files for seat Ja26,10A:3 Proponents of tax increase wage campaign; two seek be seats Mr8,11A:1 S. R. Lyon reelected to bd Mr12,1A:6
---Student Conduct: School Board adopts discipline policy allowing use of padded, windowless, time-out rooms and blankets in handling violent students; law requiring that public schools educate all handicapped students prompted change N21,4A:1
---Teachers and Administrators: School counselor Barbara L. Gillespie files suit alleging dist discriminates against women employees, is trying to force her to resign Jy24,7A:1 Federal Judge Henry Woods holds hearing on sex discrimination charge filed by Barbara Gillespie, who was replaced as a counselor D11,4A:4
---Food Service: Federal Judge Elsijane Trimble Roy denies injunction to halt sale of carbonated beverages with lunches Ag23,1A:1
---School Administration and Community Role: Bob Moore files for reelection to school bd Ja16,8A:3 Lester Hosto will not seek reelection to school bd Ja22,4A:8 Billy J. Wawak seeks bd seat Ja23,11A:1 Glem E. Davidson seeks seat on bd Ja24,6A:4 Oscar E. Wafe files for bd seat Ja25,4A:5 Other candidates filing are Don Hindman, Larry Lemar Staggers, H. M. Faulkner and John A. Ramer Ja26,10A:1 Classroom Teachers Council endorses Moore, Staggers and Faulkner F13,2A:3 Four candidates for school bd present options Mr7,10A:1 Special educ Is issue in one contest Mr7,12A:3 Don Hindman and H. M. Faulkner elected to bd Mrs,8A:1 Proposed goals and philosophy statement prepared by parents draws angry reaction from Pulaski Assn of
---Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic Education-Little Rock---Equal Educat---Adult Education: Work of Adult Education Center praised D23,1B:2
---Board of Education:

See Education-Pulaski Co Dist---School Admin
---Consolidation and Reorganization:

See also Education-Little Rock--Consolidation
---Curricula: Two board members debate proposed course in sex educ for 7th graders; fears of increased sexual activity by teen-agers expressed by opponents Jy8,17A:1 Board authorizes panel to develop family life study Jy9,15A:7 Board rejects outline for sex educ course for 7th graders S10,15A:1
---Enrollment: Blacks show slight increase; enrollment by schools listed 010,9A:7
---School Administration and Community Role: Bob Moore files for reelection to school bd Ja16,8A:3 Lester Hosto will not seek reelection to school bd Ja22,4A:8 Billy J. Wawak seeks bd seat Ja23,11A:1 Glem E. Davidson seeks seat on bd Ja24,6A:4 Oscar E. Wafe files for bd seat Ja25,4A:5 Other candidates filing are Don Hindman, Larry Lemar Staggers, H. M. Faulkner and John A. Ramer Ja26,10A:1 Classroom Teachers Council endorses Moore, Staggers and Faulkner F13,2A:3 Four candidates for school bd present options Mr7,10A:1 Special educ Is issue in one contest Mr7,12A:3 Don Hindman and H. M. Faulkner elected to bd Mrs,8A:1 Proposed goals and philosophy statement prepared by parents draws angry reaction from Pulaski Assn of

Pulaski County Dist. Board hears
Classroom Teachers, who brand proposals as a code of conduct and attack on academic freedom 014,4A:1

--Teachers and Administrators: School Dist and Mrs Mary Ella Martin settle sex bias suit she filed in 1978 Jy23,7A:1 Board votes to pay teachers full salaries Ag24,5A:3 District accused of having unwritten policy of having no more than one black admr in each school N11,3A:1

--Vocational Training and Guidance: Article on use of computer program to help students choose careers Mr4,2B:4 Russellville

See also Education--Finances Searcy. Arson suspected in burning of Junior High School Mr18,5A:1

South Conway County Dist. Nemo Vista Dist asks federal ct to order Menifee East Side Dist to surrender funds It says it cannot pay because of ct order to pay for students it sends to South Conway Dist; problem arose because of merger of Morrilton, Plumerville and Menifee Dist after desegregation suit Ja6,3A:7 District lacks funds to meet payroll Ja7,4A:7 Funds available for payment of certifed personnel through April Ja18,9A:7 Plumerville asks for state aid to finish term Ja29,4A:1 US Justice Dept asks Judge Elsele not to change plan F5,7A:6 School mergers embitter Menifee and Plumerville basketball players and fans F10,18:1 US Supreme Ct refuses to hear appeal of consolidation order F20,9A:1 State of Ark and the State Board of Education may be reinstated as parties in case F29,6A:6 Judge Elsele sets April 15 as deadline for consolidation plan, will name 9th member to school bd Mr6,1A:4 Hendrix Coll professor Robert W. Meriwether named to Bd In try to speed desegregation Mr11,5A:7 District may use 3 tax rates Mr14,8A:7 Attorney Gen Steve Clark asks Judge Elsele not to bring state and Education Dept back into suit Mr14,10A:1 Morrilton paper comments on new bd member, says Meriwether may wish he had stayed in classroom at Hendrix Mr16,3E:6 Plumerville renews request to put state Education Dept back in suit Mr19,5A:5 Board agrees on partial plan for racial balance Mr20,20A:8 Judge says East Side need not pay funds sought by Nemo Vista Mr27,10A:8 Petit Jean Country Headlight comments on cost of busing for racial balance Ap6,3E:4 State Education Dept and the State of Arkansas reinstated as parties in suit Ap10,6A:4 Proposed final consolidation plan filed Ap23,17A:6 Nemo Vista Dist asks judge to order East Side Dist to turn agr class equipment over to it Ap25,6A:1 Two districts, US govt object to final merger plan My6,5A:1 After lengthy hearing, Judge G. Thomas Elsele says he may set tax rate and order state to provide some funds My7,4A:1 State ordered to pay any increased costs of maintaining quality of educ My8,10A:4 Judge Elsele approves merger of schools; several orders issued My10,11A:1 Judge can set tax rates, board says My17,5A:1 US Justice Dept urges Elsele to order 62-mill school tax My20,7A:1 Plumerville Dist asks 62-mill levy, cancellation of 12-mill bond issue approved by Morrilton My21,10A:4 US attorneys ask halt to issuance of bonds approved at Morrilton My24,6A:4 Plumerville asks halt to plan for junior high athletic facilities at Morrilton; several objections to consolidation plans filed My29,7C:6 State urges Judge Elsele to use broad powers to settle funding issue Je3,11A:4 Judge Elsele orders 62-mill tax, leaves issue of construction bonds to interim bd Je5,1A:6 Plumerville Dist, which was to go out of existence June 30, asks state for $99,454 Je2,9A:1 State urges denial of funds requested by Plumerville Jy11,8A:3 Residents resigned, not united on school merger, judge told 022,10A:6 US Appeals Ct dismisses state appeal of costly desegregation order, calls appeal
premature N1,9A:6 Morrilton editor sees little depth in report by 3 university professors to Judge Elsele; lack of factual information noted N9, 3E:6 District seeks reimbursement of $723,000 for expenses of desegregation lawsuit D6,6A:5

Springdale. State Education Dept rules Springdale must provide program for deaf child F8,3A:7 Board to appeal ruling on deaf student F14,5A:1 Vern Garretson, a doctor of education who is deaf, testifies that deaf youth would be better served at state School for the Deaf My9,8A:1 Federal judge orders district to provide for deaf student Jy26,1A:2 Decision in case of deaf student could create hardship for small school districts Ag3,3E:4 Decision on deaf student to be appealed Ag26,4A:1

See also Labor-Child Labor

Van Buren

See also Education--Finances
West Side Dist (Cleburne County).
State Supreme Ct upholds law allowing Beloit Bay-Eden Isle area of West Side School Dist to be annexed to Heber Springs School Dist Je3,6A:2 EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS

Officials trim budget, keep dues at $8 per mo Ap13,10A:1 Support of AEA helped Pres Jimmy Carter win election, aide says Ap13,10A:4 Activism of teachers rising, AEA told Ap13,10A:5 Questions sent to judicial candidates are intimidating, John T. Harmon says Ap26,8A:4 Political Action Committee makes primary contest endorsements Ap27,20A:7 Lyle R. French is president-elect My4,14A:6 Group endorses Dale Bumpers and Bill Clinton for reelection S16,5A:7 Endorsements in Legislative races listed 07,6A:7 Sam Stueart urges political war chest be created for use by AEA N8,8A:1 Group adopts several resolutions, including 2 pct increase in sales tax N9,9A:1

See also
Ark-Constitution
Clinton, William J.
Russellville paper says other AP&L customers will pay bills of Benton and North Little Rock if those cities fail to pay Mr16,3E:3 ACORN and Steve Clark join PSC staff in request for reviews of ruling that lowers AP&L rates for commercial users, raises them for residential Mr18,5A:1 Industries oppose PSC proposal for mandatory time-of-use rate Mr29,9A:5 Arkansas state officials concerned that PSC may have no regulatory power over purchases by AP&L from Middle South Energy Inc, which is building nuclear power plant in Mississippi Mr30,1A:5 Interest-free conservation plan for homes to be set up by AP&L Ap3,7A:1 PSC reverses AP&L order that increased residential rates, decreased commercial rates Ap5,1A:3 AP&L reveals its proposed loan program for residential energy conservation; state Energy Dept takes issue with part of plan Ap5,1A:6 Gazette comments on PSC change of order on commercial-residential rates; mentions huge rate increase to be sought soon Ap10,14A:1 Storm damage to AP&L equipment could result in higher bills Ap12,11A:1 Steve Clark urges PSC to establish procedure for others to review proposed rate structure of AP&L Ap23,4A:1 First Electric Co-op and Petit Jean Electric Co-op file request for large rate increase Ap26,2A:4 Policy has reduced disconnects, AP&L spokesman Jack King says My7,12A:1 AP&L trying to keep construction on schedule at coal-fired plants; partners asked to pay AP&L share of cost until next yr My16,1A:5 City of Conway will apply for power generator on dam at Toad-suck Ferry My22,7A:4 AP&L tells North Little Rock its bills must be paid My24,16A:8 AP&L defends 9 pct interest charge on past due bills of municipal customers My25,23A:1 AP&L seeks rise of $130 million; 2-phase increase is most ever sought My31,17A:1 Federal Energy Regulatory Comm
Power and Light seeks to recover cost of White Bluff coal-fired plant through fuel adjustment clause 010, 10A:6 AP&L to impose rate increase that will produce $86.7 million, raise residential rates by an average of $5.00 in winter and $14.00 in summer 014,1A:2 Public Service Comm orders AP&L to refund $7.8 million for fuel adjustment overcharges and denies firm's request to use clause to start recovering capital investment in White Bluff plant 028, 1A:2 AP&L asks Public Service Comm to approve clause to allow company to recover exact cost of its fuel and purchased power above a base amt 01, 9A:1 Study shows AP&L needs $99.9 million increase from all customers 01,9A:1 AP&L appeals order to refund $7.8 million in overcharges 04,7A:4 Consultant to the Public Service Comm says AP&L should receive $86.73 million, not $99.9 million 018,4A:1 Public Service Comm decision favors consumers who produce their own power; AP&L can no longer charge fee for such services 023,1F:1 Public Service Comm to begin hearings on AP&L request for rate increase of $130 million 029,3A:1 Arkansas Community Organizations for Reform Now opposes AP&L rate increase 030,5A:1 Higher rates needed to build plants using less expensive fuels, AP&L tells PSC 03,1A:1 Need for $5.3 million more than the $130.1 million sought is cited by AP&L 03,10A:7 Residential customers would pay larger share of rate increase 03, 11A:1 Cost increases in building 2 power plants 04,2A:6 AP&L arguments for profits attacked 05,13A:3 Hearings continue on AP&L earnings 06,6A:1 AP&L winds up testimony 09, 9C:3 Hearing on AP&L rate case ends 010,7C:8

See also

Accidents-Electric
Atomic Energy
Benton
Coal
ELECTRIC LIGHT

1980

ENERGY AND POWER

ELECTRICITY
See also Electric Light

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
See Education

ELEPHANTS
See also Zoo of Arkansas

ELEVEN POINT RIVER
See also Rivers

ELLIS, CLYDE TAYLOR
Former legislator, aide to Sen John L. McClellan, dies at age 71; Mr Ellis led fight for rural electricity

ELMS PLANTING CO
Half of firm's 20,000-acre farming operation may be sold to Prudential Insurance Company of America; farm was founded in 1883 by Altheimer Brothers

EMBEZZLEMENT AND MISAPPROPRIATION
See also

Arkansas Children's Colony-Conway Bearden

Commercial Natl Bank (Little Rock)

Craigshead Electric Cooperative Corp Education-Norphlet

Farmers and Merchants Bank (Marlanna)

First National Bank (Fort Smith)

First National Bank of Phillips Co

Hunt (J.B.) Co Laborers Union of North America, Intl

Medicine-Health Ins

Saline County Educational Federal Credit Union

Twin City Bank

Tyson Foods, Inc

Worthen Bank and Trust Co

EMI GRATION
See Immigration and Emigration

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
See Labor-Employment Agencies

ENDANGERED AND EXTINCT SPECIES
Project locates 355 sites in Ark where rare species are found

ENDOTOXIN SHOCK
See Septic Shock

ENERGY AND POWER

Article on energy picture for 1980s sees less energy at higher cost; 1s:4 Violation of order for 65 degree temperatures found in Wallace Bldg, owned by Pulaski County; under law, individuals can be fined for use of heaters by desks; 1s:4 Gov Clinton withdraws bill to extend governor's emergency powers to include energy; Ja24, 4A:4 Gov Bill Clinton signs legis to grant tax deductions for energy conservation devices; 4s:4 Federal grants go to 18 institutions to help reduce energy costs; 4s:4 Common Cause says Ark ranks low in energy conservation; state officials disagree Mr29, 4A:1 Gov Bill Clinton urges Democratic Party's Platform Committee to adopt conservation ethic; Ap10, 5A:1 Article explains how businesses can save energy by use of service offered by SW Bell Telephone through its Energy Communication microprocessor; Ap17, 1A:2 Energy Extension Service begins operation in Ark; major role is advice to homeowners on energy-savings; Ap17, 7C:7 Mississippi County Community Coll at Blytheville is site of Energy Expo '80; expected to attract 50,000 Ap20, 1F:4 Article by Paul F. Levy on energy in Ark; My7, 1A:1 Energy-saving and 'back to land' featured at observance of Arkansas Sun Day; My18, 4A:1 AP&L, 2 other major utilities object to energy conservation plan by State Energy Dept that would require utility firms, if asked, to check homes, suggest improvements and loan funds to make them; Je21, 6A:1 Most major...
utilities endorse conservation plan for residences, but want some changes
Je26,7A:1 Gov Bill Clinton deletes loan plan from utilities for insulation
Je29,3A:7 Common Cause responds to complaints of Gov Bill Clinton that consumer group incorrectly gave Ark low rating on energy conservation Je29,8A:6 AP&L to pursue its plan to offer loans for energy saving Je30,3A:1 State official complains to Common Cause about rep Jy2,9A:1 Conservation of electric energy in Ark has delayed need for lignite-fired plant Jy2,16A:1 Common Cause concedes Ark has made progress in conservation Jy8,8A:1 Federal Energy Dept awards grants for study of alternative energy sources Jy10,5C:2 Energy Dept revises plan for energy audit of customers' homes Jy17,2A:5 Gas firms oppose proposal in state energy conservation plan that would require them to finance improvements in homes Ag12,4A:1 Energy Dept officials, AP&L disagree on plan for energy conservation in homes Ag13,9A:1 Editorial on AP&L plan to finance energy-saving measures for customers Ag18,10A:1 Eleven Arkansans win federal grants for small-scale alternate energy projects Ag26,6C:7 State progress examined on 15 steps outlined by Gov Bill Clinton last year for saving energy S21,7A:1 Arkansas State Univ professor, Dr Bennett, works on process to double energy produced at coal-fired plants 05,8E:6 List of 39 grants by state Energy Dept for conservation projects 014,4A:4 Article on energy-saving measures taken by University of Central Arkansas 021,5A:1 Arkansas doing well in conservation, consultants report D4,16A:3
See also
Solar Energy
Waste Materials
ENERGY EXPO 80
See Energy and Power
ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE
See Energy and Power
ENERGY SECURITY, STATE STRATEGIES FOR (CONF)
Energy meeting for governors, top officials to be held at Little Rock Ja27,1A:4 Gov Bill Clinton and Colorado Gov Richard Lamm call US Energy Dept a poor example F2,1A:3 Oregon officials barred from travel to Ark because state has not ratified ERA, use phone to talk to Conf F2,4A:1 Florida Gov D. Robert Graham calls energy crisis a political problem F2,4A:4 Dr Robert Stobaugh tells Conf there are no miracle cures for energy problems F3,4A:1
ENERGY SYSTEMS CO (ENSCO)
Group requests plant be closed until fire protection plan created Mr12,3A:1 ENSCO president denies charges made by group Mr13,15A:3 ENSCO discovers emissions from its facility meet air pollution standard Ag28,8A:4
See also Waste Materials
ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERS
Professional engineers test passed by 32 applicants Fl4,10C:4
See also
Engineering
Polytech, Inc
ENGINEERS, ARMY CORPS OF
See US Armament-Army Corps of Engineers
ENGLAND (ARK)
See also
Fire-England
Housing-England
ENGLAND HOSPITAL
Facility closed since 1979 to reopen Ag1,18A:4
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
See Language
ENTERPRISE LAKE
See Parks (gen)--Enterprise
ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS

Group formed to encourage development of filming in Ark Je8,14A:6

ENVIRONMENT

Poll indicates majority of Arkansans support environmental protection, state Pollution Control Dept says Je26,4A:6 Study shows Ark farmers do not rank high on environmental issues Ag3,11A:6

See also
Air Pollution
Meadowcreek Project
Waste Materials and Sewage
Water Pollution

EOFF REAL ESTATE RENTAL CO

Suit by 3 members of Washington Co Quorum Ct alleges credit ratings sought on them by Eoff Real Estate Rental Co because they supported a proposal to penalize landlords who fail to provide proper living conditions Ja22,4A:5

EPISCOPAL CHURCH, PROTESTANT

See Protestant Episcopal Ch

EPSTEIN, DAVID

See also
University of Ark (Fayetteville)

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

See Women-Discrimination

EQUIFAX, INC

See also Credit Rating Agencies

ERXLEBEN, EDWARD J.

See also Ark-Purchasing Office

ESCAPES AND ATTEMPTED ESCAPES

See Prisons

ESCHEAT

See Property, Unclalm

ESTATES AND WILLS

See Wills and Estates

ETHER

Pure ether accidentally shipped to NAPA auto parts store at Malvern 014, 9A:1

ETHICS IN OFFICE

See also St Francis Levee Dist

EUODORA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, INC

Private school to be located in facilities rented from Eudora Methodist Church My31,11A:1

EUREKA SPRINGS

Editor critical of Gov Clinton for refusal to consider change in law to allow Eureka Springs to levy a tax for water and sewer facilities F3, 3E:4 Article on old fire bells used by city Jy3,10B:1

See also
Police-Eureka Springs
Smith (Elna M) Foundation

EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIP, LITTLE ROCK

See also Religion

EVANS, EARL

See Libel-Evans

EXECUTIONS

See Capital Punishment

EXECUTIVE MANSION (ARK)

Article on Suzanna Wellington, landscaper and supervisor of grounds at Governor's Mansion F7,1D:4 Promoters working on plans for solar greenhouse at Governor's Mansion Mr17,1B:2 Governor-elect Frank D. White does not favor building new executive residence D15,3A:3 Two legislators tour Mansion, say repair needs not as extensive as reported D18,17A:4 Dry rot does not exist, engineer says D27,4A:7

EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS

See also
Physical Education
Weight

EXPENSE ACCOUNTS

See Ark-Govt Employees

EXPLOSIONS

See also
Arkansas Power and Light Co
Boone County Telephone Co
Flres-Newport
Missiles

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

Article explains purpose of Mississippi Valley International Trade Center in exporting of Ark goods Mr2, 5E:6 Center gets $65,000 funding to promote export of Ark products Ag14, 4C:2

See also
Agriculture
Ark-Economic Conditions and Trends
Fruit and Vegetables
Rice
Soybeans
EXPOSITIONS AND FAIRS
Gov Clinton signs bill placing funds for livestock show facilities in higher budget priority Ja26,1A:4
--Arkansas State Fair: Feature on preparations for fair S26,1B:1 State Fair means both play and work for families O2,10:1 Amusement rides at Arkansas State Fair are safety checked by state Labor Dept official O3,1B:1
EXTORTION AND BLACKMAIL
See also Arkansas Power & Light Co Wal Mart Stores, Inc
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
See Psychic Phenomena

FACTORIES AND INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
Industry outlay in Ark increased 69 pct during first 6 mos of 1980 Ag8,8A:1 Arkansas should direct efforts at development of small businesses that provide quality jobs, team reports O10,8A:1

FAIRFIELD
Businesses and people move to Fairfield Ja20,19G:1 See also Waste Materials
FAIRFIELD COMMUNITIES, INC Timesharing of houses is profitable for firm O12,5E:1 Success of time-sharing O19,5E:1
FAITH HEALERS

Article on Christian healing and the work of The International Order of St Luke the Physician D2,1B:3

FALCON JET CORP

Little Rock plant continues growth surge Je20,8E:6 Company happy in Ark but feels state could do more Ap26,5B:1 Teamsters Union objects to election that ousted them from plant at Little Rock Je25,7C:8 Witnesses say Falcon threatened layoff if employees approve union N25,6C:6 Dispute between Falcon and Teamsters Union is before National Labor Relations Bd officer N26,5C:1 Teamsters apparently decertified D20,10C:4 Manager Joseph N. DePalo hoping to put Falcon on firm footing D21,5E:3

See also Aerospace Industries

FALLS (ACCIDENTS)

See Accidents

FALWELL, JERRY

Crowd of 2,000 hear Jerry Falwell speak at 'I Love America' rally on Capitol steps Ap8,7A:3

FAMILIAL ERPTHROPHAGOCYTIC LYMPHOHISTIOCYTOSIS (FEL)

Deaths of their 3 children link Lawrence Huffstutler family to others who have lost children to the fatal disease D17,1B:2

FAMILIES AND FAMILY LIFE

Article by Dr Bettye H. Caldwell on effect changing family structures have on lives of children My15,1D:1 Parent Center at Little Rock to focus on parenting skills Ag26,1B:5 Jerry King, a faculty member at Arkansas State Univ, finds that black families have strengths not previously explored S11,1D:1 Defining of family should be rejected, Arkansas Council of Churches told N19,13A:8

See also

Families, Governor's Conference On Families, White House Conference On Genealogy

Humanitarians United to Meet Arkansans' Needs

Violence. Article on Little Rock chapter of Batters Anonymous, which seeks to help men overcome aggression toward wives S30,1B:2

See also

Children-Abuse

Murs and Attempted Murders

FAMILIES, GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON

Plans set for conf to be held at Pine Bluff Ja5,4A:4 Heavy conservative representation expected at conf; definition of 'family' is already on issue F22,5A:1 Disagreements likely at conf Mr2,9A:1 Participants face complex issues Mr6,10:1 Sunshine group forms to oppose FLAG at conf; delegates to national conf being chosen Mr8,1A:4 slate of delegates backed by FLAG elected; crowd overflows convention center Mr9,1A:3 Gov Bill Clinton reminds Conf that govt agencies have been useful in keeping families together Mr9,3A:4 Pine Bluff paper says Conference organizers were outorganized Mr16,3E:5

FAMILIES, WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON

Jim Guy Tucker says White House Conf on Families may be stopped if extremists take over Ja24,1A:2 Conservatives strong at sessions on family Ja24,1D:3 Tucker says delegate selection going much more smoothly now F27,12A:1 Gov Bill Clinton names 6 more delegates to Conf Mr22,6A:6 Delegates named by Clinton intended to balance FLAG viewpoint Mr26,10A:1 Elected delegates say they and their conservation policies have been laughed at and neutralized by liberal delegates apptd by Gov Clinton Ap16,11A:1 Twelve of Arkansas's 19 delegates to White House Conf on Families walk out Je22,10A:6 Twelve of 19 delegates from Ark joined walkout Je24,5A:3

FAMILY LIFE, AMERICA, GOO (FLAG)

See also

Ark-Elections (gen)

Education-Little Rock--Curricula

FARM BUREAU, ARKANSAS

Membership topped 100,000 during 1979 Ja20,7G:6 Bureau calls for end to federal intervention in farm
policies; Governor-elect Frank White cheered for attacks on bureaucracy
D5, 15A: 1 Delegates pass 220 resolutions D6, 4A: 1
See also
Trucks and Trucking Industry
FARMERS AND MERCHANTS BANK (MARIANNA)
Four former employees plead guilty to embezzlement charge 015, 9A: 1
FARMERS CO-OP OF ARKANSAS AND OKLAHOMA
Jack White, general manager, and accountant Gene Kuykendall indicted in tax case 86, 10A: 8
FAST (JAMES G.) COMPANY
Chicago mail order firm specializing in medical uniforms is moving to Conway 02, 8C: 3
FAUBUS, ORVAL EUGENE
Former gov attends fund-raiser benefit at Palm Beach honoring sobriety of Wilbur Mills F16, 11A: 7
Faubus visits Levy Day rally, shuns attention My18, 14A: 1 Faubus at Little Rock promoting book on earlier years of his career Je6, 15A: 7 Former Gov has friendly visit with US Sen David Pryor In Washington Je29, 8A: 1
Former governor promotes TV news series, says book details evidence in 1957 desegregation crisis 030, 5A: 2
See also Ark-Elections--Governor
FAULKNER COUNTY
Sheriff's Office gets additional funds despite reservations of some Quorum Ct members F20, 4A: 1 Democrats to allow Greenbrier Alderman to seek reelection as a Dem Ap24, 8A: 6 School dists ask Quorum Ct to change office of tax collector from elective to appointive status Ap25, 11A: 1 School officials change stand on assessor My14, 4A: 8 Revenue shrinking, job cuts possible Jy20, 9A: 1 Some county officials say computers fall short of promises in handling records D7, 9A: 1
See also
Horse Racing
Parks-Faulkner County
Police-Faulkner Co
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
FAUSETT AND CO
See also Credit

FAUSETT/VANTAGE CO
Merger of Fausett & Co of Little Rock and the Vantage Companies of Dallas produces new firm to develop large speculative business and industrial properties In Ark Ap20, 5E: 1

FAYETTEVILLE
Mayor David Malone resigns Ja17, 5A: 7 Lawsuit by Rodger Seratt over dump is dismissed My18, 18A: 8 Article on historic Ridge House D6, 1B: 1
See also
Airports
Hotels, Bars...
Real Estate-Fayetteville
Television-Cable TV
Waste Materials
Water Pollution
FEDERAL AID
See Grants In Aid
FEDERAL DEVELOPMENT, INC
See also Wildlife Sanctuaries
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST LOUIS (LITTLE ROCK BRANCH)
Article on work of bank D16, 1B: 2
FEES, ELECTION FILING
See geo heads with subdivision, Elections-Finances
FEET
Article on biomechanical evaluations and sport orthotics In Ark as practiced by Dr Phillip Stegall of North Little Rock F22, 1B: 3
FELLOWSHIPS
See Scholarships
FENDLER, OSCAR
See also Legal Profession
FERGUSON, STEWART
See also Football-Colleges--University of Ark (Monticello)
FESTIVALS
--Duck Calling Contest: Article on champion duck caller, Pat Peacock Stephens N25, 1B: 4
--International Fest: Celebration at Metrocentre Mall at Little Rock honors ethnic cultures In Ark 024, 1B: 5 Festival brings cultures, crowds to Mall 026, 3A: 4
--Old Fort River Festival: Fort Smith festival planned for May will feature the arts F5, 3B: 1
--Tontitown Grape Festival: Tourism
brochure lists wrong date for Tonitown Grape Festival; 200 visit town
Ag13,2A:7
--Turkey Trot: Festival at Yellville to continue turkey-drop despite
protests of Humane Society 08,12A:7
Turkey Trot comes off despite Californians' objections 011,1A:4
Turkey Drop on last day is made from
courthouse roof 012,2A:7 Complaint
filed with Federal Aviation Adm seeks
to prohibit turkey drop 015,1DA:6
FIFTH DISEASE
Outbreak retd among children in
western countie s of Ark 012,7A:2
FILES, JACK D.
See also Ark-E lections—Chancery
Cts—Dist 6
FINANCES, GOVERNMENT
See geog heads
FINANCIAL GENERAL BANKSHARES
Jackson T. Stephens named along
with Thomas B. Lance and others as
defendants in takeover of Washington-
based bank holding co 011,8A:7
Jackson T. Stephens says statute of
limitations has run out in Financial
General Bankshares case 013,13A:1
FINCH, CHARLES C.
See also
Presidential Election of 1980—Dem
FIRE INSURANCE
Note: Includes homeowners In-
surance
... Court rules homeowner insurance
policy not liable for damages when
man shot his wife 09,6A:4
See also Insurance (gen)
FIREARMS
State Supreme Ct reverses $150,000
judgment against Cullum and Boren
store in sale of gun to Francis T.
Blodgett, who used it to shoot James
Peacock; Ct says a jury should decide
if store was negligent 0A8,10A:1
Luke Hoorman Jr and his son enjoy use
of flintlocks 015,1B:1
FIREMEN
State Forestry Comm can help rural
orgs take responsibility for fire-
fighting 024,7A:1
See also
Ark—Local Govt—Govt Employees
...
Benton. Firefighters vote to form
union; Leader vows not to strike 021,
8A:6 Firemen call in sick as con-
tract talks break down 027,7A:1
N29,4A:7 01,3A:5
Little Rock. Businessman Paul
Hastings provides fire boat service
to city 011,6B:1 Two women hired as
firefighters 023,4A:5 Two women re-
sign as firefighters, charge super-
visors changed rules, Intimidated
them Mr28,1A:2 Two women reinstated
with back pay My30,1A:2 Donna Adcock
back on duty as a firefighter 021,
1F:5
Springhill (Saline County). Show-
down looms in fight over creation of
a fire improvement dist 0N2,9A:1
Action delayed on fire dist 0N4,7A:5
FIRES
Coal field burning near Paris 0S5,
6A:6 Burning coal to be flooded 09,
4A:4 Fire breaks out in coal area at
Denning 011,12A:3 Clark County fire
kills 2 persons 06,5A:1 Resident
dies in house fire at Kensett 07,7A:5
Arkansas selected for federal fire
prevention program called Operation
Dixieland 09,6A:5
See also
Cuba-Refugees
Education and Schools—Searcy
Forest and Brush Fires
Prisons—Youth Services Center
(Wrightsville)
Arkadelphia. Main hangar, 7 planes
destroyed at airport 024,6A:8
Barling. Gasoline tanker truck
overturns in town; 2 hurt, 2 bldgs
burn 019,7A:1
Batesville. Mother, 3 children die
in house fire 024,5A:4
Beebe. Two children die in house
fire 029,13A:6
Conway. Three fires set at Uni-
versity of Central Ark dorm, damage
light 0My6,7A:3
England. Five bldgs destroyed 07,
7A:3 Second fire blamed on arson
014,4A:8
Fayetteville. Arson indicated in 2 fires in Old Main at University of Arkansas S3,8A:4

Heber Springs. Family of 6 die in mobile home fire Mr27,3A:1

Hope. Two children die in hse fire Ja8,9A:4

Hot Springs. Woman dies in mobile home fire Mr29,13A:4 Fire chief says cause of apt fire may never be found 012,5A:1 Apartment house fire kills 4, hurts 9 013,1A:4

Jacksonville
See also Pentecostal Church
Las Vegas, Nevada. Eleven guests from Ark were at hotel when fire broke out; 2 are missing N22,1A:5 Two Arkansans among victims N23,1A:6 Arkansas guests tell about their experiences N24,1A:5 Nine survivors from Ark return home N24,3A:1 Arkansas describes his escape from hotel N25,3A:1

Little Rock. House fire kills E. Arthur Bowen Sr, known as the Dean of American scoutmasters Ja3,1A:2 Resident killed in fire at Ritz Hotel, most of bldg destroyed Ap5,1A:2 Magnolia Inn suffers heavy damage My3, 6A:4 Clothing damaged at Levi Strauss Co; loss is $1.5 million Jel9, 3A:7 Arson is cause of 80 to 90 pct of fires in city Ag14,7A:1 Arsonist sets 7 fires in St Vincent Infirmary, eludes capture S2,4A:8 Man dies in house fire after alerting his family N14,3A:2 Two buildings and 14,000 auto tires destroyed 018,1A:3

See also
Hotels, Bars-Little Rock
Little Rock-Buildings--Tenenbaum

Malvern. Young girl dies in home D16,4A:6

Marion. Family of 6 die in house fire N26,1A:4

Nevada County. Three rural churches burn; arson suspected 016, 8A:1

Newport. State Supreme Ct reverses ruling that Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co was not responsible for 1972 explosion and fire in downtown Newport Ja22, 4C:8

Oppelo. Woman dies in mobile home fire D16,5A:5

Pulaski County. Firemen refuse to help as fire destroys mobile home on Base Line Road Ap27,17A:1

West Memphis. Woman, daughter killed in house fire Ap25,11A:5 Block of downtown businesses destroyed My27,4A:5

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSN (PINE BLUFF)
Capital Savings and Loan Assn of Little Rock plans to merge into First Federal 020,6C:1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK (BRINKLEY)
Malcolm Eugene Ratliff gets 30-day term in fraud case Ja19,5A:2

FIRST NATIONAL BANK (FORT SMITH)
George Howard Griffin faces charge of embezzling $37,520 My2,7A:1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK (LITTLE ROCK)
Internal Revenue Service says bank owes $35,443 in taxes 023,2A:4 Branch bank robbed, teller abducted; gunman releases victim D13,6A:1
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (MENA)

Polk County voters asked to approve a $2.5 million Act 9 of 1960 bond issue to finance new bank bldg 017, 1A:6 Gazette ed on Mena vote on Act 9 bonds for bank bldg 020, 10A:1

Voters defeat bond proposal N6, 6A:4

FIRST NATIONAL BANK (PHILLIPS COUNTY, HELENA)

Baker Hoskins Bush pleads guilty to embezzlement and use of forged stocks to obtain more than $1 million in loans My6, 4A:4 Baker Hoskins Bush sentenced on embezzlement charges and using forged stocks to secure loans totaling $1,183,984 from several banks Je18, 9A:6

FIRST PYRAMID LIFE INSURANCE CO

Chairman Herbert L. Thomas Sr resigns Jy25, 7C:5

FISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE

Dry summers tough on minnow farmers Ag28, 1B:2

See also

Lakes--Pine Bluff

Water Pollution-Sewage

White River

--Carp:

See also

Waste Materials and Sewage

--Clams: Dr Louise Kraemer, professor of Zoology at the University of Ark, sounds alarm on Asian clams in Arkansas River 016, 3B:1

See also Atomic Energy

--Pale Back Darter: Thomas C. McRae asks Natural Heritage Comm to help protect Pale Back Darter found on his property in Montgomery County Jy23, 4A:7

--Sharks: Dead shark found in White River near Jacksonport; prank could be involved Ag5, 4A:7 White River sharks were work of pranksters Ag29, 10A:4

--Trout: Norfork National Fish Hatchery adds 4 new kind of trout Apl4, 6B:1 Brown trout weighing 29 lbs taken from White River S21, 4B:1 Rainbow trout grown in ponds in Ark during winter N11, 6C:2

See also Dams-Norfork

--Mussels: K. C. Ward of Clarendon is expert at finding endangered fat pocketbook mussel Apl0, 1B:4

Fishing, Commercial

See also Water Pollution-Sewage and Industrial Wastes

Fishing, Sport. Article reviews fishing during 1970s, looks ahead to 1980s Ja6, 4B:1 Anglers have a bonanza in Ark My4, 11G:1

--Trout: Some users of White and Norfork Rivers defend practice of dragging chains on river bottom to slow boats of trout fishermen Ja6, 4B:1 White River offers fine trout fishing My4, 13G:2

FISHER, JIMMIE LOU

See also Ark-Elections--Treasurer

FISHING, COMMERCIAL

See Fish and Other Marine Life

FISHING, SPORT

See Fish and Other Marine Life

FITZGERALD, CHARLES W.

See also

Arkansas Children's Colony-Conway

FLAG POND

See also Wetlands

FLANDERS, DON

See also

Ark-Economic Development Dept

FLINT CREEK POWER PLANT

See also Air Pollution

FLOODS

Hearing on Pulaski County drainage problems draws hostile group who fear they will be taxed for improvements Apl4, 3A:1 Army Engineers to study flooding of Salt and Depot Creeks at Benton Jy6, 3A:1 Flood control plan for Little Rock would widen Rock Creek through Boyle Park Ag12, 7A:1 State Soil and Water Conservation Comm switches support on Fourche Creek flood control O17, 8A:1 Flood plan authorization for Fourche Creek at Little Rock called 4 to 5 yrs away 028, 9A:1 Gazette urges adoption of local plan (Plan 10) for Fourche and Rock Creek control N5, 22A:1 Flood control plan for Fourche Creek nears resolution N6, 1B:2 Corps of Engineers adopts new plan for
control of Fourche Creek D5,1A:8
See also
Big Creek (Crittenden Co)
Woodruff Creek

FLOWERS AND FLORISTS
See also Redbook Florist Service
FLOWERS, W. HAROLD
See also
Blacks (In Ark)
Courts (Ark)-Court of Appeals
Methodist Church

FLUORIDES
See Teeth-Fluorides, Use of
FLUOSOL
Dr Ron Lapin discusses his use of Fluosol as a blood substitute during surgery on members of Jehovah's Witnesses F27,1B:2

FOOD AND GROCERY TRADE
Possible food crisis within next 15 yrs discussed by Arkansas State Univ professor Stephen Tricarico Ap15,1B:2
See also
Nelson's Potato Chip Co
Pozza's Pasta
Premiums, Coupons and Trading

Stamps
Sipes Grocery
Tatum, Billie Joe

Diet and Nutrition. Article on high calorie content of fast foods; chart of calories in foods served Ag27,1D:1 Hyperalimentation victim, Jason White, 9, proud of his artificial stomach S7,7A:1
See also Education-Ashdown

Prices. High food prices in Ark spur consumer's campaign Mr30,7A:6 Chains are linked to bulging grocery bills Mr30,1F:2 Why food costs are so high at Little Rock Mr30,1F:5 Superstores take more of the market Mr31,1B:2 Independent stores thriving Mr31,1B:5 Arkansas-grown food products shipped to other states Ap1,1B:5 Tips on saving money on food bills Ap2,1B:2 Surveys of Little Rock stores release only averages, not names of individual stores Ap2,1B:2 Warren paper explains reason for absence of Arkansas-grown pink tomatoes on local grocery stores Ap6,3E:4 Food basket price survey compares prices at Little Rock with other major cities around the country Jyl6,1D:1 Arkansas Consumer Research asks food chains at Little Rock to freeze prices Jyl8,12A:6 Panel preparing rept for Legislative Council on prices in Ark N19,18A:1 See also Milk

FOOD CONTAMINATION AND POISONING
Pork contaminated by pesticides was shipped to 39 Ark schools My24, 1A:2 About 75 pct of pork sent to schools in 14 counties has been recovered My25,1A:6 Forty-two members of bicycle group crossing country become ill at Helena from bacterial Infection Ag11,10A:7 Bicyclists improved Ag12,5A:4 Flu-like sickness sweeps barracks at Camp Robinson, 80 enter hospital S5,5A:2 Illness at Camp Robinson caused by food poisoning in salad S6,5A:2 Seventy-four Guardsmen released from hosp S7, 6A:5

FOOD STAMPS
See Welfare
FOOTBALL
Preview of 1980 season Ag10,1G:1

Bowl Games
--Hall of Fame Bowl: University of Arkansas Razorbacks chosen to meet Tulane in Hall of Fame Bowl In Birmingham N16,1B:1 Razorbacks defeat Tulane 34-15 D28,1A:2
--Sugar Bowl: Arkansas Razorbacks defeated by Alabama 24-9 Ja2,1A:2 University of Alabama Crimson Tide named national champion after win over Arkansas Ja3,1C:2 College. Arkansas Intercollegiate Conf votes to allow equal division of 9 football scholarships and to allow transfer athletes from 4-year colleges outside the conf to be eligible after one sem of residence D13,1C:8

See also Stadiums
--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Letter from Jayne Shelton explains system used to allocate tickets Ja12, 14A:6 Larry Beightol added to coach
FOOTBALL

staff Jal5,2C:7 Football game on a Saturday afternoon generates about $1.65 million in business activity Jel4,20B:3

See also
Colleges-Crimes
Football-Bowl Games--Hall of Fame
Football-Bowl Games--Sugar Bowl
Stadiums

--University of Ark (Monticello):
Article on Coach Stewart Ferguson and his 1939-41 'Wandering Weevils' football team that dazzled crowds coast-to-coast with antics rather than scores Jy3,6B:1 Two members of University of Ark Board of Trustees question continuing football program with $300,000 deficit D13,10A:1

--University of Ark (Pine Bluff):
Ben McGee named coach F1,1C:8 Chancellor Herman Smith says football may be dropped because of excessive costs D13,10A:1

--University of Central Ark: Bears now ranked No. 2 in NAIA Div I poll N6,1C:8 Team named to top spot in poll N13,1C:7 Bears retain top rank N20,1C:1 Bears capture AIC title with perfect record N23,1B:5 Team finishes atop poll, will face East Texas State in first round of national playoff N24,1C:6 Coach Ken Stephens comments on UCA and AIC football N30,1B:3 Otis Chandler named to Kodak All-American team D3,1C:6 East Texas State defeats UCA D7,1B:4 Ron Mallett named NAIA All-American D24,1C:1
FORD, CLAY ANTHONY

See also Murders--Bailey
FORD, JOE

See also Ark-Legislature--Ethics
FORD MOTOR CREDIT CO
Clerk files race and sex bias suit against firm Ap19,12A:3
FOREIGN DESCENT GROUPS

See also
Festivals-International Fest
Italians In Ark
Jews
Latin Americans In Ark

FOREIGNERS IN ARKANSAS
Some 3,000 illegal aliens may be in Bradley County area Je22,1A:3
See also
Brazilians in Arkansas
Colleges-Enrollment
Cuba-Refugees
Iranians in Arkansas
Iraqis in Arkansas
Mexicans in Arkansas
FOREMOST-McKESSON, INC

See also Milk
FOREST AND BRUSH FIRES

Fire sweeps a thousand acres in Hot Spring Co F22,6A:5 Fires continue to strike central Ark F29,4A:5 Forty-eight large fires, many small ones set along highways in Northeast Ark Ag2,1A:4 Forest fires consumed over 11,000 acres during July Ag3,6A:5 Cinder's from charcoal truck may have started fires in Northeast Ark Ag3,6A:6 Fires rage across state Ag9,11A:4 Fire dangers grow as drought continues Ag15,16A:1 Large fire burning out of control in Ouachita National Forest near Hollis (Perry County) Ag19,9A:2 Fire near Hollis called worst in Ouachita Forest since 1963 Ag20,6A:4 Fire south of Pinnacle Mountain State Park destroys 3 homes, 200 acres of woodland Ag21,3A:1 Firefighters battle 3,420-acre fire near Ozark; at least 26 other fires burning in state Ag21,3A:2 Fires destroy thousands of acres of grass, timberland Ag22,5A:1 Fire contained near Pinnacle Mtn; campers may have caused fire Ag22,5A:4 Firemen contain most fires; threat continues Ag23,11A:1 Number of fires sets record Ag26,5A:5 Gov Clinton orders ban on outdoor burning, allocates $100,000 to protect forests Ag27,1A:5 House and 8 farm blds burn in Searcy County; several fires burning in Arkansas River Valley S2,2A:7 Rain reduces dangers S3,8A:6 Ten fires erupt around state S4,5A:7 Fire out of control in Monroe County S6,8A:6
Fires burned 41,319 acres in state last month; damage set at $4.1 million $10,13A:1 Fires hit 46 acres on Monday; 261 acres burned $10,13A:6 Large fires in Polk and Hot Spring Counties contained $13,14A:3 Five major fires burn 900 acres $14,4A:7 Suspect arrested, accused of arson in 17 fires in Dallas and Hot Spring County $15,2A:2 Six injured as fires continue to sweep state $17,12A:1 Fires in Yell and Calhoun Counties contained $18,13A:2 Forestry crews begin efforts to restore burned-over section of Ouachita National Forest in Perry County $22,18:2

See also
- Fires (gen)
- Shootings--Krone
- Forests and Forestry

Letter from H. A. Campbell discusses clearcutting and mgmt $1,24A:3 Governor's Task Force on Timber Management Practices hears debate on clearcutting and soil erosion $13,10C:1 Article discusses debate on clearcutting $17,1E:3 Good hunting and timber management can co-exist $2,6B:5 Task Force chmn Steve Smith says Weyerhaeuser Corp created need for the task force through public insensitivity and environmental disregard; spokesman for firm is shocked $6,10C:1 Task Force hears comments on clearcutting and use of chemicals $9,10A:1 Timber Management Task Force recommends steps to preserve forests and protect land and water $24,4A:1 Task Force sets priorities on steps state should take to protect land, water and forest resources $5,7C:1 Ozark National Forest timber program operating at a loss, Natural Resources Defense Council says $8,10A:1 Tree farmer, Jim Francis, is nominee for Outstanding Tree Farmer; Francis working to grow the ultimate crop $2,8A:4 Weyerhaeuser's clearcutting practices blasted at Arkansas Wildlife Federation meet $10,4A:1 New survey of Ozark National Forest boundaries to be made $4,11A:1

See also
- Forest and Brush Fires
- Parks
- Water

FORGERY
- See also
- Automobiles--Drivers Licensing
- Hot Spring County

FORREST CITY
- See also Police--Forrest City

FORREST, MICHAEL
- See also Colleges--Crimes

FORT CHAFFEE
- Firing range plan changed at Fort Chaffee $5,4A:7
- See also
- Cuba
- Gas (Fuel)

FORT SMITH
- City's industrial growth was paced by Hiram-Walker plant in 1979 $20,12G:5 Old penny arcade area coming alive with shops $31,1D:1 Ingenuity saves 92-yr-old 1888 Building and wins awards for Mott, Mobley, Richter, McGowan and Griffin architectural firm $10,1D:1 Fort Smith may attempt to annex Fort Chaffee if it is abandoned by the federal govt $26,1A:8

See also
- Chemistry and Chemicals
- Education--Fort Smith
- Festivals--Old Fort
- Lee Creek
- Rheem Manufacturing Corp
- St Edward Mercy Hosp
- US--Public Buildings
- Whirlpool Corp

FORT SMITH CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
- See also
- Athletics--Interscholastic

FORT SMITH NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
- See Parks (gen) --Fort Smith Natl Historic Site

FOSTER CARE
- See also Children--Abuse--Guyton

FOUNDATIONS
- Also see names of foundations

FOUNTAINBLEAU NURSING HOME
- Wayne Standfield, who drowned in
FOUNTAINBLEAU 1980

whirlpool bath was left unattended for 30 minutes, state says $27,15A:1
4-H CENTER, ARKANSAS
Dream realized as state 4-H Club center opens at Ferndale 019,3A:6
FOURCHE CREEK
See also Floods
FOURCHE ISLAND
See also Little Rock-Real Estate
FOURTH OF JULY
See also Independence Day
FRANCHISES AND LICENSING AGREEMENTS
See also Television-Cable TV
FRANKLIN COUNTY
Editor sees heavy voter registration as beginning of plan to clean up politics in county 019,3E:3
General election returns N6,5A:1
See also Liquor
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO
Suit charges bias against blacks and women $25,7A:1
FRAUDS AND SWINDLING
Black activist Everett Eugene Shelton convicted of felony theft by deception in case accusing him of defrauding elderly man of $91,000 Apr1,6A:3
Four accused of pyramid scheme at Fort Smith called Executive $1,000 Club Ap23,6A:1
Shelton committed to State Hospital shortly before hour for sentencing Ap25,5A:5
Phony invoice used to tell non-responsive to Census Bureau that someone would call at home to pick up penalty pay for tardy response My3,11A:6
Everett Shelton gets 20-yr term in swindling case My30,8A:5
North Little Rock woman gives $11,500 to 2 men who claimed they were checking counterfeit money 02,3A:8
Article on older women as targets of fraudulent offers 016,18B:5
Victim tackles thief, retrieves his $30,000 in attempted 'pigeon drop' scheme at Jonesboro 018,4A:6
Two con game incidents reported to Little Rock police N20,2A:2
See also Ark-Elections--Contested

Checks and Checking Accts
Colleges-Scholarships
Commercial Bank and Trust Co (Monticello)
Medicaid
New York Life Insurance Co
Ozark Institute
Razorback Automobile
Stocks and Bonds
US-Small Business Adm
Welfare
FREE ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION, ARK
See also Taxation-Real Estate
FREEDOM AND HUMAN RIGHTS
US Attorney George W. Proctor names special unit on his staff to develop and file civil rights suits N29,5A:1
See also
Bates, Lucious Christopher
Human Services Center, West Central Arkansas
Police-Faulkner Co
US-Veterans Hospital (NLR)
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION, THOUGHT AND EXPRESSION
Pine Bluff Commercial decries tendency of Gov Bill Clinton and other officials to attend meetings not open to the press Ja13,3E:1
See also
Ark-Rehabilitation Services Div
Baxter General Hosp
Benton
Central Arkansas Transit Policy Bd
Education-Dardanelle
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Circuit Judge Lowber Hendricks bars news reports on statements made to police by murder suspect, James L. Maxwell III Ja1,4A:1
Judge Floyd Lofton enjoins and restrains press from writing about hearing on rape and burglary charges against Otha Lee Conley; orders press not to refer to Conley as the Quapaw Quarter rapist Ja3,3A:1
Judge Lofton refuses Arkansas Gazette request to lift injunction Ja4,5A:5
Arkansas Supreme Ct dissolves Judge Lofton's order that term 'Quapaw Quarter Rapist' not be used by press in reference to charges against Conley; Arkansas
Gazette had filed petition Ja5,1A:2
Gazette comments on US Supreme Ct
protection against prior constraint
Ja9,18A:1 Arkansas Supreme Ct rules
Judge Floyd Lofton had no authority
to prohibit Arkansas Gazette from
using term, 'alleged Quapaw rapist'
My28,13A:1
See also
Courts (Ark)
News and News Media
FREEMAN (JAY) COMPANY
Probe of alleged kickbacks in­
volving Jay Freeman Co and public
schools spreads to 5 other states
Fl7,5A:7
FREEZE, JACK
See also Cuba
FRENCH, ALICE
See also Writing and Writers
FRENCH, LYLE R.
See also
Education Association, Arkansas
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
Lee County Vegetable Growers' Assn
loses okra market to Mexican Imports
Mr23,5E:1 Ozark Institute hands out
non-patented seeds, encourages
gardeners to save seed from year-to­
year Ap22,3A:3 Drought drying up
Farmers Market Jy16,4A:1
See also Cucumbers
FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM
Editorial critical of Fulbright
musings on a parliamentary system for
America Ag31,3E:5
See also International Relations
FULLER, THOMAS RICHARD JR
See also
Prisons-Ark State Penitentiary (gen)
FULTON COUNTY
US Court of Appeals hears request
by former County Judge Leonard Mooney
that his bribery conviction be over­
turned F12,7A:3 Racketeering con­
victions of former Fulton County
Judge Leonard Mooney and former Sharp
County Judge Leslie Anderson reversed
by US Circuit Ct; conviction on other
charges affirmed Ag8,7A:1
FUND DRIVE
See Philanthropy

FUR
Article on fur business operations
of George Yarbrough Ja27,2F:4
FURNITURE
Article on Glenna Haynes and her
salvage furniture firm at Little Rock
Ja17,1D:1 Sump'n Differ'int shop at
Benton sells sturdy furniture made by
Ron Hase especially for children
Mr20,1D:1 Artist Keith Newton makes
fine cabinets and furniture S18,1D:1
See also
Arkansas Territorial Restoration

- G -

GADDY, WILLIAM A.
See also
Ark-Attorney General
Ark-Finance and Adm Dept
GAMBLING
Raids at Little Rock and North
Little Rock bring 3 arrests F21,9A:3
Nine arrested on gambling charges at
Little Rock and in Saline County F29,
15A:7 Police arrest 14 at Blythe­ville
on gambling and drug charges
Mr29,13A:1 Dogfight case ends in
pleas of guilty, fines Ag6,8A:5
Wendell House admits transport of dog
for fight at Trumann S24,8A:5
Opinion of attorney general's office
says it probably is illegal for
racers of cars or horses to pay fees
with winner taking pot S30,4A:8
Judge Henry Woods orders pit bulldogs
destroyed S30,6A:5
See also
Horse Racing
Parks--Petit Jean
GAMES
Dan Bunton, a Little Rock engineer,
designs computerized football game
D7,1F:2
GARLAND COAL CO
See also Coal
GARLAND COUNTY
Officials disagree on need for
personnel administrator as recom­
mended by study Ja4,7A:1 General
election returns N6,5A:1
See also
Police-Garland County
Prisons (gen)
Prisons-Garland Co Jail
GARLAND COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Legislative panel discusses, takes no action on proposal to merge
Garland County Community Coll and
Quapaw Vocational School D20,5A:4
See also
Basketball-College--Garland Co
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges-Federal Aid
GARLAND COUNTY LIBRARY
Roof leak forces service curtailment Jall,7A:5 Orr family donates $10,000 to library Mr30,28A:8
GARMENTS
See Apparel
GARNER, ROBERT
See also Ouachita County
GAS (FUEL)
Cheaper prices fuel interest in use of propane gas Ja10,18:5 DeQueen will sell gas system to Arkla Gas Co Ja9,6B:1 Texas Oil and Gas Corp tells US judge at Washington that point used to cancel leases at Fort Chaffee is not applicable Ja22,4A:1 Engineer asserts Arkoma Basin has enough gas to justify Ozark Gas Transmission pipeline Ja23,6A:1 Arkoma Basin partnership has lost half of gas reserves on which it based application for pipeline Ja24,12A:1 Drilling disappointments fail to deter Ozark, FERC told Ja25,10A:1 Ozark proponent sure pipeline to be approved Ja27,8A:1 Arkansas Louisiana Gas suffers setback when law judge refuses to allow supplementary testimony to be filed F6,5C:1 Arkla official tells FERC it draws all gas wells can deliver during cold weather F7,5C:1 Attorney disputes calculation on gas taken by Arkla F8,6C:1 Increase would be small if gas wells fully utilized, Arkla tells hearing F9,4A:1 Arkla does not always pay top price for new gas, FERC told F13,12A:1 FERC told that if pipeline is built, owners should be required to keep line full so consumers will not have to bear burden F14,10A:1 Texas Oil and Gas Corp knew about leasing ban when it filed bids on Chaffee oil and gas, Interior Dept says Ap2,6C:6 Texas Oil and Gas wants quick action on Chaffee gas leases Ap6,5A:6 Pipeline backers discount question of Arkoma Basin gas reserves Ap6,7C:1 Arkla files brief, charges proposed pipeline from Arkoma Basin would cut service My20,5A:1 Ark La Gas Co offers more gas to industry Je12,1A:4 Corning residents present petitions to Gov Bill Clinton protesting high gas rates paid Arkansas Oklahoma Gas Co; firm official explains rates Jy5,10A:7 Mena votes to pay Dierks and Lockesburg for their gas systems so Ark La can take over systems and furnish gas Jy15,5A:1 Political pressure blamed for Interior Dept change in Fort Chaffee gas lease decision Jy25,13A:1 Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co to seek rate increase for Industries Jy27,1A:6 House Majority Leader James C. Wright of Texas says letter he wrote to Interior Dept on behalf of Texas Oil is not a conflict of interest Jy27,3A:1 Arkansas Western Gas Co gets PSC approval for rate increase S5,4A:2 Ozark pipeline approved at first level in Washington; fight not over, Ark La says S17,8A:1 Cancellation of oil and gas leases at Fort Chaffee upheld by federal court; Ark La president, Sheffield Nelson, elated; decision is a setback for proposed Ozark pipeline S26,1A:4 Texas Oil and Gas Corp to appeal lease cancellation S30,3A:7 Arkla outlines its industrial policy for firing boilers O8,6C:1 Arkansas Natural Resources Committee recommends Texas Oil and Gas Corp pay state a standard royalty on oil and gas found under Arkansas River O10,9A:6 Ark La files brief challenging recommendation on Ozark line O16,7C:5 Conditions on pipeline are fiscally prohibitive, firm says O18,7A:2
Ark La to Install gas connection for Mena area after request from Gov Bill Clinton 024,8A:6 Ark La gets approval to phase in rate increase for 54 largest customers N4,7A:1 AP&L gets $3,386,600 grant to study feasibility of converting coal to gas; research to be done at site of White Bluff plant at Redfield N4,7A:6 Ark La storage fields filled to capacity for winter N4,9C:3 Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co wants to reduce fuel adjustment costs, increase base rate because customers are upset when they see adjustment costs D11,6A:5 No customers will be cut off from service for non-payment before March, Ark La says D23,4C:1 Proposed Ozark Gas Transmission pipeline would pass through planned Wiederkehr Village D27,3A:1

See also
Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co
Public Utilities
Wildlife Sanctuaries
GASAHOL
See Alcohol as Fuel
GASOLINE
See Oil (Petroleum) and Gasoline
GASTON, JIM
Article on Lakeview resort owner, Jim Gaston, whose hobby is aerobatic flying Ag7,1B:4
GATELL, OLIVER W. JR
See also Murders--Gatchell
GATES, ALLEN
See also Courts (US)-Supreme
GATEWOOD, ROBERT
See also Music
GATHRIGHT, MORRELL
See also Robberies and Thefts
GENEALOGY
Arkansas State Univ professor Dr Margrit Jay explains rise in interest in genealogy and family hist My1,6D:1
GENEALOGY (ROSS SERIES)
Note: Articles indexed here are from the series, Grass Roots, written by Margaret Ross. Only general material is indexed.

... Article discusses Ark laws on marriage license applications and forms in the past Ja3,8B:1 Wills contain a wealth of information Ja10,8B:1 Follow estate through probate to find names Ja17,3B:1 Estate inventories listed personal property, not indication of wealth Ja24,8B:1 Identify names of children through deed records Ja31,2B:1 Estimating death dates based on date of will and date probated F7,8B:1 Illness may have forced some ancestors to sign will with mark Fl4,4B:1 Probate Court records as source of guardianship appmts F21,8B:1 Relationships between children, guardians reflected in records F28,8B:1 Foster parents' role may not be recorded Mr6,8B:1 Illegitimate births may be traced through court records Mr13,8B:1 County tax records worth time it takes to search them My20,4B:1 Tax list may be means to identify land holdings Mr27,8B:1 Personal property tax list may help identify ancestor's residence Ap3,8B:1 Handy Book for Genealogists lists available county records Ap10,8B:1 Deed books as source of information Ap17,8B:1 Alternate records may exist when civil records missing Ap24,4B:1 Usefulness of birth and death certificates limited by recent origin; HEW booklets tell where to write My1,2B:1 Ordering birth and death certificates My8,4B:1 Requesting information from vital statistics agencies My15,4B:1 Information to be gleaned from birth certificates My22,4B:1 Death certificate has vital information My29,3B:1 State archives are best place for newspaper searching Je5,4B:1 Searching newspapers for data Je12,4B:1 Finding articles tedious but possible without newspaper indexes Je19,4B:1 Abstracts of obituaries, marriage notices are useful Je26,8B:1 Novice genealogists often find scant information in old obituaries Jy3,5B:1 Early marriage notices in newspapers contain little useful information Jy10,8B:1 Some wives in the 19th century were widowed as many as 13 times Jy17,8B:1
Early newspapers poor source for birth information. Jy24,2B:1 Newspaper bibliographies can help locate items. Jy31,8B:1 Lists of newspapers owned by archives are kept for office use; two states have published lists. Ag7,8B:1 Bibliographies of Ark newspapers little help in finding extant files. Ag14,4B:1 Genealogists' research interests more specialized than historians in newspaper reading. Ag21,8B:1 Legal ads in early newspapers are source of information. Ag28,3B:1 Postoffice ads for unclaimed letters may help locate ancestor. S4,3B:1 Columns easy way for genealogists to contact other researchers. S18,3B:1 Area where family once lived is best place to publish query. S25,8B:1 Genealogy columns often are helpful. O2,8B:1 Tips on sending queries to newspapers. O9,8B:1 Concentrate on one surname at a time. In query. O16,4B:1 Consider publication delay when sending queries. O23,3B:1 Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope when asking for information. O30,4B:1 When establishing contact, researcher should tell relationship to family. N6,3B:1 Compiling and exchanging a bibliography of sources consulted can be very helpful when sharing research. N13,8B:1 Making photocopy of files is a good way to lend research to others. N20,8B:1 Private acts of legislature may contain helpful material. N27,6B:1 Private acts often are not in legislative journals. D4,3B:1 Newspapers may contain information about past legislative acts. D11,4B:1 Territorial Legislature's acts have limited divorce data. D18,8B:2 Family relationship terminology has changed through the years. D25,4B:1

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, ARKANSAS

See Ark-Legislature

GENERAL MOTORS CORP

Widow of Gordon Bruce Touzin sues General Motors and Cliff Peck Chevrolet alleging death was result of faulty van. Ja4,7A:6 Norman Cox sues General Motors Corp for $10 million; alleges Pontiac Firebird TransAm was negligently designed. Ap11,11A:3 Survivor of wreck testifies that he and driver had been drinking before crash; suit alleges negligence in design of TransAm car. S17,10A:3 Plaintiffs testimony ends. S19,9A:5 GM settles $22 million damage suit out of court after 4 1/2 days of testimony. S20,6A:1

GENERAL TELEPHONE CO

Communications workers of America charge firm hires strikebreakers in Cabot-Jacksonville area. My26,5A:1 See also Telephones

GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER CO

Production lines from 2 Indiana plants to be moved to Batesville facility. Je25,4C:6

GENTRY

See also McKee Baking Co

GENTRY, JACK R.

See also Democratic Party

GEORGE, LLOYD REID

See also Alcohol as Fuel

Horse Racing

GEORGIA PACIFIC CORPORATION

Fordyce plywood plant shut, contract talks with Woodworkers called off. Ja5,7A:6 Pulp and paper operations in Ark expanding. Ja20,56:1 Crossett plant to be modernized. F14,10C:3 Motion by firm for dismissal of racial bias suit is denied. Mr12,5A:1 Hearing delayed on union charges against firm in Fordyce and Crossett plants. Mr27,10C:1 Sex and race bias suit settled out of court. Mr28,12A:4 Crossett plywood plant to reopen. Mr28,8C:1 Firm accuses International Woodworkers of America of using violence during strike. Ap5,7A:1 Crossett paper mill to lay off 70 workers. Ap15,2A:5 Three plants in Ark to reopen; contract agreement reached. Je5,1A:8 International Woodworkers of America approve contract. Je7,3A:1 Federal Judge Oren Harris finds firm guilty of discrimination against black employees, orders back
pay and end to practices 029,3A:1
GEORGIA PACIFIC LAKE
  See Lakes-Georgia Pacific
GERMAN LANGUAGE
  See Language
GIBSON, CHARLES SIDNEY
  See also
  University of Ark (Monticello)
GIBSON, JOHN FRANK SR
  State Senator from Dermott dies; Mr Gibson was leader of conservative forces Apr1,3A:4
GIBSON, MAHLON G.
  See also
  Courts (Ark)-Circuit Cts--Dist 4
GIBSON, WORTH W.
  See also
  Methodist Church-Jonesboro
  Trinity Church of Jonesboro
GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL
  Widely known Gideons shun publicity in their work of Bible distribution and evangelization Mr19,4B:4
  See also
  Education (gen)-Religious Practices
GILL, JOHN P.
  See also Books
GILLER, JOHN W.
  See also
  Ark-Elections--Lieutenant Gov
GILLETT
  Article on Gillett's famous coon supper Ja20,1F:4
GINSENG
  Spring digging illegal in Ark My22, 7A:3
GLAZE, THOMAS A.
  See also
  Ark-Elections--Court of Appeals
  Courts (Ark)-Chancery Ct---Dist 6
GLOVER, BOBBY L.
  See also
  Ark-Elections--Lieutenant Gov
  Ark-Public Service Comm
GOATS
  See also Winrock International
GOOD SHEPHERD ECUMENICAL RETIREMENT CENTER
  Suit filed by ACLU contends requirement that residents spend $60 per mo for lunches at Center prevents poor persons from living there My6, 7A:1
GOODRUM, RANDY
  See also Music
GORDON, NATHAN
  See also
  Aviation Hall of Fame, Ark
GOSS, STEVE
  See also
  North Little Rock-Elections--Mayor
GOVERNMENT BONDS
  See
  Agriculture
  Brandon Furniture Co
  Columbia Ribbon
  First National Bank (Mena)
  Housing--Finance
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES AND OFFICIALS
  See geog heads
GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
  See geog heads
GOVERNOR'S...
  Note: Entries beginning with the words, Governor's Conference, Council, Panel, etc are entered under the key word of subject, e.g., Tourism, Governor's Conference On
GOVERNORS (ARK)
  See Ark-Governors
GOVERNOR'S MANSION (ARK)
  See Executive Mansion (Ark)
GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE...
  Note: Entries beginning with the words, Governor's Task Force, are under key word of subject of the task force
GRAIN
  See also
  Agriculture
  Alcohol as Fuel
  Cox Cotton Co
GRAND GULF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
  See also
  Arkansas Power and Light Co
GRAND PRAIRIE-WHITE RIVER IRRIGATION PROJECT
  See Irrigation
GRANDPARENTS
  Article on Grandparents Day and grandparents S7,10:1
GRANNIS
  See also Lane Poultry Co
GRANT COUNTY
  See also
  Police-Grant County
GRANT, ERMIL

See also Pope County

GRANTS IN AID

See
Alcohol as Fuel
Ark-Finances--Federal Aid
Ark-Human Services Dept
Arkansas Plan, Inc
Coal
Col leges-Federal Aid
Col leges-Research
Deafness
Dermott
Education (gen)--Federal Aid
Energy and Power
Gas (Fuel)
Handicapped
Maumelle
Ozark Institute
Ozarks Regional Comm
Parks and Playgrounds
Police and Law Enforcement
Roads-Finances
Waste Materials and Sewage
Water
Welfare

GRAPES

Urban sprawl is latest threat to Tontitown area vineyards Ap6,10A:1

GRASSHOPPERS

Drought driving grasshoppers into cities S5,4A:4

GREAT LAKES CHEMICAL CORP

Plant to be built at El Dorado to produce meta-phenoxy benzyl alcohol Je6,7C:1

GREENBRIER

State Supreme Ct rules Harry Snowden is legal marshal, entitled to complete his term F5,5A:3 Snowden ready to go back to work F5,5A:4
See also Education-Greenbrier

GREENE COUNTY

Former County Judge J. P. Reed Indicted on public servant bribery charge Je20,1A:6 Some evidence limited in perjury trial of former County Judge J. P. Reed Agl3,5A:1
Jack Daniel O'Roark and Paul A. Baldwin testify they paid thousands in bribes, kickbacks to Reed Ag14,5A:1 Reed denies he took payoffs

Agl5,5A:1 Reed case goes to jury
Agl6,4A:1 Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates County Judge Buford Diggs in bribery scheme; former County Judge Gerald Phillips also named Agl9,1A:8 Phillips denies charges Ag20,4A:5 Mistrial declared in perjury case against J. P. Reed Ag19,4A:7 Buford Diggs denies he accepted bribe Ag21,7A:3 Judge Roy considering plea to drop charges against J. P. Reed S9,4A:1 Indictment against J. P. Reed dismissed by federal judge Elsi Jane Trimble Roy S11,1A:2 County Judge Buford Diggs Indicted on bribery and kickback scheme O22,1A:7 General election returns N6,5A:1 Former County Judge Gerald Phillips Is Indicted on bribery and mail fraud charges N18,1A:4 Court rejects request of Gerald Phillips for a court-appointed atty N26,6A:7 Gerald Phillips pleads innocent D3,7A:4 Bribe and kickbacks paid to Judge Buford Diggs, Louis R. Spilka tells ct D16,5A:1 Diggs admits taking gifts, denies bribery D17,5A:1 Buford Diggs found guilty D18,1A:8

GREENLAND

See also Police-Greenland

GREENLEE LAKE

See Parks (gen)--Greenlee

GREER, FRANCES

See also Opera

GREER, JAMES LONNIE

See also Laborers Union of North America

GREERS FERRY GLASSWORKS

Firm at Quitman produces hydrometers, a device that measures density of fluids 014,6B:1

GREER'S FERRY LAKE

See
Lakes-Greer's Ferry
Parks (gen)--Greer's Ferry

GREETING LAKE

See Parks (gen)--Greers Lake

GRISTMILLS

Johnson gristmill at Johnson closed; mill had been in operation since around 1830 Ag19,6B:1
GRISWOOD, JAMES FORREST
See also
Production Credit Assn, Central Ark
GROCERY STORES AND TRADE
See Food and Grocery Trade
GROUP LIVING, INC (ARKADELPHIA)
See also Mental Deficiency
GROVE, IVAN H.
Article on Ivan H. Grove, whose name is synonymous with athletics at Hendrix Coll Mr9,1F:4
GUARANTY FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
(PINE BLUFF)
See
Savers Federal S&L (Little Rock)
GUARDS
Tougher policy on licensing set
Jal1,3A:4 Article on inferior training and screening of security guards despite 1977 law to correct deficiencies Ja13,1A:2 Required screening of guard applicants hard to enforce Ja14,1A:2 Security guards call pay a big problem Ja15,1A:4 Gov Bill Clinton orders Public Safety director Tommy Robinson to find out if guard business is properly regulated Ja15,1A:5 Security agencies rushing to train guards Ja19,6B:1 Gov Clinton gets hot on licensing F3, 5A:5 Gov Clinton orders tightened regulations for security business F5, 5A:7 Licensing files to be opened My5,5A:8 State Police propose delay in allowing guards to work until background check is completed F6,5A:1 Permits of 17 Worthen Bank guards suspended because they are not trained F6,5A:1 Managers and trainers at security agencies to be tested My7,4A:7 State law regulating security agencies challenged by B and J Security, whose license has been suspended Jy30,4A:4 Bill being drafted to overhaul law on private investigators, security guards and polygraph operators N22,4A:1 Police spokesman opposes portion of proposed law on security guards D19,4A:1
GUEST STATUTE
See Liability for Accidents
GUIDED MISSILES
See Missiles

GUILLAINE-BARRE SYNDROME
Thomas and Mary Bowle of NLR, file $2.5 million damage suit against Parke-Davis Div of Warner-Lambert Co alleging flu vaccine paralyzed Mr Bowle Fl4,2A:3 William C. Mosley files $500,000 suit against federal govt for damages he says he suffered after taking swine flu shot Mr1,8A:4
GUITARS
See Musical Instruments
GUNS
See Firearms
GURDON LIGHT
See Apparitions
GURLEY REFINING CO
See also Water Pollution
GUY
See also Missiles
GWALTNEY, FRANCIS IRBY
See also Writing and Writers
GYST HOUSE
Fire destroys rooms of drug rehabilitation center at Little Rock F27, 4A:4 Best Western Motel offers rooms to residents F29,4A:4 Prisoners at Benton work release center donate $290 to GYST House Mr5,14A:1

HALBROOK, MARCUS
See also Ark-Legislature--Legislative Council
HALL, B. CLARENCE
See also Book Reviews Writing and Writers
HALLS OF FAME
See also Aviation Hall of Fame, Ark Colleges-Halls of Fame Tennis
HALLUCINATORY DRUGS
See Drug Addiction
HALLOWEL LAKE
See Parks (gen)--Halowell
HAMILTON LAKE
See Lakes-Hamilton
HAMMERSCHMIDT, JOHN PAUL
Hammerschmidt may be offered
high-ranking post in Reagan adm N19, 2A:7 Congressmen's name on list for Veterans Adm post N26,4A:6 Hammer-schmidt says he will not accept cabinet post D4,10A:4

See also
Ark-Constitution
Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)---Dist 3
Ark-Elections--Governor
Cuba-Refugees
Missiles
Presidential Election of 1980
Republican Party
Roads-Finances
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam
Operation
US Armament (gen)
US Armament-Draft
Vietnam War
HAMPTON
Town gearing for change to come when lignite mines open Ja9,1B:2 Town's businessmen could suffer financial loss from investments made in anticipation of AP&L plant Ag3,1A:4

HANDICAPPED
Wayne and Betty Kistler of Fort Smith, donate funds from popcorn sales to Gregory Kistler Treatment Center for children Ja29,1B:4 Article on effort in Ark to organize people who have developmental disabili-ties F27,1B:2 Student adviser James V. Waugh turns his disabilities into advantages at UA Mr31,2B:1 Parents of handicapped children do not take advantage of state Mental Retardation-Developmental Disabilities Service offer of sitters on Saturday Ap9,1B:5 Greg Matthews, a one-armed carpenter, exhibits skill and confidence Ap22,2B:3 Confinement to wheelchair does not prevent James Johnson from a variety of activities Jy25,1B:1 Barriers Council to publish list of bldgs at Little Rock and North Little Rock that are easily used by handicapped Ag13,1B:2 Therapy at early age helps children at Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center to improve

abilities Ag27,1B:5 Handicapped persons enjoy independence through use of specially-equipped vans Sl, 1B:2 Federal grant of $213,000 to be used for new program to provide assistance to all disabled Garland Co residents who have no vocational potential 010,9A:4 Engineer Bob Harris makes special chair so Danya Steele a spinabifidla victim, can sit down at school 030,1B:6 Article on work of poet Carl Judson Launius, who is confined to wheelchair by spinal injury N13,1B:2 Logotype developed to promote the disabled N19,3B:4

See also
Aerospace Industries
Ark-Rehabilitation Services Div
Blindness and the Blind
Colleges-Equal Educ
Camp Robinson
Deafness and Deaf Mutes
Education-Springdale
Independent Living Services, Inc
Learning Disabilities
Mental Deficiency
Parks-Little Rock--Murray Park
Physical Education
Prisons-Arkansas State--Facilities
Prothesis
HANDICRAFTS
See also
Pickles Gap Creek Crafts Village
Wood Carving

Shows and Sales
--Ozark Frontier Trail Festival and Crafts Show (Heber Springs): 15th annual show date set S24,2B:4

--War Eagle Fair: Date set for 27th annual fair S24,2B:4

HARASSMENT
See Brutality and Harassment
HARDING UNIVERSITY
Freedom Foundation makes award to Harding F6,6A:4 Harding to study estab of a campus in Italy Jy20,8A:4

See also
Colleges-Accreditation
Colleges-Gifts
Education-Little Rock--Curricula
Religion and Churches
HARDY
See also Theater-Hardy
HARKEY, JOHN NORMAN
See also
Little Rock-Convention Center
HARLOW (RAY) FAMILY
See also Kidnapping--Harlow
HARMON, DAN
See also Capital Punishment
HARMON, JOHN T.
See also
Ark-Elections--Supreme Ct
HARP, DOUG
See also Ark-Public Safety Dept
HARRIS, CARLETON
Former chief justice of the Arkansas Supreme Court dies at age 70 D22, 1A:2 Gazette praises work of Mr Harris D23,10A:1 Editors praise Justice Harris D28,3E:3
HARRIS, EUGENE S.
See also
Ark-Elections--Supreme Ct
HARRIS, LADONNA
See also
Presidential Election of 1980
HARRIS, WAYNE
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame
HARRISON
See also
Boone County Telephone Co
HARRISON DAILY TIMES
Suits and Claims Against
See also
Newton County Medical Center
HART, RONALD W.
See also
US Toxicological Research
HARTFORD MEDICAL CLINIC
Clinic is first in state to get Rural Health Development Program funds My10,11A:6
HARTJE, GEORGE F.
See also
Courts (Ark)-Circuit Cts---Dist 20
HARVELL, ROGER
See also Book Reviews
HARVEY, ROBERT
See also
Ark-History Comm
Taxation-Real Estate
HASTINGS, PAUL
See also Firemen-Little Rock
HATFIELD
See also
Waste Materials and Sewage
HAVANA
See also Education-Havana
HAWKINS, JACK B.
Hearing begins on contest of will of Jack B. Hawkins; widow claims dower interest; part of assets left to another woman Jy18,4A:5 Suit resumes after 10-week delay S30,11A:1 Psychologists testify about ability of Hawkins to make will 01,3A:6 Will is ruled valid 09,2A:2
HAWKINS, MARLIN
Hawkins seeks constable job Ap4, 2A:5 Hawkins leaves race Ap11,11A:3 Article reviews political career of former Conway County Sheriff Marlin Hawkins Jy29,1F:2
See also Clinton, William J.
HAYNES, LLOYD
See also Little Rock-Elections--Municipal Judge
HAYS, BROOKS
Film on Brooks Hays and the Little Rock desegregation crisis to premiere at Little Rock Jy8,5A:6 Premiere of film about Hays to be at Little Rock Ag3,5A:1 Hays honored at premiere Ag10,8A:4 Arkansas Educational Television Network finds no problem with Hays film Ag13,16A:5
See also Scholarships--Close Up
HAYS, MARION PRATHER
See also Books and Literature
HAYS, STEELE
See also
Courts (Ark)-Court of Appeals
HAZARDOUS WASTE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON, GOVERNOR'S
See Waste Materials
HEAD START PROJECT
Searcy Head Start Center program aimed at needs of migrant workers Jel7,1B:4
HEALTH
See Medicine and Health
HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE (RURAL), GOVERNOR'S
See also Medicine-Hospitals
HEALTH CARE COST EFFECTIVENESS, ARKANSAS COMMISSION ON
See also Health-Costs
HEALTH CARE (RURAL), NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

Conference at Little Rock to attract most important people in health care field F29,7A:1 US Sen Max Baucus tells Conf threat to health care in rural areas exists Mr4,7A:5 Gov Bill Clinton tells Conf that Ark is example of struggle for rural health care Mr4,7A:6 New doctors in rural areas are often unprepared for civic role, red tape, Conf told Mr5,9A:1 Vice Pres Walter Mondale tells Conf that Pres Carter supports rural health care Mr5,9A:1 ACORN calls Conf a flashy show; says hospitals permitted to disregard laws that require them to treat low-income patients Mr5,9A:5

HEALTH INSURANCE
See Medicine-Health Ins

HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
Central Baptist Hosp applies for federal grant to set up state's first health maintenance orgn F22,7A:1 Central Baptist Hosp approved for study of HMOs Mr26,3A:3

HEALTH SYSTEMS AGENCY, CENTRAL ARK
See Medicine and Health (gen)

HEALTH SYSTEMS AGENCY, WESTERN ARKANSAS
Don Q. Reynolds says agency had no reason to fire him, demands reindatement and retraction of statements S20,6A:3

HEARING LOSS, GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON
See also Deafness

HEART
Device lets doctor in Little Rock listen by telephone to pacemaker in heart of Paragould man Ja31,8B:3 Dr Phillip Smith of the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, develops method of unclogging arteries that feed the heart muscle N26,1B:4 Correction says Dr Smith and Whittle did not develop technique for clearing clogged arteries N27,2A:4

HEATING
See also Welfare

HEBER SPRINGS
Panel had right to reassign chief, other high ranking officers, lawyer says Mr19,8A:6 City Council asks probe of police after officer suspended Mr29,13A:6

See also
Education-Heber Springs
Fires-Heber Springs
Lakes-Greers Ferry
Skil Corp
Sunday Observance

HEIFER PROJECT, INC
Cambodians helped by Hefler International My11,1F:1 Hefler Project International reaches around the globe My11,1E:1

HEISKELL, J. N.
See also
Scholarships--American Press Assn

HELENA
See also
Education-Helena
Norac Co
West Helena

HELENA CHEMICAL CO
See also Chemistry and Chemicals

HEMINGWAY, ERNEST
See also Writing--Hemingway

HEMPSTEAD COUNTY
Dorothy Wade complains that Gov Bill Clinton promised to appt her to Quorum Ct then named Bobby Steed Ap18,6A:7 Audit finds $62,077 deficits in accounts of Sheriff and Collector Henry Sinyard Ag9,12A:1 Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates County Judge Wayne Bohanon in bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8 Bohanon denies charge Ag20,4A:5 General election returns N6,5A:1 Sheriff Henry Sinyard faces theft charge after audit shows $63,000 missing from his office D5,14A:5

See also
Children-Crime
Prisons-Hempstead County
Taxation--Real Estate

HENDE RSON STATE UNIVERSITY
Gov Bill Clinton reappts Ned W. Moseley to Bd Mr7,5A:5

See also
Colleges--Basketball
Colleges-Budgets--Henderson
HENDERSON STATE

Colleges-Crimes
Colleges-Discrimination
HENDERSON, WILLIAM W. (BILLY)
   See also
   Laborers Union of North America
HENDRICKS, LOUIE
   See also Freedom of the Press
HENDRIX COLLEGE
   College officials decline to reveal investment portfolio contents at request of reporters F10,4A:1 Panel votes to keep portfolio closed to public F28,6A:5 President Roy B. Shilling Jr resigns to head Southwestern Univ in Texas D13,5A:1 Governor Bill Clinton's name submitted to presidential search panel D30,3A:1
   See also
   Colleges-Awards and Honors
   Colleges-Gifts
   Colleges-Teaching Methods
   Domestic Services
   Grove, Ivan H.
   HENSLEY, FRANK
   See also Bribery
HERBIDES
   See also
   Chemistry and Chemicals
   Weyerhaeuser Corp
HERGET, RICHARD
   See also Ark-Elections--Governor
HERMITAGE HEALTH CENTER
   State grants $10,000 to center from Rural Medical Clinic Fund My16,1BA:4
HICKMAN, DARRELL
   See also Courts (Ark)-Supreme Ct
HICKS, KENNETH W.
   See also
   Methodist Church (gen)
   Methodist Church-Jonesboro
   Moral Majority
HIGGINBOTHAM, W. T.
   See also Ashley County
HIGH SCHOOLS
   See Education
HIGHER EDUCATION
   See Colleges
HIGHER EDUCATION, GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON INDEPENDENT
   See Colleges (gen)

HIGHWAYS
   See Roads
HIKING
   See Walking
HILLHAVEN NURSING HOME
   Patient Frank Berkemeyer, 91, dies after drinking cleaning fluid given him by nurse's aid who mistook it for medicine 011,14A:3
HINDSMAN, SAM
   See also Athletics-Halls of Fame
HISPANIC WEEK
   See also Latin Americans
HISPANICS
   See Latin Americans
HISTORICAL BUILDINGS AND SITES
   See also
   Architecture and Architects
   Arkadelphia
   Arkansas Territorial Restoration
   Fayetteville
   Holly Grove
   Jonesboro
   Little Rock
   Morrilton
   Pine Bluff
HISTORICAL SOCIETY, WASHINGTON COUNTY
   Article on work of state's oldest and largest historical society Jyl3,1F:2
HISTORY, ORAL
   See also Arkansas State Univ
HITCHHIKING APPARITION
   See Apparitions
HOBBES ESTATE
   See Real Estate--Hobbs Estate
HOBGOOD, NORMAN
   Oldest war veteran in US dies at Arkadelphia Mr2,22A:6
HOBES
   See Vagrancy
HOCHGES, HENRY
   See also Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)--Dist 2
HODGES, KANEASTER JR
   See also
   Ark-Elections--Governor
   Cache River
   Television-Cable TV--Little Rock
   University of Ark
HOFFMAN, LOU, INC
   Lou Hoffman moving to chmn of the
HORSE RACING

Table of statistics shows amazing growth at Oaklawn Jockey Club F3,78:1
Legislators to study distribution of free passes to Oaklawn; some upset
because Gov Clinton did not share his allotment with them F16,3A:6
Courier Index ed comments on Lloyd George's shutting down his farm to go to
Governor's office to check on furor over free passes F24,3E:2
Arkansas horse named Temperence Hill wins Belmont Stakes Je8,1B:7
John Ed Anthony discusses win by Temperence Hill Je1,1C:1
Article says officials ignore drugged horses, wagering at un-sanctioned tracks
In Faulkner and Yell Counties Je26,5A:6
Patrick Flanders says he will close his track near Vilonia, denies anything illegal
occurred there Je27,6A:7
Efforts begun to legalize pari-mutual betting on quarterhorse racing Jy8,3A:1
Arkansas Quarter Horse Assn leases Viola Downs to stage race next month;
group to seek all-breed racing for state Jy24,6A:1
Arkansas Attorney General's Office knows of no ban on racing quarter horses so long as no
gambling takes place Ag1,12A:1
Oaklawn Jockey Club can exclude horse from track even if Ark Racing Comm
has granted a license, Ark Supreme Ct rules in case of Gomer Evans Sr 021,
6A:1
Arkansas Derby elevated to par with Kentucky Derby, Preakness and
Belmont Stakes N26,1C:8
See also
Gambling
Parks--Petit Jean

HORSES

See also
Animals-Cruelty
HORSESHOE BEND

Major recreation facilities to close, bankrupt Horseshoe Development Corp announces; residents in a furor Jy30,9A:1 Residents seek way to keep facilities open Jy31,5A:3 Second vote set on buying water system Ag6,11A:8 Residents vote to buy water system Ag21,10A:4

HOSPICE MOVEMENT

See Death

HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS

See also
Medicine and Health
Nursing and Nurses

HOSPITALS

See Medicine and Health

HOT CHECKS

See Checks and Checking Accts

HOT LINES

See also Crisis Intervention

HOT SPRING COUNTY

County Clerk Pat McCoy Indicted on 8 counts of forgery and 1 count of theft of property; Mrs McCoy Is wife of State Repr Jack McCoy; Prosecutor Dan Harmon seeks expansion of probe to other offices Je26,8A:1 Missing check prompts order to secure room where old records are kept Je27,6A:4 Pat McCoy pleads Innocent Jy15,5A:4 Prosecutor Dan Harmon seeks speedy action in case of Pat McCoy Ag13,5A:1 Russell Shuffield charged with harassing 5 persons in case of his daughter, Pat McCoy Ag16,10A:4

Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former County Judge Paul Shuffield in bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8 Pat McCoy pleads guilty; term deferred, she loses county clerk post Ag26,5A:1 Paul D. Shuffield pleads innocent to bribery charge S24,10A:1 Trial of Paul D. Shuffield delayed until January 08,2A:4 General election returns N6,5A:1 In-coming prosecutor to decide if civil lawsuit to be filed against former County Judge Paul Shuffield to recover damages to county from alleged mis-management D19,17A:7 Paul D. Shuffield to change plea on racketeering and mail fraud charges D31,4A:8

See also
Prisons (gen)

Prisons-Hot Spring County Jail

HOT SPRING COUNTY HOSPITAL (MALVERN)

Contract with Southern Management Associates renewed for 3 yrs despite Quorum Ct objections Ja4,4A:1

HOT SPRINGS

Article on facilities on Bathhouse Row F25,1B:2 Article on Hot Springs as a weekend vacation spot Ag15,1B:3

See also
Drug Addiction
Fires-Hot Springs
Garland County Library
Hotels-Hot Springs
Parks-Hot Springs
Police-Hot Springs
Rio Airlines
St Joseph's Mercy Hosp
Travel and Resorts
Wycot Corp

HOT SPRINGS REHABILITATION CENTER

See
Ark-Rehabilitation Service Div

HOT SPRINGS VILLAGE

Growth continued during 1979 Ja20,4G:1

HOTELS, BARS MOTELS, NIGHT CLUBS AND RESTAURANTS

Article on tipping for services in restaurants Mr20,1B:5 Walters get better tips on evening diners Mr20,1B:5 Restaurants, other eateries get good marks Ap25,1B:5

See also
Andy's Hamburgers of America, Inc
Parks--Petit Jean

Fayetteville. Old Post Office re-vived as elegant restaurant My4,17G:3 Hilton Hotel and a Continuing Education and Convention Center to open soon My11,14A:1

Helena. Habib Cafe, built in 1888, restored and reopened N24,1B:1

Hot Springs. Parkview Hotel gets lease on life, will remain open and be redecorated Ap6,12A:1

Jasper. Restaurant called Pie In the Sky Is unusual eating place Ja30,1D:1
Little Rock. Demolition of Marion and Grady Manning Hotels set Ja5,4A:1
Article on plans to demolish 2 historic hotels Ja20,5E:1 Coaches Corner, whose partners include Frank Broyles and John Majors submit only bid for construction of hotel near airport Ja22,4A:1 Trusthouse Forte, Inc will manage new hotel to be built as part of convention complex Ja24,1A:2 Airport Comm accepts bid by Coaches Corner Ja25,9A:1 Insulation of hotel at airport will control noise level Ja27,7A:1 Article and photos on construction of Grady Manning Hotel F13,1B:2 Joe Stillington's memories of the Marion Hotel F17,3F:4 Marion and Grady Manning Hotels razed to make way for convention center F18,1A:2 Thousands watch as hotels fall F18,3A:1 Article on Little Rock professional waiter, Chuck Pynor Mr20,1B:2 Article on Fisher's Bar-B-Q and its secret barbecue sauce Ap11,1B:5 Coaches Corner released from contract Ap16,10A:1 Trusthouse Forte, Inc, to start promotion of hotel this summer Ap19,7A:1
Fairfield Communities
Income
--Discrimination:
See also
Housing-Jacksonville
Housing--Texarkana
Housing-West Helena
--Finance: Arkansas Legis Council recommends passage of bill to allow state Housing Development Agency to issue up to $700 million in bonds Ja5,7A:1 Mortgage funds available, but borrowers are few Ja5,5B:1 Arkan­sans not anxious to buy homes at interest rate above 10 pct F2,6A:1 US House votes to limit bonds for housing; Ark programs would be hurt; John Paul Hammerschmidt and Ed Bethune opposed bill, while Beryl Anthony voted for it Mr27,1A:8 Arkansas bond officials say guidelines set by House are illogical, unfair Mr28,1A:4 State Housing Development Agency sets bond money aside to finance new homes at lower interest rates Jy10,8A:1 Conventional mortgages ended by First Federal S&L of Little Rock; renegotiable format to be used Jy12,5B:5 State Housing Development Agency lists allocations for $110 million housing bond issue Jy30,6C:1 First Federal S&L at Little Rock allows assumed home loans at 1 pct over original interest rate N22,10A:1
See also
Housing-Benton
Housing-Little Rock
Housing-Sebastian County
Housing-North Little Rock
Mortgages
--Public Housing: HUD promises Ark $49.6 million over 30 yrs to subsl­dize multifamily housing project Ja29,5A:1
See also
Housing-Little Rock
--Rentals and Renting:
See also
Eoff Real Estate Rental Co
--Weatherization Program: Work completed on 2,264 homes Ja18,9A:1 Weatherization Assistance Program funding for 1980 for 19 agencies set Ja23,3A:1 Insulation grants totaling

See also
Little Rock--Buildings--Lafayette
--Bennigan's Tavern: Fire at popular restaurant and lounge believed work of arsonist D27,1A:4
--Excelsior: Hotel atop convention center to be called Little Rock
Excelsior O18,1A:4
North Little Rock. Hotel developers reportedly seek Hilton franchise for downtown Jy26,7A:1
HOUSE, ED M.
See also Ouachita County
HOUSE OF WEBSTER
Rogers firm specializes in foods for gifts D22,1B:5
HOUSEKEEPERS
See Domestic Services
HOUSES, HISTORIC
See Historic Buildings
HOUSING
See also
Boarding Houses
$1 million allocated in Ark; homes of low income and elderly to be insulated Ap21,4A:1

Benton. Union Bank of Benton created stir when it tried to limit housing bond funds to subdivision whose title is owned by bank F10,7A:6

England. $2 million loan lost Jy8, 14A:1

Jacksonville. City drafts fair housing ordinance to help officials deal with discrimination complaints F20,6A:1 City ready for HUD grant Ag15,11A:1

Little Rock. Housing authority seeks federal funds for 115 units for scattered site housing Ja8,12A:3

Second Baptist Church plans 10-story apt complex for the elderly; bldg to be near its Albert Pike housing J6, 10A:1 Quapaw Towers sold; building to be converted to condominiums Je22, 5E:5 Gazette discusses drawbacks to issuing housing bonds as proposed by Little Rock City Director Byron Morse Jy1,12A:1 Little Rock approves $150 million housing bond issue Jy2,1A:4

Congressional panel action likely to delay Little Rock housing bond issue Jy3,1A:2 HUD reserves $421,872 In rent subsidies for East View units Jy8,6A:1 John Douglas family converts former Montessori School bldg into a home Jy24,10D:4 Quorum Ct approves $250 million bond issue Ag27, 2A:3 Robert McIntosh moves to boarded-up area of Highland Park housing project, begins cleanup S3, 4A:7 McIntosh moves into housing project S7,8A:4 Housing Authority seeks arrest of McIntosh after he wrote lr to tenants threatening eviction or cutoff of food stamps if they do not help clean up Highland Park Project S10,1A:3 Civil proceedings to be used to remove McIntosh S11,10A:7 McIntosh allowed 30 more days in project S19,11A:1 McIntosh moves out of apt, criticizes residents for not wanting to help keep project clean 03,12A:2

North Little Rock. Housing Facilities Bd gets into controversy over refinancing issue Ja5,5B:7 Plan to construct 33-story apartment bldg in Westgate area apparently cancelled by Dr and Mrs F. Hampton Roy Ag19, 4A:1 Fair Housing Office gets few calls 021,7A:3

Parkin

See also Parkin

Sebastian County. Bond sale gives Sebastian County home loan funds Ap22,5C:1

Texarkana. Federal govt files suit charging racial bias in assignments of housing in low-rent projects Sl2, 6A:8

West Helena. Suit against Housing Authority alleges racial discrimination My15,7C:8

HOUSING AUTHORITIES

See Housing

HOWARD, GEORGE JR

See

Courts (Ark)-Court of Appeals
Courts (US)-Federal Dist

HOWELL, MAX

See also

Ark-Contracts
Education-Finance

HUBANKS, BILLY R.

See also Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)--Dist 2

HUBBELL, WEBSTER L.

See also

Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)--Dist 2

Little Rock-City Manager
Little Rock-Mayor

HUCKABY, ELIZABETH

See also

Book Reviews
Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ

HUDSON FOODS

See also Water Pollution

HUECKER, GAIL

See also Ark-Human Services Dept

HUGHES, JULIA

See also Ark-Elections--Treasurer

HUGO, RICHARD

See also Poetry
HULSEY, DeWAYNE

See also Murders--Easley

HUMAN, INC

Group formed at Little Rock to promote humanitarian concerns My9,7A:6

HUMAN RELATIONS

See also Blacks (In Ark)

HUMAN SERVICES CENTER, WEST CENTRAL ARKANSAS

Carolyn Shry of Russellville, sues director Lawrence E. Cole and the Bd of Directors for $1.5 million; civil rights violation alleged in her firing from staff in 1978 Ja23,14A:6

Federal court holds hearing on charge by Carolyn Shry that Center Director Lawrence Cole violated her freedom of speech rights when she was employed at the Center N11,6C:6

HUMANITY, PULASKI COUNTY

Inflation pushes Society into desperate search for funds S16,18B:2

HUMANISM

See also Conservatism, Political HUMANITARIANS UNITED TO MEET ARKANSANS' NEEDS (HUMAN)

Group formed at Little Rock to tell public that right wing perspective is not only view of needs of individuals and families J4,8B:1

HUNT, EUGENE

See also Courts (US)--Federal Dist J4,8B:1

Former executive Marlon C. Brown of Lowell, arrested on embezzlement charge O14,3A:8

HUNTING AND TRAPPING

Article reviews hunting during 1970s, looks ahead to 1980s; saturation deer hunting predicted for some areas J4,B:1

Article on mules used for coon hunting in Enola area J4,B:1

Arkansas G&FC cool to US proposed that steel shot be required for duck hunting Ja23,14C:5

Arkansas G&FC sets 1980-81 hunting seasons; deer hunters get 2 more days F26,3C:6

New zones drawn by G&FC for hunting and fishing Mr16,6B:1

Five men convicted of shooting in baited area Ap3,4A:4

Seven men found guilty of hunting over baited fields Ap16,4A:1

G&FC seeks hunting of wood ducks in teal season My11,4B:1

Editor pleased with split season for duck hunting Ag24,3E:1

1980-81 hunting season schedules S14,4B:1

Wildlife refuges set hunting regulations S14,4B:5

See also

Ark-Game and Fish Comm Bears Fish-Fishing, Sport Forests and Forestry

Accidents and Safety: Dr David Rodgers Matayo killed in hunting accident near Danville Ap1,3A:2

Floyd Norwood files $35,000 suit against Ray Cooper over shooting during 1978 turkey hunt 023,2A:3

Turkey hunter killed near Watson 027,10A:5

Squirrel hunter killed in Monroe County 028,7A:3

Woman fatally shot by deer hunter N15,5A:1

Deer hunter shot to death in Union County N21,4A:4

Russellville hunter killed N25,5A:2

Deer hunter shot to death near Hamburg D1,3A:4

Youth shot to death in Sebastian County D1,8A:7

Youth shot to death in White County D13,14A:8

Sulphur Springs youth dies in hunting accident D16,6A:7

HURLEY COMPANIES

See Martrac Farms

HYPERALIMENTATION

See also Food-Diet

HYPNOTHERAPY

See also Counseling

ILLEGITMACY

Program started to help reduce state's teen aged pregnancy rate 031,6A:6

ILLINOIS BAYOU

See also

Rivers Water

ILLINOIS RIVER

See also

Waste Materials
ILLITERACY
Dr James Sledd speaks out on literacy facts and fallacies D9,1B:4
Douglas F. Stutzman praises work of Adult Education Center of Pulaski Co Special School Dist In teaching him to read despite his dyslexia handicap D23,1B:2
ILLNESS
See Medicine and Health
IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
See also Nachtweh (Edouard) Family
INCOME
Arkansas leads rise in personal income in Southwest region F10,16A:1
Arkansas had second lowest personal income during 1979 S8,6A:6 Feature article on poverty-stricken family of 19 persons living in 4-room shack near Brinkley 028,1B:2 029,1B:2
Public response to articles on poverty-stricken family near Brinkley N27,1B:1
INCOME TAX
See Taxation-Income
INDEPENDENCE COUNTY
General Election returns N6,5A:1
INDEPENDENCE DAY
Winthrop Paul Rockefeller planning 3rd annual Liberty Fest on Petit Jean Mountain Je22,9A:3
INDEPENDENT LIVING SERVICES, INC
Conway facility where young men with developmental disabilities learn to live and work in a community is faced with several problems Mr16,9A:1
INDIANS, AMERICAN
See also Archeology and Anthropology
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
See Factories
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
See Factories
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
See Data Processing
INFORMER AND NEWTON COUNTY TIMES
See Jasper. Informer
INGRAM, CARL R.
See also US-Farmers Home Adm
INGRAM, W. K.
See also Medicine and Health
INHERITANCE, PROPERTY
See Wills and Estates
INNOVATION INDUSTRIES
State Economic Development Comm gives bond guarantee for new Russellville plant Ja18,6A:7
INSECTS
Article on Don Gilbert and his successful insect control firm at Jonesboro Jy6,5E:1
INSULATION
David Maler, 14, of West Helena, is working on process using onion skins as basic insulation material Jy1,3B:1
INSURANCE
Comr W. H. L. Woodyard III says customers can save money on home and auto ins by shopping around; newspaper ads to be used to prove point; Arkansans spend about $270 million yearly for such ins F21,1A:3 Insurance cost comparison chart F26, 3A:6
See also Ark-Contracts
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Fire Insurance
Life Insurance
Medicine and Health
National Old Line Ins Co
Unemployment Insurance
Workers Compensation Insurance
INSURANCE COMPANIES
See also American Home Life Insurance Co
INSUREX COMPANIES
Mary L. Myers sues her former employers; suit alleges deprivation of her property, her civil rights and livelihood through illegal sales and a merger Jy16,5A:1
INTEREST (MONEY)
See
Banks
Credit
INTERFAITH DENOMINATIONAL ROUNDTABLE
See also Blacks (in Ark)
INTERIOR DECORATION
Article on Little Rock firm of Designfriends, Ltd Ja31,2D:1 Anna's Touch, Inc offers eight services Ag6, 6C:1
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP
David Savage alleges he was fired because he is black Ap19,10A:3
INTERNATIONAL FEST
See Festivals
INTERNATIONAL FUEL TECHNICIANS AND ALCOHOL PRODUCERS (IFTAP)
Fayetteville co that says it can teach consumers to make alcohol fuels in backyard stills is under scrutiny by the state Energy Dept, state Securities Dept and the Consumer Protection Div of the Attorney General's office Ja30,1A:4 Pres Rodger Seratt calls co legitimate F1,5A:2 Rodger Seratt complains to Gov Clinton that Energy Dept was blackballing his firm; some 200 turn out for IFTAP presentation at LR F2,4A:6 State Securities Dept warns Seratt that selling memberships in IFTAP may violate securities laws F6,5A:6 Rodger Seratt tells Securities Comr Harvey Bell he has collected $11,000 in dues, but denies sale of securities F12,3A:1 Seratt to offer refunds to members as part of consent order Mr8,3A:1 Hearing set on complaint that Rodger Seratt violated ct Injunction 08,11A:3
See also
Alcohol Production Plants, Inc
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTESTINES
Intestine dies after childbirth; Mrs Lillie Mae Pledger, 24, of Morrilton must be fed totally intravenously; article explains medical and surgical techniques used Jy4,30A:1
INTOX LABS
Dr Morris Cranmer to build pharmaceutical drug testing facility at

Redfield; up to 300 persons to be employed Jel5,9A:1 Research lab meets little opposition at Redfield, projects $5 million payroll Je29,10A:1
INVENTIONS AND INVENTORS
Article on George Rushing and his inventions Myl3,18:4 Power screw invented by DeWayne Allen of Jonesboro, has captured 60 pct of domestic market through Allen Engineering Co N6,6C:3
IRAN
Robert O. Blucker, a native of North Little Rock, is one of the American hostages not accounted for by militants Ja1,1A:6 Broadcasters in Pulaski Co to honor hostages by minute of silence Ja3,3A:3 Minute of silence for hostages not entirely successful Ja5,2A:2 Robert Blucker is at Embassy, militants say Ja7,5A:1 Pine Bluff student ordered deported Jl1,7A:1 Robert O. Blucker writes to a friend Jl18,2A:7 Mrs Idavonne Rosa of Melbourne, receives letter from hostage Bruce Lalangen F6,3A:7 The Dale Scott family remembers unsettling time in Iran F7,1B:5 Mrs Howard D. Albin of NLR receives letter from her son, Robert Blucker, a hostage Fl0,3A:1 Relative hears from hostages Ap16,1A:7 Marine Cpl George N. Holmes Jr of Pine Bluff killed in American attempt to rescue hostages Ap26,1A:3 Arkansas Congressional Delegation comment on rescue attempt, support Pres Carter Ap26,4A:1 Troy Kirtley of Little Rock comments on attempt to rescue his son and others Ap26,5A:7 Senator Dale Bumpers proud of effort to free hostages Ap27,2A:8 Mother of Robert O. Blucker glad efforts continuing Ap27,3A:4 Gov Bill Clinton orders flags at half staff in honor of Cpl Holmes Ap28,1A:2 Father of Cpl Holmes says he does not support 'buying' bodies from Iran Ap28,2A:6 Mrs Troy Kirtley defers planned trip to Iran to see her son Ap28,3A:1 Bob Riley critical of military for leaving bodies in Iran Ap28,4A:4
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Memorial services for Cpl George Holmes held at Pine Bluff; Gov Bill Clinton in attendance My3,1A:3 Pine Bluff paper comments on death of Cpl Holmes My4,3E:1 Bodies of soldiers killed in rescue mission ret'd to US My7,1A:6 Mrs Cynthia Dwyer arrested My9,1A:3 Holmes family attends memorial services at Arlington Nat'l Cemetery My10,1A:4 Mrs Ellen Cynthia Brown Dwyer, a free-lance writer arrested in Iran, is a native of Little Rock and a graduate of Hendrix Coll My10,1A:6 Mrs Mildred Brown says she asked her daughter, Mrs Dwyer, not to go to Iran My11,1A:6 Body of Cpl Holmes ret'd to Pine Bluff for burial My11,24A:6 Editor calls Holmes family example of true courage My11,3E:4 Mrs Dwyer held at Evin Prison My15,6A:4 Yellow ribbon on oak tree at Arkansas Governor's Mansion symbolizes hope for return of hostages My15,1A:1 My15,7A:6 Cpl George N. Holmes buried at Pine Bluff My15,13A:2 Mrs Dwyer wrote IRS supporting Iran before her arrest My18,4A:6 Ardie McBrearty of Huntsville, files suit in federal court seeking prosecution of Ramsey Clark for trip to Iran Je20,17A:1 Location, status of Cynthia B. Dwyer is a mystery Jy13,5A:1 Officials say they have no records showing Mrs Dwyer in prison Jy23,13A:1 Mrs Dwyer held at Evin Prison S4,18A:6 Senator Dale Bumpers calls Iranian leaders a bunch of loonies 03,3A:4 Mrs Cynthia Dwyer called '53d hostage' 017,18A:1 Mothers of 2 Arkansans held hostage react with caution to news that sons may soon be free N3,1A:2 Swiss allowed to visit Mrs Dwyer Dl4,11A:1 Film of American hostages celebrating Christmas shows Steven W. Kirtley, of Little Rock D26,1A:5 Film shows Steven Kirtley's Christmas greetings to his family at Little Rock D27,1A:6

See also
Colleges-Enrollment
Maples, LaDel

IRANIANS IN ARKANSAS

Iranian student at UALR found innocent of terroristic threatening charge Ag15,6A:4 Death of Ebrahim Mahjob Lotfkar in auto crash near Alma leads to discovery of fraudulent University of Arkansas diploma, official legal seals from 3 universities, and transcripts and copies of various forms S10,1A:4 Discovery of fake college papers sparks record check at University of Ark and at Westark Community Coll S11,1A:4 Agents of FBI enter probe of Lotfkar documents S12,8A:4 Injunction delays order deporting UALR student Bizhan Daneshvar S15,5A:1 Deportation of Daneshvar blocked for 10 days; student remains in jail S16,9A:7 Daneshvar released on bond S17,10A:4 Daneshvar requests political asylum S26,9A:2

See also
Colleges--Enrollment
Colleges-Student Activities--University of Ark (Fayetteville)
IRAQUIS IN ARKANSAS

See also
Colleges-Student Activities--University of Ark (Fayetteville)
IRRIGATION

Rice farmers in Grand Prairie face irrigation problems, plan study of use of White River water Mr30,8A:1 Studies planned on feasibility of diverting surplus water from Arkansas River and White River to High Plains states Ap18,14A:1 Effort to divert White River water to West endangers plan for Grand Prairie-White River Irrigation Project Ap19,7B:3

See also Water
ISRAEL

Dr Howard D. Wulfson and Phillip E. Kaplan discuss support for Israel Je8,1F:2

ITALIANS IN ARKANSAS

See also
Tontitown
IZARD COUNTY

General election returns N6,5A:1
JACKSON COUNTY
Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates County Judge Joe Coe in bribery scheme Ag19,1A:3 Coe denies charges Ag20,4A:5 County Judge Joe Coe named, but not indicted, in bribery charge against salesman J. S. Rose 029,8A:1 General election returns N6,5A:1
JACKSON, JESSE
See also Bates, Lucious Christopher Blacks (In Ark) Religion and Churches
JACKSON, NANNIE STILLWELL
1890 diary of Mrs Jackson paints picture of housewife's dull life in Desha County Je30,6B:1
JACKSONPORT STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Jacksonport
JACKSONVILLE
Alderwoman Larry Wilson questions $11,136 spent by Mayor James G. Reid Ap4,6A:2 Mayor James G. Reid was reimbursed for expenses of attending University of Ark sporting events at New Orleans and San Antonio Ap5,6A:1 Alderman Wilson wants discussion of propriety of Reed's expenditures Ap7,5A:3 Review set on mayor's use of funds Ap18,8A:1 Issues raised by auditor's report Ap20,5A:4 Few blacks seek city jobs, action group hopes to stir interest Ap30,1A:4 Aldermen scold Reid, but leave PR fund intact My2,16A:4 City Council asks Mayor Reid to repay $3,482 My16,12A:7 Two aldermen complain that City Council not kept informed about housing grant, criticize Community Development Director Jerry Lee Ag20,6A:1
JACOWAY, ELIZABETH
See also Book Reviews Books
JAILS
See Prisons
JAMES, DONALD
See also Cox Cotton Co
JAMES, GEORGE
See also Cox Cotton Co
JAMES, ROBERT
See also Cox Cotton Co
JASPER
See also Hotels, Bars,... Jasper, Informer Newton County Medical Center JASPER, INFORMER AND NEWTON COUNTY TIMES
Paper sold to George and Robin Bartsch of Jasper 08,6C:3 JAWORSKI, LEON
Prominent Houston lawyer, who supports Ronald Reagan for president, affirms his Dem roots In Ir to Gazette 023,24A:3 JEAN, ELBERT
See also Universal Fuels Products, Inc JEFFERSON COUNTY
Celebration of 150th birthday includes opening new courthouse My9,17A:8 Article on new courthouse 015,1B:5 General election returns N6,5A:1 JEFFORDS, EDD
See also Ozark Institute JEFFREY SAND CO
Widow of Michael LeRoiyce Mitchell sues firm alleging its negligence caused death of her husband in boat accident My1,2A:7 JENNINGS, ALSTON
American College of Trial Lawyers names Jennings pres-elect Ag5,4C:1 JESSIEVILLE
See also Bavarian Quartz Co JEWELL, JERRY
See also Ark-Economic Conditions JEWS
Article on Jewish community of
Little Rock Je8,3F:1 Rabbi Michael J. Cook tells what Jews might want Christians to know about Judaism Je12,18:4 Several Russian Jewish families resettle in Ark S15,18:2

See also Israel Religion and Churches

JINKS, HAROLD

See also Ark-Elections--Governor

JOB CORPS

See also US-Job Corps

JOBS

See Labor

JOGGING

See also Weight

JOHN BROWN UNIVERSITY

See also Baseball-College

Colleges-Gifts

JOHNSON COUNTY

County fights requirement that it pay interest on funds used by Army Engineers to build a county park D23, 3A:6

See also Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9

JOHNSON, JAMES D. (JIM)

See also Ark-Elections--Governor

Ark-Elections--Supreme Ct---Position 1

Clinton, William J.

Courts (US)-Federal Dist

Moral Majority

Presidential Election of 1980

Wildlife Sanctuaries

JOHNSON-TRIMBLE AND CO

New studio at LR features animation for ads Je9,18:5

JONES, EDITH IRBY

Article on success of first black graduate of University of Arkansas School of Medicine My13,6B:5

JONES, EUNINE FAY

See also Thorncrown Chapel

JONES, JAMES H.

Hope educator, leader in educ in Ark, dies N3,1A:3

JONES, JULIA HUGHES

See also Ark-Elections--Auditor

JONES, MANUEL RAY

See also Laborers Union of North America

JONES, SAM

See also Ark-Elections--Land Comr

Taxation-Tax Evasion

JONES, SAM (MRS)

See also Ark-Elections--Land Comr

JONESBORO

Article on log bldg thought to be first postoffice F24,1F:2

See also Tornadoes

JOYLAND CHRISTIAN CENTER

Rev Gene Mullenanx operates worship center and TV recording firm called Mid-America Studios from North Little Rock site; group seeks license for UHF TV station Mr2,1F:2

JUDGES

See Courts

JUDICIAL COUNCIL, ARK

See also Courts (Ark)

JUDSONIA

See also Education-Judsonia

JURIES AND JURY DUTY

Computer use to select jury panel is legal S3,4A:3 Prosecutor's attempt to seat jury willing to impose maximum sentence In assault case ruled unfair by Ark Supreme Ct 014, 6A:6 State Supreme Court reverses rape conviction of 2 black men in Howard County because only a few blacks were chosen as prospective jurors N11,5A:1

See also Capital Punishment

Children-Crime

Sex Crimes

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

See Children-Crime

KAGEBEIN, JOE N.

Arkansan who was sentenced to death at age 15 for his part in slaying of Jimmy Wayne Wampler in 1970, dies in motorcycle crash In Arizona; Kagebein was paroled from Ark State Penitentiary F15,5A:1

KAWNEER CO, INC

Firm to build plant at Springdale,
employ 350 persons Ag2,6A:8

KAYLOR, WALTER
See also Crawford County

KOE

Blytheville plant closes; firm was first one brought to state by Brussels office of Economic Development Dept; 47 jobs lost Ap19,6A:1

KEE PRODUCTS
US Circuit Court orders Alma firm to pay minimum wage to employees who work at home N26,4A:2

KELLENS WORTH, HERBERT JR
See also Sex Crimes

KELLUM, THOMAS BOYD SR
See also Commercial Bank and Trust Co (Monticello)

KEMPNER AND BROTHERS, INC
Federal bankruptcy judge orders United States Shoe Corp to continue to sell shoes to Kempner's Mr12,8A:6
New bankruptcy code allows firm to reorganize for a new start Ap13,5E:1
Kempners plan to repay debts is approved D10,6C:1

KEMPNER OPERA HOUSE (LITTLE ROCK)
Kempner Opera House given to University of Arkansas at Little Rock for use in teaching drama and for presentations by art groups; Herbert H. McAdams II helps secure gift My22,1A:4
University of Arkansas Foundation accepts gift of Kempner Opera House My23,7A:1

KENNEDY, ETHEL
See also Presidential Election of 1980-Democratic
KENNEY, RICHARD G.
See also
Arkansas Children's Colony-Conway
KENNEDY, ROBERT F. JR
See also Presidential Election of 1980-Democratic

KEO
See also Police-Keo

KERSH, KENNETH
See also US Armament-Reserves

KESSINGER, DON
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame

KIDNAPPING
--Harlow Children: Tracy Harlow, 6, and her sister, Tanya, 5, abducted at school bus stop at Viola, found 7 hours later Ag27,1A:3
Girls unharmed, father says Ag28,5A:1

KIDNEYS
Marlin Hawkins has little success with his proposal that a mobile kidney-dialysis center be made available Ja9,3A:6
Melissa Wilhite, 11, is youngest patient ever to receive a successful kidney transplant in Ark Ja7,4A:4
Kidney patients' blood sent through washer in continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) technique now taught at University of Arkansas Medical Sciences Campus S24,1B:5

KING, CORETTA SCOTT
Mrs King to speak at UAF F5,4A:7
Mrs King encourages University of Ark students to join campaign for civil rights F23,11A:1

KING, CURTIS M.
Former coach, leader in state schoolboy athletics, dies N7,1C:7
See also
Athletics-Halls of Fame--Arkansas Hall of Fame

KING, DUGAN
See also Ark-Elections--Legislature (HR)--Dist 3, Position 3
Music

KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR
Black orgns at Little Rock call for holiday on King's birthday; children urged to skip school and adults to stay home from work Ja5,1A:2
Group to sponsor march to Capitol Ja8,12A:1
Little Rock school officials reschedule semester tests so pupils won't miss exams on King birthday Ja9,3A:7
President of Little Rock Chapter of NAACP says her group not associated with plan to boycott jobs and classes Ja10,12A:6
Students question quality educ when tests are arranged to accommodate special interest groups Jal,16A:3
Gov Bill Clinton says state employees may observe King's birthday as a holiday in lieu of personal birthday Jal2,9A:4
Students at UAPB plan march through Pine Bluff
to promote holiday Ja12,9A:6 Black leadership at Little Rock to push for holiday Ja13,8A:1 Memorial at Dunbar Center attracts 600; radio equipment stolen prior to program Ja14,6A:1 Crowd of 1,500 commemorates birthday on State Capitol steps; Gov Bill Clinton speaks; service interrupted by Robert McIntosh who shouted for blacks to go to work Ja16,1A:3 Pulaski Co Clerk Jacque Alexander declares birthday a holiday for her employees Ja16,3A:6 About a third of students at UAPB boycott classes to mark day Ja16,3A:7 Memorial program held on Metrocentre Mall at Little Rock Ap4,7A:2 KINGSLAND Cleveland Co town unable to find enough aldermen for quorum F17,7A:1 Problem still exists in filling offices Mr14,6A:6 KINSTON Bunch store is part of history of Kingston Jy21,6B:1 KISTLER, WAYNE See also Handicapped KOENIG, PETER L. Article on head of art dept at University of Arkansas at Little Rock Mr17,6B:1 KOLB, W. PAYTON (MRS) See also Religion KRAEMER, LOUIS See also Arkansas River Fish and Other Marine Life--Clams KU KLUX KLAN See also Cuba-Refugees Brown and Root Construction Co Coca Cola Bottling Co Communications Workers of America Coors (Adolph) Co Cuba-Refugees Education (gen)--Vocational Employees, American Federation of State, County and Municipal Firemen-Benton Georgia Pacific Corp Laborers Union of North America, Intl Mine Workers of America, United Reagan, Ronald Steelworkers of America, United Teachers, American Federation of Transportation Union, United US-Congress (Arkansas Delegation) Woodworkers of America, Intl ... Discrimination See also Discrimination Employment Agencies and Counseling. Job Finding Club sponsored by Employment Security Div in Pulaski Co trains clients to find jobs Ja2,1B:1 Industrial and Occupational Hazards See also Dow Chemical Corp Labor Role in Politics See also American Federation of Labor Transportation Union, United ... Minimum Wage See also Kee Products Strikes See also Georgia Pacific Corp Unemployment and Job Market. Jobless rate shows slight drop F2,68:3 Recovering alcoholics and drug abusers get help of new agency called Employment for Rehabilitated Alcoholics and Drug Abusers in finding jobs F21,7C:1 Program to teach the unemployed to cut firewood to heat homes of the elderly poor has cost $62,000, but no one has completed training, and only 3 cords of wood have been cut; funding came from Ozarks Regional Comm and in CETA funds Ap4,1A:4 Gov Bill Clinton angry, tells officials of Special Alternative Wood Energy Resources
(SAWER) to fix program or return money Ap5,1A:3 Jobless rate in Ark drops to 5.6 pct Ap5,1A:8 State Local Services Dept decides it cannot save SAWER program; most federal funds ret'd Ap10,1A:6 Gazette comments on SAWER project Ap10,1A:1 Editors comment on SAWER and the great woodcutting boondoggle Ap13,3E:3 Black River Area Development Council to give SAWER a second chance Ap15,3A:1 Program for training woodcutters ends; 12 cords cost $68,626 My2,7A:2 Jobless rate in Ark reaches 6.2 pct My3,1A:6 Ted Newman, who directed SAWER program, is fired from 2nd job My10,6A:1 Unemployment claims double in year's time My30,14A:2 Henry L. McHenry says unemployment rising in Ark Je7,1A:2 Official says SAWER doing well; 42 cords of wood have been cut Je18,1A:4 Problems encountered by Local Services Dept in handling SAWER enumerated Je18,1A:5 US Labor Dept designates labor surplus in 36 counties Je21,3A:6 Log Cabin Democrat doubts wisdom of continuing SAWER program Je22,3E:6 Editorial critical of SAWER project Je29,3E:3 Jobless rate in Ark hits 8.2 pct Jy4,1A:6 Jobless rate hits 8.7 pct in Ark Ag2,1A:6 Rate in Ark drops to 8 pct S6,2A:4 Employment Security Div must borrow $38.9 million to pay unemployment, Henry L. McHenry repts S27,8A:1 Gov Bill Clinton applauds results of SAWER O2,6A:1 Arkansas jobless rate drops to 7.4 pct O4,7B:5 Jobless rate in Ark at 7.3 pct N8,1A:8 Number of jobless in state declines, but rate increases D6,5A:1 See also Anthony Timberlands, Inc Columbia Ribbon and Carbon Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 Georgia Pacific Corp KDE Rheem Manufacturing Co Skill Corp Timex Corp
Laborers Union 1980

Trial Mr13,9A:1 James Lonnie Greer requests separate trial Jy25,11A:1 Greer asks suppression of FBI evidence Ag7,7A:6 James Wilson Spires seeks dismissal of perjury charge S16,6A:1 Evidence allowed on limited basis in labor racketeering case S20,16A:7 Trial of Bobby Eugene Allison, James Lonnie Greer and James Wilson Spires begins S23,3A:6 Two witnesses, Lloyd Brammer and B. J. Overstreet, say another witness, Billy Henderson, made threatening statement to them during trial; Bobby Eugene Allison is accused of hiring Henderson to kill Brammer S25,7A:1 William W. (Billy) Henderson changes earlier testimony that he threatened to kill Brammer S26,6A:1 Joe Dan Ray of Cabot and Billy Ray Sentell of Austin, testify their electrical contracting firm recd $1,500 in union funds for rent on backhoe, even though they did not own one S27,11A:1 Billy Ray Sentell contradicted his previous testimony that union paid for work at Allison home S28,6A:1 Judge G. Thomas Elsele drops 2 embezzlement counts against Allison S30,3A:1 Former union president Manuel Ray Jones testifies that he, Greer and Allison padded expense accounts O1,3A:1 M. Max Holland testifies that he worked out story with Allison to be given to FBI and Grand Jury O2,6A:1 Judge Elsele cuts 20 charges as trial continues; lack of evidence cited 03,3A:1 Spires and Robinson testify they did not conspire against union 07,3A:1 Defense testimony concludes trial 08,9A:1 Charges of labor racketeering, conspiracy, embezzlement and perjury go to jury 09,3A:1 Guilty verdict returned in case of Bobby Eugene Allison, James Lonnie Greer, James William Spires and Marvin L. Robinson O10,1A:4 Judge Elsele sentences Allison, Greer, Spires and Robinson to prison terms O10,1A:6 Lafayette County

Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former County Judge Jimmy Alexander in bribery scheme; Alexander denies charges Ag20,4A:5 Lafayette Hotel Building

See Little Rock-Buildings

Lakes and Reservoirs

See also

Cypress Creek

Dams

Lee Creek

Parks and Playgrounds

... Beaver

See also

Parks (gen)--Beaver Lake

Water

Water Pollution

... Bull Creek. Residents vent anger on plans for reservoir in White County to be built by Mid-Arkansas Water Distribution Dist Jy25,8A:3 Bull Shoals

See also Parks (gen)--Bull Shoals

Chicot. Funds recd for pumping project My22,7A:8 Low bid for pump station is $48 million D19,6A:7

See also Parks (gen)

Dardanelle

See also

Parks (gen)--Dardanelle

... Faulkner. Court rules Army Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction over Faulkner Lake Jy24,10C:1

Georgia Pacific

See also Parks (gen)--Georgia Pacific

... Greer's Ferry. Environmental study of lake begins F7,4A:2 Heber Springs officials tell Army Engineers they have no intention of ever paying for water taken from Greers Ferry Lake Mr19,7A:1 City of Heber Springs and US Army Corps of Engineers in dispute over amount of water city can take from Greers Ferry without charge Ag31,11A:1 See also Parks (gen)--Greer's Ferry

... Hamilton. Game and Fish Comm proposal to lower lake level 10 ft for 2 mos stirs dispute between sportsmen and landowners Ag31,8A:1 Arkansas
LAKES AND RESERVOIRS

Power & Light approves plan to lower level 010, 9A:2. Homeowners seek halt to lowering of Lake O8, 11A:1.
Drawdown postponed by Game and Fish Comm until next yr 010, 5A:1.
See also Water Pollution-Sewage
Millwood
See also Parks (gen)--Millwood
Water
...
Norfork
See also Parks (gen)--Norfork
Ouachita
See also Parks (gen)--Ouachita
Pine Bluff Lake. Level of PCBs in Lake Pine Bluff fish within limits, but expert worried D6, 6A:6.
Sylvia. Vandals open dam, drain popular lake Ag27, 1A:3.
LAMAN, WILLIAM F.
Also see various subheads under entry, North Little Rock
LAMBERT, B. J. JR
See also Clinton, William J.
LANCASTER, BOB
See also Books
LAND SUBSIDENCE
See also Parks (gen)--Village Creek
LANDFILLS, SANITARY
See Waste Materials
LANDSCAPING
See also Architecture
LANE POULTRY CO
Article on multimillion-dollar firm headquartered in small town of Grannis Mr16, 5E:1.
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
Article discusses Intercultural communications as taught by Dr. Barbara Monfils at UALR My26, 1B:2.
--Nonverbal: Lessons in body language pay off for businesses N27, 8C:1.
German
See also Colleges-Teaching Methods

d English
See also Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Grading of Students

LA PLANTE, RICHARD
See also Prisons-Ark State Penitentiary (gen)

LARNED, HERBERT L.
Will leaving all assets to 2 Judsonia churches, a cemetery and the American Cancer Society upheld Jyl9, 10A:5.

LARRICK, WOODROW
Arkansas Court of Appeals rules that destroyed will made by Larrick is not valid N13, 8A:1.

LASER
See also Colleges-Research--University of Ark (Fayetteville)

LATERALITY (PHYSIOLOGY)
See Body, Human

LATIN AMERICANS IN ARKANSAS
League of United American Citizens celebrates Hispanic Week in Ark S28, 5D:1.

LAUCK, CHESTER A.
Radio's "Lum" of the "Lum and Abner" shows dies at Hot Springs F22, 1A:3.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
See Police and Law Enforcement
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING ACADEMY, ARKANSAS

LAWRENCE COUNTY
General election returns N6, 5A:1.

LAWRENCE COUNTY BANK
Smithville branch robbed D13, 2A:3.

LAWYERS
See Legal Profession

LEARNIN DISABILITIES
Program at University of Ark Medical Sciences Campus Child Study Center has out-patient therapeutic tutoring program for moderately learning disabled My28, 1B:1.
See also
Education (gen)--Handicapped
LEE COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1
See also Prisons (gen)
LEE CREEK
Arkansas Natural and Scenic Rivers
Comm objects to any dam on Lee Creek F27,7A:1 Fort Smith closer to decision on dam; local officials now favor site nearer city than Pine Mountain Mr5,11A:4 Oklahoma Legislature stymies plan for dam on lower portion of creek Ap12,13A:4
LEFLAR, ROBERT A.
Former University of Ark Law School Dean to receive top award from American Judicature Society My21,5A:1
LEGAL AID FOR THE POOR
Appellate Public Defenders Office assists Indigents who appeal criminal convictions; plea for continued funding made N16,1F:2
LEGAL PROFESSION
Attorney James Mc Haney of Little Rock, recalls his work at Nuremberg crimes trials Ja27,1F:2 State Supreme Ct rules that Professional Conduct panel must make more findings available to public F20,9A:6 David W. Pitchford asks US Court of Appeals to order Ark to allow him to take bar exam even though he does not have law degree Mr3,5A:1 Charges of professional misconduct filed against John W. Walker with Arkansas Supreme Ct; Oscar Fendler brings charge Mr19,3A:1 Advertising by lawyers shows marked increase Mr23,1F:2 Bar exam passed by 71 of 100 applicants Mr24,3A:3 Walker says panel has cleared him of charges filed by Fendler Ap6,10A:4 Gov Bill Clinton says some lawyers carry their advocacy role too far Ap17,5A:1 Attorney Jewel Brown found in contempt of federal ct at Little Rock, fined $250 My9,11A:1 Howard W. Brill, a UA Law School professor, calls for stronger, more active policing of attorneys In Ark My20,2B:1 Four lawyers disciplined Je7,8A:6 Frederic K. Sples, a member
of the UALR School of Law, discusses his effort to put brakes on forensic testimony In courts Je7,1B:2 State Supreme Court upholds law setting maximum legal fee at $350.00 for court-appointed attorneys Je24,5A:1 List of 135 who passed bar exam Ag25,4A:1 Letters of caution sent to 4 lawyers by Professional Conduct panel S3,9A:1 Paul D. Fray and Jewel Brown admit ethics violations, will turn in licenses 04,14A:7 Reprima nd of lawyers for use of direct-mail advertising upheld by Arkansas Supreme Court on grounds that It violates solicitation rule 07,5A:5
See also
Bar Association, Ark
Courts (US)--Federal Dist Jennings, Alston
LEGAL SERVICES CORP
Article on Legal Services Corp and restrictions placed on its work with blessings of Ark Congressional delegation Ag24,1E:1 Hillary Rodham to lose her Legal Services Corp board seat N14,4A:4
LEGAL SERVICES, OZARK
See also Mortgages
LEGISLATURE (ARK)
See Ark-Legislature
LESBIANISM
See Homosexuality
LEVECK, DONALD
Article on Donald Leveck, whose firm built several major facilities In Ark Ja20,1F:5 Mr Leveck dies S9,10A:8
LEVI WILCOXON PARK
See Parks (gen)--Levi Wilcoxon
LEVY, PAUL F.
See also
Ark-Energy Dept
Energy and Power
LEWIS AUCTION CO
See also Police-Conway
LIABILITY FOR ACCIDENTS
State law protecting drivers from being sued for damages by passengers in their vehicles is upheld by Ark Supreme Ct; lower ct had declared guest statute invalid F12,5A:1 Court
of Appeals rules employees of state can be sued for negligence despite constitutional ban on suits against state Mr6,11A:1
See also
Car Pools
Children and Youth (gen)
LIBEL AND SLANDER
See also
News
Ozark Institute
Police-State Police
Weston, Joseph Harry
--Alken, Emmi:
   See Newton County Medical Center
--Davis, John P.:
   See Police-State Police
--Dodrill, Louis Art: US Supreme Ct rejects Arkansas Democrat request for dismissal of libel suit filed by Louis Dodrill; case goes back to Circuit Ct for trial F20,3A:7
--Evans, Earl: Dr Evans files $1,010,000 slander suit against former US Attorney W. H. Dillahunty; letter from Bob Riley written on stationery from Governor's office sought release of Evans from prison Ag29,7A:1 Federal Court dismisses slander suit by Dr Earl Evans against W. H. Dillahunty D24,4A:7
--Thompson, Dwain:
   See Police-State Police
LIBRETTO FEST
See Independence Day
LIBRARIES AND LIBRARIANS
See also
Ark-History Commission
Central Arkansas Library System
Colleges-Libraries
Education (gen)--Libraries
Garland County Library
Tri Lakes Regional Library
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS
See also
Television-Noncommercial
LIE DETECTORS
All unlicensed polygraph examiners must stop work, State Police told Mr5,7A:1
LIENS
See Credit
LIFE INSURANCE
Court orders insurance firm to pay full benefits to John Abdullah in death of his illegitimate child Jy26,9A:3
LIGGINS, DAISY
Article on 91-yr-old Mrs Daisy Liggins, whose parents were slaves F28,18:6
LIGNITE
See Coal
LIMESTONE
Arkansas Supreme Ct rules limestone is not a mineral Mr25,3A:1
LINDQUIST, EVAN
See also Art
LINSEY, JIM
See also
Presidential election of 1980
LINEBARGER, JOHN
See also
Courts (Ark)-Circuit Cts- Dist 4
LIQUOR
No reforms have been made in licensing and policing alcoholic beverages in Ark despite confusion and problems; Mac Carder lists outdated laws Ja6,1E:4 ABC to appeal judge's ruling that it cannot deny a permit solely on basis of letter from local official Ja18,6A:6 Bill to classify wine and beer as non-alcoholic for tax purposes is withdrawn in House after stiff opposition by church groups Ja23,7A:6 Charges against Jimmy Doyle Country Club dropped F13,14A:7 Action of ABC Board on permits F21,4A:1 F22,6A:7 Drew County Judge Ordle Watts upset by ABC liquor permits in co; records show only Monticello and Wilmar are legally dry F28,1A:2 Wet-dry dispute stirs Drew County Mr9,1A:3 Christian Civic Foundation asks that alcohol tax matters not come before special session of Legislature Mr18,2A:6 Requests for 4 Drew County permits denied; ABC acts on other permit
requests Mr20,4A:1 Mac Carder orders suspension of 7 licenses Mr21,4A:6 John Workman article calls alcohol the most protected drug in America; cites abuse figures Mr29,8A:1 Two underaged police cadets purchase liquor from 36 stores at Little Rock Ap15,4A:4 Birthday party raided at Conway; 500-600 attend; George W. Schieltz charged with violations of liquor laws Ap15,5A:2 ABC permits granted, including one in Drew County Ap18,8A:6 Drew County group has not ended opposition to store near Wilmar Ap20,5A:1 State Court of Appeals rejects argument that Randy Bowen should have been acquitted because in his drunkenness he did not have specific intent to commit a crime Ap24,10A:1 Drive again under way in Conway County to ban sale of alcoholic beverages My4,8A:1 ABC grants 4 permits, denies four My22,6A:2 Two club permits revoked; 15 suspended My22,6A:3 Regulation proposed to ban opening of private clubs on Sunday and to remain open after 1:00 a.m. My22,6A:6 Crittenden County passes law to bar Tennessee agents from keeping West Memphis liquor stores under surveillance My22,10A:1 West Memphis police advised not to enforce ban on surveillance My23,13A:2 Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd considers 38 regulation changes Je19,4A:4 Board actions on permits Je19,10A:4 All of Logan County is totally dry, ABC says Je28,7A:2 Legislative panel backs plan to form committee to study liquor laws Jy2,4A:6 Heavy opposition voiced to requests for club permits in Boone and Yell Counties Jy12,4A:7 Chickalah Mountain residents fight club permit for restaurant Jy13,5A:1 Permits granted to several applicants Jy25,11A:7 Nine license requests approved Jy26,5B:1 Frank Broyles complains about marketing of "Razorback" beer; ABC to reconsider Ag5,4A:8 Permit denied Valley Sportsmen Club on Chickalah Mtn Ag6,2A:8 Petitions seek vote to allow liquor sales in Boone County Ag7,9A:2 Editors comment on objection to sale of Razorback Beer, Drew County editor says crime and accident rate climbs in his county since ABC overrode wishes of the people and approved outlets Ag10,3E:4 Permit for Chickalah Mountain club refused; other Bd actions listed Ag21,9A:1 Editor questions opposition from UA officials on use of Razorback emblem on beer Ag24,3E:3 Petitions filed in Conway and Drew Counties on dry vote; Sharp County group seeks to legalize sales S3,9A:1 State Attorney General supports Alcoholic Beverage Control Comm contention that it, and not courts, has sole authority to revoke permits S5,6A:1 Group files suit to have Act 132 of 1969, the law allowing private clubs in dry counties, declared unconstitutional S10,10A:6 Pine Bluff to vote on liquor-by-the-drink S11,7A:8 Petitions certified for wet-dry vote in Franklin County S12,7A:2 Pine Bluff and Clark County to vote on liquor sales S13,7A:1 Statistics on private clubs S13,12A:5 Clark and Drew County petitions may not be sufficient for vote S18,8A:4 Three permits granted, six denied by ABC S18,13A:1 ABC reverses decisions on private club permits at Fayetteville and West Memphis S19,5A:3 Petitions in Franklin County ruled insufficient for vote O3,6A:5 Seven permits granted; Blackwell permit to stand O16,4A:1 Permits granted for 3 clubs, denied 4 requests O16,10A:1 Court rules wet-dry vote off Clark County ballot O16,10A:4 Court suit filed by Lawrence County residents seeks to halt sale of alcoholic beverages by private clubs in dry counties; Act 132 of 1969 under attack O26,1A:2 Wet issue falls in Boone County; Pine Bluff votes mixed drinks; sale of liquor in Live Oak township in Drew County approved; Baxter County residents of 2 townships vote to continue sales; one Cleveland County township
votes against sale N5,4A:4 Board hears 13 permit appeals, overrules 8 decisions N20,6A:1 Board action on permit requests N21,6A:3 Law allowing circuit courts to hold their own hearings on granting liquor permits ruled invalid D9,5A:7 Several new rules adopted by ABC; distance between liquor stores and churches and schools reduced D18,11A:2 Bills on liquor law revision endorsed by legis panel D19,4A:1
See also Ark-Alcoholic Beverage Control Div
Ark-Finances--Budgets
Beer and Brewing Industry
Parks--Petit Jean
LIQUORI, MARTY
See also Running
LITERACY
See Illiteracy
LITERATURE
See Books and Literature
LITTER
See Waste Materials
LITTLE MAUMELLE RIVER
Bridge west of Little Rock feared weakened by recent storm Ap26,3A:1
See also Rivers
LITTLE ROCK
Article on Southwest Little Rock, home to one-third of city's population Ap7,1B:2 Sense of community emerging in Southwest Little Rock Ap8,1B:4 Study measures attitudes of Southwest residents toward city Ap9,1B:2
See also
Advertising
Air Pollution
AMF, Inc
Baptist Medical Center
Blacks (in Ark)
Central Arkansas Library System
Commercial Natl Bank
Education-Little Rock
Falcon Jet Corp
Firemen-Little Rock
Hotels, Bars, Motels, Night Clubs and Restaurants
Housing
Medicine-Ambulance...
Methodist Church
National By-Produces
Parks-Little Rock
Pornography and Obscenity
Postal Service
Prisons-Little Rock
Protestant Episcopal Church
Robberies and Thefts
Sex Crimes
Southern Mediator
Sunday Observance
Taxicabs and Taxicab Drivers
Television-Cable TV
Transit Systems-Little Rock
Twentieth Century Club
Union Natl Bank
Water
Women's City Club
Worthen Bank and Trust Co
Zoos
...
Area Planning and Renewal. City may need to use non-annexation as planning tool Ja10,4A:6 Gazette encourages flexibility in annexation policy Ja1A,10A:1 Article on orderly growth of Otter Creek development Ja20,8E:2 Report by Metroplan staff member criticizes annexation policy; County Judge W. E. Beaumont calls rept cheap shots Mr27,7A:1 Sewer and planning staff study advises limiting growth in Northwest part of city; Impact of restrictions would be great My3,1A:5 Gazette comments on shaping growth of city My12,10A:1 City directors and planners agree to restrict growth in west My16,10A:1 City Directors agree to ease restrictions on development in northwest part of city Ag1A,4A:1 Editorial on easing of building restrictions and sewer load Ag16,16A:1 Renovated areas in Cumberland Street vicinity appeal to architects S25,10D:1 City upheld in refusing to rezone site at Parham Rd and Highway 10 for Safeway store 04,1A:2
Buildings
--Atkins Insurance Co: Firm plans a new 10-story bldg at Louisiana and Capitol My28,1A:8
--Blass Building: Historic bldg to be restored My25,5E:1
--First Federal Savings and Loan; Atrium lobby attracts interest; Jell, 1B:4 Atrium to act as insulator, reduce energy use Jy27,6E:3

--Lafayette Building: Hotel Lafayette to be renovated for use as offices and retail space My28,1A:8

--Red Carpet Inn:
   See also US-Job Corps

--Station House: Renovation gives old Terminal Hotel new life as an apartment house and food and retail stores; name changed to The Station House S4,1D:4

--Tenenbaum Building: Possibility of demolition of bldg closer My29,9A:1 Fire heavily damages bldg which was slated to become part of shopping area N7,6A:3

--Terminal Hotel: Name changed to The Station House S4,1D:4

--Ward (Zeb) Building: Ninety-nine yr old bldg gets facelift Jy17,1D:3

City Board of Directors: Don Mehlburger resigns to devote more time to new business Ja12,1A:3 Applications sought for Mehlburger replacement Ja14,4A:1 List narrowed to 5 on Bd Ja16,13A:1 Former Mayor Byron R. Morse chosen to finish Mehlburger term Ja19,1A:2 Mayor Hubbell has represented firm of Rector-Phillips-Morse, sees no conflict in vote for appmt of Morse to City Bd of Directors F5,4A:7 Officials testify in federal ct case alleging at-large election of Bd keeps whites in power Mr11,2A:4

Carleton Mc Mullin testifies he has not seen proof that Charles Bussey interferes in city operations Mr12,8A:7 John W. Walker testifies that city sent signal to whites to move to western Little Rock by school, housing and traffic patterns; Charles Bussey attacked Mr13,5A:1 Judge G. Thomas Elsele rules City Bd of Directors need not make public what occurred at executive session in 1978 when a black woman was chosen for Bd, ruling came during trial seeking end to at-large elections Mr22,1A:2

Judge Elsele reverses ruling on closed session; Michael Castleman testifies he resigned so a black could be named to Bd Mr25,1A:2 City responsive to blacks, Hubbell and 2 officials testify Mr26,8A:1 Dwight Linkous testifies stalemate had no racial overtones Mr27,6A:1 Officials serve without pay My11,10A:1 Leadership Roundtable asks halt to City Director election process until Ct rules on challenge to at-large election S4,1A:5 Federal Judge G. Thomas Elsele will dismiss suit opposing at-large election S6,1A:6 Gazette praises Elsele decision on city-wide election of City Directors S10,24A:1 Judge G. Thomas Elsele rules method of choosing city directors not harmful to blacks S27,18A:1 City Director Charles Bussey admits he tried to settle an old score by working against election of Lottie Shackleford and Myra Jones N7,1A:6 Editorial on Charles Bussey's grudge N12,22A:1

City Manager. City Director Charles Bussey seeks to cut power of City Manager Carl eton E. McMullin; other directors react coolly Ja3,1A:4 Gazette calls proposal by Director Charles Bussey 'meddling' Ja4,16A:1 Mayor Hubbell dispels any chance McMullin's job in jeopardy Ja10,4A:1 City Manager Carl eton E. McMullin may resign soon Ap10,1A:3 McMullin to resign in July Ap11,1A:3 Candidates down to eight Je19,1A:8 Three appear to have inside track for appmt Je22,7A:1 City manager list narrowed to four Je28,1A:2 Board of Directors and public question 4 manager finalists Jy4,11A:1 Mahlon A. Martin, a black, named City Manager Jy8,1A:3 Selection of Martin, a black, praised by Gazette Jy9,18A:1 Carleton McMullin gave Martin an opportunity to prove his mettle Jy13,8A:1

Convention Center. Clearing of site of future center set Ja5,4A:1 Little Rock City Directors agree to negotiate sale of convention center
bonds Mr21,IA:2 City officials surprised at concessions made for Center Mr23,4A:1 City selects T. J. Raney and Sons and E. F. Hutton to handle sale of $25,875,000 in bonds Ap12, IA:3 Sale of bonds for center delayed My15,6C:3 City officials beginning to wonder about lack of progress on project Jy15,3A:1 Mayor Webster Hubbell upset by more delays, considers halt to project Jy17,1A:2 Long-term financing to be provided by S&L, 3 banks at Little Rock; way cleared for construction Jy23,1A:2 Bond sale delayed Jy31, ,5A:1 Documents signed, groundbreaking near Ag6,11A:1 Suit filed by John Norman Harkey and Marshall B. Purvis challenges plan Ag14,1A:2 Sale of bonds delayed until lawsuit settled Ag6,1A:2 Suit is frivolous, causing delay, defendants respond Ag20,4A:1 John Norman Harkey offer to settle suit is declined by Mayor Hubbell Ag21,1A:2 Early trial set on suit; Harkey calls project a fraud and a scam Ag23,1A:8 Two testify in suit Ag27,15A:1 Suit to block hotel, center is rejected; bonds to be sold despite promise to appeal ruling Ag28,1A:6 Rate on bonds set at 9.626 pct; planned center faces cuts S3, 1A:2 Entire bond issue sold after rate raised S5,1A:5 Skybreaking ceremony held; hotel has already booked a regional convention for 1983 S19,4A:1 Scale model of center and hotel N11,1A:4 N11,3A:7 Name recommended for complex is State House Centre D4,7A:1

See also Hotels-Little Rock

Conventions and Congresses. Prime Time offers varied activities to entertain wives during conventions S28,5E:1

Economic Conditions and Trends. Article on decline of Ninth Street, once the heart of the black business dist Jy10,1B:2 Effect of white flight from schools on business discussed Ag8,8A:5

--Small Business:

See also Polytech, Inc

Elections

--City Board of Directors:

---Position 3: Don Burkett is candidate S3,8A:1 Frank Lambright files S9,4A:4 Candidates are Don Burkett, Frank Lambright, Tom Robinson and Gale F. Weeks S26,4A:1. Weeks candidacy touches off mild tremors at City Hall S28,6A:3 Summary of campaign 026,8A:1 Gazette endorses Frank Lambright 031,22A:1 Gale F. Weeks appears headed for victory N5,4A:4

---Position 5: Lottie Shackelford files for reelection S6,8A:4 Candidates are Larry Allen, Greg Brewer, Larry Case, W. H. Cummings and Lottie Shackelford S26,4A:1 Allen leaves race S27,8A:3 Summary of campaign 026,8A:1 Gazette endorses Lottie Shackelford 031,22A:1 Lottie Shackelford wins reelection N5,4A:4

---Position 6: Mayor Webster Hubbell files for reelection S6,8A:4 Candidates are Webster Hubbell and Jerome L. Saubers S26,4A:1 Summary of campaign 026,8A:1 Gazette endorses Webster Hubbell 031,22A:1 Webster Hubbell reelected N5,4A:4

---Position 7: Myra Jones files for reelection S6,8A:4 Candidates are Myra Jones and Josh E. McHughes S26,4A:1 Summary of campaign 026,8A:1 Gazette endorses Myra Jones 031,22A:1 Myra Jones wins reelection N5,4A:4

---Municipal Judge: Lloyd Haynes requests that his 3 opponents be disqualified for not meeting filing requirement; Haynes could be disqualified 015,1A:3 Haynes undecided on suit 016,8A:1 Candidates not required to file pledges, Attorney Gen Steve Clark says 017,4A:6 Summary of campaign by Warren H. Webster, Allan Dishongh, Clarence W. Cash and Lloyd R. Haynes for criminal div seat of Little Rock Municipal Ct 026,9A:1 H. Allan Dishongh wins easy victory N5,4A:1 Dishongh elected judge of 1st Div, and William R. Butler judge of 2nd Div N6,6A:1
**LITTLE ROCK**

- **Finances**

**Finances and Budgets.** City Bd of Directors may ask voters to approve an earnings tax Ja13,10A:1 Benton Mayor Gerald Porter critical of proposed earnings tax Ja16,2A:4 Board drops plans for election on proposed earnings tax My1,10A:1 City Directors discuss charging service fee to schools and federal and state facilities in city in lieu of taxes; earnings tax also suggested Ag29,1A:7 Fiscal outlook worsens after defeat of 3-mill road tax and rejection of a new state constitution; franchise tax rise, higher sanitation fee studied N7,1A:8 Picture grim following conservative sweep in general election N9,2E:1

See also Parks-Little Rock

**Government Employees and Officials.** Police Chief Walter E. Simpson gives Patrolman Floyd G. Van Horn written reprimand for comments made to press last November Ja3,4A:7 Little Rock Police Lodge defeats call for no-confidence vote on Chief Walter E. Simpson Ag13,12A:4 Simpson wants copy of resolution Ag14,4A:7 It takes $101,200 a year to keep a police officer on patrol at Little Rock Ag29,1A:4


--- Pensions and Retirement: Circuit Court upholds pension for Mrs Joanne Beard who retired at age 48 after serving 10 yrs as a Little Rock Municipal Court clerk My10,4A:4

--- Wages and Hours: Non-uniformed workers ratify wage agreement 017, 13A:2 Policemen approve salary package; some salaries will almost double 022,1A:4 Firemen ratify salary contracts for next 2 yrs 023, 13A:1 List of top salaries D7,6A:5

**Historic Buildings and Sites.** Zeb Ward house is being torn down Ja8,8A:1

--- Article on 101-year-old Charles James Lincoln house at Little Rock and its historic contents Mr13,2D:1 Cochran House restored to former graciousness Mr27,1D:1 Richard Bragg House, Central Branch YMCA, Waters House and Marshal Square Historic Dist added to National Register Mr27,2D:1 Abeles Apartment Bldg was home to prominent families Ap10,1D:4 Remmel Flats feature Ap10,20:1 Patrick J. O'Brien house restored Ap10,2D:4 Ragland House at 1617 Cumberland restored My1,2D:1 Allocation of funds from state holds up renovation of Pike-Fletcher-Terry Mansion Ap14,1B:5 Kempner House being restored by Raymond Branton Associates for office space 09,1D:1 Leiper-Scott house restored, used by law firm 09,20:1

See also Architects and Architecture

--- History. Article on historic Fourche Island and the Keatts and Thibault families who settled it F20, 7C:4

See also Little Rock Club

--- Human Resources Dept. Community Task Force head Parnell Riley gets rebuke from Dept Director Nathaniel Hill during protest at City Hall; both men are black Je13,1A:4 Mayor. Some city directors want mayor to be elected by the people 026,12A:1 Mayor Hubbell to seek 2nd term; mayor returns unused campaign funds to contributors N16,5A:1

**Metrocentre Hall.** Area provides fresh, new outlook for downtown My4, 3G:1

See also Music

--- Politics and Govt. West Side citizens and Property Owners Assn says if city mgt and services do not improve, a petition drive will seek change in form of govt Ja9,12A:1 Group to start petition drive to switch to Mayor-Council form of govt Mr4,9A:4 Management system to be reorganized by Mahlon Martin; 3 posts eliminated Ag27,1A:6 Effort to change from city
manager form of govt is abandoned
030,10A:3

Census returns show about 155,000 residents Jy4,9A:1
Sanitation Dept. Article on work of garbage collectors N30,1F:1 Trash collectors at Little Rock try to gather a little respect D1,1B:1 Streets. Traffic engineer Jan B. Carter retiring after 33 yrs D21,7A:1
See also
Roads (gen)--US Interstate 40
LITTLE ROCK AIR FORCE BASE
Article on early years in Ark and impact on the area 06,1B:2 Article on efforts to secure base for Ark 07,1B:2 Air Force Secretary Hans M. Mark to help celebrate 25th anniversary 08,8A:1 Jacksonville has been a thriving town since 1941 when Ordnance Plant was built there 08,1B:5 Community-planned base called a model 09,1B:2 Col John T. Moser relieved of command replaced by Col Ronald J. Bishop D4,1A:2
LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT
See also
Libel--Dodrill
News and News Media
LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS GAZETTE
Two black employees file race and sex bias charge against Gazette F15,3A:1
LITTLE ROCK ARSENAL
See Parks-Little Rock--MacArthur
LITTLE ROCK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Women and blacks added to board D13,6C:1
LITTLE ROCK CLUB
Article on boathouse club enjoyed by men of Little Rock until it burned in 1938 Mr16,1F:2
LITTLE ROCK METROPOLITAN AREA
Metroplan, the planning agency for Pulaski and Saline Counties, marks 25th anniversary, notes successful history Ja6,10A:1 Gazette comments on work of Metroplan Ja6,2E:1
LITTLE ROCK. SOUTHERN MEDIATOR
Black-oriented paper offers identity to its readers Mr10,1B:5
LIVESTOCK
See also
Bears
Cattle
Exposions and Fairs
Water Pollution
LLAMAS
Searcy farmer Martin Derrick keeps llamas as pets Jy21,2B:1
LOANS, STUDENT
See also Colleges (gen)--Scholarships
LOBBYING AND LOBBYISTS
See also Ark-Governor (Office Of)--Washington, D.C.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTE
Article on work of new agency offering expertise to city, county projects 07,2B:3
LOCKE, GEORGE E.
See also Ole South Foods
LOCKESBURG
See also
Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co
LOFTON, FLOYD
See also Freedom of the Press
LOGAN COUNTY
Indictment charging County Judge Buster Tritt with violation of purchasing laws is dropped; civil action may be filed Ap2,8A:6 Judge Buster Tritt to comply with purchase law; Tatum says violations were not intentional Ap3,5A:1 General election returns N6,5A:1
See also
Murders-Ritchie
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
LOGOLY STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Logoly
LOGUE, TOM J.
See also Baptist Student Union
LOMANCO, INC
Jacksonville plant is world's largest fuel-line ventilating equipment maker Ag3,5E:1
LONG (ROBERT) FAMILY
See also Brazilians In Ark
LONGEVITY
See also Moore, William J.
LONOKE
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Contracts
Losoke County


See also
- Police-Lonoke Co
- Septic Tanks

Lost Bridge Trail
See Trails

Lotteries
See also Chain Letters

Lowen, Lynne
See also
- Presidential Election of 1980-
- Republican
- Republican Party

Lowell
See also Waste Materials

Lowman, Larry
See also Parks-Village Creek

Lum and Abner
See also Television-Programs

Lynn, Jack T.
Prominent Little Rock businessman is suicide victim. Jy30, 1A:3

Lyons, Frank Jr
See also White River

Mabelline Co
Large warehouse to be built at North Little Rock plant, add new jobs. Jy27, 3A:2

Mackey (William) Family
Large number of family members who are college graduates show appreciation for educ. My20, 6B:1

MacLaine, Shirley
See also Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary-Escapes

Maddox, William S.
Article on retiring Soil Conservation Service personnel director. D2, 1B:1

Madison County
General election returns N6, 5A:1 See also Prisons-Madison County Jail

Magazine Mountain Recreation Area
See Parks (gen)--Magazine

Magazines
See also
- Arkansan
- Atlantic Monthly
- Maxy’s Journal

Magic and magicians
Article on magician Paul Taylor. Mr21, 1B:1

Magic Mart-Sterling Stores
See also Sunday Observance

Magic Springs Amusement Park
See Amusement Parks

Magnolia
See also
- Chemistry and Chemicals
- Christ’s Fellowship Church
- Dow Chemical Corp
- Methodist Church

Mail
See Postal Service

Mail Order Companies
Article on Little Rock native Richard Thalheimer and his highly successful mail order firm, The Sharper Image. Ja13, 1F:2

Mailer, Norman
Pulitzer Prize-winning writer to marry jazz singer Carol Stevens, then divorce her and marry Norris Church, an Atkins native and former Russellville High School teacher; marriages to honor women with whom he lived and legitimize their children. 014, 9A:5

Majors, John
See also Hotels-Little Rock

Malak, Fahmy A.
See also
- Ark-Medical Examiner Office

Malvern
Special election to choose new city
officials in special election opposed by City Bd of Directors Ja9,7A:5
See also Acme Brick Co
Education-Malvern
Water Pollution-Sewage and Industrial Wastes
MALVERN BURIAL ASSOCIATION
A. L. Harris III former treasurer of Assn, says files needed for his defense have been stolen Mr5,4A:5

MAMMOTH SPRING STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Mammoth Spring MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL, GOVERNOR'S
See also Ark-Politics and Govt MANAGEMENT (INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL)
Central Arkansas Management Support Network seeks to help nonprofit orgns with management problems Je25,8B:1
MANPOWER CONSORTIUM, CENTRAL ARKANSAS
Charles Bussey ousted as chairman, William E. Beaumont elected; group administers CETA programs Ag6,1A:2
Little Rock Board of Directors tells City Manager Mahlon Martin to withdraw city from Central Arkansas Manpower Consortium by end of month S4,4A:1

MANSFIELD
See also Bank of Mansfield

MAPLES, LADELL
Article on Marine from Earle who was a former hostage of Iranian militants Ja3,1B:1 Ladell Maples now on duty at Manila Ag24,1B:2

MARIANNA
See also Baptist Church

MARION
See also Fires-Marlon

MARION COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1

MARION HOTEL
See Hotels-Little Rock

MARIONETTES
Fredda Hicks of Little Rock, is leader in establishing puppet ministries in churches D22,1B:4

MARKET PLACE MEDICAL CLINIC (LITTLE ROCK)
Clinic in western part of city offers noncritical emergency room services Mr13,1B:2

MARKETING AND MERCHANDISING
Article on Eulalia Hendrix, who conducts marketing surveys Ag31,1F:4

MARLAR, JOHN
See also Ouachita County
MARRIAGE BUREAU, INTERNATIONAL
See Marriages

MARRIAGES
International Marriage Bureau office at Little Rock helps match prospective marriage partners F13,2B:1 Attorney General Steve Clark says waiting period for marriage license is 3 days, excluding day of application and day of issuance Jy29,5A:1

See also Sex Education

MARSCHESKI (JAMES) FAMILY
James and Judy Marschewski celebrate first Christmas with their 4 adopted children, who are from the Sioux Nation 025,2B:1

MARSHAL MOUNTAIN WAVE
See also Searcy County

MARTIN, ALFRED L.
See also Ark-Elections--Lieutenant Gov

MARTIN, DELORES J.
See also Ark-Govt Employees--Expense Accts

MARTIN, JAMES
See also Taxation-Real Estate

MARTIN, MAHLOn A.
See also Little Rock-City Manager

MARTIN, ROSEMARY
See also

Central Arkansas Library System
MARTRAC FARMS
Proceeding in case Involving the W. F. Hurley Co nears end F26,5C:8

MARX, STEPHEN A.
See also

Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary

MASEM, PAUL
Also see various subheads under entry, Education-Little Rock

MASSAGE PARLORS
Article on masseuse Sarah Fite and her services Ja24,1B:2

MASSERY (ANNA F.) ESTATE
Federal judge finds fault with
Worthen Bank handling of estate of Mrs Anna F. Massery, but refuses to remove trust F22,8A:1

MASTIC CORPORATION
Home siding wholesaler violated usury law with a 1 pct monthly service fee on past due accounts; amount forfeited is $37,581.80 S30, 6A:4

MATHEMATICS
See also Education-Little Rock--Teaching Alms

MATHIS, RANDALL
See also Ark-Elections--Governor

MATTHEWS, WAYNE
See also Capital Punishment

MAULDIN, B. A.
See also Sevier County

MAUNELLE
Town growth continues despite depressed market Ja20,8G:4 Residents adjacent to town request halt to project because use of facilities are denied non-residents despite use of federal funds N20,9A:1

See also Carrier Corp

MAXY'S JOURNAL
Literary magazine edited at Lonoke is sold widely F24,3F:1

MAY, JOHN O.
Dr Joseph Allen May charges his father, John O. May took $13,000 in cash and 23 ounces of gold from their joint safety deposit box S14,11A:2

See also Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9

MAYS, RICHARD L.
See also Courts (Ark)-Supreme Ct

McADAMS, HERBERT H. III
See also Kempner Opera House

McALMONT COMMUNITY HEALTH CLINIC
Article on clinic in predominantly black community in Pulaski Co F6,1B:2

McCALL, RALPH D.
See also Sex Education

McCARROLL, EARL
See also Actors

McCARTY, WALTER T. (MACK)
See also Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)

McCLELLAN, JOHN LITTLE
Stock certificates and bank accts that were in trust for Mary Alice McDermott are part of McClellan estate, Ark Court of Appeals rules Ap17,9A:1

McCORKINDELA, ROBERT W.
See also Courts (Ark)-Circuit Cts---Dist 14

McCORY
See also Center Tool and Mold Co

McCUE, W. J.
See also Ark-Elections--Land Comr

McCUSTION, LLOYD
See also Ark-Economic Conditions

McDERMOTT, MARY ALICE
See also McClellan, John Little

McDONNELL, JAMES SMITH JR
Flight pioneer who grew up in Ark dies Ag23,1A:2

See also Aviation Hall of Fame, Ark

McGEHEE
Railroad Days Celebration to include hoboes Je27,1B:1 History of town reviewed as Railroad Days are celebrated Jy6,2D:1

See also Police-McGehee

McGEHEE BANK
Branch robbed by gunman D30,5A:4

McGEHEE, JEFF D.
McGehee retiring after 33 yrs as administrator in public schools Ap6, 1F:2

McHANEY, JAMES
See also Legal Profession

McHENRY, HENRY L.
See also Ark-Employment Security Div

Labor-Unemployment

McILROY, WILLIAM
See also Mulberry River

McINTOSH, ROBERT R.
Little Rock's Black Santa moving from state Ja14,6A:1 Both charges dropped in litter protest Ag26,5A:4

McIntosh jailed for failure to pay child support N20,4A:1 McIntosh pays fine, is released N21,7A:1 Hospital bill not an issue in jailing case N22,2A:4

See also Ark-Elections--Lieutenant Gov

Courts (US)-Federal Dist
Cuba-Refugees
Housing-Little Rock
King, Martin Luther Jr
McKee Baking Co
Plant costing $16.5 million, employing 600 to be built at Gentry
Ja9,11A:6
McKee, Gwendoly
See also Writing
McLarty, Thomas F. (Mack)
See also Ward Industries, Inc
McLaughlin, Roy
See also Moral Majority
Mclemore, Christie Lynn
See also Murders--Gatchell
McLeskey, Boyce
See also Clay County
McMath, Sidney Sanders
See also Courts (US)--Federal Dist
McMullen, Carleton E.
See also Little Rock-City Manager
McRae, Tom C.
See also
Ark-Constitution
Medicine (gen)
Meadowcreek Project
Wilson and David Orr creating ecologically sensitive community with low-technology jobs to support its residents in Stone County; grants from state Energy Dept, Winthrop Rockefeller Fdn and Ozarks Regional Comm used My20,1B:1
Mears, Roger C. JR
See also
Pulaski Co-Government Employees--Ethics
Meat
See also Ark-Health Dept
Meat Processors and Locker Association, Arkansas
See also Ark-Elections--Governor
Medicaid
Plan worked out to allow State Attorney General's Office and Prosecutor Bentley's office to work together to prosecute Medicaid fraud cases Je21,7A:1 Thelma Overton files class action suit alleging state Medicaid pay is insufficient to meet needs; Human Services Dept named Ag26,9A:4
See also
Ark-Contracts
Drugs and Drug Trade
Paid Prescriptions
Medical Society, Arkansas
See also Nursing and Nurses
Medicare
See also
Medicine-Health Insurance
Medicine and Health
Plans settled for election of board members of Central Arkansas Health Systems Agency (CASHA) Ja23,7A:1 Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation report prepared by Dr Linda Bihelmer says preventing illness is only way to reduce medical costs; report recommends removal of health care providers from bd of Blue Cross-Blue Shield and that health courses, including sex educ, be taught in schools; Blue Cross spokesman says physicians on its bd do not participate in decisions on fee schedules F28,1A:2 Tom C. McRae says Blue Cross response unconstructive, in error F29,7A:2 Gazette comments on Rockefeller Fdn report Mr2,2E:1 Four consumer members of CASHA leave meeting in protest Mr21,6A:1 Fight within CASHA Intensifies as panel rebuffs board on memberships Mr25,5C:8 Critics call for federal probe of CAHSA, say hospitals control agency Ap9,9A:1 Statewide Health Coordinating Council seeks study on rule that hospitals must seek approval of health system agencies to refinance construction debts Ap16,8A:6 Hartford builds medical center, lacks physician Ap18,9A:2 CAHSA struggles subside as consumer advocates' terms end Ap20,1A:4 CAHSA selects 19 directors; resolution charges harassment, libel of health care providers Ap25,1A:2 Elections of CAHSA board criticized by state AFL-CIO My4,14A:1 Larry Taylor predicts process used by CAHSA to choose directors will not be approved Je9,8A:4 CAHSA panel agrees to create election process that will provide for consumer repts on board Je20,9A:1
CAHSA's board election method must be changed, federal official says July 10,1A:1 CAHSA panel accepts election plan presented by Larry Taylor, does not endorse it. July 25,7A:1 CAHSA panel votes to submit plan for electing members Aug 8,7A:1 Failure to allow regional health planning agencies to function could lead to centralized control, Dr Charles Jackson warns Aug 19,4A:7 CAHSA board votes to change method of selecting members Aug 22,3A:1 State Health Dept to ask 1981 Legislature to create a home care program for those who need help, but do not belong in nursing homes Aug 5,4A:6 Opposition voiced to proposed plan for choosing directors of CAHSA Oct 10,1A:1 Many poor people in Ark blocked from medical care; Medicaid inadequate Oct 28,1A:4 Problem of pregnant poor in Ark discussed Oct 29,1A:4 Situation of poor in Jefferson County points up problems in obstetrics Oct 29,11A:1 Midwifery grows in popularity with poor, but officials question legality Oct 30,1A:2 Failure to enforce Hill-Burton Act is part of problem of lack of basic health care in Ark Oct 31,1A:4 ARVAC, Inc will stop transporting Medicaid clients; costs cited Oct 31,14A:4 Many charity cases sent to University Hospital Nov 1,1A:4 Sliding fee scale at University Hospital is little help to low-income patients Nov 12A:1 Dogtrack fund is ironic admission state's poor are shunted to Memphis Nov 2,1A:4 Poor can't afford care despite increased programs and services Nov 3,1A:4 Despite success, nurse-midwife program in Mississippi County faces shutdown Nov 3,13A:1 CAHSA directors approve method for electing members of board Nov 14,11A:1 State Senator W. K. Ingram surprised to learn that indigent Ark patients at City of Memphis emergency room do not have bills paid from dog-track fund Dec 2,1A:4 State Senator W. K. Ingram says he deliberately hid the fact that money set aside to pay Medical bills of indigents had accumulated in a special fund because he wanted it used for Crittenden Counties Dec 4,1A:2 Gazette calls for change in law so Dogtrack Fund can be used in Ark for indigent patients Dec 6,14A:1 ARVAC resumes Medicaid transportation service Dec 10,9A:3 Medicaid program of Ark is one of best in nation Dec 21,10A:1 Lawmakers say finances will force Legislature to hold the line on existing programs Dec 28,1A:5 Federal directive severely restricts authority of CAHSA to review requests for federal funds submitted by state health agencies; power to review requests will switch to Statewide Health Coordinating Council Dec 31,9A:1

See also Chiropractic and Chiropractors
Health Care (Rural), National Conf
On Health Maintenance Organizations
Nursing and Nurses
Photography
Waste Materials and Sewage

Ambulance and Other Emergency Services. Gov Clinton signs act allowing counties to impose a tax for emergency health services if approved by a majority of those voting in election on question F7,10A:5 Newton County Volunteer Ambulance Service to benefit from Great Buffalo River Race Jul 3B:1 Suit challenges legality of tax of $15.00 per household to support ambulance service S3,3A:1 Sevier County voters turn down vehicle tax to support services; ambulances to be taken out of service at end of year S10,6C:6 Medi-vac Ambulance Co will not endorse proposed plan to establish a Little Rock ambulance authority Oct 10,8A:3

Costs. Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation report prepared by Dr Linda Bilheimer says prevention of illness is only way to reduce medical costs; report recommends removal of health care providers from board of Blue Cross and Blue Shield; Blue Cross
says physicians on its bd do not participate in decisions on fee schedules F28,1A:2 Tom C. McRay says Blue Cross response unconstructive, in error F29,7A:2 Sliding fee scale at University Hosp is little help to low-income patients N1,12A:1 Blue Cross and Blue Shield funds panel to study reasons for rising health care costs and suggest possible remedies D24,6A:3 Arkansas Commission on Health Care Cost Effectiveness funded with $85,000 from Blue Cross and Blue Shield D26,2A:7

Disease and Illness. Immunity transfer found effective in study at University of Arkansas Medical Sciences Campus; transfer factor provides disease immunity Ag15,12A:1

See also

Asbestos
Chemistry and Chemicals
Cuba-Refugees
Family Erthrophaqocytc
Lymphohistiocytosis (FEL)
Fifth Disease
Guillaine Barre Syndrome
Heart
Intestines
Kidneys
Missiles
Rabies
Septic Shock
Typhoid
Venereal Diseases

Emergency Services

See Medicine-Ambulance and Other Emergency Services

Health Insurance. State receives check for $283,779 from bonding co to reimburse funds embezzled from state employees insurance program by Edward E. Davis in 1978 Ja10,13A:3 Three new regulations proposed on health insurance sold in Ark Ag9,6A:6 Insurance policies that supplement Medicare to cost more if Ark adopts proposed standards, insurance industry says Ag27,20A:1 Insurance Indus opposes proposed health ins regulations Ag28,7A:1 Court holds health ins firm not liable for payment of claim when employer allows group policy to expire without knowledge of employees 030,8A:2

See also Ark-Government Employees—Insurance

Hospitals and Other Facilities. Governor's Rural Health Advisory Com seeks to add to criteria for location of rural medical clinics Ja13,11A:1 State Health Planning and Development Agency lacks power to impose sanctions on health care providers who build facilities without Agency approval Ja26,4A:1 Health Facilities Planning Com wants acute care beds reduced by 1985 F6,4A:6 Former health official James McDowell offers expertise to hospitals planning facilities F10,5E:1 Health Coordinating Council votes to keep current rules on bed needs of hospitals and nursing homes F22,3A:1 ACORN charges hospitals in Ark flagrantly disregard laws that require them to treat low-income patients Mr5,9A:5 ACORN told state Health Dept has no authority to force hospitals to abide by federal rules on free care for the poor Mr21,7A:6 Dr Robert Young tells ACORN he cannot release rept on 6 hospitals accused of violating rules by refusal to treat poor persons My24,3A:1

Article on role of chaplaincy in medical-surgical hospitals and mental care facilities Je26,4B:1 Two organizations seek to build surgery facility at Little Rock 030,14A:3 Proposed legislation would give State Health Planning and Development Agency power to revoke license of any hospital that failed to obtain Agency approval for new construction D17,4A:1 Hospitals exceed obligation for charity, survey by Arkansas Hospital Assn shows D29,1A:2

See also

Arkansas Children's Hosp
Arkansas Tuberculosis Sanatorium
Baptist Medical Center
Baxter General Hosp
Boone County Hosp
Malpractice. Mr and Mrs Virgil Wilbur sue doctors, say husband's vasectomy failed to prevent pregnancy; suit is first wrongful life action brought in Ark Ja7,7A:1 Accepted practice of other doctors in community is measure of doctor's duty, Arkansas Supreme Ct rules Ap22, 5A:1

Physicians. Medical Bd suspends license of Dr Garnett J. Leonard of NLR, after hearing on charge of over-prescribing of drugs Ja25,13A:1 State Medical Bd refuses to relax rule that senior medical student must present diploma or other evidence of graduation to receive a license Ja25,13A:4 More doctors work in small towns in Ark than ever before F4,5A:1 State Medical Bd suspends licenses of several physicians Mr28,8A:3 State Medical Bd licensing of physicians increased in 1979 Ap6,6F:1 Medical Bd will allow early licensing for seniors Je13,4A:1 Board gets petition asking early reinstatement of Dr Eil Gary of Arkadelphia, but Board votes to take no action Je13,4A:5 Article on Dr J. P. Lofgren, new epidemiologist in the State Health Dept Ag27,1B:2 More doctors needed in Ark, Dr Roger B. Bost says D22,12A:1 Medical Board discipline action in several cases D5,7A:1

Memorial Day. Large crowd attends VA ceremony at North Little Rock; Mrs George N. Holmes Sr receives Gold Star award My27,1A:3

Memorial Properties, Inc. See also Russell Properties, Inc

MENIFEE. See also Education-South Conway Co Dist

Mental Deficiency and Defectives. In-town location of Group Living, Inc at Arkadelphia is helpful to mentally retarded clients F13,3B:3 Young mentally retarded women leaving Children's Colony move into transition home at Arkadelphia My5,1B:2 David Hinton, a mentally retarded victim of Down's Syndrome, rides horses in rodeos, runs exhibition barrel races Ag20,1B:2

State guardianship law challenged F19,3A:1 Services to be cut at community mental health centers as federal funding ends Ag15,4A:2 US Eight Circuit Court of Appeals says Ark state courts need more time to straighten out mental health and commitment laws D17,4A:1

See also

Aged
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, OZARK REGIONAL

Board restores pay of Karen Keller, who filed sex bias charge Mr21, 8A:3
Board Chmn Leland Smith says Center glad to get rep't critical of oper-
ations so corrective action can be taken My22, 7A:4 Four employees al-
lege they were fired for joining demonstration against firing of phy-
sician at Boone County Hospital Jyl, 2A:6 Four women fired last mo are
reinstated Jyl7, 9A:7 Karen Keller resigns, files sex bias suit against
Center D17, 6A:1 Center Director
James E. Fowler resigns D18, 14A:3

METALS AND MINERALS

Value of minerals mined in Ark rose
21 pct In 1979 Mr10, 2A:2
See also
Barite
Bavarian Quartz Co
Coal
Vanadium
Water Pollution

METEROLOGY

See Weather

METHODOIST CHURCH

Over 2,000 Methodists to convene
at LR In July for South Central
Jurisdiction quadrennial conf Ja5,
6A:4 Two officials, pastors named
F9, 8A:4 Article by John Workman on
church divisions F16, 8A:1 Little
Rock Conf meets at Hot Springs, acts
on some proposals My28, 11A:4 Little
Rock Conf asks North Ark Conf to
reconsider its decision last yr to
end funding of Arkansas Christian
Clvnic Fdn My29, 11A:4 Pastoral
changes listed for Little Rock Conf;
other action by Conf My30, 4A:3 North
Arkansas Conf approves plan to assure
participation of all races In its af-
fairs Je4, 5A:3 North Ark Conf dis-
cusses ways to combat racism Je5, 5A:1
Pastoral changes announced for North
Arkansas Conf Je6, 8A:1 Bishop

Frederick C. James of Little Rock re-
assigned to 2nd term as leader of
12th Dist of the African Methodist
Episcopal Ch Jy5, 6A:1 South Central
Jurisdiction meeting at Little Rock
will elect 5 bishops Jy15, 4A:7
Bishop calls for more vigorous church
response to moral decline Jyl6, 10A:6
Group chooses 3 bishops Jyl6, 10A:7
Another bishop elected at Conf Jyl7,
5A:1 Five newly elected bishops
consecrated in Little Rock service
Jyl8, 7A:2 Pastoral assignments for
several Northwest Ark churches made
Jy28, 6A:7 Article reviews history of
Salem Camp Meeting which began annual
sessions In mid-1830s; early days
recalled Ag9, 1B:2 Bishop Kenneth W.
Hicks warns of tough days ahead In
terms of ministry Ag30, 6A:5 Article
on work of W. Harold Flowers, a black
minister, attorney and jurist, who
co-pastors Hunter Methodist Church at
Little Rock 030, 1B:4

See also Religion and Churches
Conway
See also Mexicans In Ark
Jonesboro.

First United Meth Ch: Rev Worth
W. Gibson resigns from pastorate and
from United Meth Ch to form non-
denominational ch; several hundred
members may join new group; Rev
Charles Ramsay apptd pastor to re-
place Rev Gibson; Bishop Kenneth W.
Hicks comments on developments Ja5,
4A:6 Rev Worth W. Gibson accepts
call to lead new independent church
called Trinity Church Ja5, 9A:3
Article takes In-depth look at
factors In division of Jonesboro's
largest church F3, 1F:2 Ministers,
administrators, Issues In division
that led to formation of Independent
Trinity Church led by Rev Worth W.
Gibson, veteran Methodist pastor F4,
1B:2 Article on formation of Trinity
Church of Jonesboro F5, 1B:2 Old
group becomes new again F6, 1B:2

See also Trinity Church (Jonesboro)
Little Rock

First Methodist: Article reviews
history of church and its written records Ag19,18:2  Corrections of article on history of Methodist Ch in Little Rock S5,18A:5
Magnolia
--Asbury Meth Ch: Some 50 members of Asbury withdraw from church to join former Asbury pastor, Howard Ritchie, in formation of a nondenominational church called Christ's Bible Fellowship Fl5,12A:1
See also
Chrit's's Bible Fellowship
METY, MICHAEL P.
See also Ark-Forestry Comm
MEXICANS IN ARK
Border Patrol frees six destitute illegal aliens from Mexico near Morrilton; First Methodist Church of Conway helps group N13,1A:2
MID AMERICA MUSEUM
House approves funds bill Ja23,4A:1 Senate approves HB 25 to give $196,124 to Museum for operations and debts Ja25,1A:2  Gov Clinton signs funds bill Ja31,9A:2 Legislative panel favors state funds for Center operation, endorses bill by Lloyd George to shift part of Oaklawn Park breakage to Museum support D24,2A:7 MID AMERICA STUDIOS
See Joyland Christian Center
MID CONTINENT SYSTEMS, INC
West Memphis-based firm attributes success to policy of giving truckers what they need My4,5E:1
MIDDLE AGES
Article on Society for Creative Anachronism which recreates days of chivalry and the Middle Ages F18,1B:5 MIDDLE EAST
Sen David Pryor praises speech by Pres Carter on Middle East and its security Ja26,5A:1 Foreign Service retiree Hoyt Price comments on his experiences F7,1B:2 MIDDLE SOUTH UTILITIES, INC
See also
Arkansas Power and Light Co
MIDLAND
See also Tornadoes Ap9 MID SOUTH OIL CO
See also Oil (Petroleum) MIDWIVES
See also Medicine MIGRATORY LABOR
See Agriculture-Labor MILCHEM, INC
See also Barite MILITARY DRAFT AND RECRUITMENT
See US Armament MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
Judge G. Thomas Elsele approves $375,000 settlement by Coleman Dairy in antitrust trial charging price-fixing Ja15,6A:1 Judge Elsele accepts terms offered by Coleman Dairy in price-fixing suit Mr26,5A:2
Price-fixing trial of 3 dairy firms again postponed Ap24,4A:1 Milk firms say North Little Rock school district lost no funds My29,7C:3  Senator David Pryor and Rep Bill Alexander oppose proposal to change milk-pricing regulations Je29,1E:5
East Arkansas Milk Co charges unfair pricing practices by Borden, Foremost-McKesson and Dean Foods 04,4A:5
Three dairies ask for settlement; offer $1.65 million to complete case O11,1A:2 Way cleared for Dean Food Products to settle suit O21,3A:1 Foremost-McKesson agreement with state in milk price-fixing case leaves only one dairy as defendant N1,10A:1 Judge Elsele indicates settlement clause in price case unacceptable N18,3A:6 Dean Foods proposal rejected N22,7A:5
Prosecution wants jury to know key Borden employees refuse to testify N29,4A:1 State's attorneys object to Borden proposal to settle price suit D2,9C:1
Borden, Inc, accuses state of using delay tactics D9,4A:7 Foremost-McKesson's proposed settlement gets tentative approval D13,9A:1
Dean Foods seeks trial delay D17,4A:4
Jury to decide expanded issues 018,4A:1 Accord reached in suit; 2 dairies offer $1.6 million D30,1A:6 MILLER COUNTY
Voting machines refuse to count ballots because paper not cut properly N5,10A:5 General election returns N6,5A:1
See also
Ark-Constitution
Ark-Economic Conditions
Ark-Local Services Dept
Nursing and Nurses
MILLIONAIRES AND BILLIONAIRES
Survey shows 1,008 millionaires in Ark $5,8A:4
MILLS, WILBUR DAIGH
Tribute to 5 years of sobriety to be held at Palm Beach, Florida F15, 13A:1
Mills drinks ginger ale at Palm Beach; Orval E. Faubus attends F16,11A:7
Finished with politics, Mills says Mr29,12A:4
Searcy officials honor Mills, dedicate courts bldg to him My2,13A:1
Mills speaks at dedication of Little Rock expressway D19,6A:1
MILLWOOD LAKE
See Lakes-Millwood
MILLWOOD STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Millwood
MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED
See also Atomic Energy
MINERALS
See Metals and Minerals
MINES AND MINING
See Metals and Minerals
MINIMUM WAGE
See Labor-Minimum Wage
MINING AND MINERAL RESOURCES
INSTITUTE, ARK
See also
Colleges-Curricula--Arkansas Tech
MINORITIES (ETHNIC, RACIAL, RELIGIOUS)
Business Enterprise.
See goeg heads with subdivision, Economic Cond-Small Business
HINTON CHART OF HOMEMAKER VALUE
See Women
MISSILES
Pentagon study says Titans pose no danger; Senator David Pryor remains concerned My14,1A:5
US Repr Ed Bethune Inspects Titan II site near Searcy; safety actions studied My24, 12A:5
Siren warning systems at Titan II silos approved by US Senate S17, 8A:4
Air Force Titan II missile silo at Damascus leaks toxic fuel; 100 residents forced to leave area S19, 1A:8
Titan II nuclear missile silo at Damascus explodes; one airman dies, 21 injured; fireball lights up night sky; 1,400 residents in area removed S20,1A:7
Local officials could get no information from military on nuclear warhead S20,1A:2
Senator David Pryor demands new study of safety of Titan II system S20,1A:2
Radio conversations detail rescue effort by Air Force S20,1A:4
Blast is state's third Titan accident; 1965 fire in silo near Searcy killed 53 men S20,3A:1
President Carter calls for probe of cause of blast S20,4A:1
Map shows location of 12 Titan silos in Ark S20,4A:3
Blast angers some residents; others express fear; residents want warning system; some say they intend to leave Ark S20,5A:1
Warhead design precludes explosion during accident S20,5A:1
Missile workers doubted safety, James Rutherford, aide to Sen David H. Pryor says; incidents cited S21,1A:2
Damascus area residents shaken and angered by incident S21,1A:2
Survivors call accident just a fluke, tell how it happened S21,1A:4
Airman died of injuries to lungs S21,1A:5
Cleanup begins at explosion site; Air Force refuses to discuss warhead; more data given on silo explosion S21,1A:7
Arkansas Public Safety Dept Director Sam Tatmon irked because he cannot get information from Air Force S21,1A:8
Air Force should not be agency that reviews Titan II system, David H. Pryor says; John Paul Hammerschmidt agrees with Pryor; antinuclear Dogwood Alliance comments S21,3A:1
State officials' action in Titan missile crisis smoothed by checklist S21,3A:7
Civilians got cold shoulder from military, deputy says S21,4A:4
Survivors say first explosion gave alarm for big blast S22,1A:2
References to 'It' in radio traffic apparently referred to warhead S22,1A:2
Air Force restricts questioning at press conf S22,1A:3
Two Air Force Sergeants who survived blast tell
about rescue of injured S22,IA:5
Clean-up intensifies at site; heavy trucks used; state officials hit
silence of military on warhead S22,
IA:8 Reports of damage to buildings
and vegetation at Damascus begin to
come in S22,2A:5 Titan warhead taken
to Little Rock Air Force Base S23,
IA:1 Warhead uprooted obscured real
danger of release of toxic gases, Gov.
Bill Clinton says; effort to be made
for better communications between
military and local officials S23,IA:4
Caravan creates spectacle S23,1A:4
Call renewed for probes of accident;
Titans to be replaced in 1986 S23,
IA:7 Public Safety Director assails
Air Force, says State Police may end
escorts S23,2A:4 Senate plans Titan
inquiry, Senator Dale Bumpers says
S23,2A:6 Gazette editorial on acci-
dent S23,6A:1 Representative Bill
Alexander asks Defense Secretary
Harold Brown to explain why Air Force
personnel said everything was under
control when sensors showed problem
S24,1A:2 Air Force teams go house-
to-house in Damascus area to see if
help needed; search for 5 small ex-
plosive devices at site continues
S24,1A:2 Air Force listens to com-
plaints, says notification was ade-
quate; state and local officials re-
late incidents S25,1A:2 Contractor,
military disagreed on procedures when
tank ruptured, House Armed Services
panel told S25,1A:2 Mayor Benny
Mercer of Guy, says he and his fa-
mily and other Guy residents became
ill after explosion S26,9A:1 Air
Force disregarded directives by
staying silent, Bill Alexander says
S27,1A:4 Air Force teams visit Guy
to probe health complaints S27,5A:1
Gazette ed on aftermath of silo blast
S27,16A:1 Nine accidents recorded in
Ark since January, 1978 S28,1A:7 Air
Force officer says military officials
unaware of policy on confirmation of
warhead S28,1A:6 Most residents
willing to accept presence of
missiles S28,3A:6 Editors comment on
explosion at Damascus S28,3E:3 Only
a trace of nitrates found at Guy S30,
9A:4 Four from Ark to be briefed on
Titan safety operations 01,6A:1
Nitrates level near blast site not un-
usual 01,6A:4 Air Force tells state
officials warhead contained uranium,
not plutonium; Ed Bethune storms out
of meeting with Federal Emergency
Manpower Agency (FEMA) protesting
bureaucratic red tape 02,1A:2 Senator
Bumpers says we cannot do without
Titans 03,3A:4 Air Force agrees to
requests, Sam Tatom says 03,6A:1 No
Incident at Searcy silo, Air Force
says 03,6A:4 Ed Bethune talks with
FEMA about evacuation plans 03,6A:6
Senator David Pryor urges Air Force
to hold public forum to tell truth to
Ark people 04,9A:4 Air Force admits
it does not know how far fumes spread
05,2A:2 Air Force believes survey
failed to link illness at Guy to silo
blast 07,8A:1 State Health Dept says
survey of Guy residents inconclusive
08,5A:3 About 150,000 gallons of
toxic mixture in silo to be destroyed
at El Dorado facility 09,8A:2
Sheriff's from 5 counties assured of
emergency cooperation by Air Force
010,3A:4 Air Force Secretary Hans
Mark announces at Little Rock that
military may confirm nuclear arms
under certain conditions 011,10A:1
Secretary Mark defends risks of Titan
system 011,10A:5 Editors comment on
failure of officials to notify area
residents of danger 012,3E:6 Exam-
inations given 13 from area of
missile explosion 022,6A:6 Strategic
Air Command sent Air Force crewmen
into silo at Damascus despite warning
from missile manufacturer, paper re-
ports 023,1A:4 Safety features were
discarded before Titan blast 030,1A:3
Plans completed for removal of resi-
dents if missiles malfunction 030,
3A:7 State, county and Air Force of-
ficials sign pact to coordinate
activities during an accident N1,1A:2
Two airmen injured at Damascus sue
Martin Marletta Corp for damages N4,
5A:7 False alarm sounds at Titan
silo near Antioch N12,1A:2 False alarm at missile site near Antioch shows families confused about evacuation N14,8A:1 Group gathers at Damascus to protest use of nuclear arms N17,3A:3 Water spills at silo near Holland (Faulkner County) N22,7A:4 Nearby residents plagued by after-effects of explosion at Damascus D7,10A:1
MISSING PERSONS
--Cathcart, Robert Jr: Walnut Ridge farmer has been missing 10 days; Cathcart is member of a prominent Lawrence Co family J11,6A:7 Body found in Lawrence Co believed to be that of Cathcart F5,4A:5 Two bullet wounds found in body F6,4A:3
See also Murders--Cathcart
--Frost Family: Reunion at Nashville includes brother family had not seen J4,30A:1
--Johnson, Georgia May: Report says Mrs Johnson disappeared from disabled auto near Tillar; foul play suspected D11,21A:4
--Plummer, Betty Jo: Body found in Arkansas River J8,12A:6 Police say girl was shot before drowning in Arkansas River J9,4A:8
--Sharp, Nedra A: Little River Co woman missing from home J17,10A:4
--Shinn, Jimmie (Bobo): State Police find no link between suspect listed by William C. Dear and disappearance of Miss Shinn J1,5A:3 Texas Rangers probe possible link to Miss Shinn My25,8A:1
--Vincent Family: Elmer Vincent and Arthur Vincent Scamardo, who have been close friends for 15 yrs, discover they are brothers Je29,9A:1
MISSIONARIES
See Missions and Missionaries
MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES
See also
Church of Christ
Union Rescue Mission
MISSISSIPPI COUNTY
County Judge A. A. Banks charged with being disorderly after he allegedly interfered with 2 officers who were making an arrest in bar My22,7A:3 Banks drops election bid My24,2A:6 Banks acquitted on disorderly conduct charge Sl7,2A:5 General election returns N6,5A:1
See also Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
MISSISSIPPI COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
See Energy and Power
MISSISSIPPI POWER AND LIGHT CO
See also
Arkansas Power and Light Co
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
Plans for port projects in eastern Ark may be compromised by federal budget cuts Mr23,5A:1
See also Ark-Boundaries
West Memphis, Port of. Low interest rate on bonds darkens outlook for financing port at West Memphis Mr16,8A:1
MISSISSIPPI RIVER VALLEY
See also Archeology
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER
See also
Exports and Imports
MISSOURI AND NORTH ARKANSAS RAILROAD
Use of railcar for home at Kensett recalls history of M&NA and its president, Wellington Stevenson Ag21,18:2
MISSOURI-PACIFIC HOSPITAL (LITTLE ROCK)
ACORN members ask for signs saying patients will be admitted regardless of ability to pay; hospital spokesman says facility not obligated to treat non-paying patients Mr15,7A:1 Name changed to Riverview Medical Center My31,4B:1
MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD
Blas suits filed by former employees Ap5,10A:5 Nettie Gayle Lucas Thrower files $5 million race bias suit over alleged harassment at North Little Rock office Sl6,6A:1 Racial discrimination suit filed against railroad N14,6A:1
See also
Railroads-Accidents
Robberies and Thefts
Union Pacific Corp
MISSOURI POWER AND LIGHT CO

See also
Arkansas Power and Light Co
MITCHELL (ELIZABETH) CHILDREN'S CENTER

Center begins drive for $1 million for new bldg to increase number of emotionally troubled children. It can serve 15,12A:2 History of Elizabeth Mitchell Children's Center traced Je30,1B:5

MITCHELL, MARTHA

Home of Martha Mitchell at Pine Bluff still draws visitors S9,1B:1

See also Taxation-Tax Evasion and Disputed Claims

MITTELESTAEDT, STANLEY G.

See also
Colleges-Teachers--University of Ark (Medical Sciences Campus)

MOBAY CHEMICAL CO

Two sites in Ark under consideration for site of major chemical plant 030,9A:6

MOBILE HOMES

See Trailers

MODELS AND REPLICA

See also Retail Stores

MONDALE, WALTER

Vice President addresses rural health conf at Little Rock Mr5,9A:1

MONOPOLIES

See also Ark-History Comm

MONROE COUNTY

See also Prisons (gen)

MONTESSORI METHOD

See Education--Teaching Methods

MONTGOMERY COUNTY

Deficit of $16,245 found in accounts of former Sheriff and Collector Carl L. Rae Ag9,12A:1 General election returns N6,5A:1

See also Prisons (gen)

MONTICELLO

See also
Commercial Bank & Trust Co
Waste Materials

MOONEY, LEONARD

See also Fulton County

MOORE, HENRY

See also Art

MOORE, WILLIAM J.

America's oldest war veteran, William J. Moore of Harrison, to celebrate 108th birthday Mr17,11A:1 Country's oldest veteran dies at Harrison at age 108; Mr Moore was also a pioneer in the telephone field N17,1A:3

MOORHAN, LUKE A.

See also Pulaski County--Elections--County Judge

MOOSE, IDA

See also Arkansas Plan, Inc

MOOTY, JIM

See also Athletics-Halls of Fame

MOP AND GO

Margaret Evans and Chris Anderson operate cleaning and errand service My15,1D:1

MORAL MAJORITY

Political-religious orgn formed in Ark to promote action by church members on moral issues Ag6,1A:5 Gazette comments on politics and religion Ag8,20A:1 Moral Majority official Sam Balley writes about concerns of his group S28,2E:3 Rally at Little Rock attracts 1,650; speakers discuss objectives 07,6A:1 Representatives of various religious denominations and civil rights group hold press conf at Little Rock to reply to Moral Majority 09,6A:1 Gazette ed on answer to Moral Majority 010,20A:1 Paid advertisement features article by Jim Johnson, former candidate for gov, supporting conservative candidates Ronald Reagan and Frank White positions 016,17A:1 Gazette editorial on tests of Moral Majority 025,14A:1 Arkansas Methodist Bishop Kenneth W. Hicks is critical of Moral Majority N1,11A:1 Two factual errprs made on talk show by Rev Roy McLaughlin N3,8A:3 Editor sees some good influence by group N16,3E:4 Gov Bill Clinton says Moral Majority is dangerous, comes close to violation of church-state separation; mentions persons who say they are religious but are biggest opponents of civil rights; Jim Johnson mentioned D21,1A:2 Rev Roy McLaughlin, chmn of

192
Moral Majority in Ark, shocked by Clinton remarks 023, SA: 1 Jim Johnson gives gentle response to Clinton statement 024,10A:3 Gazette supports Clinton view 026,22A:1 Editors respond to comments by Bill Clinton 028,3E:1

MORMONS (CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS)
See also Ark-History Comm

MORILLTON
Warren family determined to preserve old railroad station at Morril-lton 028,1B:3 Prosecutor Tom Tatum charges Police Chief Robyn Masingill with billing city for repairs of his car and with obtaining funds by deception for expenses at a police officers meeting at Hot Springs; City Council Police Committee backs Masingill 026,4A:1 Prosecuting Atty Tom Tatum says Morril-Ton Police Chief Robyn Masingill complicates problems by making felony arrests 019,10A:2 Police Chief Robyn Masingill charged with tampering with evidence and theft of property 011,7A:1 Masingill charged with perjury 012,14A:4 Has evidence to prove Innocence, Masingill says 017,10A:1

See also
Education-South Conway Co Dist Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9

MORRIS BOOKER MEMORIAL COLLEGE
School at Dermott serves needs of several groups of blacks in area, makes no claim to being a colI in the traditional sense 010,1B:1

MORRIS, LLOYD
See also Ark-Game and Fish Comm

MORRISON, SUSAN
See also Book Reviews

MORSE, BYRON R.
See also Little Rock-City Bd of Directors

MOTORCYCLES
Mrs Bonnie Paul, the owner, did not personally sign 07,5A:7 Ozark Legal Services challenges legality of savings and loan assn raising interest rates when homes are sold and mortgages assumed by new buyers N29, 5A:3

See also Housing (gen)--Finance

MOSIER, KENNETH L.
See also US Armament-Army

MOTION PICTURES
Movie co may film in state Ja25, 9A:3 Arkansas Arts Center showing of the film, "Wattstax," is criticized by Mabelvale teacher because of street language used 028,2B:3 Article on Arkansans who make movies as a hobby Mr18,1B:2 Television film, "Crisis at Central High" to be sensitive; filming starts soon My17, 7A:1 Film crew recreates arrival of troops at Little Rock in 1957 desegregation crisis Je22,2A:7 Article on screen stars and locals being filmed at Little Rock for movie on Central High School crisis Je22,1F:5 Accuracy of some scenes in "Crisis" questioned Je25,8A:2 Time-Life Productions praises southern hospitality during filming, donates $2,000 to 2 programs at Little Rock that works with blacks Je27,3A:2 Impact of film industry on Ark noted; econ benefit from filming in state last yr was $1.1 million O26,5E:5

See also
Photography

MOTORCYCLE HELMET LAW
See Roads--Accidents

MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR BIKES AND MOTORCOASTERS
See also
Motorcyclists Association, Christian
MOTORCYCLISTS ASSOCIATION, CHRISTIAN
Article on touring groups of Christians N20,1B:1 Article explains objectives of the Assn N20,1B:3
MOUNT IDA
Sketch of 1936 gasoline station Jnl3,11F:5
MOUNT ST MARY'S ACADEMY
Article on new principal, Sister Mary Blaise Powers S9,2B:1
MOUNTAIN VIEW
See also Education-Mountain View
MOUNTAINBURG
See also Drug Addiction
MULBERRY RIVER
Arkansas Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm supports appeal of decision that William McIlroy can block canoeists from his part of Mulberry River F27, 7A:1 Arkansas Supreme Court rules river a navigable stream; landowners cannot bar fishermen or canoeists Mr18,5A:1 Gazette reviews issues in case Mr19,22A:1 McIlroy to appeal ruling to US Supreme Ct My16,7A:5 Texas Oil and Gas seeks permit for drilling in river My23,11A:1 Article reviews state Supreme Ct ruling and changes in water law Je8,1A:4 Two Mulberry River landowners ask US Supreme Ct to reverse Arkansas Supreme Ct on use of river Jyl9,9A:1 US Supreme Ct leaves intact ruling that the public owns Mulberry River; canoeists can use river 07,5A:1 Gazette applauds ct decision 08,20A:1 Landowners to seek law affirming their ownership of the streambed D19, 3A:1
MULES
See also Hunting and Trapping
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
See
Ark-Local Govt; also see geog heads
MUNICIPAL LEAGUE, ARKANSAS
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Finances
MUNSINGWEAR, INC
Arkadelphian plant to close 017,7C:2
MUNSON, LEE A.
See also
Ark-Elections--Chancery Cts---Dist 6
Courts (Ark)-Circuit Courts--Dist 6
MURCHISON, WILBURN
See also Children-Crime
MURDERS AND ATTEMPTED MURDERS
Note: Here are entered articles on all aspects of death at the hands of another person, including manslaughter, homicide, conspiracy to commit murder and attempted murder ...
Newborn baby found dead on creek bank in Fulton County S25,6A:1
See also Shootings
--Akridge (Donald) Family: Bodies of Donald Akridge and his wife Sharon Ann, found in Bigelow home; couple were apparently murder and suicide victims 027,4A:1
--Allen, William Dean: Gunman slays Allen, wounds another man at Donaldson S14,6A:1 Carlos Reed Branham charged S16,5A:3 Judge sentences Carlos Reed Branham to 67 years for shooting death of Allen at Donaldson; Dick Walker blinded in same incident 031,3A:6
--Atwood, John Paul: Glen Burnett Jr pleads guilty to manslaughter in death of his 3-yr-old stepson, John Paul Atwood Mr19,7A:5 Mrs Betty Burnett pleads guilty, gets three-yr term 011,14A:3
--Avery, Andrew: Hempstead Co police charge Gary Avery in death of his father Ja30,2A:7 Term of 20 yrs given Gary Avery Ap25,3A:5 Correction on reported testimony Ap26, 2A:8
--Babbitt, Max Boyd: Grant County police charge Delbert Anderson, a deaf mute, in shooting death of Babbitt N21,13A:4
--Badger, Jo Ann: Charges of first-degree murder placed against John Charles Badger in death of his wife in Lonoke County Ap25,4A:5
--Bailey, Glen: State Police Sgt Glen Bailey shot to death near Marion by Clay Anthony Ford, who was shot later by another trooper S6,1A:8 Ford is escapee from Tennessee prison work release center S7,1A:4 Sgt Bailey eulogized as caring about people; 1,200 attend funeral 010,4A:1
--Basnett, Randy: US Supreme Court turns down appeal of John Edward Swindler who has been sentenced to death for shooting death of Randy Basnett in 1976 D9,4A:1 Governor-elect Frank D. White to set execution date for John Edward Swindler soon after inauguration D12,7A:1 Execution date for John E. Swindler to be set by Gov Bill Clinton D20,1A:3 Gov Clinton sets execution date of March 21 for Swindler D22,5A:1
--Bell, Gerald: Two boys, ages 13 and 14, questioned in slaying of Bell near Tontitown Ja4,5A:3 First degree murder charges filed against two 13-yr-old boys Ja8,9A:7 Springdale youth, 13, pleads guilty in shooting death of Bell Ap25,4A:3
--Bennett, Billy Price: Judge Lowber Hendricks bars news reports on statements made to police by suspect James L. Maxwell III Ja1,4A:1 Little Rock teenager, James Laurell Maxwell III enters negotiated plea, gets life term for slaying of Rev Bennett F22,4A:4
--Bishop, Sheila Ann:
See Murders--Jones, Leonard
--Bonds, Marsha Ann: Murder trial of Harold Glenn Hobbs continues despite fact that key witness was shot to death last week Jyl,6A:1 Jury convicts Hobbs, calls for death penalty Jy3,5A:4
--Briggs, Jo Ann: Body of Blytheville woman found stabbed to death, suspect arrested D30,3A:8
--Brooks, Helen: Police arrest 14-yr-old boy in shooting death of Helen Brooks, 23, and her daughter, Vickie Carter, at Malvern S24,6A:1 Carl Eugene Bailey to be confined until age 18; prosecutor frustrated because law allows no harsher sentence D19,15A:1
--Brown, Michael David: Charges filed against 14-yr-old boy in shooting of Brown, also 14, near Shirley Mr26,6A:2
--Bryan, Barbara Ann: Body of Lepanto woman found beside highway D13,6A:3
--Burch, Michael Anthony: Plea of guilty to reduced charge of manslaughter brings 10 yr term, with 5 suspended, for Henry Crabtree in Pope Co F7,6A:5
--Callaway, Billy Paul: Police charge Mrs Corine Gooden in shooting death of her son Ap20,8A:5
--Burgess, J. D.: Blytheville man shot to death; suspect arrested Jy5,8A:3
--Cathcart, Robert Jr: Murder charges filed against John Cathcart in shooting death of his brother in Lawrence Co F7,6A:3 Trial of John Cathcart ends in mistrial because jury cannot agree on sanity issue Jyl2,9A:2
See also
Missing Persons--Cathcart
--Childers, John Henry: Federal Judge G. Thomas Elsele overturns conviction of James Tipton Grigsby of Danville because the judge in Franklin Circuit Ct did not give him a chance to prove that his jury was prone to convict suspects because anyone opposed to death penalty was excluded Ja30,3A:7 State Atty Gen Steve Clark asks Judge Elsele to clarify and reconsider his overturn of murder conviction of James Tipton Grigsby in shooting death of Childers Mr19,10A:1 Attorney for Grigsby says state's motion is attempt to duck issue of guilt-prone juries when they
are qualified for the death penalty
Mr20,13A:8 Judge Eisele refuses to modify order for new trial for Grisby Mr21,10A:5
--Cleaver, Ketchel: Police charge Barry Lee Cleaver in shooting death of his father, Ketchel Cleaver, near Yellville F15,12A:1
--Couch, Judy Wright: Survivor of shooting incident testifies that Charles W. Couch fatally shot his estranged wife at Fayetteville apt Ja18,5A:1 Psychiatric testifies Couch not psychotic Ja19,5A:1 Charles Couch convicted of capital murder; jury decides against death penalty Ja22,6A:1 Charles Couch gets life without parole Ja24,6A:6
--Davis (James) Family: Neighbors find Mrs Davis shot to death and Mr Davis seriously wounded In Ozark home D13,14A:6
--Davis, Lola: Grand Jury Indicts Don Davis of Sheridan, on charge of strangling his wife, Lola Je24,5A:7
--Davis, Luther: Body of Davis found near DeWitt Jy10,3A:6
--Dozler, William: Little Rock man shot to death on his front porch as he left for early work shift F23,3A:3
--Elkins, Douglas: Medical examiner tells jury in trial of Jimmy Slavens Jr that Elkins died of broken neck F21,4A:7 Slavens tells of 2 fights at club; never touched victim, he insists F22,7A:6 Slavens found guilty F23,7A:1 Slavens gets 2-yr term F26,5A:4
--Fields, John David: Death Row inmate Charles Martin Neal, who was sentenced to death in 1975 for murder of Fields, gets permission to ask for new trial S30,6A:1 Neal will get hearing on contention that he got ineffective counsel 026,12A:1 Circuit Judge Richard B. Adkisson rejects new trial for Charles Martin Neal D3,13A:4
--Ford, Perry Lee: Plea of guilty to Ford's murder brings 30-yr term for 16-yr-old Dana Audra Holden S4,4A:7
--Franklin, Ritchie: Four convicted of hindering arrest of a criminal My7,2A:2 Charges against 2 dismissed My8,5A:1
--Garrido, Antonio Miguel: Victim found in ditch near Lonoke S10,9A:4
--Gatchell, Oliver W. Jr: Prominent civil engineer, Oliver W. Gatchell Jr, slain in tunnel behind Camelot Inn at Little Rock; police arrest Christle Lynn McLemore, an acquaintance of the victim Ag23,1A:2 More details on shooting given Ag24,2A:3 Miss McLemore waives hearing, sends case directly to circuit ct for trial Ag26,4A:8 Bond for Miss McLemore set at $40,000 08,4A:7 Miss McLemore free on bond 09,4A:1 Attorney for Miss McLemore says she blocks out time of shooting N27,11A:1
--George, Harvey: Body of Little Rock motel clerk found in ditch; apparently George had been abducted then shot Jy15,4A:4
--Gibson, DeBert: Quarrel ends in shooting death of DeBert Gibson and Kenneth Sorter in Nevada County Jy23,4A:6
--Gill, Garland Bruce: Body of Gill found near Dumas Je18,11A:1
--Gilmore: Motion seeks new trial for James David Simpson who was convicted for murder of Larry and Grealing Lamont Gilmore at McAlmont Ja4,5A:8
--Goodson, Lawrence Edward: Shotgun
**MURDERS 1980**

---Jackson, Dora: Conviction of James W. Robinson reversed in slaying of Dora Jackson and Linda Sue Williams because judge refused to instruct jury that it could find Robinson guilty of lesser offense.


---Johnson, Arlice: Murder charges allege Mrs Johnson died of injuries inflicted during assault by Dewayne Tyus D11,23A:1.

---Johnson, Jackie: Body of young woman found on dirt road south of Sweet Home; male caller tipped police where body could be found Je28,1A:3.

---Jones, Jimmy Paul: Jo Ann Henderson charged with murder of Jones Ap17,2A:5.

---Jones, Leonard: Body of man found east of College Station is that of Little Rock car dealer, John Phelan; robbery believed motive. Je15,1A:5. Police find bodies of 2 men in trunk of car at Little Rock; both men had been bound and shot Je17,1A:6. Slaying victims identified as Leonard Jones and Carl Jackson; both had long criminal records Je18,13A:1. Body of Rosemary Bogard Jones, wife of Leonard Jones, found in ditch In Little Rock; death may be tied to double slaying Je19,1A:8. Police unable to confirm that Rosemary Bogard and Leonard Jones were married; shotgun and pistol used in slaying of woman Je20,7A:1. Victims were married, police learn Je22,2A:3. Donald Ray McCoy and James Dewitt Hinton charged with Pelan murder Jy11,4A:3. Shotgun blast killed woman found in quarry.

---Jackson, Carl Clifford Lee

See also Murders--Jones, Leonard.
tentatively identified as Mrs Sheila Ann Bishop, a federal witness in a drug probe in another state Jy26, 14A:7 Mrs Bishop violated protection regulations, deputy says Agl4,12A:7 Murder charges filed against Billy Gene Stephenson and Leslie Nichols Ag30,10A:1 Police find blood-stained car believed used in murder S11,4A:6 Ohio police arrest Billy Gene Stephenson, who is a suspect in slaying of Carl Clifford Lee Jackson, Leonard Jones, Rosemary Bogard Jones and Sheila Ann Bishop in Pulaski Co N27,12A:1 Police arrest Charles V. Moorman and Luther Hall in deaths of 4 at Little Rock last summer in drug-related slayings D6,12A:1 Billy Gene Stephenson confesses to killing John Phelan; murder charges against Donald Ray McCoy and James DeWitt Hinton dropped; Hinton, who is mildly retarded, had confessed to crime and implicated McCoy D25,1A:3 Counts against McCoy and Hinton dropped D31, 3A:3

--Jones, Rosemary Bogard: See also Murders--Jones, Leonard


--Larkan, Bobby Lynn: See also Compton, William Claude

--Lawson, Henry: Guilty plea brings 20-yr term for James Leonard Gardner in slaying of Lawson at Pine Bluff Ja5,4A:2

--Lewellen, Homer: Body of former federal prison inmate found near Morrilton Ap16,11A:3 Body found in creek near Humnoke Ap22,3A:3 Body identified as James Newton, a former inmate of the US prison at Leavenworth Ap23,17A:8 Police say James Harrison Newton was in possession of stolen jewels before he was killed; Lewellen and Newton were cellmates while in federal prison My2,4A:3 Larry D. Upton of North Little Rock arrested, charge in Lewellen murder Jy27,5A:1 Larry Upton feared he would be slain by alleged crime ring, police say Jy29,11A:1 Larry Upton charged with slaying of James Harrison Newton, an alleged member of area crime ring Jy31,9A:1

--Lillard, Morris F.: Donald T. Brewer to get new trial because Judge Maupin Cummings erred in instructions to jury D2,4A:1

--Lindley, George: Jury acquits David Sossamon and William Hawkins of charge of beating Lindley to death Je21,7A:2

--Lipe, Carl: Prosecutor blames obsession with making fast money through a prostitution scheme as motive for killing of Lipe; Jerry Roleson and his wife, Cecilla, are on trial in Greene Co F7,7A:2 Witness says Mrs Rolleson said she wanted Lipe dead F8,4A:7 Rolesons found guilty F9,6A:3 Roleson couple get life terms Fl4,6A:3

--Little, Lester: Little Rock couple, Lester and Dorothy Little, found slain at home; rooms had been ransacked; car seen in area Je8,1A:6 Evidence sought Je9,2A:4 Couple had been beaten Je10,2A:7 Composite sketch of suspect Je20,7A:3 James William Curran of Searcy, who had known the Littles since he was 5, charged in slayings Jyl2,1A:2 Knife, 2 pistols found in bag in Red River near Searcy believed weapons used in slaying Jyl3,3A:7 Mrs Shela Curran, wife of James William Curran, testifies her husband admitted slayings Jy29,7A:1 Psychiatric exam ordered for Curran Agl2,7A:7 Curran diagnosed as sane S13,5A:1 Curran pleads innocent by reason of Insanity S20,6A:4

--Loftis, James Howard: Diaz man shot, killed during fight; suspect arrested Je29,6A:5

--Lovelace, Ronald E: Judges at US Court of Appeals surprised at latest appeal of Roger Dean Mosby for 1968 conviction Je13,16A:1
--Loyd, Nora Bell: Craighead Co woman found shot to death at Rock Hill home; murder charge filed against Raymond Allen Coble Ja30,9A:3 Tape of suspect Raymond A. Coble played at trial; death penalty sought Ag21,9A:4 Coble found guilty Ag22,12A:4 Coble term is life without parole Ag23,4A:8

--Lunz, Sharon Ann Griggs: Little Rock police arrest Joe Henry Sullivan in shooting death of Mrs Lunz in apparent robbery attempt N28,5A:1

--Malott, Cindy Lou: Batesville woman found strangled, stabbed My10,12A:3

--Matthews, Linda Louise: Dermott teenager shot to death, woman arrested D30,5A:5 Barbara Collins charged D31,9A:4

--McCann, Sandra: Benton teenager found shot to death F5,3A:8 Few leads reptd in abduction, slaying F6,10A:5 Rapist of Benton girl may be same man who killed Miss McCann F8,5A:6 Benton girl admits rape story was false F20,9A:3 Four suspects questioned in Colorado F29,8A:1 Joseph Michael Bresault and Robert Richard Heffernan charged with slaying Mr26,4A:2 Tests Indicate gun found in Oklahoma lake was used in killing Ap29,7A:4 Extradition of suspects sought My6,7A:6 Two suspects may be tried on rape charges in Colorado before return to Ark My10,11A:4 Suspects to be extradited Jy29,5A:1

--McCormick, Jimmy: Police charge Billy Joe Edgemond in death of McCormick Ja29,6A:4

--McGuire, Noel Don: Little Rock Detective Noel Don McGuire slain, cashier at food store wounded; Oklahoma police arrest teenagers David Butler and Edward Little, both from Illinois My15,1A:2 Illinois teenagers booked on charges of capital felony murder My16,18A:1 1,000 attend funeral service My17,1A:2 Innocent pleas entered for Little and Butler My17,6A:4 Little led troubled life, stepfather says My18,20A:1 Capital murder charges filed against Little and Butler My31,3A:5 Defendants plead innocent Je4,5A:2 Teen-agers ordered to stand trial separately Ag2,7A:7 Attorneys for suspects ask that foes of death penalty be on jury S4,4A:1 Confessions of suspects ruled admissible in trial S27,9A:1 Judge Lowber Hendricks Jr accuses defendants of escape attempt 08,4A:5 Judge Hendricks rejects defense objections to death-prone jury 011,5A:1 Lawyers for Edward Eugene Little lose appeal for more funds for expenses 029,5A:1 Delay in trial of Edward Eugene Little sought; insanity plea may be made N6,11A:1 State Supreme Ct refuses to delay trial of Little N8,4A:4 Jury selection in Little trial begins; Judge Hendricks denies delay request by defense N13,6A:1 Jury selection completed for Little trial N15,7A:2 Jury hears statement that Little confessed to shooting and bragged about it N18,4A:1 Jury finds Little guilty of capital murder N19,1A:6 Life in prison without parole is sentence for Eugene Little; sentence of 50 yrs for robbery and 20 yrs for battery also to be served in consecutive order N20,1A:2 Only a few jurors sought death penalty for Little, members of jury say N21,14A:1 Plans to learn a trade in prison, Little says N28,3A:2 David Russell Baker, 16, gets life term D4,20A:6 Retrial sought for Little D9,2A:8 New trial for Little denied D11,18A:5 Edward Eugene Little moved from Tucker Unit to maximum security at Cummins because escape attempt possible D13,12A:3 Edward Eugene Little to appeal life term D20,8A:4

--Mear, Jeffrey Allen: Police charge Larry Mear, 19, of Cabot with first degree murder in death of his infant son, Jeffrey; Mear also charged with rape of a woman in White County N7,10A:5

--Meredith, Robert L.: North Little Rock shootout leaves Meredith and a
woman dead, another man critically wounded Jy6,1A:3


--Mize, Dana Diane: Motion filed for new trial for John Elliott Gruzen Ja17,5A:4 State Supreme Ct denies Gruzen bid for suppression of certain evidence Ja22,4A:4 New trial for John Elliott Gruzen to be held; high costs cited O21,6A:1 Gruzen pleads innocent; second trial set for April N25,5A:2

--Naccarato, Alex: Judge sentences Mark Linder to life in prison after victim's daughter says death sentence would not bring her father back Ag9, 12A:6

--Newton, James Harrison:

See Murders--Lewallen, Homer

--Nowlin, Norman: Bearden couple, Norman and Ora Harrell Nowlin, found shot to death O2,12A:1

--O'Neal, Willa Dean: Fort Smith store owner found slain; robbery appears to be motive N27,5A:1 Wilburn Anthony Henderson arrested Dl2,14A:7

--Patel, Pravin H.: Little Rock motel employee shot to death by robber N30,5A:1 Robert James Williams charged D1,4A:1

--Payne, Hubert: Second trial of Booker T. Westbrook for murder of Dermott Police Chief Payne brings life without parole term O22,7A:1

--Phelan, John:

See Murders--Jones, Leonard

--Pierce, Milton: Judge rules Paul Martin Jones not competent to stand trial Ap17,2A:5

--Phillips, Charles D.: Man killed near Hot Springs, David Gray arrested Ap20,4A:3

--Presson: First-degree murder charges filed against Susan Jean Presson in death of her newborn daughter S12,10A:2


--Ragsdale, Eugene: Paragould man found beaten to death Ag15,11A:1

--Ritchie, Marvin: Second trial of Paul Ruiz and Earl Van Denton cost about $50,000; Logan County questions some charges by Conway County Mr5, 5A:2 Logan County JP panel studies bill from Conway County for $25,677 Mr13,14A:7 Execution date for Paul Ruiz and Earl Van Denton nears, stay not yet obtained My31,3A:5 Arkansas Supreme Ct issues stay of execution Je3,7A:1 State Supreme Court rules lawyers for Ruiz and Denton entitled to only $350.00 Je24,5A:1

--Rode, Denise Kay: Conway police charge David Leslie Rode in death of his wife, Denise Ag21,10A:6

--Rodríguez, Vera: West Crosssett woman found beaten to death; police charge Lawrence B. Smith Je8,10A:1

--Rodgers, Fern Cowan: Parole sought by Peggy Hale, who was convicted in murder of Mrs Porter Rodgers Sr of Searcy Jy9,8A:1 Peggy Jean Hale is granted parole Jy25,5A:1 Dr Porter Rodgers Sr dies at Cummins Prison Farm while serving time for role in murder of his wife N5,8A:6

--Sanders, Mike: Stamps High School student shot to death in classroom; Evan Hampton, another student, charged Ja8,1A:4

--Sargent, Charles: Body of Sargent found shot to death in eastern Saline Co F20,4A:8 Saline Co police charge Kate Sargent and 3 sons in shooting death of Charles Sargent Mrl0,5A:1 Probable cause found to charge Mrs Sargent and 2 sons with 1st degree murder Mr28,10A:1 Jury deliberates fate of Mrs Sargent; testimony summarized Jyl,10A:1 Mrs Kate Marie Sargent convicted as accomplice, gets 20-yr prison term Jy2, 1A:2 Move to suppress statements by Donald Sargent denied Jy19,11A:1 Donald Sargent convicted of killing his father, sentenced to life in prison Ag2,4A:1

--Scott, Teresa Ann: Police charge John H. Scott in shooting death of
his wife at Little Rock Ja31,10A:8
Life sentence given John Herman Scott
Jr Jy26,10A:1

--Scroggins, William J.: Police
arrest Ruby Lee Henry and Randolph
James on charges of 'hit' killing of
Scroggins in Crittenden County;
Scroggins' wife, Mrs Sharon S.
Scroggins also arrested; all parties
are from Fort Smith Ag26,3A:2

--Sharp, Nedra A.: Body of Mrs
Sharp found in shallow grave near her
Little River Co home; Glen Hurry, son
of victim, charged F7,6A:4

--Slayden, Ethyl Joyce: Pine Bluff
police charge Harold Loyd Slayden in
shooting death of his wife Ja3,4A:8

--Smith, Dwight Dermott: Male
shooting victim found in Burns Park
at North Little Rock Jy23,3A:5 Burns
Park victim identified as Smith Jy24,
5A:1 Robert Earl Montgomery charged
with capital murder Ag6,9A:1

--Smith, Mary Ann: Billy Hunt and
his wife, Linda, charged with man-
slaughter in Garland County after
their 14-yr-old niece, Mary Ann Smith,
died from acute alcohol poisoning
Jel3,15A:1 Charge filed against
Billy Hunt in death of his niece,
Mary Ann Smith S5,6A:4 Linda Hunt
convicted of contributing to delinquent
of a minor S16,3A:4

--Snyder, Leota: State Supreme Ct
upholds 1st degree murder conviction
of Mitchael Titus in death of his
aunt in Pope Co F5,5A:6

--Sorter, Kenneth:
See also Murders--Glbson

--Stacker, Tommy: State Supreme
Court reverses 2nd degree murder con-
viction of Henry Clayborn Johnson on
grounds that it was not proven that
he knowingly caused the death of
Tommy Stacker when he fired shots N4,
6A:1

--Staton, Kenneth: Van Buren
jeweler, Kenneth Staton, and his
daughter, Susan, bound and shot to
death during robbery S11,1A:2 Leads
slim in slayings; search for van be-
gins S12,6A:1 Murder charges filed
against Richard Phillip Anderson and
Damon Peterson S30,3A:3

--Stinard, Aviance Denise: Charge
of second-degree murder brings 20-yr
term for Ocie B. Stinard in 1979
death of his 16-mo-old daughter Ap1,
4A:3

--Tatum, Earl: Murder conviction
of Charles O. Finnie reversed because
character witness not allowed to
testify Ja29,6A:1

--Taylor, Arthur Lee: Little Rock
man shot to death by George Pfifer;
Taylor was ex-husband of Mrs Pfifer
S6,12A:1

--Taylor, Sharon: Jury selection
begins in trial of Randall Ray Wilson
in rape-slaying of Mrs Taylor in
Benton Co Ja8,9A:6 Jury Selected
Ja15,2A:5 Testimony heard about
events on night Mrs Taylor was slain
Ja17,7A:2 Prosecution completes case
Ja18,5A:4 Randall Wilson admits he
struck Mrs Taylor after argument
Ja22,6A:1 Randall Wilson found
guilty of capital murder Ja23,14A:3
Jury recommends life term without pa-
role; relatives plead for mercy,
former wife testifies Wilson choked
and beat her Ja24,8A:7 Wilson
sentenced to life without parole
Ja31,8A:2

--Teague, Don: Game and Fish wild-
life officer Teague and E. L. Ward
abducted at Pencil Bluff; Teague
found shot to death, Ward seriously
wounded F8,1A:8 Capital murder
charge filed against Darrel Wayne
Hill F12,7A:7 Darrel Wayne Hill con-
victed; death penalty urged Jy12,4A:6

--Thatcher, Keith: Shots fired at
car kills Thatcher S2,12A:5

--Thomas, Marie: Monticello police
charge Larry Washington in shooting
death of Miss Thomas 019,7A:8

--Thurman, Milton: Police charge
Larry Dragton with manslaughter in
shooting death of Thurman near Conway
Jel0,5A:1

--Toney, Thomas C.: Assault on
Toney outside Morrilton store ends in
his death D18,11A:1 Manslaughter
charge filed against Ralph Howard
D20,4A:3

--Trallovich, Anna: Remarks by
Judge Henry M. Britt during murder
trial of Ismet Divanovich brings re­
versal by state Supreme Court; new
trial to be held N11,5A:1

--Travis, Everett Guy: Mississippi
County Circuit Ct convicts Kenneth
Lee Deering of murder of Travis,
whose body has never been found Apl6,
11A:4

--Trice, Michael: Bodies of Trice
and Kevin Lavern Johnson found in apt
at LR; both had been shot Ja23,3A:4
 Victims had been shot 9 times, Dr
Malak says Ja25,10A:5

--Tuck, Richard Steve: Body of
murdered man found in car on 1-40
near Forrest City Ja9,4A:6

--Turnbow, Wanda: Testimony begins
in trial of David Lasley on charge of
killing Mrs Turnbow in J. C. Penney
Store at Jonesboro Jy29,11A:7

David Lasley convicted Jy31,3A:1
Lasley sentenced to 11 years in prison
without parole Agl,5A:2

--Vaught, Gall Jean: Victim of ap­
parent rape-slaying in Washington
County identified as Gall Jean Vaught
019,24A:8 Washington County police
arrest man on felony drug charge,
probe possible link to slaying of
Miss Vaught 021,4A:1

--Wade, Jean Delores: Police ar­
rest Henry Meyer Berg on manslaughter
charge in death of Miss Wade in auto
crash Ap25,3A:3

--Wallace, Melvin Eugene: El Do­
rado man shot to death, Kenneth
Langston charged My22,12A:4

--Watts, Alvin Rudolph: Marshall
man dies of shooting wounds, Benny
Lamon arrested Ap5,4A:4

--Willker, Kenneth W.: Pope Co
jury convicts Ray Lee Spillers in
shooting death of Willker Mr26,3A:4

--Willcutt, Edward J.: Hot Springs
man found shot to death on parking
lot Ja29,3A:6

--Williams, David: Bodies of David
Williams, Margaret Ann Mack and Mel­
lissa Mack found after house fire
near Greenway (Clay County); some
wounds on Williams did not come from
fire Je21,6A:4 Bullets found in body
of Williams Je24,5A:3 Smoke killed 2
female victims, examiner says;
Williams had been shot 4 times Je25,
5A:2 David Hugh Williams charged
with shooting his father and setting
fire that killed 2 others Je26,7A:7

--Williams, Monty: Police arrest
Donnie McGowan in shooting of
Williams near Pangburn; men were
brothers-in-law Ag26,3A:8

--Williams, Ruby Lynn: Death
sentence given David Eugene Williams
in slaying in Miller County Mr1,3A:1

--Wilson, Sammy Franklin: Bates­
ville man shot to death during family
argument Ja30,2A:3

--Wingfield, Frankie: Neighbor ar­
rested in shooting death of Frankie
Wingfield, 17, at Hazel Valley
(Washington Co) D29,3A:3 Edward
James pleads innocent to murder
charge D31,9A:5

--Young, Glenda Gall Massengall:
Sheridan woman killed by shotgun
blast fired through window of her
home at Sheridan J11,9A:6

MURPHY, CHARLES H.

See also

Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)
Bumpers, Dale Leon
Presidential Election of 1980-
Republican

MURPHY, MELVIN

See also

Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

MURPHY OIL CO

El Dorado firm cited for violations
of inflation guidelines Mr26,1A:3

Charles Murphy home at El Dorado was
scene of fund-raiser for US Sen Mike
Gravel of Alaska Mr30,6A:1 Firm
plans to expand search for energy
during decade ahead My15,6C:7

MURRAY LOCK AND DAM

See Dams--Murray

MURRELL, JOHN A.

Article on noted outlaw who had
base of operations in Northeast Ark
Jel,1F:2

202
MUSIC

Singer-song writer Tommy Riggs leaving Ark for Las Vegas Ja4,1B:4
Article on Esther Cherry, 89, whose piano playing is designed to make others happy Ja15,3B:1 Bottles thrown during rock concert at Barton Coliseum Ja6,13A:7 Article on French horn specialist Josef Steven Mldgen Ja17,1B:2 Article on Little Rock Chamber Orchestra Ja18,1B:1
Article on Jim Aldridge, who no longer apes popular singers F8,1B:1
Butch Dicus keeps magic of Elvis Presley alive Fl2,1B:5 Article on Charles Wiseman recording of Christian music with popular-music sound Fl2,1B:2 Guitarist Lee Fletcher of Benton pursues perfection Fl2,18:4 Article on Jesse Jones of Cass, who makes banjos out of discarded items Fl2,6B:4 Article on conductor C. William Harwood who provides continuity for Arkansas Symphony Orchestra while search for conductor goes on Fl7,1F:4 Arkansas State Univ Instructor Gene Cagle discusses difficulty of newcomers to Nashville music Mr5,1B:2 Article on Lane Blaylock, an experienced entertainer at age 15 Mr14,1B:1 Schedule of Arkansas Symphony Orchestra for 1980-81 Mr19,3B:3 Unconventional blues musicians unwelcome on Metrocentre Mall at Little Rock Mr21,5A:2
Common Good group entertains at Little Rock's Capital Club on regular basis Mr21,1B:5 Sterling Cockrell says blues singers welcome on Mall Ap3,9A:1
Arkansas native Dobbs Franks is in heavy demand as conductor in Australia My4,10F:1 Former Corning residents, Rick, Mark and Duncan Baxter are rising in country music My4,11F:1 Greasy Greens near big time on music scene My8,1B:3
Riverside Jam, Inc, plans day-long concert at Murray Park at Little Rock My15,2A:3 Parks Director Julius Breckling says Murray Park concert impossible My16,7A:1 String students beginning to hold their own in Ark schools My22,1B:2
Arkansas Jam II called off Je7,4A:4 Rock concert called the Wild Hog Boogie to be held at War Memorial Stadium in Little Rock on July 12; promoters hope for crowd of 30,000 Je7,4A:6 Five persons arrested after police stop rock concert at Murray Park at Little Rock Je16,4A:1 Police accuse Dugan King of subterfuge in permit dispute Je17,6A:6 Police arrest 70 at rock concert in northeastern Cleburne County Je17,8A:3 Dugan King charges police intended to provoke riot at Murray Park Je18,15A:1 Cleburne County petitions seek ban on rock concerts Je27,9A:6 Dugan King to sponsor July 4 family event at Lake Nixon, says Arkansas Jam II to be held in late September Je29,9A:1
State Health Dept ban on swimming at Lake Nixon halts plan for Freedom Festival; Dugan King comments Jy4,9A:1 Interview with Walter C. Coney, whose rock concert event created a stir in Cleburne County Jy6,5A:1
People flock to country music jambo­rees in small towns Jy11,1B:1 Heat fails to deter 16,000 music fans at Wild Hog Boogie in War Memorial Stadium Jy13,4A:1 Crowd 'boogled' out; Doolies not appreciated Jy13, 4A:7 Deborah Sage and Babble Lovett form company called Loverock to pro­duce shows Ag8,1B:1 Feature article on former concert promoter Dugan King, and his problems with local of­ficials Ag24,1F:2 Rock concert pro­moters Rick Calhoun and Drew Arm­strong find no bias against their concerts at Little Rock Ag24,1F:2 Sugarhill album is tops among recent albums by Arkansans Ag31,5F:1 Ida Ashford still plays drums at age 81 S7,1F:1 Arkansan Robert Gatewood donates record collection to Leopold Stokowski Library S14,13F:1 Article on successful jazz festival put on at Jonesboro S28,3F:1 Successful song writers, Randy Goodrum and Wayland Holyfield, to assist at composers workshop at Little Rock 06,68:1 Article on Little Rock blues singers, Don Clouse and Carroll Dee N21,1B:1 Tahlequah is a fine blues group operating out of Little Rock N21,1B:4 Article on growth of country music writers and performers in Little Rock area N27,1B:1 Randy Goodrum and Wayland Holyfield discuss ingredients of a good song N27,1B:5 Cedell Davis and Jean Simmons share their guitar and dulcimer music with students D4, 18:5 Arkansas native Mary Claire Richardson sings with top choral groups D21,8F:5

See also Opera

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Article on Tony Hunt and his Guitar Clinic where he makes and repai rs guitars Jy1,1B:2

See also Presbyterian Church-Little Rock

- N -

NABHOLTZ CONSTRUCTION CO

Conway firm follows idea of steady growth Ja13,5E:7

NACHTWEH (EDWARD) FAMILY

Article on Dutch family who came to Ark for greater freedom in their professional fields F28,1D:4

NAMES, GEOGRAPHICAL

Arnett Ja13,5F:6
Ashley County Jy6,8F:1
Baxter County Je15,5F:3
Beaver F10,8F:3
Benton County Ag10,13F:3
Billingsley N23,10F:3
Boone's Grove Ja13,5F:6
Bradley County N9,6F:1
Brinkley Je22,5F:6
Caddo Gap Je29,5F:1
Carter's Store Ja13,5F:6
Cave City My25,7F:1
Cherry Valley Ap27,6F:3
Chickalah Jy27,6F:4
Clark County Ag17,9F:3
Claunch Ap6,14F:1
Cleveland County Ap20,4F:5
Cot Ja6,6F:7
Columbia County D7,7F:1
Crittenden County Jy20,14F:7
Devore Ja13,5F:6
Drew County Mr16,9F:2
Elm Springs 05,8F:6
Evansville Ja13,5F:6
Fairfield Bay Je1,4F:2
Farewell S7,9F:1
Fulton County Jy13,6F:1
Grubbs Ja6,6F:7
Hardy Ag31,7F:1
Hazen Ap27,6F:3
Hempstead County Ag24,6F:1
Independence County D28,9F:6
Kingston Ap13,5F:3
Kokomo Mr9,6F:1
Johnson County N16,4F:3
Lafayette County My4,6F:1
Lamar Mr30,8F:1
Lester Ap6,14F:1
Lincoln Ja27,4F:6
Lonoke Fl7,4F:3
Maguire's Store Ja13,5F:6
Mare's Hill Ja13,5F:6
Newton County 019,10F:1
Ozark Ja20,7F:1
Pee Dee Je9,10F:3
Polk County S21,6F:1
Pope County D14,11F:1
Princeton 012,6F:1
Qui tman Myll 9F:3
Rector N2,4F:6
Rhea's Hills Ja13,5F:6
Searcy County 021,12F:1
Sevier County Ag3,6F:2
Shover's Springs Myl8,5F:3
Tillar Mr23,7F:3
Union County D28,9F:6
Vanndale Ap27,6F:3
Washington F3,10F:6
Washington County F3,10F:6
West Point Ap27,6F:3
White County S14,8F:3

NARCOTICS
See Drug Addiction
NASHVILLE
See also Dams and Dikes
NATIONAL BANK OF ARKANSAS (NORTH LITTLE ROCK)
New bank sells stock, plans opening this fall Je26,6C:4
NATIONAL BY-PRODUCTS
Residents near site seek removal of Little Rock plant, call it an eyesore 016,7C:8
NATIONAL GUARD, ARKANSAS
See United States Armament-Reserves
NATIONAL LEAD INDUSTRIES, INC
See also Water Pollution (gen) Water Pollution-Sewage
NATIONAL LEASING CORP
Testimony completed in trial of suit by National Leasing against Charles D. Ward of Conway, accusing him of not honoring $2.6 million contract for resort in the Bahamas Jall, 5A:1 Jury recesses after failure to reach decision Ja12,4A:4 Ward wins $120,000 in counterclaim Ja15,5A:6
NATIONAL OLD LINE INSURANCE CO
Settlement of race and sex bias case costs firm $140,000 Ap4,9A:1
NATIONAL RIVER ACADEMY, US
See US National River Academy
NATIONAL WIRE FABRIC CORP
Star City plant gets bond guarantee from state Economic Development Comm to expand plant Ja18,6A:7
NATURAL AREAS
See Wilderness Areas
NATURE CONSERVANCY
See also Wildlife Sanctuaries
NAWOJCZYK, STEVE
See also Ark-Crime Laboratory
NEAL, CHARLES MARTIN
See also Murders--Fields
NEAME, CHRISTOPHER
See Actors
NEBO (MOUNT) STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Nebo
NEGROES (IN ARK)
See Blacks (In Ark)
NELSON, KNOX
Dinner raises over $10,000 for state Senator who is unopposed for reelection Ap0,4A:2
See also Ark-Conacts
Ark-Economic Conditions
NELSON, SHEFFIELD
See also Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co Electric Light and Power
NELSON'S POTATO CHIP CO
Simple marketing strategy has led to success for firm Mr12,6C:4 Firm closing permanently; high costs cited S27,8B:1 Bankruptcy petition filed 01,8A:4
NEMO VISTA
See also Education-Nemo Vista
NERVE GAS
See Chemical Warfare
NEVADA COUNTY
Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former County Judge Fred Riding Jr In bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8 General election returns N6,5A:1
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO
Fraud charges filed against Ronald D. O'Neal, Cheron McCoy and James Travis Chasley alleging they took out $200,000 life insurance policy on Ronald Riddell, who was killed In hit-and-run accident 3 mos later 017, 16A:1
NEWBERN, DAVID
See also Courts (Ark)-Court of Appeals
NEWELL, FRANK B.
See also Ark-Public Service Comm
NEWMAN, TED

See also Ark-Government Employees

NEWPORT

City again attempts to annex Diaz
Ja9,10A:1 Effort to consolidate Diaz
and Newport defeated in election Ap9,
2A:6

See also
Colleges and Universities (gen)
Fires-Newport
NEWS AND NEWS MEDIA

Criticism of telecasts from New
Orleans preceding the Sugar Bowl
game between Alabama and Arkansas
Ja13,3E:1 US Rep. Bill Alexander re-
veals city of Augusta to be part of
federal study of media coverage of
rural areas Mr16,4A:6 Article ex-
ploring media-deprivation in Augusta
Mr23,9A:1 Clarence editor comments
on Alexander proposal, says he needs
another dead horse to flog Mr23,3E:1
Dally Sights Herald critical of
Alexander's study of media depri-
vation Mr29,3E:3 Article on com-
mon news as recorded in weekly
rural newspapers as recorded in week-
ly Newton County Nursing Home
See also
Newton County Medical Center
NEYLAND, DEITRICH

See also Architecture
NIMROO LAKE

See Parks--Nimrod
NIX, JOE

See also
Rivers
Water Pollution
NIXON LAKE

Swimming banned at lake in Little
Rock owned by Second Baptist Ch Jy4,9A:1
Lake closed to swimmers until Monday
Jy5,4A:3
NORAC CO

Chemical firm breaks ground for
Helena plant Ag22,6C:2
NORFORK

Wolf House stands as memorial to
the frontier My4,14G:3
NORFORK DAM

See Dams--Norfork
NORFORK LAKE

See
Lakes--Norfork
NORTFORK NATIONAL FISH HATCHERY
See also Fish (gen)—Trout
NORTFORK RIVER
See also
Fish and Other Marine Life
NORPHLET
See also Education-Norphlet
NORTON, MAC
See also
Arkansas Power and Light Co
NORTH LITTLE ROCK
Maintenance tax for Lakewood recreational facilities at North Little Rock upheld My11,10A:1
See also
Baptist Church
Education-North Little Rock
Hotels, Bars, Motels...
Housing
Mabeline Co
National Bank of Arkansas
Police
Pornography and Obscenity
Postal Service
Transit System-Little Rock Metro
Twin City Bank

Area Planning and Renewal. Urban Renewal Agency sues city because Mayor Laman and the City Council refuse to honor urban renewal commitments Ja1,1A:4 Urban renewal suit opposed by HUD; Dept will not pay cost Ja1,1A:3 Urban Renewal Comm decides to close out Westgate project Ja23,10A:1 Council proposals challenge Mayor Laman Ja24,5A:1 City Council rebuffs Laman on plan for CDBG funds Ja29,7A:1 Mayor Laman, Urban Renewal Agency resolve dispute; urban Renewal projects will be completed, then agency will be abolished F13,14A:1 Alderman Otha Warren, acting mayor, rushes completion of revised plan for CDBG grant; Mayor Laman learns of plan, gets time extension Mr18,3A:1 Urban Renewal Director Olen Thomas tells North Little Rock Parks Director Raymond Burnett to return some 30 truck loads of old brick Mr14,9A:4 Urban Renewal Agency Director Olen B. Thomas resigns Ap1, 7A:6 Improvement dist to revitalize downtown may be formed Jy10,13A:2 Exclusive part of Lakewood area developed illegally Jy16,10A:3
See also North Little Rock—Community Planning Dept
City Council. Alderman Otha Warren Jr resigns S30,9A:1
See also
North Little Rock—Politics...
Community Planning Dept. Mayor Laman names Dwight N. Pattison director Ja3,4A:4
Community Services Dept. Mayor Laman says creation of Dept was a mistake Ja12,10A:1 City Council abolishes Dept Ja15,4A:1

Elections
--City Council: Mary Hess will not run again; William R. Barling files Mr20,5A:1 Candidates include former mayor Robert L. Rosamond Ap2, 3A:4 Robert L. Rosamond wants 2nd chance in politics Ap3,8A:4 Car belonging to black candidate Alphonzo Vincent burned, threat made on house Ap17,1A:1 Summary of campaign and candidates My25,16A:1 Blanks, Harris, Thomas and Spinelli are winners My28, 5A:7
--Mayors: Steve Goss is candidate F29,4A:4 Chester E. Bates is candidate Mr5,11A:2 Reed W. Thompson files Mr30,12A:1 Summary of race between Reed Thompson and Steve Goss My25,6A:1 Reed Thompson easily defeats Steve Goss My28,5A:4
Electric Dept. City Council repeals electricity rate increase voted in November Ja4,1A:5 City Council increases electricity rates despite criticism Mr11,5A:1 Gas-powered turbine called way to lower North Little Rock electric bill Mr30,12A:1 Manager Robert E. Hogan fired by Mayor Laman; aldermen protest Jy10, 13A:1 Robert E. Hogan tells Mayor Laman he is not fired until City Council agrees Jy11,8A:1 Mayor Laman ignores attack Jy12,10A:7 Four alderman sponsor resolution directing Mayor Laman to reinstate Hogan Jy26, 8A:1 Mayor vetoes resolution by City
Council directing him to reinstate Hogan. Jy29,9A:1 Council fails 1 vote short in attempt to override firing of Hogan. Ag12,9A:1 Hogan contends Laman action illegal. Ag9,4A:4 City Council approves electric rate rise N14,1A:2 Mayor Laman likely to veto electric rate increase N16,1A:3 Mayor Laman figures city made a profit of $964,987 on fuel adjustment charges N18,3A:1 Mayor Laman correct on fuel adjustment profit N19,6A:1 Laman rebuked for drawing Arkansas Municipal Power Assn into uproar over city making profit N21,4A:6 Electricity rates cut N27,10A:1 See also Electric Light

Finances and Budgets. Council adopts budget after heated exchanges, heavy revision Ja30,11A:3 Expenditures, low reserves for 1981 worry city officials 019,3A:7 Deficit of $2 million seen for 1981 budget N20,8A:1 Mayor Laman plans to pay all city bills, leave $750,000 balance when he leaves office D11,8A:1 Government Employees and Officials. Mayor Laman assists as 90 workers sign union cards Jy9,1A:4 Reed Thompson says he does not object to union dues plan; questions Laman's actions Jy10,13A:1

--Discrimination: Federal Housing and Urban Development Dept critical of job level assigned to minority employees O10,5A:1 US Housing and Urban Development Dept tells city it is not eligible to even apply for an Urban Development Action Grant because of inequities in employment of minorities O21,7A:1

--Pensions and Retirement: Former police officer James W. Gibbons, who served a prison term in 1974, sues for his pension Ja25,10A:7

--Wages and Hours: Council approves salary increase of $100 per mo; police unhappy Mr25,4A:1 Mayor Laman vetoes pay ordinance Ap1,7A:1 Police and firemen bid to put appeal for raises on ballot Ap3,8A:1 Mayor Laman says tactics to get raises are unfair Ap4,8A:5 Mayor Laman doubts voters would approve raises Ap8,10A:1 Utilities Accounting Dept workers get $50.00 per mo raise Je25,10A:1 Policemen, firemen get pay ordinance on ballot in November Je25,10A:1 Policemen march across bridge to Little Rock, apply for jobs O25,1A:3 Voters indicate they want their police and firemen paid same as Little Rock N5,10A:3 Mayor Laman files ordinance to raise pay for all non-uniformed city workers to level of Little Rock N6,11A:6 City Council adopts $100 per mo salary raises for all city employees N14,1A:2 City Council includes aldermen and mayor in salary increase N25,9A:1 Mayor-elect Reed Thompson calls for all elected city officials to reject salary raises D11,8A:1

Mayor. North Little Rock police ticket Mayor Laman for speeding Ap24,13A:1

Parks and Recreation Dept. Aldermen seek meeting after rep'd drinking incident at Center Ja6,14A:5 Three aldermen want Larry Rogers removed as director after police filed rep't on incident at Rose City Center Ja7,5A:6 Mayor Laman adjourns Council meeting because action would not be legal; problems aired; parents of Darren M. Chism say conflict developed after their son refused to allow daughter of alderman Chester Bates to use falsified time sheets Ja8,12A:1 Residents intent on getting answers about Dept Ja9,5A:1 City Council tells Mayor Laman to accept resignation of Larry Rogers Ja15,4A:1 Raymond Burnett named to head Dept Ja17,6A:4 Mayor Laman tells employees Dept can recapture past image Ja18,8A:4 Raymond Burnett hints he will quit as Parks and Recreation Dept director Mr12,7C:6 Department Director Raymond Burnett fires Annette Bates Ellis; daughter of Alderman Chester Bates Mr14,9A:2 Director Raymond Burnett resigns, cites disagreement with Mayor Laman Ag29,9A:5 Mayor Laman to try to
reestablish the Recreation Comm, which was abolished last year when members refused to resign D1,10A:4 Commission meets, elects Dr O. J. Ratcliff as chmn D27,4A:1

See also Parks-North Little Rock Police and Law Enforcement. Chief Bill Younts denotes Lieut Kenneth T. Cross; disciplines 2 caps in incident Je21,7A:2

See also Police-North Little Rock Politics and Govt. City Council shows its displeasure at some recent actions of Mayor Laman Ja15,4A:1 Bankers and businessmen hold private meetings with city officials Ja18, 8A:1 Division of City Council called harassment of Mayor Laman, who says he will not resign Ja30,11A:1

Square bubble erupts between son of alderman Chester Bates and the Utility Dept over unpaid bills; Mayor Laman intercedes to have service restored F2,14A:6 City Council split in votes continues; Mayor Laman has enough votes to sustain his vetoes F12,4A:1 Mayor Laman withdraws six ordinances, says City Council has rejected his leadership F20,8A:7 Two aldermen refile proposals withdrawn by Laman F21,6A:2 Mayor Laman will not run for full 4-yr term F22,1A:2 Eugene Bates pays $87 after electricity cut off; Alderman Chester Bates alleges that Mayor Laman harasses him Ap9, 10A:2 Mayor Laman tells aldermen they no longer will be allowed to give work orders to dept heads; all work orders to go through mayor's office Ap9,10A:3 Three aldermen to boycott meet to fill Council vacancy 020,4A:3 Four aldermen order suit to force attendance at Council meet or replacement 021,1A:4 Aldermen who did not attend Council meeting call session of their own, respond to accusations 022,10A:1 City Council names David Milks to vacancy; three aldermen absent 028,1A:5 Mayor William F. Laman sees shutdown of services because aldermen refuse to attend meetings; absent members contend sessions illegal at which David Milks was elected to Council; Art Eastham leaving Council this week 029,1A:2 Alderman Leonard Spinelli asks Laman to call Council meeting in efforts to end fighting 030,7A:1 City Council efforts to meet prove fruitless; feud continues 031,4A:1 Suit charges Milks appoint is illegal 031, 4A:3 Mayor Laman derides foe, rejects call to resign 031,4A:4 Mrs Willis Chastain nominated to fill Ward 3 vacancy N4,4A:4 Mayor-elect Reed Thompson upset at lame-duck spending N9,13A:1 City Council ignores request of Mayor-elect Thompson, names Mrs Willie Chastain to fill seat vacated by Art Eastham N11,3A:1 Mayor William F. Laman and Mayor-elect Reed Thompson trade barbs in deepening political fuss N12,1A:4

Gazette comments on messy changing of administrations N14,22A:1 Shuffle of seats allows appmt of Mary Hess to serve through 1982; action angers some on Council D9,1A:5 Residents drop suit challenging appmt of David Milks to City Council; Arkansas Attorney General Steve Clark to be asked to sue Milks D9,6A:6 Mayor Laman fomenting discontent; Monday actions illegal, Mayor-elect Reed Thompson says D10,6A:1 Three Rose City residents ask state attorney General to oust David Milks, Mary Hess, Marie Walker and Willie Chastain from City Council D13,4A:1

Population and Vital Statistics. Census shows 60,040 residents Jy3, 6A:7

Public Buildings and Offices. Clean-up revitalizes City Hall Ap6, 8A:1

NORTH LITTLE ROCK WOMAN'S CLUB Article on new headquarters of Club 019,10:1

NORTHERN ARKANSAS TELEPHONE CO Firm based at Flippin is run by physicist Steven G. Sanders F3,1F:2

NUCLEAR ENERGY See Atomic Energy
NUDISM AND NUDITY

Alton Dewey Green charged with advocating nudism Jy19,12A:5
See also Art

NUISANCES

See Agriculture and Agr Products

NUNN, WALTER

See also

Ark-Elections (gen)
Rose Publishing Co

NUREMBERG WAR CRIMES TRIALS

See also Legal Profession

NURSES ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS STATE

See also Nursing and Nurses

NURSING AND NURSES

State Health Manpower Planning Bd endorses requiring bachelor of science degree in nursing for licensed nurse practitioners by January 1982 if those in practice now can be exempted Jn11,4A:5 Nursing Bd suspends licenses of 7 nurses Jn16,8A:6 Board of Nursing hears criticism by nursing schools on proposal to end program if less than 70 pct of its graduates pass state license exam Jn17,9A:1 Board votes to withdraw approval if 70 pct of a program's graduates cannot pass exam; Board passes on provisions of nurse practitioners Jn18,9A:1 State Sen approves bill to allow certain nurses to practice until license can be obtained Jn22,1A:2 Gov Clinton signs bill for temporary licensing of nurse anesthetists Jn26,1A:4 Legislative panel expresses strong reservations about plan to void state approval of a program if 30 pct of graduates fall test 2 yrs In a row Fl15,2A:4 Rep John E. Miller says degree requirement for nurse practitioner is excessive Fl16,6A:7 State Board of Nursing softens proposal on school approval, failure rate, but agrees to keep rule that nurse practitioner must have college degree by 1984 Mr6,9A:6 Nursing Bd votes to drop degree rule for nurse practitioners Mr19,5A:6 State Bd of Nursing votes to let persons who have not completed nursing educ programs take license exams Mr20,4A:7 Action on proposals to place nurse training programs on probation if failure rate too high is squelched by Legislative panel Mr21,4A:3 Nursing Bd may not have legal authority to change ways to meet licensing requirements Mr26,8A:5 Arkansas State Nurses Assn takes strong exception to State Board of Nursing plan to allow licensing of persons who have not completed their educ Ap6,4A:1 State Board of Nursing rescinds policies that would have allowed persons who have not completed nursing school program to take the licensing test; other changes delayed for study My14,5A:1 Registered nurse test passed by 83 pct of applicants My14,5A:1 Arkansas Hospital Assn pleads with state Board of Nursing to continue licensing of foreign nurses My14,5A:1 Legislative panel approves revised Board of Nursing plan that allows nurses with 5 yrs of experience to enter nurse practitioner training program My16,18A:1 Arkansas League for Nursing supports present rules on licensing My23,3A:5 State Nursing Bd suspends license of Donald Robert Latham, of Perryville, who told authorities he believed he helped nursing home patients die Jy8,1A:5 State Health Dept attacks rule to limit nurse practitioners to 2 per doctor Jy9,2A:7 Registered nurses trained in foreign English-speaking countries are exempt from state license exams Jy9,4A:1 Regulation limiting nurse practitioners delayed while Legislative panel tries to resolve conflicts Jy19,5A:1 Plan by University of Arkansas College of Nursing to end its nurse practitioner training program draws ire of legislators, who say another school should be found for program Jy19,5A:1 Nursing Board to help develop program to enable nurses without degrees to obtain them without attending the school's regular nurse training program Ag6,10A:5 State Medical Board may revise rule limiting number
of nurse practitioners Ag7,13A:1
State Medical Bd rules one physician may supervise more than two nurse practitioners in hardship cases, State Health Dept and State Nursing Board object to limit St12,7A:1 Medical Board regulation on nurse practitioners sparks dispute in health-care field that may have to be decided by Legislature St1A,1F:2 Gazette calls Medical Board govt surrogate of the Arkansas Medical Society, suggests Legislature find solution to problem St17,18A:1 Arkansas State Nurses Assn to sue state Medical Board over rule limiting to two the number of practitioners a physician may hire St21,5A:1 State mental health cmr, Dr James L. Thomas, explains cutbacks in program for training licensed psychiatric technician nurses 025,9A:2 State Board of Nursing establishes new, largely off-campus, program at University of Central Arkansas to allow nurses to obtain degrees without attending traditional programs N13,5A:4 Two nurses disciplined by state Board of Nursing N15,4A:1 State Medical Bd advised to sue for jurisdiction over regulation of nurse practitioners D5,23A:2 Arkansas State Nurses Assn charges in federal suit that the state Medical Board, the Arkansas Medical Society and two doctors conspired to limit employment of nurse practitioners and that the Medical Bd lacks power to regulate nursing D10,5A:1 State Medical Bd advised to sue for jurisdiction over regulation of nurse practitioners D5,23A:2 Arkansas State Nurses Assn charges in federal suit that the state Medical Board, the Arkansas Medical Society and two doctors conspired to limit employment of nurse practitioners and that the Medical Bd lacks power to regulate nursing D10,5A:1 Gazette urges overturn of Medical Board rule limiting nurse practitioners D16,8A:1 See also Arkansas State Hosp

Colleges-Accreditation
Steele, Marie

NURSING, ARKANSAS LEAGUE FOR
See also Nursing

NURSING HOMES
Prosecutor Alex Streett begins probe of allegations of multiple killings at 2 nursing homes at Russellville Mr16,1A:4 Man was patient in psychiatric ward when he told Arizona authorities he helped 7 patients die in Russellville; probe of story continues Mr19,1A:4 Prosecutor Alex Streett finds no proof of killings Ap16,6A:1 Suit filed by Arkansas Nursing Home Assn asks that Human Services rules be declared invalid My7,3A:8 If Arkansas Nursing Homes Assn succeeds in striking down state's ability to impose fines for rules violations, Gov Clinton will seek law to sanction penalties My8,6A:1 Rule violations total $49,364 in penalties My9,16A:1 Study by State Attorney Gen Steve Clark shows Medicaid overpaid $160,000 to homes Je5,9A:2 Nursing license of Donald Robert Latham suspended after he told authorities he may have helped patients die Jy8,1A:5 Short notice to be given of impending inspections Agl7,7A:1 Des Arc nursing home approved by CAHSA 55,8A:1 Court rules state Human Services Dept cannot fine nursing homes to enforce its rules under Medicaid 016,14A:1 Official lists options to avoid 1980 deficit in Medicaid payments to nursing homes D23,3A:4

See also
Fountainbleau Nursing Home
Hillhaven Nursing Home
Newton County Medical Center
Tuberculosis

NUTRITION, HUMAN
See Food-Diet and Nutrition

- O -
OBITUARIES

See Deaths

OBScenity

See Pornography

Observatories

See Parks-North Little Rock

Occupational Guidance

See Education (gen)--Vocational

ODom, JESS P.

See also Amusement Parks--Dogpatch USA

ODors

Little Rock firm specializes in removal of odors My7,4C:4

Officials, state

See Ark-Government Employees

Oil Museum

Gazette opposes tax to pay for oil and brine museum Ja21,14A:1 House passes tax on oil and brine producers to pay for museum near Smackover Ja22,3A:3 Museum tax bill has amdt added to divert proposed tax to public schools Ja24,18A:1 Senators Nick Wilson and Bill Walmsley fail to block tax bill Ja25,6A:4 Gov Clinton signs act to finance museum Fl3,10A:5 Gary Hacking to direct museum My14,4A:6

Oil (Petroleum) and Gasoline

Mid-South Oil Co at Little Rock charges illegal cutoff of gasoline supplies by Oklahoma Refining Co Ja12,8A:5 Oil production declined in Ark last yr Ja20,26G:3 Sen Dale Bumpers to co-sponsor bill setting 40 mph as goal for 1995 Fl4,10A:7 Oil geologist John W. Tlapak of El Dorado, blames US govt for energy shortage, says there is plenty of oil and gas Mr19,8C:1 MId South Oil Co which is based at Little Rock charges that govt inertia and alleged illegal tactics by Oklahoma Refining threaten existence of Mid South Mr22,5B:1 Repr Ed Bethune investigating major oil firms Mr23,1A:4 Bill Alexander M on need for reduced use through mixed energy infrastructure Mr26,14A:3 Senator Dale Bumpers voted for windfall profits tax, David Pryor opposed Mr28,9A:1 Article discusses Sen Bumpers and big oil Mr30,1E:4 Gazette comments on Pryor vote against windfall profits tax Ap2,10A:1 Mid-South Oil lays off 50 more employees because of low gasoline supplies Ap2,7C:3 Tom Hamburger column on Pryor's vote on oil tax Ap6,1E:3 Pine Bluff Commercial comments on Pryor's vote on oil tax Ap6,3E:1 Gasoline consumption down by 7 pct in Ark Ap10,7C:5 Editors comment on Pryor's vote on oil tax Ap13,3E:5 Operator of Mid south Oil Co and The Pantry convenience stores files petition for reorganization in federal Bankruptcy Ct Ap18,7A:4 Senators Bumpers and Pryor raise strong objections to Pres Carter's plan for oil import fee Ap19,4A:1 Senator David Pryor favors removal of President's power to tax oil imports Ap27,7A:1 Pine Bluff Commercial says Sen David Pryor looks oilier every day My11,3E:6 Mid-South Oil blames suppliers for financial woes My31,4B:7 Scatpac, a device called a fuel saver found to be ineffective; mechanism is produced by Roe Davis at Little Rock Je15,1A:2 Chart shows drop in gasoline use in Ark Jy22,7A:3 Repr Ed Bethune baffled by oil pricing practices O12,6A:1 US Senator Dale Bumpers may resort to filibuster in attempt to prevent oil leases off Calif coast N25,1A:4 Threat of filibuster by Sen Dale Bumpers prompts withdrawal of bill to allow Pauley Group to reclaim lease in Santa Barbara Channel O13,11A:5

See also Mulberry River

Roads-Finances

O'KeAN

See also Railroads-Accidents

Oklahoma Refining Co

See also Oil (Petroleum)

Old Age

See Aged

Old Davidsonville State Park

See

Parks (gen)--Old Davidsonville

Old Washington State Park

See Parks (gen)--Old Washington
OLE SOUTH FOODS

George E. Locke to drop suit he filed last year against Ole South Foods F20,3A:5

OLYMPIC GAMES (1980)

--Summer Games: Senator David Pryor to ask US Senate to go on record as favoring move of games from Moscow because of Russia's invasion of Afghanistan Ja12,2A:5 Both Pryor and Bumpers support move from Moscow Ja15,3C:1 Senator Pryor calls for boycott Ja23,3A:5 Arkansas Hse delegation backs game boycott; Bill Alexander reads lr from Earl Bell, an Ark Olympic athlete Ja25,3A:3 Pryor tells Sen Foreign Relations Com US should refuse to go to Moscow; panel agrees Ja29,1A:5 Sen Pryor blasts 10C decision to keep games in Moscow F14,7A:3 Glenn Cunningham favors US boycott My4,1B:3

--Winter: Arkansan Pat Wyatt will help carry torch Ja25,6B:1

ORCHESTRA, ARKANSAS SYMPHONY

See Music

ORGANIZED CRIME, REGIONAL INFORMATION CENTER

Arkansas Dept of Public Safety joins agency; Forrest Parkman named field agent for Ark 016,8A:5 Tommy Robinson expresses concern that certain individuals now associated with Regional Organized Crime Information Center will have access to several data banks; space allotted Forrest Parkman In state bldg criticized since agency is not public 017,11A:5

ORGANS (MUSICAL)

See Musical Instruments

ORMOND, CHARLES

See also Parks--Petlt Jean

ORYZALIN

See Chemistry and Chemicals

OSWALD, HARRY LEE

President Carter pardons former manager of Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corp, who was convicted of illegal political contributions; Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor supported pardon Ja5,1A:4

OUACHITA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY

Concert tour of Russia cancelled because of Afghanistan Invasion Ja18,6A:5

See also

Elderhostel

OPITZ, JOHN J.

See also Travel and Resorts

OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER

Conflict found; OIC to be asked to repay CETA funds Mr29,14A:4
OUACHITA CAMP

See Camps and Camping

OUACHITA COUNTY

Former County Judge Alfred P. Stinnett indicted on kickback charges Je28,10A:4 Stinnett pleads innocent Jyl6,3A:1 Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former County Judge Alfred P. Stinnett in bribery scheme; current County Judge John Marlar also named Ag19,1A:8 Sheriff Robert Garner accuses state Sen J. A. (Dooley) Womack and Alcoholic Beverage Control Commissioner Ed M. House of soliciting campaign contributions from Ewell Gulley as a requirement for replacing ABC licenses destroyed in a fire; both deny allegation O14,1A:3 FBI to probe charges O16,10A:6 County Judge John Marlar and Bearden businessman, Elbert Proctor, indicted on charge of using mail to promote bribery charge N5,12A:6 Marlar pleads innocent to mail fraud charge D30,4A:1

OUACHITA LAKE

See Lakes-Ouachita

OUACHITA LAKE STATE PARK

See Parks (gen)--Ouachita

OUACHITA NATIONAL FOREST

See Forest and Forestry

Parks (gen)--Ouachita

OUACHITA RIVER

Glen O'Neal recording lore of river rats along Ouachita River Jy30,28:1 See also Water Pollution-Sewage Bridges

---Rockport: 3,000 sign petition protesting closing of 80-yr-old iron bridge S14,9A:1

OVERFLOW BOTTOMS WILDLIFE REFUGE

See Wildlife Sanctuaries

OVERSTREET, B. J.

See also Laborers Union of North America

OWEN, WAYNE

See also Ark-Elections--Governor

OZARK

Three major industries locate at Ozark during 1979 Ja20,4G:5 History of founding of town Je20,7F:1

OZARK CONFERENCES

Organization buys land in Crawford County to build conference center; aim of orgn is to bring Christian resource speakers to Ark who can give a little different perspective on the teaching of the Bible My14,1B:1 Native Arkansans Tom Springer returns to direct Ozark Conferences My14,1B:4 OZARK CULTURE, SOCIETY FOR PRESERVATION OF

See also Wilderness Areas

OZARK FRONTIER TRAIL FESTIVAL AND CRAFT SHOW

See Handicrafts-Shows

OZARK GAS TRANSMISSION CORP

See also Gas (Fuel)

OZARK INSTITUTE

Federal grant of $985,141 to Ozark Institute for use in training rural residents to grow gardens and in other self-help projects draws fire of local officials; funds are part of Comprehensive Employment and Training Act projects Ag17,9A:1 Grant proposal discussed in political campaign for Arkansas Governor Ag26,7A:1 Arkansas Dept of Local Services panel hears complaint about grant Ag27,15A:6 Proposed grant studied by FBI Ag28,6A:4 Institute Director Edd Jeffords denounces attacks as dishonest, partisan Ag30,1A:2 Contract for grant developed Sl6,4A:1 Fraud allegation prompted FBI probe S17,10A:1 Edd Jeffords files $2 million slander suit against Republican gubernatorial candidate Frank White S18,3A:6 White declines comment on suit S19,11A:1 Local Services Dept has not made decision on grant S27,4A:2 Gov Bill Clinton gets petition from Carroll County with 1,300 names opposing grant Ol,7A:1 Review panel to meet Monday amid indications that grant may be rejected O4,1A:4 Ed Jeffords Ir says some residents led
to believe CETA funding reduces school monies 06,10A:3 Grant re­jected by advisory panel to Local Services Dept; Frank White attends meeting, comments 07,1A:4 Denial of grant wisest course, Jeffords says 08,7A:1 Probe by FBI nears end 022, 18A:7 Probe by FBI closed; Jeffords pleased with rept N11,4A:1 Jeffords says Institute was victimized N13, 8A:6

OZARK INSTITUTE

See Parks (gen)--Ozark Lake

OZARK LAKE

See Parks (gen)--Ozark Lake

OZARK NATIONAL FOREST

See Forests and Forests

PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS

About 32.4 million persons visited lakes and dams operated by Little Rock Dist of Army Engineers in 1979 Ja9,11A:8 US Interior Dept allocates $3,560,325 for use by Ark local govts in park and recreation work Ja18,5A:1

State parks expanding their Interpretive programs Ja20,12G:2 Chancellor John Linebarger and Jack Ray forfeit bonds on charge of interfering with Army Engineer Park ranger at Beaver Lake Ja23,2A:4 C. J. Thomas fined $150.00 for interfering with an Army Engineer Park ranger at Beaver Lake Ja27,4B:3 List of facilities open during winter Ja27,4B:3 Scenic land in Van Buren and Stone Counties wanted for park has been sold to timber firm by owner, Hallie Ormond FB,8A:5 Ormond says he made more by selling land to paper firm Fl1,2A:6 Parks, Recreation and Travel Comm favors clearing away underbrush at
lakes so water can be seen from developed park areas F14,6A:5 New camping regulations in effect at state parks Mr16,6B:4 Arkansas's best facilities close to all residents My4,2G:4 Parks abound in activities aimed at children My4,4G:3 Southwest Ark features diamonds and history My4,7G:1 Gifted student Meredith Cabe of Little Rock, designs playground structure My6,1B:5 Visitors to state parks up 20.6 pct over 1979; Dardanelle State Park near Russellville has largest number of users Jyl2,9A:5 State Parks Comm votes not to take over 3 recreation areas built by Army Engineers on Lake Chicot Ag8,4A:5 B11 filed In Ark Legislature would limit liability of landowners whose property is used for recreation D19,12A:5

See also
Ark-Finances--Budgets
Camp Robinson
Camps and Camping
Johnson County
Mulberry River
Real Estate--Hobbs Estate Trails
--Arkansas Post National Memorial: Tourist attraction in Arkansas County My4,4G:2
--Arkansas River: Facilities in Southeast Ark My4,4G:2 Facilities in Central Ark My4,6G:3 Recreation sites and facilities in West Ark My4,12G:3
--Bear Creek Lake: Recreation facilities My4,8G:1
--Beaver Lake: Recreation areas and facilities My4,15G:1
--Blue Mountain Lake: Recreation sites and facilities My4,12G:2
--Buffalo National River Park: Park changes recommended at 3 areas Mr19,3A:3 Recreation facilities at Buffalo Point My4,2G:4 Park Service considers converting cabins at Buffalo Point for staff residents; Senator Dale Bumpers promises to block plan Jyl30,1A:4 Restrictions on use of motorboats proposed; about 40 caves would be closed D3,12A:4 Gazette supports proposed restrictions D7, 2E:1 New plan for park revealed D11, 8A:1

See also
Air Pollution
Wildlife Sanctuaries
--Bull Shoals Lake: Recreation areas and facilities My4,2G:1
--Bull Shoals State Park: Recreation facilities My4,2G:4
--Catherine Lake: Facilities My4,6G:4
--Charles Lake State Park: Features My4,14G:1
--Chicot Lake State Park: Recreation facilities My4,4G:1
--Crater of Diamonds State Park: Features of park near Murfreesboro My4,7G:1 Diamond found at Crater of Diamonds State Park My16,3A:4 Visitor finds 5-carat white diamond O28, 3A:5
--Crowley's Ridge State Park: Facilities My4,14G:1
--Dardanelle Lake: Recreation sites and facilities My4,12G:1 Park near Russellville has largest number of visitors Jyl2,9A:5
--Dardanelle Lake State Park: Facilities My4,6G:4
--DeGray Lake: Recreation areas and facilities My4,6G:2
--DeGray State Park: Commission rejects request to operate marina F13,6A:6 Facilities My4,6G:4
--DeQueen Lake: Facilities My4,13G:1
--Des Arc Lake: Facilities My4,8G:2
--Devil's Den: Features and facilities My4,15G:2 Popular park has been renovated for more comfort Jy27, 4B:3

See also Trails--Ozark Trail
--Dierks Lake: Facilities My4,13G:1
--Enterprise Lake: Ashley County lake has good fishing My4,4G:1
--Fort Smith National Historic Site: Over 10,000 persons visit site each yr My4,8G:3
--Georgia-Pacific Lake: Facilities of recreation area near Crossett
My4,4G:1
--Greenlee Lake: Facilities at Brinkley lake My4,8G:2
--Greer's Ferry Lake: Recreation areas and facilities My4,2G:1
--Greeson Lake: Recreation areas and facilities My4,13G:1
--Halowell Lake: Recreation area in Bayou Meto Wildlife Area My4,8G:2
--Jacksonport State Park: Features My4,14G:1
--Levi, Wilcoxon: Facilities of picnic area in Ashley County My4,4G:1
--Logoly State Park: Facilities My4,10G:1
--Magazine, Mount: Park area planned Ap30,15A:8
--Mammoth Springs: Recreation facilities My4,2G:4
--Marks Mills Battlefield State Park: Facilities My4,10G:1
--Millwood Lake: Recreation sites and facilities My4,13G:1
--Millwood State Park: Facilities My4,13G:1
--Moro Bay State Park: Facilities My4,10G:1
--Nebo (Mount) State Park: Facilities My4,6G:4
--Nimrod Lake: Recreation areas and facilities My4,6G:2
--Norfork Lake: Recreation areas and facilities My4,2G:1
--Old Davisonville State Park: Early history of Ark marked at park My4,5G:7
--Old Washington State Park: Facilities and features My4,13G:1
--Ouachita Lake: Recreation facilities My4,6G:1 Geo-Float Trail is unique My4,11G:5
--Ouachita Lake State Park: Facilities My4,6G:4
--Ouachita National Forest: Recreation areas and facilities My4,6G:1 My4,12G:3

--Ouachita River: My4,4G:1
--Ozark Lake: Recreation sites and facilities My4,12G:2
--Ozark National Forest: Recreation areas and facilities in North Ark My4,2G:1 Recreation sites in West Ark My4,12G:3 Recreation areas and facilities in Northwest Ark My4,15G:1
--Petit Jean: Facilities My4,6G:4 Proposal to be made by state Rep. Charles L. Ormond of Morrilton, to build convention center and hotel with 10,000 rooms at park atop Petit Jean Mountain; resort would include, gambling casino and quarter horse race track with gambling N11,1A:5 Gazette calls Ormond's proposal zany N12,22A:1 Conway editor comments on idea of a casino N16,3E:3 Morrilton Chamber of Commerce takes no stand on resort proposal N18,7A:2 Parks, Recreation and Travel Comm gives polite reception to Ormond's presentation N20,5A:5 Arkansas Baptist State Convention opposes gambling and liquor sales proposal N21,13A:1 Editor discusses Ormond proposal N23,3E:6 Plans for super resort gets mixed reaction N27,6A:5 Ormond presents proposal to Conway County Quorum Ct D2,9C:3 Ormond drops plans for resort D3,3A:1 Editorials on super resort idea; Morrilton paper believes Ormond was victim of a bad joke D7,3E:6
--Pinnacle Mountain State Park: Plan approved for park expansion Jy17,6A:4 See also Trails
--Poinsett Lake State Park: Features My4,14G:1
--Prairie Grove Battlefield State Park: Park to be enlarged by 65 acres Ap10,4A:4 See also Ark-Prairie Grove Battlefield Park Comm
--Queen Wilhelmina State Park: Facilities My4,12G:5
--St Francis National Forest: Recreation areas and facilities My4,8G:1
--Storm Creek Lake: Facilities
My4,8G:2

--Sylvia Lake: Recreation facilities
My4,6G:1

--Table Rock Lake: Recreation areas and facilities
My4,15G:2

--Toltec Mounds State Park:
Mystery surrounds mounds My4,10G:3
State's first archeological park opens Ag7,4B:1

--Village Creek State Park: Article on combination of art and botany used by Larry Lowman in developing award-winning interpretative program at park Ja22,18B:2 Facilities My4,8G:1 Two seismic events disturb land in park near earthen dam; officials disturbed My8,2A:3 Cause of crack at park to be studied Je24,7A:1

--White Oak State Park: Facilities
My4,10G:1

--White Rock Recreation Area:
Article describes area as a special place S28,4B:1

--Withrow Spring State Park:
Features My4,15G:2 Canoe rental program begins 2nd yr My4,17G:3

--Woolly Hollow State Park:
Faulkner County. Plans moving ahead for recreation facility Je22,8A:1

Hot Springs. Ash from solid waste incinerator used to build parks Ja31,5C:6

Little Rock. City Directors discuss reducing number of parks, transfer of parks funds to Police Dept Jy10,8A:1 Gazette questions crime fight without parks Jy15,8A:1 Expenses of parks questioned by city directors; some suggest closing low-use parks S6,4A:3 Gazette says city needs its parks S10,24A:1 Downtown riverfront park project gets grant of $1,002,000 from US Interior Dept 030,1A:5 Newest playground near Zoo of Arkansas is a true adventure N10,1B:2

--MacArthur Park: Mediums use seance to help fill gaps in history of Little Rock Arsenal at MacArthur Park Ag27,1A:8 Dowsers from Parapsychology Education Center mark 26 spots on arsenal grounds as graves;
Parks Director Julius Breckling rules out digging Ag28,1A:3 Editorial on bizarre goings-on at MacArthur Park S7,3E:3

--Morehart Park: Construction to start on facility in Mabelvale area F24,6A:3

--Murray: Jaycees raise funds to help develop playground and trail for the handicapped 011,9A:1

See also Music

--Rebsamen Park: Police Chief Simpson orders city's pistol range closed because of hazards F7,9A:3
Shooters seek to reopen range F24,6A:1

North Little Rock. Clay Sherrod wants to build observatory in Burns Park Jall,8A:3 Paper by Arkansas Tech Univ senior Bill Fortson examines decline of North Little Rock parks program Jell,23A:1 Plans for park on Shillcutt Bayou dropped because of local protests Ag9,11A:3

See also North Little Rock-Parks and Recreation Dept

Texarkana. Federal grant of $500,000 recd to develop 36-acre park where windmills will furnish power 018,4A:4

PAROLES

See Prisons

PARSONS, BILL
See also Photography

PATRICK, HUBER
See also Arkansas Children's Colony-Conway Unit

PATRIOTISM

George A. Campbell Jr, former prisoner of war, has given over 400 speeches promoting Americanism Jy27,1F:2

PATTERSON, RUTH POLK
See also Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ

PCBs

See Polychlorinated Biphenyls

PEACE DAY

Article on sparsely-attended Peace Day rally at Univ of Ark 04,1F:2
PEL-FREEZE RABBIT MEAT, INC
Nation's largest rabbit meat
processor at Rogers continues expansion Jan 27, 5E:6

PEL-FREEZE RABBIT MEAT
See Prisons

PENI TENTI ARIES
See Prisons

PE NIX, MARIAN
See also
Courts (Ark) - Court of Appeals

PEN ITEN TI ARE IS
See Prisons

PENNY, J C COMPANY, INC
Firm files rept showing it has contributed over $30 million to Ark economy Jan 18, 3A:8

PENSIONS AND RETIREMENT
Group called PEER (Private Enterprise Employees and Retirees) seeks same state income tax exemption as public retirees; Raymond Ross Richards heads group Jan 16, 1B:4 Legislative panel approves exemption of first $6,000 of all retirement income from state income tax Feb 5A:1 Bill filed to exempt part of retirement income Dec 12, 22A:6
See
Ark-Government Employees
Ark-Local Govt
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Jacksonville. Fire destroys bldg of United Pentecostal Church, which was being rebuilt after fire last year; arson blamed Jan 2, 2A:8

PEOPLE BEFORE PROFITS
See also
Presidential Election of 1980
PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST CO (RUSSELLVILLE)
Branch bank robbed Dec 9A:6

PERIODICALS
See Magazines

PERJURY
See also Weston, Joseph Harry

PERRY
See also
Waste Materials and Sewage

PERRY COUNTY
County Democratic panel violated party rules when it held closed meeting and voted to name Bill Van Dalsem county assessor after nominee died Feb 28, 3A:4 General election returns Nov 6, 5A:1
See also
Tornadoes Apr 8 Ap9

PESTICIDES AND PESTS
See also Chemistry and Chemicals

PETER, LILY
See also Colleges-Gifts

PETE RSON INDUSTRIES
See also Airplanes-Accidents

PETIT JEAN STATE PARK
See also Parks (gen) - Petit Jean

PETROLEUM
See Oil (Petroleum) and Gasoline

Pettit, Arch P.
Union Life Insurance Co files foreclosure on historic Hotz House being restored by Pettit Jan 4, 12A:6
Pettit's petition seeks 120 days to arrange to pay $2 million debt Jan 21, 7A:3 Union Life Insurance Co files foreclosure suit on 425 acres of land owned by Pettit Apr 2, 7A:3
See also Waste Materials

Pettit, Clyde Edwin
See also Writing

PHANTOMS
See also Apparitions

PHARMACISTS ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS
See also Drugs and Drug Trade

PHARMACY AND PHARMACISTS
See Drugs and Drug Trade

PHelps, Ralph
Former pres of Ouachita Baptist Univ named head of Howard Payne Univ In Texas F7, 7A:1. Gazette says Howard Payne fortunate to get Dr Phelps F14, 16A:1

PHILANDER SMITH COLLEGE
Dr Grant S. Shockley inaugurated as pres F1, 10A:1 O22, 5A:2
See also
Bats
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges (gen)
Colleges-Graduates
Colleges-Teachers

PHILANTHROPY
Survey of Pulaski Co recipients of charity-giving shows funds still flowing despite growing Inflation Jan 6, 1F:4
See also
Colleges-Gifts
Ross Foundation
Sturgis, Bill
PHILLIPS-CHISHOLM, GERRY
    See also Woodcarving
PHILLIPS-CHISHOLM, SHERI
    See also Woodcarving
PHILLIPS COUNTY
    General election returns N6,5A:1
        See also
        Arkansas Delta Development Corp
        Prisons (gen)
        West Helena
PHILLIPS COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
    See also
        Colleges-Teachers--Phillips County
PHILLIPS, GERALD
    See also Greene County
PHILLIPS, JOHN L.
    See also Shorter College
PHOTOGRAPHY
    Old photographs that depict the
    way of life of earlier generations in
    Ark are sought out and preserved by
    Dr Robert Walz at Southern Arkansas
    Univ Mr5,1B:2 Medical photographer
    Dixie Knight wins awards for her work
    at University of Ark Medical Sciences
    Campus Mr26,1B:2 Portrait photos
    taken by Andrew Kilgore expected to
    last at least 100 yrs Jy20,1F:2
    Arkansan Ronald William Phillips still
    photos to be used for movie ads Ag18,1B:5
    Article on photographer Bill
    Parsons S11,1B:4
        See also
        Agriculture
        Batesville
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
    Article on value of physical educ
    for the handicapped Ja8,1B:2
        See also
        Education (gen)--Teachers
        Education-Cabot
PHYSICIANS
    See Medicine-Physicians
PICKETT, JOHN C.
    See also Ark-Public Service Comm
PICKLES GAP CREEK CRAFTS VILLAGE
    Article on arts and crafts produced
    for stores at Faulkner County site
    Jy15,1B:4
Pike County
    General election returns N6,5A:1
        See also
        Prisons (gen)

PILKINGTON, JAMES H.
    See also
    Courts (Ark)-Court of Appeals
PINE BLUFF
    Charles E. Moore loses bid for re-
    election as mayor; D. W. Wallis and
    R. Walker in runoff My29,10A:5
    D. W. Wallis elected mayor Jel1,14A:1
    Convention Center expense to taxpayer
    discussed Je22,3E:6
    Convention Center owes City of Pine Bluff
    $215,000 Ag7,12A:5
    Mayor Moore to
    release $20,000 to Convention Center
    Ag9,4A:1
    Panel supports $25,000
    subsidy for Convention Center Ag13,4A:6
    City's demands are Impossible,
    unfair, Convention Center director
    says Ag7,1A:2
    City Council gives
    Convention Center $25,000, demands
    assurance of frugality Ag20,14A:1
    Convention Center dismisses 13 em-
    ployees in effort to repay debt Ag22,8A:1
    City Council restores $50,000
    for Convention Center S17,12A:5
    Historic district added to National His-
    toric Register N15,3B:1
    Convention Center losses continue N22,4A:5
    See also
    Arkansas River
    Cargo Carriers, Inc
    Liquor
PINE BLUFF ARSENAL
    See also
    Chemical Warfare
    Waste Materials
PINE BLUFF CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
    See also Chemical Warfare
PINE BLUFF, LAKE
    See Lakes-Pine Bluff
PINE MOUNTAIN DAM (PROPOSED)
    See Lee Creek
PINE MOUNTAIN STATE PARK
    See Parks (gen)
PIONEER VILLAGE MUSEUM
    Village and museum at White County
    Fairgrounds recreate early days Mr17,1B:2
PIPELINES
    See
    Coal
    Gas (Fuel)
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, EAST ARKANSAS
   See also Transit Systems
PLANNING, AREA
   See Area Planning
PLANT SOCIETY, ARKANSAS NATIVE
   Society formed at Mena to study and preserve native plants 016,5D:1
PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL
   See Factories
PLUMERVILLE
   See also Education-South Conway Co Dist
POETRY AND POETS
   Article on Richard Hugo and his teaching of poetry at University of
   Ark at Little Rock N4,1B:2
POINSETT COUNTY
   Grand Jury rept critical of Sheriff
   Gerald Crawford's handling of escaped prisoners and use of public funds
   My14,4A:3 Former County Judge Frank Dean falls in effort to have hearing
   transcript changed to show that Judge
   Richard S. Arnold said Dean did not get fair trial My21,12A:1 Sheriff
   Gerald Crawford files suit against owners of Jonesboro TV station FAIT
   alleging broadcasts about him were defamatory Je1,5A:3 Salesman Lewis
   Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former
   County Judge Frank Dean in bribery
   scheme Ag19,1A:8 Attorneys for Frank
   Dean ask US Circuit Ct to reverse racketeering sentence; basis for re-
   quest is prior felony conviction of a
   jury member 016,11A:1 General
   election returns N6,5A:1
   See also
   Ark-Local Govt--Government
   Employees
   Colleges-Police and Security
   Heber Springs

   Bauxite. Judge to dismiss court
   cases because of incomplete employ-
   ment files on police 026,4A:4
   Benton County. Damage claim
   against Benton County Sheriff and ABC
   Agent Earl Watson dismissed; suit
   grew out of Labor Day party last year
   S16,4A:4
   Bentonville. Jerry D. Mulanaux
   shot and killed by officer James
   Crabtree Ag19,8A:1 County Grand Jury
   studies fatal shooting of Mulanaux
   Ag21,12A:5 No Indictments returned
   In death of Mulanaux S16,5A:3
   Clarendon. Donald Parr files suit
   alleging beating by L. Wayne Haney
   Je25,5A:6
   Conway. Robert and Scott Schultz
   file $500,000 suit against 2 police-
   men and Lewis Auction Co over their
   arrest last yr Mr21,10A:3 Patrolman
suspended for shooting tire of fleeing auto N21,11A:1

Dermott

See also Dermott

Eureka Springs. Chief John Tyson is man of many talents Ja21,4B:3

Faulkner Co. Lawsuit alleges brutality by 2 deputies Ja4,5A:7

Forrest City. US Court awards $1 damages to former policeman; re-instatement refused Ja9,5A:6


Grant County. Federal prison inmate Donald Ray Mooney, files suit he spent over 17 mos in Arkansas State Prison because of a conspiracy by officials and others; damages sought from former Grant County Sheriff, Lewis Shirron; former Circuit Judge, Henry B. Means; former prosecutor John W. Cole; Sheridan Police Chief David Miller; State Trooper Frank Mitchell; attorney Frank Ragon Jr and Tommy O. Klmmert; Mooney was convicted of burglary. Ja18,9A:1

Greenland. Police Chief Don R. Camp, who was convicted of manslaughter in auto accident in 1974 and pardoned in 1978, is suspended while opinion on eligibility is sought N1,6A:1

Hot Springs. Allegations of misconduct prompt probe of Dept N21,11A:1

Jacksonville. Police chief cites racial remark by Lieut Randy Dally as reason for dismissal Ja26,7A:1 Civil Service Comm hears appeal on firing of Randy Dally for racial remarks Fl5,13A:1 Randy Dally reinstated to force, demoted for racial remark Fl6,7A:1 Three policemen resign after internal probe reveals they apparently smoked marijuana during off-duty hours N12,1A:2

See also Crime (gen)--Ball

Keo. Police Chief Henry C. Lanehart Jr arrested in Pulaski County on complaint by motorist Mr15,16A:5 Testimony heard on charges against Lanehart Ap25,4A:1 Negotiated plea brings fine for Lanehart My8,17A:1

Little Rock. Department releases 1r of reprimand to Van Horn Ja4,7A:3 George E. Hrrell Jr loses appeal of his dismissal from force in 1973 Ja17,4A:6 Michael Wiley files $50,000 suit against 2 policemen alleging he was kicked during arrest F8,7A:1 Police file read by private investigator Forrest Parkman, reports say; probe under way My8,5A:1 No violations found in release of data to private investigator My15,12A:7 Officers Michael Stack and Arthur Lee Nugent shot, suspect wounded during drug probe at Highland Courts Ag15,1A:2 Three suspects charged in shooting of Officers Stack and Nugent Ag16,1A:4 Officer Stack was accidentally shot by his fellow officer, Arthur Lee Nugent, ballistics show Ag29,1A:2 Report reveals police began shooting in Highlants Court while suspect held gun to head of officer Ag30,1A:5 Suits against Little Rock and 4 policemen filed in connection with 1975 shooting of Gene Edward Shavers and George Shavers dismissed by federal court; shooting occurred when railroad car was being burglarized S16,6A:7 Little Rock gets $350,000 grant for neighborhood crime prevention program 02,11A:1 Testimony begins in trial of 3 teen-agers in shootout with police at Highland Park housing project 030,19A:1 Elgile Sanders gets consecutive prison terms of 40 yrs and 20 yrs in attempted robbery of 3 undercover agents In Highland Court housing project 031,8A:1 Members of police street crime unit harass blacks, group tells Chief Walter E. Simpson N11,4A:1 Motion protests 60-yr term given Elgile Sanders N11,6C:6 Black group gives harassment list to Little Rock police chief D3,5A:1 Joseph Henry Sims III, leader of group alleging police harassment of blacks, is sentenced to
POLICE - Little Rock

20 yrs in prison on battery charge
D4,20A:1 Article on work of Rev John T. Gortney, who is chaplin with
Little Rock Police Dept D11,18:5
Robbery suspect Eric Ray Brittman
shot, wounded by Patrolman Joe Leslie
D23,4A:4 Study by police says
charges of harassment of persons
along Wright Ave are unfounded D24,
4A:1 Routine review set in shooting of
Brittman by Patrolman Leslie D24,
5A:1

See also
Little Rock-Government Employees
Murders--McGuire

Lonoke County. Howard Parris files
$1.7 million suit alleging he was
beaten by 2 deputies F29,8A:2 Class
action suit filed to end practice of
jailing anyone arrested after 5 p.m.
even if bail can be made Ap1,4A:1
Clarence Ridgeway of Ward, files $1.9
million suit; beating by Lonoke Co
deputies and two state troopers al­
leged Je12,14A:5
McGehee. Police Chief Micky
Atkinson and Sgt Tommy Nelson ac­
quitted of charge of beating a
prisoner in 1978 029,8A:5

Morrilton
See also Morrilton
Mountainsburg
See also Drug Addiction

North Little Rock. Hunting rabbits
while on duty is common practice, 2
fired policemen say in petition for
hearing Ja9,6A:1 Civil Service Comm
orders reinstatement of officers
fired for rabbit hunting Jall,1A:3
Civil Service Comm reinstates men
fired for rabbit hunting; papers show
identification Jall,10A:1 Editorials on
rabbit-hunting police Ja20,3E:6
Jury clears Policeman Ed Stephens of
wrongdoing in shooting death of
Jackie Clyde Blue after 1978 robbery
N7,12A:2

See also North Little Rock-Police
Pulaski County. Sheriff Ken Best
fires deputies Steve Castleberry and
Jim Dickson as result of arrest of

William Edward White; Grand Jury to
get rept on White arrest and shooting
death of William T. Oglesby by
Castleberry last yr Ja23,12A:7
William E. White seeks $500,000 for
alleged beating by 2 Pulaski Deputies
F1,6A:7 Grand Jury empaneled to
probe incidents F7,10A:2 Federal
Judge Richard S. Arnold rejects re­
quest for order enjoining police from
use of excessive force F20,9A:1
Grand Jury indicts former deputies
Robert Steve Castleberry and Jim F.
Dixon on charge of beating William E.
White F23,3A:6 Sheriff-elect Tommy
Robinson begins study of personnel in
office Je5,7A:1 Tommy Robinson plans
to sever ties with Regional Organized
Crime Information Center 017,11A:5
Testimony conflicts in suit by
William E. White alleging he was
beaten by former Pulaski Co deputies,
Robert Steven Castleberry and Jim
Henry Dixon N4,5A:1 Castleberry and
Dixon cleared of brutality charges
N5,16A:7 Sheriff-elect Tommy Robin­
son details plans for office and for
jail operation N17,3A:6 Federal
Judge Oren Harris refuses new trial
in suit by William Edward White ac­
cusing Pulaski Deputies Robert
Castleberry and Jim Dickson of use
of excessive force D5,7A:6 Sheriff­
elect Tommy Robinson tells large
number of deputies they will not be
kept when he takes office D11,23A:2
Letters from Sheriff-elect Tommy
Robinson dismissing deputies bring
criticism of plans D12,14A:1 Deput­
ies hire attorney to fight dismissal
D13,12A:6 Deputies vote to join
International Union of Police Associa­
tion; Tommy Robinson says union will
not dictate policy to him and that he
will fire deputies receiving termina­
tion letters if they do not resign
D17,25A:8 Sheriff Ken Best gives his
support to Pulaski County Deputy
Sheriff's Assn affiliation with the
AFL-CIO; union would have to deal
with Quorum Court on pay and number
of employees; Tommy Robinson says
Assn has gotten out of hand, violated its charter as a benovent orgn D24, 1A:4 Tommy Robinson will dismiss Robert E. Lee Brown, an elderly butcher at county jail; Brown concerned about loss of health insurance for his wife, an invalid D30,1A:5 Suit filed in federal court to prevent firing of 26 employees; suit says union work, support of Ken Best are reasons for dismissal D30,1A:5 Sheriff-elect Tommy Robinson and 100 deputies to be sworn in at midnight; Robinson cites rumors about plans by deputies he has dismissed D31,1A:5 Tommy Robinson to keep promise to concentrate on drugs and crime rather than traffic D31,2A:2 Russellville. Patrolwoman Carol Wirges found innocent of charge of battery for allegedly striking a prisoner Mr6,9A:5 Searcy. Auxiliary officers trained to augment regular force Ja17,8A:6 Searcy County.

See also Searcy County Shannon Hills

See also Shannon Hills Star City. Mrs Carnell Russ seeks $330,000 from state in death of her husband who was shot to death by former Star City Marshal Charles Lee Ratliff in 1971; suit alleges state responsible since it created the municipality Jy17,3A:8 State Police. State Police Maj Buren Jackson's off-duty activities as vehicle and house salesman being studied for possible rules violations Ja4,6A:1 Only Ark citizens may apply to become troopers, Attorney Gen says Ja5,4A:3 Troopers planning to form a fraternal orgn to work for interests of state police Ja19,7A:5 Maj Buren Jackson reprimanded for misuse of State Police equipment and for other reasons F23,3A:1 Some equipment listed as missing in audit are in personal cars of State Police Commission members F27,4A:4 Sporty, unmarked cars no longer used to catch speeders Mr13,4A:7 Charles M. Hinson

complains that he was assaulted and arrested by Lieut John Davis after he tried to complain about parking at State Capitol Mr18,7A:1 Gov Bill Clinton directs Col Doug Harp to seek end to Hinson complaint Mr19,4A:7 Officers acted properly in Hinson case, Harp asserts Mr20,2A:7 James D. Lester drops suit alleging his superiors conspired to deprive him of his rights Mr20,8A:2 Officers accused by Hinson are granted request for public hearing Mr22,9A:1 Petit Jean Country Headlight comments on end to use of unmarked sporty cars by State Police Mr23,3E:4 Count dropped against Hinson Mr25,4A:3 State Police officers Dwain Thompson and John P. Davis file slander suit against Arkansas Democrat and Charles M. Hinson Ap1,2A:2 Police to cancel hearing on Hinson complaint Ap10,6A:5 Claims Comm agrees to hear claim by Mrs Patricia Bruner as directed by Legislature Ap24,7A:4 Charles M. Hinson seeks $70,000 in countersuit against 2 troopers Ap26,2A:5 Crossett court hears testimony in case charging Trooper Randy Toombs did not act properly; arrest of Mrs Letty Stanley My3,4A:4 Trooper Toombs acquitted; Mrs Stanley found guilty on 2 charges My6,7A:7 Little Rock chapter of NAACP requests report on State Police handling of arrest of Dr J. F. Cooley in 1973 My17,6A:3 Policy on use of deadly force to be revised Je17,7A:5 Col Doug Harp demotes, suspends and transfers his brother-in-law, Sgt Pete Klimery, for failure to report accident in his State Police car Jy18,7A:5 Judge Henry Woods rules agency not required to hire James Wesley Ward, a black, as a trooper Jy30,4A:6 Plans being made to reorganize State Police into 3 regional dists Jy31,14A:5 Reorganization gets approval of State Police Comm Ag30,5A:3 State Police Comm rescinds action of Col Doug Harp against Trooper Pete Klimery Ag30, 5A:6 State Police do not have
authority to award retiring officers with their service revolvers $18,3A:2
J. F. Cooley files suit alleging civil rights violation by State Police 017,10A:7 State Police locate $21,000 in items missing in audit N15,5A:3 Legislative panel proposes average pay increase of 17 pct D18,1A:5

See also
Ark-Contracts
Ark-Crime Laboratory
Ark-Public Property--Motor Vehicles
Ark-Public Safety Dept
Cuba-Refugees
Lie Detectors
MURDERS--Balley
Police-Lonoke County
Roads-Speed Limits and Speeding
Shootings--Brashears, Bill

...Stuttgart
See also Shootings--Williams

Wynne
See also Wynne

POLICE, FRATERNAL ORDER OF
Seven police lodges vote to form state orgn Ja27,3A:1

POLK COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1
See also Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9

POLLAN, CAROLYN
See also White, Frank D.-Aldes

POLUTION
See also Air Pollution

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCB)
See
Allen Transformer Co
Lakes-Pine Bluff
Waste Materials
Water Pollution-Sewage

POLYGRAPH
See also Lie Detectors

POLYTECH, INC
Minority-owned engineering consulting office at Little Rock may close as business lags S14,5E:3

PONDER, ANDREW J.
See also
Courts (Ark)-Circuit Cts---Dist 3

POOR
See Poverty

POPE COUNTY
Federal Judge Elsljane Trimble Roy lists statements she ruled inadmissible at pending trial of former Pope Co Judge Ermil Grant Ja11,6A:1 US Court of Appeals rules statement made by Grant to FBI agent can be used against him Ap30,9A:4 Date set for trial of former County Judge Ermil Grant on kickback charge Je24,7A:5 Charges against Ermil Grant dropped after court ruling on evidence Jy1,2A:3 General election returns N6,5A:1

POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS
Several cities complain about low counts in census Jy23,8A:1
Also see geog heads

PORNGRAPHY AND OBSCENITY
Parties in obscenity suit against Regina's Place agree to dismissal; firm can now test legality of obscenity law in state ct Ja8,12A:1 Regina's Place loses customers after police seize films alleged to be obscene Mr13,1B:4 Regina's Place faces other problems Mr13,1B:4 Little Rock police raid Century Stereo Cinema, seize 4 films they call obscene Ap19,13A:7 Federal Judge William H. Overton awaits study to see if obscenity law is enforced My3,10A:1 Two Little Rock peep show firms to plead guilty My17,2A:2 Two peep shows fined My20,7A:3 Two films seized by police at Regina's Place Ag30,9A:2 Wild Cinemas of Little Rock, Inc, charge they are being driven out of business by a revised policy of enforcing antil obscenity law S6,11A:6 Federal Judge William Overton orders police not to enforce antipornography law until he rules on validity of act S13,6A:1 Three sections of state law struck down; ruling came in 1977 suit filed by Wild Cinema 018,4A:1 Residents and ministers discuss plans in attempt to stop Avalon Theater at North Little Rock N15,6A:6 Little Rock police raid 2 adult theaters, 3 arcades, seize films N19,12A:1 Ordinance
adopted in effort to block Avalon Cinema. Charges filed against 3 persons at Little Rock for showing adult movies. Two employees of Little Rock theaters charged with plan to open Avalon Adult Cinema. Federal Judge issues injunction against North Little Rock ordinance; Avalon opening delayed.

PORTS
See also Mississippi River

Conway
See Arkansas River

Pine Bluff
See Arkansas River

West Memphis
See Mississippi River

PASSE, LORENE
Career of Little Rock woman is part of state and national history.

POSTAL SERVICE
Roy L. Sharpe retiring as postmaster at Little Rock and Arnold B. Sikes from office at North Little Rock; Sen Dale Bumpers wants Arkansans to fill vacancies. Don Jones, a native of Jasper, to be sworn in as Little Rock postmaster. Sectional service center moving from Little Rock to North Little Rock.

Vilonia. Residents angry at local post office for disobeying rules, disposing of mail with improper addresses.

POTLATCH CORP

POTTERY
See Ceramics and Pottery

POULTRY
Profits of Ark poultry industry sagging. Sen Dale Bumpers urges US aid for Indus chicken farmers. High temperatures killing poultry. Cost of hot spell may hit $5 million for poultry farms. Loss from heat wave is $8.8 million; Gov Bill Clinton seeks disaster relief.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
$8.8 million; Gov Bill Clinton seeks disaster relief. Batesville men develop dummy and chicken caller to move through poultry houses to arouse chickens to eat. See

Arkansas State Hosp
Divorce
Income
Legal Aid for the Poor
Medicine
Medicine-Hospitals
Public Utilities
Welfare

POWELL, JAMES O.
See also Pulaski Co-Government Employees--Ethics

POZZA'S PASTA
Tontitown firm begins production of pasta made from century-old recipe.

PRAIRIE COUNTY
General election returns.

PRAIRIE COUNTY MUSEUM
Des Arc museum traces history of county and its people.

PRAIRIE GROVE BATTLEFIELD PARK
See Parks (gen)--Prairie Grove

PRAYERS AND PRAYER BOOKS
See also Religion

PREGNANCY, OBSTETRICS AND MATERNAL WELFARE
See also illegitimacy

PREMIUMS, COUPONS AND TRADING STAMPS
Cashing in on discount coupons is big business at grocery stores.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Little Rock

PRESIDENT (US)
See US-President

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Advertising. Article on political campaign collection of Edward Jensen of Cherokee Village.
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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1980

Note: Articles entered here deal with the campaign following the nomination of candidates by parties and with general articles on the 1980 election.

2nd term for Carter 025,8A:3 Republican Congressman John Paul Hammerschmidt washed out of picture of Pres Carter signing legislation 026,1A:2 Jeb Bush, son of George Bush, makes brief campaign stop at Little Rock 029,6A:2 Poll shows Carter has lead in Ark 030,2A:5 Ronald Reagan stops at Texarkana, delights crowd of 6,000 to 8,000 with attack on Pres Carter 031,1A:3 Nancy Reagan campaigns at Little Rock, greeted by pro-ERA signs 031,1A:5 Reagan attacks Carter on Cuban refugees in talk at Texarkana; says Ark forced to take undue burden 031,1A:8 Carter has 49-39 lead in Arkansas Poll 031,23A:4 Ronald Reagan sweeps to landslide nationwide N5,1A:7 Pres Carter has slim lead over Reagan in Ark N5,7A:7 Ronald Reagan wins narrow victory in Ark N6,1A:2 Ronald Reagan edges past Pres Jimmy Carter in Ark; map shows counties carried by each N6,7A:1 Election results in Ark for each candidate N6,7A:1 Map shows Ark counties carried by Carter and Reagan N6,7A:3 List of votes for Carter, Reagan, Anderson, Clark and Commoner, by county N6,7A:4 Editorial comment on Reagan landslide victory N9,3E:3 Certified election returns in Ark N25,3A:4 Six pct of Arkansas blacks voted for Reagan, study shows D16,3A:6

Democratic Party

Note: Articles entered here deal with the campaign for the Democratic nomination. Articles on the general election campaign are entered under the general heading, Presidential Election of 1980

Sen Dale Bumpers says Kennedy chances of becoming candidate not worth talking about Jal6,4A:8 William R. Wilson to run Kennedy campaign in Ark Mr6,3A:6 ACORN demands Gov Clinton clean up procedures for selecting delegates to natl conv Mr14,8A:4 Gov Bill Clinton promises ACORN aid in getting low income delegates selected for natl conv Mr15,19A:1 Gov Bill Clinton promises aid to ACORN drive for more delegates from low income level Mr15,19A:1 Kennedy to pay $5,000 fee to appear on ballot in Ark primary Mr20,3A:6 Kennedy spokesman Ted Boswell says states whose governors support Carter are getting favors from the adm; Gov Bill Clinton replies Ap6,14A:6 ACORN to challenge Democratic Party delegate selection process at county level Ap12,16A:7 Senator Kennedy to make effort to capture delegates in Ark; Pres Carter will rely on volunteers in state Ap13,1E:6 Cliff Finch plans to get nomination after 1st ballot Ap16,10A:5 Arkansas Poll shows Carter losing ground to Reagan, but leading Kennedy among all groups Ap16,21A:1 Arkansas AFL-CIO ignores Bill Alexander's testimonial for Carter, endorses Kennedy Ap20,8A:5 ACORN charges violation of state party rules in selection of county delegates to state conv; challenge of Arkansas delegates to Democratic Natl Conv could be made Ap26,8A:1 ACORN files challenge to delegate selection My6,7A:4 Hearing on ACORN charges turned into confrontation My9,8A:1 State party panel rejects bias charges in delegate selection My23,4A:6 About 70 pct of candidates filing as delegates to National Conv are Carter supporters My23,8A:3 Robert F. Kennedy Jr campaigns at Little Rock for Edward M. Kennedy My26,4A:3 Carter wins Ark primary; surprise vote finds Kennedy behind 'Uncommitted' My28,1A:8 Carter wins Ark election by 60.09 pct; uncommitted is 2nd and Kennedy 3rd; Carter gets 23 delegates, Kennedy 6 and 4 will be uncommitted My29,4A:1 Carter loses 1 delegate when final election returns were certified; totals listed Je10,7A:1 Arkansas Dems select delegates to attend NY conv Je22,3A:1 Arkansas delegation opposes rules change to free delegates to conv Jy5,8A:1 Steve Clark, an uncommitted
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 1980

candidate, receives call from Rosalyn Carter Jy27,2A:7 Two more Ark delegates receive calls from Mrs Carter Jy28,2A:4 ACORN to drop challenge of delegation; party will study role of low income members Jy28,2A:5 Gov Bill Clinton cites binding rule on Ark delegates on 1st ballot Jy29,1A:8 Senator Edward Kennedy calls Gov Bill Clinton, learns Governor's support of Carter is firm Jy30,1A:3 Arkansas delegates are not bound on first ballot Jy30,2A:3 Open ballot not favored by Ark delegates Jy30,2A:4 Senator Dale Bumpers says Pres Carter has serious problems in race with Reagan, but opposes opening conv; Senator David Pryor thinks Walter Mondale would be easier to elect Jy30,2A:7 Publicity on Billy Carter and Libya fails to sway Carter delegates from Ark Ag5,3A:7 Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor to stay away from Conv Ag10,5A:1 Gov Bill Clinton urges party unity Ag11,8A:4 Arkansans vote 24-9 to defeat Kennedy proposal; Bill Clinton comments on Kennedy withdrawal from contest Ag12,1A:6 Bill Alexander tells New York audience that Kennedy hurts Dem Party Ag12,8A:7 Arkansas delegates for Kennedy surprised as women's rights plank voted; Gov Bill Clinton gets attention of newsmen Ag13,1A:4 Bill Clinton says new set of principles needed Ag14,1A:5 Senator Dale Bumpers says liberal politicians facing difficulties Ag14,6A:1 Gov Bill Clinton addresses convention, urges Party to seek new coalition Ag15,1A:4 Kennedy supporters from Ark find it difficult to support Carter Ag17,7A:1 Article on absence of David Pryor and Dale Bumpers from democratic Conv Ag17,1E:1 Carter lead in Ark remains firm, poll shows S24,19A:1

Republican Party. Articles entered here deal with the campaign for the Republican nomination. Articles on the general election campaign are entered under the general heading, Presidential Election of 1980...

Lynne Lowe to serve as security chief at the Republican Natl Conv in Detroit this summer Ja6,11A:1 John & Connally woo more than 100 Republican Party com members at Fairfield Bay and will pay all of their expenses Ja10,1A:2 William Dunklin of Pine Bluff is state chmn for George Bush Ja10,8A:5 George Bush to speak at Lincoln Day dinner at Fort Smith Ja12,4A:7 John Connally courts Arkansans with lavish party Ja13,12A:1 Connally campaigns at meeting at Fairfield Bay Ja14,5A:1 John Connally's expensive dinner was effort to prove he can win votes in Reagan country Ja20,1E:3 Charles H. Murphy Jr, Board Chairman of Murphy Oil Corp, helps fund campaigns of Howard H. Baker, George Bush and John B. Connally, says Dems have no candidate with intellectual capacity to be Pres Ja23,8A:1 After his Iowa victory, George Bush may get support of Ark-GOP Ja27,1E:4 Twelve delegates to be chosen Saturday at Dist meetings; method for naming committees discussed Ja28,1A:2 Mike Reagan stumps state for his father Ja29,4A:4 Arkansas Republicans lobbied as vote nears Ja29,4A:5 Two black Republicans upset when they learn they cannot vote in dist caucuses because of the way they were elected F1,1A:2 National attention on Ark GOP today as it selects delegates to Natl Conv F2,1A:2 Mike Reagan arrives at Fort Smith accompanied by John Paul Hammerschmidt; Bush hopes to get at least 3 delegates F2,3A:2 Ronald Reagan takes 1st place with 6 delegates, Howard Baker gets 4, George Bush 1 and John Connally none; Connally backers to challenge election of 2 2nd Dist delegates F3,1A:6 Baker and Bush swing through Ark on delegate selection day F3,1A:5 List of delegates and alternates to National Conv F3,3A:1 Reagan backers
look forward to state meet when other delegates will be chosen; Connally forces charge Baker and Reagan forces worked together to deny him delegates F4,3A:1 Gazette comments on delegate selection, gratified that Connally get no delegates F5,8A:1 Reagan forces to challenge effort to elect Lynn Lowe and Leona Troxell as uncommitted delegates; John Paul Hammer-schmidt and Ed Bethune will not be challenged F6,4A:1 Mrs Ethel Kennedy visits at Little Rock on behalf of Edward M. Kennedy F7,4A:1 Article on winners, losers in Ark caucus; Washington columnists critical of selection method F10,8A:1 McGehee ed comments on party mess-up in delegate selection F10,3E:4 Delegate selection near end; plans made for Saturday meeting F13,9A:1 Baker delegates challenged by Connally backers F15,5A:1 GOP panel urges rejection of challenge of vote cast by Daniel Bowman at caucus F16,1A:5 Howard Baker back in Ark seeking delegates F16,10A:4 Delegates nearly even for Baker and Reagan F17,1A:8 Vote by Daniel Bowman allowed to stand F17,3A:6 Withdrawal of Sen Howard Baker from race leaves 5 Ark delegates without candidate Mr6,3A:4 Charles C. Finch brings his quest for nomination to Ark Mr9,11A:1 Mrs Ada Mills of Clarksville was only candidate in the nation pledged to John Connally, who now has quit the race Mr10,1A:5 Nine Baker delegates In Ark switch to Reagan Mr29,12A:4 Arkansas delegates prepare for natl convention Ap13,4A:1 Six Ark delegates rally to George Bush Ap18,11A:1 Platform committee members Ed Bethune and Sharon Shipley embrace platform Jy12,5A:1 Arkansas supporters of George Bush expected to shift to Reagan Jy14,2A:3 Arkansas delegates arrive at natl convention Jy14,2A:3 Lynne Lowe of Ark, masters tough security job at Natl Convention Jy15,1A:2 Arkansas delegation united behind Reagan, divided on running mate Jy15,2A:2 Ed Bethune to use patriotic theme to introduce keynote speaker at Convention Jy15,2A:6 Party shift to right is alienating blacks, Arkansas black delegate Elijah Coleman says Jy16,1A:2 Arkan-sas cast all 19 of its votes for Reagan Jy17,11A:3 Arkansas delegates happy with Bush as running mate Jy17,11A:1 Arkansas delegates reflect unity; pledge support of ticket Jy20,8A:6 PRESS ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN

See also Scholarships

PRESS ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS

Officers named F24,3A:3

See also

US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam

PRICES

See also

Food and Grocery Trade

Milk and Milk Products

Rice

Strauss, Levi and Co

PRINTING AND ALLIED TRADES

See also Ark-Contracts

PRISONERS

See Prisons

PRISONERS OF WAR

See World War II (1939-1945)

PRISONS AND PRISONERS

Criminal Detention Facilities Bd hears reop on conditions at several jails F28,6A:1 Representatives from counties of Clark, Garland, Hot Spring, Pike and Montgomery to discuss idea of regional jail Mr16,7A:1 Phillips, Lee and Monroe Counties study regional jail Mr23,10A:2 Clark County rules out regional jail My4,5A:5 Function, cost balanced In prison architecture of Wittenberg, Deloney and Davidson Jel,SE:1 Sub-standard jails seek solutions; regional facilities urged N18,1B:2 Court rules some standards used by Criminal Detention Facilities Bd are unreasonable D9,3A:1 Editorial on court ruling on jail standards O14,3E:3 Criminal Detention Facilities Bd will not appeal decision on Saline County Jail and will delay actions against other jails until regulations can be revised D31,9A:1
See also
Ark-Ex Offender Placement...

Arkansas County. Sheriff Gene Garrison arrested on charge of allowing prisoner to escape Ag14,7A:7 Sheriff Garrison cleared in escape of prisoner Sl3,5A:5

Arkansas State Penitentiary. Three on way to visit Cummins Inmates found carrying drugs Fl,7A:4 Death Row inmate John E. Swindler fasts to protest conditions in Isolation F23,7A:1 Steven La Plante finds no evidence of coverup of events surrounding death of inmate Richard Fuller in 1978 F24,2A:2 Officials transfer 22 high-risk inmates to federal Bureau of Prisons F27,12A:6 Rumors of possible riot speeded up transfer of prisoners to federal facility F28,6A:7 Prisoners transferred to federal prisons included participants in state's most notorious crimes F29,1A:4 Ex-offender George Hay, now an asst to Corrections Comm Vernon Housewright, hopes to help prisoners stay out of Cummins Mr6,1B:2 Claims Comm acts on several cases Mr26,6A:6 Brain tumor killed Jimmy Ray Deloeh, autopsy shows Mr26,10A:1 Claims Comm begins hearing on claim by widow of Richard Fuller who died in state prison Mr27,5A:1 Medical Examiner Fahmy A. Malak tells Claims Comm that Richard Fuller died of strangulation Mr28,6A:1 Cummins medical official testifies he heard rumors about Fuller death Mr29,6A:1 Officials checking reports that 2 inmates made trips with 2 female employees who have resigned Ap5,6A:4 Correction Bd approves plan to retain Stephen La Plante as compliance coordinator on part-time basis Ap19,13A:1 Judge Elsele orders prison officials to respond to complaint that court orders violated in punishment Ap23,12A:2 New federal law allowing US to sue on behalf of inmates worries officials My24,12A:1 Little Rock architectural firm of Wittenberg, Deloney and Davidson is respected for innovative facilities My25,5E:4 Claims Comm finds Correction Dept negligent in death of inmate Richard Fuller; Mrs Fuller awarded $40,000 My30,8A:1 Constitutional Conv panel urged to allow Correction Board to keep power to fire its director Je1,11A:1 Robert Redford stars in film suggested by book by Tom Murton on his experiences as warden of Arkansas prison system Je20,12B:1 Summary of events during Murton's tenure as warden Je20,12B:1 Correction Board and Director Vernon G. Housewright upset with Murton's remarks on national TV show Je21,5A:1 Gov Bill Clinton asks NBC for equal time to respond to Murton Je23,3A:8 Gazette comments on Murton and "Brubaker" Je24,6A:1 Cartoon shows Murton and 2 skeletons dancing Je24,6A:3 Order issued for exhumation of body of James Martlin Hood, who died at Tucker Unit in 1976 Je27,14A:5 Cartoon of Murton on "NBC Yesterday" show Je27,22A:3 Editors comment on Tom Murton remarks Je29,3E:1 Problems in predicting future inmate population discussed Je30,1B:2 Inmate population is near limit Je30,1B:4 Federal Judge Oren Harris accuses state Attorney General's Office of delaying trial of race bias charge in employment Jy2,10A:7 Report by Stephen La Plante says half of prison deficiencies have been completed; disciplinary procedures still a major problem Jy3,1A:5 Editors comment on Tom Murton and the prison system Jy6,3E:3 Editorial reviews concerns of Stephen La Plante on needed reforms Jy8,16A:1 Bodies unearthed at Cummins are from old cemetery where 630 bodies have been burled, Dr Clyde C. Snow says Jy24,11A:1 Graves at Cummins Unit are a prison cemetery documented by maps, anthropologist Dr Clyde C. Snow says; Thomas O. Burton wrong when he said remains were inmates killed and secretly burled Jy25,1A:2 Gov Bill Clinton appears on NBC show to refute Murton
charges Jy25,1A:2 Thomas O. Murton
calls explanation on graves
'mythology' Jy26,12A:3 Inquiry be-
gins on wired chair and stool found
In shop; device may have been practi-
cal joke Ag21,7A:4 Richard Earl
Griffin says device appears to be a
prank Ag23,4A:4 No charge expected
In electrical device Ag30,7A:1 State
prison officials agree to comply with
rules on inmates' rights when they
are accused of violating prison rules
S13,14A:1 Mrs Leda Faye Fuller files
$6 million damage suit against former
state Medical Examiner Stephen A.
Marx alleging he misdiagnosed cause
of death of her husband, Thomas
Richard Fuller Jr, at Cummins Unit
S27,9A:6 Gov Bill Clinton supports
plan for specialized program mgmt
system S27,11A:5 Cummins Unit warden
Henry E. Cowan to resign post, move
to Pine Bluff offices of Correction
Dept; Willis H. Sargent to be new
warden 02,3A:3 Realigning of
programs, job transfer announced 03,
9A:2 Attorney for inmates may seek
hearing to prod quick compliance with
court orders on rights of prisoners 05,
1A:2 Tucker inmate found hanged 08,
11A:2 Inmate found hanged Identified
as William Rhoades 09,14A:2
Stephen La Plante to resume full-time
role as compliance coordinator 024,
9A:1 Legislative panel tours prison
farms, will suggest mgmt changes 030,
9A:1 Trial starts in silt by Michael
Reel alleging he was fired for giving
information to a study panel 031,5A:1
Phillip E. Kaplan warns he may seek
federal court hearing unless living
conditions improve within 30 days
N6,10A:1 Five Cummins inmates tell
federal judge they cannot get proper
diet for their religious beliefs N21,
6A:2 Correction Board member,
William Bevis, says Stephen La Plante
has used his position improperly,
should be fired N21,9A:1 Correction
Dept prepares budget that doubles
current appropriation N21,9A:1 Editorial
discusses price of prison
reform D1,12A:1 Turnover, shortage
of staff blamed for poor conditions
at prisons, Stephen La Plante says
D5,10A:1 Vernon Housewright orders
new probe of allegation that Tucker
inmates have been abused by guards
D20,5A:4
See also
Ark-Suits and Claims Against Govt
Capital Punishment
--Education Program: School Dist
gets A rating from state Education
Dept Ap10,6A:4 College courses for
credit to be offered at Tucker by
UALR Jy27,5A:7
--Escapes and Prison Security:
Cummins inmate Terry Wilson escapes
while on way to trial, is tried by
dog Ja4,1A:3 California judge sets
ball for James Dean Walker at
$300,000 Ja4,7A:4 James Dean Walker
may fight extradition to Ark F8,13A:1
Two inmates flee from Cummins; caught
at McGehee F10,1A:4 California
orders Walker ret to Ark; friends to
fight ruling F14,1A:2 Way clear for
Ark to return James Dean Walker F20,
1A:4 Deputy State Correction Comr
A. L. Lockhart goes to Calif to pick
up Walker, who claims Lockhart
threatened his life F21,3A:1 Return of
Walker delayed F22,9A:1 Gov
Clinton sends 2 different officials
to pick up James Dean Walker F26,5A:4
James Dean Walker tries to block re-
turn to Ark Mr6,11A:5 Dean Walker
loses bid to prevent extradition Mr8,
7A:3 Walker gets chance to appeal
to Calif Supreme Ct Mr11,9A:6 Cali-
fornia Supreme Ct blocks return of
Walker Ap10,13A:1 Gov Bill Clinton
furious because Calif refuses to re-
turn James Dean Walker Ap11,1A:7
Gazette comments on battle shaping up
between Calif and Ark over Walker
case Ap16,20A:1 Califonia attorney
gen working with Ark officials to ask
US Supreme Ct to determine if Calif
Supreme Ct has authority to block
extradition Ap17,1A:2 Editorial
calls for return of Walker Ap20,3E:3
Arkansas wins round in bid for return
of Walker Ap22,4A:6 Associate Justice William Rehnquist of the US Supreme Ct blocks order for hearing in Calif on Ark prison conditions My2,9A:1 Cummins Unit has only 63 pct of guards needed My21,4A:6 Funding asked for maximum security block at Tucker Unit Je1,4A:5 Arkansas to flight effort to reduce ball for James Dean Walker Je14,16A:3 Two inmates escape from Diagnostic Unit at Pine Bluff; both are recaptured Je17,5A:1 Two guards fired after 2 prisoners escape at Pine Bluff Je18,8A:1 James Dean Walker loses plea on bond Je21,1A:6 Bond for James Dean Walker temporarily canceled Je27,8A:5 Two trusties escape from Booneville Jun6,4A:4 Men who walked away from Booneville found in Oklahoma Jy7,4A:4 Actress Shirley MacLaine helps James Dean Walker fight extradition to Ark; Thomas O. Murton was Instrumental in interesting Miss MacLaine in case Jy10,13A:4 Two inmates flee Cummins work detail Jy12,3A:5 Decision delayed in James Dean Walker effort to rescind bond Jy12,4A:1 Bond denied for James Dean Walker Jy15,9A:1 Two Cummins escapes caught at Memphis after they allegedly stole a plane at Stuttgart Jy16,3A:7 Escapees will seek to prove their escape was justified by prison conditions Ag15,4A:1 Ronnie Briggs convicted, Willie Brown acquitted in the January 1, 1979, takeover of unit at Cummins Ag22,7A:1 Four inmates escape from Cummins S8,2A:4 Search expands to Mississippi; two guards suspended S9,4A:6 Guards, failure of sensor blamed in escape of four; one captured in Mississippi S13,1A:2 Larry Jones, a trusty at Cummins, escapes while at work outside prison N15,4A:4 Larry Jones surrenders N17,4A:1 US Supreme Ct rules Calif does not have right to challenge legality of Ark prison system; James Dean Walker to be ret to Ark D9,1A:2 Arkansas officials comment on Walker decision D9,1A:4 Polygraph report indicates James Dean Walker truthful in relating death threat against him by Ark prison official D28,3A:6 Attorneys for James Dean Walker to petition Calif governor to reconsider extradition order D29,1A:2 Aid to California Gov Edward G. Brown Jr to discuss Walker case D31,7A:8

See also Crime (gen)--Fair and Speed Trial --Facilities: inmates on Death Row complain to Gov Clinton about cold Ja29,6A:4 Stephen La Plante says he was misquoted on temperature at prison Fl2,5A:1 $300,000 planning funds released for new maximum security bldg at Cummins Fl3,4A:1 Corrections Bd told of inmate's death at hands of his cellmate; inadequate facilities blamed Mr22,4A:1 Stanley Redman charged with 1st degree murder in death of his cellmate, Donald Friend, at Cummins; inadequate facilities blamed Mr29,1lA:2 Prison to provide special equipment for handicapped Ap8,5A:1 Legislative Council asks Gov Clinton to spend $250,000 for housing prison inmates at Wrightsville Je14,3A:6 Article explores overcrowding as part of Correction Dept problems Je29,1F:2 Space shortage is tall order to remedy Je29,1F:6 Inmate influx trouble officials; tough law on repeat offenders create need for more facilities Jyl1,8B:2 Crowding leads officials to consider alternative punishment Jy2,18B:2 Improvements carry a price Jy3,18B:2 Legislative Council to study increase in liquor and cigarette taxes to finance new cell blocks; papers for rolling marijuana cigarettes to be included; over 500 inmates imprisoned now would have been paroled had Act 93 of 1976 not prevented it Jy17,6A:1 Rep Lacy Landers says consensus among ALC members is to change law requiring long term for repeat offenders Jy18,6A:1 Legislators critical of farm operations, not satisfied with explanation by officials Jy18,6A:1 Editors discuss need for facilities and proposed financing Jy27,3E:1
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State revenue cutback may endanger prison improvements ordered by cts 
Agl,10A:1 Correction Board refuses to lease Booneville site for Small 
Farm Research Center Agl,10A:3 Lease of land for Research Center expected to 
be approved by state Mental 
Retardation-Developmental Disabilities Services Bd Ag2,6A:1 Effort to 
be made for early settlement of dispute over use of land at Booneville 
Agl3,10A:7 Article discusses controversy over location of Small Farms 
Research Center Agl7,10A:1 Agreement reached for land to be used by farm 
research center Agl9,5A:1 Correction Board to draft bill deeding Boone-
ville property to prison system Ag24, 
4A:1 Women's Unit on verge of accreditation S17,1B:2 Legislator 
support sought for funding of projects S26,7A:2 
--Farm Operations: Legislative 
panel to study future of farming operations S25,9A:1 Legislators ask for estimates on prison crops; 
leasing of land to area farmers rejected N22,4A:3 Leasing of farm 
lands opposed by legislative panel D5,10A:1 
--Finances and Budget: Proposed 
budget seeks increase of $5 million to restructure administrative pro-
ceedures; system expects to house 6,000 inmates by 1985 S12,6A:1 Complex 
budget will be hard to trim D7, 
1A:4 Governor-elect Frank D. White presents budget with 38 pct increase; 
prison officials say that is not 
Sufficient to meet court orders D10,1A:7 Officials tell Legislative Council 
why they need full $50 million requested D12,10A:1 
--Industries Program: Guards 
questioned in probe of use of printing equipment to produce 
counterfeit money Ja9,7A:1 
--Pardons and Paroles: Parole 
granted 168 inmates Ja21,10A:1 Board 
reviews 280 applications, 151 paroles 
granted Mr9,20A:1 List of 164 in-
mates paroled Ap21,9A:1 Board 
interviews 269 inmates, approves pa-
roles for 142 My9,18A:1 Release 
granted to 124 inmates Je11,15A:1 Release of Calvin Hammond and Harold 
Phillips, son of former state Repr 
Jack Phillips, under Youthful Offender Alternative Service Act cre-
tes uproar; Prosecutor Ron Fields 
states Rep Ed Thicksen upset; 
prison officials say they were not 
influenced by contacts in behalf of 
men; corrective legislation may be 
introduced when Legls meets Ag7,6A:1 
Parole granted to 144 inmates Ag15, 
18A:1 Pardons and Parole Bd approves 
release of 125 of 226 inmates Inter-
viewed D10,9A:1 Bill prefiled in 
Legls would require Parole Bd to 
check with victims before paroling 
Class A or B felons N22,3A:3 Editorial says tough parole law has 
helped fill prison D1,12A:1 Board 
grants 132 paroles D7,35A:1 Paroles 
granted to 150 inmates D19,16A:1 
See also 
Murders--Rodgers 
Prisons-Arkansas State--Facilities 
--Work-Release Program: Gov Bill 
Clinton asks Correction Bd for 5-year work-release plan; possibility of 
setting up private industry near 
prison mentioned Ja13,10A:1 Gazette 
urges develop of program Ja20,2E:1 
Gov Bill Clinton wants center in NW Ark Ap12,4A:4 Lowell City Council 
opposes work-release center Ap25,7A:2 
Criminal Detention Facilities Bd 
votes to use jail at Springdale and 
Benton County jail to house work-
release prisoners Ap26,9A:1 Spring-
dale paper discusses program My4,3E:3 
Northwest Ark officials offer list of 
10 sites for center My7,10A:4 Five 
inmates open work release program at 
Springdale Jail Je7,9A:1 Benton Co 
raises fee for inmates Jy13,6A:4 
Work by Benton Center inmates on 
school at Haskell brings praise for 
program Ag17,11A:1 
Ashley County Jail. Grand Jury to 
probe jail and Sheriff's office My15, 
8A:6
Blytheville. Former inmates file suit over alleged conditions of jail
Ag7,8A:6
Clark County Jail. Voters approve construction of new facility, reject tax to pay for it N4,6A:6
Crawford County Jail. Renovation would not bring jail up to standards Ja24,6A:6
Garland Co Jail. Land bought for new facility Ja4,6A:7
Hempstead County Jail. Federal judge rules 3 former inmates suffered no damages for which they must be compensated Jy17,14A:7
Hot Springs County Jail
Little Rock City Jail. Mrs Winnie Marchant files $300,000 suit against city for alleged inadequate medical care while she was an inmate Ap8,7A:6 City denies charges in suit by ex-Inmate Winnie Marchant Ap25,5A:3
Madison County Jail. New facility to be built Ap17,5A:6
Pulaski County Jail. Overcrowding prompts early release of some prisoners F11,3A:6 Brutality and violence continue, inmates contend Ap4,4A:1 Judge Henry Woods refuses to declare officials in contempt Ap15,4A:1
Tommy Robinson proposes reopening Pulaski County Penal Farm Jy10,15A:1 Visitors are cures for loneliness of inmates Jy17,18B:2 Article on work of guards at jail Jy17,18B:4 Modern design is part of changed image, attitude Ag25,18B:2 Henry Seals Ill, 19, collapsed, dies in cell S6,4A:4 Pneumonia, tonsillitis killed Seals S7,4A:5 Examination shows that Seals suffered from tuberculosis; accounts on death differ N11,6A:8 Verdict clears 2 jailers of charge of Noah Simmons that he was beaten in cell O8,4A:4 Federal Judge Henry Woods urges former inmates who allege they were beaten to settle out of court O9,14A:7 County jailer, Gerald Kirk, says he trusted escapee, Lionel Craig Young, too much 017,3A:4 Two inmates escape by popping window 027,3A:3

Three inmates jump guard, flee jail 028,2A:6 Locked doors aided escapees 029,3A:1 Little Rock policeman wounded in gunfire with escapee James Frank Russell 030,4A:1 Police exchange shots after chase of man believed to be Russell 031,6A:1 Police believe several Highland Park housing project residents have been hiding Russell; police officer bitten by resident while searching apt N3,4A:6 Escapee James Franklin Russell captured, charged with 9 additional criminal offenses N6,10A:4 Mrs Bessie R. Simmons seeks $90,000 in damages for mental torment she suffered over alleged kicking of her 2 sons by jailers who have been cleared of wrongdoing N14,3A:5
Saline Co Jail. Quorum Ct votes to ignore Criminal Detention Facilities Bd demands for jail improvements and to fight any orders to close jail F5,3A:1 Criminal Detention Facilities Bd seeks closing of jail F28,6A:1 County to wait for cts to decide what must be done about jail F29,14A:8 Criminal Detention Facilities Bd asks court to order jail closed Mr20,9A:7 Both sides in court suit agree to let judge decide fate of jail Ag14,7A:3
Sebastian County Jail. US Court of Appeals orders improved diet, end to crowding My30,16A:6
White County Jail. Body of inmate Dennis James Teague found hanging in cell; death ruled suicide N5,14A:6
Youth Services Center (Alexander). Tour of Alexander Unit shocks 3 legislators Mr7,1A:3 Youth Services Comr Dick Powell takes issue with article on Gloria Cabe's rep Mr12,2A:2 Alexander Center Security officer placed on probation in probe of Incident Mr12,2A:3 Disciplinary dorm closed after criticism from legislators Ap10,4A:6 Superintendent Jesse S. Wilson resigns Ap29,7A:3
Youth Services Center (Wrightsville) Family of Adam L. Green to get $20,000 from state to settle claim filed after death of Green in fire at
PRISONS AND PRISONERS

Youth Services Center Ag1, 14A:5
Estate of Adam Greene, who died in
1979 fire at Wrightsville Youth
Services Center, files $250,000 suit
against contractor S16, 5A:5

PRIVACY, RIGHT OF
See also News

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
See Education-Private

PROBATION, HELPERS IN
See Children-Crime

PROCTOR AND GAMBLE CO
See also Septic Shock

PROCTOR, ELBERT
See also Ouachita County

PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION,
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
Morrilton branch manager James
Forrest Griswold admits acts in In- 
dictment, insists he had no intent to
defraud D13, 9A:3 Griswold convicted
D16, 7A:6

PROPANE
See Gas (Fuel)

PROPERTY, UNCLAIMED
State has collected $194,000 using
1979 escheat law; provisions of act
explained Jl9, 6A:1

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Six nominees selected for bishop of
Ark to replace Bishop Christolph
Keller Jr next yr Mr23, 4A:3 Arkansas
Diocese to elect successor to
Bishop Keller; candidates listed My3,
8A:6 Rev Herbert Alcorn Donovan Jr
elected bishop coadjutor to succeed
Bishop Keller Myll, 1A:2 Article on
Rev Herbert Alcorn Donovan Jr Agl4,
1B:2 Mary Sudman Donovan, wife of
bishop-elect Herbert Alcorn Donovan
Jr, made her own way in church work
$22, 2B:1 Rev Herbert Alcorn Donovan
Jr consecrated as bishop coadjutor
for Ark S23, 5A:1

Little Rock
--Christ Church: Rev Rufus J.
Womble, rector for 22 years, to re-
tire; Rev Womble noted for leader-
ship of Christian healing ministry
D20, 6A:3
--Trinity Cathedral: Permit recd
to build Great Hall Jy25, 8A:1

PROTEHESIS
Article describes myoelectric de-
vice that allows Michael L. Robertson
to use artificial hand through
electric impulses generated in the
brain S3, 18:1

See also Food-Diet

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF
AMERICA
See also Elms Planting Co

PRYOR, DAVID HAMPTON
Senator assigned to Senate Select
Com on Ethics Ja26, 6A:3 Senator
pleased with study showing he voted
with a loose coalition of conser-
vative Southerners and Republicans
71 pct of the time F3, 1E:2 Orval E.
Faubus and Senator Pryor have
friendly reunion in Washington Je29,
8A:1 Senator touches on several
subjects in Fayetteville speech 07,
7A:3 Senator comments on election
win by Republicans, promises to work
with Pres Reagan Nl7, 4A:4

See also
Aged
Agriculture
Alcohol as Fuel
Arms Control
Ark-Elections--Governor
Atomic Energy
Brazilians in Ark
Chemical Warfare
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Credit
Cuba
Democratic Party
Education-Equal Educ
L'Anguille River
Middle East
Milk
Missles
Oil (Petroleum)
Olympic Games (1980)
Oswald, Harry Lee
Panama Canal
Presidential Election of 1980 (gen)
Presidential Election of 1980-0em
Red River
Roads--Finance
Taxation
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
PRYOR, DAVID HAMPTON 1980  PUBLIC UTILITIES

US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam
Operation
US-Contracts
US-Farmers Home Adm
US-Finances--Budget
US-Government Property
US-Presidents
US-Armament-Draft
Welfare
White River

PSYCHIC PHENOMENA
mediums use seance to help fill gaps in history of Little Rock Arsenal at MacArthur Park Ag27, 1A:8
Dowsers from Parapsychology Education Center mark 26 spots on Little Rock Arsenal grounds where they say bodies are buried Ag28,1A:3 Article explores work of Center in exploring psychic phenomena S18,1B:2

PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGISTS
Craig Jones, a psychology professor at Arkansas State Univ, explains why people hesitate to become involved in emergency situations Ap17,2B:1 License suspension of Dr Charles Spellman cannot be enforced because an assistant attorney general failed to file transcript Ag14,5A:2

See also Challenge, Inc
Stress (Physiology)
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
See Accounting and Accountants
PUBLIC DEFENDER
See Legal Aid for the Poor
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See Education
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Low income family reps tell PSC Chairman that regulations for cutoff of services not firm enough Ja5,9B:1
Heber Springs ed comments on cutoff regulations Ja6,3E:6 ACORN members want Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co to ban shut-offs from November to March; firm says no Ja10,12A:7
Steve Clark tells PSC, utility cutoff plan is not utopian Ja18,6A:1 Utility officials tell PSC that cutoff plan will be expensive, help few customers Ja22,6A:4
State Supreme Ct rules SW Bell can keep overcharges collected from customers; timing of PSC decision cited; Gov Bill Clinton and Atty Gen Steve Clark will work for law change Ja23,5C:6
Fourteen utility rate cases pending before PSC; 7 affected by ruling on power to require refunds Ja30,5A:1 Effect of decision allowing utilities to keep higher rates they collected is unknown F1,8A:1
SW Bell gets to keep $7 million in rates held void by PSC; delay in ruling by PSC cited by state Supreme Ct; Gov Clinton and Atty Gen Steve Clark will attempt to have law changed Ja29,1A:2
Gazette comments on ruling that SW Bell Telephone can keep overcharges, calls for special session of Legislature to correct problem F1,16A:1
Attorney Gen Steve Clark wants Legislature to meet in the next 10 days to repeal the utility rate refund law that allowed SW Bell to keep $7.5 million not approved by PSC F2,1A:4
Gazette calls for Special Session of Legislature to deal with rate problem F3,2E:1
Editor says Bell ruling shows need for expanded PSC staff F3,3E:5
Clark makes the case for rate increase changes F5,8A:1
Gov Clinton's staff checking possibility of securing agreements from utilities not to keep rates collected under bond and later disallowed F5,5C:6
Public Service Comr John C. Pickett and Robert C. Downie blame each other for delay in SW Bell case F7,1A:4
Gov Clinton asks SW Bell to refund money; bill is rebuffed; legislation may be drafted to treat funds as windfall profits F7,1A:5
PSC staff releases amount utilities could keep under CT ruling F8,1A:5
Four electric power firms with cases pending before PSC say they will not keep funds to which they are not entitled F8,2A:7
Gov Clinton explains his strategy in rate cases, says if SW Bell keeps the $7.5 million it will be hardest money it ever earned F9,3A:1
Gazette discusses profits and windfalls in the SW Bell case
Editorials on Bell case
Russellville Water Co changes stand, will give refund, but will appeal case F12,1A:2 Editors respond to SW Bell case F17,3E:3 Gov Clinton will not call special session of Legls to deal with rates F20,1A:2 Agreement on refunds offers better deal, Vance Jones says F20,3A:1 Two members of state Economic Development Comm tell Atty Gen Steve Clark he has no business intervening in PSC cases F22,6A:1 Editors comment on PSC and SW Bell F24,3E:1 Gazette supports Intervention by Atty Gen in rate cases F27,14A:1 Legislative panel hears school officials discuss worry about fund loss as result of PSC decision Mr5,5A:1 Utilities express misgivings on PSC deadline proposals for action on rate cases Mr14,6A:1 Editor wonders why regulatory agency is called "Public Service" Comm in view of recent actions Mr16,3E:3 Proposals may be presented to Special Session of Legls to speed decisions and appeals Mr25,5C:6 Legislative panel told Southwestern Bell over-assessed for yrs Mr28,12A:1 Legislation proposed by Gov Bill Clinton to allow a reasonable time for PSC rate decisions runs into trouble in Legislative panel Ap11,3A:7 Nathan M. Norton says "reasonable" time proposal is fairest Ap12,13A:1 Gov Bill Clinton agrees to definite time for PSC to decide rate cases Ap15,1A:5 Gov Clinton, utilities clash over PSC deadlines Ap16,1A:3 Arkansas Sen and Hse differ on bills on time limit Ap17,1A:3 Gov Clinton says further compromise on deadline possible Ap17,4A:7 Gazette comments on deadlines Ap17,12A:1 Senate adopts 12-mo deadline for PSC decisions Ap18,1A:2 Legislature passes bill to allow utilities to go to Pulaski Circuit Ct with cases not decided by PSC within 12 mos; court could order decision within 15 days Ap19,1A:8 Rule of PSC allows 3 pct tolerance on utility meters My4,10E:1 Gov Bill Clinton signs bill giving PSC 12 months to make decision on rate cases and allowing utilities to go to court within 15 days if deadline is exceeded My9,12A:1 Utility cutoff rules change proposed by PSC Jyl6,7C:1 Utilities would be required to notify customers of proposed rate increases and state amt of energy they used last year under PSC proposal Jyl7,7A:1 Legal Services of Arkansas comments or proposed service cut-off rules Ag7,8A:8 Service cutoff rules draw comments Ag16,11A:5 Public Service Comm proposes rule for investors to pay cost of most advertising 04,4A:4 Revised rules on cut-off of gas and electric services adopted by PSC 016,3A:4 Attorney Gen Steve Clark says his office not about to discontinue role in public utility rate cases as state Senator Knox Nelson suggested N8,7A:1 Editorial on plans to silence public advocates on public utility rate cases N11,8A:1
See also
Ark-Legislature--Ethics
Ark-Public Service Comm
Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co
Arkansas Power and Light Co
Electric Light
Gas (Fuel)
PUBLIC WORKS
See Welfare
PUBLIC WORKS
Budget submitted by Pres Carter has funding for state public works projects Ja29,3A:1 Helena harbor plan attached to water resources bill opposed by Pres Carter Ja29,3A:7 US House approves bill with Ark water projects F6,9A:1
PUBLICATIONS
Article discusses need for a university press in Ark My11,1F:1
See also
University of Arkansas Press
PULASKI ACADEMY
See also Solar Energy
PULASKI COUNTY
Judge dismisses FOI suit after Barton Coliseum manager releases data
on work done at arena by county road employees Je24,5C:7
See also
Floods
Police-Pulaski Co
Prisons-Pulaski Co Jail
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
...
Area Planning and Renewal
See also
Little Rock Metropolitan Area
...
Contracts. County Judge wants all purchase orders cleared through his office Ja22,8C:5 Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley nullified Beaumont order that purchase orders be approved by co judge Ja26,1A:2 Eight JPs file ordinance to allow co officials to do their own purchasing F8,10A:4 County officials clash with Beaumont on plan for central purchasing F13,14A:4 Beaumont's purchase of cakes to honor birthdays of JPs and other officials and employees creates problems F14,1A:2 Six county officials tell Beaumont they will not attend purchasing meet F15,8A:6 Beaumont to order centralized purchasing; Invites ct test F16,1A:4 Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley doubts legality of central purchasing plan F18,6A:1 Circuit Clerk Jacque Alexander to file suit challenging purchasing proposal F19,2A:6 Order to set up purchasing system filed by Beaumont F20,2A:2 Judge Beaumont reimburses co for money he spent on business lunches, birthday cakes and gen office expenses F21,3A:4 Beaumont revokes earlier order establishing a centralized purchasing system F23,1A:4 Firm offers 160,000 tons of gravel for rock crusher Mr28,15A:2 Centralized purchasing amended, endorsed by Quorum Ct panel Je27,4A:6
County Clerk. Former clerk James Roger McNair Sr dies Mr5,10A:5
County Judge. Grand Jury Indicts County Judge Beaumont on misdemeanor charge of retaliation against employee of Road and Bridge Dept who testified before Jury Mr19,1A:3 Judge Lowber Hendricks disqualifies himself in Beaumont trial Mr20,16A:1 Beaumont says he is in great shape on Grand Jury rept Mr24,8A:3 Prosecuting Atty files transcript of Grand Jury rept that led to misdemeanor indictment against Beaumont My22,15A:1 Bentley tells why he used different procedures in transcripts of Beaumont and Mears cases with Grand Jury Jel,3A:1 Mrs Shirley E. Smith, who won election as County Clerk in Dem primary, goes back to work for Beaumont with new title, healthy raise Je10,7A:3 County Judge William E. Beaumont changes plea to no contest on charge of retaliating against witness; sentence is filling potholes for 4 hrs S19,1A:3
County Sheriff
See also Police-Pulaski County Election Commission. Margaret L. Martin named to panel; may be first black to hold position in Ark S26,4A:6
Elections. Candidates list contributions My21,10A:6 Martel Vote Tally System to be tried for primaries My26,1B:4 Election returns for various races N5,5A:1 General election results N6,6A:1
--County Assessor: Elmo Smith seeks position Mr15,15A:2 B. A. McIntosh, Howard E. Taylor and Elmo Smith file Ap2,5A:1 B. A. McIntosh and Elmo Smith in runoff My29,8A:1 B. A. McIntosh wins Jel1,10A:7
--County Clerk: Shirley Smith files In opposition to Charles F. Jackson's bld for 5th term Ap2,5A:1 Mrs Shirley D. Smith has lead over 4-term Clerk Charles F. Jackson My28,4A:4 Official totals In Dem primary won by Mrs Smith My29,8A:1

--County Sheriff: State Public Safety Director Tommy Robinson to resign, seek Dem nomination against Ken Best Ap1,6A:7 Robinson says Best soft on drugs; charge denied Ap15,4A:1 Robinson says he will de-emphasize traffic tickets Ap23,4A:4 Ken Best says there will be no de-emphasis of any kind as long as he is sheriff Ap24,3A:4 Robinson says deputies fed at jail; not so, Best replies Ap28,4A:1 Robinson charges Best altered figures on stolen property recoveries; Best explains actions My2,7A:1 William W. Watt, an attorney in the Sheriff's dept; works in reelection campaign of Best; no violation seen My22,12A:6 Summary of race My25,14A:1 Beaumont defeats Best My28,1A:4 Official totals in Dem primary won by Robinson My29,8A:1

--Finances: Democrats adopt filing fee based on 2.5 pct of salary candidate expects to receive Ja28,5A:1

--Voting Machines and Ballots: Commission decides to lease 130 computer devices for 1980 elections, with option to buy Ja23,11A:1 Pulaski County switches to electronic voting devices called Vote Tally System Ap7,5A:1 Problems with new voting device brings call for return to Automatic Voting Machines Je2,3A:1 Precautions taken to avoid problems discovered during primary Je8,6A:3 Perforation of ballots caused problems with some machines N7,9A:1 Some county officials knew the 132 new electronic voting devices used this year on trial basis could not be bought without voter approval, but failed to put issue on ballot; special election to cost $30,000 N18,1A:2 Election called on vote devices N19,1A:2

Finances and Budgets

--Budget: County govt runs out of money; rough sailing ahead Ja1,3A:7 Circuit Clerk Jacque Alexander begins legal challenge of Impoundment of funds by County Judge William E. Beaumont Jr Ja5,10A:6 Prosecuting Attorney Wilbur C. Bentley says Impoundment order no longer valid Ja8,5A:2 Workers may receive only part of paycheck Ja12,10A:4 Funds transferred to pay employees Ja16,10A:4 Angry employees meet, question Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley about possible short pay checks; meeting was called by Colleen Young, pres of Pulaski County Employees Assn Ja29,1A:4 Judge Beaumont calls for 4 pct cut in budget Ja30,1A:2 Circuit Judge Lowber Hendricks will ask Grand Jury to check county financial situation to see how much courts really cost county Ja30,8A:1 Judge Beaumont suggests Grand Jury employ Impartial expert in finances probe Ja31,6A:4 Increase in judgeships is factor in strain on co finances F3,7A:1 Grand Jury empaneled to study finances F7,10A:2 Judge Beaumont asks financial Institutions to pay property taxes quickly; cash flow cited Mr6,1A:5 Judge Beaumont clashes with JPs and Wilbur C. Bentley on budget and payroll Mr12,7C:1 County accepts Interest-free loan of $450,000 from Commercial Natl Bank Mr14,1A:2 Judge Beaumont proposes reduced budget, 10 pct pay raises Mr15,4A:1 Grand Jury rept on county finances says JPs mis-led; rept details transactions Mr19,1A:2 Quorum Ct votes to borrow $450,000 to solve cash flow problem Mr20,13A:6 Financial Institutions ignore Beaumont request to pay tax bill early Mr31,3A:2 Beaumont's proposal for 5 pct budget cut meets stiff opposition from other officials Ap7,5A:1 Controversy arises between Judge Beaumont and Prosecutor Bentley over payment of fee for lawyer who represented Beaumont in dispute over pay for ct employees Ap16,5A:3 Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley opposes
PULASKI COUNTY

budget cuts, cites essential services

Quorum Ct calls meeting on county finances, seeks advice of

Grand Jury foreman My6,3A:5 Circuit Court Clerk Jacque Alexander files

suit to force Judge W. B. Beaumont to pay overdue bills of her office My9,

9A:1 County Comptroller approves payment of Mrs. Alexander's bills and

others that are overdue My14,4A:1 Judge Beaumont and his staff with­

held financial data from Grand Jury, foreman says My14,9A:2 Quorum Ct

approves $12 million budget; elected officials object to cuts My30,18A:1

Beaumont's budget for county angers some officials; Sheriff Ken Best and

Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley Jr mention reduced services Jel,1A:2

Tommy Robinson submits proposed budget of $3.7 million for Sheriff's

Dept S7,4A:1 Defeat of 3-mill road tax to cost Pulaski County $2.5

million in funds N6,7A:1 Judge

William E. Beaumont lays off 25 Road Dept workers because tax measure was

defeated N7,1A:6 Judge Beaumont to request voluntary tax payment N9,6A:1

Grim outlook for finances follows conservative vote in general election

N9,2E:1

--Government Bonds and Other In­

vestments: State Supreme Ct rules Quorum Ct ordinance in 1977 claiming

interest earned from county tax funds for general fund is illegal, orders

funds repaid to accounts earning them F5,5A:1

Government Employees and Officials. County Judge Beaumont rejects

Grievance Bd recommendation that D. F. Crump be rehired by County Road

Dept Ja31,3A:1

See also

Pulaski County--Finances

Pulaski County--Police

--Discrimination: Doyle Green suit

alleges he was fired by Child Support Enforcement Unit because he is black

Ap18,14A:1 Racial bias suits filed by two blacks, Thomas Womack and

James Morgan, who were fired by Child Support Enforcement My2,8A:1 American

Civil Liberties Union complains to federal Revenue Sharing Office that

county discriminates against blacks and female employees S27,9A:1 Probe

to be made of complaint that county discriminates against blacks and

women 024,2A:3 Clay Morehead files suit alleging Child Support Enforce­

ment Office fired her because she is black 025,12A:7 Federal officials

begin check of employment practices N20,4A:2

--Ethics In Office: William R.

Wilson Jr, who served as special

prosecutor in Roger C. Meers Jr case

criticizes editorials of Gazette editor James O. Powell; call Powell made to

Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley cited F8,10A:1 William R. Wilson offers to

quit telling truth about J. O. Powell if Powell agrees to quit telling lies

about him F10,2E:5 Settlement reached in suit by Roger C. Meers Jr

against John D. Toney; case involved real estate transactions and road

built by property Ap29,6A:7

--Fringe Benefits: County behind

in payments on some group insurance Ag7,3A:1 County pays $39,000 premi­

um Ag8,8A:7

--Wages and Hours:

See also

Pulaski Co--Finances--Budgets

Holidays and Special Occasions.

County Clerk Jacque Alexander

declares birthday of Martin Luther King Jr a holiday for her employees Jal6,

3A:6

Public Bldgs. County Judge Beaum­

ont blames demolition of hotels for

cracks in glass dome of courthouse

F20,3A:3 Courthouse a study in

Victoriana Jy7,1B:1

Public Defender. John W. Achor, Pu­

taski County Public Defender admits

he campaigned for Richard Adkisson in

race for Arkansas Supreme Court po­

sition Je25,10A:3 Public Defender

John W. Achor asks state Supreme Ct to

bar hearing by Circuit Judge Floyd J.

Lofton on whether Achor violated

order not to campaign for Richard B.
Adkisson Jy23,10A:1 Judge Lofton questions Achor and his staff Jy31, 11A:1 Public Defender John W. Achor suspended pending hearing on allegations of misfeasance and malfeasance Ag28,1A:3 Achor resigns, sends check to county; hearing called off Ag30,1A:2

Public Property. County Judge William E. Beaumont Jr plans to sell 3 rock crushers; may sell asphalt mix plant Ja3,3A:3 County Judge Beaumont sells rock crusher and equipment on Lawson Rd; county to be paid with $577,500 worth of gravel F15,3A:7 Property owners form panel to protest sale of rock crusher F19,2A:7 Property Owners Assn challenges sale of rock crushe r; suit may be filed F27,4A:1 Sale of rock crushe r invalid; Wilbur C. Bentley says F28, 11A:1 Crusher sale canceled; bids to be retaken F29,11A:5

Road and Bridge Dept. Grand Jury says Dept has done work on projects not related to public roads and bridges Mr19,4A:5 Judge Beaumont says suit by taxpayers settled; no repayment required for work Road Dept did on private property Jy19,15A:7

See also Pulaski County-Finances
Solid Waste Dept
See also Waste Materials

PULASKI COUNTY EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION
Operation suspended by state Securities Dept My24,14A:4

PUNISHMENT
See also
Day Care Centers for Children

PUNISHMENT (CRIMINAL PROCEDURE)
See also
Capital Punishment
Children-Crime
Children-Custody
Crime and Criminals
Prisons
Robberies and Thefts
Sex Crimes

PUPPETS
See also
Marionettes

PURCELL, JOE
Lieutenant Gov will not seek reelection Mr12,3A:7

PURPLE, JOHN
See also Courts (Ark)-Supreme Ct

- Q -

QUALLS, R. L.
See also Ark-Finance and Adm Dept
QUAPAW VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
See also
Garland County Community Coll
QUARTZ
See also Bavarian Quartz Co
QUEEN WILHELMINA STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Queen Wilhelmina
QUITMAN
See also Greers Ferry Glassworks
QUORUM COURTS
See Ark-Local Govt

- R -

RABBITS
See also
Pel-Freeze Rabbit Meat, Inc
RABIES
Animal rabies cases hit new high In state My1,2A:5 Seven persons taking shots at Lavaca after being scratched or bitten by rabid kitten My24,3A:3 Arkansas leads nation in reported rabies cases Ag13,7A:1

RACKETEERING AND RACKETEERS
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Contracts Fulton County Laborers Union of North America, International Sharp County
RACQUETBALL
Article on Jerry McKinnis and Jim Hunt, racquetball enthusiasts Fl,1B:1

RADIO
See Televis ion and Radio

RAE, CARL L.
See also Montgomery County
... Accidents and Safety. Three tank cars of liquefied petroleum gas derailed in Walnut Ridge Ja1,2A:6 Some Walnut Ridge residents to be evacuated while tanks are removed Ja2,5A:7 Derailed gas tanker cars removed safely Ja3,5A:1 Prosecutor Tom Tatum offers plan for better communications between Conway Co officials and Missouri Pacific In case of wreck at Morrilton F6,8A:1 Trains collide in Randolph Co; 250 residents of O'Keen evacuated because of burning gas F10,1A:4 Tanker continues to burn; explosions possible F11,1A:4 Threat of blast at O'Keen reduced F12,1A:4 Trains collide at Morrilton; one engineer arrested on drunken driving charge F13,6A:6 O'Keen residents return home F13,9A:3 Engineer fined for drunken driving F26,3A:1 State Health Dept may declare wreckage from 3 train wrecks in Yell County a health hazard My16,18A:6 Wrecked trains in Yell County declared a health hazard My17,5A:4 Cotton Belt train derails near Hickory Ridge (Cross County) forcing several families from homes My24,6A:5 Two runaway railroad cars travel over 2 miles, strike engine; engineer killed, crewman hurt O16,8A:2 Tank cars derail in Johnson County; leak of chlorine gas called minimal D178A:4

Models and Replicas. Article on model train built by David B. Bogard of NLR Ja15,1B:2 Article on model railroad and trains enjoyed by Julian B. Davidson D18,1B:5

RAIN AND RAINFALL

See Weather

RAIN FAIR CO

Suit by Curtistine Graham of Wynne, says she was fired because of race Ja4,4A:5

RAMSEY, BILL

See also White, Frank D.-Aldes

RANDOLPH COUNTY

General election returns N6,5A:1

RANDOLPH, VANCE

Noted folklorist dies at age 88 N2,1A:6

RANKIN TOWN

Progress in black community in Columbia Co halts with water system; poverty prevails Ja16,18:4. While officials haggle, people drink bad water N22,7A:1 Town cannot get funds for chlorinator unless Columbia Co pays part of cost D11,13A:6

RAPE

Little Rock woman's account of assault is typical Ja27,1F:2 Sexual assaults are often misunderstood Ja27,1F:5 Police procedure available to those sexually assaulted Ja28,1B:2. Steps rape victims should follow Ja28,1B:5 Victim is often dissatisfied with court procedures and results Ja29,1B:2 Psychological agony remains long after bruises disappear Ja30,1B:2 Female jogger who was raped at Murray Park at LR relates incidents Ja30,1B:2 Prosecutor says there is no crime problem greater than that of rape Ja31,1B:5

See Sex Crimes

RAZORBACK AUTOMOBILE

State Attorney General Steve Clark accuses Jim Duggar of fraud and deception in operation of Fayetteville firm that sold used cars on commission My1,17A:1

READING

See also Education-Little Rock--Gradling

REAGAN, RONALD

US Senator Dale Bumpers plans to
react to Reagan proposals on issue-by-issue basis; doubts new pres can fulfill his campaign promises N6,3A:7
Spokesmen for blacks, feminists and labor in Ark paint grim picture of their future under Reagan adm N8,7A:4
--Appointments and Executive Changes:
See also US-Agriculture Dept
--Inauguration: Governor-elect Frank O. White and some 250 other Ark Republicans to attend ceremony D31, 3A:4
REAL ESTATE
Scenic land in Van Buren and Stone Counties owned by Hallie Ormond has been sold to timber firm; land was wanted for state park F8,3A:5 Steve Smith, Jim McDougal and Jim Guy Tucker buy 2,600 acres of land in NW Ark Ap25,8C:8 Average value of farmland in Ark up 20 pct over last yr My17,6B:3 Representative Charles W. Stewart wants counties to sell all tax-delinquent lands Ag12,3A:6
See also Elms Planting Co
--Agents and Brokers: State Real Estate Comm disciplinary action Ja9, 7A:4 Panel revokes broker license of Sherry Woods for failure to return earnest money. Ap8,5A:1 Commission suspends Cabot realtor's license, takes action on other cases Ap9,7C:4
--Hobbs Estate: Hearing held at Rogers to gather suggestions for use of Hobbs Estate Ja17,9A:1 Plans call for Hobbs Estate to be divided between a state park, a hunting area and a natural area My6,3A:4 Proposed use discussed by Joe Mosby My18,4B:1 Public hearing set on mgmt policy for Hobbs Estate Jy29,4A:1 Three agencies outline plans for use of property Ag8,8A:4
--Tax Delinquent Lands: Law on delinquent land sales to be rewritten D19,3A:4
Fayetteville. Suit filed halts land condemnation for park at Fayetteville; owners want to sell land for housing project, allege city opposes plan because project would house mostly blacks Jel2,6A:1
Little Rock. Historic Fourche Island to be sold for at least $980,000 F20,7C:4 Thibault property brings $1.1 million F27,5C:1 E. J. Holmann House at Little Rock has sale price of $560,000; house described N29,1B:1 Ad at Little Rock offering free Cadillac with purchase of home reflects high price of new homes D14, 1F:2

Sharp County
See also Deer Run
REAL ESTATE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION, ARKANSAS CENTER FOR
Unit of University of Ark College of Business estab to coordinate research on real estate concerns 018, 7B:2
REAL ESTATE TAXES
See Taxation-Real Estate
REAPPORIjMENT
See Ark-Elections--Reapportionment
REBSAMEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL (JACKSONVILLE)
CAHSA approves expansion F29,4A:8
Expanded bed capacity is first step in long-range plan Je3,9A:1
RECREATION
See also
Little Rock Club
Parks, Playgrounds,...
RECREATION AND PARK ASSOCIATION, NATIONAL
Sen Dale Bumpers addresses SW Regional Conf of NRPA meeting at Little Rock Mr17,4A:6
RECYCLING OF WASTE MATERIALS
See Waste Materials
RED RIVER
Senators Bumpers and Pryor back project Ap3,3A:1 President Carter signs approval of Red River Compact D24,5A:2
REDBOOK FLORIST SERVICE
Nationwide flower service handles 3,100-member florist network from Paragould offices D21,5E:5
REDFIELD
See also Intox Labs
REED, J. P.
See also Greene County

REESE, CHARLES R.
See also Basketball-College--Henderson

REEVES, LOREN
See also Searcy County

REFORMATORIES
See Prisons

REFUGEES AND EXPATRIATES
See also Cuba

REFUSE
See Waste Materials

REHABILITATION CENTER, EASTERN SEAL SOCIETY
See also Handicapped

REID, JAMES G.
See also Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)---Dist 2
Jacksonville

RELIGION AND CHURCHES
Article on Swami Anand Veereshwar (Pennell Rock) and his philosophy that most institutions have been built on a false understanding of the true nature of human beings Ja6,1F:2
Charles Washington loses $1 million alienation of affection suit against his ex-wife's minister; suit alleged teaching of Church of God In Christ Elder DeWitt Hill persuaded Mrs. Washington that her husband was not saved because he did not belong to Hill's church Ja10,12A:1
Article on Tastee Freeze Tabernacle at Little Rock where reformed drug user ministers to co-workers and customers and serves good food Ja10,1B:6
Series of programs by Dr. William C. Gentry Jr. and Dr. Ira Don Richards helps to destroy religious prejudice Ja17,4B:1
Americans United for Separation of Church and State organizes chapter at Little Rock; Mrs. W. Payton Kolb presents Ja25,3A:1
Couple addresses Prayer in Practice workshop at Little Rock Fl14,1B:4
Article on work of William R. Barling, a counselor and director of the Office of Pastoral Care of the North Arkansas Conf of the United Methodist Church; article explores needs of pastors and their families for counseling Mr11,1B:2
Little Rock church leaders organize to discuss issues facing community Apl1,1A:2
'Washington for Jesus' rally to attract 800 from Ark Ap26, 10A:6
Most on Metrocentre Mall ignore Back to God Movement Rally My18, 18A:1
Terms used in evangelical movement defined Je3,1B:2
Article explores status of the evangelical movement in Ark Je3,1B:4
Greater Little Rock Evangelical Fellowship examines issues involving public schools Je3,1B:4
Paradoxical world situation a challenge to church, theologian Dr. Harvey G. Cox tells conf at Christ the King Roman Catholic Church at Little Rock Jy2,8B:1 Dr. Lloyd A. Taylor says church fails to give emphasis to service to others Ag16,6A:5
Rev. Joseph O'Donnell discusses similarities and differences between Roman Catholics and Southern Baptists Ag14,7A:1
Rev. Jesse Jackson discusses mandate of the church to confront racism Sl4,1F:2
Baptist and Jewish leaders at Little Rock respond to remark by Southern Baptist Convention President Bailey Smith that God does not hear the prayer of a Jew S20,9A:3
Local churches minister to needs of single adults through special programs S21,1F:2
John P. Hills, Pastor of St James United Methodist Church at Little Rock, responds to Bailey Smith statement S23,6A:3
Ed Eason Jr. defends theology of Dr. Bailey Smith in reply to 1r of Rev. John P. Miles S30,10A:3
Catholic and Baptist leaders in Ark hold 2-day Leaders Dialogue 030,1B:2
Harding University Bible Professor Ed Sanders collects information on cults, teaches course, holds workshops N4, 3B:1
Ministers at Little Rock discuss ways to influence legislation by Ark General Assembly N14,10A:1
Dr. Hudson T. Armerding discusses definition and meaning of evangelical
Christianity 016,6B:3 Article on unusual revival in progress in Hector area where over 100 conversions have been recorded D17,1B:2
See also
Alamo Christian Fdn
Ark-Elections--Voting Requirements
Bahai
Baptist Church
Baptist State Convention, Ark
Baptist Student Union
Children-Custody
Christian Church
Christian Science
Christ's Fellowship Ch
Church of Christ
Colleges-Religious Practices
Cuba-Refugees
Education (gen)--Religious Practices
Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ
Education-Mountain View
Faith Healers
Fires-Nevada County
Gidoens International
Joyland Christian Center
Liquor
Marlonettes
Medicine-Hospitals
Methodist Church
Moral Majority
Mormons
Ozark Conferences
Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary
Pentecostal Church
Protestant Episc Ch
Roman Cath Ch
Stocks and Bonds
Sunday Observance
Sylvan Hills Community Church
Thorncrow Chapel
Trinity Church (Jonesboro)
Unification Church
Vaccination
Valmac Industries
Way, The
White, Frank D.
RENTS AND RENTING
See Housing
REPUBLICAN PARTY
Lynn Lowe to resign as state party chairman to try to succeed John Paul Hammerschmidt as natl committeeman F9,4A:7 Lowe elected committeeman F17,3A:5 Vice Chairman of Arkansas Black Republican Council asks Chairman Elijah Coleman to resign because of support for Howard Baker F19,3A:5 Article discusses problem of recruiting candidates in Ark; Frank D. White declines to run against Gov Clinton Mr23,1E:5 Benton ed comments on party and its weakness In Ark Ap6, 3E:3 Republicans hold state conv, hear major candidates Ag24,3A:1 Party takes no position on proposed constitution Ag24,3A:6 Illegal $100 gift turned over to Secretary of State S19,8A:6 Sharon Shiple to seek chairmanship of party in Ark N28,3A:1 Harlan H. Holleman elected chairman of state GOP D7,1A:2
See also
Ark-Elections--Contested
Ark-Elections--Governor
Ark-Politics and Government
Presidential Election of 1980
RESEARCH
See also Colleges-Research
RESERVOIRS
See Lakes
RETAIL STORES
See also Food and Grocery Trade
Kempner's
Sunday Observance

Models and Replicas, J. A.
McIntyre TTT builds tiny replica of general store Mr9,3F:1
RETARDED (MENTAL RETARDATION)
See Mental Deficiency
RETIEMENT
See Pensions and Retirement
REVIVALS (RELIGIOUS)
See
Methodist Church
Religion and Churches
REYNOLDS, DONALD W.
See also
Scholarships--American Press Assn
REYNOLDS METALS CO
Three new phases added to Ark operations Ja20,3G:3 Rolling mill at
Malvern dedicated by Gov Bill Clinton and Senator Dale Bumpers Mr22,5B:3
David P. Reynolds dedicates huge facility, hints at more to come Mr22, 5B:7 Two blacks file suit against Reynolds and United Steelworkers of America alleging bias Ag8,12A:3 Suit charges racial bias S27,12B:4
RHEEM MANUFACTURING CO
Fort Smith firm laying off employees Mr22,10A:6 Fort Smith firm to lay off 300 employees Ap3,10C:1

RICE
Repr Bill Alexander says Japanese dumping cheap subsidized rice on market, hurting US Ap1,4A:1 Bill Alexander to go to Japan to discuss rice situation Ap5,4A:3 Bill Alexander criticizes pact on exports between US and Japan Ap17,6C:1 Repr Bill Alexander charges American rice farmers endangered by rice sales by Japan to Tanzania, agreement with Japan cited Ag9,11A:1 Rice acreage allotment law challenged by Earl H. Burrows of Griffithsville OI,7A:4

See also Irrigation
RICE LAND FOODS, INC
Firm building major barge-loading facility on Arkansas River near Dumas Ap20,12E:3 Proposal would end voting by firm's 2 top officers Ap25,8C:1 Method of selecting officers and directors My16,11C:1 Probe of rice pricing since 1972 by American firms to be made by US Justice Dept; Riceeland gets subpoenaes Je4,4A:1 Members hear grim report on rice yields and exports; loss of Iran market hurts N21,12A:1 Federal court rules in favor of firm in discrimination case D12,8A:4

See also Agriculture Alcohol As Fuel
RIDGE HOUSE
See Fayetteville
RIDGEWAY, CLARENCE
See also Police-Lonoke County
RIDING, FRED JR
See also Nevada County

RIGGS, TOMMY
See Music
RILEY, BOB COWLEY
See also Iran Libel--Evans
RILEY'S OAK HILL MANOR
Complex of health care centers continue to grow Ja20,8G:1
RIO AIRLINES
Rio officials complain firm does not get its fair share of Hot Springs business F17,9A:1

RIVERS
Arkansas Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm decides Bayou Batholomew, Cossatot, Illinois Bayou, Eleven Point, Spadra, and Little Maumelle should have top priority for preservation F27,7A:1 Gazette comments on river preservation Mr1,16A:1 Conway paper regrets that Cadron Creek not given priority as scenic river Mr9, 3E:4 Arkansas Supreme Court rules that a river's navigability is not determined solely on basis of ability to carry commercial goods, but also on recreational use; ruling came in Mulberry River case Mr18,5A:1 Gazette comments on change in steamboat rule on navigation Mr19,22A:1 Joe Nix described as the watchdog of Arkansas's waterways Ag24,1F:2 Account of river trip by Marilyn and Bill Vacendek from Chicago to Palarm Creek near Conway N2,2F:1

See also Arkansas River Cypress Creek Dams Lee CreekMississippi River White River
RIVER VIEW MEDICAL CENTER (LITTLE ROCK)
Missouri Pacific Hosp changes name to Riverview My31,4B:1
RIVIERE, PAUL
See also Ark-Elections--Primary Ark-Elections--Secretary of State Ark-Secretary of State Art
ROADS AND TRAFFIC

Poor roads increase driving costs, analysis shows. Traffic counts reflect cost of fuel; statistics show drop in Je5, 6C:1 State of emergency declared by Gov Bill Clinton; highway blowups and bleeding asphalt reported in large numbers Jy15, 1A:8. Gov Bill Clinton and US Asst Transportation Secy William B. Johnston announce $15.5 million freed for roads in NW Ark 021,1A:2. Arkansas Highway Comm opposes raising truck weights and roll-back of vehicle fees proposal of Governor-elect Frank D. White; Comm discusses new sources of funding N7,1A:6

See also
Ark-Elections--Governor
Trucks and Trucking Industry
--East Belt Freeway (Little Rock): Wilbur Mills speaks at dedication of first completed section D19,6A:1
See also Arkansas River
--US Interstate 30: State cancels plans to rebuild I-30 in Hempstead and Nevada Counties Agl4,5C:1. Road deterioration, failure of repairs on stretch of road in Hempstead County raises questions N9,1A:2
--US Interstate 40: Public Safety Director Tommy Robinson proposes staggered work day, rerouting of trucks to relieve traffic on I-30 through Little Rock and North Little Rock; Gov Clinton asks agency heads to comply Mr13,1A:2
--US 71: Lawsuit seeks to block relocation from Fayetteville to Missouri line because environmental damage feared Mr18,3A:1. Ernie Deane points out that new road is planned, not improvement to old one Mr30,2E:3. Plans designed to spend $10.4 million in Fayetteville area to avoid loss of federal funds S9,1A:8. New expressway to bypass present route of US 71 N2, 19A:1
See also
Chemistry and Chemicals
General Motors Corp
Liability for Accidents
Liquor

Finances and Budgets. State Highway Comm hears report on effects of inflation, reduced gasoline use and recent legis action on highway revenues; highway officials suggest 3 pct sales tax be added for gasoline sales Ja31,3A:1. Highway contractors pledge campaign funds to candidates for the Legislature who will support increased

248
taxes for roads F27, 9A:1 Gazette comments on plan by contractors to support candidates who will work for tax F29, 22A:1 Article explores declining revenues from motor fuels Mr2, 1E:1 Editorials on road finances Mr9, 3E:1 Highway Director Henry Gray says Dept should get sales tax produced by sale of cars, parts, and motor oil Mr14, 1A:6 Arkansas Education Assn to fight plan to divert sales tax to roads Mr15, 16A:6 Federal road funds for states cut off indefinitely by Pres Carter's anti-inflation plan; action unfair to Ark, Henry C. Gray says Mr19, 1A:8 Arkansas Good Roads Council hits cutoff in federal funds Mr20, 3A:1 Gazette warns against raids on general revenues Mr20, 24A:1 Editorials on cutting off funds by federal govt Mr23, 3E:1 Federal funds to Ark for 1980 cut by $51.5 million Ap4, 1A:8 Arkansas may join other states to challenge loss of funds Ap10, 1A:4 Senator Dale Bumpers fights funds cutback formula Ap18, 1A:4 Governor Bill Clinton asks Pres Carter to change cutback formula Ap19, 1A:7 Editors comment on Carter's econ and the cutback in road funds Ap20, 3E:1 Senators Bumpers and Pryor vow to fight fund cut proposal Ap22, 4A:4 State files suit, alleges Impoundment of $48.5 million is illegal Ap23, 16A:1 John Paul Hammerschmidt works to restore funds Ap27, 5A:1 Editors comment on Impounded funds My4, 3E:1 State amends suit to block funds Impoundment My6, 5A:7 Judge G. Thomas Elselese hears motion on road funds My7, 6A:1 Arkansas Highway Comm defends Gov Clinton's 1979 highway funding program My15, 8A:1 Senator Bumpers sponsors resolution to halt funds cut My16, 6A:1 Gov Clinton defends rise in taxes My21, 10A:7 Judge G. Thomas Elselese upholds state's challenge of freeze of highway funds, orders US Transportation Dept to reallocate funds My22, 1A:8 Senator Bumpers wants revision of formula used by US on highway funds My24, 6A:1 Editorial on Judge Elselese's ruling against funds freeze Je1, 3E:2 Justice Dept to file rept on highway funding under ct order Je4, 9A:1 State could get up to $46 million more under ruling by Judge Elselese Je6, 9A:1 Permission sought to obligate frozen funds Je12, 5A:1 US House of Reps agrees to send additional $7.4 million to Ark Je20, 10A:1 Final ruling delayed on state's highway aid suit Je20, 10A:2 Judge Elselese tells agency to end delay on road funds, sets Friday as deadline for data Je24, 1A:8 Order on road funds is appealed by US Transportation Dept Je27, 8A:1 US Transportation files formula showing amount Ark would receive; Arkansas Highway Dept seeks contempt of court citation Je28, 1A:6 Judge Elselese grants delay of 10 days on order Jy2, 5A:1 Congressional conferees agree on supplemental money bill giving Ark more Jy3, 1A:4 Ark gets $3 million under new law Jy10, 12A:1 Senator Bumpers not sure wording in act sufficient to overturn federal ct ruling on frozen funds Jy10, 12A:6 Three-judge panel of US Eighth Circuit Ct considers Ark funds case Ag1, 9A:1 Revenues for roads benefitted by tax program Ag1, 16A:1 Highway Comm to propose funds measures to 1981 Legislature; tax geared to gasoline prices to be proposed Ag3, 9A:1 US Circuit Ct of Appeals dismisses suit by Ark Highway Dept seeking release of Impounded funds Ag5, 1A:2 Motor fuel tax exemption on gasohol granted by Legls in 1979 causes revenue loss of $351,406 for road funds N6, 11A:2 Governor-elect Frank D. White calls state Highway Comm talk about 3 pct sales tax on gasoline 'absurd' N8, 1A:3 Senator W. E. Rainwater files constitution amendment to allow Quorum Courts to levy the 3-nil1 road tax annually; voters in 19 counties defeated tax this year N22, 3A:3 List of 20 counties where voters rejected
ROADS AND TRAFFIC

- Finances

road tax N27,6A:4

See also
Alcohol as Fuel
Automobiles-Registration
Pulaski County
Saline County

... Programmed and Contracted. Contracts awarded for 15 projects Ja31, 11A:4 Blds awarded for 17 projects Mr6,4A:1 Twenty-two maintenance projects approved Mr6,4A:1 Blds on 45 projects opened Ap10,7C:1 Forty-one projects approved Ap10,7C:4 Commission awards 44 road and bridge contracts Myl5,8A:1 Contracts awarded on 29 projects Jy10,12A:1 Betterment project approved for work when funded Jy10,12A:5 Contracts awarded for several projects Ag14, 5C:4 Contracts let on 31 projects S18,5A:1 Seven projects approved S18,5A:1 Thirty-five road contracts awarded N7,7A:1

Speed Limits and Speeding. Almost half of Ark motorists obey 55 mph limit Ja7,3A:1 Arrests for using CB radios to warn of presence of police raises legal questions Je13,12A:1

See also Smithson, Jimmy

ROBB, LYNDA BIRD (JOHNSON)

See also Colored People, National Assn for the Advancement of ROBBERIES AND THEFTS

Mrs Benjamin Bennett of Little Rock held hostage for about an hour by Maurice Eugene Fields Sr, who had robbed her home Ja23,1A:2 Two men commandeered train to Clarendon in wild chase F9,1A:4 James Clorl charged with robbery and battery in beating of elderly people at Little Rock F21, 6A:1 Silver and jewelry worth over $116,000 stolen from Robert E. Deaton home at Little Rock F21,9A:7 Silverware valued at $100,000 stolen from Little Rock home of Betty Osborne F29,4A:7 Alcoholic Beverage Control officer Danny Harkins shoots out 2 tires to foil theft of beer from truck Mr14,1A:5 Little Rock police warn about increase in 'obituary burglaries' Mr20,18A:2 Employee shot while trying to disarm two gunmen at Weingarten store at Little Rock Mr25, 4A:6 Arrest of 4 persons in southwest Little Rock breaks $1 million burglary ring Ap9,1A:4 James C. Clorl, 17, pleads guilty to robbery-beatings of elderly at Little Rock, gets life term Je6,4A:4 Stolen backhoe leased to Cummins Unit of Arkansas Penitentiary Jy12,7A:5 Store at Bryant loses $100,000 in apparel S17,12A:4 Missouri Pacific Lines Investigates claims by Deputy Prosecutor Joseph Boeckman of Wynne that a railroad special agent told city officials they could keep items recovered after train thefts S26,4A:4 State Senator Morrell Gathright robbed at gunpoint by 2 men at his Pine Bluff office S30,12A:1 Railroad finds no intent to defraud Wynne case O14,5A:4 Floyd Ray Washington sentenced to prison term of 50 yrs for robbery; other sentences means he is to serve for life plus 73 yrs O24,8A:3 Term of 50 yrs for Danny Lee Ashby upheld by Arkansas Supreme Ct N25,5A:5 Theft by receiving statute upheld by Ark Supreme Ct O16,5A:8

See also
Colleges-Crimes
Embezzlement
Hempstead County
Lonoke County
Shootings--Boardman

ROBERTS, DON

See also
Education (gen)
Education (gen)—School Adm

ROBERTS, RUSSELL C.

Former circuit judge dies Ja18,1A:4

ROBINSON, DELCENIA

Article on Forrest City woman who has spent her life helping others Jy9,3B:1

ROBINSON, MARVIN L.

See also
Laborers Union of North America

ROBINSON, TOMMY

See also
Ark-Public Safety Dept
ROB INS ON, TOMHY
Pulaski County
Sheriff
See also Floods
ROCK CREEK
See also Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific RR
ROCK MUSIC
See Music
ROCKEFELLER, JEANETTE E.
Mrs Rockefeller to sell home, leave Ark N18,6A:1
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
Winthrop Rockefeller papers given to University of Ark at Little Rock N23,7A:1
See also Arts Center, Ark Winrock International
ROCKEFELLER (WINTHROP) FOUNDATION
See also Meadowcreek Project Medicine and Health (gen) Wildlife Sanctuaries
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP PAUL
See also Independence Day
ROCKPORT
See also Ouachita River-Bridges ROGERS, PORTER SR
Prominent White County physician dies at Cummins Prison Farm while serving term for 1974 murder of his wife, Fern Cowan Rodgers N5,8A:6
See also Murders--Rodgers RODHAM, HILLARY
See also Legal Services Corp ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
See also Education-Little Rock--Private Religion and Churches ... New Dixie. Historic St Boniface Catholic Church at New Dixie (Perry County) beset by dry rot; parishoners debate course to take N28,4A:1
ROSMOND, ROBERT A.
See also North Little Rock Elections--City Council
ROSE, J. S.
See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts
ROSE PUBLISHING COMPANY
Article on Walter Nunn and his publishing firm at Little Rock Jel9, 1B:6
ROSS FOUNDATION
Article on work of philanthropic fdn at Arkadelphia Ja31,1B:2
ROSS, G. ROBERT
See also Arkansas State Univ (Jonesboro) ROSS, MARGARET
See also Genealogy (Ross Serles) ROWE, VAN-MARTIN
See also Apparel ROWING
See also Little Rock Club ROY, ELISJANE TRIMBLE
See also Courts (US)-Federal Dist ROYAL AMERICAN AIRLINES
See also Airlines RUNNING
Article on marathon running by Little Rock men on Killer Queen route Ja25,1B:1 Tennis shoes are not as good as running shoes Fl,6B:1 Arkansas Marathon won by Steve Baker Mr2, 7B:1 Marty Liquori wins Diet Pepsi 10,000 meter race at Little Rock; 1,500 runners entered Ap6,8B:3 List of runners and their time In Diet Pepsi 10,000 meter run at Little Rock My11,12B:1 Twelve Arkansans to join 16,000 others for New York City Marathon 024,1B:1 Randy Taylor of Arkansas, finishes 95th among the 12,000 runners In New York Marathon N7,7B:1
RURAL STUDIES CENTER
See Educational Consortium RUSH MUSEUM
Indian museum at Forrest City My4, 16G:6
RUSHING, GEORGE
See also Inventions RUSS, CARNELL
See also Police-Star City RUSSELL PROPERTIES, INC
Bankruptcy petition filed by Tommy H. Russell; law office sale averted; foreclosure suit to be filed against Memorial Properties, Inc, a Russell subsidiary Ag8,4A:1
SAFETY
See Accidents and Safety
SAFETY STORES
Suit by former cashier says she was fired because she is black Fl,3A:2
SAGE, DEBORAH
See also Music
SAINT
Entries beginning with the word, Saint, are entered as St
SALEM
See also Vidlark Electronics
SALEM CAMP MEETING
See Methodist Church
SALES TAX
See Taxation-Sales
SALES TAX
Former County Judge John E. Parker sentenced to 30 mos on charge of accepting bribes F21,3A:1 Transactions with 3 firms probed by FBI Mrl1,2A:2 18 road workers laid off because of lack of funds Jyl1,5A:3 Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka Implicates former County Judge John E. Parker In bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8 General election returns N5,6A:7 Road tax defeated; county roads to suffer N8, 5A:1 Abuse of vacation time for county employees alleged D2,7A:3

County officials deny charges of vacation time abuse D3,7A:1 Road workers laid off after defeat of tax 06,10A:6
See also
Automobiles-Registration
Little Rock Metropolitan Area
Prisons-Saline Co Jail
SALINE COUNTY EDUCATIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Credit union forced to close; FBI probes operations Ap12,11A:8 Anderson Dewell Parsons, assistant supt of Benton schools and former treasurer of defunct Saline Credit Union, indicted on charge of embezzlement of funds Je19,7A:5 Parsons enters innocent plea Je25,6A:1 Benton teachers testify they took out loans, turned money over to Anderson Dewell Parsons; teachers thought loans were for non-members N8,4A:7 Parsons says he never intended to defraud credit union N19,4A:1 Parsons sentenced to 18 mos prison term D23,7A:5
SALINE RIVER
See also Water Pollution
SALT CREEK (SALINE COUNTY)
See also Flooding
SALTZMAN, BENN.
See also Christians and Jews, National Conference of
SAVAGE
See Waste Materials
SAM ANO JESSE (RADIO PROGRAM)
See Television-Programs
SAND AND GRAVEL
See also White River
SANDERS, STEVEN G.
See also
Northern Arkansas Telephone Co
SANFORD (JON) FAMILY
Article on Russellville family that includes 11 children, 7 of whom are adopted Jyl0,10A:1
SARTHORY, JOSEPH A.
See also
Education (gen)--Equal Edu
SATELLITES
See Communications Satellites
SAVERS FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN (LR)
Guaranty Federal Savings and Loan
at Pine Bluff to merge with Savers
012,7A:1 Checking accounts to be
offered N25,6C:1
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
  See also
Credit
  First Federal Savings & Loan Assn
    (Little Rock)
  First Federal Savings & Loan Assn
    (Pine Bluff)
  Savers Federal Savings & Loan Assn
    (Little Rock)
SAWER PROJECT
  See also
Ark-Elections--Governor
  Labor-Unemployment
SCATPAC
  See also OIL (Petroleum)
SCENIC RIVERS
  See Rivers
SCHEDULED SKYWAYS, INC
  See Airlines
SCHEIN, BORIS M.
  See also Colleges-Teachers--
    University of Ark (Fayetteville)
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
  Commercial National Bank of Little
    Rock creates scholarship fund; $300,000 pledged; funds to be used
to keep scholars in Ark Ap15,5C:7
  See also
Ark-Finances--Budgets
  Colleges-Scholarships

--American Press Assn: Donald W.
  Reynolds donates 4 scholarships of
$3,500 each; Clarence F. Byrne and
  J. N. Helskell honored F28,9A:7
--Arkansas State Scholarships
  Program: Amount of scholarships to
be reduced by 10 pct for spring term
D14,9A:4
--Close Up: Political educ group
  starts pilot program in Ark to raise
funds to provide fellowships for
students and teachers from Ark; state
program dedicated to Brooks Hays; Ed
  Bethune and Beryl Anthony head drive
F15,7A:2
--National Achievement Scholarship
  Program for Outstanding Negro
  Students: 21 Ark semifinalists
  listed 02,12A:4

--National Merit: 6 Arkansas
  seniors win 4-yr scholarships Ap11,
  11A:7 Ark students among $1,000
  winners Ap24,4A:5 29 Ark students
  are winners My1,5A:1 134 semifinal-
  lists in Ark named S19,12A:1
SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS
  See also Education--Equal Educ
SCHOOL EMPLOYEES
  See Education--Teachers and
  School Employees
SCHROEDER, MONROE A.
  See also Democratic Party
SCHWARTZLOSE, MONROE A.
  See also Ark-Elections--Governor
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
  Ray Thornton warns that US is
  falling behind in technology and
  science F22,3A:6
SCIENCE FOUNDATION, NATIONAL
  See also College-Research
SCOGGIN, BOB
  See also Ark-Elections--Land Comr
SCOTT COUNTY
  See also Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
SCOTT, RAYMOND L.
  See also Ark-Human Services Dept
SCOTT, TOM
  See also Conway County
SCREED, POWER
  See Inventions
SCULPTURE
  See Art
SEALS, HENRY III
  See also Prisons-Pulaski County
SEARCH AND SEIZURE
  Charges of theft, aggravated
  robbery and attempted capital murder
  against Charles Edward Block dropped
  because he was arrested at home with-
  out a warrant My8,17A:1
  See also
Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic
  SEARCY
  Teenagers and city officials solve
  problem of parking at night along
  popular street Mr23,7A:2
  See also
Education-Searcy
  Pioneer Village Museum
  Police-Searcy
SEARCY COUNTY
  Sheriff Loren Reeves burns 110
marijuana plants on courthouse lawn so people will know what he does with it 19A:2 Shortage of $7,236 in tax accounts was reimbursed by Sheriff Loren Reeves in 1979; purchase of car questioned Mr14,3A:1 Charges In US Dist Court allege Mrs Franklin Treat threatened to bomb offices of Marshal Mountain Wave and to harm Sheriff Loren Reeves; letter concerned death of Billy Joe Holder Jyl,14A:1 Mrs Treat pleads innocent, wants trial moved to Harrison Jyl4, 13A:6 Marshal Mountain Wave receives 2nd lr threatening sheriff; lr was postmarked at Fayetteville Jyl0,9A:1 Franklin Treat tried on charge of sending threatening letter 03,18A:1 Franklin Treat found not guilty of bomb threat 04,6A:1 General election returns N6,6A:7 Sheriff Loren Reeves wins reelection in recount N18,11A:1

SERRATT, RODGER
See also Alcohol Production Plants, Inc International Fuel Technicians SERVICE INDUSTRIES
See also Mop and Go SEVERANCE TAX
See Taxation-Severance Tax SEVIER COUNTY
Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates former County Judge B. A. Mauldin in bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8 Mauldin says he is dumbfounded by charges Ag20,4A:5 General election results N6,6A:7
See also Medicine-Ambulance and Other Emergency Services SEWAGE AND INDUSTRIAL WASTES
See Waste Materials Water Pollution SEX CRIMES
Little Rock woman reports rape J1, 11A:2 Little Rock teen-aged girl reports rape at home by masked man J3, 3A:1 Girl reports rape at home in LR J4, 4A:6 Otha Lee Conley denied delay of trial despite claim that news media has already convicted him; Judge grants Conley request not to be forced to attend trial J8,6A:4 Conley convicted of rape in Quapaw Quarter; suspect refused to attend trial, struggled with officers when brought into court J9,5A:1 Rixey woman reports abduction, rape J10, 10A:1 Woman reports rape, beating at LR J10,12A:1 Woman reports rape at LR J11,9A:3 Woman raped at LR J18,9A:5 Woman reports rape in her home at LR J30,8A:3 Court hears testimony by two 14-yr-old girls that 5 men raped them at LR J30,15A:8 Conway woman identifies William Joseph Fountain Jr as man who attacked her F1,7A:1 Fountain convicted of rape and kidnapping at Conway F2,7A:3 Little Rock woman reports rape F4,2A:4 Fountain gets prison term F5,4A:2 Three men charged with rape of Alexander woman F6,4A:2 Benton girl, 14, reports rape F8,5A:6 Arkansas Supreme Ct upholds
50-yr term for James Hlc e in rape of 9-yr-old girl F12,5A:3 Little Rock woman repts rape F14,3A:8 Benton girl who repts she was abducted and raped admits story not true F20,9A:3 Plans to combat rape announced by state officials F21,9A:1 John H. Kellensworth Jr charged with 4 rapes in SW Little Rock F24,4A:6 Little Rock girl repts school bus driver raped her; another repts rape by uncle Mr11,2A:3 Arkansas Supreme Ct upholds 40-yr term in rape Mr11,6A:1 Judge Lowber Hendricks refuses bond for John Herbert Kellensworth Jr, accused of rapes in southwest Little Rock Ap11,6A:1 Attorney for Ark prison officials argues in federal appeals ct that sentencing guidelines not required for jury to impose life term on rapists; case involves Harold E. Rogers’ sentence for rape of a white woman Ap18,12A:1 Judge Floyd Lofton asks rejection of clemency for Lawrence Scott and Gary Lynn West, convicted of rape and sentenced to life in 1972 trials My5,3A:1 Little Rock City Director Byron Morse angered when told that rape of woman occurred late at night when she entered park Jel9,5A:1 Jury at Conway convicts Danny Lee Ashley of rape; robbery and kidnapping; 65 yr sentence recommended Jyl1,3A:7 Lack of funds delays key part of state’s rape program Jyl5,4A:4 Pretrial hearing on rape charges against John Herbert Kellensworth, Jr closed to press, public S9,3A:1 Victim says John Herbert Kellensworth Jr was assailant with knife who raped her S11,4A:1 Jury finds Kellensworth guilty, but mistrial declared after jury polled to see if they knew defendant had been accused of being the southwest rapist S13,1A:6 Cameras allowed in court over protest of Kellensworth’s atty S12,5A:2 Rare poll of jurors brings mistrial in Kellensworth case S13,3A:1 Four prisoners at Hot Spring County Jail charged with rape of a male cellmate S26,6A:3 US Circuit Ct of Appeals rejects reduction of sentence of Harold Eugene Rogers to 30 yrs; Rogers, a black, had been given a life term in rape of a white woman 010,16A:8 Cardell Hunes, 16, a parolee from Tucker Prison Farm is charged with rape, robbery and kidnapping of Pulaski Co family 025,12A:7 Arkansas Supreme Ct upholds 120-yr prison term for Otha Lee Conley for rape, burglary, kidnapping and robbery 028,6A:8 Jonesboro police search for man who may be responsible for 9 rapes this year in central city 030,14A:4 Two females assaulted on Arkansas State Univ campus may be 14th and 15th victims of Jonesboro rapist D9,4A:4 Students exercise caution at Arkansas State following series of assaults, rapes; male Negro students stay inside at night because of fear they may be suspected D11,12A:1 Jonesboro police say same man responsible for assaults D12,5A:1 Trial of John H. Kellensworth begins in Perry County on change of venue from Pulaski; defendant suspected of being “southwest rapist” who may have raped 14 women D16,5A:3 Arkansas Supreme Court upholds conviction and sentence of James F. French, a Heber Springs contractor, who was charged with rape and incest with his 11-yr-old granddaughter D16,5A:6 Woman testifies about rape and her identification of Kellensworth D17,17A:8 Kellensworth trial continues; woman to be allowed to testify about another alleged rape by suspect D18,19A:1 Mrs Kellensworth testifies she was with her husband at time victim says she was raped D19,18A:1 John H. Kellensworth Jr convicted, sentenced to 13 yrs in prison D20,1A:2 Jury deadlocks in rape trial of Rickey Hodge D20,4A:1 Kevin Andre Robinson, 19, charged with rape of Little Rock schoolgirls D23,4A:1 Third rape charge filed against Robinson D24,4A:3 See also Children-Crimes
SEX CRIMES

Colleges-Crimes
Freedom of the Press
Murders--Taylor
Rape

SEX EDUCATION
Rev Ralph D. McCall, former operator of the "Oriental Science Center" at Little Rock now operates a marriage counseling and sex therapy center Jy29,1B:2 Sex therapy field is not regulated in Ark Jy29,1B:2

See also
Conservatism, Political Education (gen)--Curricula Education-Berryville Education-Little Rock Education-Pulaski County Dist--Curricula

SEXUAL PERVERSION
See also Homosexuality

SHADOW LAKE DAM
See also Dams--Shadow Lake

SHANNON HILLS
Alderman Linda Meeker sues Mayor and 3 Councilmen alleging she is excluded from special meetings, is target of demeaning remarks F14,5A:1 Probe clears city officials Mr27,10A:4 Warrant seeks arrest of Mayor Nolon Higgins for allegedly distributing campaign materials from a public office Ag19,2A:5 Group seeks to abolish incorporated town Ag24,6A:1 Police Chief Gerald Baker defends police, mayor against charges Ag27,20A:7 Grand Jury asked to probe charge against Mayor S4,7A:2 Residents will not vote this fall on question of abolishing town 05,11A:1 Grand Jury hears 17 witnesses in charges of wrongdoing in city govt 015,4A:1 All police officers except Chief Gerald Baker suspended on recommendation of Grand Jury; only indictment ret'd was against Geral Meeker, a member of Concerned Citizens, for alleged carrying of a gun 017,9A:1 Municipal court cases may be dismissed at Shannon Hills and Bauxite because police not certified 021,4A:1 Judge rules Police Dept does not legally exist; all pending

cases to be dismissed N4,3A:1 Concerned Citizens group wins post of mayor and all 5 aldermen N6,6A:4 City Council meeting sees rowdy argument develop between present members and those newly elected N8,5A:4 Shannon Hills establishes a police force N15,4A:1 Police Chief Gerald Baker and former police officer Carl Griggs indicted on perjury charge N22,5A:1

See also Water

SHARKS
See also Fish--Sharks

SHARP COUNTY
US Court of Appeals hears request by former County judge Leslie Anderson that his bribery conviction be overturned F12,7A:3 Public servant bribery trial of former County Judge Leslie Anderson delayed so defense can appeal its contention that speedy trial denied Jy30,6A:1 Former County Judge Leslie Anderson acquitted of mower theft charge Jy31,3A:3 Racketeering conviction of Leslie Anderson reversed by US Circuit Court; conviction on other charges affirmed Ag8,7A:1 Salesman Lewis Robert (Joe) Spilka implicates Anderson in bribery scheme Ag19,1A:8 General election results N6,6A:7

See also Liquor

SHARPE, ROY L.

See also Postal Service

SHAW, CLIFF
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame

SHEET PEOPLE
See also Children-Custody

SHELL OIL COMPANY
See also Coal

SHELLEY VALLEY MOUNTAIN MENS CLUB
Hot Springs club aims to preserve heritage of muzzle loader rifles Je13,1B:1

SKEELING RAND, INC
Marketing style of Little Rock-based clothing stores for women meets style, volatile econ forces S21,5E:1

SHELTON, EVERETT
See also Frauds and Swindling
SHEPHERD, WILLIAM M.
Former AP&L official dies; had served as private secy to Harvey Couch Ap21, IA: 3
SHERIDAN
Shopping mall leads growth of area
Ja20, 8E: 7
See also Banks and Banking
SHERIDAN HEADLIGHT
Harlan V. Walker retires after 50 yrs of newspaper work which started and ended at the Headlight Mr26, 3B: 1
SHERWOOD
Many residents of area proposed for annexation are opposed Fl9, 2A: 4
Annexation plans dropped F26, 3A: 1
Article explores problems for city govt officials in adjusting from small town to city of 10,000 Mr23, 1F: 2
Police cite Interference by Mayor B. E. Henson Je7, 10A: 3
Article on remarkable growth of city D14, 6A: 1
SHIPLEY, SHARON
See also Republican Party
SHIPS AND SHIPING
Article on licensed women pilots on Arkansas River F15, 1B: 1
Article on names of towboats owned by Arkansas-based firms Mr26, 2B: 3
Article on luxury houseboat, Joan of Ark, to be located on Greers Ferry Lake Jell, 1B: 2
Article on Arkansas River towboat, 'Jane Russell' Jy30, 1B: 2
See also
Arkansas River
Arkansas (Ship)
... Accidents and Safety. Jumbo barge sinks in Arkansas River at Little Rock Mr29, 9A: 1
SHIRLEY
See also Waste Materials
SHOCK
See Septic Shock
SHOCKLEY, GRANT S.
See also Philander Smith Coll
SHOOTINGS
Three youths arrested after shootings rep'td along I-430 at Little Rock Je16, 3A: 3
See also
Cuba-Refugees

Firearms
Hunting-Accidents
Murders
Police-Bentonville
Police-Little Rock
Police-North Little Rock
Police-Pulaski Co
Robberies and Thefts
Stuttgart
--Blue, Jackie Clyde:
See also Police-North Little Rock
--Boardman, Dorothy: Jacksonville woman shot and robbed, and her 2 teenaged sons have been arrested as suspects S10, 6A: 1
--Breashears, Bill: State Police Trooper Breashears shot in head at Altus; passerby holds assailant at gunpoint Ja2, 3A: 7
Breashears in satisfactory condition after surgery Ja3, 5A: 1
Ellisha Thomas Harris charged with attempted murder Ja4, 4A: 6
Legislature adopts resolution commending Trooper Breashears and his rescuer, Mrs Wanda Yother Ja9, 4A: 4
Trial of Ellisha Thomas Harris begins on charge of attempted murder in shooting of State Trooper Bill Breashears Jy30, 9A: 3
Ellisha Thomas Harris given life sentence for attempted murder of State Trooper Bill Breashears Jy31, 10A: 4
--Brittman, Eric Ray:
See also Police-Little Rock
--Burrell, Larry Darnelle: Mrs Helen Radford, 78, of Pine Bluff shoots ex-inmate Burrell to death as he allegedly attempted to break into her home Je27, 5A: 7
--Krone, Kenneth: Arsonists shoot 16-yr-old Krone when he found them near his home in western Pulaski County Ag29, 12A: 1
--Matthews, David: Gunman forces way into house south of Jasper, holds 7 hostage, dies in shooting Mr12, 1A: 4
Matthews was son of police chief at Athens, Tenn Mr14, 7A: 5
--Montgomery, Eugene: Montgomery dies of wound inflicted by his gun as police tried to persuade him to come out of car after abduction of woman
at Searcy N 19,8A:3
---Mulanaux, Jerry:
  See also Police-Bentonville
---Peacock, James:
  See also Firearms
---Rappaport, Stan:
  Four men stop and abduct Rappaport and Carol Chamberlain at Fort Smith, drive them to Oklahoma where Rappaport is critically wounded S23,5A:4
---Roland, Mary Kay:
---Russ, Carnell:
  See Police-Star City
---Shavers, Gene:
  See Police-Little Rock
---Strack, Michael:
  See Police-Little Rock
---Vines, Jim:
  Alleged abduction of Mr and Mrs Jim Vines of Lanark, by Robert Tatum ends in shooting death of both men Ag1,5A:3
---Williams, Jessie:
  Shooting victim incorrectly identified as Rosegrant in article; man who was shot was Jessie Williams My16,2A:3
  Shooting death of Williams by Stuttgart police to be probed by FBI Jy19,11A:5
SHORTER COLLEGE
  President R. J. Hampton resigns; panel suggests Dr John L. Phillips be named to position S2,3A:7 Rev John L. Phillips named president S17,12A:3
See also Colleges (gen)
SHUFFIELD, PAUL
  See also Hot Spring County
SHUFFIELD, RUSSELL
  See also Hot Spring County
SIDE TO NNESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
  See Body, Human
SIDNEY
  See also St Patrick's Day

SIEBERT, SIG A.
  See also Youth Home, Inc
SIERRA CLUB
  See also Spring River
SIGN LANGUAGE
  See also Deafness
  Orangutans
SIKES, ARNOLD B.
  See also Postal Service
SIMPSON, WALTER E.
  See also
  Little Rock-Government Employees
SINGERS AND SINGING
  See Music
SINGLE PERSONS
  See also Religion and Churches
SINYARD, HENRY
  See also Hempstead County
SIPES GROCERY (LITTLE ROCK)
  Article on store that still clings to simpler life Ja28,1B:2
SIPLAST, INC
  French firm will open roofing plant at Arkadelphia in about a yr Mr5,8C:3
SKIL CORPORATION
  Heber Springs plant lays off 83 employees My1,5C:3
SKIN
  See also Beauty Shops
SLANDER
  See Libel and Slander
SMALL BUSINESS
  See
  Ark-Economic Conditions
  US-Economic Conditions
SMALL BUSINESS, WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON
  See US-Economic Conditions
SMITH (ELNA M.) FOUNDATION
  Chapel in honor of Gerald L. K. Smith added to sacred projects at Eureka Springs S28,12F:3
SMITH, EUGENE W.
  See also Arkansas State Univ
SMITH, GEORGE ROSE
  Josephine Graham paints portrait of Smith to hang in old State Supreme Ct chamber after death of judge Jy27, 1F:2
  See also Courts (Ark)-Supreme Ct
SMITH, GERALD

SMITH, GERALD LYMAN KENNETH
See also
Smith (Elna M) Foundation

SMITH, HERMAN B. JR
See also
Arkansas Power and Light Co
University of Ark (Pine Bluff)

SMITH, LELAND
See also
Newton County Medical Center

SMITH, MAURICE
See also Ark-Elections--Governor

SMITH, STELLA BOYLE
See also
Presbyterian Church-Little Rock

SMITH, STEVE
See also
Clinton, William J-Aldes
Forests and Forestry
South, Commission on the Future of

SMITH, W.L.
See also US-Small Business Adm

SMITHSON, JIMMY
State Repr from Marshall ticketed
for several traffic offenses at
Little Rock Jail,2A:3 Smithson pays
ticket fines Ja24,8A:3 Editorial
critical of Smithson F3,3E:6

SMOKING AND SMOKERS
See Tobacco

SNOW AND SNOWSTORMS
See Weather

SOCIAL SECURITY (US)
Some common questions and answers
on Social Security Ja15,1B:2

SOCIAL WORK
See Welfare

SOFT DRINKS
See Beverages

SOLAR ENERGY
Solar conf at Little Rock hears
Gov Clinton say state plan is to help
people regain power F17,5A:1 Pulaski
Academy physics class builds solar
collector to provide power to physics
room My27,2B:1 Graduate student J.
Rodgers Critz designs prize-winning
passive solar wall panel Je9,1B:2

See also
Architecture
Executive Mansion (Ark)

SOUTH, COMMISSION ON THE FUTURE OF
Steve Smith, executive asst to Gov
Bill Clinton, named to panel Ag25,
2A:5

SOUTHALL, JARRELL E.
See also Ark-Pollution Control
and Ecology Comm

SOUTHERN ARKANSAS UNIVERSITY
(EL DORADO)
See also
Colleges-Buildings--Southern Ark

SOUTHERN ARKANSAS UNIVERSITY
(MAGNOLIA)
Gov Clinton appts Perrin Jones to
Bd of Trustees F7,4A:4 Water tower
will also serve as bell tower Mr3,
1B:2

See also
Basketball-College--Southern Ark
Univ
Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Fees
Colleges-Halls of Fame
Colleges-Federal Aid

SOUTHERN BAPTIST COLLEGE
See also Colleges-Gifts

SOUTHERN MEDIATOR
See
Little Rock. Southern Mediator

SOUTHERN PRODUCTIONS
See also
US-Parks Service, National

SOUTHWESTERN RACING CORP
Stockholder alleges In suit that
plan for stock revaluation is at-
tempt to defraud minority stock-
holders My15,7C:7 Suit falls to
block revaluing of stock My23,8A:1

SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE CO
Decade of 1970s was one of growth
Ja20,11G:1 Official of firm says
earnings below average F11,7A:1

See also
Ark-Public Service Comm
Energy and Power
Public Utilities
Taxation-Real Estate and Other

Property
Telephones
Volunteers (In Community Service)

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC POWER CORP
See also Air Pollution
SOYBEANS
Taiwan delegation buys $30 million in Ark soybeans Ap5,4A:1

SPADRA CREEK
See also Rivers

SPECTERS
See Apparitions

SPEECH
Research by Dr Barbara Bennett Shadden, a University of Ark speech pathologist, will aid older persons with speech, language or hearing disorders D17,8B:1
See also Toastmasters, International

SPEED LIMITS AND SPEEDING
See Roads and Traffic

SPILKA, LOUIS R.
See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

SPINAL CORD
Spinal Cord Commission cuts off funding of long-term care for immobilized persons 01,8A:3

SPIRES, JAMES WILLIAM
See also Laborers Union of North America

STANCIL, BILL
Guilty plea to be entered on charge of blocking entrance to Pentagon My23,4A:5 Dr Speck pleads guilty, is fined $25 Je11,11A:1

SPORTS
See Athletics and Sports

SPRING RIVER
Little Rock Chapter of Sierra Club float river to pick up litter left by canoeist 08,1B:2

SPRINGDALE
See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts
Education-Springdale
Kawneer Co, Inc
Tyson Foods

ST EDWARD MERCY HOSPITAL (FORT SMITH)
Sister Sebastian Mackey has been a part of service of hosp since 1929 Mr12,3B:3

ST FRANCIS COUNTY
General election returns N6,5A:1

ST FRANCIS LEVEE DISTRICT
Gov Bill Clinton signs legis exempting St Francis Levee Dist directors from filing code of ethics forms Ja26,1A:4

ST FRANCIS NATIONAL FOREST
See also Parks (gen)--St Francis

ST FRANCIS RIVER
Army Engineers say they cannot justify navigation project proposal N20,8A:4

ST FRANCIS SUNKEN LANDS WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA
See also Wildlife Sanctuaries

ST JOSEPH'S MERCY HOSPITAL (HOT SPRINGS)
Hearing held on dispute between St Joseph's and Ouachita Memorial Hosp over plan to add beds Ag5,4A:4
Hospital fails to get approval for expansion Ag27,9A:1

ST MARY'S ACADEMY (LITTLE ROCK)
See Mount St Mary's Academy

ST PATRICK'S DAY
Town of Sidney has celebrated holiday with annual parade for 18 yrs Mr14,1B:1

ST VINCENT INFIRMARY (LITTLE ROCK)
See also Fires-Little Rock

STADIUMS
Legislative panel suggests giving War Memorial Stadium to the University of Ark, which could pursue expansion plans Ja4,3C:3 Legislative panel delays study of stadium plans until feasibility study is completed Ja8,2C:2 Cost of expansion of War Memorial put at $10 million Ap27,10A:1 Editorial on proposed stadium expansion My11,3E:5 Frank Broyles favors adding deck at War Memorial My22,4C:3

STAGECOACHES, BUGGIES AND CARRIAGES
Article on horse-drawn carriages restored by Jerry Rider 021,1B:2

STALEY (A. E.) MANUFACTURING CO
Grain firm may build $250 million plant at West Memphis My1,5C:6

STAMPS
Article on extensive collection of revenue stamps owned by Hermann Ivester N7,1B:1

STANCIL, BILL
Article reviews career of Bill Stancil in Legislature Je15,1E:1
STAR CITY

See also
National Wire Fabric Corp
Police-Star City
STARR, JOHN R.
See also News
STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, ARK
See
Ark-Government Employees (gen)
Ark-Government Employees--Wages
Ark-Public Service Comm
STEALING
See Robberies
STEEL, MARIE
Article on long nursing career of Marie Steele of Little Rock Mr19, 1B:2
STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED
Five women win suit at Hot Springs charging harassment by union members My22,12C:3
STEEN (WILLIAM CAPP) FAMILY
Searcy County family has kept a bale of cotton 52 years F13,4B:4
STEENBURGEN, MARY
See also Actors and Actresses
STEPHENS, ALBERT
Board director of Stephens Inc dies Mr2,22A:8
STEPHENS, DAN
See also
Courts (Ark)--Chancery Cts--Dist 20
STEPHENS, INC
Former employee files race and sex bias suit against firm Mr26,3A:1
See also
Stephens, Albert
Television-Cable TV--Little Rock
STEPHENS, JACKSON T.
Chairman of Bd of Stephens, Inc, to receive Horatio Alger award Ap2, 6C:7
See also
Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)
Financial General Bankshares
STEPHENS, KEN
See also Football-Colleges--University of Central Ark
STEPHENS, WILTON R. (WITT)
See also Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co
STEPHENSON, BILLY GENE
See also Murders--Jones, Leonard

STEVENSON, WELLINGTON
See also
Missouri and North Ark Railroad
STINNETT, ALFRED P.
See also Ouachita County
STOCKS AND BONDS
Article discusses securities scams in Ark and the reluctance of victims to file charges Ap15,6B:1
Albert Garner charged in Ashley County with selling unregistered securities; case involved bonds of Grace Missionary Bapt Church at Crossett Ap26,9A:1
See also Challenge, Inc
STOKES, CARL J.
Dower rights for Mrs Stokes upheld by Arkansas Supreme Court D9,5A:1
STONE COUNTY
See also Meadowcreek Project
STORM CREEK LAKE
See Parks (gen)--Storm Creek
STORMS
See Tornadoes
STORY-TELLING
Librarian Allice Shands, of Little Rock, promotes story-telling to adults Je5,10:4
STRATEGIC ARMS LIMITATION TREATY (SALT)
See Arms Control
STRAUSS, LEVI AND CO
State charges price-fixing in sale of jeans My3,6B:1
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
Psychologist D. Kenneth Counts teaches patients how to cope with stress 01,1B:5
Therapist Steve Munson practices hands-on-approach in helping ease body stress after traumatic experiences N27,8B:1
STRIKES
See Labor-Strikes
STROUD, JOHN F. JR
See also Courts (Ark)--Supreme Ct
STURGIS, BILL
Arkadelphia lumberman donates $10,000 to Small Group Work Therapy, Inc, which helps mentally ill persons F7,5A:1
STUTTERING
Article on Schwartz method used to control stuttering My7,1B:1

261
STUTTGART

Shots, vandalism at Stuttgart lead to move for curfew Mr2,1A:2 City Council delays action on curfew Mr4, 8A:8 Bullet hits bank window while customers are inside; incident may be linked to recent vandalism Mr5, 8A:5 Residents reject curfew Mr11, 10A:1

See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

SUITS AND CLAIMS AGAINST GOVERNMENT

See
Ark-Suits and Claims
US-Suits and Claims

SULLIVAN, HAYS
See also Cache River

SULLIVAN, LENCOLA
See also
Beauty Contests--Miss America
Beauty Contests--Miss Arkansas

SUMMONS SERVICE
See Courts

SUN DAY, ARKANSAS
See Energy and Power

SUNBELT ELEVATOR AND EXPORT CO
Proposed Sunbelt Elevator and Export Co would help grain farmers F28, 6C:6

SUN OBSERVANCE

Blue law charges against Maglic Mart at Conway will not be prosecuted Jal,5A:4 Interest in Blue Law revived at Heber Springs Mr23,14A:1 Maglic Mart manager at Heber Springs faces arrest Mr25,4C:6 Eight clerks arrested at Little Rock for Sunday sales Je3,9A:6 Maglic Mart manager at Heber Springs fined $100.00 Je19,3A:6 Employees at 2 Little Rock stores charged with violation of blue laws 028,8A:6 Three Conway merchants get blue law citations D18,7A:1 Record shop files suit against North Little Rock, challenges state's blue law D19,8A:1 Conway editor comments on blue law D28,3E:6

See also Liquor

SUNSET LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Arkansas sunset law is largely a failure Mr9,1E:8 Arkansas sunset laws have added to cost of govt, had very little effect Ag29,24A:1

See also
Ark-Parks and Tourism Dept--Great River Rd Div
Ark-Museum and Cultural Comm
Ark-Science and Technology Council
Ark-War Decoration Comm

SUPERSPEECH
See Deafness and Deaf Mutes

SUPREME COURT (US)
See Courts (US)--Supreme Ct

SURGERY AND SURGEONS

Dr D. Bud Dickson of Little Rock is expert on use of arthroscope in surgery on joints Je8,1F:4
See also Flusol

SUTTON, EDDIE
See also
Basketball-College--University of Ark (Fayetteville)
Television-Cable TV--Little Rock

SUREK, TOMMY
See also US-Small Business Adm

SURVIVAL

Gazette reporter visits farm where survivalists live; interview reveals details of plans of group Je10,1A:4 Kurt Saxon of Harrison tells nat'l TV audience about concerns of survivalists Jy29,4A:3 Article on "Survivor" publisher Kurt Saxton, of Harrison Ag17,5A:1

SWIMMING

Article on Hell family of swimmers Mr21,1B:1

SWINDLER, JOHN EDWARD
See also Murders--Basnet

SWINDLING
SeeFrauds and Swindling

SWITZER, BARRY
See also Athletics--Halls of Fame

SWORDS
Bentonville lawyer Paul Davidson has fine collection of Japanese swords F28,1B:2

SYLVAN HILLS COMMUNITY CHURCH
Church marks 30-yr term of Rev W. A. Blount as pastor; history of church reviewed Jy5,6A:3

SYLVIA LAKE
See Lakes-Sylvia

SYMPHILIS
See Venereal Diseases
TABLE ROCK LAKE
See also Parks (gen)--Table Rock

TAIWAN
See also Exports

TANTRIFIC SUN, INC
Searcy-based firm files for bankruptcy Je7,6B:4

TATOM, SAM
See also
Ark-Crime Comm
Ark-Public Safety Dept
Missiles

TATTOOING
Tattoo shop at Little Rock closed by Health Dept; question of health hazards raised Je10,18:4 Operators of tattoo parlor present proposed regulations to state Board of Health Je20,5A:6

TATUM, BILLIE JOE
Wild food feast prepared by Mr Tatum for group hiking across the country Dl3,7A:5

TAXATION
Arkansas taxpayers sent nearly $3.5 billion to Washington in federal taxes, but ranks 2nd lowest in per capita federal tax payments Mr20,4A:5 Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor oppose across-the-board tax cuts; favor tax credits to offset Social Security increases Jy3,5A:4

See also
Alcohol as Fuel
Medicine-Ambulance and Other Emergency Services
Prisons-Clark County Jail
Pulaski County
Saline County

... Income Tax. Report shows loss to state from consolidated income tax is less than expected; Gov Clinton may drop request for law repeal Ja8,1A:2 Consolidated income tax law caused loss of $1.4 million, study shows Ja9,3A:2 Revenue Comr William D. Gaddy still unable to estimate revenue loss from consolidated returns Ja10,8A:7 Gazette ed on tax miscalculation Ja10,18A:1 Gov Clinton undecided on try to repeal consolidated income tax law Ja11,4A:1

Arkadelphia paper calls consolidated income tax returns a sweetheart arrangement that benefits big business Ja20,3E:5 Gov Bill Clinton to seek $6,000 floor for filling state income tax returns Je20,7A:5 Figures show $3 million in revenues lost as result of law allowing corporations to consolidate subsidiary corporations to consolidate subsidiary companies' income and losses; Gov Bill Clinton comfortable with law now Jy17,8A:1

Bill filed in Leg would raise income level for exemptions from state income tax D16,3A:5

See also Texarkana

Real Estate and Other Property.
State Public Service Comm issues order reducing assessment of property of Southwestern Bell Telephone Co in state Ja3,6A:1

Arkansas Free Enterprise Assn favors placing proposed constitutional amd on this year's general election ballot to revise property tax assessment system Ja3,6A:5 Assessments in all counties high enough for state aid; ratio listed for each co Ja6,3A:1 Legislation begins work on proposed constitutional amd on taxes Ja8,1A:2

PSC reduces assessments of American Telephone and Telegraph Co and United Telephone Ja8,9A:2 Legislature gets 12 amdts to plan on property tax Ja9,1A:2 White County group may lead drive to limit property taxes Ja9,12A:6 General Assembly nears consensus on property tax; proposal summarized Ja10,1A:2 Gov Clinton has doubts about plan to delay collections until all counties are reassessed Ja11,1A:4

Public Service Comm cuts $46 million from SW Bell's 1979 assessment Ja11,1A:4

Tax-limit plan...
TAXATION

-Real Estate

and community coll dlsts) to reduce rates after reappraisal; Gov may veto measure Ja25,1A:2 Proposal for 1980 election attracts limited support Ja25,8:Al Gazette sees defeat of bill for millage rollback as attempt by Legis to keep voters so scared they will vote for constitutional amdt; rollback bill would have given no special favors to anyone Ja26,16A:1 New lawsuits expected over tax issues; some new acts of Legis may be challenged Ja27,9A:4 Gov Clinton signs bill to train and certify appraisers for statewide real property reassessment Ja31,9A:2 Pulaski County Property Owners Assn plans to write a proposed constitutional amdt as alternative to proposal by Legislature Ja31,5C:1 Gazette urges Gov Clinton to veto HB2 which was stripped of its provisions for tax rollback F1,16A:1 Gov Clinton wants constitutional conv to come up with simple tax proposal F3,4A:1 Gazette wants special Legislative session to work out problems F3,2E:1 Gov Clinton signs bill to allow special election to reduce tax rate following reappraisal F5,4A:1 James Martin of Searcy, says his group hopes to present a proposed constitutional amdt to limit property taxes F7,5A:1 Gov Clinton signs bill to delay start of statewide reappraisal, vetoes bill that would have delayed collection of taxes based on reappraisal until all counties are checked F7,10A:5 Gazette comments on acts passed by special session of Legis F9,12A:1 Gazette discusses effects should a Proposition 13-type proposal succeed in Ark F12,8A:1 Gov Bill Clinton vetoes HB2 because it would have expired before its effects were felt F13,10A:5 Schools to lose funds because of recent change in method of assessing railroad and public utility property F14,1A:2 Property tax bill hits record level for Pulaski County F17,17A:1 Article on James Martin, leader of tax revolt in White County F20,18:6 Coalition of utilities,
timber companies and farmers will seek support of new amdt on property taxes (SJRI) F21,8A:1 Gov Clinton says amdt proposed by Legis in combination with PSC ruling that utilities are overtaxed would result in lowering taxes of utilities; school finances would suffer F23,1A:2 Counties can assess public utilities while under construction, PSC chmn Nathan M. Norton says F27,4A:7 Pine Bluff Commercial comments on property tax lobby now forming Mr2,3E:5 Disparity between motor vehicles assessed and number licensed is explained Mr6,5A:1 Former state Senator Robert Harvey to direct push for amdt on taxes Mr14,4A:4 Proposal to phase in old and new assessed valuation on property over several years is not workable, panel told Mr16,10A:1 Texts of constitutional amdt proposed by the Legis and the section in proposed new charter on property taxes Mr19,23A:1 Petition drive planned to place proposed limit on property taxes on general election ballot Mr24,3A:7 Gazette analyzes results should petition drive for lid on taxes succeed Mr31,8A:1 Gov Bill Clinton to ask special session of Legis to restore utility and carrier tax assessments Ap5,1A:4 Supporters explain their proposal to limit property tax to one half percent of market value Ap10,4A:1 Action on utility taxation measures delayed; Southwestern Bell suggests measure that would avoid steep increase Ap16,1A:3 Legislature halts utility tax cut, reinstitutes assessment methods Ap18,3A:6 Railroads to pay only part of tax, cite their assessment at 20 pct of market value while other property assessed at 7.1 pct across state; railroads to go to federal ct to settle issue Ap19,1A:7 Pulaski County Collector Roy D. Keith will refuse payments of less than 25 pct Ap22,1A:2 Nine railroads file suit challenging way Ark assesses them Ap22,3A:5 Supporters of the Legislature's proposed amdt will circulate petitions to assure ballot spot in November even if courts declare extended session in January illegal Ap24,1A:2 Gazette comments on move by railroads to lower their taxes Ap24,16A:1 Tax-limit supporters differ on points Ap27,7A:1 Editors comment on railroads and tax breaks Ap27,3E:3 Attorney General's Office seeks delay in beginning of statewide reassessment Ap29,3A:1 Three proposals on property tax studied by Constitutional Conv panel My4,13A:1 State Chamber of Commerce spokesman says amdt proposed by Legis is only reasonable answer to problem My4,13A:1 Gazette says Gov Bill Clinton has imperfect understanding of state's malassessment problem My4,2E:1 Gov Bill Clinton signs bill extending deadline this yr for PSC to certify assessments to assessors My9,12A:1 Gov Bill Clinton signs law requiring PSC to notify Arkansas Attorney Gen and the state Education Dept when utilities ask for review of assessment My9,12A:1 Gov Clinton signs law reversing decisions made last yr that reduced taxes on utilities and carriers My9,12A:1 Arguments heard on petition to delay start of reassessment plan My10,7A:1 Editors discuss property taxes and the general election My11,3E:3 Hope Star ed says proposal of Committee to Limit Real Estate Taxes would shift burden to state sales tax My25,3E:6 Many counties would not have to reduce millage in order to avoid tax rise under plan proposed by Constitutional Conv My31,6A:1 Enough signatures secured to place Legislature's proposed amdt on property taxes on ballot My31,6A:6 Panel of Conv to seek different ratios for property Je1,11A:4 State Supreme Ct rules proposed amdt submitted by Legis is valid Je3,1A:4 Fifteen counties remain under order to reassess this year Je4,5A:6 Railroads deposit protested taxes at federal
court. Circuit Judge Perry B. Whitmore rules Act 69 of 1980 unconstitutional; act would have delayed court-ordered reassessment in 15 counties. New court suit filed alleging court order for statewide property reassessment takes over powers Constitution reserved to Legis. Backers of proposed amendment to limit property tax to one-half of one percent of value say petition effort likely to fall. Counties seek delay in order to reassess. Judge Whitmore stays order for counties to reassess; appeal cited. Deputy Attorney General urges counties to begin steps toward reappraisal. County ratios listed. Tax assessments for utilities, rails up $115.8 million. Local Government Institute compares rates currently paid with those under Supreme Ct order, Amdt 59 and the proposed state constitution.

Article by Ernest Dumas explores tangle of property taxes. Compromise reached on property tax assessment. Voters approve Amendment 59; provisions of measure and campaign for passage outlined. Voters approve Amendment 59, which provides for assessment of property based on way it is used rather than fair market value. Legislative Council allows withdrawal of appeal of 3-year reappraisal schedule. Arguments heard in court by John F. Wells challenging statewide property reassessment that began this year. Railroads ask federal court to keep jurisdiction of their case challenging constitutionality of property tax assessment system. Bill filed in Legis would set formula for state aid to counties to pay costs of property reappraisal. Chancellor John T. Jernigan rejects challenge by John Wells of statewide property reassessment that began this year. Sales Tax. Talk of sales tax increase, but not by the legislators.

Severance Taxes. Industries hit plan to increase severance taxes.

--- Brittenum, Jon: Little Rock bond broker and his ex-wife appeal $43,581 claim to Tax Court.
--- First National Bank (Little Rock):
--- Jones, Sam: Jones pleads guilty to reduced charge of theft by deception, gets $5,000 fine and 6-mo suspended term; taxes and penalty have been paid.
--- Holtz, Lou: University of Ark football coach disputes claim by IRS that he owes $9,345.016.14.
--- Mitchell, Roy: TV personality Roy Mitchell and IRS dispute deductions.
--- Mizelle, Joseph W: Psychiatrist Joseph W. Mizelle to serve 6 months for refusal to pay income tax as protest against Vietnam war.

Tax Exemption

See also:
Agricultural Machinery
Pensions and Retirement
Roads-Finances and Budgets
TAXATION

-Tax Exemptions

Taxation-Income Tax

TAXICABS AND TAXICAB DRIVERS

Taxi drivers, firms ignore rules, cite unfair treatment by Little Rock 016,10A:1

TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION, WHITE COUNTY

TAYLOR BAY

See also Water Pollution

TAYLOR, CHARLES M.

See also Aviation Hall of Fame, Ark

TAYLOR, DONALD H.

See also Text Books

TAYLOR, FRED

See also University of Ark (Monticello)

TAYLOR, LLOYD A.

See also Religion

TEACHERS, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF

See also Education (gen)--Equal Educ Education-Little Rock--Employees Television--Noncommercial

TEACHERS, COLLEGE

See Colleges-Teachers

TEACHERS, PUBLIC SCHOOLS

See Education-Teachers

TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS OF AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF

See also Arkansas Best Freight System Coca Cola Bottling Co Falcon Jet Corp

TECHNOLOGY

See Science

TEETH AND DENTISTRY

Dr Percy C. Nordlinger develops process for steel caps Mr9,1F:2 Departure of federally-sponsored dentist from Cave City sets off conflict over need for such aid My4,7A:1 Correction on Cave City article My6, 2A:8 State Supreme Ct rules license of dentists Billie J. Baxter and Robert H. Baxter should be suspended, not revoked My13,5A:6

Fluorides, Use of. Letter from David Baxter opposes 'fluoride gang' Ja28,10A:3

TELEPHONES

Bell informs PSC it will start rate increase Ja23,5C:6 State Atty Gen Steve Clark files objection to SW Bell request on rates Ja24,8A:1 Allied Telephone granted $1.3 million rate increase by PSC Ja26,4A:6 Southwestern Bell backs plan for rate settlement, gives up claim for $10 million it has collected in excess of PSC approval; an additional $24.2 million to be refunded F19,1A:2 Gazette comments on deal worked out by Steve Clark and SW Bell which allows rate rise of about $25 million annually; bargaining by PSC and the Atty Gen outside the official record is criticized F22,14A:1 Southwestern Bell gets larger increase than originally requested as result of agreement, PSC head points out Mr4, 1A:8 Steve Clark conceded irony in SW Bell rate accord, but says customers to benefit Mr5,1A:3 Service to 3 rural Hot Spring County subdivisions would cost $69,000; residents angry Mr21,4A:7 Public Service Comm recesses hearing on Allied Telephone Co rate increase request until all parties have chance to argue PSC jurisdiction over terminal equipment sold to customers Mr27,6C:3 No decision reached by PSC on SW Bell rates Ap2,4A:1 Southwestern Bell gets rate increase of $24,855,000; PSC accepts terms of agreement set in February Ap24,1A:5 Southwestern Bell to install fiber optics cable at Conway Ap25,9C:4 Southwestern Bell agrees to refund $24 million My2, 3A:7 Southwestern Bell agrees to refund $24 million My2,3A:7 Rates for Allied Telephone Co increased by PSC Je7,4A:5 Continental Telephone seeks rate increase Je12,5A:3 Southwestern Bell employee, Bob Sells, prepares booklet to educate the public on rates Je15,5E:1 Bell rate request to offset losses attributed to competition, Bob Sells says Je22,5E:1 SW Bell asks PSC to allow rates based on service on trial basis in 10 cities Jy2,4A:1 Rate increase of $57.5 million sought by SW Bell Ag9,1A:2 Southwestern Bell files its testimony
on bid for rate increase Ag15,4A:6
Editorial on Bell proposal to raise cost of pay phone call Ag24,3E:1
Continental Telephone Co of Russellville puts $3.9 million rate increase into effect N5,10A:5
General Telephone Co seeks $6.2 million rate increase N8,8A:1
Directory assistance charge used by Southwestern Bell has reduced charge as further incentive D28,1B:2
See also Public Utilities
Also see name of companies
TELETYPE CORP
Suit alleges woman fired because she is black Ja10,12A:3
Violet G. Allen files sex and race bias suit in her dismissal by Teletype in 1976 Jy28,1A:7
Firm ordered to pay back wages to 4 former black employees Jy2,8C:7
TELEVISION AND RADIO
Article on Dr Robert Stephens and his study of television-watching addiction (television dependence) F28,1B:2
Arkansas State Univ professor Howard Coleman relates his work with live programs on NBC in the early days of the industry Je19,1B:2
Radio stations downplay importance of Arbitron ratings S14,5E:3
See also Advertising
Athletics-College
Deafness
Joyland Christian Center
News and News Media
Vidlark Electronics

Cable TV. KARK-TV asks cable firms serving Jacksonville and North Little Rock to drop 32 hours of shows Mr26,1A:1
--Benton: Sale of cable TV franchise draws ire of Benton officials S7,6A:1
--Fayetteville: Open Channel Project at Fayetteville gives public access to local television Ap30,1B:5
--Little Rock: Complaints made about ads used in campaign for cable TV franchise at Little Rock Ja11,6A:6
Group of black leaders says Midwest American Cable Co uses false advertising Ja12,8A:1
Article reviews events leading to fight over LR franchise Ja13,1A:4
Defeat of ordinance would leave future of cable TV in hands of City Bd of Directors Ja14,1A:5
Two local groups responsible for vote on franchise Ja16,1A:4
Little Rock voters defeat Midwest franchise Ja23,1A:3
Mayor Hubbell says Bd needs to make decision quickly Ja24,1A:2
Black group sees election vote as mandate for its position Ja24,3A:6
Three companies favor original bids for system Ja25,4A:1
Original bidders on Little Rock franchise to try again; four firms stick with offers made in 1978 Ja31,1A:5
Cablecom of Little Rock may merge with another cable firm to back up its bid F5,1A:4
Groups seeking franchise give Bd new options F6,1A:2
Black organizations switch to support of Midwest American Cable which they have fought for over 1 yr; Midwest Attys Kaneaster Hodges given credit F7,3A:1
City Atty Jack Magruder questions changes in firms; owners F8,9A:1
City Director John Langston will vote for Riverside F10,12A:1
Poll shows residents want to vote on firm selected F10,12A:1
Cable franchise awarded to Riverside Cable Television; consortium of black orgns consider failure to award contract to Midwest a slap to blacks; City Director Charles Bussey, a black, votes for Riverside; Riverside's local investors include Stephens, inc, Lou Holtz and Eddie Sutton; Riverside pledges funds to charity F12,1A:8
Charities could gain $1.5 million; Lou Holtz and Eddie Sutton could realize large profit; P. A. Hollingsworth critical of City Bd F13,1A:2
Shouting match by blacks erupts at City Hall as Erma Hendrix reads statement of support for Charles Bussy and the supports of the City Bd
in award to Riverside F16,1A:2
Board officially awards contract to Riverside F20,4A:1
Consortium considers suit or referendum on franchise Mr1,8A:1
Blacks drop petition Mr14,4A:1
Gazette urges rapid move toward service Mr19,22A:1
Riverside expects to start service in August My2,10A:1

Citizens Band Radio
See also Roads-Speed Limits
Noncommercial. Arkansas Library Assn continues work for policy at the Arkansas Educational Television Network (AETN) that guards against censorship Ja19,7A:2
American Federation of Teachers Local at Little Rock assails AETN for refusal to show film on venereal disease and hesitation on film on school crisis F16,7A:4
Fordyce ed defends AETN F24,3E:3
Program begun by AETN designed to offer lessons of life to preschoolers N17,1B:5
Governor-elect Frank White proposes cut in budget of AETN D2,1A:2
Budget cut may force closing of network part-time D3,4A:1
Programs. Archives established at UALR to preserve Lum and Abner materials Ap26,12A:4
Article on talk shows conducted on radio by Dick Price and Jim Elder Ap29,1B:2
"Sam and Jesse" is growing in popularity at radio stations; program produced at Arkadelphia by Paul Root, Francis McBeth and Gilbert Morris My22,18:5
--Hot Springs: 300-ft-tall tower of radio station KGVS falls after sabotage D31,4A:5
--Little Rock: Gemini Broadcasting Co applies to operate VHF channel at Little Rock Ja15,6A:7
Ruckus over comic characters develops into assault on FCC license of KOKY-AM, a black-oriented station F25,9A:1
Delays in licensing KOKY radio are routine Mr12,7C:4
KLPQ change from hard rock format upsets teenagers Mr14,1B:1
Rock fans protest at KLPQ Mr16,3A:6
Fifth firm to apply for license to operate Channel 16 Mr26,7A:4
8 firms file for UHF station permit for Channel 16 My20,5A:1
Officials at KTHV angry because ABC used exclusive film made of explosion of a Titan missile silo at Damascus S21,3A:1
Radio Station KLRA to be sold to Philip R. Jonsson 09,6C:2

TENENBAUM BUILDING (LITTLE ROCK)
See Little Rock-Buildings

TENNESSEE
See also Ark-Boundaries
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY AND PROJECT
See also Electric Light and Power

TENNIS
College
--University of Ark (Fayetteville):
Southwest Conference title won by Razorbacks Ap27,1B:3
Razorbacks defeat Michigan in NCAA tourney My20,1C:1
Halls of Fame
--Arkansas Tennis Hall of Fame:
Henry W. Doyle, George Dunklin Jr and Victor Sheshunoff named to Arkansas Tennis Hall of Fame N23,11B:2

TEXARKANA, ARK
Articles on financial problems for Ark. side of city caused by lack of Texas income tax and 18 pct usury limit F10,1F:2
Voters approve $10 million bond issue for Hilton Inn and convention center D13,6A:1
See also Housing-Texarkana

TEXAS OIL AND GAS CORP
See also Gas (Fuel)

TEXT BOOKS
University of Arkansas accounting professor, Dr Donald H. Taylor, keeps busy writing textbooks F24,12E:3
Article discusses role of Dean Whiteside in reform of state textbook law S8,2B:1

THADEN, LOUISE
See also Aviation Hall of Fame, Ark

THANET, OCTAVE
See French, Alice

THEATER
Article on Marie Hilgemann, costume designer for UALR Theater Dept Mr28,1B:4
See also Education-Little Rock--Student Activities
Hardy. Arkansas Traveller Theater presents Arkansas's best-known tale every summer My4,3G:1

Searcy. Article on White County chITdren's theater group called K-Nick K-Nack Company D15,1B:2 THEATER, ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S
Article on obstacles that had to be overcome for production of "Grease" 017,1B:1
THEATER, ARKANSAS REPERTORY
Article on program of Arkansas Repertory Theater designed to develop creative talent of young people; ART director Cliff Baker comments My6,1B:2
THEFTS
See Robberies

THOMAS, JAMES L.
See also
Ark-Mental Health Services Div
THOMPSON, LORENZO
See also Colleges-Teachers--University of Ark (Little Rock)
THOMPSON, MACK
See also Police-State Police
THOMPSON, REED
Also see various headings under entry for North Little Rock
THORNCROWN CHAPEL
Unusual chapel near Eureka Springs was designed by Euline Fay Jones and commissioned by Jim Reed Ag6,1B:2

TORNTOWN
Leo J. Pianalto, 91, recalls settlement of town by Italian immigrants and of hardships they endured Jyl7,3B:1

TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS
See also Antiques

TORNADOES
Jonesboro now geared for tornado alert Ap7,1B:2 Storms rake Ark from west to east inflicting injury and damage to wide area; Clarksville suffers heavy damage; AP&L lines and equipment damaged; Nuclear One at

Wood and Wood Products
TIMBER MANAGEMENT PRACTICES, GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON
See Forests and Forestry
TIMEX CORPORATION
Consent decree signed in racial bias suit; black workers to share in $150,000 Je28,6A:4 Distribution center at Little Rock closing; about 200 employees to lose jobs N26,1A:5
TOASUnCK FERRY LOCK AND DAM
See also Electric Light
TOAN, BARRETT
See also Ark-Social Services Div
TOASTMASTERS, INTERNATIONAL
Article on work of group in Improving public speaking skills Jel2,1B:2

TOBACCO
Dr Bob F. McLemore of Monticello has collection of over 200 brands of chewing tobacco Jyl0,4B:1
See also
Ark-Finance--Budgets
Counseling
TOLTEC MOUNDS STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Toltec Mounds

TOMATOES
Tomato virus and a harmful bacteria still present in Southeast Ark growing area, but farmers and scientists are hopeful Jyl3,4A:1 Bradley County farmers expect smaller yield; illegal aliens help pick harvest Je22,1A:3 Crop called disastrous; heat, production costs cited Jyl1,3A:3

TORTIONS
See also Festivals

TREES
See also Antiques

TROJANS
See also Antiques

TROJANS, INTERNATIONAL
Article on work of group in Improving public speaking skills Jel2,1B:2

TRENDING MESSAGES (BY LETTER, TELEPHONE, ETC)
See also Ark-Governors--Security

TIAPEK, JOHN W.
See also Oil (Petroleum)

TILLES (ROSALEE) ORPHANS HOME
Former residents reveal dark chapter in life at orphans home at Fort Smith, reunion planned Ap14,1B:2

TIMBER
See

Forests and Forestry
Russellville shuts down as power lines fall; train blown off track, trucks turned over on I-40 at Mayflower Ap8,1A:2 Storms hit Pulaski County in waves during evening Ap8, 7A:1 Storms, tornadoes leave heavy property damage, 149 persons injured; map shows counties where storms hit; details given on damage Ap9,1A:2 Three waves of storms crossed state Ap9,4A:1 Debris cleared after storm; Gov Bill Clinton asks for federal aid Ap10,10A:1 Tornado warnings posted as storms and hail cross state; tornado touched down in Howard County Ap12,3A:3 Red Cross aids victims Ap13,6A:1 Centers open to help storm victims Ap9,4A:1 Columbia County has countywide tornado warning system My15,5A:2 Storms strike near Texarkana, at Ogden and In Drew Co; one man killed 018,1A:5
See also Trailers
TOSCO CORPORATION
El Dorado refinery launched a $30 million construction project during 1979 Ja20,2G:1
TOURISM
See Travel and Resorts
TOXIC SHOCK
See Septic Shock
TOXICOLOGICAL RESEARCH, NATIONAL CENTER FOR
See US-Toxicological Research
TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS
Stuffed horses made by Lavern and Wrex Smith of Jonesboro, are in great demand Ja6,5E:1
TRACK AND FIELD
College
--Arkansas Tech Univ: Article on Vicky Robertson, a member of the ATU varsity cross-country track team, who is the first female member of an AIC team 014,3C:2
--University of Ark (Fayetteville): Southwest Conf championship in cross country won by Arkansas Razorbacks N4,1C:1
TRADE PRACTICES AND MONOPOLIES
See
Ark-History Comm
TRAFFIC
See Roads and Traffic
TRAILERS (AUTO AND TRAILER CAMPS)
Arkansas has no law requiring tie-down of mobile homes despite large number destroyed by storms Je24,1B:2
TRAILS
See also
Parks--Hot Springs National Park
--Geo Float Trail: Ouachita Lake trail is unique My4,11G:5
--Lost Bridge Trail: Beaver Lake trail approved by natl office of the Boy Scouts for hiking F6,9A:8
--Ouachita Trail: Workers, volunteers clearing path extended trail will take to Pinnacle Mountain State Park Ja11,1B:3
--Ozark Trail: 500-mile trail through Ozarks of Missouri and Ark planned; parts of system exist now 05,15A:1 Arkansas section begins at Devil's Den State Park south of Fayetteville, winds through Franklin, Johnson and Newton Counties to reach Buffalo River 05,15A:1 Gazette endorses trail development 011,20A:1
TRAILWAYS SOUTHERN LINES, INC
Racial bias allegations of 2 black bus drivers denied by Trailways; 11 black drivers say they have not been discriminated against Jyl0,4A:7
TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Proposals for state to get involved in public transportation wins backing Ja4,4A:3 Article explains proposal for development of a comprehensive rural public transportation system in the counties covered by the East Arkansas Planning and Develop Dist Ja22,1B:2 Rural bus service In Hot Spring, Saline and Clark Counties will end unless federal funds provided Mr10,1B:2 Senator Dale Bumpers tells Little Rock City Directors that mass transit is wave of the future because of fuel costs Mr19,9A:1
Little Rock Metropolitan Area. Jacksonville to consider asking for Central Arkansas Transit (CAT) service Ja3,6A:4 Editor urges study of commuter rail system for Central
Ark Ja27,2E:1 Ward may end NLR bus service unless outside funding is available F7,1A:2 Charles Ward denies reports, but says he may stop early F8,12A:1 Editorial says NLR should rejoin CAT F8,16A:1 CAT need for new buses critical Ap16,10A:1 Bus service at North Little Rock to end Ap20,1A:2 Central Arkansas Transit to resume North Little Rock service My1,1A:4 Bus service by CAT pleases North Little Rock riders; some Little Rock taxpayers upset by free service My2,1A:3 North Little Rock City Council expresses intent to rejoin CAT My6,4A:1 Transit Policy Bd chairman Janet Buford wants to end North Little Rock service; other bd members refuse My14,8A:1 North Little Rock City Council votes to raise gas meter fee to pay for CAT service My20,8A:6 Mayor Laman vetoes ordinance by NLR City Council on gas meter fee, calls it inadequate My21,4A:1 Transit Policy Bd agrees to end NLR service on May 30 My22,1A:3 North Little Rock City Council votes not to provide funds; service ends My30,12A:1 Bus service ends at North Little Rock My31,11A:1 CAT and the building of a viable transit system in Pulaski County Je19,17A:1 North Little Rock votes CAT funds Je24,1A:4 North Little Rock Mayor Laman to call meeting of City Council to consider resolutions assuring CAT of support Je25,1A:2 North Little Rock commits funds to rejoin CAT Jy8,17A:7 Transit Policy Bd readmits North Little Rock Jyl8,11A:7 Dr Tom Brinner proposes running electric buses along Mills Freeway Ag15,8A:2

TRANSPORTATION CONFERENCE, ARKANSAS
See Transportation

TRANSPORTATION UNION, UNITED
United Transportation Union endorses political candidates Ap25,11A:3

TRAVEL AND RESORTS
Drastic changes may be in store for travel industry in the 1980s Ja3,20:1 Tourism tax take in Ark topped $100 million in 1979; other statistics on tourism Ja20,15G:5 Tourism officials to visit Texas to promote Ark as vacation site Ja23,5C:1 Report shows tourism down, spending up; tax revenues from tourism about $103,4 million Mr11,9C:2 David H. Taylor uses bicycle for extensive travel Mr30,1F:2 Arkansas vacation and travel guide My4,1G:1 Parks and Tourism Dept Director Jo Luck Wilson lists economic impact of tourism industry in Ark; it was in response to charge that tourists litter and cause other problems My8,24A:1 John J. Opitz says it of Mrs Jo Luck Wilson contained misinformation about importance of tourism in the Ark economy My13,8A:1 Hot Springs area leads in attraction of tourists My16,7C:4 Parks and Tourism Dept seeks to keep Arkansas vacationers in state My25,1F:2 Letter from Shelby Woods disputes Opitz on tourism and the econ Je2,10A:3 Steve Chyrchel, operator of a Eureka Springs tourist attraction, demonstrates how tourist dollars aid econ Je10,10A:3 Florence Kruger tours globe for business and pleasure D3,1B:4

TRAYLOR, R. M.
See also Ark-Elections--Land Comr

TREES
See also Dutch Elm Disease
Forests and Forestry

TRIALS
See Courts
Crime and Criminals
Also see subject of trials

TRI-LAKES REGIONAL LIBRARY
Readers in rural areas can check
out books by mail J16,1B:2
TRINITY CHURCH (JONESBORO)

Article on new independent church organized by former members of First
Method Ch and its former pastor, Rev Worth Gibson F5,1B:2 New church ex-
periencing amazing growth; group left First Methodist Church to form in-
dependent church; effect on First
United Methodist explored NI3,1B:2

See also
Methodist Church-Jonesboro
TRITT, BUSTER

See also Logan County
TROUT

See Fish and Other Marine Life
TRUCKS AND TRUCKING INDUSTRY

Increase in rates for trucking
firms sought F19,5A:1 State Trans-
portation Comm receives comments on
desirability of deregulation of
trucking industry F21,5A:1 Arkansas
officials shocked by US Senate
passage of bill setting uniform natl
truck weight limit of 80,000 lbs F22,
11A:1 Aides say Gov Bill Clinton
could support higher truck weights if
Congress will supply increased funds
to repair their damage to roads Mr5,
12C:4 Truck weights set too high,
Gov Clinton says Mr6,4A:5 Arkansas
Congressmen comment on truck weight
proposal Mr7,5A:6 Batesville ed com-
ments on heavier trucks and the roads
Mr16,3E:6 Article on Abbott
Tachograph, a Pine Bluff repair
service for timing device used In
trucking industry S9,1B:4 Increase
in truck wt promised by Governor-
elect Frank White is opposed by state
Highway Comm N7,1A:6 Gazette urges
Legis to stand firm on raising truck
weights NI4,22A:1 Editor says the
people will bear cost of Increased
truck weights N23,3E:3 Highway of-
ficials urge Legis not to approve
higher truck weights N26,6A:4 Farm
Bureau endorses increase in truck
weight limits D6,4A:1 Push to raise
track weight shocks some; Farm Bureau
endorsement causes legislators to
take effort seriously D10,1A:7

Poultry and rice interests had hand
in Farm Bureau vote D12,19A:2 Edi-
torial on Farm Bureau decision and
effects on motorists and taxpayers
D12,28A:1 State lacks money to re-
pair damaged roads now; could not re-
pair damage from Increased weights,
AHTD officials say D13,6A:1 Article
on proposed weight increase and re-
action from both sides D14,1E:4
Letter from Rep Gayle Windsor points
out dangers of Increased weights
D14,2E:3 Editorials oppose increase
in weights D21,3E:3

See also
Ark-Constttution
Ark-Elections--Governor
Arkansas Best Freight System
TRUSTHOUSE, FORTE, INC

See also Hotels-Little Rock
TUBERCULOSIS

Nursing homes may be next TB
battleground In Ark 027,6B:1

See also Cuba-Refugees
TUCKER, JAMES GUY JR

See also
Ark-Constttution
Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)--
Dist 2
Families, White House Conf on
TUCKERMAN

See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts
TURKEY TROT

See Festivals--Turkey Trot
TURNER, MARGUERITE

See also Arkansas Arts Center
TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB (LITTLE ROCK)
Health, happiness Is aim . of club
Ap20,10:1

TWIN CITY BANK (NORTH LITTLE ROCK)

Robert Lee Jackson Jr charged with
embezzlement Ap24,5A:4 Profit
Shares promotion halted after study
by state Securities Dept Ap24,5C:1

See also Chrysler Corp
TYER, ARLO

Article reviews career of Arlo Tyer
in Legislature Je15,1E:1

TYPHOID

Fort Smith woman dies of typhoid;
son also infected Jy15,7A:1

TYSON FOODS, INC

Employee Nancy Henderson charged
with forgery and theft in scheme involving 2 faked employees F22,8A:1
Springdale firm listed 16th in Fortune magazine's second 500 Largest Industrial Organizations Je3,7C:1

- U -

UNEMPLOYMENT
See Labor-Unemployment
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
Loan of $3 million granted Ark Employment Security Div so unemployment payments can continue Jy4,1A:7
Arkansas Court of Appeals rules employee who left work to care for seriously ill parents is entitled to unemployment benefits D11,16A:2
Advisory council supports 7 proposals for moving Ark unemployment benefits trust fund out of red D13,9C:8 Article discusses bureaucratic tangle that prevents Carl Parker from getting help needed after injury D21,13A:1
See also Education--Teachers--Unemployment Insurance
UNIFICATION CHURCH
Federal judge orders 12 cities to pay attorney fees in church suit that challenged ban on soliciting funds Jy25,5A:6
UNION BANK OF BRYANT
Bank robbed of $3,572; former prison inmates arrested Mr15,4A:6
UNION COUNTY
General election results N6,6A:8
UNION NATIONAL BANK (LITTLE ROCK)
Park Plaza Branch robbed Mr5,6A:2
Branch bank robbed; 2 suspects arrested D23,5A:4
See also Union of Ark Corp
UNION OF ARKANSAS CORPORATION
Union National Bank at Little Rock plans to form holding co Mr16,5E:6
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Senator Dale Bumpers says if Russia's design in invasion of Afghanistan is to take over Middle East oil fields, then US troops must be sent in Ja3,1A:7
Sen Bumpers says US must make position clear to Russians Ja4,8A:1
Senator Bumpers urges Pres Carter to tell Soviets that US will not keep its agreement not to sell arms to China; Senator urges build-up of American arms Ja5,3A:6
Senator David Pryor supports boycott of Olympic Games, canceled grain sales Ja5,3A:7
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan is ominous sign, Sen Bumpers says Ja15,9A:1
Ouachita Bapt Univ cancels concert tour of Russia Ja18,6A:5
Repr John Paul Hammerschmidt says stronger US policy would have prevented Afghanistand invasion Ja25,2A:5
Ed Bethune says Pres Carter on right track with policy toward USSR Ja26,11A:5
Little Rock concert canceled by Russia Ja27,3A:3
Boris Zelde, a former resident of Russia now living at Monticello, comments on his homeland Je24,6B:1
See also Agriculture
Olympic Games (1980)
UNION PACIFIC CORP
Missouri Pacific, Union Pacific and Western Pacific Railroads seek to merge S16,5C:2
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
See also Union Pacific Corp
UNION RESCUE MISSION (LITTLE ROCK)
Upholstery helps rescue men from their troubles 027,1B:1
Artist finds his niche painting at mission center 027,1B:1
UNIONS
See Labor
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Suit alleges race bias in hiring S24,14A:1
UNITED STATES
Agriculture Dept. Richard Bell, an official of Riceland Foods at Stuttgart, under consideration by Reagan adm for Secretary of Agriculture N7,7C:4
Richard Bell serving on Reagan transition team N13,1A:3
Richard Bell only joking when he said he seeks help of Lou Holtz in securing appmt N22,2A:2
Richard Bell
Bill Alexander wants probe of FBI's Abscam Investigation Mr2,4A:1 Editors respond to claim by David Pryor that the press is being used in the Arab Scam probe Mr2,3E:2 Editors comment on Abscam and Pryor's concern about leaks to press Mr9,3E:1 No state action likely in brillab case Ap25,9A:3 Bill Alexander votes against expulsion of Michael O. Myers from Cong In Abscam scandal 03,2A:4

Congress (Arkansas Delegation). Senators rated above average on consumer matters; House delegation is well below Ja13,3A:7 Delegation reacts positively to Pres Carter's State of the Union address Ja24,2A:5 Tom Hamburger article on special interest lobbying of the Ark Delegation Mr16,1E:3 Lawmakers financial repts My17,10A:7 Senators Bumpers and Pryor disclose finances My21,17A:1 Labor-vote ratings by AFL-CIO on Arkansas Congressional Delegation S14,11A:3 Editor comments on loss of influence In Cong D5,3A:4 Senators Bumpers and Pryor may lose some influence when Republicans reorganize Senate; House members may have more power In Democratic-controlled body N6,12A:1 Tom Hamburger analyzes effects on delegation of Republican sweep N9,1E:1 Gazette comments on Bumpers and Pryor votes on busing N16,2E:1 Members of delegation likely to shift their behavior and votes In new Cong D28,1E:5

See also

Alexander, William Vollie Jr
Anthony, Beryl Franklin
Bethune, Edwin
Bumpers, Dale Leon
Credit
Day Care Centers for Children
Hammerschmidt, John Paul
Legal Services Corp
Olympic Games (1980)-Summer
Presidential Election of 1980
Pryor, David Hampton
Trucks and Trucking Industry
US Armament-Draft
--Roll Call Votes:
Advertising to children F24,5A:3
Farmland loss F24,5A:3
Noise Control F24,5A:3
Patent Protection F24,5A:3
Subpoenae of House records F24,5A:3

Congress (HR). Ed Bethune criticizes actions of Thomas P. O'Neill for his reputed role in refusing subpoenas of records describing alleged misdealings by House members F14,3A:1
Ed Bethune sees control of House by Republicans in 1982 N6,6A:6

--Reapportionment: Revised Census Bureau estimates show Ark will not gain a seat in US House F3,5A:1
State not likely to gain seat in Cong after 1980 census F19,6B:1 Census reports show Congressional districts must be redrawn; map shows population shifts D14,8A:1 Editorial on politics of redistricting D16,8A:1

Congress (Sen)
See also
Ark-Elections--Congress (Sen)
Contracts. Sen David Pryor says consultants for Energy Dept got exhorbitant fees Ja16,9A:6 Senator Pryor announces hearings on abuses in consultant services Mr21,1A:5 Senator Pryor ends hearings on consultants, will sponsor legislation Ap4,9A:1 Consultants fight Pryor allegation of waste, abuses Ap13,8A:1 Senator Pryor says consulting firms becoming a shadow govt My17,11A:1 Senator David Pryor criticizes US Energy Dept for heavy use of consultants Je26,1A:6 David Pryor and Herb Harris introduce bill to curb consultant abuse Je27,6A:1

Courts
See Courts (US)

Economic Conditions and Trends.
Dale Bumpers warns of dire consequences if there is not some control over the econ Ap6,3E:1

--Small Business: Arkansas delegation refuses financial aid, will pay its own expenses to White House Conf on Small Business Ja6,5E:7
White House Conf on Small Business delegates meet with Gov Bill Clinton, request support My30,14A:1

Education Dept. John Danner resigns as top aid to Ark Gov Bill Clinton to become executive Secy of Dept Mr26,1A:4

--Rehabilitation Services: E. Russell Baxter of Ark may be named commr Je13,1A:6 Baxter withdraws his name from consideration, cites long delay by Carter adm in making nomination Ag6,13A:1 Baxter blames delays by White House Ag7,10A:3

Environmental Protection Agency.
See also Ark-Pollution Control and Ecology Comm

Farmers Home Adm. Edward H. Cherry named director in Ark My10,6A:4 Ed Cherry, who has served as chief in Ark only 7 weeks, plans to resign Ag1,8A:1 Carl R. Ingram recommended to succeed Cherry by Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor Ag15,13A:7

Federal...

Note: Agencies beginning with the word Federal not listed below appear under key word


Finances
--Budgets: Sen Dale Bumpers speaks on econ issues, warns of austere budget Mr2,10A:1 Sen David Pryor urges Democrats to take lead in cutting budget Mr6,9A:1 Sen Dale Bumpers and Repr Bill Alexander work on budget cuts Mr13,4A:1 Sen Dale Bumpers comments on budget under Carter's econ package Mr15,12A:4 Repr Bill Alexander and Sen Dale Bumpers react to Carter's Inflation package Mr15,14A:3 Repr Bill Alexander discusses balanced budget Mr16,4A:5 Senator Dale Bumpers says Cong will balance budget in response to demand by citizens Mr16,6A:1 Senators Bumpers and Pryor support balanced budget Mr26,3A:7 Gazette comments on sacrifice Ark will have to make under a balanced budget Ap6,2E:1 Article discusses Ark Congressional delegation votes on balanced budgets and social programs My4,1E:1
See also
Ark-Finances--Federal Aid
Public Works

Fish and Wildlife Service
See also Wildlife Sanctuaries
Foreign Service. Article on James Richard Cheek, an Arkansan who is a US diplomat D16,1B:2
Health Insurance Panel, Supplemental. President Carter names Ark Insurance Comr W. H. L. Woodyard to panel N4,6A:7
Housing and Urban Development Dept.
B. J. McCoy and Nathaniel Hill receive strong backing to fill post of Ark area mgr 024,1A:3
Immigration and Naturalization Service
See also Mexicans in Ark
Interior Dept. Sen Dale Bumpers calls choice of James G. Watt as Secretary 'unbelievable' D23,9A:7
International Relations
See International Relations Investigation, Federal Bureau of (FBI)
See also
Bribery
US-Congress (gen)--Arab Scam Operation
Job Corps. Little Rock City Board Directors A. M. (Sandy) Keith and Charles Bussey to try to stop opening of federal job corps center in old Red Carpet Inn bldg N20,1A:4 Red Carpet Inn sought by state as offices for regulatory agencies N21,10A:2
Gazette says Bussey and Keith meddling with Job Corps N24,10A:1
Repr Gayle Windsor Jr critical of Job Corps N24,10A:3
Justice Dept
--US Attorneys: Chalk Sanders Mitchell sworn in as asst US Atty; Mr Mitchell is first black to hold that position Ap8,4A:4
See also Freedom and Human Rights
Occupational Safety and Health Adm
See also Dow Chemical Corp
Park Service, National. Kenneth O. Hughes files $750,000 suit against National Park Service and Southern Productions of Conway for injuries allegedly suffered in fall from Judge Isaac Parker's gallows while making movie scene S19,9A:1
See also
Dams and Reservoirs (gen)
Wildlife Sanctuaries

Presidents and Presidency. Senator David Pryor to co-sponsor bill to curb spending on former presidents Mr10,9A:7
See also
Presidential Election of 1980
Reagan, Ronald

Public Buildings and Offices.
General Services Adm rents parking lot blocks from Social Security offices at Fort Smith Ag27,1A:8
Public Property. Arkadelphia ed supports David Pryor's efforts to sell stored furniture Ja6,3E:6
Small Business Adm. W. R. Smith Jr and Tommy Swarek seek dismissal of suit charging them with defrauding SBA of $697,000 Jel7,6A:1
Judge Elsijane Trumble Roy refuses dismissal of indictment of Smith and Swarek in SBA fraud case Jy19,9A:7
Jury seated for trial of Tommy Swarek on charge of attempt to defraud Small Business Adm S30,6A:6
Swarek convicted 03,12A:1
See also Ark-Economic Conditions
Small Farm Research Center.
Agreement on Lease of Land assures Center to be establ at Booneville Ag19,5A:1
See also
Prisons-Arkansas State--Facilities

Suits and Claims Against Govt
See also
Chemistry and Chemicals
Guillilaine Barre Syndrome
US-Parks Service, National
US-Veterans Adm Hosp (Little Rock)
US Armament-Army Corps of Engineers

Suits and Claims By Govt. Proposal
by Sen Dale Bumpers to weaken power of regulatory agencies draws strong opposition; proposal is now before House F6,5C:7 Ed Bethune praises bill allowing businesses to recover legal fees and costs incurred from lawsuits filed by regulatory agencies My1A,2A:3 Federal Judge J. Shelly Wright foresees corporate boon in Bumpers plan to weaken power of regulatory agencies My18,22A:1 Gazette calls Bumpers proposal an aberration that is not really reform Jy25,20A:1 Senator Bumpers confident his regulatory bill will pass 08,11A:1 Toxilogical Research, National Center for Dr Ronald W. Hart selected to direct NCTR Ja25,12A:1 See also Waste Materials and Sewage ...

Veterans Administration
See also Veterans

Veteran's Administration Hospital
(Little Rock)
Judge Richard S. Arnold rules negligence in death of Jacob Monroe Schales, awards $78,475 to family Ap30,6A:5

Veterans Administration Hospital
(North Little Rock)
Robert Manning Jr files suit alleging VA Hospital at NLR forced him to take mind-altering drugs; other rights violations alleged Ja3,5A:2 Widow of John C. Morgan alleges drug led to death of her husband, seeks $3.3 million F5,7A:2 J. W. Batson, Inc of Dallas, is low bidder on $50 million project Mr1,1A:4

United States Armament and Defenses

Senator Dale Bumpers urges buildup of arms in light of Russian moves in Afghanistan and the Middle East Ja5,3A:6 Arkansas House Delegation splits on proposal to raise defense spending; Ed Bethune and John Paul Hammerschmidt vote for bill while Bill Alexander and Beryl Anthony voted 'no' My2,3A:1 Bill Alexander says US reassessing defense needs O12,5A:1 Senator Dale Bumpers says US ahead of Soviet Union militarily O19,1A:3 Senator Dale Bumpers says he will continue to oppose B-1 bomber N13,1A:5 Senator Bumpers says some proposed defense spending goes too far N21,8A:1 Editorial on Bumpers opposition to B-1 bomber D14,3F:2

See also Chemical Warfare Missiles ... Air Force See also Little Rock Air Force Base Missiles ...

Army. Article on new tactics used in recruiting Mr4,1B:2 Family of Pfc Kenneth L. Mosler picket Army recruiting center at Little Rock; Mosler died last yr while awaiting discharge Mr15,1A:2 Army Corps of Engineers. Part of Tulsa district transferred to Little Rock dist Jy22,9A:3 US Circuit Ct reverses award to widow of Haldon C. Livingston, who drowned in Norfork River when boat hit cable left by contractor who built Norfork Dam; suit was filed against Army Engineers Ag15,20A:8

See also Cypress Creek Dams and Dikes Departee Creek Johnson County Lakes and Reservoirs Parks and Playgrounds St Francis County Water ...

Arsenals
See also Pine Bluff Arsenal Draft and Recruitment, Military. Proposed drafting of women bTngs.
mixed reaction to Ark Congressional Delegation; all support resumption of registration of men F12,3A:4 Senators Bumpers and Pryor back registration F12,3A:5 Interview with Ardle Elchelmann, who coordinates Arkansans Against Draft Registration Ap3,1B:2 Arkansans signing up for military draft; some draft protestors demonstrate Jy22,1A:5

Reserves

---Army: Little Rock chapter of NAACP charges 25 black Army Reserve members at Camp Robinson have been denied promotion Ap13,3A:1

---National Guard: Arkansas National Guard told to rehire black, end racial bias F22,3A:2 US Army enters bias suit against Arkansas National Guard My30,16A:1 Attorneys for plaintiff, Mrs Corenna Taylor, ask cutoff of all US funds to Arkansas National Guard until it complies with hiring rules Je3,7A:1 Chief of Staff James A. Ryan tells ct Guard can rectify racial imbalance Je5,5A:1

Goals in hiring to be ordered, Judge Arnold says Je7,4A:1 Ruling delayed on bid to lift hiring Injunction issued earlier In sex and race bias suit Je1D,6A:1 Calvin Anderson files class-action suit alleging ANG disciplined and demoted him because he is black and of the Islamic faith Jy2,9A:4 Editorial on Arkansas National Guard and minorities Jyl3,3E:2

Arkansas ordered to meet racial quotas in hiring civilian employees; rehiring of Mrs Corenna Taylor ordered Ag9,1A:2 Attorney for blacks tells US Appeals Ct that quotas will be necessary to end pervasive racism in Arkansas National Guard N12,10A:1

---See also Food Contamination

---Reserve Officer Training Corps: Article details Army ROTC program at University of Ark (Fayetteville) which attracts large enrollment Mr4,1B:2 Kenneth Kersh, president of Arkansas Tech, named to Army Advisory Panel on ROTC affairs for 3rd Region Mr6,11A:6 Program to begin this fall at University of Ark at Little Rock Jyl7,4A:1 Program to be offered at University of Ark at Monticello D17,18A:6

UNITED STATES NATIONAL RIVER ACADEMY

Thomas W. Tooker named executive director Ja3,4A:1

UNITED TELEPHONE CO

See also Taxation-Real Estate and Other Property

UNIVERSAL FUELS PRODUCTS, INC

Elbert Jean, director of Congressman Bill Alexander's Jonesboro office, conducts for-profit marketing course on alcohol energy Ap27,6A:1

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

---See Colleges

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL (LITTLE ROCK)

Residents, faculty members and dept heads ordered to supervise emergency room In evenings and weekends; protest of order voiced Ap4,16A:7 Dr Thomas Bruce defends his decision on staffing of emergency room Ap9,5A:6

Article discusses University Hospital and its charity caseload N1,1A:4 Sliding fee scale used; collection of bills difficult N1,12A:1

---See also Colleges-Wages

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS

Note: Under this heading are entered articles about activities having system-wide application. Other material is under names of the individual units and related subjects.

---Interim president, Dr James E. Martin, is candidate for president of Auburn Univ Ja12,7A:6 Presidential search com named Ja26,6A:6 Kaneaster Hodges Jr apptd to Board of Trustees by Gov Bill Clinton Mr22,10A:1

Hodges appt praised Mr29,3E:6

President and other system-wide admrs to move to Continuing Education Bldg in downtown Fayetteville My31,5A:1 Dr Raymond Miller elected chmn of Board of Trustees Je14,4A:4 Gazette suggests next president be a distinguished scholar who will strengthen the liberal arts Je17,12A:1 Names of 5 nominees for President given to
University of Ark (Medical Sciences)  
University of Ark (Monticello)  
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS (FAYETTEVILLE)  
David Epstein, new dean of Law  
School at UAF, is expert in bankruptcy law  
Ja2, 1B:2 Progress continued during 1979  
Ja20, 9G:1 Legislature approves creation of a vice  
president/provost to be head of UAF  
Ja25, 1A:2 Gov Clinton signs act appropriating $54,000 for creation of  
provost at UAF  
Ja31, 9A:2 Homecoming weekend recalls Fayetteville and  
University in other days; aerial view of campus in 1950  
Nt4, 1B:1  
See also  
Alcohol as Fuel  
Athletics-College  
Baseball-College  
Basketball-Awards  
Basketball-College  
Colleges-Awards  
Colleges-Budgets  
Colleges-Buildings  
Colleges-Curricula  
Colleges-Crimes  
Colleges-Enrollment  
Colleges-Fees  
Colleges-Gifts  
Colleges-Research  
Colleges-Student Housing  
Colleges-Wages  
Football-Bowl Games  
Football-College  
Stadiums  
Tennis-College  
Track and Field-College  
US Armament-Reserves  
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS FOR MEDICAL  
SCIENCES  
Name of University of Ark Medical  
Sciences Campus changed to University  
of Arkansas for Medical Sciences  
Nt5, 5A:1  
See also University of Ark  
(Medical Sciences Campus)  
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS (LITTLE ROCK)  
Program and services growth marked  
activity of 1979  
Ja20, 2G:3 Panel advises that action on leaving  
University of Arkansas system be reserved; advantages and disadvantages
ried Ap 29,3A:3 Gazette says UALR should not leave system Hy2,26A:1
Panel formed to monitor University of Ark system policies My7,9A:5 Gov Bill Clinton appts Dr Roosevelt Brown to Board of Visitors S27,8A:4 Dr Brown's appmt was to UAPB, not UALR S30,9A:2
See also
Athletics-College
Basketball-College
Colleges-Accreditation
Colleges-Budgets
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Discrimination
Colleges-Enrollment
Colleges-Equal-Educ
Colleges-Grading of Students
Colleges-Graduates and Graduation
Colleges-Libraries
Colleges-Student Housing
Colleges-Teachers
Kempner Opera House
Theater
University of Arkansas
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS (MEDICAL SCIENCES CAMPUS)
Chaplaincy program to begin My1, 9A:1 Orthopedics specialist Dr Carl L. Nelson attracts Swedish doctor to University of Ark Medical Sciences Campus Ag13,1B:5 History of medicine preserved In archives of University of Arkansas Medical Sciences Campus O22,1B:2 Article on exchange program between UAMSC and Kaohsiung Medical College In Taiwan N12,1B:2
See also
Colleges-Budgets
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges-Enrollment
Colleges-Gifts
Colleges-Grading of Students
Colleges-Graduates
Photography
University Hospital
University of Ark for Medical Sciences
UNIVERSITY OF ARK (MONTICELLO)
Regional leaders meet to discuss grievances UAM has with university system; idea of joining Arkansas State Univ discussed S12,1A:5 Dr Fred Taylor says grievances by civic leaders do not reflect opinion he has recd from faculty, staff and students S13,10A:1 Charles Sidney Gibson does not consider Taylor's reply adequate S14,7A:1 Faculty defends Dr Taylor, ties with University S15,2A:4 Eleven dept chairmen back UAM adm and its role in the University of Ark system S17,11A:1 Criticism of UAM causing dispute; local papers join fray; role of Bennie Ryburn Sr discussed S18, 8A:1 Ninety teachers, staff offer support of Dr Taylor and the UA system S19,5A:6 Southeast Ark editors comment on controversy S21,3E:1 Dr James E. Martin tells 250 Southeast Ark residents that he and the UA adm have properly supported UAM as a regional campus S23,9C:4 Letter questions make-up of groups supporting adm S20,18A:3 Chancellor Fred Taylor is one of four finalists for South Dakota's commissioner of higher educ D20,2A:3
See also
Colleges-Accreditation
Colleges-Budgets
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges-Enrollment
Colleges-Teachers
Football-College--University of Ark (Monticello)
US Armament-Reserves--Reserve Officer Training Corps
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS (PINE BLUFF)
Resignation of Chancellor Herman B. Smith called for by 11 dept chairmen; Smith says he will not resign, expresses dissatisfaction with performance of some dept heads and faculty Ag20,1A:8 Resignation request Is first challenge to Dr Smith; events outlined Ag24,5A:1 Legislative Assembly votes 100-18 to support department heads In call for resignation of Dr Smith Ag27,20A:8 Reports on Intent of vote by Assembly conflict Ag28,8A:1 Dr Aaron Van Wright, vice-chancellor for academic
affairs, says he refused a request by Chancellor Smith to write unfavorable review on Dr Lawrence A. Davis Jr S9, 3A:1 Gov Bill Clinton appoints D Roosevelt Brown to Board of Visitors S30,9A:2 Student rally calls for resignation of Chancellor Herman B. Smith D6,5A:6 Students march, demand Smith resign D9,4A:6
See also
Colleges-Budgets
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Enrollment
Colleges-Gifts
Colleges-Teachers
Football-College
King, Martin Luther Jr
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS PRESS
Board of Trustees of University of Ark agree to estab press, with University of Missouri Press to handle layout, printing and advertising My31,5A:1 Poet Miller Williams named director Je21,9A:3 Letter protests favoritism shown Fayetteville campus in rules for Press Ag26,10A:3 First 2 books set for publication by new press D31,18:2
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL ARKANSAS
1979 saw several improvements at UCA Ja20,16G:3 Ben Burton, an official of Weyerhaeuser Corp, named to Board by Gov Bill Clinton Jy2,9A:2
See also
Aeronautics and Space Industries
Ark-Contracts
Athletics-College
Basketball-College
Colleges-Buildings
Colleges-Budgets
Colleges-Curricula
Colleges-Enrollment
Colleges-Fees
Colleges-Graduates
Colleges-Libraries
Colleges-Religious Practices
Energy and Power
Fires-Conway
Football-College

UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF
See also Colleges-Teachers--Philander Smith Coll
URBAN AREAS
Note: Articles on individual cities are under the name of the city ...
See also
Area Planning
Little Rock Metropolitan Area
URBAN LEAGUE, LITTLE ROCK
Republican victory troubles head of Urban League of Greater Little Rock N25,1B:1
See also Blacks (In Ark)
URBAN RENEWAL
See Urban Areas; also geog heads
USURY
See Credit

VACATIONS
Arkansas vacation and travel guide My4,1G:1
VACCINATION AND VACCINES
Exceptions to rule requiring vaccination of school children to be granted only to members of recognized church or religious denominations opposed to such practices Jel0,3A:7 Legislative panel asks rules change to allow parents to state that religious beliefs bar immunization Ag21,8A:5
See also Guillaline Barre Syndrome
VAGRANCY AND VAGRANTS
Article on social and religious work of William Galliano with hoboes and winos at Little Rock 013,18:2
See also McGehee
Union Rescue Mission
VALLEY INDUSTRIES, INC
Conway backs Industrial bonds for Aermotor Division expansion Ap30, 12A:1
VALMAC INDUSTRIES
Ruth McClures files sex bias suit against firm S27,18A:2 Article on work of Industrial chaplain, Jeff Cheatham N16,6E:5
VAN BUREN
Article on rebuilding of Main Street as 'antique' F14,1D:1 Designer tracks down turn-of-the-century look of Van Buren F21,1D:1 Frisco Depot being restored F28,1D:1 Joneses are firm believers of project F28,2D:1 Project focuses on King Opera House Mr6,4D:1 See also Education-Van Buren
VAN BUREN COUNTY
All county road workers laid off amid financial pinch Jy8,9A:6
VANADIUM
Arkansas ranked no.1 In mining of vanadium Ag31,2F:1
VANDALISM
See also Cemeteries
Education-Fort Smith
Education-Lakeside
Lakes-Sylvia
Stuttgart
VARNADO, VASHTI O.
See also Courts (US)-Federal Dist
VASECTOMY
See also Medicine-Malpractice
VAUGHN, JOSEPH FLOYD
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame-Ark
VEGETABLE GROWERS ASSOCIATION, LEE COUNTY
See also Fruit and Vegetables
VEGETABLES
See also Fruit and Vegetables
VELSICOL CHEMICAL CORP
See also Chemistry and Chemicals
VENEREAL DISEASES
Syphilis outbreak at Hot Springs causes concern Ap1,10A:1 Another case of syphilis found at Hot Springs Ap2,4A:7
VERTAC, INC
See also Chemistry and Chemicals
VETERANS
Veteran Ray E. Armstrong denied full military funeral; Inflation, lack of funds blamed My25,3A:5 See also Arkansas Veterans Home
Hobgood, Norman
Spanish-American War
See also Moore, William J.
Vietnam War. Repr John Paul Hammerschmidt leads efforts for memorial to veterans killed in Vietnam war Mr6,11A:7 Program set up at Little Rock by US Veterans Adm to reach out to Vietnam veterans My4,1F:2
VETERINARY MEDICINE
Article on veterinary work of Dr Arthur Gillum of Little Rock Ja21,1B:2
VIDIARK ELECTRONICS
Salem firm develops satellite antenna that sells for $500.00 and can pick up RCA's Satcom I telecommunications Ag21,1B:2
VILLAGE CREEK STATE PARK
See Parks-Village Creek
VILONA DOWNS
See Horse Racing
VIOLENCE
See also Families-Violence
VIP FOODS, INC
Pine Bluff food distributor Is probed in kickback case F27,3A:1
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
See also Education (gen)-Vocational
VOLUNTEERS (IN COMMUNITY SERVICE)
Volunteers from across the state to be honored Je24,2B:3 Article on volunteer community service program in towns served by SW Bell Telephone Co 07,1B:4
See also Arkansas Children's Colony-Booneville
Robinson, Delcena
VOTER REGISTRATION RECORDS
See Ark-Arches and Records
Ark-Elections--Voting Requirements and Voters
VOTING MACHINES AND BALLOTS
See
Miller County
Pulaski County-Elections--Voting
Machines
VOUGHT CORPORATION
US Defense Dept awards $3.5 billion
missile contract to Vought Corp of
Dallas; most work to be performed at
Camden Ap30,1A:3 Ground broken for
missile factory at Camden that will
employ 1,500 Jel4,12A:1 Naboltz
Construction of Conway selected to
build rocket plant Ag3,7E:7

- W -

WABBASEKA
See also
Waste Materials and Sewage
WAGES AND HOURS
See Labor-Wages and Hours
WAITERS AND WAITRESSES
See Hotels
WALDRON
Economic growth boosted by In­
dustries, new municipal center Ja20,
8E:1
WALKER, HARLAN V.
See also Sheridan Headlight
WALKER, JAMES DEAN
See also
Prisons-Ark State--Escapes
WALKER, JOHN W.
See also
Blacks In Arkansas
Courts (US)-Federal Dist
Legal Profession
Little Rock-City Board of Directors
WALKING
Winter hiking In Upper Buffalo
River Wilderness area Ja20,4B:1
See also Trails
WALLER, DUDDY
See also Colleges-Halls of Fame--
Southern Ark Univ
WALLS (JAMES A.) FAMILY
See also Holly Grove
WAL MART STORES
Carl Williams files race and sex bias suit Ap5,7A:6 Earl W. Lakebrink
of Camdenton, Mo, charged with at­
tempt to extort $1 million from Wal­
Mart Stores, Inc; dynamite found In
Rogers store Dl7,10A:1
WALMSLEY, BILL
See also Ark-Contracts
WAR EAGLE
See also
Arts and Crafts Seminar, Ozark
WAR EAGLE FAIR
See Handicrafts-Show
WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM
See Stadiums
WARD
See also Water
WARD, CHARLES D.
First National Bank of Little Rock
files foreclosure suit against Ward
alleging default on loan Jel3,6C:8
Charles Ward asks dismissal of fore­
closure suit by First National Bank
of Little Rock Jyl6,2A:5
See also
Democratic Party
National Leasing Corp
Ward Industries, Inc
WARD, DAVID H.
Founder of Ward Industries Is at
work on new bus company In Conway;
firm will not be related to Ward In­
dustries Ag22,1A:3
WARD INDUSTRIES, INC
Firm seeking to sell 40 pct of Its
stock to R. W. Harmon and Sons Ja16,
1A:7 Conditional agreement made on
stock sale Ja23,4C:1 R. W. Harmon
and Sons wants Farmers Home Adm to
guarantee $5 million loan before
purchase F21,7C:7 National Leasing
Corp asks that award to Ward be
amended or set aside F28,7C:3 Ward
files $21 million suit against Ameri­
can General Corp alleging negligence
In manufacture of bus chassis F28,
7C:8 Judge Roy declines to set aside
decision against National Leasing
F29,10A:3 Egyptians charge Ward
buses are flimsy; Ward spokesman says
buses designed for 52 persons were
load with 200 and driven over rough
roads F29,16A:6 Charles Ward blames
chassis design for bus problems Mr1, BA:5 Charles Ward blames problems in Egyptian buses on crowding and the subcontractor Mr2,14A:1 R. W. Harmon and Sons suspends discussions about stock purchase; cites economic conditions Mr4,7A:1 Employees of Ward School Bus Mfg Co notified of health ins cancellation because firm did not pay premium My21,4A:7 Ward pays, Insurance reinstated My23,7A:6 Ward expects to settle lawsuits in month's time Je22,5E:1 School bus factory at Conway closes while Ward seeks additional investors; 700 seek jobless pay; Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co shuts off gas Jy17,1A:2 Thomas F. (Hack) McLarty and J. W. (Buddy) Benafield negotiating for purchase of controlling interest Jy19,1A:2 Ward files for reorganization under federal bankruptcy law; Benafield and McLarty sign letter of agreement to acquire firm's operating assets Jy26,1A:4 Unsecured creditors hold meeting to plan repayment by Ward Jy29,5A:1 Ward Industries seeks to borrow $450,000 to resume bus production Jy31,5C:2 Bankruptcy court hears testimony on interim funding Ag2,5A:1 Importance of loan to Ward stressed Ag6,8A:1 Ward bus distributors may lose orders if plant does not reopen soon Ag7,8A:1 Loan of $750,000 approved by judge, but not on terms wanted by lenders; another group may be interested in firm Ag9,1A:4 Bankruptcy judge approves loan Ag12,4A:7 Liquidation likely if loan not approved this week Ag13,9A:1 San Diego schools to seek alternate firm if loan falls Ag14,7A:1 Agreement reached, may allow plant to reopen Ag15,1A:2 Talks with United Auto Workers Union continues Ag16,4A:4 Negotiators end talks Ag17,3A:6 Agreement reached with union; plant may reopen soon Ag19,1A:4 Pacts ratified by union; bus plant to reopen Ag20,1A:4 Investors plan to pump $16 million into firm; no member of Ward family will be involved in

Waste Materials

mgmt Ag22,1A:2 Ward repays debts totaling $21,548,729 Ag22,2A:6 Bankruptcy judge denies motion by United Auto Workers for seat on reorganization panel Ag23,8A:1 T. M. Honea named interim chief operating officer Ag24,5E:5 Editorial points out large number of prominent Democrats involved in firm and efforts to bail it out Ag31,3E:6 Creditors ask for accounting $18,6A:5 Ward submits plan to reorganize $24,10C:1 Assembly line moving again 02,8C:6 Collapse of firm feared if reorganization plan not approved soon 015,11A:1 Banker Nell Floyd testifies another shutdown of Ward likely to be permanent 018,6A:6 Firm nearer reorganization 025,9A:1 All classes except one approve reorganization plan N20,12A:5 Reorganization plan approved, operating assets to be sold N21,10A:1

See also

Transit Systems-Little Rock Metro

Ward, Charles

Ward, David H.

WARREN

Industrial growth noted during 1979

Ja20,15G:7

WARREN, EUGENE ROLFE

Prominent lawyer and banker dies at Little Rock; Mr Warren was atty for Arkansas Education Assn and Arkansas Medical Society Mr17,1A:2

WASHINGTON COUNTY

General election results N6,5A:8

See also

Eoff Real Estate Rental Co

Medicine-Ambulance

WASTE MATERIALS AND SEWAGE

Letter from deputy prosecutor threatens lawsuits for failure to pay garbage fees due Pulaski Solid Waste Dept Ja1,5A:1 Arkansas will lose some federal funds for sewage treatment unless cities use newer methods Ja1,9A:1 Pio Lombardo says state govt needs to change its attitude to foster innovations in sewage systems Ja2,9A:1 Idea of using waste to create energy is catching on in Ark Ja20,1A:4 Article discusses problems
when city govs attempt to operate facilities for energy creation Ja21, 1A:4 Research project on burning of potentially hazardous wastes at National Center for Toxicological Research planned by EPA; firm called Versar applies for permit Ja22, 1A:4 Future of heat recovery system is in smaller cities, firm believes Ja22, 1A:4 Technical advisory group to Pollution Control Comm suggests hazardous dumps be banned from part of state Ja25, 4A:6 Problems noted in request for hazardous waste dump near Emmet Ja26, 9A:1 Proposed landfill near Beebe draws protests Ja27, 5A:3 Arch Pettit organizing firm to bring European technology for burning hazardous wastes to the US F5, 4A:3 Washington and Benton Counties and several of their municipalities work on regional plan for waste disposal and energy recovery F10, 9A:1 Gov Clinton names council to study ways to reduce litter, recycle waste and manage resources better F13, 4A:7 Advisory panel suggests 3 classifications for hazardous wastes F14, 3A:6 Gov Clinton's technical advisory panel wants section deleted from proposed state constitution that allows voters to veto hazardous waste landfills F23, 9A:1 Test using silver carp to clean sewage pond of plants is a success F23, 12A:6 Gov Bill Clinton calls for federal fund to maintain closed hazardous waste sites F25, 1A:2 State Transportation Comm urged to require haulers of hazardous wastes to furnish copy of manifests to state Mr6, 6C:7 Hazardous Wastes Advisory Panel opposes yearly variance renewal Mr8, 6A:6 New EPA policy on sewer grants will force total revision of Ark plans; large cities to receive top priority Mr12, 4A:1 Transporters of hazardous wastes must obtain permits Mr15, 11A:1 Mandatory examinations proposed for workers at hazardous waste disposal sites Mr22, 10A:6 Pine Bluff Arsenal to do research on burning of hazardous materials Mr25, 4A:5 Survey shows Arkansans favor legislation to ban nonreturnable drink containers Ap1, 10A:1 State Pollution Control Dept sets September 30 deadline for all cities and counties to submit plans for trash and other waste disposal Ap5, 5A:2 Raw sewage stands in ditches all over Wabbaseka; major policy change by EPA Intensifies problem of correction Ap10, 7A:1 Ten cities in Washington and Benton Counties agree to participate in regional solid waste disposal system Ap16, 10A:4 Use of Chinese carp in sewage ponds may help solve problems for Ark cities Ap18, 11C:3 US Environmental Protection Agency affirms its concern for problems of small towns; team to study problems Ap24, 6A:1 Governor's Hazardous Waste Technical Advisory Committee decides against outright ban of landfill near Hope; compromise language for proposal praised My3, 5A:1 Teams from EPA to visit towns in state to assess sewage systems My10, 10A:1 Small towns of Perry and Hatfield are models for sewage treatment Hy11, 4A:1 Nine more disposal sites in Ark listed by EPA as potential hazards My13, 4C:7 State Police to step up enforcement of litter laws My15, 7C:2 State Pollution Control Comm moving on plans to enforce law on solid waste mgt by counties My24, 5A:1 Uncertainty of federal funds for sewer project troubles Searcy Je1, 6A:4 Governor Clinton's advisory panel will oppose use of landfills for toxic wastes if they can be burned instead Je3, 9A:6 Draft rept identifies 30 problems and needed actions to provide sewer service to small rural communities Je7, 7B:1 Gov Bill Clinton says code proposed by his advisory panel will stop hazardous waste landfill between Hope and Emmet Je21, 4A:5 College buddies Gary Nufer and Dr Dick Cohen operate auto
salvage yard at Little Rock Je25,18:4 Gov Bill Clinton urges area officials to continue flight against hazardous wastes landfill at Emmet Je27,12A:6 State Pollution Control agency still seeking sewer aid for small towns Jyl,13A:1 Pollution Control Dept revises priority list of cities to receive sewer grants Jyl6,10A:1 Benton Bd of Directors approves $11 million for sewage plant expansion Jyl7,9A:2 Revised list for sewer project funds released Jyl7,8C:3 Arkansas Industries and medical community clash over issue of need for monitoring of health of persons living near hazardous waste disposal facilities Jy22, 9A:1 Pollution Control Comm delays adoption of code on hazardous wastes Jy26,5A:1 State's regional services approach conflicts with EPA's urban emphasis; town of Lowell cited as example Jy27,4A:1 Ensco official says it is exempt from having to meet location criteria in proposed regulation Jy29,4C:3 State rules on sanitary landfills are unreasonable for some rural areas, Paul N. Means says Jy29,4C:5 Designation of sewer funds for small towns approved Agl, 17A:1 Nine hazardous waste sites in Ark cleared by EPA inspection Ag8, 9A:7 Gov Bill Clinton blasts Delta Specialty for try at last-minute effort to get permit for hazardous wastes site Ag10,4A:5 Tougher standards set for injecting wastes into wells Agl5,15A:1 New hazardous waste regulations adopted; disposal site in Hempstead County barred Agl6, 9A:1 Grant from EPA may be denied because of lack of action by state to control wastes injected into wells Agl6,9A:1 Pollution Control Dept releases revised priority list for sewer grants Ag23,7A:1 Sewer grant priority list adopted by Pollution Control and Ecology Comm, sent to EPA S27,10A:1 Article on recycling of old cans by Arkansas Recycle Corp 02, 18:2 Article on need for litter cleanup in Ark 02,18:4 Overpromotion of resource recovery attacked 03, 10A:1 Residents of Shirley resist plan by Fairfield Bay to develop landfill 05,5A:1 Waste paper and aluminum from state agencies to be recycled 016,9A:1 Panel needed to select hazardous waste sites, advisers say 023,4A:2 Thirty-two barrels of toxic PCB headed for Energy Systems Co (Ensco) at El Dorado from Rocky Flats nuclear weapons plant near Denver; Ensco pres Melvyn Bell angry, may turn truck around 024,10A:7 ENSCO owner rejects 26 barrels of PCBs from Colorado 025,10A:6 State Geologist Norman Williams reported over a year ago that soil at Hope could take hazardous waste landfill; map of state shows where such clay deposits exist N5,12A:1 About 400 metal drums of hazardous wastes being removed from illegal dump near Blytheville N12, 8A:6 Arkansas is first state to receive authority to regulate hazardous waste mgmt N19,4A:4 Logan County protests plan by Fort Smith to dump 100 tons of sludge daily at site near Magazine N21,6A:5 Permits granted by Pollution Control and Ecology Comm for controversial landfills at Shirley and at Little Rock N22,5A:1 Fayetteville has serious problem in sewage disposal N27,28:1 Hazardous waste disposal depends on consideration of people, Arch Pettit tells conf on hazardous waste problems D10, 10A:1 Monticello studies use of garbage to create energy D14,5E:1 Illinois River Property Owners Assn threatens suit if Fayetteville decides to build wastewater treatment plant on river; alternative plans include more discharges into White River or piping wastes to Arkansas River D20,5A:1 Lack of funds forces Shirley residents to drop plans to fight landfill D21,8A:1 Work crews cutting road at proposed hazardous waste landfill site near Hope creates fears among residents D31,4A:6 See also Alcohol as Fuel
WASTE MATERIALS

Chemistry and Chemicals
Energy Systems Co
Parks-Hot Springs
Septic Tanks
Spring River
Water
Water Pollution

WATCHES AND CLOCKS
Article on Lonnie R. Hendrix and his clock repair shop at Rogers Ap6, 1F:2

WATCHMEN
See Guards

WATER
Bill Alexander to fight Carter adm plan to drop 5 water projects in Ark Ja25,5A:5 Gov Bill Clinton vetoes bill on water, sewer and solid waste loan funds shift from state Local Services Dept to Soll and Water Resource Div Ja26,1A:4 City of Russellville considering purchase of Russellville Water Co; Arkansas Valley Regional Water Distribution Dist wants city to cooperate in program F12,5A:1 Russellville City Council to form panel to negotiate price for water firm F16,4A:1 City of Hope to become first user of Hiltwood Reservoir for municipal water supply F24,8E:6 US Rep Bill Alexander responds to Gazette editorial opposing water resources projects supported by Alexander F27,14A:3 Russellville's future water supply endangered by plan of Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm to preserve the Illinois Bayou and its forks F28,7A:1 State Soll and Water Conservation awards grants for several water system projects, including one to stop use of radioactive wells in Boone County F29,16A:1 Several water projects delayed because of funds crunch of Army Corps of Engineers Mr29,14A:1 Forest hydrologist, Ed Miller charges soil erosion estimates ridiculous in a rent by state Soil and Water Conservation Comm to Pollution Control Dept on Upper Alum Watershed in Saline Co Ap2,7C:1 Article explores water rights in Ark

In view of State Supreme Ct ruling in Mulberry River case Je8,1A:4 Battles over water rights still rage Je9,1A:4 Clinton adm seeks more control over decisions on which communities get water and sewer grants Je12,7C:1 Shannon Hills runs out of water Je17, 8A:7 Town of Ward (Lonoke County) has water problems as population grows, water table drops Je29,7A:1 Water supply critical at Shannon Hills Je29,7A:1 Benton officials call for use cutback during heat wave Jy3,6A:3 Drouth forces Ratcliff and Faulkville to haul water Jy10,2A:3 Lake Maumelle pump fails; Little Rock residents urged to conserve Jy12,1A:2 Outside water use restricted at Little Rock because of mechanical failures Jy14,1A:8 Little Rock officials order on use of water for plants eased after City Hall receives flood of complaints Jy15,1A:6 Repair of pumps eases Little Rock problems Jy16,1A:7 John P. Saxton says laws needed giving state title to surplus water Jy16,10A:1 Act 81 of 1957 regulates use of water in streams during drouth Jy17,4A:1 Governor's Water Policy Task Force says too many agencies involved in water policy; group drafts statements on numerous problems Jy20,3A:1 Editorial on danger of surplus water being exported to other states Jy20,2E:1 Little Rock lifts restrictions Jy22,6A:1 Federal grant of $3.7 million awarded for project to carry Beaver Lake water to Carroll and Boone Counties Ag13,4A:2 Berryville has water shortage Ag13,4A:4 Attorney General Steve Clark to ask Legts to create a commission to study water laws and recommend changes Ag20,5A:1 State water policy issues spark dispute during public hearing on proposals Ag20,5A:6 Shortage of water in Kings River forces Berryville firms to close Ag22,1A:4 Berryville plows basin in river to aid critical water supply Ag23,9A:7 Foresters contend Governor's Water Policy Task
Force ignores economics and productivity in favor of recreation and preservation. Conway begins using Arkansas River water as Cadron Creek goes dry. Wood products industry asks that voluntary water guidelines be given a chance. Gazette ed on findings that Arkansas River water is suitable for municipal purposes.

Conway warned using Arkansas River water 'likely' violates rules. Large crowd attends meeting to discuss formation of large water improvement dist in western Pulaski Co.

Clark urges severance tax on water exported from Ark. Regional water supply plans slowed by agency policies that increase costs. Carroll-Boone Water Dist is example.

Water Resources Council needed to help resolve conflicting policies. Arkansas Conservation Coalition says there will share cost of Carroll-Boone Dist although it may never need water. Carroll-Boone Board pays 3 times appraised value of land for plant site.

Water Co entitled to larger rate increase, state Supreme Ct rules. Senator Knox Nelson outlines legislative plans for finance of rural systems, to study water laws and for severance fee.

Article discusses Arkansas River and its tributaries as source of municipal, industrial and agricultural water. Grants approved for several systems by state.

Russellville voters approve effort to buy water firm. Grand Prairie farmers discuss allocation of stream water during drought.

Ark-Soil and Water Conservation Comm.

See also
- Arkansas River
- Cache River
- Cypress Creek
- Dams
- Departee Creek
- Floods
- Irrigation
- Lakes and Reservoirs
- L'Anguille River
- Lee Creek
- Rankin Town
- Red River
- Teeth-Fluorides, Use of Water Pollution

WATER DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT, ARKANSAS RIVER VALLEY REGIONAL

See Water

WATER DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT, MID ARKANSAS

See Lakes--Bull Creek

WATER POLICY TASK FORCE, GOVERNOR'S

See Water

WATER POLLUTION

Chemical storage tank at Baroid Div plant of National Lead Industries leaks 1,520 gallons of chemicals at Magnet Cove. EPA will revise permit of Hope plant of Hudson Foods to discharge larger loads of pollutants in less concentrated form.

Jarrell E. Southall to offer revised standards for water quality. Dr Joe Nix resigns from environmental policy panel. Dr Nix upset by decision to spend $100,000 to study acid mine runoff in Cove Creek instead of a study of the Arkansas River. Water quality statistics show no change.

EPA cracks down on sewage flow from larger cities. Substance called trihalomethane, a suspected cancer-causing agent, found in water supplies of Little Rock, Fort Smith and Beaver Reservoir. Gazette commends state for success in struggle for clean water.

Ark-Soil and Water Conservation Comm.

See also
- Arkansas River
- List of polluted streams and chemicals detected in them
- Pumping station in West Little Rock falls; raw sewage
WATER POLLUTION

flows into pond My8,10A:1. Lake pollution alarms officials; Pollution Control Dept diverts $50,000 from EPA funds for acid mine study to be used instead for Beaver Lake My21,11A:4 US Environmental Protection Agency appears to yield on funds for sewers for small communities polluting Beaver Lake My24,5A:1. Study to be made of effects of septic tanks on Beaver Lake My28,11A:1. Decision must be made soon as to use of Beaver Lake; excessive algae growth may indicate lake is dying. Jel,1A:4 Pollution Control officials to crack down on pollution of tributaries of Saline River Jy20,6A:1. Study of non-point pollution of Beaver Lake planned Ag13,9A:3. Cause of slit in Taylor Bay is disputed between area citizens and Army Engineers Ag14,8A:1. Fayetteville ready to clean up its sewer system, wants assurance farmers and others will help clean up Beaver Lake waters Ag24,9A:1. Pollution Control Agency releases set of proposed rules giving it more control over animal feedlots and poultry houses S27,10A:5. Brine creeping nearer wells that supply El Dorado's water D25,10A:1. See also Bayou Meto Coal Nixon Lake Waste Materials and Sewage Weyerhaeuser Corp...

WEATHER

1980

market at Pine Bluff files $735,000 damage suit against Vertac alleging loss of business because of Bayou Meto contamination Jel5,11A:7. Malvern Water Comm opposes request of Barold Division of National Lead Industries to dump sulphates in Ouachita River Jel2,7C:2. Fish kill in Bayou Meto blamed on excess sewage Je21,12A:7. Fourche Creek tributary pollution traced to faulty sewage treatment system Ag7,8A:5. Sewage flows into Lake Hamilton after fire destroyed power system 01,4A:1. Residents warned to boil Lake Hamilton water 03,8A:1. More sewage flows into Lake Hamilton 09,8A:6. Sewage in Lake Hamilton may come from 1,300 sources 022,9A:1. See also Alcohol as Fuel

WATKINS, FREDERICK D.

Article on Little Rock native who was an Innovator in Insurance field 05,7E:1

WATSON, CHARLES ROBERT

Article on career of neurosurgeon, now retired S17,1B:4

WATSON, JACK

See also Presidential Election of 1980 WAY, THE

Several members of religious cult called The Way are on govt payroll at Fort Chaffee, use jobs to witness to Cuban refugees; practice to be ordered ended Jy23,1A:4. Article explains dogma of founder of The Way Jy23,1A:5. Officials at Fort Chaffee issue warning to all employees not to try to pass religious beliefs to Cubans Jy24,1A:3. Cult member Tim Warga says he has been demoted at Fort Chaffee Jy31,3A:5. Rev John S. Scott, President of The Way of Arkansas, takes exception to being branded a cult Ag2,16A:3. Members quit jobs at Fort Chaffee, cite harassment Ag5,1A:5

WEATHER

1979 was coldest year on record for Ark Ja2,3A:1. Snow covers NW Ark Ja3,4A:5. First major snow hits North Ark

1980 WEATHER
WEATHER

Ja4, 3A:4 Icy glaze covers north Ark
Ja29, 4A:2 Severe winter weather hits with ice, sleet and snow over the entire state Ja30, 1A:3 Sleet, rain and cold combine to glaze streets and roads Ja31, 1A:2 Parts of state get snow F4, 3A:2 Severe storm moves into state F8, 9A:1 Storm dumps up to a foot of snow on N Arkansas F9, 1A:2 More snow falls in South Ark F10, 3A:3 Temperature of 81 ties record for date at Little Rock F29, 6A:5 Snow and ice returns to state Mr2, 2A:3 Record low for the date set at Little Rock Mr3, 2A:5 Snow, sleet hit Central and Southwest part of state Ap14, 1A:2 Stifling heat, humidity called an aberration Je27, 1A:3 Heat-stroke warnings given as temperatures soar Je29, 1A:2 Temperature hits 101 at Little Rock Je29, 3A:6 At least 3 persons die of heat in Ark Je30, 6A:7 Six deaths in Ark due to heatstroke Jy1, 1A:5 Three more persons die in Pulaski County of heat as temperatures hit 104 degrees Jy2, 1A:4 Heat-related deaths reach 16; high was 105 at Little Rock Jy3, 1A:8 Death toll is 41 from heatstroke; relief for elderly planned; heat wave continues Jy4, 1A:3 Deaths from heat stand at 60 as state enters, passes 5th day of above-100 temperatures Jy5, 1A:2 No break seen in heat wave; death toll stands at 65 in state Jy6, 1A:2 Three more die as heat goes on Jy7, 1A:6 High temperatures remain, no new deaths reported Jy8, 1A:4 Heat death toll hits 75 in Ark; temperature reaches 100 or more 9 straight days Jy9, 1A:2 Deaths from heat climb to 78 as temperatures break records Jy10, 1A:7 Heat victims total 83; three heat records broken at Little Rock Jy11, 1A:2 Records continue to fall as heat climbs Jy12, 1A:3 Another death blamed on heat; high reading of 109 at Jacksonville Jy13, 1A:5 Temperature reaches 108 at Little Rock; Batesville reaches 111; death toll is 86 Jy14, 1A:6 Little Rock high temperature is 108, 3 towns reach 110; at least 91 have died Jy15, 1A:5 State of emergency declared by Gov Bill Clinton Jy15, 1A:8 Thermometer that measures up to 150 degrees breaks in road asphalt at Little Rock Jy16, 1A:5 Funds to aid poor people made available by Pres Carter Jy16, 1A:5 Heat wave threatens power supply; death toll rises to 95; Little Rock has 107 high while 110 recorded at Batesville and Mammoth Spring Jy16, 1A:8 Bill Alexander asks Pres Carter to declare 1st Cong Dist of Ark a disaster area Jy16, 4A:1 Heat continues to take toll Jy17, 1A:4 Fans being bought for elderly people around state Jy17, 1A:4 Raindrops fall in state, but drought, heat continues; temperature reaches 111 at Waldron; death toll is 98 Jy18, 1A:2 Small Business Adm declares Ark a disaster area Jy18, 1A:2 Storms bring freak winds, little rain; Little Rock receives storm damage; death toll from heat stands at 101 Jy19, 1A:4 Only 25 pct of the $1 million in federal funds for heat relief in Ark can be used for poor's utility bills Jy19, 8A:7 Subtle changes in weather bring relief; scattered showers fall in some areas Jy20, 1A:5 Temperature falls to reach 100 at Little Rock; chart of highs and lows since June 23 at Little Rock Jy21, 4A:4 Arkansas gets break in heat as showers fall in several areas; at least 110 persons have died in Ark Jy22, 1A:2 Fans demanded, but funds for help with high utility bills are tied up Jy22, 6A:1 Heavy rain sets new records in East Ark; over 21 inches fall at Hughes Jy23, 4A:1 Agencies should begin getting heat-relief aid by this week; restrictions create problems Jy24, 4A:1 $500,000 more in federal funds released to help poor pay utility bills Jy26, 7A:3 Steady rain, thunderstorms bring welcome relief Jy27, 1A:4 Hundreds stand in line to receive free fans Jy27, 2F:1 Extreme heat back in state; storms follow Jy30, 9A:4 Heat back in state,
WEATHER 1980

Batesville and Calico Rock record 111 degrees July 31, July breaks mark as hottest month on record at Little Rock; table of highs and lows at 6 Ark cities

State enters 7th week of heat wave Ag4,3A:1 No relief from drought, heat in sight; death ruled heat-related; chart of temperature highs and lows this summer Ag12,2A:7

Scattered showers fall, Drew County gets surprise storm Ag13,4A:3 Rain, cool front enters state Ag18,9A:6 Summer was hottest and driest on record S17,5A:4 Low temperature set on first day of winter D22,3A:1 Freezing rain and snow over most of Northwest Ark created hazardous conditions D27,5A:7

See also Agriculture Poultry Tomatoes Tornadoes Water

WEATHERIZATION OF HOUSES

See Housing

WEBB, WILLIAM

Lepanto area farmers, William and Ila Webb, bequeath $330,000 to schools, church Ja24,6A:4

WEIGHT

Paul Johnson describes his first effort at adding short run to his walking routine Ja1,1B:1 Johnson says there is always something aching Ja2,1B:1 Johnson suggests routines for more running, less walking Ja3,1B:1 Johnson writes on diet plan used in his weight-loss program Ja4,1B:1 Despite the cold, jogger keeps running Ja18,6B:1 Flabby will power replaced by determination Ja25,6B:1 Article on weight loss plan called Diet Deck developed by Claudene Cato F11,6B:1

See also Counseling

WELFARE

About 1,000 low-income residents of boarding homes will get unneeded checks as part of heating bill assistance program Ja11,7A:1 Program to help the elderly and poor pay fuel bills is nearly out of funds F17,12A:1 Senator David Pryor supports cuts in food stamp budget Mr9,1A:4

Gazette comments on Pryor stand on food stamps Mr14,16A:1 Gov Bill Clinton says laws that tightened welfare programs save $2.8 million Mr20,16A:5 Article on social worker Jamie Newsom and her work as Intake person for social services Ap21,18:5 Workfare law enacted in 1979 has removed about 2,400 persons from welfare rolls and about 6,000 from food stamp rolls, Gov Bill Clinton says Ap23,17A:1 Food stamp aid could be lost by 311,000 in Ark if Dept of Agriculture suspends program Ap30,13A:2 Asset transfer allows well-to-do to qualify for Medicaid benefits to pay for nursing homes My15,7C:3 Fraud Detection Unit of Social Services Div tracks welfare law violators My20,1B:1 Federal funds for Arkansas
endangered by errors on part of state
S19,9A:1 Legislative Council gets
rept from Social Services Commission-
er Barrett Toan on efforts to imple-
ment 'workfare' D16,4A:3 Workfare
food stamp demonstration in Crawford,
Sebastian and Lonoke Counties re-
quires recipients to work at public
jobs, if able N18,3A:3 Bill in Legis-
lative Council would require check on eligibility of
any state employee receiving food
stamps or welfare N26,6A:6 Legis-
lative Council approves plan to use
$11.5 million grant to help poor pay
fuel bills N27,8A:7 Social Services
Div revises income guidelines for aid
with heating bills D6,6A:4 Editorial
supports workfare concept D14,3E:4
See also
Arkansas State Hosp
Divorce
Medicine
WELLS, JOHN F.
See also
Ark-Constitution
Ark-Legislature (gen)
Courts (US)-Federal Dist
Taxation-Real Estate
WEST HELENA
Report by Arkansas Industrial Re-
search and Extension Center says Mo-
hawk Tire and Rubber Co plant is
symptom of a deteriorating business
climte in the Phillips County area;
area leaders and Gov Clinton con-
cerned about accuracy and impact of
rept Ja30,1A:5 Editorial on industri-
al and econ prospects in Helena, West
Helena and Phillips Co F3,3E:5 Edi-
tor comments on econ rept on Phillips
County Fl7,3E:5 Two blacks sue city,
Civil Service Comm and Police Dept
alleging racial bias in hiring and
promotion Mr11,3A:2
See also
Education-Helena
Housing
WEST MEMPHIS
City employees vote slowdown in at-
tempt to get pay raises Ja18,9A:4
Employees begin slowdown Ja19,7A:4
City Council to stick with 7 pct pay
offer Ja30,9A:7 Police, firemen call
in sick Fl,4A:3 Compromise fails;
sick-out continues F2,1A:4 Employees
vote to return to work to protect
their jobs and the city F3,2A:2
Mayor Ferguson considers docking em-
ployees in 2-day sickout F6,6A:1
Pay to be docked following sick-out
F8,6A:1
See also
Electric Light and Power
Flies-West Memphis
Liquor
Mississippi River
Staley (A. E.) Mfg Co
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
WESTARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
See also
Basketball-College-Westark
WESTERN AUTO STORE (YELLVILLE)
Customer files class action suit
alleging store violated usury law by
50 cents Ja29,4A:1
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD
See also Union Pacific Corp
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP
Former worker wins bias suit Ap24,
12A:7
WESTON, JOSEPH HARRY
Perjury charges against editor
volved Je27,14A:2 Four Batesville
women win default judgment against
Weston in libel lawsuit S30,8A:8
WETLANDS
Controversy over drainage of Flag
Pond near Mayflower develops between
agr interests and those who want wet-
lands preserved Mr30,7A:1 Wetlands
drainage would require permit under
rules proposed by state Pollution
Control Dept Jy3,5A:1 Official of
EPA urges states to conduct as much
of wetlands policy as possible Jy20,
7A:1 George A. Brown begins dredg-
ing Dry Bayou north of Scott before per-
mit recd Jy26,11A:1 Federal Environ-
mental Protection Agency orders 2
Augusta landowners to cease land
clearing near White River in area of
wetlands; action is first such in Ark
Ag19,8A:1 Westbank Planting Co
ordered by EPA to halt clearing of
1,280 acres of land adjacent to Chicot County bayous S12, 10A:1

See also Wildlife Sanctuaries

WEYERHAUS CORP

Article on growth and development in Ark Ja20, 15G:1 One week layoffs of 1,700 workers at Mountain Pine, Dierks and Murfreesboro planned Mr20, 1A:6 Firm agrees to give more emphasis to preservation of wildlife, water quality and hardwood forests Ap22, 1A:4 John Blocker of Garland County files $513,000 lawsuit alleging clearcutting, use of chemical 2,4,5-T damaged his crops and livestock My31, 48:6

See also Forests and Forestry

WHILLOCK, CARL S.

See also

Arkansas Electric Cooperatives, Inc
Arkansas State Univ (Jonesboro)

WHIRLPOOL CORP

Fort Smith to lay off 300 employees, will not hire 1,500 students and teachers this summer Ap22, 5C:1

WHITNEY

See Liquor

WHITE COUNTY

Controversy continues over apptmt of Ralph Van Meter to White Co Quorum Ct Jd5, 5A:7 Quorum Ct declares vacancy; Van Meter can be apptd Jd6, 5A:1 Mrs Elaine Heathscott seeks election as County Judge; if she wins, her husband, Waylon, will do work of office Mr22, 4A:1 C. M. Smithey barred from filing as Dem for county judge because he supported Republican Ed Bethune in Cong race in 1978 Mr26, 3A:4 Two Bethune backers barred from filing as Democrats; Smithey to seek county judge post as a Republican Mr28, 13A:1 C. W. Smithey files as Republican for County Judge Ap3, 4A:3 James Martin charge of telephone abuse in county offices called politically motivated Ap3, 14A:1 Article on efforts of White County Dems to preserve alling party system Ap20, 1F:2 James Martin asks recovery of $14,282.54 that Mrs Lena Stewart allegedly collected for fees as a delinquent tax collector while serving as a deputy in the collector's office My8, 5A:1 Mrs Stewart says she owes county nothing My10, 12A:4 Freeze on hiring county employees lifted My22, 7A:2 Three candidates backed by White County Taxpayers Assn win election My29, 8A:6 Error in rept on taxes collected may cost county $179,302 in federal funds Je5, 6A:5

Auditors checking to see if Lena Stewart, a former delinquent tax collector, overcharged on fines Je24, 5C:2 Audit shows Mrs Stewart got $13,500 in fees to which she was not entitled Agl2, 4A:6 Prosecutor says statute of limitations protects Mrs Stewart in tax cases Agl6, 4A:6 C. M. Smithey leaves race for County Judge Je10, 4A:1 General election returns N6, 6A:8

See also

Dams
Lakes--Bull Creek
Prisons--White County Jail
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9

WHITE FLAMES FUELS, INC

See also Alcohol as Fuel

WHITE, FRANK D.

Gov Bill Clinton agrees to allot $50,000 to Governor-elect Frank D. White for transition between administrations N7, 8A:1 White visits Northwest Ark to thank voters for electing him, pledges to return favor; Governor-elect visits Jonesboro, Fort Smith, Texarkana, Springdale and El Dorado N8, 1A:3 White explains his statement that his election was a victory for the Lord N9, 4A:1 Legislative program to be modest, Preston Bynum says N9, 4A:4 Article discusses direction White can be expected to take state govt N9, 1E:2 White predicts co-operation between his office and the Legls N10, 2A:6 Letters respond to White statement on victory for the Lord N12, 22A:3 Stock holdings of White to
be placed in blind trust N13,3A:1
Gazette says White should divest him-
self of his holdings in order to
avoid conflict of interests N15,14A:1
Article reviews career and personal
life of White N16,1A:4 Editorial on
comment on election win as a victory
for the Lord N16,3E:1 Baxter Bulle-
tin sees little prospect for an im-
proved Ark under White adm N16,3E:2
White undecided about his stock
holdings N20,3A:7 Editors critical
of White's remark that he won't for-
get heavy vote for him in Northwest
Ark N23,3E:3 Editors comment on
"victory for the Lord" statement and
White's praise for Clinton N23,3E:4
Searcy Daily Citizen discusses
problems facing Gov White N30,3E:1
Stocks in 4 state-regulated companies
to be sold to avoid conflict of
interests D17,1A:4 Governor-elect
attends Christmas Party in state
auditor's office D19,5A:2 Editor
comments on attacks already being
made against White D28,3E:2
See also
Agricultural Machinery
Ark-Elections--Governor
Ark-Energy Dept
Ark-Finances--Budgets
Ark-Government Employees (gen)
Ark-Government Employees--Wages
Ark-Governor (Office of)--
Washington, D.C. Office
Ark-Health Dept
Ark-Human Services Dept
Ark-Local Government--Finance
Ark-Public Safety Dept
Arkansas School for the Blind
Arkansas School for the Deaf
Automobiles--Registration
Blacks (in Ark)
Colleges--Budgets
Colleges--Scholarships
Credit
Cuba-Refugees
Education--Finances
Education--Teachers---Salaries
Education--Vocational
Executive Mansion (Ark)
Farm Bureau, Arkansas

MURDERS--Basnet
Ozark Institute
Prisons-Arkansas State--Finances
Reagan, Ronald--inauguration
Republican Party
Roads and Traffic (gen)
Television--Noncommercial
Trucks and Trucking Industry
--Aides and Employees: Governor-
elect pledges to cut staff of Gover-
nor's office by 25 pct N6,1A:8 Some
of Bill Clinton's cabinet to be dis-
missed, but most will be asked to re-
main at least through the legislative
session; cabinet members react to
statement N8,1A:3 White's staff to
be similar to Clinton's in number and
pay range N20,5A:1 Linda Garner to
be named one of White's top aides
N26,6A:4 Editorial critical of high
salaries of up to $40,000 for Gov
White's aides N30,3E:3 Budget pre-
presented by White reduces staff by 20
positions; central staff has same
number of employees as Gov Bill
Clinton with higher payroll D11,4A:1
Transition team of Preston C. Bynum,
Carolyn Pollan and Bill Ramsey work
hard at task D21,6A:1
---Blaylock, Len: White adds
Blaylock to his staff to be In charge
of appmts to boards and com-
missions D24,2A:2
--Appointments and Executive
Changes: White will get to make
several major appmts during his first
few days in office N8,4A:7 White
taking low-key approach to 500 final
Clinton appmts to be sent to Senate
N22,9A:1 Governor-elect does not
plan to challenge appointments made
by Gov Bill Clinton except In cases
of those who are paid for service D6,
1A:2 Len Blaylock to be In charge of
appointments to boards and com-
missions D24,2A:2
See also
Ark-Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd
Ark-Economic Development Dept
Ark-Employment Security Div
Ark-Highway Comm
Ark-Housing Development Agency
Ark-Human Services Dept
Ark-Local Services Dept
Ark-Pollution Control & Ecology Dept
Ark-Purchasing Office

--Inauguration: Schedule for inauguration released; prayer breakfast opens day D20,1A:4

--Marriage and Family:
See also White, Gay

--Security, Personal
See also Governors-Ark--Security

WHITE, GAY

Wife of Governor-elect Frank D. White reveals that she never expected her husband to win; Mrs White shares her life story with group of Christian women at Eureka Springs, reveals the break-up of her first marriage D10,1A:4

WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE

Note: Entries beginning with the words, White House Conference, are under key word of subject of conference

WHITE, JACK
See also
Alcohol as Fuel
Farmers Co-op of Ark and Okla

WHITE, JASON
See also Food Diet

WHITE OAK STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--White Oak

WHITE RIVER
State G&FC will oppose dredging near Mountain View Ja22,6A:3 State Commerce Secy Burl C. Rotenberry holds up permit for mining sand and gravel until system is set up to monitor biological effects Ja25,12A:3 Water Resources Research Center at UAF offers to monitor sand and gravel operations Ja31,4C:7 Gazette urges ban on dredging of sand and gravel F2,16A:1 Parks, Recreation and Travel Comm opposes sand and gravel permit F14,6A:4 Arkansas Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm objects to taking sand and gravel from river F27,7A:1

Senator David Pryor opposes dredging Mr8,3A:4 Hearing to be held on plan of Army Engineers to dredge lower portion of river Ap20,5A:7 Plan to divert White River water for Grand Prairie Project gets favorable review by state Soil and Water Conservation Comm My7,5A:1 State Game and Fish Comm asks Army Corps of Engineers to come up with navigation channel plan that will be less destructive to wildlife My13,1C:6 State Soil and Water Conservation Comm will seek more time to formulate stand on irrigation dist My16,11A:1 Landowner Frank Lyon Jr files court motion to halt formation of White River-Grand Prairie Irrigation Dist My17,7A:2 Residents oppose plan for dredging river to Newport My30,17A:1 Cost to prohibit work on channel Jel,6A:1 Battles over use of water shaping up Je9,1A:4 Firm drops effort to mine White River sandbars; State Geologist Norman Williams blasts preservationists Jy15,7A:1 Editorial on proposed dredging Jy17,16A:1 US Repr Ed Bethune opposes plan to upgrade White River S16,3A:1

See also
Bridges
Dams (gen)
Dams--Bull Shoals
Dams--Norfork
Fish and Other Marine Life
Irrigation
Waste Materials

WHITESIDE, DEAN
See also Text Books

WHITTEN, DOLPHUS JR
See also
Educational Consortium, Joint (Arkadelphia)

WHITTEN, J. L., II
See also Ark-Elections--Congress (HR)--Dist 2

WHITWORTH, WILLIAM
See also Atlantic Monthly

WIEBERG, WILLIAM
Al Wiederkehr hopes to develop replica of Swiss village that will be
a tourist attraction Hr27,18:2 Proposed Ozark Gas Transmission System pipeline would pass through proposed village; Al Wiederkehr plans to fight D27,3A:1

WIEDERKEHR WINE CELLARS
Four investment firms sue to take control of firm My10,7A:1

WILDERNESS AREAS
Article on winter hiking in Upper Buffalo River Wilderness Area of Newton County Ja20,4B:1 Plans to buy Goose Pond hits snag; Natural Heritage Comm tries to resolve problem Ap10,4A:4 Letter from Jay H. Wright says RARE II poses no threat to private land in the Ozarks of Newton County My4,2E:3 Louis Gregorle responds to Jr by Jay H. Wright on aims of Society for Preservation of Ozark Culture and Newton County My14,14A:3 Natural Areas Comm accepts easement on Laural Oak Flats in Nevada County Je26,11A:1 Arkansas Natural Heritage Inventory Program will not be funded, Governor-elect Frank White indicates D5,8A:3 Natural Heritage Comm to acquire Goose Pond area on Pope-Conway County line D5,8A:3

WILDLIFE
See Weyerhaeuser Corp
Weyerhaeuser Corp Wildlife Sanctuaries

WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES
Birdwatchers flock to Holla Bend F24,2F:1 US Fish and Wildlife Service seeks to acquire 6,000-acre Holland Bottoms in Pulaski and Lonoke Counties as waterfowl refuge My6,4A:6 Migratory Bird Conservation Comm grants $4,020,250 for purchase of Ashley County land to be used to create Overflow Bottoms Wildlife Refuge for protection of migratory waterfowl My21,13A:1 Officials, residents give go-ahead to Impact statement for proposed Holland Bottoms refuge Je5,7C:6 Proposal made that 4,000 acres of bottomland be acquired; land adjoins St Francis Sunken Lands Wildlife Management Area Je17,2C:5 First step taken by G&FC to acquire 4,400-acre Portis tract of St Francis River bottomland Jy22,2C:2 Winthrop Rockefeller Fdn loans $750,000 to the Nature Conservancy to purchase land along Overflow Creek in Ashley County for refuge Ag2,10A:1 Legislative Council approves plan for G&FC to purchase Portis tract of wetlands along St Francis River Ag23,4A:1 Despite objections from the state Game and Fish Comm and the National Park Service, lease is granted for gas drilling in Buffalo River Wildlife Management Area in Newton County; part of lease would be on Buffalo; National River land N21,1A:4 State Commerce Dept Director Burl C. Rotenbury rejects drilling in Buffalo area sought by Federal Development, Inc., a firm organized by Jim Johnson N22,4A:1 Gazette calls drilling plan an outrageous scheme N22,14A:1

See also
Cache River
Electric Light

WILLIAMS, MILLER
See also
University of Arkansas Press

WILLIAMS, PAUL X.
See also
Courts (US)-Federal Dist (Ark)

WILLS AND ESTATES
State Court of Appeals ruling says destroyed will cannot be used when another one not executed N13,8A:1
See also
Hawkins, Jack B.
Larned, Herbert L.
Larrick, Woodrow
McClellan, John Little
Stokes, Carl J.

WILSON, JO LUCK
See also Travel and Resorts

WILSON, JOHN H.
See also Colleges-Gifts--Hendrix

WILSON, NICK
See also
Ark-Contracts
Ark-Finances--Government Bonds and Other Investments
WILSON, WILLIAM R. JR
See also Pulaski Co-Government Employees--Ethics

WINDSOR, GAYLE JR
See also
Education-Little Rock--Student
Trucks and Trucking
US-Job Corps

WINES
Ten pct supplemental tax on wine sold in restaurants challenged Mr9, 12A:1 Arkansas's 10 pct supplemental tax on wine sales applies only to wines not produced in state that are sold in estabs that hold mixed drink permits Ap3,6C:3
See also Liquor

WINROCK INTERNATIONAL
Winrock Farms still preserves Interests of Winthrop Rockefeller F4, 1B:2 Winrock has only Grade A dairy goat operation in the area F4,1B:2

WISELY, GLEN
See also Crawford County

WITCHERVILLE
See also Tornadoes Ap9

WITHROW SPRING STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Withrow Spring

WOLF (JACOB) HOUSE
See Norfork

WOMACK, J. A. (DOOLEY)
See also Ouachita County

WOMEN
Article on Minton chart of the value of a homemaker in a marriage; chart used in property settlement in divorce cases 01,1B:2 Dower rights for women upheld by Arkansas Supreme Court D9,5A:1
See also
Conservatism, Political Families-Violence Frauds and Swindling Labor-Women Ships and Shipping Track and Field-College
US Armament-Draft

... Discrimination. Equal Rights Amdt supporters step up efforts in Ark Ja9,6A:1 Arkansas ACLU gets funds from Ms Foundation for educ project Ja16,8A:4 Proponents of ERA pleased with poll showing Arkansans support women's rights Mr29,7A:2 Mrs Sonia Johnson, ERA advocate, visits Little Rock, calls possible Reagan victory a cause for worry Ag17,14A:1 John Workman interview with Sonia Johnson on women's rights and religion S11, 1B:2
See also
Bank of Dardanelle Brown and Root, Inc
Colleges-Teachers--University of Ark (Pine Bluff)
Colleges-Wages--University of Ark (Fayetteville)
Dillard's Department Stores
Education (gen)--Vocational Education-North Little Rock-- Teachers
Education-Pulaski County Dist-- Teachers
Georgia Pacific Corp
Mental Health Center, Ozark
Regional
National Old Line Ins Co
Reagan, Ronald
Stephens, Inc
Teletype Corp
WOMEN AND WORK, GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON
Gloria Johnson tells Conf ground lost in job fight Je27,6C:3
WOMEN'S CITY CLUB (LITTLE ROCK)
Article on Club and its headquaters My4,10D:1
WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Finances---Budgets
WOOD DUCKS
See Birds
WOODCARVING
Article on style of Arble G. Bates of Black Rock F14,2D:1 Dwight Owen Sayre, age 11, Is already an established woodcarver Jy15,1B:2 Article on Stone County woodcarvers, Sherl and Gerry Phillips-Chisholm, and the birds and animals they create 031,1B:1
WOODBURFF COUNTY
See also Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
WOODRUFF CREEK (PULASKI COUNTY)
Army Engineers to study plan for
flood control along creek in north Pulaski County My16,11A:1
WOODS, HENRY
See also Courts (US)-Federal Dist
W OOODWORKERS OF AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL
See also Georgia Pacific Corp
WOODYARD, W. H. L., Ill
See also Insurance
US-Health Insurance Panel
WOODY'S CAMPER SALES
See Borg-Warner Acceptance Corp
WOOLLY HOLLOW STATE PARK
See Parks (gen)--Woolly Hollow
WORKERS COMPENSATION INSURANCE
Legislative panel studies effects of 1973 law requiring state to take over workers compensation payments after a worker has received $50,000 Mr20,4A:4 Arkansas Bar Assn panel plans probe on whether there are unjustified delays in decisions by Workers Compensation Comm Mr26,4A:1 Death and Permanent Total Disability Fund has $26.4 million in obligations and a fund balance of $724,788 N21, 7A:1
WORLD WAR II (1939-1945)
Article relates experience of Mrs Donna Roberta Taylor of Conway, who survived after ship was sunk by German sub in 1943 F26,6B:1 William E. Edwards of Little Rock recalls rescue of George Bush when plane went down in World War II Ap17,1B:2 Prisoner of War camps in state are a curious episode in Ark history Jel5, 1F:5 Dr O. C. Raney of Pine Bluff, visits battle site where he served in Alaska, recalls events of Japanese bombing Ag4,1B:5
WORTHEN BANK AND TRUST CO (LITTLE ROCK)
Robert L. Whitfield files suit alleging racial bias in his firing F26, 5C:8 John Kenneth Strange pleads guilty to charge of misapplication of funds Je26,7A:3 Two brothers, Wayne and Jerry Coates, resign in wake of audit that uncovered improper entries in records of Investment banking dept S5,6A:5
See also Massery (Anna F.) Estate
WRIGHT, ERNIE E.
See also Courts (Ark)-Court of Appeals
WRITING AND WRITERS
Adventure in creative writing; elderly recall, recreate their lives in writing group at Little Rock Mr18, 2B:1 Dr Sandra Bone promotes writing of books by children as way to gain communication skills Je5,1D:1 Writing poetry is good medicine for elderly in nursing homes S4,4B:1
See also Book Reviews
--Brown, Dee: Review of Dale Jackson's book, Gold Dust Jel5,4F:1
--Castero, Laura Parker: Successful first novel for former Arkansan is dream realized N23,4F:5
--Dragonwagon, Crescent: Team of Crescent Dragonwagon and Paul Zindel team up to produce new novel; Miss Dragonwagon, a Eureka Springs resident, is daughter of authors Maurice and Charlotte Zolotow D28, 7F:1
--French, Alice: Article on Arkansas writer and her stories Je22,8F:1
--Gwaltney, Francis Irby: Comments by Gwaltney on Arkansas gamblers and jet-setters F3,4F:1
--Hall, B. Clarence: Film rights to Nashville Lady sold for six figures' Mr16,5F:1
See also Book Reviews
--Hemingway, Ernest: House at Piggott where Hemingway wrote part of Farewell to Arms may be named to historic register D10,10A:4
--Mallet, Norman:
See also Mallet, Norman
--McKee, Gwendoly: Anchored to the Marsh D14,5F:1
--Petitt, Clyde Edwin: Article on Arkansas writer and speaker who is critical of so-called experts F20, 1B:2
WRONGFUL LIFE
See also Medicine-Malpractice
WYCOT CORPORATION
Plastics plant in Hot Springs Industrial park works at full capacity Jy20,8E:1
WYNNE
Police Chief Hayward Brown fired after shortage found in police funds S9,3A:5
See also Robberies and Thefts

YELL COUNTY
See also
Atomic Energy and Power
Horse Racing
Railroads-Accidents
Tornadoes Ap8 Ap9
YOUNG ADULT CONSERVATION CORPS
Article on Young Adult Conservation Corps facility near Mansfield and its program Ja20,1F:2
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Carver YMCA at Little Rock adds tutoring program for children and adults N25,1B:3
YOUTH
See Children
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT PROJECT
See also Labor-Youth

YOUTH HOME, INC
Mr and Mrs Sieg A. Siebert donate $50,000 for new bldg, home serves emotionally troubled youth Jy15,7A:3
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ALTERNATIVE SERVICE ACT
See also Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary--Pardons

ZINDEL, PAUL
See also Writing--Dragonwagon
ZOLOTOW, CHARLOTTE
See also Writing--Dragonwagon
ZOLOTOW, MAURICE
See also Writing--Dragonwagon
ZONING
See
Area Planning
ZOO OF ARKANSAS
Popular male giraffe named Spot dies Ap2,2A:2 Article traces story of Ruth, the elephant who starred at Little Rock Zoo 020,2B:1 New male giraffe arrives N14,1A:3